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To all my friends in show business-Fair Secretaries, Park Managers, Celebration Committee Men
and Fellow Performers. Thanks to all of you, 1938
was one of my best seasons, the sixth consecutive
year of solid bookings.

This year has been a great one for free acts. They

have more than proved their worth.

Because of
them, countless amusement spots and events have
come through successfully. With the public in-

sistent to see first-class, thrilling entertainment,
executives are relying more and more upon good
crowd -producing free attractions.

I am grateful to have had a part in it and sincerely
wish everyone a very happy and prosperous New
Year.
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the Neat tot Iive taient

THE WHEEL
HAS TURNED
THE BILLBOARD is proud of the part it played in keeping the torch burning. During the darkest
years, when it often seemed that the amusement industry was about to eliminate the live,
human factor completely, The Billboard spread the hope that lay in facts concerning the state
of live amusements. The Billboard fought for what it believed to be sound and right. The
Billboard performed its most valuable service during those dark years both to the amusement in-

dustry in general and living entertainment in particular by courting truth rather than sentiment;
by calling a spade a spade and by performing with plodding regularity the prosaic but tremen-

dously important job of reporting progress on the "flesh" front-the good with the bad-but
never permitting its readers to forget that no matter how dismal the moment there is hope
written in the misty phantasmagoria of the future.
The Billboard is indeed proud today because the worst of the uphill struggle seems to have
been left behind. And the things we stand for are definitely on their way up.

It
pages

is

with a mixture of gratitude and pride that we open the prefatory doors to the

of The

Billboard's

44th Anniversary

and

Holiday Greetings

Number dedicated

to

the promise held forth by the dawn of a new year-filled as we are with the conviction that
1939 will mark the most promising year for live entertainment since the peak of the twenties.
Facts and figures speak more eloquently than high-sounding phrases. There is no denying, for
example, that vaudeville is now definitely on the upgrade after hitting the bottom early this year.
Night club and hotel employment rose steadily during the year, recession notwithstandCould any sign be
ing. The Legitimate Stage has produced fewer shows but far better ones.
improved;
ballrooms
are
doing
satisfactory
business
The
music
publishing
business
is
healthier?
10
years
during
1938.
Radio
made
definite
and name bands had their best breaks in more than
employment
of
talent.
Phonograph
recording
and
the
industry
built
progress as a channel for the
around it made sensational comebacks. While the going was difficult for films at the outset of
the year, a neat pickup was made in the last lap of the year's running-thanks, in part, to the
industry campaign.

All in all, there are many things to be happy about. The year that wanes was a troubled,
critical year but the various amusement branches were strengthened and broken in under fire.
Today we are in a far healthier condition than we've been at any time since Wall Street's
Humpty Dumpty had his great fall.
The Year 1939 dawns with hope and promise. We are thankful as
we go into the stretch of a new year that we still live in the land of
the free and the brave. We thank God for these United States.
To all of amusements we extend our heartfelt good wishes. To the artists, managers, agents
and others who have helped make this issue of The Billboard a success we say "Thanks!"
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T THE CLOSE OF THE MOST SENSATIONALLY SUCCESSFUL YEAR IN OUR

SHORT CAREER, WE WISH TO EXPRESS OUR SINCERE THANKS TO ALL
THOSE WHO HAVE MADE OUR THEME LINE . . .

"MUSIC OF YESTERDAY AND TODAY
STYLED THE BLUE BARRON WAY"
KNOWN FROM COAST TO COAST

Ousi deed

a,fipitecfrdio-frz to

MRS. MARIA KRAMER
.

WHO INTRODUCED US TO NEW YORK IN A NINE MONTH ENGAGEMENT AT HER GREEN ROOM IN THE HOTEL EDISON

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
WHO FEATURED US ON THE RED AND BLUE NETWORKS

CHARLES E. GREEN - STANFORD ZUCKER - BILLY SHAW CHARLES V. YATES - HARRY BERMAN - ANN RICHARDSON
AND THE ENTIRE STAFF OF CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS, INC.
FOR THEIR ABLE COUNSEL AND EFFORTS IN OUR BEHALF

HARRY KALCHEIM - BOB WEITMAN - SIDNEY PIERMONT HARRY MAYER
AND ALL OTHER THEATRE BOOKERS AND EXECUTIVES WHO PRESENTED
US TO THEIR AUDIENCES

ELI OBERSTEIN AND HIS ASSOCIATES AT RCA VICTOR
WHO FEATURED US ON VICTOR - BLUEBIRD RECORDINGS

ALL THE MUSIC PUBLISHERS AND THEIR CONTACT MEN
WHO LIGHTENED OUR MUSICAL BURDENS BY BRINGING US THEIR HITS

SAM SAX oFVITAPHONE AND LOU DIAMOND OF PARAMOUNT
WHO FEATURE US IN SHORT SUBJECTS

DANCE PROMOTERS AND COLLEGES
WHO BROUGHT US BEFORE THE COLLEGES
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"HE YEAR FOR LIVE TALENT
N. Y. Prepares for First Thematic 1939 Looks Good for All Fields
New Year's Eve, Done "a la Fair" Of the Entertainment Industry

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-In a collective decorate their playhouses, inside and
effort to make New Year's Eve foster out, to accent the "Dawn of a New Day"
optimism by heralding the World's Fair's theme. Fourteen night clubs are planWorld's Fairs help, but prospects are primarily based on
"The Dawn of a New Day," 55 local ho- ning to fall in with the plan. Many
permanent gains-radio, music, legit, night clubs, vaude
tels, 126 restaurants, some 30 theaters, Broadway store fronts in the center of
145 novelty manufacturers and an enor- town will wear the fair's orange and
all go into new year with best hopes of decade
mous Perisphere-Trylon Christmas tree blue with at least 33 retail establishin Times Square have virtually assured ments planning especially colorful faconcrete support here for a nation-wide cades. Seven of these will be large deNEW YORK, Dec. 24.-As 1938 draws to a close more hope can be discerned
plan publicly announced three weeks partment stores.
the horizon of show business than at any other time since the start of the genLocal executives of several steamship on
ago. A report of these activities came
eral business depression. All show -business fields expect to participate in the
(See N. Y. PREPARES on page 14)
this week from officials of the fair,
general rise, but particularly those depending primarily upon live talent. Trend,
chief sponsor of the New Year's program.
which set away from living entertainment while the mechanical novelties were
Up to the present 14 large motion
still that-novelties-has now set strongly in the other direction. A widespread
Additional
news
pertaining
to
the
picture houses of New York's theater disand insistent demand for live talent has manifested itself in all sections of the
New York World's Fair and Golden country, including the popular boom for
trict have pledged themselves to celebrate New Year's Eve "a la Fair" with apCate International Exposition in San
bands, the slow but definite and mightily
propriate music, decorative motifs and
Francisco will be found in the Fair encouraging return of vaudeville, the larly the expectations for increased emappointments. At least two prominent
and Carnival departments.
widespread increase in the use of club ployment-hinge largely upon the two
theatrical producers have decided to
floor shows and the pleas from cities World's Fairs, in San Francisco and New
all over the country for touring attrac- York. But the gains expected will be
tions in legit.
bigger and more permanent than that.
Definitely, hopes for the year-particu- With the expected upswing in general

More U. S. Acts Abroad, But
Troubles Over $$ Are Worse

business conditions, show business will
feel the results permanently thru greater
profits, increased scope of operations
and a large increase in Jobs. Show

Turns Scarlet for Sake
Of Scarlett O'Hara

business always follows the general busi-

ness trend by about six 'months (it was
six months before the effects of the
depression really began to be felt in the
amusement industry), but with a business upturn early in the year the amuse-

BOSTON, Dec. 24.-Scarlett O'Hara,

Jap style.
Ruth Sato, local Japanese news woman, turned her coiffure into red

Balkans and Orient worst offenders-night clubs demand mixing-violate contracts-money exchange a
worry-acts urged to consult legation, study contracts

from ebony black this week and

ment field should feel the effects strongly long before 1939 draws to a close.
Hope, founded on the actual facts

shines up as a legit Occidental..
"Well," she explains, "I've been
told that anybody but a Jap or a
Chinese is likely to be selected as
Scarlett O'Hara, so I figured I might
as well put myself in the running."
Miss Sato was known for years on.
Broadway as the only legit chorus

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-The past season has seen one of the biggest years for
American acts abroad, with the number of countries played by U. S. performers
increasing by 100 per cent over those played a couple years back; yet the wail of
discontent and the wrath against mistreatment of returning artists has doubled.
Not all countries, of course, come in for the same classification. There are not
many squawks against England, Germany, Norway, Sweden, France and Denmark,
and, to a lesser degree. Holland, Belgium, Esthonia, Latvia and Lithuania; but in

of the past year and on easily predictable trends in the immediate future, is
greater than it has been for a decade.

All signs point to the fact that 1939

will definitely be the year for live talent.
Radio

girl of her race.

most of the other countries of the Con-

tinent and those of the Far East the

In This Issue

talk of the unethical treatment of art-

ists can't be laid on any too thick. Even
the countries mentioned come in for an
occasional barb.

There has been a great hullabaloo on
this side in recent years about the evil
of forced mixing, but, according to the

reports of those who have toured the
lands where foreign acts are more or

less a scarcity, the extent of the practice
in those places is far beyond the heights
experienced here, even at its worst.
Forced mixing is the supreme evil over

there, and it is especially rampant in
(See MORE U. S. A. ACTS page 16)
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The Ice Follies, with Bess Earhardt,
comes to the Boston Garden week of
January 11. While the receipts will
probably not reach the Henie figure,

48
88
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Radio Talent
Repertoire -Tent Shows

Rinks -Skaters

Acts,
Orchestra, page 80.
Units and Attractions, 32
Dramatic and Musical, 136. Carni-

ROUTES:
and 136.
val, 136.

Circus and Wild West, 136.

Mis-

cellaneous, 136.

Show Family Album
Sponsored Events
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126
124
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The Local Angle To Booking Names
Hotel's Need for Personalized Booking

"We Interrupt This Program-Special Events"

Important Fair Events and Happenings of the Year
Parks Resolved To Recoup
Important Park Events and Happenings of the Year

Carnivals' Biz Up at Finish

Important Carnival Events and Happenings of the Year
Protect Your Ideas

they are expected to be close to $70,000. Act, Show Demand Up

measure cannot be foretold yet, for,
while the scale will undoubtedly boost
live shows in some areas, in others the
effect may be the reverse. Angle on this
theory is that many smaller broadcasters
manage primarily on waxes and may fold.
From the standpoint of talent securing
commercial jobs via agency -built programs, outlook is okeh. At the beginning of this season, attitude of many
industry men was that day of expensive
programs was on the wane owing to business retrenchment. Developments, however, have not shown this to be a fact,
and by the turn of the year Kellogg, for
instance, will sponsor one of the most
expensive-or perhaps the most ex-

pensive-program ever placed on the

Special Articles

BOSTON, Dec. 24.-Upon her arrival Radio's New Responsibility
It-Sweetly!
Sonja Henie was told the advance sale Swing
Bring Back the Ballroom
at Boston Garden was $57.000. It was Selecting
Bands for Movie Shorts
a distinct tribute to the managerial abil- Growing Importance
of Lath 4merican Music
ity of Walter W. Brown, head of Boston List of Standard and Popular
Music Publishers
Garden; the press agenting of Les Stout Taking Radio Plugs for a Ride
and the ticket -selling dexterity of Tom- You Figure It Out!
What About Dramatic Stock?
my Waters.
Theater in 1938
The gross for Henie and her troupe hit Legitimate
Security Tax Laws as Applied to the Amusement Industry
the six -figure mark-phenomenal for a Social
Circus Down But Not Out
five-day show given Just before Christ- Important Circus Events and Happenings of the Year
mas. Last year the gross for seven days Fairs' Costs Curb Profits
was $138,000.

68
138

Radio talent outlookRao for 1939 is generally a sound one, but certain developments of 1938 will have a hearing upon
the quantity of work available. Revised
transcription schedule, made effective by
the American Federation of Musicians
last September, puts a damper on mechanical production. End -effect of this

35
36
56
60
71

72
74
76
78

79
81

networks.

Working conditions for the rank and

file performer are likely to be much
improved, owing to growth of the
American Federation of Radio Artists,
union which has already secured contracts with networks covering sustaining
programs and is now working on commercial scales. New year, too, may see
wage boosts, via AFRA, on wax programs
and independent stations.

84
86

90
98
98

04
04
10
10
14

14
21

24

Music

The rise of swing music as one of the
country's leading amusement factors has
given bands and band leaders a promi-

nence that has resulted in more work
and better, pay for musicians, with every

indication pointing to increased theater,
location and radio Jobs during the new

In many cases name bands are
sought as attractions due to the par year.

(See THE YEAR FOR on page 16)
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FTP Negro Unit Scores With
Excellent Version of Shaw
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Disregarding for Philip Barber, producer; Samuel
any briefs one may entertain against the Rosen, Manuel Essman, George Couvreur,
text of George Bernard Shaw's Androcles Perry Watkins, Byron Webb and a score
Sylvia Weiss.
and the Lzon, the timely vehicle pre- of assistants.

sented by the Federal Theater as its
season's

second

offering

relief project. Opening at the Lafayette
Theater, Harlem, December 16 with an
ails -Negro cast, Androcles demonstrates

Nicely in Spokane

what ingenuity can accomplish when
SPOKANE, Wash., Dec. 24.-Ice revue
driven to the wall by economic pressure.
Resulting simplicity in production nets presented two nights last week in Spo-

a dynamic interpretation of a text made kane Ice Arena was sellout. Attendance
totaled 6,000; show grossed $5,000; exdifficult by complex Shavian whims.
were $4,000, according to Warren
The author's inconsistencies are re- penses
general chairman and president
duced to a minimum by principals who Throop,
Spokane Figure Skating Club, sponare so much a part of their subjects that of
organization. Admissions were
the term acting unjustly describes ren- soring
$1 and 60 cents.
ditions by Add Bates, as the Lion; $1.50,
Heddy
Stenuf, Austrian international
Arthur Wilson, as Androcles; Dina
had top billing. Also starred
Thomas, as Lavinia, and Daniel Haynes, champion,
Barbara Ann Gingg, Pacific Coast
as Ferrovious. Shaw himself will be the were
ladies' champion; Robert Boyle, proonly drawback keeping Androcle's box- fessional
of Wandermere Rink here;
office score second to Haiti, which prosSkippy Baxter, Oakland, and Hans
pered with Rex Ingram in its line-up. Johnsen,
of Oslo, Norway, local pro Under contractual commitments not fessional instructor, who staged the re to tamper with Shaw's text, .rTP has vue. Mary Ruth Barnes, Eileen Green,
been able to contribute an individual Betty Laberee, William Wade, Claude

revival with the introduction of a choral Malone and Gloria Sherwood were feaprolog, a natural for a Negro cast. tured. One hundred and twenty-five
Chanting of I'm Bound for the Promised took part in the two-hour show.
Land and Where Can the Hebrew ChilMiss Stenuf, booked thru Chicago
dren Be? sets the religious fervor main- Figure Skating Club, wowed customers
tained by the Christian converts.
with her free skating routine, which
Tho the mob scenes could stand more climaxed show. Boyle's clowning numeffective organization, the direction and bers and a burlesque of Ferdinand the
staging are brilliant. Musical accom- Bull drew next biggest applause. Christpaniment is colorful. Credit bows thus mas trees and stars were patterned in

Are the regular order of things

among Flanders guests...because
they like its unrivalled location...
its splendid service...its 2 -person
rate from $12.00 weekly. Its cock-

tail lounge-they start at 28c-is a

favored rendezvous of NewYorkers
who know their way around town.

I HOTEL FLANDERS
47th to 48th STREETS
East of Broadway

Telephone: BRyant 9.8570
ZUMMiiiiilliii111111111111111111111111111lM1111113111111111111111111111111110111WIRIMInniki

NATURAL WIGS
FOR ALL PURPOSES
Price Ranee. 25c to $25.00
Large Assortment C4 nr

Mohair Wigs ..

Aa

Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. Write for

free ('atalog. GRAND WIG
& NOVELTY CO., 14 West

17th St..New York City.
Phone Watkins 9-3576.

YOUR LOUD SPEAKER SYSTEM
SHOULD ALWAYS GIVE 100% SERVICE
There is no reason why your equipment

shouldn't function right. We make all types
of repairs. FAST and REASONABLY. Also
systems brought up to date.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

RADIO LABORATORIES
New York City
117 West 46th St.
BRyant 9.3137

Storage Remov-

(Storage

rfarehoes

FOR VALUABLES

als Shipments
Facilities
for the Safekeeping of
Special

TRUNKS SILVER VAULTS
Tel.: TRafalgar 7-2977-8-9.
COLUMBUS AVE., 66th and 67th Streets,
NEW YORK, N. Y.

"A DeLuxe Service That Costs You No More."

SPECIAL
PRINTED

ROLL or MACHINE

100,000
$20.00

FOR

producers,

bookers,

agents

to

is

and

others concerned with the exploitation of
talent in the major indoor fields thru The
Billboard's coverage of every branch of the
show business..
SHOWMEN INTERESTED IN SPECIFIC
"POSSIBILITIES" MAY ADDRESS THEM IN

CARE OF THE NEW YORK OFFICE OF
THE BILLBOARD, 1564 BROADWAY.

For VAUDE
VIRGINIA SISTERS-tall and attractive singing team now appearing
at Leon & Eddie's Club, New York.
Altho certainly not Latin in appearance, they sing Latin ditties in smart
style, blending their voices nicely in
interesting arrangements. Also do pop
tunes in English. Their appearance,
ability and versatility make them perfect for the stage. Also recommended
for radio.

For LEGIT
MUSICAL
THE D'IVONS-young, good-looking

and able ballroom team caught re-

cently at Le Mirage, New York night
club. Their routines get entirely
away from the conventional styles;

Clark's Orchestra furnished music.

rangements, makes their dancing a

S. F. Hotels -

Union Pact
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 24.-A new

operating agreement for 1939 was
reached Monday by local hotel operators

clubs, combined with deft musical ar-

complete delight. They're ready for a
revue spot.

Bonwit Asks Okeh
On WHAT Purchase

MAKES a guy's guts boil to hear
posed to be up on the material of air
shows and who boast about seeing previews of every major film released say
that there isn't a chance to bring back
vaudeville as we used to know it. Either
these gents - incidentally, individuals
who wield considerable power-are just
plain dumb or they have such a low
opinion of human intelligence that they
think they can convince their auditors
that black is white merely by making
the statement.
As a matter of fact, the more one
listens to alleged comedy programs coming over the airwaves and the more one

ITcertain alleged experts who are sup-

catches average films the more apparent
does it become that vaudeville has never
been shunted aside. It has merely been
taken in for repairs and has emerged as
an ill -disguised phony in the more mod-

ern clothes of radio and talking films.
We wonder why men who write with
sincerity about things theatrical haven't
made more of a pother over the fact
that air and screen comedy today is not
only thinly disguised vaudeville material
but that it adds insult to injury by being
a rehash of the corniest stuff written by
vaudeville's hacks of 10, 15 and 20
years ago.

There are a couple of comedians on
the air today who themselves or thru
the help of somebody who actually did
the pilfering are using routines-word
for word-of one after another of standard acts. Nobody has put in a word
of protest. Nobody seems to care except
maybe the listeners who will eventually
show their teeth to the sponsor by ignoring his sales talk entirely. These funny

men trying to tickle ribs with stolen
feathers are by no means the only of-

fenders. Few of the top-ranking comics

of the airlanes escape the classification
of moral plagiarism. We'd rather not
waste valuable space detailing instances

that most of us know of films using
stale, corny gags and situations that
were discarded by what was then big-

24.-Bonwit time vaudeville as far back as 15
PHILADELPIIIIA,
Dec.
and their employees after two months Teller Co., local department store, last years ago.
*
*
*
of voluntary mediation.
week applied to the Federal CommuniPrincipal feature of the agreement is a cations Commission for approval of its We don't blame the guilty comics of
5 per cent overall reduction in labor purchase of WHAT from The Philadel- the air too much, and the film writers
costs to the hotels thru changes in phia Public Ledger. W. Porter Ogelsby who use the corny stuff should not be
working rules and wage decreases in the Jr., president of Independent Broadcast- censured too much either. But we do
food departments.
ing Co., operators of the station, in an- blame the men who use such obviously
The unions, however, won wage in- nouncing the sale refused to divulge the thin excuses as the unavailability of macreases for six classifications of em- price.
terial to alibi their way out of helping
ployees in the rooms department.
WHAT is a 100 -watt station and al- with the vaudeville revival process.
New agreement also gives union mem- most all of its programs have a direct
Billy Rose is doing as well as can be
bers preferential hiring and other rights. tie-up with The Evening Public Ledger, expected on the weeping street called
published by John C. Martin, father-in- Broadway with what is not more nor less
law of Ogelsby. The sale of the station than vaudeville Kurt Robitschek will
Bridgeport Is Reopened
is reported to be the first step in the have started on his valiant try by the
of the Martin control over the time this reaches most our readers. There
BRIDGEPORT, Conn., Dec. 24.- The break-up
which is rumored to be sold to is a very definite trend towards vaudefirst legitimate attraction to play this paper,
ville and we feel more confident than
Ohio publishers' syndicate.
burg in over a year comes to the Lyric anNo
changes in station's personnel are ever that when vaudeville comes back
Theater, Loew's largest local house, contemplated
the new owners at this time it will do a mop -up job beJanuary 9 for a three-day run. Pins and present, Ogelsby by
cause it will operate under a distinct
said.
Needles is the attraction, according to
advantage. Good material for vaudeville
City Manager Matt Saunders of the local
will live far longer than the corny stuff
Loew chain. House has been dark for
on the air that has been dug up from
past year except for an occasional film Hertz Resigns From FMP
the bottom of some poor slob's trunk. A
attraction.
It is understood that
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 24.- Alfred good vaudeville show can still play to
further bookings will depend upon sucmillions while touring and without growHertz, head of the Federal Music ing
cess of this engagement.
stale. The radio show covers its

Playwrights Play Santa
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-The Playwrights'

Co. gave Christmas gifts of $25 to all
extras and $50 to all principals in two
Knickerbocker Holiday.

Satisfaction.

BILLBOARD STAFF
The purpose of this department

and their unusual style, plus the
smoothness so important to smart

Of its shows, Abe Lincoln in Illinois and
Safety Service,

CLEANED BY MEMBERS OF THE

ice,

and with Christmas decorations
overhead made nice effects. James

Return Engagements

Possibilitia
benefit

another,

is

feather in the cap of the government's Ice Show Clicks

of
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GENERAL NEWS

The

gesture,

Project in Northern California since audience at one clip. Every performance
June, 1937, has resigned his post because means the beginning and end of the
of ill health. He was formerly conductor effort. A repeat is out of the question
of the San Francisco Symphony Or- just as it would have been out of the
chestra. A successor will be named question in vaudeville's best days to
later.
keep an audience in a theater for two
identical shows. If the proper showmen

Weber Heads No. 6, AFM

said show people who have been in the
business for 30 or more years, is the
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 24.-Walter A.
first of its kind within memory.
Weber retains office as prez of Musicians' Union No. 6 after one of the most
hotly contested elections in the 53 -year
New Stagehand Pact
history, of the organization. Official
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-With excep- tabulation gave Weber 810 against 754
tion of a midnight clean-up in place of for Elmer M. Hubbard. Eddie T. Burns,
the former 11:30 deadline, pact between incumbent business rep, swamped two
stagehands' Local 1 and the circuits opponents for re-election. Elmer Vinhere is similar to terms already existing. cent Sr., present secretary, also coasted
Wage -scale

contract

months to run.

ICKET

RESERVED SEAT - PAD - STRIP
COUPON BOOKS - RESTAURANT

CHECKS -SALES BOOKS AND
ALL ALLIED FORMS

409 LAFAYETTE ST., N. Y. C.

ELLIOTT TICKET CO.s(IllgiEDSVar

pChtitisaca g 0

has

nine more back into office.

apply themselves to the task; if actors
are ready and willing to play along with

them, and if the theatrical unions cooperate, vaudeville should throw its opposition for a row of houses. Every
stretch of evening radio time and every
film released brings us closer to an at-

titude on the part of the public that

will welcome with open arms anything
that vaudeville serves of tolerable value
from an entertainment standpoint. The
public will welcome among its other virtues a form of entertainment that makes
it unnecessary for actors to double in the
role of grocery clerks.

STOCK
ROLL TICKETS

FTP Ballet in Chicago
CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-Federal Theater

OU

I MAKE 111 Y SMOKE
'EM

ONE ROLL $ .50
TEN ROLLS
3.50
FIFTY ROLLS 15.00

here engaged Ruth Page and Bentley
Stone, formerly of the Chicago Civic

ROLLS 2,000 EACH

The pair are working on the choreography

M'F'RS. OF THE CIGAR OF QUALITY
ALWAYS A WONDERFUL SMOKE

Great Northern following the current

IZZY YARASHEFSKY

Double Coupons,
Double Price

No C. 0. D. Orders
Accepted

Opera House, to prepare another ballet.

of the opera Carmen, using a cast of FT
artists. Will be staged probably at the
run of The Mikado.

,

Wishes You a Prosperous 1939.

742 7th Ave.,

CI -7-1648,

New York City.
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Since the yesterday of 1898 it
has been the pleasure and privilege of

the WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY to
take active part in the world's great
expositions.

The Paris Exposition in 1900, the
Pan-American Exposition in 1901, the
St. Louis Exposition in 1904, the Winnipeg Dominion Exposition in 1905, the
Jamestown Exposition in 1907, the Hudson -Fulton Celebration in1909, the Panama -Pacific International Exposition in

1915, the Philadelphia Sesquicentennial
Exposition in 1926, the Century of Progress Exposition in 1933, the Expositione
Internationale de Bruxelles in 1935, the
Texas Centennial Central Exposition in
1935, the Fort Worth Frontier Centennial in 1936, the Great Lakes Exposition
in

1936-37, the Empire Exposition in

Wembley and the Paris International Ex-

position in 1937 ... all stand today as
milestones marking the world's march
of progress.

December 31, 1938
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The records of these great expositions are written into the pages of
history where they serve as testimonials

to the men who conceived and directed them.

The WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

is proud that these men chose to call

upon it to serve as one of the forces
in

helping build these monuments to

world progress.

Today the far-flung personnel of

the WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
salutes the men who are building tomorrow's new world.

CHICAGO

PARIS

LONDON

11
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The International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees
El/LCrice/S "The

1939
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Headquarters:
GEORGE E. BROWNE
President

630 Fifth Avenue,
New York City
Phone: Circle 6-4370
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Broadway Beat

WITH GOOD WISHES TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

By GEORGE SPELVIN

FOR

ONE day last week, in the midst of

Christmas shopping, Christmas decorations, Christmas sales and Christmas

CHRISTMAS

spirit, the tune coming over the p. -a.
system in Stern Bros' department store
was one from a Warner film of a year
or so ago-entitled Summer Night. . . .
It seemed for a long time as tho Ray-

AND THE

NEW YEAR

mond Scott had the monopoly on all the
screwy song titles; but now comes word

JONES, LINICK
AND

SCHAEFER
CHICAGO

4.42,4zaaizi

nY1,7,147,1,1,141,

Season's Greetings from

it

that Harry Brant, who will supply the
musical setting for Pauline Koner's dance
recital next month, is the proud composer of such inspirational opuses as
Concerto for Eleven Flutes, Whoopee
Overture and Five and Ten -Cent Store
Music for Kitchen Utensils, Tin Whistle
and Piano. . . . That last one should hold
some sort of record. . . . During a radio
interview recently Barry Wood, the

singer, told why he changed his name
from Lou Rapp; in the first place, he
said, it was to avoid conflict with brother
Barney Rapp, the ork leader; and in the
second place, he was convinced the
change was advisable when one listener
addressed him as "You Rat." ... Subject
for aimless reflection: whether or not
that attractive couple usually to be seen
spinning merrily around the ice-skating
rink in Rockefeller Plaza is there in a
capacity similar to that of the come-ons
who used to sit in the busses in Times
Square, patiently trying to attract

enough trade to make a jaunt thru

profitable. . . . Pins and
Needles, according to the present expecChinatown

EARL FOREMAN -DICK YAFFE
Publicity
521 FIFTH AVE.,

STOCK TICKETS

ONE ROLL ...$ .50
FIVE ROLLS... 2.00
TEN ROLLS... 3.50
FIFTY ROLLS. 15.00
100 ROLLS ..

.

29.00

ROLLS 2,000 EACH.

Double Coupons,
Double Price.
No C. O. D. Orders
Size: Single Tick.. I z2".

VA -6-2826

NEW YORK CITY.

NOW FOR THE

NEW YEAR
AND MAY IT BE A

Happy and Prosperous One to You.
We W,11 Do Our Part to Make It

So.

THE TOLEDO TICKET CO.
TOLEDO. OHIO. U. S. A.

SPECIAL
PRINTED
Roll or Machine.
10,000
30,000
50,000

.

.$

..
..
100.000 ...

6.95
9.85
12.75
20.00
150.50

1,000,000
Double Coupons,
.

Double Price.

tations of Labor Stage, is going to run
for another year.

There used to be much ado over the
mating of flicker titles on film -house
marquees; but now the phonograph
record fans are coming to the fore with
titular connections between the tunes
on the two Sides of asingle disk. Looking thru the catalogs of the waxworks,
they point with pride at the Fletcher
Henderson coupling of Come On, Baby
with Easy Money. And they also indicate

ecstatically a dandy double by the Casa
Loma boys, Love Is the Thing backed by

Under a Blanket of Blue. But the top
Loma crew, is the musical mating on

of the bunch, also furnished by the Casa

the same disk of I Woke Up Too Soon
and You Took Advantage of Me.
The gagsters, as might have been expected, are working overtime punning
their way thru the McKesson & Robbins
nightmare; the mob at Lindy's passes it
all off as "Coster's last stand," while the
gang at Dave's puns, "He couldn't face
the Musica." . . . But Jack Rose, script
writer for Lord & Thomas agency, tops
the bunch; he claims he sent a prescription to be filled at a drug store and it
came back marked "No funds." . . .
Della Carroll, who usually manages to do
pretty well with her publicity (ask Clark
Gable), got another press break when
she switched from the Paradise to a
Newark nitery and did a "preview" of
her nude act for the Newark Public
Morals Bureau. , . . A censor's life is
tough. . . . The town's gazettes fall for

a hunk of World's Fair publicity that
called Harry C. Baker and Harry G.
Traver, who are down for the Coaster

contract, carnival impresarios; in the
first glace, they're not-and what's more,
being carnival moguls would hardly fit
them for Coaster stuff. . . . What carnival has one of these gravity gadgets?
. Has it occurred to anyone interested
in such sociological problems that Leo
Gorcey is a mainstay of the Dead End
Boys while his brother David is a member of the cinematically competitive
Little Tough Guys? ... The Gorcey home
must look like the scene of a tong war
if the lade take their screen roles
seriously. . . . A hopeful from Cleveland
Heights, 0., asks us to "forward what information you can concerning breaking
into the vaude field. No discoragements
(sic) please; just the information." . .
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

Feagin School's "Everyman"
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.- The Feagin
School of Dramatic Art presented the
members of its senior class in a series
of performances of the famous English
morality play, Everyman, December 15
thru 20 at the school's auditorium in
the International Building, Rockefeller
Center.
Alternate casts were used, the title
role being performed successively by
Donald Harman and Erin Jo Gwynne.
The production was directed by Grace
Mills.
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(Enjoy the holidays with a realization that M -G -M's hit parade goes merrily on! And with its -popular
entertainments M -G -M sends heartfelt seasonal greetings of its organization to friends the world over!)
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",IDIOT'S DELIGHT"
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LNYT Must Set House in
Order or AEA Quits Pact
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-If the League of

York Theaters can't squelch the
threatened uprising within its own
ranks and enforce the theater ticket
code, Actors' Equity Association will
withdraw from the pact, an Equity
official declared this week following reports that at a League board of governors meeting Wednesday managers refused to be harnessed to their part of
New

ANNOUNCING
Our 'Removal to Larger Quarters

Failure on part of several managers
to heed the month -old ruling that accepting cash for advance tickets was in
effect a buy, managers complained,
the bargain forbidding buys at all times, worked as a penalty for those standing

at

1150(between
SIXTH
AVENUE
44th & 45th sts.)

by the code to the letter. Persistent
As first indicated in the December 10 violation of the ruling will test disissue of The Billboard, the board reiter- ciplinary action of League against its
ated its rule that members were to own ranks.
desist from outright and final sales for Commitment of League on plan to
the holidays and moved to instruct its discuss with motion picture producers
including New Year's Eve.

"THE AVENUE OF TO -MORROW"

NEW YORK CITY
*

Considerable

Additional Space is rkequirea
for

New York World's Fair 1939 Contracts
and our ever increasing clientele
Phone - Vanderbilt 6-5060

members to make refunds on all cash
sales accepted thus far. The governors
passed another resolution indorsing the
plan of co-operation between the motion

means of encouraging picture money
should expedite American Theater Council's intentions in that direction and
bring the proposition nearer reality. The
picture industry and Broadway producers League's vote brings the total to three,
as projected four months ago by Paul Equity and the stagehands' union having
Dullzell and agreed to hold a second covered the matter weeks ago.
meeting next Wednesday to deal with Attempts to get from James F. Reilly,
complaints that the present handling of executive secretary of the League, a
the 25 per cent retention of tickets statement of the threatened League
at the box offices was not giving the crisis were met all week with declarapublic proper locations.

LOW COST MONEY ORDERS Withycomb Sues
FOR MAILING

WFIL for 50G

mail it yourself. And the cost is surprisingly low-as little as 5 cents.

and merchant executives will assemble
at the New York Public Library. With
the mayor pressing a key all Fifth
avenue traffic lights will flash five

City's
suit in New York against the station for
$50,000 for alleged breach of contract. Greatest Retail Shopping street."

'Postal Telegraph

Withycomb charged that he inked a

three-year contract in May and was let
out in September. Under the contract,
he claimed, he was to get $15,000 a year
plus 5 per cent of the gross business.
Samuel Rosenbaum, WFIL president,

Novelties Are Inspired

New Year's Eve-the first thematic

one ever planned for New York-has already inspired a deluge of novelties, conceits and household appointments acthe "Dawn of a New Day" idea.
said he would fight the suit on the centing
Of the 475 firms licensed by the fair

When speed is essential telegraph
money orders at low cost.
Every telephone is a POSTAL TELEGRAPH office.

I

tions that he was "out."

times as a signal for the thorof axe's
PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 24.-Don Withy- stores to uncover their showcases in a
comb, forther manager of WFIL, has filed brilliant declaration of "The Dawn of
a New Day on Fifth Avenue-the

People in show business are finding this Postal Telegraph service a simplified
and inexpensive way to make remittances, pay bills, etc. All you have to do
is go to the nearest Postal Telegraph Office, purchase the Money Order and

;h.

Tho Equity is reluctant to acknowledge failure of the code, the actors'
union will bey forced to take drastic action if the managers don't support it.
Conduct of managers has given Stem
skeptics plenty to talk about.

grounds that the circumstances that to manufacture such goods 145 New
made the "separation necessary" left York concerns have already notified the

WFIL no legal liability. Rosenbaum,
who is one of the leading members of
the Philadelphia bar, said that he had
offered Withycomb "a generous settlement" but that the latter had elected
to sue. He refused to reveal what the

exposition that they are ready to make
immediate shipment. How many other
licensed New York manufacturers are

making similar trinkets has not been
ascertained. To date, however, the asof novelties available for the
circumstances of Withycomb's severance sortment
celebration is an almost exhaustive

I

*4-

were.

ea5onl

achievement in imagination, humor and

piquancy.

N. Y. PREPARES

The bright gantlet includes 20 dif-

ferent kinds of paper hats, many with
(Continued from page 7)
their peaks suggesting the fair's emlines have reported that 46 ships at sea blematic Trylon; 30 different kinds of

rerting5

on New Year's Eve will dress their parties noise makers, napkins in six fair patin the official colors of the exposition. terns, a Trylon-Perisphere centerpiece

Their orchestras, too, like many others of papier-mache and tablecloths-three
here and thruout America, will strike kinds.
up the fair's theme song, Dawn of a New
Other appointments in orange and
Day, promptly at midnight.
blue or suggesting Trylon and Perisphere

from

Supplemeting these activities, 12 local are ash trays, cigaret boxes, match boxes,
civic organizations are preparing to com- bottle openers, compacts, cigaret cases,
pete in a window display contest. One wallets, key rings, jewelry, glassware,

of the features of the festivities will be
the formal dedication of the "Dawn of
a New Day" itself at 10 a.m. January
1 in Radio City Music Hall. With a capacity crowd of 6,000 anticipated, four
of New York's outstanding leaders will
deliver addresses stressing the significance of humanity's four great cherished
"freedoms"-the freedom of the press,
of religion, of assembly and of speech.
These speakers, too, will accent America
as the eternal steward, the unfaltering
trustee of these "freedoms" and define

BILLY HOU
"We Know, Don't We?"

SKIPPER OF WRIGLEY'S "LAUGH LINER"
(PRODUCED BY ROBERT HAFTER)

the nation as their perpetuator.

exposition's own doctrine of optimismof that same optimism which is destined
for a brilliant fortissimo when the music
and revelry of New York and elsewhere
presage the happier era which all of us
believe will begin."
In anticipation of the New Year's

STAGE - SCREEN - RADIO
INGALLS-DAVIES

HERB ROSENTHAL

.14

-nsr

Artists' Bureau,
NEW YORK.
A*

t
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*A.

*A.

*A.

Neck, L. I.

Whiteman, band leader, who will feature

OSCAR

night of Decemter 25.

Columbia

"Dawn of a New Day" message. Many
golf clubs are adopting fair motifs, one
of the leaders being Sound View, Great

Holiday Greetings

it in a concert at Carnegie Hall the

RADIO

.0.

neatly at one end with toothpicks as
pc-t of dry martinis and-as miniature
Trylons and Perispheres I A popular

event, Ferde Grofe has composed Trylcrn.

and Perisphere at the ,behest of Paul

Personal Appearances

.0.

wits against the fair to make "The Dawn
of a New Day" a carnival in which both
the grandiose and the minute will blend
for a single cheerful message. One great
hotel, for instance, plans to impale olive$

'Dawn of a New Day' celebration," Grover the shell of a Perisphere in which she
A. Whalen, president of the fair cor- has been imprisoned. One hotel, fair
poration, pointed out, "indicates the authorities reported, has decided to scrap
eagerness of stores, industries, theaters its cards for party reservationists and
and other enterprises to embrace the replace them with others bearing the

PALACE THEATER, CHICAGO

.0.

With a sense of detail seldom revealed, the city itself has matched its

elaborate program of

OPENING JANUARY 13TH

AA.

for peanuts and bonbons at festive tables.

An night club and also one of New York's
music is also prominent hotels have hit independentplanned for this occasion.
ly on the same scheme. In each at mid"Already this prompt response to the night "The Girl of Tomorrow" will break

39 WEEKS CBS - COAST -TO -COAST

RADIO CITY,
NEW YORK.

china, trays, playing cards, crayon sets,
games, wrapping paper and paper cups

Further stimulus was lent to the program with the recent announcement by
the Fifth Avenue Association that the
shops of that thorof are would stage a
demonstration December 28. At 9:30
o'clock on the morning of that day
President Whalen, Mayor La Guardia

MARKOVICH
CONCESSIONAIRE

661 Broadway

New York City
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New Theaterites
Overact Play on
New News Approach

the paper and brought several of his effusions and intonations that seemed
cronies along from the big city to make to come fresh from Chapter 1, Vol. 1, of
a go of things. Their education in labor any book on the art of acting.
struggles get the paper into all sorts of
The role of the somewhat nimble
dutch with their employees, then the photographer is aptly portrayed by Edmill owners when they advocate a strike, ward Mann, and Judy Parrish, who
subsequently with the police who are would give her all for journalism (and
attempting to break said strike, and finally does by marrying the m. e.) is
lastly with a gangster, Nicholas Conte the somewhat puzzled sob sister who
(and cast true to type), who is woven doesn't register much effect. Peter
into the play in a left-handed way. Leeds in one of the main parts, as the

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Straying from
the familiar pattern of Hollywood newspaper yarn, the New Theater League has
taken upon itself to give another phase Needless to say, the
emerges
of journalistic endeavor with its none victorious when it is ablepaper
to prove with
too palatable production of Press Time a photograph that the gangster is
at Labor Stage Theater last Sunday responsible for the murder (yes, that
night.
too) and not the union leader upon
This three -act "comedy -melodrama" whom local officials are trying to pin
is a brainchild of the collective thoughts the charge.
of Stedman Coles and Jerome Brook The union struggles are, of course, in
man and is just the reverse of the drivel the background, with this new type of
turned out by the cinema mills, only this journalism popping up as the main
strikes upon a different theme and is theme. It has its moments, but they
thoroly class angled.
are so widely scattered that each scene
Briefly speaking, the tale is one of a of dramatic worth almost becomes an
small-town paper, The Decorum Re- event.
publican, and its sudden change of
Jess Wynne, the persuasive managing
policy, supporting labor to the hilt.
doesn't do badly in his role.
Even to the extent of newspaper men editor,
Probably the most sincere performance
becoming very emotional over what ap- was delivered by Cecil Natapoff, who
peared to be the strike's darkest moment. gave a little warmth and feeling to his

with patrons. He rarely has to ask the
smaller acts twice, for they have become

so used to being kicked around that

they offer no resistance and "consummate" (chic Continental for mixing)
very docilely. The chorus kids and the
showgirls, of course, are primarily hired

for "consummation."
Operators, or to use the more genteel
Continental once more, the "direction"
of
niteries over there usually know next
reporter, has his brief seconds and does to nothing
show business, nor are
fairly well with the part, but like most they very about
concerned about the
of the others he is guilty of overacting. fact. Themuch
traveling of two or three
Direction, in the hands of Joseph C. thousand miles
by an act to get to a
Pevney, is stringy and weak.
spot means nothing to the ordinary
So/ Zatt.
owner or manager. And as far as con-

THE YEAR FOR
(Continued from. page 7)

tracts and stipulations in contracts gohe knows from nothing.
A well-known dance team recently re-

titular maestro's status as a personality turned from an extensive tour of the
majority of the countries both on the
aside from his musical capabilities.
Solidly intrenched as hotel, night club, Continent and the Far East tells of one
theater and ballroom box-office draws, experience that is typical of the headband leaders are now looking forward aches encountered. They had been conto television as a medium for further tracted for dates in Athens, calling for
expansion of their talents, believing that one show a night. When they came to
there will be a greater call on their the casino, however, the rest of the show
services when they can be seen in addi- was so bad compared to them that the
"direction" compelled the team to do
The sudden change was due to the part without acting with a capital A. tion to being heard.
three shows a night and then raised
new managing editor, a New York news- Robert Joseph, the rewrite man, tries
Legit
cain every night trying to make the girl
paper man if you please, who inherited to square his conscience with dramatic
This legit season, both Broadway and "consummate" as well. Because she rethe road bear earmarks of gains which fused to become practically a steerer,
will be sustained and even upped during the team met all kinds of troubles in
the second semester. The outlook for collecting salaries.
next season, it follows, is rosy.
team had been told in
Outstanding among the theater's at- The same
their engagement previous to
tainments thus far have been the strong Budapest,
Athens, that they could carry 50 per
comeback of musicals, consistently bet- cent
of their earnings out of Greece;
ter statistics at the box offices, improved but when
they came to the end of their
labor relations and employment condi- Athens run,
they could only take out
tions and the progressive institution of 30 drachmas (about
cents each). Only
the theater ticket code of fair practice. with great trouble 25
and after they had
At the root of the expectancy, exem- left the country were
able to colplified in the trade by a bulging sched- lect their money. Mostthey
ule of tentative productions for the year, are not as lucky as that.other U. S. acts
are the New York World's Fair and the
In Greece the maximum that may be
American Theater Council's labors to revive the road. Assurance that a new deducted from artists' salaries is 5 per
Charlie Wayne, M. C.
Lafe Harkness
basic dramatist -manager agreement will cent, but those who are not obdurate
be devised soon raises hopes for a return about that may be talked into paying an
Lazy Jim Day
Judy Dell
of picture money. Ths, together with additional 21:2 per cent for social insurincreased financing expected from bank- ance. A check-up by several acts at the
Helen Diller
Kentucky Girls
ers who will loosen up with the general American legation in Athens brought
improvement of business contemplated out the fact that foreigners are exeinpt
next year, should stimulate a minor from such a holdup unless they make
Don and Helen
their intention clear to stay longer than
boom along legit row.
a year. The exemption period may be
Natchee and His
Night Clubs
extended to three years and even longer
The outlook for night clubs is good. with special arrangement with the govArizona Boys
More than 5,000 niteries are now operat- ernment. Added to this, there are police
ing in this country and Canada, using fees and bonds. There can be so many
The Drifting Pioneers
shows ranging from one or two singers headaches and so much red tape to this
to huge casts like those of the Interna- tax business that the unwary performer
The Novelty Aces
tional Casino here. Competition among who falls prey is often only too happy
the increasing number of clubs is com- to be able to leave the country with no
The Musical Brakemen
pelling them to spend more money for further complications and to leave evmusic and talent. Furthermore, the erything but his daily expenses behind
Denny
American Federation of Actors is in an him.
even better position now to establish The only way for U. S. performers
Pa and Ma McCormick
minimum salary and other working abroad to escape the pitfalls is to go
standards. And the musicians' union, straight to the American legation and
recovering from its near -knockout when get beforehand all particulars regarding
Kenny Carlson and
sound films ousted pit men, is also taxes on salary. Another way to ward
"Scrappy O'Brien"
again strong enough to prevent band off trouble is to specify in the contracts
wages from falling too low.
all the terms and conditions he has to
Bobbie Bolton's Square
The hotel field shows great promise, meet. This, again, can only be satistoo. More than 2,000 hotel rooms are factorily done if the performer gets all
Dancers
using entertainers, bands, cocktail units information ahead of time about the
or complete floor shows in this country
(See MORE U. S. ACTS on page 33)
and Canada. Due to competition from
night clubs and other hotel spots, these THEATRE EQUIPMENT NEW & USED
hotels are compelled to increase their

easovtlS qteetift95

W LW 'OM
JAMBOREE

show and music budgets.

Vaudeville

The vaude field shows some life-for

the first time in almost 10 years. Today
there are more than 400 houses (mostly
Indies) using vaude, bands or units
every week or at least with fair regularity. The houses are harder to book, as
the booking and operation are decentral-

ized, but at least the work is there for
those smart and aggressive enough to
go out and get it.
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DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
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10,000....$6.95

20,000.... 8.40

30,000....$ 9.85
50,000.... 12.75

100,000....$20.00
200,000.... 34.50
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Duplicate Coupons

Double These Prices
Above prices for any word ng desired. For each change of woroing and coloradd $3.00
For change of color only, add 50c. No order for less than 10,000 tickets of a kind orcolor.
ROLL
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CKETS

50c
40c
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WELDON,WILLIAMS & LICK
FORT SMITH, ARK.

$50,000.00 Bond Guarantees Quality and Accuracy

Burlesque

Burlesque is not making a comeback
by any means-but at least it's not getting worse. It appears as tho the performers in the field will again be unionized; censorship is being relaxed in most
cities, and more burly operators are experimenting with burly or revue or
Follies shows again.

MORE U. S. ACTS
(Continued front page 7)

most of the Balkan countries and the

entire Orient. As a matter of fact, no-

where in the world does the performer
run into more difficulties in all forms
than in the Balkans and the Orient.
A strange corollary on the mixing angle is that the bigger the "name" or the
salary of the act the greater the trouble.
The operator of a club or hotel room
will invariably pick on the big acts to

try to induce them (browbeat) to sit

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES. SOUND EQUIPMENT. SCREEN,
OPERA CHAIRS, SPOTLITES. STEREOPTICONS. FILM CABINETS.
PORTABLE PROJECTORS. M. P. CAMERAS, GENERATOR SETS.
RECTIFIERS. REFLECTING ARC LAMPS, REWINDS. VENTILATING
FANS. CARBONS, FILM CEMENT. TICKETS. MAZDA LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES. EVERYTHING FOR THE THEATRE.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG ..B".

MOVIE SUPPLY CO., Ltd.
1315 S. WABASH AVE.

CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE
OR FOR RENT

Servicing In and Outdoor Amusements.

500 Drops, Painted; Silk Velours, Etc., From
$10.00 to $50.00-For Sale. Also largest
stock In New York City for reasonable rentals.
Drops and Settings Built to Order.
FOWLER SCENIC STUDIO, INC.,
134 West 46th Street,
New York City.
Phone: LO.ng Acre 3-1499.

WANTED

Rep People all lines, doubling Orchestra and Spe'

I ialties.

Wardrobe and appearance essential. Boss

ranrusinan to drive truck. Rouses now, tent February.
long Sea snll. Low. sure salary.
Address
J. A. OGLE, General Delivery, Pensacola, Fla.

ANNOUNCING
OPENING AFTER
NEW YEAR

Watch Next Issue Billboard for Town and
Date.

KING BRADY
607 Madison,

Present Address,

Jefferson City, Mo.
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MORE WORK, PROFITS SEEN
CIA Talent

Chicken a la Whalen

New York City:
DOTTIE DEE just closed a two-weeker

at the Gladstone Hotel, Casper, Wyo.,
and followed with engagements at the
Davenport Hotel, Spokane, and the Multomah Hotel, Portland, Ore. Set by Bert
Levy.
. WEST AND WEST are working Eastern night spots, booked by
.
Vincent Fields, of Philadelphia.
.

.

.

.

CATHERINE HOYT, vocalist of the Bill
Campbell Band at the Capital City Club,
Atlanta, has been signed for eight weeks

TED
more at the same spot.
MERRIMAN'S unit, Hollywood Stars
That Shine, is current at the Avalon
.

.

.

Club, Hot Springs, and is skedded for

two weeks at the Club Lindo, Texarkana,
Ark., to follow. . .
LADY BONNAFFON, English mentalist, has already
.

worked 11 weeks at the Hotel Broad Lincoln, Columbus, 0., and will be held
over for the holidays.
BUDDY
CAMERON is at the Maple Grove,
Huntsville, Ala. Show includes Loretta
Fitzsimons, Amy Allen, Jacqueline Anderson and Bob Estes' Band.
MARY MARTIN, of Leave it to Me,
will play the Rainbow Room beginning
January II.
RALPH SHAW is emceeing at the
Holland Hotel, where the line-up includes Patricia Kane, George Permed,
.

.

.

.

.

.

Arnold Brown Girls and Frankie Haynes'
Band.
.
. TEXAS JIM LEWIS returns
.

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-The boys in
the World's Fair publicity department are licking their chops over the
New Year's Eve stunts that are being
worked to promote the fair.

In line with the night club cam-

paign to convince New Yorkers, as
well as the visiting firemen, of the
glory of the fair and its personalities,
the Penguin Room of the Towers Hotel, Brooklyn, is substituting its reg-

ular tag lines on the menu with
World's Fair language, such as:
"Breast of Chicken a la Whalen"

(without the bow tie), "Trylon and
Perisphere Surprise" (Guess all you
want, it's nothing but ice cream) and

"Dawn of a New Day Breakfast"for those who can still see.

F&M Books New

House in Atlanta
NEW YORK, Dec. 26.-Jesse Kaye, of

Fanchon & Marco office, will book the
Roxy Theater (formerly the Georgian)
in Atlanta beginning New Year's Eve.
House is operated by Moe Baranco.
After a special New Year's Eve show
house will settle down to a full week

Roxy-type stage presentation which will
consist of a pit band, 16 Gae Foster Girls
and four specialty acts.
Opening bill will have Alice Cornet,
Don Zelaya, Dan Emerson's Mountaineers and Three Esquires. Beth Mitchell

to the Village Barn. New York, January 6.
. ROLANDO AND TODD, ballroom team, are back in New York after
Midwest dates. . . THE GYPSY FOUR,
girl singing and instrumental outfit, is will be the house line producer.
.

.

.

also back in New York after a six-month
Chicago run. .
LYNN AND LAZZERONI, roller-skating team, are in
town from Chicago.
GIVENS AND KAROL are back at the
.

.

.

PAULA STONE has been booked

.

for the new slow opening New Year's
Eve at the Ton Casino, Miami Beach,
Fla., handled thru the Everett Weil
agency. Office is also planning to send
an all -Hollywood unit to Florida.
FAWN AND JORDAN were set out of
New York for the Mayfair, Boston, opening there last week.
. GUIDO AND
EVA left town to open a two-weeker
Christmas Day at the Port Arthur Rest,
.

.

.

.

.

5,000 night clubs -2,000 hotel spots -400 vaude spots
-competition for better talent is raising salaries
vaude's slow comeback-burlesque outlook hopeful
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Thousands of acts, bands and cocktail units will find
work in night clubs, hotel rooms and theaters during 1939. Despite the fact that
the nation is still suffering from a business recession, the surprising fact is that
more and more hotels are spotting acts and bands in their dining, supper and bar-

rooms; more and more night clubs are being built; more and more restaurants
and bars are installing band stands and dance floors, and more and more movie
theaters are experimenting with stage -show policies. There are at least 2,000
hotels in this country and Canada using
bands and acts. One group alone (Hitz
Management) spends $1,000,000 a year
Faber-Mazor Take Hotel
for music and talent. At least another
$9,000,000 is spent for entertainment by
MIAMI BEACH, Fla., Dec. 24.-Newly the other hotels. There are many indiconstructed Billows Hotel is now owned cations that hotels will use entertainand operated by Mrs. Harry Faber and ment and music increasingly next year,
Abe H. Mazor. Mrs. Faber is the wife because they must meet the everof the New York concessioner, and growing competition of night clubs. In
Mazor has been a hotel man and turn night clubs cannot let down in
restaurateur here and in Saratoga their talent budgets for fear of losing
Springs for a quarter of a century.
ground to the hotels. And there are at

New Club in St. Paul

least 5,000 night clubs using floor shows

and band music from one night a

week up.
ST. PAUL, Dec. 24.-Zephyr Club was
New Night Clubs Built
recently opened under the Management
The spread of night clubs steadily
of Harry Green. Green was formerly
connected with the Boulevard Country since Prohibition Repeal has forced many

Club, the Stables and the Cave, and restaurants and bars to add music for
has been associated with clubs here for change into out-and-out night clubs.

the past 10 years. Nightly floor shows In addition, new buildings are going up
which are planned and designed to funcat the Zephyr.
tion strictly as night clubs. This trend
is the most important in the night, club

.

Wivel Restaurant for their third return.

New Year Shapes Up Promising;
More Niteries, Hotels, Vaude

Seattle Gets Filipino Agency Ohid Roadhouses' Headache

field and suggests greater stability. These

new spots, equipped with good dance
floors, p. -a. systems, dressing rooms,
band stands, etc., give the owner a
incentive to hold on to a night
has approved a report of its superin- greater
club policy than the makeshift night
tendent, S. P. McNaught, recommending clubs which can easily be converted
pleted recently and consists of Frank a law prohibiting licensing of liquor dis- back to restaurants.
Alonzo,
Mercidio Manzano, George pensers outside an incorporated village
Night clubs today are spending more
Bulatao and Victor Somera.
or city.
money than ever before for talent and
bands. Good lodal examples of healthy
music and entertainment budgets are
SEATTLE, Dec. 24.-Filipino amusement circles are watching with interest
the formation of the Manila Amusement
Enterprises, Inc., with capitalization of
$40,000 here. Incorporation was com-

COLUMBUS, 0., Dec. 24. -Dealing a
blow to roadhouses and night spots, the
Ohio board of the Anti -Saloon League

the International Casino, $10,000 a week;
Stork Club, $1,500 a week; Terrace Room

Providence.

of the Hotel New Yorker, $3,500; Ver-

Chicago:
ANDRE AND MICHEL have opened

1939 ate (pat tat five Talent

their third engagement at the Hi Hat.
Came in from the West Coast.
.
.

.

CRAWFORD AND CASKEY will head the
new Palmer House bill February 2. Bill

Talent will be in that line-up.

.

.

.

BETTY GREY and Darlene O'Day are
staying on at the Bismarck.
DRIGO AND FRANCINE open at the

Edgewater Beach Hotel January 14 for
two weeks, followed by Manno and
Strafford and Catherine Westfield. Set
by Eddie Sligh.
LOU HOLTZ follows Joe E. Lewis into the Hi Hat.
DEAN MURPHY, managed by Phil.
Tyrrell, goes into New York's Rainbow
.

.

.

Room January 11.

Here and There:
GALI GALI has been held over at the
Grosvenor House, London, and goes into

the Trocadero, also doubling at Ciro's
Christmas week. He opens at the Scala,
Berlin, January 1.

GEORGE AND MARVIA KING are now

appearing at the Hawaiian Room of the
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans, with the
Buddy Rogers Band.

.

.

. ROSITA RIOS

now at Harry Richman's Road to
Mandalay Club, New York. She recently
completed 23 weeks at the Rainbow
is

Room there.

ANN LITTLE, the Betty Boop of the
cartoons, was booked for two weeks at
the Ambassador Club, Detroit, by Dave
She follows with another
Wallace.
fortnight at the Cheney Trombley, same
city.

.

.

. THEODORA, dancer, is being

featured at the Tojo Farms, Detroit, dur

ing the holidays.

.

.

EDDIE LEE,

magician, is current at the New Bedford
Hotel, New Bedford, Mass.
BEVERLY BEMIS is the feature at the Bal
(See CLUB TALENT on. page 31)
.

.

.

MAGNIFICENT TREND
AFTER being kicked around for years, vaudevillians may look forward
to conditions improving steadily during the new year.
The bottom in vaudeville was reached during the 1937-'38 season.

If it had not been for the mushroom growth of night clubs and hotel
spots since Prohibition Repeal, most vaudeville performers would have
been driven out of show business. The post -repeal night club -hotel field
developed in the nick of time, giving employment to thousands of acts.
Today it is the greatest user of live talent in the entire amusement field.
The new year will see more and more night clubs and hotel spots
opening, and more and more paying good money for music and talent.
Due to competition, it is inevitable that night club salaries will continue
to rise.
Vaudeville, too, is seeing the light of a better day. At least 400 thea-

ters are using stage shows of some sort, either regularly or on a spot
basis, today. With public feeling against poor pictures running high,

with the government seeking to break the alleged film -theater monopoly
and with the press showing a friendly interest in stories of a vaude revival
the new year can't help being a good one for vaudeville.
Not only that, but performers themselves seem to have finally come
out of their stupor. Gags about "Vaudeville, remember?" are not so frequent. Apparently the performers and show people themselves feel
there's some hope.

If the unions-stagehands, musicians, performers-co-operate more
with employers, if agents and bookers continue to show energy and
imagination, if employers are encouraged to experiment with live shows
and if performers temper their talent with faith, patience and common
sense, then nothing in the world can stop this magnificent trend to more
employment and more profits in the night clubs -vaudeville fields.

sailles, $2,000; Paradise, $6,000; Casa
Manana, $15,000; Cotton Club, $5,000.

Competition among the big night clubs
for attractions has been forcing salaries
upwards steadily. In addition, the
growth of the American Federation of
Actors' power to police the night club hotel field has tended to raise salaries
for the lowest paid talent class and also
to insure prompt payment of salary
wherever its AFA shop agreements are
in force.
Unions Help Stabilize Field

In addition to the AFA and the musi-

cians' unions, other stabilizers in the
night club field are the police departments and the liquor control boards,
which have done much to keep disrep-

utable elements out of night
operation.

club

In the vaudeville field a turn for the
better was apparent last fall. The Billboard printed a list of more than 300
theaters using stage shows and then
discovered that many more were experimenting with vaude policies. The
quiet regrowth of the vaude idea went
hand in hand with the definite decline
in attendance in straight film theaters.
With the film industry harassed by
government anti-trust suits, with patrons revolting against poor pictures and
with the pro-vaude forces aggressive for

the first time in years, the new year
should certainly be

better than the

previous several years for vaudeville.
Vaude on the Upgrade

Altho a return to vaude of 15 and 20
years ago is impossible, the new year
should at least see more theaters using
stage shows and a greater public again
warming up to the vaude idea.
In burlesque the outlook is fair. Censorship, poor talent, bad showmanship
and mediocre management have left their
marks on burlesque. Phe last couple
(See MORE WORK on page 31)

.
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Night Club Reviews
Trianon Room, Ambassador
Hotel, New York

among social circles and a familiar name
on the society pages. Atmosphere is very
Main point of interest is the ballroom cordial,
and the setting, a reproduction
team of Mayris Chaney and Edward
London's famed Pump Room in the
Fox, which opened here December 19 of
19th century, is unique. Visiting
on the crest of terrific publicity ensuing early
celebrities come in to see and be seen, a
from their friendship with Mrs. P. D. R. stimulating
business feature.
and from their new dance, The Eleanore
Ernest Byfield, of the Sherman Hotel,
Glide.
The team landed newsreel and news- is also the guiding pilot of this hostelry
is in no small share responsible for
paper plugs on their new dance, which and
current prominence of the renis a combo of strut, walk, polka and the
square dancing. They are presenting a dezvous. The room has been tastefully
simplified version and hope to popular- decorated with busts and inscriptions of

I

I
I

I
I

ize

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

gest wises

at the

easot4.

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

overnight into the spotlight of the patronized niteries, it has been the talk

RUTH
DENNIN
Populat

it19e)1 ot Apttat Sotic9s

it as a sort of American Lambeth old English after -dark rounders.

The music and show policy is fittingly
Walk. Berlin Music is publishing a new
song called The Eleanor Glide, written informal and pleasing. Howard Mcjointly by the team and Nick Kenny Creery has a versatile five -piece combo
in the center -of -the -room band stand,
and Harry Link.
The team also does three numbers playing a variety of tunes, both old and
twice nightly-a lively rumba, a Blue modern. McCreery himself has a youthDanube waltz and a Sugar Blues affair. ful and bright personality and is a
Their appearance is pleasing-especially friendly salesman. He seems to be
Miss Chaney in upswept coiffure and a equipped to fill unusual tune requests,.
blue -silver Kuhn gown. They are grace- and boys have the proper musical backful, emphasizing arm work-which is ground to lend suitable support. Leader

perfect for floor work-and shun too
many lifts and stunts.
Dick Gasparre (piano) leads his 10 men
for sweet dance sessions. The triple

fiddle section lays on the schmaltz and
the orchestra as a whole is thoroly pleasing for listening and is, of course, very
danceable. The men double on instruments and vocalizing and successfully

plays a violin, and his cohorts and reinstruments include George
Julis, accordion; Arthur Wayne, guitar;

spective

Danny Cassella, drums and vibraphone,
and Reimer Hoffman, bass. All double
as vocalists, individually and collectively.

Rumbas and tangos hold the upper

hand here, and the McCreery combination, as a result, concentrates on these
Latin dance crazes. Don and Audrey
avoid becoming monotonous.
Alternate combo is Vincent Bragale LeMaire, exhibition dance team, arouse
(violin and maraccas), who is backed interest with displays of elementary
by four men. This small outfit dishes steps. They go thru a few. routines and
out South American and Latin tunes later furnish instruction on the floor.
that are lively and melodious, with Corinna Mura, sophisticated singer of
Bragale himself holding attention with Spanish and Mexican favorites, finds a
receptive audience. Has a dramatic sohis eager personality.
Eleanor French, a socialite, is vocalist prano voice that interprets Latin classics,
with Gasparre's Band. She is a lovely in particular, with effectiveness. Accombrunet who has that regal bearing but panies herself on a guitar and works
who can't really sing. Just about gets close to the patrons by circling the floor.
by on personality and appearance. Voice

is contralto of very limited range.
Room is very ultra and strictly for the
upper classes. Food and liquor, along
with service and atmosphere, are perfect.
Prices are in keeping with other spots
of this class. William Adler and ensemble
play during luncheon and the cocktail
hour.
Harry Sobol p. a.'s the room

Two shows nightly, the longer one
given before the after -theater crowds.
The waitets are appropriately garbed in
19th century outfits. Prices are comparatively reasonable.
Jerry Freshman handles the publicity.
Sam Honigberg.

Season's Greetings

Paul Denis.

from

Pump Room, Ambassador
East Hotel, Chicago

GARLAND & MARLA

One of the newer and one of the

smartest rooms in town drawing Chi-

Now 15th Week

PARK CENTRAL HOTEL

cago's sophisticates. Mushrooming almost

NEW YORK

Season's Greetings T o All
Just Concluded Successful Engagements

CLUB 17
Hollywood

YACHT CLUB

FRED SANBORN
International Comedian

Chicago

Representatives
GEORGE FOSTER
Europe

NAT KALCHEIM
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
U. S.

Season's Greetings to my friends everywhere

DOROTHY LEWIS
Outstanding Dancer on Ice
Now Appearing 15th Week
Iridium Room

ST. REGIS HOTEL, N. Y.
Dir.: Music Corp. of America

FEDERICO and RANKIN
wish to extend
Heartiest Christmas Greetings
and a Happy New Year To All
from Rome, Italy

4-444444441.444
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New York
Nicky Blair's latest offering to the
Broadway stay-up-laters is a review

centered around the theme of the 1939
New York World's Fair. Consists mostly
of production flourishes, some eye -filling

beauties that are handsomely costumed
and some snatches of talent, but withal
a good buy for the $1.50 minimum.
This little stunt will undoubtedly
warm the hearts of Grover Whalen's
publicity department, because virtually
each number is staged around the fair,
its doings and its background. Show
finds a little difficulty getting under
way, lacking pace and general stamina,

but gets out of the doldrums quickly
and then shows signs of life thruout.

Most of the 70 minutes are given over

to production numbers-but what with
the law tightening up on bare torso
exhibitions, the nudity of past Paradise
revues was conspicuous by its absence.
First production, using the beauteous
show girls to illustrate the genesis of
past fairs, employs a lowering of the
ceiling and is cleverly worked. There
are four numbers in all, each displaying
a flair for color and originality in cos turning. Some of the acts are interspersed with the production numbers
and show to better advantage with a
background of beauty and color.
Carol King is one of the evening's
eyefillers and stands out with graceful
ballet and toe work, doing difficult
twists and turns with good terpsichorean

and is not given a chance to show its
wares
A curious twist in the show is the
use of Jack Lane's Lovebirds-without
Jack Lane. Instead of Lane working
the birds with his pat routine, the
chorus girls put them thru the routine
and mess things up in a cute way. The
gals were undoubtedly nervous, but it
proved there is one type of bird they
don't know how to handle.

The speed of the show is provided
by Trixie May. girl juggler, doing a

well-routined and fast act with a lot of
zip and flair for showmanship. Her
closing trick was as strong as its buildup-standing on one hand and spinning
a hoop around one leg and one hand.
Frank Paris and his Marionettes are
holdovers from the last show but he
uses two new puppets, Dorothy Lamour
and Mickey Rooney, which were well
received. Lee Sullivan emsees the show
and sings with the production numbers.
Does a capable job outside of his shouting the announcements, which should
be restrained for a better effect.
Glenn Miller's Band is back again to
accompany the show, doing so with
extreme capability, as well as providing
highly pleasant, danceable tunes.
Show is staged by Marjorie Fielding.
Music and lyrics by Teddy Powell and
Leonard Whitcup. Jack Tierman is
press agenting the spot.
So/ Zatt.

Club Continentale, Miami
Maybe this observer, who is a year -

The ABC Trio has a rounder here, was more than slightly
seemed definitely like manna to these

JOE WONG
NOW WITH OLSEN Cr JOHNSON'S

"HELL ZA POPPIN"
WINTER GARDEN, New York.
Extends Holiday Greetings
to Everybody Everywhere
Charles Allen Agency, RKO Bldg., New York.

reetingg

Jeanne Walker
"Innovations in Balletap"

Permanent Address: THE BILLBOARD - Chicago.

jbotibap

IJ

reetino

W. C. HANDY
composer of "St. Louis Blues"
now appearing at

COTTON CLUB, New York
Permanent Address -1587 Broadway, New York City

tap

hungry eyes.
Tom Cassara-and if we're wrong then
the capacity mob was wrong, too-really

the Continentale's presentations move along smoothly and enjoyably with Marc Ballero, Alice Dawn,
Suzanne and Christine, the D'Ivons and
the units of Alex Batkin and Jose

This Ballero kid is good. With a
couple of hats, a monocle and a phony
nose (guess for who?) he puts on a 15 minute routine of mimicry that has the

bar and tables rubbing their eyes as

ebrt5tmet5
AND

gebi pear

has a swell show. Nothing tricky or

pretentious,

Tomasio.

Management-MAX ROTH,

beafSon'ff

1.4

starved after a practically showless
summer. However, the Club Continentale's offerings which recently premiered

Personal

TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

FRANK PAYNE
"Impersonator of Stars"
Now Playing
JEFFERSON HOTEL, ST. LOUIS

"Musical Caricatures"
NOW ORPHEUM THEATER, MEMPHIS

HELEN MORGAN
Direction

BILL BAIRD
"It's In the Cards"
PLAYING FOREMOST HOTELS AND CAFES

HOWARD McCREERY

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Chicago's Newest Musical Rave
Booked Indefinitely
PUMP ROOM - AMBASSADOR HOTEL, CHICAGO

Merry Christmas and a Happy 1939
The Year for Live Talent

THREE ROSEBUDS
"Juvenile Acro-Sensations"

THE DUANOS

ED BURKE

(Donola and Antonio)

"Debunking the News"

"The Ballroom Dance Team That Is Different"
Now Appearing on Opening Show

Daily - STATION WCFL, CHICAGO

TYLER, THORNE & POST

CASA, ClIBANA, N. T.
indefinitely

"Satirists of the Dance"
Opening January 2nd
DETROIT CASINO, DETROIT
PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

11 JAMES EVANSandC0
Recognized as "King of Foot Jugglers"
reetittgO to all tbeir frienbti eberytutiere

IIA

3 OXFORD BOYS

qteetiiii9s
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meager bit to do in one of the numbers

Paradise Restaurant,

flow and ease.
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DAVID P. O'MALLEY
II

140 NO. DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO

THEATERS - HOTELS - CAFES
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Arliss.

Jimmy

Durante,

Ned

Sparks and a dozen et ceteras parade
before the mike. A burlesque of The
Shadow and his effects of New York
harbor noises are especially standout.
A girl team, Suzanne and Christine,
billed as Les Danseuses Moderne, swing
out to Batkin's Band, which, altho hav-

ing only one trumpet, does right nobly
by this style of music.
The D'Ivons when they first make
their entrance appear to be simply another ballroom duo, as they are dark,
immaculate and suave. In action, however, it is a different story. The girl
is especially standout, dancing not only
with her feet but with her hands, hair.
lips and eyes.
Press relations for the club are handled by Frank Powell, who is the No. 1
p. a.

in the area.

Lee Simmonds.

Milton's, Kansas City, Mo.

blonde, is the featured singer and she

proves herself a most suitable attraction
in these environs. There is fascination
in her soprano -flavored voice and a
studied commercial sense in her interpretation of popular tunes. When
caught she delivered good arrangements
of Night in Manhattan, Heart and Soul
and Easy To Love.
Johnny Howard, a new emsee in town,
handles the job well and with less corny

work than burdens some of his local
competitors. Has an engaging personality and displays talent in straight
whistling (an effort more digestible in
larger rooms) and amusing mimicry.
Meta Carlyle, lively soubret with a

French accent, opens the show with an
eye -winking ditty and proceeds to tease
the table occupants with a spicy routine.
Nino Rinaldo is still around to fur-

nish melodious band -stand work.

His violin -bass -accordion -piano -trumpet -

drum combination is sufficient here to
do credit to both late and old tunes and
One of the most unique local niteries, support the acts acceptably. Suzanne
this spot for nearly four years has fea- Cantu, a small and shapely miss, suptured the same act, Julia Lee, talented plies the vocals.
Johnny Honnert is another 885 vetand personable singer, who accompanies
herself at the Steinway. Her library in- eran, a veritable Gil Lamb at the piano
during
intermissions. Sam Honigberg.
cludes current hits, swing ditties and
old pop tunes, with emphasis on the latter, all of them presented in a highly
distinctive manner. Julia gets aid from
New Town Casino, Miami
sleepy-eyed Harold Gadson, drummer,
Beach, Florida
whose skin -thumping style and occasional vocal contributions fit in eleNew
Town
opening show was
gantly with the Lee manner of enter- a smash hit. Casino's
in the habit of
taining the nice class of patronage at- dropping in for aLocals
July beer would never
tracted to the spot.
The
present helm,
the spot.
Milton Morris, youthful owner, is at recognizeby
Cliff Hough, bears nary a
the door to greet bon vivants. Business handled
is invariably brisk. Service excellent; trace of the summer steerers. The band
has been really turned into a
drinks ditto. Spot is tastefully deco- standstand,
and a dusty pink, white and
rated and has a choice location in the band
turquoise color job prevails.
central part of the city.
As for the flesh, curtain rises on the
Dave Dexter Jr.
Everetts, who immediately draw attention because he has red hair and she
has black. The crowd had never seen a
885 Club, Chicago
dance team who didn't look as tho they
Joe Miller's near North Side food and just stepped out of the same pod.
bar nitery is back in the swing with They're plenty watchable, too. Their
three -act floor shows. Spot is on the numbers are different. They work to
list of most of the regular night round- I Got Rhythm and with one chorus arers as well as some of the more dis- ranged in rumbarhythm.
Emsee and singer Johnny Hale
criminating diners, who find excellence
in the French cuisine here. Both the doesn't ask for a "big hand for the
small room and adjoining bar are en- little girl" and does a swell job with
tirely modern in design, but a neigh- his potent pipes. His Let's Face the
borly atmosphere, nevertheless, prevails. Music and Dance is stirring, as is his
Virginia Gibson, tall and sophisticated (See NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS page 23)

Season's Greetings

PAUL REMOS

FROM

and his

JANE

JOE

McKenna

TOY BOYS
Back from their very successful tour
in England.
Now Playing 12 weeks with HAL KEMP
and His Famous Orchestra.

DIRECTION CHARLES HOGAN, WM. MORRIS AGENCY

We wish all Managers, Agents and
Friends

Zt Neap Cbricstrnas5
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LOU MA IfT I N

10appp jael3) Pear
Solo Agent for
U. S. A.,
MR. PHIL BLOOM

and his Orchestra

Care Music Corporation of America,

74S Fifth Avenue,
New York City

4th YEAR-LEON & EDDIE'S, NEW YORK

Permanent Address:

PAUL REMOS.
310 Riverside Drive,
New York City
Telephone:

Academy 4-1700.

THE "CLOWN PRINCE" OF MUSIC

MILT BRITTON
and his "MERRY MAD MUSICAL MANIACS"

NOW APPEARING AT THE DOWNTOWN CASINO. DETROIT'S NEWEST THEATRE CLUB
1

2

3

PLAYING THE ENTIRE
MUSICAL STAGE SHOW

APPEARING WITH THEIR OWN ORIGINAL
HILARIOUS COMEDY ACT OF 40 MINUTES

SUPPLYING AN EVENING

Or
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OF SUPERB DANCE MUSIC
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WATCHING THE JUGGLER';

The King and Queen of England in the Royal Box raptly watch the
ventriloquial and juggling turn of
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PALLADIUM, LONDON
November 15, 1937
fences extends his best wishes and greetings of the season to
all his friends the world over

4*

* Reprinted From The London Daily Mirror
November 16, 1937
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Just completed
successful engagements at
PALLADIUM THEATRE, LONDON.
PARAMOUNT THEATRE, PARIS.
SCALA THEATRE, BERLIN.
RONACKER THEATRE, VIENNA.
HOTEL BRISTOL, OSLO.

CHINA THEATRE, COPENHAGEN.
ROYAL THEATRE, AMSTERDAM.
FENYES THEATRE, BUDAPEST.

and SOUTH AMERICAN

CIRO RIM

his

CurrentlyTHE NEW HOLLYWOOD
NEW YORK

The Popular, Current Dane.?
Sensation

THE SAMBA

which CIRO RIMAC and his SOUTH AMERICAN ORCHESTRA are currently featuring at the

New Hollywood, New York, was originally introduced in the

in 1927.

Direction

United States by the Ririacs

HARRY ROMM, ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE,

Radio City, New York.

INC.,

ORCHESTRA
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS(Continued from page 20)

and the special arrangements earned

him plenty of applause.
Alan DeLee, band soloist, gave fine

Also leaves the vocal renditions.
Toscelli's Serenade.
The hit singer of the show was Mary
mike, to show he has a larynx, with My Lou
King, tall and attractive brunet.
Reverie.
She opened with A-Tisket and encored
English comedian Cyril Smith does a with
I Won't Tell a Soul and Marie.
pair of clever monologs which weren't She outdid
herself encoring with My
appreciated here. In all fairness, Smith's Reverie. She
shows plenty of promise,
act was hurt by a noisy society crowd. especially as torch
singer.
Cyril's punch -off, The Sow Song, did
Feathers
and 11 -piece band
Eddie
rock the house, however.
music.
Hank the Mule is the kind of an act furnish
Biz fair, and host, Joe Bianco, is very
that can never lay an egg. Hank's genial.
Milton Miller.
appeal extends to all ages and all types.
Mother is in a mule skin and daughter
is the director. Their antics are simple
and laughable.
Cafe de Paris, London
Dorothy Fox is entertainingly effective in her dance caricatures. Her Day
Two new American entries here. Ethel
at the Beach was Grade A mimicry, Shutta makes her long-awaited London
as were the concert singer and the debut and cleans up with her singing.
chorus girl take -offs. Miss Fox, in- Has a good rep with several numbers of
cidentally, seemed a little scornful of her own. Outstanding items are One of
her audience.
the Front Row Girls and a travesty on
Duke Dingley, blond Adonis, is at the Music, Maestro.
baton, and his 12 Gentlemen of Rhythm
Also new to London are the Batchelors,
work smoothly for dancing and for the male singers. Boys strike a happy
show. Vocalist Alan Hanner is big time. medium between the old act of the

Lee Simmonds.

Club Mayfair, Yatesville, Pa.

Revellers and the sophisticated Yacht
Club Boys, both former successes here.
Put over a swell routine of topical and
comedy lyrics. Forced to encores.

Bert Ross.
This Northeastern Pennsylvania night
spot remains the only one still featuring two shows nightly. While the Cotton Club, Jefferson City,
weather has hurt business on occasion,
Missouri
Club Mayfair has been enjoying a fair
play from both Wilkes-Barre and ScranOnce again an attempt is being made
ton patrons.
Two local kids, Price and Rita. scored to establish a standout night spot in
a hit with their refreshing tap routines. Central Missouri, and judging from the
In bellhop uniforms, the young pair grosses of the first month, Clay Ray and
displayed plenty of promise and got a Mrs. Ray are on the road to success with
big hand. Later Price returned to give the Cotton Club here.
a solo tap, with the pair closing the Taking over the building vacated by

show with a sure -hit routine

of the

Swingland,

Ray

has

remodeled

it,

brought in an all -Negro show and put
in a small cover fee.
Currently it's Eddie Johnson's Orchestra direct' from the Club Plantation in
St. Louis, with Ruby Taylor as vocalist.
His voice comes over fine thru mike, Johnson's combo is solid from head to
Shag in taps. Kids bear watching.
Petey Wells, as emsee, was splendid
singing special arrangements of I Love
a Parade and medley of Ziegfeld show
hits, but his gags didn't go over so well.
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COUNTESS YVONNE MONOFF
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MANAGEMENT

NOW APPEARING

SAMMY CLARK

ROSE BOWL, CHICAGO

CHARLOTTE
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ARREN and1RODERICK

CREATOR OF DANCE TEAMS
1939 The Year for Live Talent
1 658 BROADWAY, N. Y. C.
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Ii HAPPY BIRTHDAY, SANTA KLAUS"

KEN &R

COMPLETING FOURTH WEEK LEON & EDDIE'S.

1'

I

PAIGE

1939-The Year for Live Talent

Opened Xmas Day for an Indefinite Engagement at
EARL CARROLL'S NEW THEATRE RESTAURANT
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Direction-MILES INGALLS and MARK LEDDY
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GLORIA

ILBERT

Who has spun her way around the world

Exte0s
qeason's 7teetin9s

to

Eveittibo

Evehtiwkehe
Personal Management

NAT KALCHEIM - WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

*inure

oob Wit5bez

for ebri5tniaz anb
the geti3 Pear

heel and his music is drawing a young
crowd to the floor. Miss Taylor sings,
a la Ethel Waters, in a pleasing way that
fits in nicely when Johnson's sextet hits

gielifS011'0 IT; reeting5
FROM

a slower tempo.
The six -girl line is well rehearsed and
provides a nice background for Miss
Taylor and Snowball and Johnny, dance

MAURINE

team. The latter is a boy and girl duo,

with Snowball (the boy) doing most of
the dancing and Johnny serving as wellbuilt scenery, but the act clicks.
Myron Hawkins, Negro emsee, has a
fair voice and handles the show well.

NORVA

Most of the talent is from the Club

Plantation, St. Louis, or the Club Continental, Kansas City.
The Rays are not new to the entertainment field, having previously owned
and operated a spot at Hannibal, Mo.,

"THE TALK OF HOLLYWOOD,CALIF."

Grosvenor House, London

are Tops by far."-JIMMY VALENTINE,

among others.

An ultra smart team with an International

following. Definitely a Stellar Box Office Attraction. Breaking all records for 6 months

at the

A. B. Jackson Jr.

CUBANOLA, HOLLYWOOD.
"Four Stars to Maurine and Norva. They

Hollywood Lowdown.

New MCA show is tabbed Grandfather's Follies. Has a motif that is
Victorian, with even the waiters and the
orchestra garbed in appropriate mufti.
Only incongruous note is struck by the
introduction of latter-day tunes, bordering around the 1912-'14 period.
Chief entry is the Music Hall Boys,
almost resident dt this spot. All gifted
with excellent pipes, they have developed
their comedy until it stands out. Hit

MAKE YOUR OWN "TALKIES"!
With MILLS Patented "FILBIGRAPH" a sound

track can be recorded on the edge of any 16 mm.
film, which converts your silent film and silent pro-

jector into Sound Apparatus without cost for recording and reproducing. 84 minutes of recording
.nay ,be had (without pictures) on a 100 feet of

16 mm. film costing only 85c. Recordings made and
played back instantaneously. Moderate initial costonly cost. Write for Circular on P. A. Systems, Sound
Equipment, etc. (Some Bargain Close Outs.)

MILES REPRODUCER CO., INC.,
812 H-12-13 Broadway, New York, N. V.

solidly.

Flora Duane and Earl Leslie-latter
produced the show-are swell dancers

held over from the previous show. Fit
their straight and comedy terps into the Padula Heads Philly Clubs
presentation to a nicety.
PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 24.-Arthur H.
Two Equillos, singing acrobats, do a
operator of the Arcadia -Internasuccession of clever and difficult feats Padula,
tional Restaurant, was re-elected last
whilst warbling. Three Admirals are the week as president of the Philadelphia
best of English male harmony trios and Restaurant Owners' Association. Other
make a solid impression. Bert Ross.
officers chosen were S. S. Wilcox, head

of the Hot Shoppes, vice-president; Sol
Dreif us, , treasurer, and Frank Seely,

Royal Bath Hotel,
Bournemouth

secretary.

Exclusive out-of-town spot which gen-

La Crosse Club Opens

erally uses one American act. Taste
usually runs to a solo dancer or a team.
Current is Eleanore Knight, tap and
rhythm dancer, making her English
debut. Fares splendidly with a neat
offering. Is easy on the eyes and has
showmanship.

LA CROSSE, Wis., Dec. 24.-Ossie
Gschwind and Charlie Gantenbein have
opened the former Colonial here as the

Esquire Night Club, with Phil Zinkgraf as manager. Entertainment headed
by the Three Squires.

Bert Ross.

Maisie So Happy She Cried When
Nick Threw Surprise Xmas Party
Dear Paul:

THE SIMPSON SISTERS
NOW PLAYING 15TH WEEK

Iridium Room, ST. REGIS HOTEL, N. Y.
Dir:

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

IGUESS I don't have to tell you how thrilled I was reading those nice letters
about me in The Billboard last week. Maybe a partner is just what I need.
And yet I've been doing a single act all my life and it's not easy to make the
change. Really, I don't know what I'd do if I were working with a partner. The
closest to it I ever got was at the El Bullo Club, when the waiters used to cross
the floor during my turn and I never knew whether I was doing a solo, duo or
trio act.
Anyway, while I'm thinking seriously whether to give up my single or not,
I've got to make
Rendezvous here.

6tason'o rtetingo from the

ROYAL

a living-so I'm playing Nick Pappadopoulos' Romantic

It used to be a high class coffee pot, but Nick made so much money that he
leased the next-door grocery store and turned the combination into a night club.
It's not a bad spot, altho Nick, from habit, still serves coffee personally. He
also emsees the shows because Joe Pursent, the agent, convinced him he was
really another Edward Arnold. And now Nick is trying to polish up his Greek
dialect so that Joe can take him to Hollywood.
Nick has taken over a small hotel, too, and now he's thinking of opening a

theatrical agency with Joe and tying up the best acts in this territory. Then,
says Nick, all the other night clubs would have to come to him for talent. Nick's
idea is to sign acts to exclusive management contracts and, in turn, guarantee
them free lodgings at his hotels, two free meals a day at his club and he's even
planning a tie-up with the Ladies & Gent's Billiard and Bowling Parlor for free
recreation. His idea is to keep acts busy and happy whether they're working or
laying off.

DUO
1939 -the teat tot live talent

The CHICKS and myself
wish everybody a

Merry Xmas and A Happy New Year

GALI GALI
now playing

SCALA, BERLIN
Dir.-MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

*

used to be a professional strong man before he got too fat and went
NICK
into the coffee pot business. So now he'll always book a strong man act-but
first the strong man has to wrestle with Nick and, if he survives, he gets the
booking. Even the waiters are former wrestlers. Last night the club was in an

uproar when some wise guy rang a toy bell and four waiters dropped their dishes
and tackled each other.
Business has been pretty bad and Nick is trying to make the place look lively
by inviting his relatives to sit around. The idea isn't bad, except that his relatives
and the waiters talk about politics so much that the waiters refuse to serve the
patrons until they finish their discussions.
s

NICK surprised us with a Christmas party. After work, early Sunday morning,
we had a fine dinner cooked by Nick himself. We had to drink home-made
wine because Nick gets terribly insulted if you don't drink his wine.
Most of us performers got very sentimental. Danny, our band leader, wept
and told his wife he'll never look at another blonde-and now we're wondering
what will happen when his wife wants to find out which blonde! Rodrigo and
Francesca, our dance team, talked to each other for the first time in two years.

Jane, our' featured singer, talked to the rest of the performers for the first time
since she opened here and told us everything about her affair with Joe Pursent,
the agent.
I don't remember what / said, Paul. But it was so nice to have a surprise
Christmas party when you're so far away from home that I just cried most of
MAISIE.
the time.
P. S.-I don't think I'll see you before New Year, so Happy New Year! (And
please don't forget to give me a plug in the Chub Talent column. I .need the
publicity for that World Fair job Joe is getting me.)
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"Is Everybody Happy?
.
Yes, Sir!"
That is how my organization
and myself feel after having
completed an engagement of
four glorious weeks for Warner
Bros. at the New York Strand
Theatre.

Our sincere thanks to Harry
Mayer,

Zeb

Epstein,

Harry

Gourfain and their staff for
making us happy.
Sincerely

?a

P.

S. - After a year

and a half solid we are
taking a much needed
rest Xmas week ;routed
thereafter
Palace Theatre, Cleveland; Shea's Theatre,
Buffalo; Palace Theatre,
Akron: Palace
Theatre, Youngstown;
InCircle Theatre,
dianapolis.

HAPPY
HOLIDAY!
Personal RepresentativeMILTON E. PICKMAN
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Strand, New York, Out of the Red and Into Neat

Dog Plays Piano

Profit With Vaudefilms;, Average Gross Is $34,000
,

in musical ability was disclosed this
week in Traffic Court before Judge

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-First four gross. The accompanying chart shows policy when the Strand did. Music
Corp. of America and other agencies
months of experimenting with stage that this has been a profitable policy.

were not able to provide a guarantee of
be name bands for any length of time be
cause the Paramount Theater had most
of them tied up for New York appearantes as far as a year in advance. Paramount, too, is taking a chance because
during a three-week run. The picture, of
the possible decline in popularity
The Sisters, which drew rave notices, had which
very band faces.
a lot to do with it, of course, but other
However, Warner figured that it was
pictures which were just as strong did worth
a try, especially since the stage
not do as well.
bill could be further bolstered by War Running a close second was Ted ner picture names. Several actors who
Lewis, who just closed a four -week run. were not working on pictures at the
He grossed $53,000 his first week, the time came east to play Warner houses,
gross declining after that, and, as ex- including Wayne Morris, Johnny (Scat)
plained in the accompanying chart, did Davis and Hugh Herbert.
at total business of $138,000.
Because of the success of the change
Prior to the Strand's revamping of to flesh, other theaters have been en policy, many things cropped up that couraged, and the latest report is that
were allegedly obstacles in the way of re- the Capitol will install a band policy.
storing flesh. Besides the union quesThe accompanying chart is a compention, which was amicably settled, there dium of Strand facts and figures of the
was the problem of getting name bands past four months and gives a complete
and attractions. As a matter of fact, breakdown of the weekly house gross,
this is one of the principal reasons the the picture attraction and the stage at -

shows at the Strand Theater have netted
a standpoint of drawing power,
Warner Brothers excellent profits. Since theFrom
strongest attraction to play the
the inception of stage shows, the Strand Strand
to date has been Horace Heidt,
grossed a total of $578,000, or approxi50 per cent more than the house

matelygrossing
theafirst
$42,000
tookthe
second $53,000
week, and
totalweek,
of $125,000
in when it was running straight

pictures.
Strand grosses also indicate that a stage
show and film combo policy, begun August 26 for the first time in 10 years with

Ben Bernie on the opening bill, maintains a better grossing average during
the second and third week run of the picture. With few exceptions since the first
vaude presentation, a strong stage attraction has been presented with an
equally strong picture, and, according to
the Strand management, the increase in
business has more than compensated for
the extra cost of putting on a stage bill.
In the past, when the house was on a
straight picture policy, a hit picture
gross always dropped to virtually half

after its first week. The additional drawing power of name attractions has helped
maintain a better balance in the average Capitol did not revert to a stage show traction:
Week Ending

Boy Meets Girl
Boy Meets Girl
Valley of the Giants
Valley of the Giants
Garden of the Moon
Garden of the Moon
Secrets of an Actress
The Sisters
The Sisters
The Sisters
Brother Rat
Brother Rat
Brother Rat
Angels With Dirty Faces
Angels With Dirty Faces
Angels With Dirty Faces
Angels With Dirty Faces

$53,000. Horace Heidt Band
$42,000... Horace Heidt Band
$30,000.. Horace Heidt Band
$44,000... Al Donohue Band, Hugh Herbert
$30,000... Al Donohue Band. Hugh Herbert
$24,000... Al Donohue (Hugh Herbert played only first two weeks)

3

Nov. 10
Nov. 17
Nov. 24

$53,0,00.

Dec. 1
Dec. 8
Dec. 15

Ted Lewis Band

$35,000 ... Ted Lewis Band
$27,000. . Ted Lewis Band
$23,500. . Ted Lewis Band

Dec. 22

holding a 51 per cent interest. It was

Hollywood, N. Y.,
Needs More Dough;
$5,800 Music Cut

reported that a prospective backer
stepped in last week and offered $6(1,000

for a 51 per cent interest, but was turned
down. Mrs. Maria Kramer, owner of the
Lincoln Hotel, is also said to be dickering for a slice of the place.

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-The newly
House has had to use the five bands
face -lifted Hollywood Restaurant after that were originally signed. The musibut two weeks is having the financial cians' union would not okeh cancellashakes and is reported to be in search tions. Red Stanley's and Monchitas
of new backers.
bands, playing in the Hollywood Deck on

N. Y. Cafes Faced
With Waiter Union

stockholder

Principal

,

r

1",'"

Most of the contracts between Local

1

r' -r,

Philly AFA and
Niteries Agree
PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 24.-The squabble between the AFA local here and the
Night Club Owners' Association has
been "virtually settled," Thomas E.
Kelly, AFA business agent, announces.
"The key spots have agreed to sign an
AFA shop contract with us and we feel

sure that the other clubs will fall into

However, he warned, his union was

all set to picket any spot that didn't

sign on the dotted line "within a reasonable time."
The agreement was reached with the
union just in time to forestall a picketing campaign just before the Christmas
and New Year's trade.

Units for Eldorado, Detroit
DETROIT, Dec. 24.-A new policy of

units was started last week at the Eldorado, night spot. Thirteen to 16 -people
units are being used, all booked by the
local Gus Sun office. Red McKenna's
Band is being held over.

Esquire, Miami, Year Old

Number Twenty in a

figuring that's plenty of music for a ing $3 a week raise, generally, but-as

ness considering the Christmas holidays.

about the Night Clubs Vaudeville Department
of The Billboard.

in the case of the International Casino
$1 minimum.
the Casa Manana-has been willing
Compared to the other spots on Broad- and
stagger the raise at the rate of an
way, Hollywood has been doing fair busi- to
additional dollar every three months.

I

r

I
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attempt to organize a night club owners'
association having flopped.

FROM

THE TOP HAT
UNION CITY, N. J.

One of the Metropolitan District's Newest and
Outstanding Show Places.

New Club for Frisco
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 24. - Former
Club Trouville will be reopened soon by
Charlie Low as the Forbidden City. Low
undetermined on band or entertainers.
Gary Nottingham's Orchestra took

over Jack Winston's spot at the Bbl
Tabarin last week, with Roland Drayer

10 Minutes From Times Square, New York.

as emsee.
dniiiinumitillionnininumminnimimmillimiminninininiliiimiimminummonmflummuminininiumininimilionimmumint.

Greetings

considerably impressed.,

Series of Opinions of
the Nation's Leading
Night Club and Hotel
Owners and Managers

VIRGINIA GIBSON

. err

injured in the accident so seriously
that she lost her ability to play the
piano. The dog's talent was not
valued by the court, as it was not a
suit for damages, but the court was

Nicholas Hollywood

is

I

done, that Teassou, an Eskimo shepherd dog belonging to him, had been

Threat New Year's

Some of the big cafes belong to the
On the worst business night last week new
Restaurant Owners' Guild, headed
reported it had 600 for
by
Ed Levine, of the Brass Rail, and are
Weiss, architect who designed the spot, dinner and 350 for the supper show.
demanding the union sign agreement
with the Guild rather than with indiyr.
vidual cafes. The Guild offers to okeh
a $2 increase, but demands that arbibealatfo threetingo
tration be compulsory when contract
disputes break out. Present contracts
make no provision for arbitration.
"SONGS IN THE GIBSON MANNER"
The union claims the Guild is not
Now Playing Return Engagement 885 CLUB, CHICAGO
representative of local restaurants and
cafes, alleging it has only 70 shops compared with the 210 shops controlled by
the union.
The Guild is now the only Times
Square cafe owners' group, the recent
$100,000 it cost to open the place.

Occasion was the trial of Charles
Syer, who hit a car belonging to
Charles Arseneau. Latter testified, in
substantiating his claim to damage

MIAMI, Fla., Dec. 24.-Esquire Club
celebrated its first birthday here recently
with an opening. Lola King's all -girl
band is featured, with Alan Murray emsee.
Holdovers were Torchy's Rhythm Rascals
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-There is a and the gal in the fishbowl.
possibility that there will be labor trouble New Year's Eve for some of the local
night clubs.

There is no chance of its folding, the ground floor, however, will be re- 16 (waiters) and night clubs and cafes
claim some Hollywood officials, who placed with a set of strollers. Object is ended this month and negotiations are
maintain that the stiff music bill of to keep two or three bands working, on for renewal. The union is demand-

$5,800 per week, covering the salaries
of five bands, is eating into the profits.
The nut runs around $15,000 weekly, but
the gross has been insufficient to cover
the nut and start amortizing the

George T. Murphy.

line soon," Kelly said.
Picture

$32,000... Ben Bernie Band
$28,000... Ben Bernie Band
$41,000. . Ozzie Nelson Band, Johnny (Scat) Davis, Wayne Morris
$28,000... Ozzie Nelson Band, Johnny (Scat) Davis, Wane Morris
$37,000... Jan Garber Band, Ethel Merinan
$29,500... Jan Garber Band, Ethel Merman
$23,000... Johnny Messner Band

Sept. 1
Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 6
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov.

Stage Attraction

Gross

DETROIT, Dec. 24.-Something new

Greetings

MANICK A

Owner Tours With Band
NEW ORLEANS, Dec.24.-Angy Gemelli,

operator of the Chez Paree, is on an
extensive tour of other night spots in
Dixie. Gemelli said that an offer to
SPECIALIZING IN SPECTACULAR DANCES, INCLUDING A STUDY IN BRONZE, A
move his club ork, with himself as
BUTTERFLY ILLUSION AND A VARIETY OF INTERNATIONAL CHARACTER ROUTINES.
leader, to other spots in Louisiana and
Perm. Address: THE BILLBOARD, NEW YORK CITY
Mississippi proved too good to miss and
MAW so he ups and tours.

MARIO
TOSATTI
Manager

Havana -Madrid

Restaurant
New York, N. Y.
Says:
"I think The Billboard
to be one of the few publi-

cations in the entertain-

ment field absolutely in-

dispensable to the New
York night club owner. It

provides a swell medium
for the exchange of ideas
between the performer

and the man who hires
him, and presents an ex-

haustive survey of the show

business world with each
issue. Count on me as one

of The Billboard's heartiest boosters."

December 31, 1938

And in Their
Spare Time...?
GLENS FALLS, N. Y., Dec. 24.-Perzade and Jetan, ballroom team, are being
kept quite busy at the Waikiki Room of
the Hotel Rockwell here.
They appear twice nightly, changing
numbers and wardrobe nightly, and also
perform and teach the Lambeth Walk
to patrons. In addition, they have arranged an exhibit of home-made masks,

The Billboard
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Oklahoma, Kansas
Territory Opening
Up to Acts, Units
TULSA, Okla., Dec. 24.-Success of

several traveling units playing this ter-

ritory has revived the possibility of a
number of houses in and around the
State reverting to occasional stage attractions.

Most promising is the Madison TheG. S. Laird, where "Flip" and her Pals,
a dog act, recently more than doubled
used mostly in their own dance num- the average daily take of the 1,250 bers. Also, they've introduced numer- seater. Augusta, Kan., is also on the
ology readings Mondays, making that lookout for novelty acts with drawing
power.
night a packed night.
ater, Madison, under management of

A number of other houses indicate
Perzade also emsees the show and Miss
Jetan, a former model, is planning a willingness to take occasional stage
fashion show. They've also found time shows, now that Bank Nites have been
to play a couple of benefits at Saranac outlawed, but complain that very few
acts come their way. Included in this
Lake.
are the Wellington, Arkansas City;
In their spare time they drive to group
Winfield, Fort Hays; Civic and the
near -by Cossayuna, where they operate a Miller, both in Wichita.
chicken farm.

Early Curfew
Worries Philly

Ritz, Pawnee, and Nusho, Cleveland
(Okla.), will take on any good act on a

percentage basis.
Eureka, Kan., and Pawhuska, Okla., are
both definitely closed to vaude.

PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 24.-Night spot
operators are at loss here on whether New Golden Gate P. A.
police will wink at the "Blue Sunday"
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 24.-John M.
curfew New Year's Eve and allow them Kennedy, manager of the Pacific News
to remain open and sell liquor after the Service, has been appointed press agent

Otafion's
TO

midnight deadline.

for the Golden Gate Theater, replacing
Mayor Wilson announced that the Kenneth McGaffey, who died here DeSunday closing ordinance will be strictly cember 9. Kennedy is a former San
enforced. This action would force many Francisco newspaper man.
spots to close, because many clubs have
been holding on, despite putrid business,
with the hope that New Year's Eve busi- More Vaude for Detroit
ness will save them.
DETROIT, Dec. 2.-Further reports of
vaude planned for New Year's Eve by
local
theaters came in this week from
Cincy IA Sponsoring Vaude

the town's ace circuit-United Detroit
CINCINNATI, Dec. 24.-Local No. 5, Circuit. At least three of its major
IATSE, has acquired the Taft Theater houses, the Ramona, the Annex and the
will have four -act shows for
for a week of vaude, beginning next Regent,
the eve.

Friday (30), when Phil Spitalny and his
"Hour of Charm," all -girl ork, aggregation
take the stage. Local deckhands' union
is out to raise money for its Benevolent
Fund. While some of the local theater
men are a bit hot over the union's action
WALTER DARE WAHL, who recentin offering added competition to local
returned from a successful 10 weeks
theater biz, especially on New Year's ly
in England in order to join his ailing
Eve, all are agreed that they'd like to wife,
plans to return to England and
have a chunk of the venture. It's Spi- the Continent
soon.
talny's first visit to Cincy with his present all -girl unit and it looks like a lead - WALTER KING, of the Three Kings
(Walter, Molly and Pat), is confined in.
pipe cinch to garner the coconuts.
Roper Hospital, Charleston, S. C., recovering from an operation for a brain
tumor. . . . WLW's Boone County JamDetroit Spots Using Lines
boree is set for the Washington Theater,
DETROIT, Dec. 24.-Detroit's night Maysville, Ky., December 28; State, Lonspots have apparently become line - don, 0., 29, and the Shrine Club, Huntconscious. An informal survey this week ington, W. Va., New Year's Eve.
MARTIN, former line producer
showed at least a dozen spots in town JEAN
using lines of girls, considerably more with Owen Bennett's Showboat Frolics,
than was the case a few months back. is now a feature at the Old Absinthe
In most cases, the shows are averag- House, New Orleans.
ing about six girls apiece, indicating em- BETH HARRIS, comedienne, is back
ployment for about 75 people. Bulk of from her Honesdale, Pa., home and about
the business apparently is going to to join a vaude unit. . . . PRINCESS
Amusement Booking Service, which has ALOMA, Hawaiian dancer, is now at Jim10 lines. Two new spots just being my Kelly's Club, New York.
added to this class are the Green Mill,
THEATER AUTHORITY, New York,
at Saginaw, and the Top Hat, at Bay collected
$850 for salaries for 30 acts
City.
employed by three benefits for refugees
last week after the benefit sponsors had
failed to pay off.
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Vaudeville Notes

.

Fox, Detroit, Has
Bondholder Trouble

DETROIT, Dec. 24.-A petition was
filed this week in Federal Court asking
the removal of David M. Idzal and the
Union Guardian Trust Co. as co -trustees
of the Colwood Co., the owner of the
Fox Theater and the Fox Theater Building.

Petition filed by three bondholders,
represented by Harris W. Wiener, attorney, alleges that the trustees have
not complied with the terms of a lease
agreement entered into with the approval of Federal Judge Ernest A.
O'Brien at the time of the organization

.

FIFI D'ORSAY, Ed Lowry, the Freddy -

sons, Al Gordon and Bartel and Hurst
were booked by Charley Yates, of CRA,
for the Auditorium, St. Louis, from
Christmas thru New Year's Day.
KIDOODLERS follow up their current
Paramount (New York) date with the
Shea, Buffalo, for nine days, and then
to the Chicago, Chicago.
.
. EDITH
ROGERS DAHL, wife of the American
flyer held captive by Franco in Spain,
is being lionized in the cabarets of
.

.

.

Bucharest, we hear. . . . BOB RIPA'S
father, Herman, is retiring after 35

years of juggling, to run a hotel

in.

Copenhagen, Denmark. In the last years

the father had been accompanying the

son on all his dates. .
. THREE
BONDS canceled all American dates to
rush back to Paris for a film. They
plan to put out their show after that
15 -year lease at a minimum rental of and tour Europe. They expect to return
$125,000 yearly and a percentage of the to the U. S. some time in March to

of the Colwood Co.
The terms of this agreement provided
that Fox Michigan Corp. was to get the
theater from the Colwood Co. under a

theater's gross.
A loss of $75,000 to date to the bondholders is charged by reason of the
failure of the co -trustees to execute this
lease.

appear in a Shubert show. . . EARLE
SMITH was appointed last week as
talent procurement director of the
Meglin-F&M schools in the East. Smith
Was formerly an indie producer.

Season's Greetings
from

HARRY A. GOURFAIN
Watnet gtothetg

etiV

STRAND THEATRE, New York

Season's Greetings

CHARLES RAPP
Director

COSMO AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES
World Famous Orchestras and Entertainers

Official Entertainment Representative, Hotel Astor, N. Y.
1650 Broadway, New York

Circle 7-6646

Season's Greetings

SID HALL
THEATRICAL ENTERPRISES

.

Paramount Bldg.
Suite 1310

1501 Broadway

BRyant 9-0286

New York

The Billboard
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Now Appearing at VILLAGE BARN, New York
Thanks to Milt Pickman and Lew Weiss

Also Congratulations to Meyer Horowitz on the Occasion of
Eighth Anniversary of His Popular
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BERLIN, Dec. 19.-Leading house for Ortnes, juggler, follows. Nice, Florio
variety, the internationally famous Win- and Lubow did not quite get the aptergarten, presents one of the best pro- plause they deserved. Maybe their humor
grams ever seen here in celebration of was too American. Breathtaking were
the Three Alices who showed a double
50 years of existence.
on the trapeze. Just as exciting
The program concerns itself with the salto
presentation of modern variety, the his- were Bretini and Partner.
tory of the house and a survey of 50 A feature were the Duncan Sisters in
years of international variety. It pre- nice little parodies and songs. The il-

;:,

FRED EVANS
PRODUCER

CHEZ PAREE, CHICAGO
e,

)

)

)

in itself. Georg Erich Schmidt acted as
conferencier.

This was the invention of Max
rero, Cleo de Merode and Miss Saharet. public.
Emil Skladanowsky of the so-called
Highest paid attraction was the famous and
"Bioscop"
in 1895. D. Schulz -Kohn.
French diseuse, Yvette Guilbert, who
earned
month.

)

Y,

fi

lusionist Cortini was not so good, but
Juanita's roller skating, with participation of the public, was great. Renita
Kramer, as two persons in one, projects
herself double in the "forest -keeper kissing the girl," with the help of lights.
Johnny's animal revue is a whole circus

interesting of all was screening
of the end of last century: La Belle ofMost
the first film ever presented to the
Otero, Consuelo Tortajada, Rosario Guer-

reeting5
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Rings Up 50 Years of Vaudeville

sents the metamorphosis of the house,
located beside the famous Unter den
Linden, which had once been a garden
and then a Wintergarden with its glass
roof. It became a vaudeville house in
1888 and underwent its last change last
month for the special celebration.
A long list of great attractions started
with the famous Five Sisters Barrison.
Then followed the five famous dancers

the

TEMPLE OF ENTERTAINMENT, THE VILLAGE BARN.

,Ae'
.,

December 31, 1938

NIGHT CLUBS -VAUDEVILLE

a son s

as much as

60,000 marks

a

The direction has always paid special
attention to great juggling acts. Many
of them started from here, including
Bellini, Salerno and Spadoni, and later
Piletto, Paolo and Rastelli.
Ventriloquists and magicians always
played a big part of almost every presentation. Artists such as Nicola Lupo,
\,r Bernardi, Carter, Miss Valeria, Nadrage,
d'Anselmi and many others who started
at the Wintergarten and are now inter-

Holiday greetings
to Our Friends Everywhere

VE

nationally famous.
Marionettes, the joy of adults and children alike, were shown by Schichtl arid
Dr. Podrecca's Theatro (lei Piccoli.

HACKERD

In a niche of their own in the house's

e etings

history are the great clowns, Grock,
Three Fratellini, Charly Rivel, Three

from

Barracetas, Cairoli Trio and others.
A leading role has always been played

by ballets-Sunshine Girls, Tiller Girls
to the Budapest, London, Vienna and
Russian troupe-until the appearance
of dancers such as the Dodge Sisters,

JOE CANDULLO
at the
VERSAILLES Hollywood, Fla.
Management:
William Morris Agency

ED FISHMAN

reetingt of the ifpeettOn

BERNARDI PRODUCTIONS
EN-dicott 2-5514

85 RIVERSIDE DRIVE

NEW YORK CITY

Tiffany Twins, Florence Forman, Marika
Rokk Irvin Sisters, Geschwister Hopfner

After a World's Tour

and numerous others. One act which
has been as famous as it was tragic and
which got its start here was the Three

of Two and One -Half
Years, playing the leading spots of Sixteen

Codon as

Current program starts off with the
good team work and 'precision of the
Hiller Ballet and Parade Girls. Joe

different countries, return to the United
States to debut at the

Casa Cubana May Reopen
NEW YORK, Dec. 24. - The Casa

Cubana folded Wednesday night when
the waiters went on strike demanding
back salaries. The club had been behind
in salary payments to musicians and
performers as well, and union representatives had been hanging around all
week collecting salary payments as the
cash came in.
Club had hoped to stick it out until
New Year's Eve in hope of making
enough to cover debts. Management
says it hopes to raise enough dough to

Rainbow Room
Rockefeller Center, N. Y.

--

Opening January 11, 1939

reopen in time for New Year's anyway.

NEW IDEAS IN REVUES

With Beautiful Girls and Gorgeous Wardrobe, also Small and Large Acts.
Novelties- -Orchestras-Name Bands-Celebrities

rectingi

anacson'5

For Cafes-Vaudeville-Clubs-Lodges-Conventions-Fairs-Ballrooms

A Good Show To Fit Your Budget

WANTED

YOUTHFUL TALENT-SPECIALTIES-NOVELTY ACTS
KI
30 WEEKS CONSECUTIVE BOONG

CHANEY ao FOX
"Celebrated Dancers"

Creators of the "ELEANOR GLIDE"

Currently AMBASSADOR HOTEL, New York

KAY

ANCIL
PARSONS SWETT
CAPT.

(Electric Organ)
(Community Sing)
Now Appearing

'month CASA MANANA 72ew tiotiz Ott/
)

-6,

qeason s

qteeti.9s ttow.
1650 BROADWAY,

14'
^`,

.4.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

BOB ROSEN
Artist's Representative

NEW YORK.

JOHNNY. HOWARD
FIRST CHICAGO APPEARANCE.

NOW -885 CLUB, CHICAGO

Direction: MILTON PICKMAN, ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE, New York.
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Vaudeville Reviews

slow motion, all three taking a part in
the tangle, winds them up to a terrific
Then comes the parade of guest stars.
Radio columnist Dinty Doyle, of The
Journal -American, joins others of the Every night of the engagement will feaworking press that have succumbed to ture a new batch. Opening night's
the lure of self-aggrandizement by way helper-outers included Lew Lehr, Henny
Youngman, Uncle Jim Harkins, Mel Allen .
of a Broadway personal appearance.
Walter Gross. In face of Doyle's
With no past experience on the boards, and
they were very much needed.
Doyle can be excused for a great deal ineptness
Out West With the Hardys is the

State, New York

FLORENCE

(Reviewed Thursday Evening, Dec. 22) hand.

of his floundering and lack of knowledge picture.
of his
as emsee-sponsor. But speak-

ing in terms of accepted entertainment
value or even judging by the work of
preceding columnists in the same predicament, he falls short of expectations.

ROGGE

George Colson.

Palace, Chicago

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

(Reviewed Friday Afternoon, Dec. 23)

One thing in his favor is that he re- A handful of late weary Christmas
stricts himself to very little time as shoppers and a front -row candid camera
fiend turned out for the second show
conferencier.
day to witness a long but talHe has five acts and a raft of guest opening
ented six -act bill. Impression of undue

and

BALLET DIRECTOR

artists. As a matter of fact, when the length was undoubtedly due to the perfive acts have gone thru their paces and formers' insistence of doing their full
the guests start it takes on the sem- chores despite the almost deserted house
blance of a benefit show-as much for

Doyle as for the patrons. An idea of
how important the guest artists are to
this bill can be had by the fact that the
marquee offers not the name of Doyle
or any of the top acts with him, but
rather that of the biggest guest name.
Bill proper opens with Jimmy and
Mildred Mulcahey, harmonica duo, in
trick arrangements and effective selling.
Distinct novelty because of the femme
angle nets them strong results for the
same accomplishments that have come
to be expected from soloists.

Six Debonair Boys, in tails thruout,
are song and tap combination, with a
strong eccentric number as a piece de
resistance. It's a neatly executed routine, with gestures and highly imaginative pieces of biz a la Von Grona technique.
Boy Foy does his familiar routines
atop the high and low unicycles, running the complete gamut of paraphernalia in his juggling and balancing. His
closing trick, a showmanly bit of balancing and juggling on the tall bike, is
surefire.
Too much dramatics and studied effort in the pop selections and ballads is
the only marring attendance to Jane
Pickens' vocalizations, for when she
switches her talents to the more cultured pieces, as in her satire to the
mosquito -bitten diva, she lets go with
restraint and gets over the same way.
Her naturally throaty soprano has a re-

RADIO CITY, NEW YORK

lett attempted self -slaughter with acro
stunts and knockabout nonsense. If
there is any way of taming Miss Bellett's
figure despite the strenuous work she
is required to do she should waste little
time in applying such methods.

EXTENDS

I
I
I

I
I

I

S. Se- 3.11i--"

THE SPURGATS

Lester'Cole and his seven midshipmen
give out with navy, Gay '90s and college

Oct. 28 -Nov. 10, Medrano, Paris.

Nov. 25-30, Robin°, Paris.

Nov. 30 -Dec. 6, Gaumont Palace,
Paris.
Dec. 9-15, Casino Municipal,
Nice.
Dec. 16-22, Casino Municipal,
Cannes.
Dec. 23-29, Cafe de Paris,
Monte Carlo.

Open' for American Bookings
beginning March 15, 1939.

I
I

i
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merry christmas
and a happy new year . .

I

IPPODROME
THEATRE
Baltimore, Maryland
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BOB RIPA

in which Miss Hart is at her best in a
pirouette wind-up. Miss Dering appears
in a classic ballet -toe number and a
spirited portrayal of a sportswoman in

Just Completed Two Weeks' Engagement At

RADIO CITY 7111MSIC HALL

a riding outfit.
On screen, MGM's Spring Madness.

European Address: Care American
Express Agency, Paris, France.

Radio City, New York

Fox, Detroit

Personal Direction! 0. L. OZ, PAULINE COOKE OFFICE

(Reviewed Friday Evening, Dec. 23)
Program is exceptionally strong on
straight vaudeville acts, which appealed

I

I
I

JIG

A Christmas overture by Sam Jack
Kaufman's Orchestra, with carols by a
well -trained

Ukrainian chorus in an

elaborate mountain village set, gave a
seasonal touch.
Freddie Dosch opens the show with JAG
perfect imitations of trains, motors, airplanes, dogfight and babies, using a
well-timed gesture to build up a realistic
illusion attained solely by vocal effects.
The Briants offer a unique hobo
pantomime, with one partner slowly
collapsing into absolute limpness and al
taking plenty of slapstick falls en route.
Act really panicked the house.
Wally Brown and Annette Ames present some unusual comedy teamwork,
with Brown a past master of uncompleted sentence and naively surprising
understatement. Annette, talented child,
sings What Goes On in My Heart but
is better in a smooth tap number and a

I
I burlesque of a movie love scene.
Sylvia

Manon

and

Co.,

featur-

ing three men in George Washington

.

I. M. RAPPAPORT

I strongly to this Christmas week crowd.

I

3Etna5

sandwich in Old Man River. Act is not

Sam Honigberg.

I
I

4ipett5on's Oreetino to 211

tageously, does a flowing tap and ballroom combination to Latin rhythms, an
/ inspiring waltz and a whirlwind finish

I

0 big kit

nts

their wares pleasingly.
The English Brothers and Marion Bel-

groups and in an early spot in the act
quite as co-ordinated as some of the
top octets heard here lately. Cole is
the entire show, and entertainment was
almost totally lacking the few brief
moments he was off stage. Either the
group has few strong voices or Cole fails
to pump out the best that's in them.
Bill Robinson ("Life Begins at 60")
is making another of his periodic Palace
visits and this time brought some new
material (as if he needed it) and a
singing pianist who, Bill insists, developed a definite taste for alcoholic
beverages. Robinson is the showman
thru and thru, whether he is tapping,
telling stories or just mugging. The
best praise that one can accord him is
to print that the musicians in the pit
applauded him as loudly as the customers. The pianist is a funny colored
markably clear high note.
chap in a bright red coat who plunks
Cass, Mack and Topsy, latest variation out fitting accompaniments for Master
of a long standard comedy act, are the Bill and op his own swings out a couple
best received item on the program. The of ditties.
two girls, cute and surprisingly agile
Holland and Hart and Rosemary Dering
despite their hefty size, uncork a bagful filled the last inning. The chdice of
of acro stunts and funny knockabout Miss Dering to split the Holland and
that is sock. The man helps out in this Hart routines is not the best, because
department, plus a bit of soft shoe, but her toe spins parallel with June Hart's
90 per cent of the work falls to the gals. strong tricks. Individually, however,
An acro-control piece of business in both acts stand out with trained work.
The team, using the full stage advanJIL_ JIG 01, y, JIG yG dIG JIG
mtf

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

(for which more credit to them).
The Four Earls, a graceful roller-skating turn, started the proceedings with
tricks that are perhaps more beautiful
than sensational. The two men and
two girls wear neat costumes and sell

JIG3r,

JIG

A

414. ,514. 41 JIG JIG JIG JI/y, Jlc.

((-)est
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Ashes
CHARLES B. STONE
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
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RKO-PALACE THEATER, CHICAGO
321k

Y. 0
R
THEATRES

1270 Sixth Ave.

Radio City, New "York

The Billboard
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cos Fumesfor a novel effect, close with a juvenile audience. Combination does not
fast adagio number. The Sixteen Dan- measure up to usual holiday splendor
sonettes rate special mention for three at Music Hall.
Sylvia Weiss.
well -produced numbers.
Opening in
okazing costumes atop giant snowballs
is t,00

unsteady, but their closing in

Paramount, New York

pre*.ty diversified period costumes is an
eye opener. Marion Shelby handles the (Reviewed Wednesday Evening, Dec. 21)
vocals.

The citadel of swing this week is ofComedy film, Thanks for Everything, fering a strong stage bill and a box-

completes light motif of the holiday
show.

H. F. Reyes.

Music Hp11, New York

(Re dewed Thursday Afternoon, Dec. 22)

In addition to the pantomimic Christmas production of Grimm's Fairy Tale
held over from last week, the Radio City
Music Hall has added for the holiday

film, Jack Benny's Artists and

office

Models Abroad (Paramount), to combat
the customary pre -Christmas ennui surrounding ticket windows. Despite the
display of names, however, attendance
opening night was far below ordinary.
Glen Gray and the versatile Casa Loma
Band contribute much more to the general stage entertainment than name orks
usually do here. Straight music making

a yuletide pageant, Peace on is only a part of it, with Gray calling
Earth, to spotlight the Vienna Choir on the boys for singing, clowning and
solo playing to an extent that makes
Boys.

week

Appearing in shepherd costumes, the
youngsters offer a group of carols to introduce the Nativity. Group is deserving
the international reception accorded it,

the band a complete entertainment unit
in itself. Among the specialty highlights

were the four trombones and seven saxes

featured in I'm in the Mood for Love
and Stardust, Pee Wee Hunt's Jeepers
Creepers and a couple of other wellchosen lyric novelties, and the band's
recorded version of Memories of You, a
real musical delight. Laryngitis kept
Kenny Sargent tied to his sax opening
night, but a few days should see him
adding his balladeering to the highly

but better than the group is the young
featured soloist, who reaches the high
soprano registers with a crystal clear
voice. Music Hall choral ensemble accompanies the children at the close of
the eight -minute feature, to add a mature and rich quality to the music.
Stage presentation and new picture, satisfactory performance
Dickens A Christmas Carol, are aimed at

of

than normally displayed by maestri here,

and the boys make a fine appearance

phi weird, and t

dressed in tails.
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Now Playing
Southern States.

Mgt. Bob Hicks Page,

814.21st Aye., Altoona, Pa.

NICK

The Andrews Sisters bring their
inimitable harmonizing to the last quar-

ter hour of the show, and their four

tines are not as new as they once may
have been, but they're of a sure-fire
vintage that never misses. He handles
the wood pile well enough to get by on
straight performing, but the clowning

rects the show activities in the local
Palmer House. Unit is labeled Santa's
Living Toys, is tastefully costumed and
reveals a couple dozen of really clever
kids. Adults will find most of this stuff
doesn't hurt.
palatable even if only by watching the
Frank Paris follows his Music Hall hit amusing expressions of the kiddies in
of a couple of weeks ago and wisely re- the audience, who turn out en masse
frains from repeating the same act. Four for this spectacle.
marionettes he uses here are entirely Business surprisingly good first show
different from the set seen at the M. H. opening day.
Sant Honigberg.
Mickey Rooney's shagging was the standout, among Rogers and Astaire, Ferdinand the Bull and Shirley Temple in
Roxy, New York
a roller-skate dance. Line-up at Radio
City was a bit better, but no fault can (Reviewed Friday Evening, December 23)
be found with his stint here.
Special holiday stage show is a tastePara, of course, features Christmas fully produced affair liberally sprinkled
decorations on and around the band with talent. Top billing to Walter Casstand, and Don Baker's organ solo ties sel, baritone, whose voice displayed drain with the spirit of the season. It's a matic power and liquid melody. Among
good show all around and it's .too bad other numbers, Cassel sang That's Why
it's up against the toughest week in the Darkies Were Born, always a good bary
selection, and The Lord's Prayer. Latter
theatrical year.
Daniel Richman.
was in excellent keeping with the sea-

Strand, New York

it49it49 itoubacit

,fly

STRAN D

have acquired added smoothness since
its Casa Manana appearance. Wahl's bespectacled assistant dovetails perfectly
now in his dead -pan stooge role and as
a result the laughs are surer. Act goes
very big.
Primarily a dance band, even when on
the stage, the Lyman crew did an inspired piece of pashy playing of Melancholy Baby. With the California Varsity
Eight added to the band for glee clubs
effects, the number was a musical treat.

Brooklyn, New York

Week December 30
LOEW'S, Montreal, Can.

)
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SEASON'S GREETINGS

TERRY HOWARD

air to the bill. Well liked.
Sunny Rice, dancer. Spotted twice.
Opened bill with a sparkling tap with
unusual routine and rhythm breaks-but
unusual. Danced with charm and pertness, displaying unusual facility. Appeared later with Gae Foster Girls, doing
toe routines designed to set off the Foster Girls' stilt routine. Rice gal a solid
Pic, Kentucky (20th -Fox). House good.
Paul Ackerman.

Paul Ash still in pit.

Wintergarten, Berlin
(Month of December)

This month's program is still under

the spell of the house's 50 years' jubilee.
Two attractions-the Hiller Ballet, mod-

ern Tiller Girls, who show their great
artistry and marvelous costuming, and

they should be a great attraction.
Further, there is the remarkable jug-

Doggie Doggie, Please Come Home. Make

ALICE KENNEDY

aged 6 to 60. His is a most unusual
diversion, bringing to life creatures on a
white paper sheet with the aid of paint
and odds and ends that fill his pockets.
Good musical accompaniment produces
smooth continuity between "birth -giving" tricks. While his shabby appear-

err ,..elerr ..gt
EN ROUTE THE HIRST CIRCUIT

ance may limit him to stage appearances,

a change to neater clothes (provided
the switch won't interfere with the secrets of his work) can make room for

WITH JACK TALLEY

`1

a bit, lending a holiday and carnival

a kick out of his work in Paramount's They are no strangers, for their Columbia records are best sellers. Their
James Evans, foot juggler, opens and
uses colorful objects to produce dazzling
effects. His work is speedy, perfectly
A Happy New Year
timed and crafty. Uses laige balls, a
cross and midway a full-sized bed.
To
All Our Friends
Closed big.
The Frazee Sisters are stronger than
ever as a song team. The girls are attractive, possess melodious voices and
MIKE SACHS
use them with a high degree of salesmanship. Did Pocketful of Dreams, My
Reverie and closed with a cute novelty,
a smart appearance in long gowns.
Rolf Holbein is a treat for the kiddies

nil sA

Grimaced and pranced

in comic fashion and on occasion gagged

Artists and Models Abroad.

SECOND YEAR

.4,

most unusual.

Morland.
(Reviewed Friday Afternoon, Dec. 23) gler
Nice and in good shape are Edith
Three entertaining acts and the annual Crocker's
Bears. They must have
holiday kiddie show make this bill a undergoneTeddy
serious training. Then Georg
generous and an enjoyable Christmas Erich Schmidt
announces "the greatgift. And those who find Jack Benny est musical attraction in Berlin" in
adequate as a Thespian will probably get some time, the Lecuona Cuban Boys.

ROXY THEATER, New York

Direction-CHARLES HOGAN-CHICAGO

bottles and bells, bell turn being the

not yet polished, but in a short time

ASH
,!%"`'

Williams and Charles, clown instru-

mental novelty turn, came out in typical
white face and clown costume. Played
novel musical instruments, including

On the screen, Dawn Patrol. House full the Three Alizes from Paris-have been
last show.
George Colson.
held over. Maybe the Three Alizes are

Season's Qreetings

PAULrn

outdoor time.

Walter Dare Wahl in his comedy hit anywhere.
Always dependable for Foster Girls in three routines with
its quota of laughs, the act seems to usual
success.

Chicago, Chicago

1.4,

can go anywhere in both indoor and

acrobatic act.

Direction-Sam Rauch, Fanchon & Marco,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York.

-

Eddie started with version
of a dame taking a bath, always good
for laughs. Trio followed with burlesques on "March of Time" dramatization of a holdup and a hokey piece of

nonsense attempting to be a comic portrayal of what went on in Pancho Villa's
army. Last-named item not so hot, but
"March of Time" was excellent. Closed
outside acts to insure his success.
neat eccentric dancing.
First of these is the California Varsity with
Six Christian's, ace teeterboard and
Eight, a well-groomed picturesque male tumbling
comprise five men and
chorus in a spirited offering of regi- one girl. turn,
is tops. Opens and
mental and collegiate numbers. In addi- closes withTurn
tricky tumbling. Board
tion to its flawless group blendings, it work, however,
is basis of the act. Did
shows up several good solo stints.
and four -deep leaps with sensaDale Winthrop has a peppy routine of three
tional
finesse
and
took a big hand. Act
extremely fast tap work and, altho it

is

extends season's greetings to everybody everywhere

44'

Act, of course, was very fine.
Eddie Rio and Two Brothers did comic

son.

(Reviewed Friday Evening, December 23) take -offs.

numbers were hardly enough to satisfy
either the audience or this listener. Hold
Tight (Sea Food), the nearest thing to contains nothing of a sensational naFlat -Foot Floogee since the death of ture, she has a special knack of putting
that zany epic; Umbrella Man, 01' Man it over.
River and Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen (in Red Pepper, dumpy cornetist from the
honor, according to Patti Andrews' an- band, gets a chance down front to show
nouncement, of the song's first anni- his virtuosity on his horn. He gives his
versary) proved once* more the su- impressions of two or three well-known
periority of the Andrews in this type of band signatures and then socks over an
vocalizing.
unrestrained St. Louis Blues. He's lotsa
Fred Sanborn offers more than capable man and plays lotsa trumpet.
xylophone playing and some humorous
Rose Blaine, vocalist with the band
gagging, and was exceedingly well re- for some years, is not particularly gifted
ceived by an audience more interested with any vocal accomplishments, but
she knows and uses every trick of her
trade. Her strong number, Alexander's
Ragtime Band, can be matched with any
rendition of that classic.
Now Appearing at the
Big gun of the. entertainment barrage

LUCAS
16

in swing than comedy. Sanborn's rou- who conducts a dancing school and di-

A short but zippy stage show is the
holiday offering, featuring that Californian gift to the Broadway scene, Abe
Lyman and band. Enough magic in his
name to match most any attraction that
comes to Broadway, Lyman has gone
his col- to the trouble of adding several punchy

leagues. Gray emsees with more aplomb

1
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him in many night spots.
The kiddie show, as usual, is produced
by Merriel Abbott, Chicago's busy lady
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stornperoos and rhythms bring down the into the spot and with the help of five
house. They play foreign material as teammates really cracked loose with
well, Rimsky-Korsakoff's Hindu Song, some good stuff. Clowning between
songs from current films, etc. They Prima and his clarinet player was superb.

are not only musicians but excellent
singers and showmen as well. They
double at the Femina, Berlin's leading
ballroom.
Mary and Erik, roller skaters, are a
delight for the eye.
Loni Heuse pleases with little chan-

This was the only act on the bill that
seemed to wake up the sparse crowd.
Their best tunes were I Won't Go Home
and St. Louis Blues.

Bill wound up with a nice precision
number by the Fanchonettes. These
gals are really tops when it comes to

sons, while Fluher is a silent comic on dishing out spectacular stuff.
the bicycle.
Dean Owen.
The Hiller Ballet finishes a pleasing
program played before a sold -out house.
D. Schulz -Kohn..

Holborn Empire, London

Review of Unit

"Folies de Paree'
(Week of December 19)
Swell line-up, headed by Henry Hall (Reviewed Sunday Evening, December 18,
at Liberty Theater, Zanesville, 0.)
and Band, including three AmeriA brilliant French musical revue, recan acts.
Leon and Kiki, male skating come- plete with surprises, vastly pleased audidians, fare well as an opener. Len Clif- ences here on its debut in this territory.
ford and Jan, man and girl comedy act,
The unit lived up to advance exploitation in every respect. With a sizzling
just mild. Need stronger material.
Bob Robinson and Virginia Martin, all -girl stage band led by an equally
American dancers, are the first hit. Cou- sizzling gal, Janice Walker, plus an exple have appearance, talent and good ceptionally beautiful and well -drilled
routines that range from tap to semi - chorus, entertaining comedy and amazballroom. Work with ease and grace. ing acrobatics, -troupe was one of the
Ted Ray is a natural for this house. most talented to appear here in a long
Leading English monologist works fast time.
and has a good line of chatter. Sells Under blue lights Mlle. Yvette pre
his gab to good effect and puts in a sented her daring La Conga dance,
smart session on the violin.
which starts with little and ends sans
Wences, Spanish ventriloquist and clothes. The Six Jordans, standard turn
juggler, just back from America, show - of the white tops for years, made the
stops. Uses his hand as a "dummy" and audience hold its breath as they went
presents an offering that is outstanding thru their perfectly timed routine of
for its technique and originality.
acrobatics.
Solid hit chalked up by Hickey BrothRoy Cummings is an able emsee and
ers and Alice, American hokum trio. Boys kept the audience entertained with his
have a punch comedy line, while the witty sayings and tricks. Chorus line
stately and red-headed Alice brings a performs adeptly and takes part in three
note of sanity to the proceedings by production numbers that are highlights
her sweet singing.
of the program.
Ellen Kauer and Partner open interAll -girl band lends much to the presmission with a good acrobatic and con- entation
and handles the musical score
tortionistic novelty.
for the various acts in tiptop shape.
Three Peters Sisters, heavyweight colLove (MGM).
ored singers, play a quick return here Screen, Vacation From
Rex McConnell.
and score heartily with their up-to-theminute vocals.

Henry Hall and Orchestra, now an

English vaude headliner, is sure-fire.

Hall and his men put over a well -

Individual hits by
Dougles, Bernard Hunter, Bob

arranged program.
Leslie

Mallin and Mollie Morrell.

Bert Ross.

Paramount, Los Angeles
(Reviewed Tuesday Afternoon, Dec. 20)

Bill this week is headed by Louis
Prima and his New Orleans Five. Show

has plenty of sock and seemed to go over.

Opener found Jack Stary doing a trick

bicycle act. Routine stuff, but it went
well. Closer found him straddling a
one -wheeled bike over 10 feet high.

Tricky twists and turns brought a nice
hand.
Ida McGuire did a nice acrobatic act
with a pup. Dog climbed over the girl's
body as she did slow back bends. This
femme has looks, combined with a new
slant on an old act.
Gaylord Carter, held over for a second
week, did a couple of tunes on the electric organ. Amplifiers for the organ are
placed at the corners of the stage and
blow patrons out of their seats in the
first 10 rows. Carter did his own arrangement of Tiger Rag. Lots of flash,
but too much noise.
Al Norman, also a holdover from last

Tracey Plans New
York Tryout House
NEW YORK, Dec. 26.-Sid Tracey, of

Tracey and Hay, comedy team that recently returned from a long tour abroad,
says he hopes to launch a vaude-showing
house here soon.
Says he is selling shares for $100 each
and hopes to get official recognition
from the circuits making the house the
official tryout theater in this territory.

City Fathers Turn Actors
SEWICKLEY, Pa., Dec.

24. - Maybe

boro councils and city fathers will be

the white hopes of the American stage.
Flush with dough and fired with
ideals, solons here have voted to invest
$100 in a movie camera and 16 mm. film
will serve
taxpayers.

MULCAY

INCORPORATED

1501 Broadway

Suite 2101

NEW YORK

ADAM A. ADAMS'
of the Paramount Theatre, Newark, N. J.

and the

HARRIS BROTHERS
State Theatre, Hartford, Conn.

join the

B. DOW AGENCY
A. tik
701 7th Avenue, New York, N. Y.
In Extending Best Wishes for a Happy Holiday to Friends Everywhere.
Congratulations to The Billboard on its drive to encourage the greater use

of live talent.

NEAL LANG and FRANCES ROBERTS
NOVELTY SEMI -NUDES

MASTER OF CEREMONIES

"The Tops In Entertainment Value"
FOR CLUBS, VAUDEVILLE, PICTURES, BURLESQUE

We wish to thank the following agents for 22 consecutive weeks' work on our recent tour
thru Ohio: Frank Senas, Jack Davis, Gus Sun Office, Jack Dickstein, Jack Wald, Milton
Schuster, Ernie Creech.

FOR AVAILABLE DATES CONTACT
BERT JONAS, New York.
EDDIE SLIGH, Chicago

SEASON'S GREETINGS
From

MIKE FRITZEL AND JOE JACOBSON'S

CHEZ PAREE

as monthly reports to the

CHICAGO

First month's 500 feet included a

Crosby Sued on Hit Tune

Jim and Mildred

THEATRES

to make pictures of their activities that

demonstration of outside garbage disposal plants, shots of 30 old houses
ordered repaired or demolished, jams
causing a zoning problem and similarly
significant statutory problems.
next month they could act out
week, was on next. His stuff was okeh, 17Maybe
ways to evade a parking tag or how
tho some of his material was a little to make
your
neighbor shovel the snow
musty. Norman's showmanship helped off his sidewalk
in three easy lessons.
sell his act to a cold house.
Louis Prima brought his hot cornet

*Pd&ordiettf 7freozowe

FABIAN

THE HOME OF STARS

MORE WORK

tel Victoria, New York. . . . THE GLENN
SCHMIDTS, of the Beverly Hills Country

of years were tough ones for burly talent and showmen. But there's an upturn here, too. The censors have grown
a bit tired, some new blood has come
into the industry, the Burlesque (or
Brother) Artists' Association is recovering its power to police the working conditions. The new year can't be worse

from Santa Claus, but not until mid January. Mrs. Schmidt is the former

(Continued from page 18)

Club, Newport, Ky., are expecting a doll
Peggy Fronk, dancer. .
JUELSON'S 12 Adorables,

.

.

TRUDY

for many

months an asset at Beverly Hills, New-

port, Ky., have had an offer to go to
Florida after Beverly shutters for the
season, New Year's Eve.

SOUTH BEND, Ind., Dec. 24.- Bing than the last year; it must and will
KERMIT AND DEMRIS, after a seven Crosby, Santly-Joy Select Music Co., be better.
week run at the Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta,
Paramount-Publix Corp. and W. C. Kolmoved into the Washington Youree

hurst, operator of the Fairy Theater,

Hotel, Shreveport, La.

Napanee, Ind., were named defendants CLUB TALENT
(Continued from page 18)
in a copyright infringement suit involving the hit tune from Crosby's Sing, You Tabarin, San Francisco, with Gary MORE U. S. ACTS
Sinners flicker, I've Got a Pocketful of Leon and Pat Mace supporting.
(Continued from page 16)
Dreams. Suit was filed in Federal Court ' PAUL AND QUETA, after two weeks at country he is to play. To the average
here this week by Bernard Huff and the Century Club, Steubenville, 0., be- employer over there the ordinary conForest 0. Bobitt, who claim the song was gan a return engagement at the Ken- tract handed out to a performer is
written from one of their old musical tucky Klub, Toledo, December 26, set by nothing more than an instruction sheet.
scores, Just an Old Romance.
.
Ernie Creech, of the Sun office. .
Lastly, altho the majority of foreign
TEMPLE AND JAREN have moved into countries allow 40 to 60 per cent of an
the Raleigh Hotel, Washington, follow- act's salary to be taken out or sent out
Mellers for Miami Club
.

LOON'S STATE
New York
WEEK, DEC.2.2.
Bill Miller, MaxTurner
New York ... Chicago

ing a three-week stand at the Nixon two or three weeks after leaving the

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Herman Citron Cafe, Pittsburgh. . . . CRAWFORD AND
has booked the Henry Atterbury Players, CASKEY, following a 10 -week stay at the
a stock company putting on productions Biltmore Hotel, New York, made a Warof The Drunkard type, to open at the' ner short last week, with Jesse Crawford
Gay Nineties Club, Miami Beach, Janu- at the organ, and then departed for
Cincinnati for a holiday stay in the Gibary 11.
The club is now under Al Delmonico son Hotel's Florentine Room. . . . THE
management. A Gay '90s variety bill ROLLICKERS have been tendered an
will follow each old-time melodrama eight -week holdover contract at the Ho-

country (with the exception of France,

England, Norway, Sweden, Belgium and

Holland), the great majority of them
also have closed exchanges with two
prices on the American dollar. The buy-

ing power of, a country's exchange, as
offered to visiting acts, is reduced by
about 50 per cent as compared to the
official exchange.
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(Routes are for current week when no dates

D'Amore, Franklin .(International) NYC, no.
D'Avalos, Rodolfo (Versailles) NYC, re.
Dale, Carlotta (Arcadia) Phila, no.
Daley, Cass (Newman) Kansas City, Mo., t.
Dancing Donovans (State) Columbus, 0., re.
Dandridge Sisters (Cotton Club) NYC, nc.
Daniels, Jean (Plantation) NYC, nc.
Daniels, Muriel (Hungaria) NYC, re.

given.)

A
A. B. C. Trio (Paradise) NYC, nc.
Abbott, Hal & Honey (Hollywood) NYC, re.
Atler, William (Cafe Louis XIV) NYC, re.
Adrian, Iris (Leon & Eddie's) NYC, nc.
Alien, Roberta (McAlpin) NYC, h.
Alien, Beverly (Palmer House) Chi, h.
Alien, Vicki (Blackhawk) Chi, nc.
Allen, Bob Shubert) Cincinnati, t.
American Gauchos, Seven (Pal.) Cleveland, t.
Ames & Arno (Hollywood) NYC, nc.
Anderson, Helena (Midnight Sun) NYC, nc.

Ardre, Julia (Crisis) NYC, nc.
Ardre, Ferne & Frank (Casa Del Tonio Club)
Tulsa, Okla., nc.
Andre & Michel (Hi -Hat) Chi, nc.
Andrews Sisters (Paramount) NYC, t.
Andrews, Ernie. & His Modern Varieties
Indiana) Richmond, Ind., 31 -Jan. 1. t.
Arden's, Don, Artist Models (Lookout House)
Covington, Ky., sic.
Armstrong, Maxie (Ernie's) NYC, nc.
Armstrong, Harry (Diamond Horseshoe) NYC,
no.
Arren & Broderick (Earl Carroll's) Holly-

Acts -Units -Attractions
Routes
Following each listing appears a symbol. Fill in the designation corresponding to the symbol when addressing organizations or individuals listed.

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS
a-auditorium; b-ballroom; c-cafe; cb-cabaret; cc-country club;
Ithotel; mh-music hall; nc-night club; p-amusement park; ro-road
house; re-restaurant; s-showboat; t-theater.
NYC-New York City; Phila-Philadelphia; Chi-Chicago.

I

wood, nc.

Carlos & Carito (Havana -Madrid) NYC, no.
Asne, Lou (Rancho San Pablo) El Cerrito, Carpenter,
Thelma (Black Cat) NYC, nc.
Calif., nc.
Casa
Orch. (Paramount) NYC, t.
Austin, Gene, & CO. (Stanley) Pittsburgh, t. Cass,Loma
Owen & Topsy (State) NYC, t.

Bacon, Faith (Midnight Sun) NYC, nc.
Bailey Sisters (Palmer House) Chi, h.
Bailey, Mildred (Famous Door) NYC, nc.
Baker, Bonnie (Palmer House) Chi, h.
Ballero, Mark (Continental) Miami, nc.
Banjo Bernie (Plantation) NYC, nc.
Banks, Sadie (Old Roumanian) NYC, nc.
Barbarina & Pams (RKO Downtown) Detroit, t.
Barker, Frederica (Armando's) NYC, re.

Daniels, Billy
NYC, nc.

Cassandra (White) NYC, h.
Cerf, Alyce (Hollywood) NYC, re.
Cesar & Dolores (Casa Cubans) NYC, nc.
Chaney & Fox (Ambassador) NYC, h.
Charles & Barbara (Royal York) Toronto,
Ont., h.

Cobey, Lew (White) NYC, h.
Co-Eds, Four (Lyric) Indianapolis, t.

Lester, & Singing Midshipmen (Pal.)
Chi, t.
Collette, Joan (606 Club) Chi, nc.
Colligan, Bill: (Crisis) NYC, nc.
Collins & Beasley (Plantation) NYC, nc.
Coloma, Aurelia (St. Moritz) NYC, h.
Comstock, Frances (Le Mirage) NYC, re.
Connors, Jack (Onyx) NYC, .nc.
Cole,

(Mammy's

Chicken

Farm)

Dario & Diane (Casa Nationale) Havana, nc.
Datsko, Yasha (Russian Art) NYC, 7,e,
Davis, Dolly (Lexington) NYC, h.
DeCamp, Ronnie (Old Roumanian) NYC, no.
De Flores, Felipe (Havana Madrid) NYC, nc.
De LaPlante, Peggy (Jimmy Kelly's) NYC,
nc.
Dean, Birdie (Royale Frolics) Chi, no.
Deauville Boys (Top Hat) Union City, N.
nc.
Debonairs, Six (State) NYC, t.
Dell, Helen (Bertolotti's) NYC, nc.
Dennis, Dorothy (Le Mirage) NYC, nc.
Denning, Ruth (Club 17) Hollywood, no.
Delaney, Edith (Bedford Rest) Brooklyn, no.
De Thury, Ilona (Tokay) NYC, re.
Dering, Rosemary (Pal.) Chi, t.
Deslys, Leo (Le Mirage) NYC, nc.
D'Ivons, The (Continental) Miami, nc.
Diamond Brothers (Savoy) London, h.
Dimitri & Helen Virgil (El Gaucho) NYC, no
Dixon, Alice (Kit Kat) NYC, nc.
Dominguez, Paquita (El Chico) NYC, nc.
Donahue, Al, & Band (Rainbow Room) NYC,
nc.
Donnelly, Harry (Gay Nineties) NYC, nc.
Doreen & Douglas (2 o'Clock) Baltimore, nc.
Dorn Bros. & Mary (Beverly Hills) Newport,
Ky., cc.

Dorsey,

Tommy, & Band

(New

Yorker)

NYC, h.
Jimmy, & Orch. (Adolphus) Dallas, h.
Night Club and Vaude Routes must be received at the Cincinnati Dorsey,
Dorita & Valeroy ,.8,1 Chico) NYC, nc.
Dowell, Saxie (Shubert) Cincinnati, t.
offices not later than Friday to insure publication.
Dowling, Tom, & Sis (McAlpin) NYC, h.
Barrett, Sheila (El Rio) NYC, nc.
Downey, Morton (Plaza) NYC, h.
Barrie, Grade (Chez Paree) Chi, nc.
Doyle, Buddy (Diamond Horseshoe) NYC, nc.
Barrie, Mickey (Mother Kelly's) Miami Beach,
Doyle, Dinty (State) NYC, t.
no.
Continentals,
Three
(La
Marquise)
NYC,
re.
Chase, Chaz (International) NYC, nc.
Dracken, Russell (Whirling Top) NYC, nc.
Barron, Blue, & Band (Paramount) Ft. Cherney, Nat (111 -Hat) Chi, nc.
Coralli (Buhlichki) Hollywood, nc.
Draper, Paul (Waldorf-Astoria) NYC, h.
Wayne. Ind., t.
Corbett
&
Lorraine
(Chez
Ami)
Buffalo,
nc.
Chiquita (Bedford Rest) Brooklyn, nc.
Drigo & Francine (Chase) St. Louis, h.
Bartell, Lee (Hi -Hat) Chi, nc.
Corlies & Palmer (Queen Mary) NYC, re.
Claire, Jean (Piccadilly) NYC, h.
Duanes, The (Casa Cubans) NYC, nc.
Barth, Ruby (Yacht) NYC, nc.
Corvino
&
Ardella
(Club
De
Luxe)
Chi,
no.
Clare, Peggy, Skaters (Edgewater Beach)
Duke, Maralyn (Royal Palm) Miami, sic.
Bates, Lulu (Diamond Horseshoe) NYC, nc.
Crane, Gladys (Maxim) Bronx, NYC, nc.
Chi,
h.
Dumont, Valerie (Village Casino) NYC, nc.
Batsony, Dr. L. (Zimmerman's) NYC, re.
Crane, Ford (Leon & Eddie's) NYC, nc.
Clarissa (Midnight Sun) NYC, nc.
Beaucaire, Pierre (Monte Carlo) NYC, nc.
Cremwell. Ann (Club Cercle) Hollywood, no. Dunn, Jerry (Bungalow Cafe) Sacramento,
Cleary. Michael (La Cava) NYC, re.
Calif., no.
Behan, Arthur (Gay Nineties) NYC, nc.
Cullen, Patricia (Ernie's) NYC, nc.
Clifford, Pete (Swing) NYC, nc.
Dunn, Vera (Maxim) Bronx, NYC, nc.
Beilitt & English Bros. (Pal.) Chi, t.
(State)
Greenville.
Duval,
Dorothy (Fountain Square) CincinFollies
Bell's Hawaiian
nati, h.
14.
C.. 27;
(Rialto) Danville, Va., 28;
(Capitol)
29;
Carolina) Burlington, N. C.,
Raleigh 30-31, t.

Belmonte, Gloria (Casa Cubana) NYC, nc.
Bennet, Ethel (Old Roumanian) NYC, nc.
Berle, Milton (Chez Paree) Chi, nc.
Bernard, Freddy (Bedford Rest) Brooklyn, ric.
Bnise, Dacia (Russian Kretchma) NYC, re.
Blaire, Dorothy (Hungaria) NYC, re.
Blakstone, Nan (Lookout House) Covington,
Ky., nc.
Bloom. Mickey (Shubert) Cincinnati, t.
Blue, Ben, & Co. (Newman) Kansas City,
Mo., t.

What Has Uccomc of the
Stock Scenic Artists?
By J. L (SCOTTY) CARROLL

As I read The Billboard regularly, I have often pondered over this question.
I am afraid the stock scenic artist today is the forgotten man. I have followed the
business for over 30 years, in stock, from burlesque to dramatic, and in studios,
and I haven't forgotten the good old days when you didn't have to be out of work
long with just the ordinary breaks.
Of course, the work of the stock artist today, as applied to the stage, is much
easier than that of the old-time stock artist. In the old days one had to do thousands of feet of lining on a simple interior to produce the effect of massive moldings and door casings, and the fancy Rocco Scroll sets required a lot of patterns
and hours of labor. Always it meant hours of labor for the next production to
get out on time. In addition, usually, the stock artist had to do a bit in the show
itself. In fact, he was the real utility man if there ever was one. He was expected
to know everything, and with no trouble at all to be able to paint anything from
all four corners of the earth. However, his efforts were not all in vain, for if he
executed his settings well he usually got a good hand on the beauty and realistic
effects he had produced when the curtain went up.
I can recall many amusing experiences in my stock career, and I have often
wondered if those weren't the things which kept a man pounding away. The
late Milo Denny used to get a big kick out of telling about the time he was with
a stock company and the play being put on required two horses. The manager,
feeling that he, could not afford to pay for two, got one white horse and requested
the artist to paint a pinto pony on one side of it so that when it entered from one
side it was a white horse, but entering from the other side, with another actor up,
it was a pinto pony. Thus, even the horse doubled and did its part to make the

Earls, Four (Pal.) Chi, t.
Edward & Arden (Graemerel Chi, h.
Elgins, Five (Stanley) Pittsburgh, t.
Ellard, Jimmy (Indigo) Hollywood, c.
Elliman, Lois (Plaza) NYC, h.
Emma & Henry (International) NYC, no.
Estelle & Leroy (New Yorker) NYC, h.
Evans, James, & Co. (Chicago) Chi, t.
Everett & Conway (Grand) Calgary, Alta.,
26-30; (Orph.) Spokane, Wash., 31 -Jan. 2. t.
F

Fagan, Nutsey (Village Nut) NYC, nc.
Fenton, Joe, & Co. (M -G -M) Brussels, Germany, t.
Farrell, Bill (Place Elegante) NYC, nc.
Farris, Dolores (Little) NYC, nc.
Faye, Gladys (Jimmy Kelly's) NYC, no.
Fears, Kay (Diamond Horseshoe) NYC, nc.
Borg, Igna (Colosimo's) Chi, nc.
Fears, Peggy (Casa Mamma) NYC, nc.
Bourbon, Ray (Rendezvous) Hollywood, no.
Feeley, Mickey (Boulevard Tavern) Elmhurst,
Bouvier, Yvonne (St. Regis) NYC, h.
L. I., nc.
Bowan, Sybil (Strand) Brooklyn, t.
Feeley, Lois (Bungalow Cafe) Sacramento,
Bowes. Major, School of Swing Unit (OriCalif., nc.
ental) Chi, t.
Fink, Henry (Ike's Chop House) NYC, re.
Brigode, Ace, & Band (Aragon) Cleveland, b.
Fiske,
Dwight (Savoy -Plaza) NYC, h.
Brock, Heine (Pan -Pacific Rink) Los AnFitzgerald. Lillian (Plantation) NYC, no.
geles, a.
Flash,
Serge (Hollywood) NYC, nc.
Brown, Jimmie (Commodore) NYC, h.
Flippin, Jay C. (International) NYC, nc.
Brown, Ralph (Kit Kat) NYC, nc.
Flores,
Felicia (Cuban Casino) NYC, nc.
Brown, Johnny (Crisis) NYC, nc.
Florian, Jean (Palmer House) Chi, h.
Bruce, Carol (Casa Mamma) NYC, nc.
Forbes,
Marla (Chez Firehouse) NYC, nc.
Burns, Kathleen (Crisis) NYC, nc.
Foran, Dick (State -Lake, Chi, t.
Buxton, Mary (Top Hat) Union City, N. J., nc.
Forrest,
Helen (Lincoln) NYC, h.
Byrnes & Swanson (Hungaria) NYC, re.
Foster, Gae, Girls (Roxy) NYC, t.
Byton, Dorothy, Girls (Riverside) Milwaukee,
Foster,
Gae,
Girls, 16 (Earle) Washington, t.
t.
Foy, Boy (State) NYC, t.
C
Frances, Emma (Diamond Horseshoe) NYC,
nc.
Caefano, Carmela (Casa Cubans) NYC, nc.
Francine, Anne (Le Coq Rouge) NYC, re.
Calloway, Hazel (Plantation) NYC, nc.
Franklin, Cass (Hollywood Beach) Miami. h.
Calloway, Cab, & Orch. (Cotton Club) NYC,
Frazee Sisters (Chicago) Chi, t.
nc.
show a success.
Frederick & Yvonne (Blackhawk) Chi, no.
Calvin, Al & Margie (Beacon) Vancouver,
I
know
of
another
incident
where
the
artist
was
requested
to
paint
a
king
on
Fredericks, Charles (Midnight Sun) NYC, nc.
3. C., 23-30, t.
Eleanor (Ambassador) NYC, h.
Cameron, Buddy (Maple Grove) Huntsville, his throne. It happened this way. The stock company was producing an English French,
show and was short an actor to do the king and no one could possibly double Frost, Jack (Indigo) Hollywood, c.
Ala., nc.
C
Carlton, Charlotte (Swing) NYC, nc.
part. The king had but two or three speeches to make from the throne, and
Carlton & Diane (Jungle Inn) Warwick. R. I., the
Marjorie (Versailles) NYC, re.
the manager felt he could not afford to pay an extra to play the part. So he hit Galnsworth,
nc.
Gale,
Judith
(Fifth
Ave.)
h.
upon a bright idea. He went to the artist and asked him to paint the throne on Gallagher, Ruth: (Rudd's NYC,
Carmen, Lillian (RKO Boston) Boston, t.
Beach Night Club)
the backdrop of the palace setting with the king on the throne, and he had one Schenectady, N. Y., 26-31.
Carpenter, Imogene (Weylin) NYC, h.
Carr, Billy (606 Club) Chi, nc.
John (Riverside) Milwaukee. t.
of the stagehands read the king's lines off stage at the proper cue. Such were Gallus.
Galvan, Gilberto (Casa Cubans) NYC, nc.
Carr, Andy (2 o'Clock) Baltimore, nc.
Carr, Alexander (Roumanian Village) NYC, the things the old-time stock artist was asked to produce.
Gannon,
Lee (Cafe Madrid) Buffalo, nc.
I wonder what has become of such old-time stock scenic artists as George Garber, Jan
nc.
& Band (Blackhawk) Chi. re.
Carter & Bowie (Barney Gallant's) NYC, re. Hermanze, Minor Reed, Milo Denny, George Lapworth, Tom Findley, Frank Rich, Garland & Marla (Park Central) NYC. h.
Carter, Betty (Jimmy Kelly's) NYC, nc.
Red Case, Frank Clark, Jack Harvey, Ed Leach, Charles Thompson, Art Phillips, Garcia, Carmen (La Fiesta) San Francisco.
Therman Bray, Kirk Brown, Charles Clapp, Scott Williams, Frank Cox, George nc. Eddie (Pal.) Cleveland, t.
3-4 Colored Cards Castleton, James Spurgeon, Carl Brummel, Mabel Buhle, Robert Bell, Chet Wood- Garr,
Elaborate Designs
Three (Gaucho) NYC, nc.
ward, Kenneth Black and Ed Boarman. No doubt several of them have answered Gauchos,Leila
(Club 18) NYC, nc.
14"x22" 7 -Ply
ORCHESTRAS to the Last Curtain. Those who are still living I hope are doing nicely by Gaynes,
Gearhearts, Three (Colosimo's) Chi. nc.
Gibson
Girls,
The
(College Inn) Chi, nc.
REVUES --SPORTS themselves.
Virginia (885 Club) Chi, nc.
I have often wondered if stock were to come back again whether there would Gibson,
Glover
&
Lamae
(Copacabana)
Rio de Janeiro,
be enough artists to supply the demands, as the profession today has no system of no.
Goman, Bea & Roy (Village Casino) NYC, no.
1.5e, 0100
apprenticeship
because
there
is
no
future
in
it.
50
(Casa Cubans) NYC, nc.
The stage settings of today would have been pie for the oldtimer. Today the Gomez, Ramiro
For 100
& Menen (McAlpin) NYC, h.
work is modernistic, flat stippled or splattered. There are no moldings, no medieval Gonzales
tg For
$150 For
Gower
&
Jeanne
(Palmer House) Chi, h.
'F. 200
streets scenes with the big cornices on the buildings, no cobbled or herringbone Grace & Nikko (International)
200
NYC, nc.
brick to paint on the street, no old-time Rocky Pass landscapes, gardens, horizons, Graffolier, Frenchy, & Orch. (El Tivoli) DalThese
same
scenes
were
works
of
art,
las,
nc.
OTHER SIZE CARDS & POSTERS EQUALLY LOW
water rows, profile statues and fountains.
Bernie (Gay '90s) NYC, no.
not forgetting the grand drop, painted drapes and even the old-time ad curtain Grauer,
Jack (Park Lane) NYC, h.
Illustrated Folder Sent Upon Request
here it would Gray,
with
the
one
open
space
and
the
sign
on
it
reading,
"If
your
ad
were
Green,
Al
(Pioneer Nut) NYC, nc.
IRON COAST r6roft
Green, Mitzi (Walton) Phila, h.
be read."
.40.01'"
Bennett (Mother Kelly's) Miami.
But with the passing of stock there are still other fields one may enter mak- Green,
Beach, nc.
ing use of one's past experience as a stock scenic artist. As for me, I have gone Grey,
Betty (Bismarck) Chi, h.
into the interior decorating business and have found my past experience a wonder- Gray, Jack,
& Debutantes (Earle) Washingful aid in stencil cutting, landscape painting and color harmony. Even today I am ton, t.
ROSTIE.R.4
SIANDARD
of
oldtimers
are
in
Grays,
Six
(RHO
Boston) Boston, t.
lowest Cord and Poster Price
called upon quite often to paint stage settings. No doubt a lot
Grauman, Saul. & Co. (Strand) Brooklyn, t.
other kinds of bu,siness and would not go back to the brush if it were offered Griffith
& Wells (Limehouse) Chi, no.
to them.
Grogan. Willie (18) NYC, nc.
BOX 133
PITTSBURGILPA.
I don't suppose I'll ever see the return of old-time stock, but as the old saying Guy, Barrington (Plantation) NYC, no.
Gyldenkrone, Baron (Wivel) NYC, re.
goes, "It's better to be a has-been than never to have been at all."
SEND MONEY WITH ORDERS --NO C.O.D.'S

Bo Brummels, The (International) NYC, nc.
Boaz, Jean (Alms) Cincinnati, h.
Bolton. Jean (Royal Palm) Miami, no.
Bon -Bon (Arcadia) Phila, nc.
Bonner, Carl & Leonne (Copacabana) Rio de
Janeiro, nc.
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Lewis, Joe (Hi -Hat) Chi, nc.
H
Liberto & Owen (Village Casino) NYC, no.
Haakon, Paul (Casa Manana) NYC, nc.
Frank (Diamond Horseshoe) NYC, nc.
Hager, Clyde (Diamond/ Horseshoe) NYC, lac. Libuse,
& Mario (Netherland Plaza) CincinHaines, Tate & Simpson (Leon & Eddie's) Lilliane
nati, h.
NYC, nc.
Lind,
Della
(Diamond Horseshoe) NYC, nc.
Hale's, Chester, Twenty -Four Texas Comets Lines, Lite (Casa Cubans) NYC, nc.
(Capitol) Washington, D. C., t.
Liszt,
Margaret
(Hungaria) NYC, re.
Hall, Frank (Palumbo's) Phila, re.
Bernie (Ionoff's) Harrisburg, Pa., nc.
Hammond. Earl F., Eskimo Troupe (Ice Follies Lit,
Lombardo,
Guy,
& Band (Roosevelt) NYC, h.
of 1937) Atlantic City.
Lombard, Leda (Queen Mary) NYC, re.
Handy, W. C. (Cotton Club) NYC, nc.
Lonette,
Jae
&
Lois
(Club 1040) Detroit, nc.
Hanson, Bill (Ernie's) NYC, nc.
Long, Avon (Plantation) NYC, nc.
Hanson, Charlotte (Village Brewery) NYC, no. Loper & Barrat (Village Barn) NYC, no.
Harold & Lola (International) NYC, nc.
Lorraine & Rognan (Pal.) Cleveland, t.
Harmon, Ginger (Biltmore) NYC, h.
Los Rancheros (Weylin) NYC, h.
Harrington, Pat (Club 18) NYC, nc.
Los Calaveras (El Chico) NYC, nc.
Harris, Val (Indigo) Hollywood, c.
Dogs (Earle) Washington, t.
Harris & Shore (Radio City Rainbow Room) Loyal's
Lucas, Clyde, & Orch. (Mark Hopkins) San
NYC, nc.
Francisco,
Harris, Bud, & Co. (RHO Boston) Boston, t. Lucas, Nick h.
(Strand) Brooklyn, t.
Harrison, Spike (Gay '905) NYC, nc.
Lucien & Ashour (Chez Paree) Chi, nc.
Harvey, Sharon (Hungaria) NYC, nc.
Lyman,
Abe,
& Band (Strand) NYC, t.
Hayward & Allen (Le Rwban Bleu) NYC, no. Lynn & Dearing
(Jimmy Kelly's) NYC, no.
Hayworth, SeaBee, Revue (Temple) Sanford,
M
N. C., 28; (Gem) Kannapolis 29-30; (Carolina) Asheboro 31, t.
McArthurs,
The
(Boulevard
Tavern) ElmHealey, Eunice (Beverly Hills) Newport, Ky.,
hurst, L. I., no.
cc.
McCane,
Mabel
(College
Inn)
Chi, nc.
Heidi, Horace, & Band (Biltmore) NYC, h.
McCabe, Sarah Ann (Century) Baltimore, t.
Herbert, Florence (Queen Mary) NYC, re.
McCoy,
Clyde,
&
Band
(Palomar)
Los AnHerrera, Armanda (Bamba) Hollywood, nc.
geles, b.
Higgins, Peter (Park Central) NYC, h.
McLean,
Ross
(New
Yorker)
NYC,
h.
Hill, Florence (Plantation) NYC, nc.
McMahon, Larry (Village Casino) NYC, nc.
Hilliard, Jack (Royale Frolics) Chi, nc.
Gene (Chez Paree) Santa Ana,
Hector, Don & Betty (Biltmore Bowl) Los McCullough,
Calif., ro.
Angeles, nc.
Mack,
Clare
(Cafe
Madrid) Buffalo, nc.
Hoffman, Dr. (State -Lake) Chi, t.
Mackie & Paul (Boulevard Tavern) Elmhurst,
Holbein, Ralph (Chicago) Chi, t.
L.
I.,
nc.
Holder, Roland (Kit Kat) NYC, nc.
Macks, Three (Hollywood) NYC, nc.
Holland & Hart (Pal.) Chi, t.
Madera, Nedra (Gaucho) NYC, nc.
Hornaday, Frank (Paramount) NYC, t.
Madison, Rudy (Gay Nineties) NYC, nc.
Hourckle, Johnny (Bal Tabarin) NYC, nc.
Makarenko. Daniel (Rainbow Inn) NYC, re.
Houston & Harden (Stevens) Chi, h.
Mallory, Mickey (Swing) NYC, nc.
Houston, Elsie (Le Ruben Bleu) NYC, nc.
Manet,
Gloria (Village Casino) NYC, nc.
Hoveler, Winnie, Girls (Harry's New York Mangean
Sisters (Diamond Horseshoe) NYC,
Cabaret) Chi, nc.
nc.
Howard, Shemp (Stage 1) Hollywood, nc.
June (Beverly Hills) Newport, Ky., cc.
Howard, Joe E. (Diamond Horseshoe) NYC, Mann,
Mara (Old Roumanian) NYC, nc.
nc.
Marble, Alice (Waldorf-Astoria) NYC, h.
Hoysradt, John (Chez Firehouse) NYC, nc.
March, Patricia (Swing) NYC, nc.
Hubert, John (Fifth Ave.) NYC, h.
Marget (Tokay) NYC, re.
Hunter, Alberta (Tony's) NYC, nc.
Marin, Fjola (Chateau Moderne) NYC, nc.
Hutchinson, Hal (Biltmore) NYC, h.
Marka (Piccadilly) NYC, h.
Hutton, Marian (Paradise) NYC, nc.
Marley, Madge (Gay Nineties) NYC, nc.
Marlynn & Michael (Radio City Rainbow
Grill) NYC. nc.
Ice Follies of 1939: Pittsburgh; Philadelphia Marquita
& Meece (State) Columbus, 0., re.
Jan. 2-8.
Marsh,
Patti (Swing) NYC, nc.
Iles, Stephen (Gay Nineties) NYC, nc.
Marsh,
Lite
& Jerry (Belmont Plaza) NYC, h.
Irving, Jack (Club Alabam') Chi, nc.
Martin, Claire (Essex House) NYC, h.
Marvey, Gene (Warwick) NYC, h.
Maurice & Cordoba (Plaza) NYC, h.
Jackson, Jigsaw (Cotton Club) NYC, nc.
Maxellos, Five (International) NYC, no.
Jackson, Harry (Paradise) NYC, nc.
Mazie
& Roper (RKO Boston) Boston, t.
Jackson, Connie (Plantation) NYC, nc.
Medina & Mimosa (Zarape) Los Angeles, nc.
Janet of France (Janet of France) NYC, re.
Merrill
Bros. & Sister (Royal Palm Club)
January, Pepper (Hollywood) NYC, re.
Miami, nc.
Jarvis, Johnny (Fifth Ave.) NYC, h.
Merry
Macs
(Onyx) NYC, nc.
Jarvis, Sam (St. Regis) NYC, h.
Michon Bros. (Earle) Washington, t.
Jayne, Estelle (Fifth Ave.) NYC, h.
Michon,
Michel
(Russian Kretchma) NYC, nc.
Joel & Anette (606 Club) Chi, nc.
Milan, Mary (La Salle) Chi, h.
Johnson, Mae (Cotton Club) NYC, nc.
Miller,
Ann
(Pal.)
Cleveland, t.
Johnson, Myra (Yacht) NYC, nc.
Miller Trio, Jim (Gay Nineties) NYC, nc.
Johnson, Charlie (Black Cat) NYC, nc.
Lucky,
&
Orch. (State Palace)
Millinder,
Johnson, Johnny (Edison) NYC, h.
NYC, b.
Johnson, Marjorie (Garbo) NYC, re.
Minevitch's
Rascals
(Stanley) Pittsburgh, t.
Johnson, Mary Vee (Midnight Sun) NYC, nc.
& Root (El Rio) NYC, nc.
Jordan, Johnny, Six (Mishler) Altoona, Pa., Minor
Moffett, Adelaide (Road to Mandalay) NYC,
21-22, t.
nc.
Joyce, Beatrice (White) NYC, h.
Moke & Poke (Plantation) NYC, nc.
Joyce, Marion (Bedford Rest) Brooklyn, nc.
Mona,
Jean (Hi -Hat) Chi, nc.
Joyita & Maravilla (El Chico) NYC. nc.
Montmartre Boys (Jimmy Kelly's) NYC, nc.
Juanita & Champions (Winter Garden) Bei- Monoff,
Yvonne (Rose Bowl) Chi, nc.
lin, Germany, t.

Morales Bros. & Little Daisy
Club) Denver, Colo., no.

(Aeroplane

Moreno, Consuelo (Cuban Casino) NYC, nc.

Morgan. Helen (Casa Manana) NYC, nc.
Morgan, Petty (Jung) New Orleans, h.
Morgan, Johnny (Boulevard Tavern) Elmhurst, L. I., nc.
Morgan, Helen (State -Lake) Chi, t.
Mulcay, Jimmy & Mildred (State) NYC, t.
Murray & Alan (Old Roumanian) NYC, nc.
Murray, Ken (Stanley) Pittsburgh, t.
Murray, Steve (Little) NYC, nc.
Murray, Arthur, Dancers (Netherland Plaza)

L

La Carmelite (Gaucho) NYC, no.
Ladd, Hank (RHO Boston) Boston, t.
LaGrande, Sally (Gay Nineties) NYC. nc.
Lamb, Gil (Beverly Hills) Newport, Ky., cc.
Lane, Tree & Edwards (Colosimo's) chi, nc.
Lane, Mary (Jimmy Kelly's) NYC, no.
Lane, Lola (Lyric) Indianapolis, t.
Lang & Lee (Varsity) Columbia, Md., 22-24;
(Uptown) Sedalia, Mo., 25, t.
Larue & Carol (Pal.) Youngstown, 0., 27-29:
(Rivoli) Toledo 30 -Jan. 5. t.
Lathrop Bros. & Lee (Colonial) Dayton. 0., t.
Lauren, Vicki (Webster Hall) Detroit, h.
Laurie, Jack (Swing) NYC, no.
LaValle, Billy (Wonder Bar) NYC. no.
La Vernes, The (Monte Carlo) NYC, nc.
LeBaron, Peggy (Wivel) NYC, re.
Lee. Bob (Wivel) NYC, re.
Legg, Harris (Pan -Pacific Rink) Los Angeles, a.
LeMaires, The (College Inn) Chi, nc.
Leimomi (Lexington) NYC, h.
Lengel, Maxine (Pioneer Nut) NYC, no.
Lerner. Max (Lyman's) Los Angeles, nc.
Le Shay & Leda (Top Hat) Union City, N. J.,
no.
Lee. Dorothy (Tap House) Elmira, N. Y., nc.
Le Paul (Century) Baltimore, t.
Lesco, Line (Casa Cubana) NYC, nc.
Lester, Ted (Wivel) NYC, re.
Lewis, Dorothy (St. Regis) NYC. h.
Lewis. Hank (Matteoni's) Stockton, Calif., nc.

greet -Music feaets
(For Week Ending December 24)
Acknowledgment is made to Maur-

ice Richmond's Music Dealers' Service,

Inc., Music Sales Corp. and Ashley
Music Supply Co., of New York; Lyon

& Healy; Carl Fischer, Inc.; Gamble

Hinged Music & Co. and Western

Cincinnati, h.
Murray, Elizabeth (Diamond Horseshoe) NYC,

Book and Stationery Co., of Chicago.

Myers, Helen (New Yorker) NYC, h.

Position
Last Wk. This Wk.

nc.

N

1. My Reverie
2. Two Sleepy People
3. All Ashore
4. The Umbrella Man
5. Deep in a Dream
6. You Must Have Been a Beauti-

1

3

Nadine & Charles (Royal Palm) Miami, nc.
Nash, Dick & Leota (State -Lake) Chi, t.
Natasha (Harry's New York Cabaret) Chi, nc.

Naturals, Three (Netherland Plaza) Cincinnati, h.
Nazarenko, Iasha (St. Regis) NYC, h.
Neil & Clark (Midnight Sun) NYC, nc.
Nesbit, Evelyn (Maxim) Bronx, NYC, .nc.
Nicholas Bros. (Cotton Club) NYC, nc.
Nichols, Red, & Band (Jung) New Orleans, h.
Nigey, Ruth (Radio City Rainbow Grill) NYC,
nc.
Niva, Vera (Village Barn) NYC, nc.
Nolan, Bob (Royal Palm) Miami, nc.
Noland, Nancy (Mans -field) NYC, h.
Norvo, Red, & Band (Famous Door) NYC, nc.
Novak & Fay (Riverside) Milwaukee, I.
Novello Brothers (Stevens) Chi, h.

2

6
5

4

ful Baby

7. Have You Forgotten So Soon?
8. Night Before Christmas
9. Heart and Soul

12
8
7

10. My Own

10

11. While a Cigaret Was Burning
12.
Won't Tell a Soul

11

14
15
9
15

I

13. They Say
14. Lambeth Walk
15. What Have You Got That Gets
Me?

0
Oakland, Will (Sawdust Trail) NYC, nc.
Oakley, Bob (Newman) Kansas City, Mo., t.
O'Connors, The (Riverside) Milwaukee, t.
O'Day, Darlene (Bismarck) Chi, h.
O'Dell, Dell (Warwick) NYC, h.
Oldfield, Emmett, & Co. (RKO Boston)
Boston, t.
Oliver, Josie (Black Cat) NYC, no.
Olivette, Nina
NYC, h.

Talent Agencies
SOUTHERN THEATRICAL AGENCY,

Miami Beach, Fla., has just added to

& Dmitri (Park Central) its books the Floridian Hotel, Fleetwood
Hotel, Belmont Club, Little Club, Ship
Bar and Marine Terrace, all in the
Miami district. Office opened with its
first vaude show at the Flagler Theater,
Miami, December 14, with other houses
slated to follow. .
. TAYLOR TROUT,
juggling comedian, has opened a book-

Orla, Nina' (Gaucho) NYC, nc.
Crtega, Eva (St. Regis) NYC, h.
Ortega, Rosita (Havana -Madrid) NYC, nc.
Ortiz, Joe (Club Cercle) Hollywood, nc.
Ortons, Four (Riverside) Milwaukee, t.
Owen, Guy (St. Regis) NYC, h.
Owens & Parco (Mother Kelly's) Miami
Beach, nc.
p

Page, Lucille (Lyric) Indianapolis, t.
Paige, Ken & Roy (Leon & Eddie's) NYC, nc.
Paley, Nellie (Gallant's) NYC, no.
Pan-American Trio (Mother Kelly's) Miam(
Beach, nc.
Pancho & Dolores (Havana -Madrid) NYC, nc.
Paris, Frank (Paramount) NYC. t.
Parker. Murray (Barkley's) Brooklyn, nc.
Parker, Al (Riptide Club) Miami Beach, Fla.,
nc.
Parrags, Graziella (Larue's) NYC. re.
Patricola, Tom (Diamond Horseshoe) NYC,
nc.
Paul & Queta (Ky. Klub) Toledo, nc.
Paulette (Buckingham) NYC, h.
Payne, Johnny (Elysee) NYC, h.
Pearl, Mabel (Gay Nineties) NYC, nc.
Pedro & Dolores (Harlem Casino) Pittsburgh,
nc.
Person, Tiny (Harry's New York Cabaret)
Chi, nc.
Picchiani Trio (Lyric) Indianapolis, t.
Pickens, Jane (State) NYC, t.
Pierce & Roland (St. Moritz) NYC, h.

(See ROUTES on page 136)

.

ing office in Hollywood, Fla., and is

currently booking the Hollywood Beach
Hotel and the Rainbow Grill there.
THE BOYETTES, ballroom team, will
launch a booking enterprise, Boyette
Theatrical Productions, In Jacksonville,
Fla., January 3.
.

JOE

producer

CASPER,

.

especially

active in the outdoor field, has joined
the George A. Hamid Agency, New York,
handling private club bookings.

Ben Franklin Finally Opens
With Reggie Childs Band
PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 24. -The Benja-

min Franklin Hotel, after several weeks
of indecision, opens its Garden Terrace
with Reggie Childs' Orchestra December 30.
The hostelry first skedded Ben Bernie's

K

Kapelova, Klavdia (Russian Kretchma) NYC,
11C.
Karavaeff, Simon (Russian Kretchma) NYC,
nc.
Karina, Karin )Tokay) NYC, re.
Karolis (Biltmore Bowl) Los Angeles, ne.
Karoszy, Ethel (Tokay) NYC, re.
Karson's, Maria, Musicales (Onesto) Canton,
0., h.
Kay, Dolly (Royale Frolics) Chi, nc.
Kay, Beatrice (Diamond Horseshoe) NYC, sc.
Kaye, Evelyn ('Biltmore) NYC, h.
Kaye, Marylin (Ernie's) NYC, nc.
Keller, Greta (Le Ruben Bleu) NYC, no.
Kelly, Paula (Rainbow Room) NYC, no.
Kemp, Hal, & Orch. (Shubert) Cincinnati, t.
Kemper, Charlie (Midnight Sun) NYC, nc.
Kidoodlers (Buffalo) Buffalo, t.
Kim Loo Sisters (Stanley) Pittsburgh, t.
King, Anna (Garbo) NYC, re.
King, Charlie (Red Mill) Bronx, NYC, nc.
King the Wonder Dog (Radio City Rainbow
Room) NYC, nc.
King, Carol (Paradise) NYC. nc.
Kinney, Ray (Lexington) NYC. h.
Kramer, Leon (Hungaria) NYC. re.
Kress, Carl (Onyx) NYC. nc.
Krupa. Gene, & Band (Tower) Kansas City,
Mo., t.
Kusby, Eddie (Shubert) Cincinnati, t.
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Songs With Most Radio Plugs

Band but dropped it because of high

Holiday Spirit Prevails, So

guarantees demanded by Bernie.

Operators Eye Show Rooms

`Christmas' Leads Air Racers

NEW YORK, Dec.. 24. -Movie Operators' Union, Local 306, may soon start
organizing film projection rooms, showing rooms, auditoria, etc., using projection machines. The local, if it deSongs listed are those receiving 10 or more network plugs (WJZ, WEAF, WABC) cides to launch an organizing campaign,
between 5 p.m. -1 a.m. week days and 11 a.m.-1 a.m. Sundays, for the week ending hopes the jobs will solve its unemployThursday, December 22. Independent plugs are those received on WOR, WNEW, ment problems.
WMCA and WHN. Film tunes are designated as "F," musical production numbers as "M." Based on data supplied by Accurate Reporting Service.
Position
Title
14
1. Night Before Christmas
3
2. You Must Have Been a Beautiful
2. All Ashore
5

4
6
9
2
10
1

13
11
3
5

10
8

19
9

-3
15

8
15
12

20

15
7
11
15

13

3. My Reverie

4. I Won't Tell a Soul
5. Two Sleepy People (F)
5. Deep in a Dream
6. Hurry Home
7. This Can't Be Love (M)
7. Who Blew Out the Flame9
7. I Must See Annie Tonight

Publisher

Chappell
Baby (F) Remick
Shapiro -Bernstein
Robbins

8. You Got Me (M)
8. What Have You Got That Gets Me? (F)
9. They Say
9. Have You Forgotten So Soong
9. A Room 'With a View
10. Sixty Seconds Got Together
11. Santa Claus Is Coming to Town
11. An Old Curiosity Shop
12. Jeepers Creepers (F)

12. Heart and Soul (F)
13. It's a Lonely Trail
13. Simple and Sweet

Crawford
Famous
Harms
Spier
Chappell
Feist
Bregman
Lincoln

Famous
Witmark
Berlin -

Bregman
Santly

Feist
Witmark
Famous
Berlin
Miller

14.'0h, Oh, What Do You Know About Love? Marks
14. Old Folks
Remick
14. I'm Madly in Love With You
Mills
14. You Look Good to Me
Bregman
14. Love, I'd Give My Life for You
Stasny
15. Umbrella Man
Harms

15. Girl Friend of the Whirling Dervish (F) Harms
15. Say It .With a Kiss (F)
Witmark
15. Angels With Dirty Faces
Fisher

Pittsburgh Hotel Men Elect

RhIgn

30
25

25
22

25
29
10
14

PITTSBURGH, Dec. 24. -Clem Young,
assistant manager of Hotel Webster Hall,
has been re-elected president of the
Pittsburgh Hotel Sales Managers' Asso-

21

22

20
20

ciation, and A. 0. Frey, of the Pitts-

19
14

secretary -treasurer.

19
18
18
18
17
17
16
16
16
15
14
14
13
13

6
12
11
11
13
11

13

13
12
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
10

28
15
9

11
9

6
19
11
11

burgh Convention Bureau, was named
NEW YORK, Dec. 24. -Cynthia White's

annual Greenwich Village Ball at Webster Hall on New Year's Eve will be her
coming -of -age party -the 21st shindig
in the series. Dancing from 10 to dawn,

with music by Norwood Femnar and
Nubians and Sanchez and his Rumba
Band. Costume review, door prizes, jitterbug contest and all the trimmings
also.

IRENE FRANKLIN, now in Hollywood,

7

may be brought east by Bill Hardy soon
for his Bill Gay Nineties Club.

9
9
9

Seasonal Greetings

7
2

FROM

8
8

FLO NICKERSON

5
2

Current WASHINGTON HOTEL,
Jacksonville, Fla.
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Alvin, Pittsburgh,
Back to Vaudeville

the stage, along with The Little Adventuress.
INDIANAPOLIS.-Hal Kemp's Band on

the stage of the Lyric, along with Road
Demon, boosted the gross to $9,500 in
PITTSBURGH, Dec. 24.-Alvin Theater the average $8,000 house.
reverts to stage -show policy New Year's

ASSOCIATED ENTERTAINMENT week for first time in more than two
years.
Bill headed by Jane Withers, screen
include juggler Bob Ripa,
DIRECTORS of NEW YORK, Inc. star,
Cappa Barra's Harmonica Band, shag-

Claims He Is Oldest

In Service to Films

will

gers Englert and Scheim, singer Doris
Dupont and Baron Elliott's house band.
Harris Amusement Co., operator of
Alvin and recently opened Senator, decided to shove vaude into river -front
house after having announced parttime stage policy for new theater because Withers pix have shown at Alvin
to create following (they hope) and be-

IN KEEPING WITH THE TENETS OF ITS
CONSTITUTION EXPRESSED IN THIS EXCERPT :
The aims and objects of this Association
shall be . . . to further the best interests of the Industry . . to establish
fair practices between the entertainer
and the entertainment director . . to
.

.

.

.

to synchronize

them with all Laws governing the said
business
.
to co-operate with any
.

.

recognized organizations that are work-

Lads

ing for the most common good of

all

the people in our Industry.

1939- ihe

tleat 7

floe

t

years since Stanley adopted stage-pix point of profits, was 1,000 feet of the
policy.
McKinley cortege shown at the Buffalo

and The Billboard's continuous campaign to

Pan-American Exposition in 1901.

further the interests of entertainer and entertainment director.

V nude Grosses

6ta5on'5 a recting5

NEW YORK.-Grosses continued to
fall during the Christmas seasonal slump
last week, with no houses doing any
business to speak of. In the five Broadway houses playing stage shows, three

from all our officers and members
to the entire show business.

ARTHUR. FISHER GEORGE KUTTIN
CARL FRIEDBERG C. R. LOVEJOY
CHARLES J.
SID HALL
DAN J.
McGOLRICK
HARRINGTON CHARLES RAPP
FRED W. NEVINS
THOMAS E.
KELLY TOM O'CONNELL

ASSOCIATED

were holdovers and the total take reflected that condition. Of the holdStrand with Ted Lewis in his fourth
week plus the pix. Angels With Dirty

WILLIAM B.

ALFRED SKEA
ROBBINS LOUIS RICARDO
AL ROCK
IRVING BARRETT
AL ROGERS

LADY SEN MEI
FRANK

overs, the best business was done at the

MIKE HAMMER
EDWARD LUNTZ
AL SILVER

SHERMAN

ENTERTAINMENT

DIRECTORS

OF

NEW YORK
Executive

President

ROBBINS
Secretary
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BURLESQUE
TO ALL

FROM FRONT OF HOUSE TO BACK

1. CIRCUIT
HIRST
FROM

I

LYRIC

Allentown, Pa.
ORPHEUM, Reading, Pa.
JACK BECK
GAYETY, Baltimore, Md.
HON NICKELS
HOWARD, Boston, Mass.
AL SOMERBY
NATIONAL, Detroit, Mich.

DAVE KING - G. SCHILLER
EMPIRE, Newark, N. J.

WERBA'S, Brooklyn, N. Y.
RUSSELL CAREW
TROCADERO, Philadelphia, Pa.
JULES ARLISS

CASINO, Pittsburgh,
GEO. JAFFE
CAPITOL, Toledo,

the total gross of $16,500.
CHICAGO. - Theaterdom was just
marking time in this last pre -Christmas
lull session, none of the houses expecting much. Chicago held over Young in
Heart and the stage bill headed by
Salici's Puppets and, tossing in an extra
screen preview closing night, wound up
with a pretty sad $18,000. The Oriental
was behind its normal take, gathering
a meager $10,500 with the quints' Five
of a Kind and a five -act stage presentation. Palace closed with a similarly
poor figure, using the combination of
RKO's Annabel Takes a Tour and a flesh
bill topped by Ben Blue.

LYN TERRIS
AND

GREGORY

MAAK

Exponents of the

"MODERN and ANCIENT DANCE"
Just Cncluded Penthouse, Boston.
Currently Canadian Tour.
Address care The Billboard, New York City.

CLINTON HOTEL

PHILADELPHIA.-Benny Davis' revue

plus film, Hard To Get, brought only
$17,500 to the Earle this week, the pre Christmas slump hitting the house

AND

TRIBORO, N. Y. City
HARRY PALMER

in for the second week of Thanks for
Everything and Bob Howard, Cappy
Barra, Oldfield and Ware, Charles Carver
and Gloria Gilbert on the stage.
Radio City Music Hall did a fair

Barney Rapp and The Great Waltz
didn't pull well at all at the State with

Headquarters: 1564 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

MO WILLIAM B.

Faces, grossing $23,000, or a total of
$136,500 for the four weeks. The Paramount, with Blue Barron and Ken
Murray on the stage, along with Thanks
for the Memory, accounted for but
$20,000. At the Roxy $21,500 was taken

$67,000 with its seasonal Christmas
stage show and The Duke of West Point.

INC.

THOMAS E. KELLY

the bane of vaudeville, but as the bread
and butter.
In the early 1900s vaude houses
nourished the giant -to -be picture industry by running scenic newsreels as

fillers and thus furnished capital to
pioneer producers such as Sigmund Lucause house can seat more.
and the Pathe Freres, according to
Stanley Theater, Warner property, has bin
Park, now with the Capitol Theamore than month of name bands set. Alex
Park claims to be "the oldest livBob Crosby follows current variety bill ter.
ing
man
in the picture business in point
headed by Ken Murray and Gene Aus- of service."
tin, then in order, Ben Bernie, Hal Kemp,
A spieler at the Philadelphia National
an open date and Russ Morgan. Ted Export
Exposition in 1899, where, acWeems is also penciled in.
cording to Park, Lubin established the
With few exceptions, radio name bands world's first movie theater, Park rehave outpulled variety acts in past three vealed that the first feature film, from

.

make every effort to bring UP THE
STANDARDS OF THE ENTERTAINMENT BUSINESS

BRADDOCK, Pa., Dec. 24.-Once up-

on a time movies were not reckoned as

10th Street, Below Spruce,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Newly furnished and decorated. Running
I heavily.
in all rooms. Rooms with bath. SpeWASHINGTON.-Capitol slipped a bit water
Theatrical Rates by Day or Week, from
I last week, grossing $14,000 with stage cial
$1.00 per Day; $5.00 per Week.
show including Collins and Peterson
Boy Foy and a line of Chester Hale
Girls, along with pic Dramatic School. 10.SURE- FIRE PARODIES, $1
Average for the house is $16,500.
A laugh in every line with sensational surprise punch

Pa.

at the finish on "Pocketfull of Dreams," "Stop.
CINCINNATI.-Hollywood to Broadway lines
Beating 'Round the Mulberry Bush," "Alexander's
revue, including Lola Lane and Jack Ragtime Band" and other late ones. You can stop

Ohio

and get these Sure -Fire Laugh Producers
screen, yielded $10,000. Norm is $12,000. envelope
NOW! Your money back by Special Delivery if they

J. MEYERS - M. KNOTT
GAYETY, Washington, D. C.
JAS. LAKE - B. FERBER
GARRICK, St. Louis, Mo.
BILL PICKENS
HUDSON, Union City, N. J.
SAM COHEN

SAM REIDER
glEtAggELECEEtMgElgEftEgOROMAREt %ItANIhiglagENIDaltEltilltlENENCIDEuggElE

Durant, with Spring Madness on the

a

MILWAUKEE.-Riverside took in an
average $4,500, with Romo Vincent on

are not the best you ever used. Also 10 Comic Recitations, $1, and 6 Sure -Fire Monologues, $1.
HARRY PYLE, 804 W. 180th St., New York City.

a

dollar in an

NOISEMAKERS, PAPER HATS, DECORATIONS, BINGO PRIZES
LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES ---8e sure to mention your tine of business

MIDWEST MERCHANDISE CO.

RUBY BARTH
Now at the YACHT CLUB, New York City

Put

SPECIAL HOLIDAY CATALOG
Rya.. er BROADWAY,

"Youthful Ultra of Swing"

show with any one of them.

dirrei.

DA

V HALLS

KANSAS CITY, MO.

PROTECT YOUR PROFITS
fits through

Our Patented Dance Check
button -hole. Cannot be removed and passed
to another without destroying. Guards your
profits. Priced thou $10.00 a Thousand.
Asstd. colors, without printing. Samples on
request. Order today. Made in U. S. A.

STAR OF KAY PARSONS SHOWBOAT EVERY SUMMER.

WESTERN BADGE & NOVELTY CO.

402 N. Exchange St.,
ST. PAUL, MINN.
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-Ix Local Angle To 113colinc Names

reefing( of tije &union
From

PRINCESS

lox Theater, Detroit, finds That Most film Names and Units
Mean Little to the Uox Office

ALOMA
Performing

THE problem of theater operation to- is sauce for the gander," and an attrac- tions that use records for the major
day, especially the theater that has tion of box-office value cannot always part of their program, if it happens to
stage shows, is a much more com- be based on results obtained in other be a name band or a name singer; also

the radio editors and radio stations if
"The problem must be treated from a it happens to be a radio name.

plex situation than it was in former cities.

This view is expressed by none
other than David M. Idzal, managing local angle by taking into consideration
the type of operation and the quality of
director of the Fox Theater, Detroit.
According to Idzal, the subject of the picture product," continues Idzal.
vaudeville booking, exploitation and "For instance, attractions, both on the
general theater operation today is purely stage and the screen, that border on the
a local problem and should be treated sensational or sex angle have no drawing
from a local standpoint. It is no longer power to speak of at the Fox.
true that "what is sauce for the goose "We have found that we have been
years.

r)ARM
'ANE
M

cessful operators of theaters that play
houses. The independents feel the local
reaction and are able to properly supply
and stimulate the demand. They do not

theory and peculiarities of booking applies to units. Altho the Fox has played

most of the big units that have been

produced in the last five years, not one
of them has ever meant very much more
than ordinary receipts.
The name -band situation, on the
other hand, presents a more generalized

application for a cross cut of theaters
that play them. But even they, goes
on Idzal, are not entirely exempt from
local exigencies.

For every name band

that was profitably played at the Fox

there were twice as many that failed to
meet the nut, if not to actually show a
substantial loss, and yet these same
bands that were disastrous ventures for
the Fox were, for nearly the rest of the

EL CHICO

tive

Dance Creations.

Playing

CAPITOL THEATRE
Portland, Oregon.

Address all Mail Care of
JUDITH MERRILL,

State Hotel,

Reno, Nev.

Greetings

EDDIE
GARR

anetica's Distinctive Entettaina

other spots hit new highs in Detroit.
Records a Good Barometer

Management

Advising on a possible barometer to
use for the proper booking of a theater,
Idzal recommends a comparatively unrelated yardstick: reports on sales by the

SEASON'S GREETINGS

GERRY GERARD
-and His-

WM. KENT
1776 Broadway, N. Y.

local distributors of phonograph records,
as well as requests received by radio sta-

LAZY RIVER RHYTHM

ST. LOUIS

(46',

Character & Interme-

country, among the top attractions of
the year. By the same token, bands
and attractions that failed to draw in

at 80 Grove St., at Sheridan
Square, New York, N. Y.

''col

Chinese

Princess of
the Dance

Season's

a definite box-office value.
According to Idzal, too, the same

Season's Greetings
from

errti.59

THIDA LOY

stage shows are the independently owned

Film Stars Mean Nothing

vas)

rs-499 er

New York City.

Idzal finds that today the most suc-

The average run of picture stars' personal appearances means nothing in
Detroit. In some other cities, regardless
of how small the comparative name
value of the film notables, they all have

and

TOP 0' THE TOWN,

Dances at
Jimmy Kelly's Village Rendezvous

Because of this peculiar localized reaction to present-day stage attractions

most successful with a consistent policy have to accept an attraction, as with
of variety entertainment for general circuit operation, in order to make up
family consumption. In other cities, a route or just because it does business
unless they have a nude dancer or a in some of the other cities wherein the
sensational personality that arouses circuit has theaters.
curiosity rather than the quality, they
fail to get a substantial gross."

Qreetings

Hawaiian & Interpretive
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BESTEST OF NEW YEAR GREETINGS
,)

HAL HEMP
THE AGANG

JUDY STARR
PORKY DANKERS

BOB ALLEN
BEN WILLIAMS

CLAYTON CASH

MICKEY BLOOM
LEO MORAN

EDDIE KUSBY
E. A. KENYON

SEW1,1C25172 46; X0',1 ,fr,f4`, e,r

JACK SH I RRA

fv

/46,:

SAXIE DOWELL
KENNETH LA BAHN
HARRY WILIFORD
C. A. VAN NORDSTRAND
JACK LE MAIRE
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botcl's islccd for Personalized 13oolinc

A good example is the College Inn in
in present-day competition.
The modern hotel manager wants the Chicago's Sherman Hotel, booked by

that can furnish something new. There
have been disappointments, but that
does not mean that he will not continue
Eddie Elkort, of Music Corp. of America. to give newcomers a break. Bering is
Manager Frank W. Bering is an alert, responsible in bringing to prominence
farsighted showman always eager to talk such people as Ben Bernie, Cherry and
over new features and test out new en- June Preisser, Bob Bromley, Jackie
tertainment ideas. In addition to mak- Heller, Rafe Davis and Howard Nichols,
ing frequent College Inn trips in the among others, all of whom were given
evening, Elkort goes into a powwow with their initial hotel breaks at the College
Bering at least one afternoon a week, Inn. The Calgary Brothers played their
and during those meetings they discuss first American engagement there and
the progress of the show, improvements, proved the comedy sensation of the club
acts that may fit into the hotel atmos- for 18 consecutive weeks. As a result
phere and new ways of pleasing College of Inn engagements Rufe Davis landed
Inn audiences.
a Paramount contract and the Preisser

LITA AND JERRY

ing acts they know would please the Dave O'Malley, of Chicago, who books
operator and not necessarily the audi- the Bismarck Hotel in that city, also
ences they are intended for. In the enjoys the confidence of the managelong run such methods prove disastrous. ment, and thru the combined efforts

ABOOKER can be reasonably sure of
holding down a hotel room account

113y JAM IHONIGIARG

if he gives the spot all the service
it requires, provided, of course, the op- agent to take an active interest in the
erator has enough sense to appreciate room, not only in the bookings but also
such attention. Fortunately, hotel room in the presentation and reception. Both
operators are usually fine business men must keep in close touch with each
who are willing to listen to ideas that other from the moment a new bill opens
until it is time to change shows. Display
will improve their dining room trade.

The booker who used to map out a an ownership concern in the account

show in his office and then wait for the and the operator will be equally concommissions to roll in has passed out of cerned in your returns.

the picture. To be sure, some of them
are still around, but they don't figure

College Inn Is Progressive

MARS

Some bookers make the mistake of sell- Sisters moved on to Broadway fame.

Acts are unhappy in unsuitable environ- of himself and Roy Steffen, manager of
ments, business drops off and the room the Walnut Room, several acts were given
either folds or suddenly finds itself on their Initial big-time opportunities there.
the books of another office.
Frank Payne, impersonator, and the
It is the duty of a booker to sell the Three Oxford Boys, vocal instrumental-

right type of talent and to point out to

are Bismarck graduates. Lucille
SOPHISTICATES OF SONG the operator that it is the best enter- ists,
Ballantine, of Consolidated Radio Arttainment for that room. Unfortunately,
CURRENTLY AT

GLASS HAT
BELMONT PLAZA, N. Y.

ists, is another booker who displays a
in some cases this proves to be a most keen interest in her Chicago hotel acdifficult task, particularly where the count (the Stevens) and by booking fitoperator is not a showman and is not ting attractions and watching their
inclined to listen to reason from more
experienced people. This can be com-

CONCLUDED SUCCESSFUL bated, however (and experiences of sevMAYFAIR, eral Windy City bookers will attest to
NA- that), by constant driving into the
AND

JUST

Season's Greetings

AT
ENGAGEMENTS
DEWITT
BOSTON;

from

TIONAL HOTEL CHAINS; PARK mind of the operator that a local booking office is in a favorable position
PLAZA HOTEL, ST. LOUIS.
to tell him what is advisable in
entertainment.
Managers Willing To Reason
Elkort, for one, points out to

4'1V, -,!tf.,

the

argumentative managers the names of

4,1;4,

rooms and explains
their respective policies. Being business

successful hotel

1939-The Yearfor Live Talent.

co-operation with him.

The DeWitt hotel chain in Ohio is
an admirable example of co-operation
between managers and bookers. The
system operates hotel rooms in Cleveland, Columbus and Akron, and Gen-

ELEANORE

eral Manager Richard F. Marsh, together

with Merle Jacobs and DeAry Barton,
of Cleveland's MCA office, controls the
show policies. The rooms are among
the most successful in that part of the

KNIGHT

country because of perfect back -of -the scenes co-ordination by progressive showmen who cater to modern tastes. Marsh,
Jacobs and Barton understand hotel

Now At
LONDON

MONTE CARLO

BERLIN

"Cyclonic Dancers"

men, they recognize the logic in such
reasoning and in time work in closer

Season's Greetings From

o

H EODORE
and
D ENESHA

Direction: M. C. A.

Greetings from

GEORGE EDMUND and his BOYS
at the

CAFE LOYALE

management and actors equally as well
and as a result seldom book poor bills.
They fight for the right acts and will go
thru any amount of trouble to get them.
Generally, hotel room booking could
be improved 100 per cent if hotel operators would book far in advance. Only
in this way can a booker guarantee the
proper acts at the lowest possible prices.
Such a condition is bound to develop,
but only at such a time when all managers are foresighted enough to appreciate its necessity.
Hotels Avoid New Talent
With few exceptions managers are

not anxious to give new acts the proper
break. Bering, of the Sherman Hotel,

Open for Engagements

III

GUIDO
and EVA
"Creative Dance Moods"
iu

Permanent address:

1631 Garfield Street, BRONX. N. Y.
Phone: WEstchester 7.1173.

reefing
'THE ROMANY THREE
GEORGE KALMAN
CARMEN LE FAVE
MANNY LOPEZ

17th Week Hollenden Hotel, Cleveland, 0.
Management M. C. A.

Season's Greetings

HARRY BIBEN
Agency
Market St. National Bank Bldg.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Rittenhouse 9494-9495.

is an exception because his audiences
crave novelties and he will play any act

YOUR MAGIC MAN

PAUL DUKE

Permanent Address

BROADMOOR HOTEL

NEW YORK

N. Y.

/2titttpltony

gnu&

PP

Endorses The Billboard's Campaign To Make
1939 the Year for Live Talent

I

Greetings

PAUL DUKE, JR.

Presenting

A FANTASY IN MAGIC
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WE ARE GRATEFUL
TO ALL WHO HAVE ASSISTED US IN MAKING POSSIBLE OUR

PRESENT STRENGTH AND GREAT SUCCESS
AS MILITANT FIGHTERS FOR THE CAUSE OF LIVE TALENT EVER
SINCE OUR INCEPTION FIVE YEARS AGO. WE ARE STILL FIGHTING
TO MAKE THE YEAR 1939 A BANNER YEAR FOR LIVING ATTRACTIONS.

AMERICAN FEDERATION
OF

ACTORS

(AFFILIATED WITH AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR)
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS: 1560 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

SOPHIE TUCKER

RUDY VALLEE

CHAS. S. MOSCONI

PRESIDENT

HON. PRESIDENT

RALPH WHITEHEAD

TREASURER

EXEC. SECRETARY

BRANCHES
LOS ANGELES
1558 VINE ST. (HOLLYWOOD)

BOSTON
230 TREMONT ST.

BRIDGEPORT

MILWAUKEE

84 SAVOY ST.
159

32 GLENWOOD AVE.

DETROIT

because

most

floors

are

not

terraced and all floor tricks are lost to
the majority of patrons. Girl singers

An outstanding example of confidence (names excepted) are finding rough sailin a booker by a hotel is Merriel Abbott, ing, since most bands carry femme
Chicago dancing -school operator and vocalists who double in shows. The
booker, who has complete charge of en- coming talent trend points to novelties
tertainment in the prominent Empire and sooner or later more managers will
Room of the Palmer House. While not have to give such acts break-in dates.

a hotel employee, she gives the final With opportunities in vaude lessened,
okehs on acts, bands, routining of shows, night club and hotel managements
etc. She has been using excellent judg- should encourage new talent, due to
ment in lining up Empire Room talent, the scarcity of suitable name attractions.

keeping a judicious eye on both the Instead of using newcomers in emerbudget and taste, and was given the gency cases only, or for purely personal
entertainment -buying reins by General reasons, they should order their bookers

to turn talent scouts and bring in the

Managers report that patrons are fast hopefuls. This should be done on a big
tiring of stock hotel acts, such as scale, for even today the supply of good
ordinary dance teams and single dancers, hotel acts and novelties is insufficient.

particularly those who do a lot of floor And, too, it is more difficult to book a
hotel room than a night club. Because

Greetings from

HARRY
ORTON
and His ORCHESTRA

of transient trade each hotel requires
its own type of talent. While a night
spot can easily build a regular local
following which acts as a talent gauge
for the booker, hotel patrons with different entertainment tastes are constantly changing.
Shows Draw Conventions

Operation of hotel rooms is not for
profit alone. As a matter of fact, few
rooms in the country can boast of yearround profits. In Chicago most operators consider floor show and music expenses as part of their advertising

budgets to attract regular hotel trade
and conventions. Many an assistant

SAN FRANCISCO
200 GOLDEN CATE BLDG.

TORONTO, ONT.

1324 CHERRY ST.

progress thruout their engagements does work,

Manager E. T. Lawless.

(Minneapolis)

PHILADELPHIA

WALTON HOTEL

Confidence in the Booker

415 CENTRAL TRUST BLDG.

MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL

N. STATE ST.

most of the business in that spot.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

REPUBLICAN HOTEL

CHICAGO
CAPITOL BLDG.,

PITTSBURGH
244 FOURTH AVE.

FORD HOTEL

holiday
Greetings
from

'BONITA.
ORTIEGA

Acclaimed as Spain's Greatest Dancer
Now Appearing At

AVAN A...MADRID, New York

*****

Holiday Greetings

SWIFTS S
**

manager soliciting annual gatherings re-

turned with the business thanks to the

attractions his hotel's major dining room
had to offer. Conventionites want fun
and entertainment, and the hostelry that
can furnish such demands will get
preference.

Consequently the alert booker has this

JACK
AND LOIS DAVIS
WISH ALL THEIR FRIENDS
A Merry Xmas
AND A
Happy New Year

in mind when servicing a hotel. Both
his co-operation and that of the operator is sorely needed to turn the room

into an asset rather than a

liability.

Such action is evidenced by the progress

hotel room entertainment has chalked
up in the last couple of seasons.

lifierrp ebriE4ttnaz

EDDIE DAVIS

ORCHESTRA

Celebrating 152 Weeks at
LA RUE RESTAURANT, N. Y. C.
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Private Club Dates
Boon; Niteries See

14

the

lizont

Weak New Year Biz

STORK CLUB

Eve business in local clubs this week
was the impression ops tried to build
up that the customers will get their
money's worth. The report around the
booking offices is that the number of

Now in Second Year

private parties to celebrate the new year
will be higher than ever before, and the
club 'and hotel room boys fear that the
poor service and stiff prices usually prevalent that night may keep a good many
rounders home.

SONNY KEND1S

Ads and direct mail from the after dark spots carry the exact fees to be
in effect New Year's Eve and a guarantee
of excellent service. Cover charge in
the top rooms, including the price of
dinner and favors, will average $7.50 this
year, with the figure sliding down to

Itic ORCHESTRA

extenb5

$3.50 in the smaller cafes.

lfor a ffierrp

Most offices report a normal demand
for talent, with an increase noted in the
club date departments. Many of the

anb a ji)appp
.zebu pear

stand-by acts will have two or three
club dates during the night and early

morning, while a good many performers
working in leading spots here expect to
double in outside engagements.
The Congress Hotel's Casino, for one,
reopened this week to ballyhoo its room
for the holidays. Frankie Trumbaur's
Ork and a floor show will work over the
week -end and if business is strong the
spot will probably remain open for the
rest of the season.

Cincy School Scholarship
CINCINNATI, Dec. 24.-Contest to de-

Holiday Greetings

611a

Vt.,

CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-Uppermost in
the promotion campaigns for New Year's

IN NEW YORK

TOW

a 4,

cide the first award of the scholarship
set up by Tyrone Power at the Schuster Martin School of Drama will be held
January 17 at the Little Playhouse here.
The contest is open only to graduating
class students of the school, and the
scholarship is a year's tuition for postgraduate dramatic studies. The award

ogan

will be made yearly.
Tyrone Power established his endowment last spring at the commemora-

tion of the founding of the school in

atie

1900 by the late Mrs. Helen Schuster Martin, his aunt.

Jim O'Donnell in Politics

Season's greetings
to out
Friends EvezyWilere
from

MARLYNN
and

MICHAEL
Featured Dancers
10th Month

RAINBOW GRILL
RADIO CITY, N. Y.

efiri5tnia5;

reefing;

FROM

CORINE MUER
Detroit, Mich.

Songwriter Sells Flowers

MILWAUKEE, Dec. 24.-Buddy ValenALLENTOWN, Pa., Dec. 24. - When
author of Anything Can Make You
present Councilman Fred W. Fegley was tine,
Happy and Someone To Go Home To,

ereeting5

VINCENT
BRAGALE
and his ORCHESTRA
3rd Season AMBASSADOR HOTEL, New York
Direction: Music Corporation of America

I1
Ig

El

lB

cajzipaigning for office he called upon
an old acquaintance, James H. (Jimmo) is selling flowers in local night spots
O'Donnell, formerly in vaude and cir- while waiting for his first royalty check
cus, to stage his rallies. O'Donnell aided from the latter hit.
Mixes singing with his selling.
Fegley's victory.
O'Donnell has his own act in vaude,

Jimmo and Hughie O'Donnell; was a
member of the Four Comrades in the Beloit, Wis., Club Anniversary
Ringling show, was associated with the
Colleano Family and married the former
Katie Colleano.
After his election Fegley rewarded
O'Donnell with a position as supervisor
of the municipal incinerator.

BELOIT, Wis., Dec. 24.-Ernie Wilson.
observed an anniversary and remodeling
party at his Rendezvous here last week,
with the Congenial Gentlemen of

Rhythm furnishing the music.
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-ALEXIS RULOFF Ptesents

RULSON, DORSHA

and

BARO

AMERICA'S SMARTEST BALLROOM DANCERS
IN THEIR OWN

ORIGINAL COMEDY SENSATION
"WALTZ

*

ADAGIO"

TANGO

* THE GENTLEMEN OF THE PRESS SAY

****

* "IT'S MAD

"WILDLY
AMUSING
HOKE"

IT'S FUNNY
IT'S SMART"

NIXON-Pittsburgh.
Lester and lrmajean follow with
their palm -awakening control display, leading into the slick comedy
of Rulson, Dorsha and Baro, two

"THE FOUR STAR
HIT OF THE SHOW"

HALIFAX, June 17, 1938.

SYDNEY, June 28, 1938.
To the dance team of

One of the finest acts to hit this city in some time is a feature of the revue now
playing at the Garrick Theatre. The act is Rulson, Dorsha and Baro, ballroom dancers.
Two men and a girl in immaculate evening clothes present the act and we were pretty
doubtful. Stage presentations of ballroom dancing can be pretty tiresome. Not this
one. It starts off like all the other acts until one of the men drops the girl. Then he
catches the male partner in a flying leap, catches the girl, too, and spills them both.
From then on the routine goes hay wire with the three leaping, catching and spilling
all over the place. The deadpan expression never leaves them although the girl shows
slight signs of worry that something may be wrong with the act. She is tossed around
in reckless fashion that makes the average adagio act look like play and the thing winds
up with one man swinging the girl in circles by her feet while the other man skips each
The show is different
time her head comes around. It's mad, funny, and smart.
and the comedy dance trio would justify your attendance if there were nothing else.Halifax Daily Star.

Looks like the usual
adagio threesome at the beginning,
but develops into wildly amusing
men and a gal.

hoke, with the white ties and tails
of the males dissolving into shreds
and the femme virtually in striptease attire by the time they wind
up in a heap. Good laugh turn and
a natural for presentation houses as

.

well.-COHEN, Variety, October 5,
1938.

'eagott'g

.

Rulson,

Dorsha and Baro pass the orchids.
They are unquestionably the clever-

est trio to appear here. Their ball

room specialty number is the four Last
star hit of the production.
night's crowded theatre virtually
quaked with the langhter of the firstnighters at this offering and the talented trio received meritorious and
generous applause in return, and
were encored for more-Post Record.

.
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AND WE WISH OUR MANY IMITATORS BETTER LUCK THAN THEY HAVE HAD IN THE PAST

PERMANENT ADDRESS ALEXIS RULOFF 154 W. 46TH ST., NEW YORK, N.
.

.

Cooks, Waiters,

Musicians Join
Acts on Picketing
DETROIT, Dec. 24.-Picketing of the
Boat, north -end night spot
managed by Pete Ardwin, was resorted
to last week by American Federation of
Actors to collect back wages clue a performer, according to Walter Ryan, business agent of the AFA here. The cooks
and waiters came out with the AFA and
even assisted on the picket line, while

Wonder

the musicians have been taking their
turn in line, too.
Police

action stopped picketing the

PARIS

European Representative, DICK HENRY
WILLIAM MORRIS Agency, RKO Bldg., Radio City, N. Y.

MILES INGALLS
Direction
New York
Radio City

day-largest local night spot. All union
acts will be used for the opening, with
a union traveling band, but Ryan is de-

TO ALL MY FRIENDS

even if local bands are subsequently
used.

Season's Greetings

manding a closed -shop contract for acts,

11 RUE SCRIBE

EVERYWHERE

Ryan has also written local agents re

questing that they inquire regarding

seven days' notice of change on spots
they take away from another booker.
This, Ryan says, is to allow proper notice to the AFA, the booker losing the
spot and the performers involved, in
order to prevent issuing of contracts by

CHAS. W. KOERNER

the booker losing the place.

RKO New England Division Manager

Sacramento Club Reopening

SACRAMENTO, Calif., Dec. 24.- The
Roger Kennedy, international vice-presi- Silver Bowl, night spot which has been
dent of the AFA. ,vent before Police Su- closed since last spring, will open under
perintendent Fred Frahm, securing the new management Wednesday.

second night and Ryan says he and

RKO KEITH MEMORIAL
THEATRE
Boston, Mass.

Frank Farrell, former manager, will
right to restore the picket line.
no connection with the club. Joe
The AFA is demanding a closed shop have
who backed Farrell, died reat the Downtown Casino, opening Mon - Beltrami,
cently. Tangled finances of the partners
are in the hands of Beltrami's widow,

Night Clubs Play Anthem;

Patrons Drink to Liberty
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-The current
wave of patriotism has already spread

to the night club district and many
night spots on Broadway have started
a policy of having the customers rise

and sing The Star-Spangled Banner
at the close of each floor show.
Crowds are taking it good naturedly, but many were stunned at

the recent opening of a night spot

and the new management is dealing with

agement.

McGriff has been trying to land Les

Poe, former emsee, as the feature again.
and says he will book floor shows as before.

tional anthem.
Owners feel that this flag waving is
in keeping with the present American
spirit. In line with this, one cynical
cafe manager said it would be a good
idea to get the customers to pony up

Rand told patrons they could have half

country.

From

FRANK PARIS
and his MARIONETTES

when the emsee beckoned the patrons
to abandon their highballs for a

with a drink and gulp one down for
American liberty.
Warners have also instituted a
policy of singing The Star-Spangled
Banner when the lights go up in the
chain's 400 theaters thruout the

qteeni495

her.

Frank Rinetti, who backed a recently
opened swank cocktail lounge here, the
Towne Club, is understood to be backing
the Bowl's opening, "Mac" McGriff and
Joe Cukojose are connected in the man-

Sally Gives Back Money

moment to rise and sing the na,-

Y.

SACRAMENTO, Calif., Dec. 24.-Sally

6urrently, PARAMOUNT THEATRE

She put on her fan dance, but light-

ing was poor. She told the audience a
few minutes later that she would not do

her bubble dance under those circumstances. Said management had promised proper lighting and if she had
know it did not have it would have
brought own equipment.
About 50 per cent got their money
back.

Direction

Management

Ingalls & Davies

Sherwood & Mathews

their dough back when she played a onenighter at Sweet's Ballroom here December 11.
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New York
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ARTHUR ARGYRIES
THE MUTUAL ENTERTAINMENT EXCHANGE
extends holiday greetings to his many friends and business associates.
LOEW'S ROCHESTER THEATER BLDG., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Oi
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a statement From ARTHUR FISHER
of the ARTHUR FISHER AGENCY
1560 BROADWAY

BRya nt 9-6352

In the bright days of the past, Arthur Fisher stood with the leaders,
supplying the high type of living entertainment which brought millions
of people into theatres.

In the darker days of the more recent past, Arthur Fisher continued
his policy of serving the nation's leading theatres with live talent of a
superior quality.

And now at the close of 1938-a year which saw a surprising and
decided trend toward the greater use of living entertainment-Arthur
Fisher pledges himself to continue his policy of bringing to theatre
managers and owners of combination theatres everywhere, the finest
live talent procurable.

Arthur Fisher extends the best wishes of the season to his many

friends and looks forward to doing all in his power and in the power of
his organization to make 1939 a bigger and better year for living enter-

tainment; to make it truly-

1939ate veat tot

Held Over for 6 Weeks!

hioe

talent

Woliday Qreetings

THE RANCHO SAN PABLO

From

EL CERRITO, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

EUNICE HEALEY

Due to

Direction
MILES INGALLS and JACK DAVIES

Sensational Hit and Business

Boston Nitery
Business Okeh

44441

reetittg5 to ail tv-
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HENRY JACKSON
"Australian Woodchoppers"
,frienb in SAnterita from

CHAS. "'MAMA'S" BOHN
Held Over to Play England's No. 1 Theaters With "PERSONALITY PARADE" Revue.
Thanks to Don Ross, Certie Gitana and Harry Nathano.

PRESS
THE PERFORMER, October 10:

"A wealth of riotously funny man-

nerisms and quips in an amusing combination of droll idiocy. Also a surprising contrast with clever black and
white cartoon sketches."
DON ROSS, World's Fair, October 28:

"Irresistibly funny-mirth-provoking

mannerisms-Should become a

favourite with English audiences."

great

RAVES
THE MAIL, Hull, England, October 25:
"As funny a little fellow as you could

wish to meet. Whenever there is trouble-and several sketches prove it-you
will Lind Bohn 'up to his neck.'"
MANCHESTER CHRONICLE, Nov. 1:

"A comedian if there ever was one,"

American Representative:

London

HARRY NATHANO.
New York City.

R. K. O. Bldg.,

Representative:

WADE ROSS,
140 A Shaftesbury Ave., London, W. C. Z.

Duffy Revue Breaks Record

former "Our Gang" star, and his dad.
This place is grossing $5,000 weekly.
Business at Balinese Room in Hotel
Somerset, swanky spot, is far above ordinary, and Manager Glenn Sherrard is

to the Entertainment Industry
Mayfair Building

701 7th Ave.

New York City

DENVER, Dec. 24.-Attendance records
for the Automobile Show here last week

were broken by All America, a revue
presented by Kathryn Duffy, of Oklahoma City. The full -hour show features Reggie Roth, Sheri Mann, Gayle
being patted on back for success. Jack Robins, Dale Taylor, Angel and Estes,
Marshard's Ork.
the European Flashes, Jue Fong, a line
Split week on New Year's, closing at of girls and other acts. The revue just
midnight Saturday and opening again completed a successful engagement at
midnight Sunday, has caused grief for the St. Francis Hotel, San Francisco.
many of night club operators.

A. B. Marcus in India
BOMBAY, India, Nov. 19.-The A. B.
Marcus show, Broadway Follies, opened

Excelsior Theater here Tuesday
CINCINNATI, Dec. 24.-Swank Beverly at the
is reported doing capacity business.
Hills Country Club, Newport, Ky., just and
The
lavish
revue, in 35 scenes, boasts
across the Ohio River from here, swung of such talent
as Nirska, Senorita
into its final week of the season last Alvarez, Ruth Durrell,
McAtee,
night with a new floor show that com- Sharon de Vries, the HintonBen
Sisters, Bob
prises the Three Swifts, Gil Lamb, Dorn White, the Belfords, the Clymas
Brothers and Mary, Eunice Healey, Jean many others. The show moves onand
to
Longelle and Truly Juelson's 12 Ador- Calcutta for the Christmas and New
ables. On the music end for the closing Year's holiday period.
week is Buddy Fisher's Ork, which concluded a fortnight's stand at Beverly two
Clubs' Headaches

It's the quickest return a
band has ever had at that spot. When
Beverly closes its doors New Year's morning Pete Schmidt, club owner, and his
associates will transfer their activities
to Miami, Fla., for the winter. Glenn
Schmidt, spot's manager, will not make
the trip south. Beverly is slated to reweeks ago.

sume operation early in March.

WHEELING, W. Va., Dec. 24.-The Em-

ENTERTAINMENT MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION
OF NEW YORK

Cleveland, Ohlo.

tremendous business.
The Old -Fashioned Cafe has Leaniy,

Wheeling Club Expands

enason't ilireetino

Write-Wire-Call

457 Hippodrome Bldg.,

Season's Greetings to All

Beverly Hills in Final Week
TOolibap 14$ reeting5 to 211 f

CAN USE ACTS-Singles and Teams-for
NIGHT CLUBS AND THEATRES.

BOSTON, Dec. 26.-Will Mastin Trio,
featuring Little Sammy, appears now at

the Trocadero, a new hot spot doing

MART and

JOE MALL AMUSEMENT OFFICES

Canton

CANTON, 0., Dec. 24.-Amendment of

the city liquor law to prohibit dancing
in places which dispense liquor is being
considered.
If dancing is permitted further regulations must be provided. Among those
suggested is compulsory installation of
air-conditioning, presence of a uniformed police officer and an unconditional ban on persons under 16 years
of age.

bassy, which has operated as a cocktail Wisconsin County Tough
lounge, has added a ballroom and dining
BEAVER DAM, Wis., Dec. 24.-Effecroom and will operate as a dine -and - tive
since December 10, all niteries in
dance spot.
Dodge County are now required to close
Hal Seabright and his orchestra will at 1 a.m. Those selling intoxicating
play for dancing. Two Marinos, instru- drinks must remain closed until 8 a.m.,
mental duo, will continue in the lounge. while those selling beer and wine may
reopen at 6 a.m.
Seating capacity will be 300.
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RULSON, D

H A AND BARO

ORIGINAL COMEDY SENSATION
WALTZ . . . TANGO . . . ADAGIO

EDDIE COLLIS
Master of Ceremonies

"ENGLAND'S REVENGE FOR THE BOSTON TEA PARTY"

SHIRLEY HERMAN
Singing and Dancing Comedienne

The Mrs. Schlepperman of the Jack Benny Program

RUTH COBURN

Routines and Costume Creations by

"Poetess of Song"

WRIGHTMAN
and WADE

STEVE DEY

One of the Fastest Whirlwind Tap and Ballet
Dancers in the Profession

PRODUCERS

LARRY
MADDI
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Stage Manager

CHARLES C. RANDOLPH

Liquor Board Edict
Hurts Detroit Clubs
DL.LEOIT, Dec. 24.-New Year's Eve

business in local night spots was hard
hit this week by an apparently final ruling of the Liquor Control Commission
stopping sale of hard liquors-outside
of wines-after 2 a.m.
Local night spots are anticipating a
drop in business of as much as 50 per
cent as a result. Reservations are not
noticeably fewer, but the actual spend-

ing will probably be much less.
Harry Russell, local agent, made a
public proposal this week to extend the

closing hour to 4 a.m. for the entire
year, stating that this would mean more
money for night spot operators, per-

formers, musicians and everyone connected with the business.

PAUL WINIK
"a classic in taps"

Concluded

Just

Penthouse

(Bradford

Hotel), Boston.
ACCLAIMED BY PRESS:
.

.

silk -smooth nite club tapster
tiNleoofNste
artistic.macsKN

Boston

-GEORGE
Daily Record.

".

.

has a dash of class

.

GEORGE

Boston

HOLLAND,

Season's Greetings From

STANLEY W. WATHON
Europe's Best and Biggest Circus Agent
EXCLUSIVELY BOOKING
TOWER CIRCUS, BLACKPOOL
HIPPODROME, GREAT YARMOUTH
BELLE VUE CIRCUS, MANCHESTER
KELVIN HALL CIRCUS, GLASGOW
AGRICULTURAL HALL CIRCUS, LONDON
WAVERLEY CARNIVAL, EDINBURGH
STADIUM CIRCUS, LIVERPOOL

ALSO BOOKING VAUDEVILLE and REVUE IN ENGLAND
and

WINTERGARTEN THEATRE, BERLIN, and LEADING

Boston's Big Party
BOSTON,

CIRCUSES IN GERMANY.

Dec. 26.-Biggest individual

New Year's party given here will find
Allan J. Wilson, president of A. Towle
Co., hiring Copley -Plaza Ballroom for
New Year's Eve and playing host to his
300 employees and wives. Wilson has
hired an orchestra and floor show. He
was for years owner and manager of

.

STANLEY W. WATHON

Evening

American.

".

.

.

.

clubs, hotels .
The Billboard.

.

.

."-SIDNEY I. PAINE,

Address: The Billboard, New York.

ADVERTISE IN THE BILLBOARD YOU'LL BE SATISFIED WITH
RESULTS

Cable

BRAVISSIMO, LONDON

CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-Edward Jaffee;

press agent, who came in from New
York

Now Fashionable FLAMINGO ROOM,
Boston, Following BLUE ROOM (Westminster Hotel/, Boston.

33 QUEENSBOROUGH TERRACE, LONDON, W. 2.

How He Dit It

lad has ability, is ,showmanly .

smart routines aided by lithe body, plus
tap -ballet work
.
okeh for night

BIG ATTRACTIONS ALWAYS REQUIRED
Address All Letters Regarding Bookings to:

Windsor Fair, Windsor, Conn., and later
head of Suffolk Downs.

.

13th Year
14th Year
10th Year
9th Year
15th Year
25th Year
3rd Year

to

publicize

Dr.

"Think -a -

Drink" Hoffman at the StaterLake
Theater, tells of the p. a. who was
working for a New York nitery and
was told to get the spot's name into
Winchell's column or else.
So he wrote the following for the
columnist's "Sounds in the Night"
department: "Overheard at
Club: 'If you don't get our name in

Winchell's column next week you're

fired.' "

MARVIA

GEORGE

KING and KING
Versatile Dance Duo

NOW

ORLEANS,
APPEARING HAWAIIAN BLUE ROOM-ROOSEVELT HOTEL NEWLOUISIANA.
With Buddy Rogers and His Orchestra.
Thanks to Seymour Weiss and Mel Washburn.

42
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Season's

Chicago, III.

Ly CAR

Thanks, Friends! Greetings From

Qree tings

Emseeing Second Solid Year at 606 Club, Chicago

Merry Xmas From.

RADIO CITY

BETTY & LAWRENCE COOK
Now in Our 48th Consecutive Week

RU)6

ENNETT

MUSIC HALL

Personal Management Will Weber
5th Month

20th Month

JESSIAsItOSELL11

0+

* "The Gentle Art of
Manhandling a Woman"

MARY JANE BROWN

COLLETTE

Mimicry in Tap

My 26th Week

ROSS TWINS

PRINCESS ALOHA

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
New York

Exotic Simoan Danseuse

*
PATRICIA PERRY

TRIPOLI TRIO
Ending Our Second Year

New Orleans Night
Spots Expect SRO

*
* Booked by SAMMY CLARK, 203 N. Wabash, Chicago

NEW ORLEANS, Dec. 24.-Complete
sellout of all hotels and regular lodging
spots for the Sugar Bowl week, climax-

++.

re'

81 East 125th Street,

Allyn and Hodge.

Buddy Rogers opened Tuesday in the
Hawaiian Blue Room of the Roosevelt
with a troupe of 17. Manager Lou Lem
ler has added two acts and has retained

Now Playing Return Engagement OETJEN'S Brooklyn
EMPLOYING A UNIQUE TECHNIQUE IN

Jeanne Blanche, dancer, and Anthony,

Floor show includes Morgan and Shelleday, vocalists; Tommy Martin, magician;

Song Stylist and Mistress of Ceremonies

troupe of 10 jitterbuggers for 10th week.

EMSEEING.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR
NEW, BRIGHT, ORIGINAL COMEDY

Al Kavelin and his Cascading Chords.

the Tulane Room of the Jung Hotel with

BELLE REGAS

BULLETIN No. 20

Monologues, 7 Acts for Two Males, 7
Ventriloquist Act., Female Act, Trio, Quartet and Dance Specialty, Tab and Burlesque,
16 Minstrel First -Parts, Overtures and Finale. 4S Monobits,
Blackouts, Review
Scenes, Dance Band Stunts. Hundreds of
.Tokes and Gags. Remember, McNALLY'S
BULLETIN No. 20 is only one dollar; or
will send you Bulletins Nos. 10, 11, 12, 15,
10, 17, 19 and 20 for $4.50, with money -

ing on New Year's Monday with the
TCU-Carnegie Tech game, insures local
night spots a full week to 10 days of
SRO.
Thursday marked the reopening of

Season's Greetings to All

McNALLY'S

15

Acts for Male and Female, IS Parodies,

back Guarantee.

WM. McNALLY

New York

WANTED
HILLBILLY and COWBOY ACTS
(Must Be Professional)

SELLING SONGS WITH SUPERSALESMANSHIP.

Continetale, Miami, Opens

Good Luck to The Billboard in its campaign in behalf
of live talent.
5.

MIAMI, Fla., Dec. 24.-Torn Cassara's
Club Continentale, 23d street's No. 1
spot, opened Saturday. Featured are the
bands of Alex Batkin and Jose Tomasio.

Also NOVELTY ACTS Fitting In With
Barn Atmosphere.

Write or Contact MEYER HOROWITZ,
Village Barn Night Club,
52 West 8th St..
NEW YORK.

The show offering's include Marc Ballero,

singer, host and emsee; Suzanne and

Christinne. dancers; the D'Ivons, dance
team, and Alice Dawn, warbler.
Cassara has one of the best, if not the
best, p. a. here in Frank Powell. Powell's
first move was to arrange a "Golf Night"
for the winner and daily low scorers of
the Miami Open Golf Championship.
Future bookings for the Continentale
are Lillian Carmen, a holdover here last
year, and Joe Lewis, ditto.

Proving It's Real
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Answering
the question of who is going to play
Santa to professional Santa Clauses,
management of the Hotel McAlpin for
the fourth consecutive year will play

host with a Christmas dinner to all

I

and sundry gentlemen who come attired in the traditional get-up.
After all, they can do their act a
little more effectively if they believe
in it themselves.

FOR PRESIDENT'S BALL
Printed on 8 -Ply Cardboard,

size 14x22, 5043.50; 100$4.50 (imprinted).
BOWER SHOW PRINT

FOWLER,IND.

STROBLITE
Luminous Colors That Glow in the Dark.

Used on Costumes, Sceneries, Night -Club Decorations.

Sensational Effects for Acts, Shows, Orchestras, Etc.

STROBLITE CO., Dept. Bit,

WIGS

IS

W. 52 St., New York

BEARDS
MAKE - UP

FREE CATALOG

F. W. MACK f3VIZIZ". etc:
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AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME TO INDEPENDENT
MANACIEMENTS AND THEATRES AND CLUBS OUTSIDE OF NEW YORK
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COMPLETE PRODUCTION GIRLS COSTUMES* SCENERY

aituivearAofia4 idea,

MEETING MODERN ECONOM ICAND AUDIENCE DEMANDS
All of the, gorgeous and expensive trappings of Broadway
revues heretofore night clubs and popular -priced theatres.

Whatever the size of your stage or floor, whether you use
50 girls or 10, whether you have your cwn chorus or want an
organized troupe, you can now enjoy the record -breaking
business of personally staged and equipped Allen Gilbert
Productions

ONE PRICE INCLUDES THE SERVICES OF ALLEN GILBERT AS PRODUCER, COMPLETE WARDROBE OF SMARTEST COSTUMES, ATTRACTIVE NEW SCENERY AND PROPS, ORCHESTRATIONS AND ALL OF
THE COSTLY INCIDENTALS PERTAINING TO ELABORATE PARISIAN NEW YORK PRESENTATIONS.

New Ideas. Costumes Imported From Paris.

Scintillating Orchestral ArOriginal Music.
rangements. Spectacular Mechanical Effects
and Unusual Lighting.

LUXURIOUS
GLAMOROUS

MONEY -GETTING

GIRL SHOWS

J
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(Communications to New York Office)

CARROLL and Inez Gamble will be the
New York:
added attractions at the Rialto New
DORIS WESTON, at the opening week Year's week. . . . ARTHUR CLAMAGE
of December 18 marking the return of plans to open his Gayety, Detroit,
stock to Werba's, Brooklyn, shared fea- December 30.

ture honors with Peggy Reynolds.

And

Doris only last fall was but a showgirl
at the Eltinge.
IZZY HIRST and
Oscar Markovich stopped off in Cleveland last week on the way to Toledo
and visited burly houses. Hirst, on his
return to Philly, started battling with
a cold.
. FRANCES ROBERTS and
Neal Lang are playing at New Miami
.

.

BEVERLY and BERT

.

.

RutleSitte Review

CARR

Palace, Buffalo

HIRST CIRCUIT

(Reviewed Tuesday Evening, Dec. 20)

Inn. Toledo. . . . BETTY ROWLAND and
Letitia, featured here this week as the
Gus Schilling have returned from a long "Girl
in a Goldfish Bowl," presents quite
stay on the Coast and were immediately a unique
to local burly fans.
booked, Betty opening at the Eltinge Completelyspectacle
covered with a luminous
December 23 and Gus at the Star, paint, and holding
a prolonged pose to
Brooklyn, the same day. . . . MANICKA, almost statuesque perfection,
she is a

dancer, held over for a second week at sight to behold behind the posteriorly
the Republic, is considering offers for lighted screen which closely resembles night clubs.
the moving water of a fishbowl. Her
are sans clothes, yet surMURRAY (LOONEY) LEWIS is broad- appearances
above the class of the ordinary
casting his double talk chatter on the prisingly
Fred Allen program over WEAF. . . . stripper.
For one hour and a half per performKENNETH ROGERS, producer, built his ance
Palace has offered a bang-up
first stock show at Werba's, Brooklyn, show the
all this week, and to better -than with a patriotic theme for the grand fair crowds.
Particularly pleasing are
finale and an assemblage of bits in con- the skits. Some
of the acts are so well
tinuity arrangement.
.
NADINE executed that even the old Jokes are
MARSH and Tom Bundy replaced Mil- made to sound good.
dred Clark, June Taylor and Paul Ryan
.

Greetings

JACK
MONTGOMER

.

at the Republic December 23. . . . EVELYN MYERS, Ann- Valentine and Julie
Bryan are new Gaiety principals, relieving Sally Keith, Helen Colby and Toby

NUMBER PRODUCER

REPUBLIC THEATER
New York City

A well -selected personnel includes Jack

(Tiny) Fuller and Jack Romig, comedians; Eddie Haywood, straight man;
Renee, exotic dancer and strip; Dolores
Dawn, exotic dancer and strip; Jack
McKay. . . THELMA CARLTON, former Coyle, straight and manager of the
ace burlesker, later in niteries, is now troupe; Melamie LeBeau, strip; Jack
associated with the Benson booking of- Love, singer. A 13 -girl line, now in
fice, and Jack Lee, former ork leader, is about its fourth week, booked indeconducting his own booking office under pendently of the rest of the show (Unit
the name of the Silver Rhythm Service. No. 5 of the Midwestern Burlesque CirBEVERLY CARR, back from producing cuit), consists of well -trained girls in
.

HEADING HER OWN SHOW

on the

reeting5

GINGER
BRITTON

costumery.
new Hirst circuit shows at various towns attractive
no newcomer to Buffalo, is Just
on the wheel, is busy laying out routines asFuller,
funny as on previous visits. He works
for another summer in Atlantic City.... with
Coyle as his straight man, and the
ELTINGE substituted Julie Bryant and two make
a splendid team.

IZZY HIRST CIRCUIT
Direction-JOHN R. ENSLEY

Jean Caton for Jeryl Dean and Betty
Rowland December

'44-4444 4147 41 -Pt
14°

ifplibap OrtetingS

ELEANOR
DALE

DAVE

AY N E

Now Operator of the

NEW BACK STAGE CLUB
Adjoining the Hudson Theatre,
Union City, N. J.

GREETINGS

BERT MARKS
Still With the Minskys
Comede-ing at the
Gaiety, Broadway, N. Y. City,
in Stock, Indefinitely.

Direction-DAVE COHN

Holiday Greetings
To All Our Friends

1J00:>"
MAXIEAFURMAN
ALMA MAIBEN

Touring the Hirst Circuit.

Romig is the other extreme in phyLOUISE sique.
Never wearing clothes that are
less than twice his size, he's a good
clown for any man's show. Haywood

dancer on December 23, has a sister, All start out with a convincing air of
Louise Clayton, now at the Esquire Club, seriousness and then break out into a
Philly.
. DIANE ROWLAND will make
of risque humor.
her first appearance on stage since her rash
The strip artists are all talented in
European visit to sister Roselle as extra their
line and have no difficulty in
attraction at the Howard, Boston. . . arousing
boisterousness from the boys.
FAY TUNIS, former burly wheel feature,
Capacity of the Palace is 800. Four
is now in the bootery business in Wil- performances
a day. Prices from 25
mington, Del. Up to a few months ago
35 to 40 cents. There is a midnight
she was a hotel manager in Atlantic to
performance Saturdays.
City.

GYPSY ROSE LEE, for the aid of
Spain at a benefit in Mecca Temple
December 11, did her strip tease specialty and took part in a sketch wherein

0)

Direction-DAVE COHN

Season's Greetings

BILLY
11011111)
Producer

.

year.

Jack Russell in S. F.

Circuit, belives in weekly femme extra SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 24.-Jack Rusattractions. Week of January 6 they will
have Evelyn Nesbit Thaw. Jean Mode sell, head of the Jack Russell tab comhad the honors a fortnight before. Sup- pany which for years regaled the old
porting the latter in the cast were Kenny Wigwam Theater audience, is back to
Brenna, Ray Parsons, Leon DeVoe, head the burlesque troupe at the Capitol
Marion LaMarr, Petite Carroll, Robert Follies. Held over are Peggy Hill and
Quigley and Bernhardt and Mortimer. Crystal Ames.
Week following the principals were
Manny King, Vic Plant, Dick Midgley,
Mervin Harmon, Joan Dare, Dolly Dawson, Vilma Joszy and Jackson and Jackson.

.

.

. CONNIE

FANSLAU replaced

Virginia Jones in stock at the Columbia,
Boston, last week.
. YOURS FOR a
more prosperous and healthier 1939, the
.

.

year for a return to flesh talent every-

where.

UNO.

NEW YORK CITY

running about 20 per cent under last

.

the Roxy, Cleveland, on the Midwest

Eltinge & Gaiety Theaters

Business has been fair this year, says
owner Dewey Michaels, with receipts

Crowds have been coming in to
the tune of 9,000 to 10,000 per week.
Louis
Isenberg is manager of the
she played the part of a boss of a Hollywood booking office and smoked a cigar. theater and Frank Bryan producer of
1 Said she would remain east and reside the show.
H. J. Warner.
in New Jersey.
. LARRY NATHAN,
manager, and George Young, operator of
H

(Former Burlesk Road Show Manager)

.

.

...
r...........
fm

.

.

LLIFtLITIV
from

.

works with him as straight.
Indianapolis. . . . ESTA ALJA and Teddy usually
Skit subjects embody many scenes,
Underwood left here with Jack Kane for including
a radio program mix-up beOtit Atlanta December 20. . . . PAT CALLAcooking recipe and physical
HAN, who rejoined the front line at the tween
broadcasts, barroom, cafe, family
Republic to be a Jack Montgomery exercise
circle, marksmanship and street episodes.

Sophisticated Songs and Strips.
En Route HIRST CIRCUIT.

Jbolibap 'P.: reetingl

23.

ROGERS, of the Gaiety cast, was Reva
Shafer of former burly days. Her first
strip was for Jack'Kane at the Colonial,

Greetings

AMY

Foxe

Touring the Hirst Circuit

Greetings

JOYCE BREAZELLE
Versatile Dancer
SPECIAL ATTRACTION AT ALL FOLLIES AND BURLESK HOUSES.

Chicago:

MARY SUNDE will work the Drake
and Portage theaters here New Year's
Eve before opening a week's stay at the
Howard, Boston, January 2 for the Midwest circuit.

.

.

. CHUCK WILSON, who

has been in the County Hospital since
midsummer following an auto accident,
is out and well again.
GAYETY,
Milwaukee, reopens December 30, and
Bobbie Pegrim will handle the production numbers. . . . BORDINE AND
.

Holiday Greetings
from

NADINIE MARSH
RAY 1.11PPINCOTT
and

Touring the HIRST CIRCUIT
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Circuits Hate Double Features,
Love Name Bands, Sorrow for

Greetings

Unemployed Pit Musicians ----But
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-The meeting
January 9 between the American Federation of Musicians and the representatives of the theater circuits and film
producers over the AFM's demand that

CAROL DRAKE

easy as the radio industry when it comes

Burlesk's Newest Sophisticated
Strip Tease Sensation
Now Touring the HIRST Circuit

to compelling the industry to increase
employment.
Sidelight: Leo B. Spitz (RKO) revealed

that wherever "they tried overtures" the

pit musicians be returned to work is experiments were disastrous. Nate
being watched by the entire vaude Blumberg (Universal Pictures and formerly with RKO Theaters) said name
industry.
bands have proved the "best drawing
Few believe that the AFM will be able cards."
to compel the major circuits to bring
back "the good old days" for pit musicians, despite the AFM's threat that it
may pull out film -studio musicians,
The AFM told the circuits at the October conference 8,000 to 10,000 musicians

lost their jobs in legit and vaude houses

MANAGEMENT

DONA DAVIS

Chi Vaude Houses'
Price War --Maybe

before sound was adopted, and that at
CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-Today's reopenone time 21,000 union musicians were ing of the State -Lake by Balaban & Katz
earning $48,000,000 to $50,000,000 a year. Corp. may mark the beginning of a price
This dropped to .a low of $4,000,000 a war between this combo house and the
year and is now up to $8,000,000 a year. round -the -corner Oriental, recently acPresident Joe Weber of the AFM asked quired by Jones, Linick & Schaefer.

the circuits to agree to impose a B&K announces a low -price admission
"nominal charge" on each reel of film policy which will have only two figures
exhibited-not to exceed $35 to $40 a in effect: 25 cents matinees and 40 cents
week even in the de luxers-this money evenings, including Saturdays and holito be used by the AFM "for the employ- days. While the Oriental, too, opens

ment of musicians." Weber told the with a two-bit low, it switches to 35

circuits that from $18,000,000 to $25,000,- cents at 1 p.m. and closes at 40 cents
000 a year is needed to care for unem- on week nights only. There's a 15 -cent

tilt Saturday and holiday evenings.
ployed pit musicians.
Considering the neighborhood type of
The circuit officials revealed that film crowds
these houses draw, the difference
producers own 2,300 out of 17,000 in

in price tags is expected to react at
this country, altho only 1,200 to 1,500 the
box offices. While JL&S may meet
are owned outright.
B&K's trimmed -price policy, it is asNicholas Schenck (MGM) revealed sumed' in theaterdom that the former
that in Washington Loew is making chain will reduce prices even further to
money with the Palace (straight films) meet the stiff competition of the more
and losing with the Capitol (vaude- advantageously located Oriental.
films). Austin Keough (Paramount)
Judging from its initial bill, B&K does
told why the circuit's Metropolitan, not
much profit at the start.
Boston, will not resume vaude. He said Stageexpect
show Which opened this afternoon
the house made "very little money" with has Helen
and Dick Foran, of
stage shows but is "making money in the movies,Morgan
as headliners, and Dick and
double features."
Ray and Trent, the Skating
The circuit -film company officials, also Leota Nash,
and Dr. "Think -a -Drink" Hoffrevealed that they would like to drop Marvels
for support. The Oriental got into
double features but dare not due to man
the swim yesterday with another Major
competition. Insisting they are sorry Bowes unit.
for the unemployment of pit musicians,
they pointed out that it wouldn't do the
AFM any good to offer a lower film Burly Returns to Atlanta
studio rate in return for theater employment, as they anticipate film proCINCINNATI, Dec. 24.-Hy Mintz,
duction and theater operation will be Harry Gross and Lee Cannon left here

LEWIS

Sends Best Wishes
To His Many Friends
in Burlesque

to EvettiboNi
ExtenN quetivt9s
CIRCUIT

THE HIRST
NOW TOURING

I

VICKIE (BABE)

DAVIS
VERSATILE

Singing - Dancing - Talking
MILT4

Direction

SCH USTER-W EST

DAVE COHN-EAST

reeting5

DORIS WESTON

Palace, Akron, Bookings

The Glamour Girl of 1939

AKRON, Dec. 24.-Henry Sommers,
manager of the Palace here, announced

Featured in the Stock Shows Alternating
Between Werba's, Brooklyn, and Triboro,
New York City, Indefinitely.

almost constant stage -show bookings for
the next several weeks.

Will Osborne's Orchestra, Lola Lane

and others are with the current unit,

THANKS TO PHIL ROSENBERG

perman, Major Bowes' Third Anniversary

Newark Ledger: "Hollywood's Gift to the

with Count Berni Vici and and Schlep-

unit, Henry Busse Orchestra and Ted
Lewis and Co. set to play in the order

Stage."

listed, Sommers said. It's the only stage
in town.

BEST WISHES FOR 1939

BOSTON, Dec. 26.-Louis Krasnow has

re tngs

ORLANDO
TENOR

MILLION DOLLAR PIER
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
Indefinitely, This Winter

Many Thanks and
Holiday Greetings
To

*

reettng5

Shows at National, Boston

iliDY

New York City.

DANCE

TALK

STRIP

late Wednesday for Atlanta, where they
will launch a burly policy at the Atlanta
Theater, beginning tomorrow. Mintz, of
Cleveland, is dough guy in the venture:
Gross will handle publicity and advercall a film studio strike in order to tising, and Cannon will serve as house
manager. House will operate on a two force the circuits into line.
In any event the AFM certainly is a -day basis, with nine principals and
not finding the film -theater industry as six line girls. Bobby Vail, comic, also
made the trip south Wednesday to join
the troupe.

"LOONEY" '

Palace Theater Bldg.,

RIANNE

divorced soon-under pressure from the
government. In other words, it appears
as tho the divorcement of theaters and
films, when and if it comes, will cheat
the AFM of its trump card, the threat to

MURRAY

45

All My Friends

virtually convertdd the National Theater, 4,000 -seater, into a vaude house by
staging innumerable amateur stunts and

PEGGY REYNOLDS

From a dead theater Krasnow has
built the National for his boss, E. M.
Loew, into one of the livest spots in
town. Grosses are double those of a

With the Stock Shows Alternating Between
WERBA'S, Brooklyn, and TRIBORO, New York City, Indefinitely.

Must Be Low Type

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

"special nights."

DETROIT, Dec. 24.-What's show
business coming to! Notice in the
outer office of Harry Russell, manager of Empire Theatrical Booking
Service, reads:

"Wanted at once.

HANK HENRY

THANKS TO PHIL ROSENBERG

year ago.

lesk Comedians."

CHAS."RED"-

MARSHALL LENARD-MURRAY

Low -type Bur-

No census on the response has been
taken.

"GRETCHEN"
HIRST CIRCUIT

EN ROUTE

46
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Greetings to Everyone

DIANE
JOHNSON

II
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N. Y. Contract
Is Expected To
Hypo the BAA
NEW YORK Dec. 24.-The new basic

No Trust
BROOKLYN, Dec. 24.-Subway Theater requires that persons entering

in search of "friends, relatives etc.,"
post a deposit equivalent to the price
of admission. If the depositor fails
to report for the deposit in five minutes the money is forfeited.

Barger Plans
Big Unit Show

agreement which the Brother Artists'
Association and operators are scheduled
to sign will not only stabilize working
conditions in the seven modified Follies
theaters here but will be the strongest CHICAGO, Dec. 24.- N. S. Barger,
The Blonde Bombshell
hypo the BAA has had in a year and local operator of the Rialto Theater, is
FEATURED ON THE HIRST CIRCUIT will close a long-standing feud between planning to take out a large one-night
the union and Izzy Hirst, with the BAA show next season titled Night in Cairo.
appearing the victor.
Ned Alvord is scheduled to be associated
3olibap reetitto to Cberpbobp
Major scale stipulations raise chorus in the venture both in the production
minimums from $22.50 a week to $24, and promotion ends. Current plan is to
retain the $40 minimum for principals use between 60 and 100 people and a
and the 1/14th rate for extra and mid- name band and to play the revue under
night shows. First curtain has been set prominent auspices.
DANCE NUMBER PRODUCER
for 1 o'clock; manimum number of perBarger was in New York this week
NOW PRODUCING SHOWS AT THE MILLION DOLLAR PIER
formances per week, 28, and maximum and it is understood that he dickered
MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA
rehearsal time, 10 hours a week. carry- for Paul Whiteman's services and looked
over from last contract is two-week over the act situation for talent.
After a Real Pleasant Engagement at the
minimum employment run, two-hour
REPUBLIC THEATER, NEW YORK CITY
layoff after the 5 o'clock curtain and
For the Same Operators

ALLEN

A U D 12 EY

a day off every two weeks for the chorus.

Still to be worked out is problem of

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

JULIE BRYAN
;S441
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5,
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SEASON'S GREETINGS
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS AND EMPLOYEES

REPUBLIC FRENCH FOLLIES
NEW YORK CITY

14P; reetin0

JUNE ST.CLAIR1

additional performances during holiday
seasons. Operators suggested cutting in
on the two-hour daily respites, but city
censor John F. X. Masterson is not inclined to agree with the managers whom
he represents.
In return for this bolster, which gives

union has promised to police the theater's show thru its members, promising
suspension for violators and a check-up
on character of productions. Performers will be expected to report to their
union management any demands which
would violate the principle of the reformed entertainment.
Incidentally,
importance of position of Masterson as
virtual city dictator and representative
of the theaters has caused some of the
trade to question the necessity of any

in Chi Hits

CHICAGO,

Dec.

24.-Local

Federal

Theater vaude is down to a new low,

using only one unit of 17 people. Project
had eight shows at one time playing this

area, but due to the limited number of

most of the vaude people have been
herded in and have been put into the
Christmas show, which employed over
100 people.

A plan is afoot to use Chicago's 72

federal vaude performers in a tvto-a-day
revue idea which may materialize early
next year. An earlier attempt to bring

back two -a -day vaude thru the WPA

failed because of lack of available relief
talent.

union now.
Outlawing of nude stripping and wheel and his unit are among those scheduled
circuits will block Izzy Hirst's shows in for personal appearance with the New
New York. Since there are a few thea- Year reopening. Major Bowes' unit folters which have previous commitments, lows.

censor will allow these bookings to be
played. Within a month, however, he
expects to have out-of-town shows completely eliminated in his domain. New
contract will run for a year.

fnagon'g best to all nip frienb5

Roxy, Salt Lake City,
Back to Line, Acts

Takes another step toward making 1939 the
year for live talent.

We send our holiday greetings to our many friends in the theater.
While we would like to thank you individually, we take this means
of conveying our thanks for your holiday expressions.

cipals go.

Abe Minsky - Max Rudnick - Harold Minsky - I. H. Herk

Vaude

Low; Plan 2 -a -Day Show

the bills played the same "circuit"
the BAA a closed shop here and a acts
chance to re-establish its treasury, the dates over and over again. As a result

SALT LAKE CITY, Dec. 24. - Roxy
Theater ended its three weeks of musical
tabloids December 10, when for the pre Christmas period the house ran pictures
four days only, with vaudeville the
other three days. After Christmas Managers George Allen and Andy Floor will

42d STREET ELTINGE and GAIETY THEATERS, N. Y. CITY

FIT

keep the line of girls but let the prinMaxine Fields will continue
to direct the line and Solly Fields will
direct a show which will feature vaude
acts and the chorus.

The new policy will also feature names

tberptub ere

SAMUEL BRISKMAN
CONTINENTAL THEATRE

Broadway & 52d St.,

NEW YORK CITY

Opens latter part of January, 1939, with a new
policy featuring outstanding stage presentations.

WANTED CHORUS GIRLS
FOR STOCK

Good Dancers - Salary $22.50
Write or Wire

LOU APPELBY

passing thru. Tom Keene, picture star,

CASINO THEATRE. - TORONTO, CAN.

Theater's Solo Vaud Drive

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

GREETINGS

front

EVA COLLINS
Costumer to the Profession

447 BROADWAY

PHONE, CA-nal 6-9782

NEW YORK CITY

SEASON'S GREETINGS

STAR THEATRE

Brooklyn's Original Home of BURLI-GIRLIE Shows at Fulton, Jay & Smith Sts.

Phone, TR-iangle 5-3550
BE A BOOSTER FOR

MILTON SCHUSTER
Greetings of the Season to All

GREENFIELD, Mass., Dec. 24.-Vic-

toria Theater here, managed by Louis
Rozenzweig, is not only doing its bit

to bring back some of the glory of
vaudeville by playing it on its stage
six days a week, but has also undertaken to make every line of business
conscious of the importance of vaude
in the local house.
The back page of the house's program leaflet is devoted to a message

to the town in general, and stresses
a side of the argument for the return
of flesh which is very often passed
over lightly.
"Food for thought!" says the notice,

"vaudeville supplies work for many
people-stagehands, musicians, artists,
railroads, hotels, restaurants, express -

men, taxis, stores and shops-all
benefit by vaudeville artists playing
in Greenfield. This should be of particular interest to our merchants as
well as all employees.
etc. . . ."

Of SCHWARTZ & SIMON,
Jewelers to the Profession,
New York City.

72 Bowery,

SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM

HARRY KAPLAN & JOE BRAUN
And Their

PALACE BAR & GRILL

Popular Meeting Place for All Stage Folk.
148 W. 45th St., ME -3-6885.
N. Y. City.

p'-ENITIERTAIN-1
BE THE LIFE OF THE PARTY
Recite. Hot-Naughty-Nice
-Hite Club Songs. A book of 10 Swell selections complete with words and music, $1.00.
Special Offer -4 books (total of 40 different
songs) complete for $3.50. Order today.

Sing-Play or

DAVIS MUSIC SERVICE,
1587 Broadway, New York.

Patronize,

This is a particularly good argument, not especially new, but still
good enough to stress.

Lou SIMON

ADVERTISE IN THE BILLBOARD YOU'LL BE SATISFIED WITH
RESULTS
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Conducted by JERRY FRANKEN-Communications to 1564 Broadway, New York City

RADIO TALENT LOOKS AHEAD
Special Events
Broadcasts Led
All '38 Records

Cuffo Scripts

Union Developments Augur Well

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Tom Fizdale
office, which recently started sending

For Talent; "Info" Tops in '38

NEW, YORK, Dec. 24.-As pointed out

radio gossip scripts to stations on the
cuff, now has over 125 stations using
the weekly talk. Scripts run 13 minutes, allowing time for opening and
closing announcements. A number
of stations have the show sold com-

White of Columbia Broadcasting System,
special events during 1938 emerged, even
more so than in 1937, as one of the most

author.
Believed to be the only press agent
doing this in radio. NBC started a

elsewhere in this department by Paul

important factors in radio broadcasting. With important and sensational

news breaks hitting the air in rapid

mercial.

Fizdale is ,billed

as the

somewhat similar service, but after
Fizdale's was under way.

succession, everyone, including the gen-

eral listening audience, statesmen and
newspapers, were made more than ever
aware of ,the importance of radio as a
news dispensing agency.
New York, owing to the terrific cornpetion existing among stations, was kept

WLS Revamps Press,

Promotion Depts.
CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-General shake-up

on its toes perhaps more than any other and reshuffling has hit the publicity

radio area, with the result that radio and promotional departments at WLS
gained wide acceptance

as a social here, with five or six people getting the
necessity in the broader sense.
go sign for the first of the year. Makes

Most important special events covered
are listed below, selections being based
primarily on originality of coverage, and
secondarily upon the importance of the
event from a news standpoint.
(1) Czech -German crisis. Broadcasts
were originated from the different
trouble centers and commercial schedules were juggled in order to permit late

the second upheaval in this section within a year.
Don Kelley, former WLS sports editor,
heads promotion now. He has brought

man, literary critic, really wants to
get going in radio, all he has to do is
say so. As emcee of Info Please, Fadiman was largely responsible for the
show's success, sharing this responsi- .
bility with John Kieran, Franklin P.
Adams and other members of the program's "expert board." Oscar Levant was
certainly increase. During 1938 network also given a healthy boost by the proNEW YORK, Dec. 24.-The possibili-

ties of 1939 for radio talent make the
year look highly inviting to performers
on the ether. The possibilities, mainly,
are twofold. Most important is that,
for those now engaged in the field and
members of the American Federation of
Radio Performers, salaries will altnost

sustaining salaries did increase, and gram and is establishing himself, along
since AFRA will soon start its campaign with Kieran and Adams, as a wit.
of organization in the independent field,
Information Please, however, has an-

some new rate schedule is likely. In
many cases actors now working on sustainers for nothing will be paid.
The commercial field will, possibly,
soon be the scene of a crisis. AFRA has
presented its demands to advertising
agencies, and before the year is over
major developments may take place. The
agencies, after months of futile negotiations, now indicate strong objection to
AFRA's demands and that the counter
scale they offer may be so far out of
line-in AFRA's eyes-as to lead to a
strike is more than a mere remote possibility. But, strike or no, commercial
scales will go higher than their present

other element of importance in that it,
with one other program, confounded
almost the entire industry by going commercial. The other program was Orson
Welles' dramatic series on CBS. Neither

was figured as having sponsor attraction, both were felt too highbrow. Both
have sponsors. Info Please, on its
first 13 week contract expiring soon,
gets $2,500, with an increase at each
option pick-up. Welles is getting $5,000
for himself and his troupe.
The Welles show, of course, was forcibly propelled-in fact almost ejectedby its Martian broadcast. Ignoring the
angles of -the repercussions which followed this broadcast, the most signifi-

in Don Finlayson, of KFAB, Lincoln,
Neb., to succeed John Gillis, Kelley's
assistant. Margaret Joslyn, formerly of
the Howard Mayer publicity firm, takes
over the publicity job, succeeding Mary standards.
and interesting point about the
Moulton. Others getting the skids are
bulletins. Best job done by CBS.
The second possible development is cant
whole thing was that the broadcast
(2) New England hurricane. As in scattered office workers.
that transcription use may be curtailed was
on the air at the same time as
the case of radio coverage of floods a
because of new AFM scales, raising their the Chase
& Sanborn program, which
couple of years ago, stations came thru
production costs.
still
has
radio's biggest audience. This
very well in covering all major points of
in
itself
constituted
a lesson to every
Offer Lou Nova
Talent in '38
disaster.
branch of the industry, proving radio's
(3) Pan-American Conference. Radio
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Russell Pierce,
Radio's big new name for 1938 is power, scope and breathtaking audience
coverage originated on the spot, with publicity
director of Cecil, Warwick & Information, Please, the' reverse on the size.
National Broadcasting Co. taking the Legler and
business manager of Lou quiz' idea, as conceived by Don GolenAs to the Chase & Sanborn show, it
orchids.
heavyweight battler who recently paul and produced
appears
that time is taking its toll
(4) Howard Hughes flight and Corri- Nova,
Tommy Farr, is casting about for Blue, giving that network a much - already. To
be sure, the program is still
gan flight. Radio kept track of the beat
advertising
and
radio
contracts
for
his
Info
Please,
furthermore,
hypo.,
way up in the ratings, in audience size,
Hughes flight during the entire globe - fighter. Nova is understood to be a good needed
helped
launch
one
radio
career
which
radio's No. 1
circling. WOR did excellent broadcasts talker and is reputedly one of the best - is as assured as the carefree wants to but Charlie McCarthy,
talent find of 1937, is losing his grip,
from the plane. WABC led in Corrigan looking gents in the fighting business.
make it-meaning that if Clifton Fadi- ever so highly perhaps, but losing it
coverage, interviewing flyer in Ireland.
(5)

nevertheless.

Seabiscuit-War Admiral race. Tre-

mendous publicity build-up the nags

Bowes Fools 'Em

got placed this event among the leaders.

(6) Dewey -Smith Anti -Nazi Symposium. Arranged by WMUA, this pro-

gram cracked front page publicity thruout the country.
(7) Hines and other trial brOadcasts.
Stations, unable to plant mikes in
courts, inaugurated newspaper methods
-using legmen, etc.
(8) John Ward suicide leap. Deserves

mention as one of the most unusual
broadcasts.

Fire Destroys XEPN
Following Gun Fight
HOUSTON, Tex., Dec. 24.-Station
XEPN, across border from Eagle Pass,

the scene during the past fortnight of
armed conflict between alleged rival
managements, climaxed by the forced
seizure of the transmitter by one of
persons involved, was destroyed by fire
of unknown origin last week -end. Plant
was valued at $250,000 and was one of
the most powerful stations in Mexico.
W. E. Branch, who locked himself in

the station's power plant with three
police guards of the Mexican force, left
the plant a few days before the blaze
and was in Eagle Pass at the time, along
with H. M. Bres, who recently filed suit

in a Mexican district court in an at-

tempt to oust Branch for "forced" entrance to transmitter. Neither could account for the origin of the fire.

Barber Resigns WLW Post
CINCINNATI,

Dec.

24.- James

D.

Shouse, vice-president of Crosley Corp.,
announced Tuesday that the resignation

Confuting the skeptics, Major Edward

1939 the Zleat tcri five Vent

MORE MONEY FOR
TALENT
THE employment of talent by radio carries with it as strange a contrast
as the show business has ever seen. Like the picture industry, radio
pays its names handsomely. Radio's stars, most of them also film stars,
are accustomed to pay checks ranging from $2,000 up per broadcast. That's
one side. The other takes in the countless number of radio performers
who work for nothing. With the exception of phony amateur vaudeville
shows, vaude never got that bad. Vaude may have paid coffee and cake

money, but radio, in an enormous number of cases, fails to pay even
that. "Go on sustaining," stations said; "build yourself a name and then
get paid by a sponsor." It's a bait that has worked many times and is
still getting them to bite.
Radio's increased use of live talent in 1939, which now looks as tho
it is inevitable, has another tangent. Many radio acts, now working for
nothing, will go on the pay roll. Radio stations get nothing else free,
not even their "free" license to broadcast, which they must pay for in
equipment, studios and other requirements. There is no need for their
getting talent free. It is ironical that a station not using live talent, but
resorting to transcriptions, pays for these transcriptions, yet will not pay
for the acts producing these discs.
During 1938 radio increased its budget for live music. This expenditure will increase during 1939, since independent stations have yet to
sign agreements with the musicians' union.
Television's slow but steady progress continues to hold out promise
for the performer. This promise, and the impending developments in
radio, will do much to make radio talent remember 1939 as the year for
live talent.

of Walter (Red) Barber as sports announcer for Stations WLW-WSAI, effective January 1, had been accepted.
Barber has accepted a post with the
sports department of General Mills,
Minneapolis. For the past several months
Barber and Nixson Denton, sports editor

of The Cincinnati Times -Star, have cooperated on a sports program over WLW
six days a week.

"Vi,/

7,64*/

Bowes and his Thursday amateur hour
on CBS for Chrysler autos has kept on
piling up results. As 1938 opened the
seers were seeing the end for this program, which, at its inception, had taken
the country by storm. The storm has

abated, but a pleasant hurricane is its
successor, and the ratings still carry
the Bowes show in the first four or
five. Rudy Vallee, likewise, is still in
the first four or five, altho no predictions of collapse were made for this
program. However, the entertainment

standards of the program have fallen off.
Bing Crosby's Thursday night show on
NBC, on the other hand, is and has been
building steadily. Today it's accepted
as one of radio's smartest shows, due to
efforts of Crosby and Bob
aided immeasurably by the
show's writer, Carroll Carroll. Crosby

the joint
Burns,

program also has made Ken Carpenter
one of the field's top announcers-and
actors.

Fred Allen held on to his strong

position, and helped it too, with his
nifty Wednesday night spot. Trade is
of the opinion that were Allen broadcasting on a Sunday his would be radio's
largest audience. Jack Benny has kept
his Sunday NBC spot another stronghold, altho not hitting as consistently
as heretofore, but still drawing tremendous audiences and really doing
a job on sponsor identification. Phil
Baker faded for his Gulf oil sponsor,
but returns next month for Dole pineapple juice. Burns and Allen likewise
kept their pace, but what the effects of
Burns' unfortunate mix, -up in the
Chapeareau smuggling case may be, if
any, can't be told yet.
W. C. Fields faded. With Charlie
McCarthy, Fields had been one of the
'37-'38 joys, but when he went on his

own for Lucky Strike cigarettes he
found himself unable to match his
previous record and quit of his own
volition.
MGM's Good News started as a weakie,

but two veteran troupers, Fannie Brice
(See RADIO TALENT on page 50)
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set-up and whether he will be the
new chief. .
Spencer Bentley is
turning a cold shoulder to radio act.

By JERRY LESSER

.

ing. Left this week for New York

and some legit tryouts.

my many friends, and to the many Peter Donald's The Listener's Club has
more that I would like to number been sold over WTAM, Cleveland, to
among my friends, may I extend the Shinola. It's a half-hour variety show
sincere wish that the Christmas season once a week.
. Fred Barron has been
and the coming year be one of health, trying to grow a mustache for the past
happiness and prosperity.
If this two weeks for a part in a picture. The
seems like a short column, please blame other morning he overslept and in his
TO

.

.

.

for which, thanks.

.
. .
Geographically,
the cast of NBC's Pepper Young's Family
is predominantly western. Curtis Arnall

is a native of Omaha: Jimmy Krieger
comes from San Francisco; Marion Barney was born in Davenport, Ia.; Jack
Roseleigh first saw the light of day in
Austin, Tex.; Johnny Kane hails from
Springfield, Ill., and Jean Sothern from
Pittsburgh. Producer Ed Wolfe was born
in Washington. The only native New

the role of Paula, a meanie, on the
"Myrt and Marge" show. . . . Luis
Van Rooten leaves the cast of
"John's Other Wife." He was the
second John. Who is number three?

.

.

.

aettisehs

CcVtU

.

And so we lock
target of the Coughlinites. Miller
up bound volume No. 1938 - and a chief
saying a station had no obligation to air
Happy New Year to youse all.

20th, and is on his honeymoon.. . .
Jimmy Tranter starts a new role on

itoin Qil atoutt

Jones" this week, and
Robert Dryden, NBC actor, is spend"Lorenzo

WTKRC, Cincinnati, pulled a neat gim-

ing his Christmas vacation fishing
off Long Island Sound. Nice weather
for it. . . Jeanette McGrady leaves
this Saturday for Butte, Mont., to
spend Christmas with her parents,
and then goes to Los Angeles to work
for Robert Major in a test for Warners. Elaine Kent is now on CBS's

.

already has had as guests Lois Wilson,
Andrews Sisters and Harriet Hilliard....
Virginia Rives Rowe, commentator on

new shoiv, "County Seat."

Women Make News program over WRTD,

Va., edited a Christmas shopHERE'S an interesting note: F. Donald Richmond,
ping column in The Richmond Times -

that they include Boola-Boola and The

Horton, newly appointed sales manager of WEEI, BosKingsley

This is the last item
for the week, so again to you all, and
Lost Chord.

.

.

.

In future columns, various unpleasant

girl friend Mary Christmas
(thanks, Senator Ford), Merry Christmas!

years, and previous to that was engaged in spot selling for WFBL,

By

Syracuse. . . . KDYL (Salt Lake City)
notes: George Provol, production
manager, and By Woodbury, musical
director, working on a new half-hour
program. . . . Rash of KDYL marriages, including Cozette Neilson,

PAUL ACKERMAN

vocalist, and Charles Perry, saxophonist and arranger, and Jack
Alkire, press operator, and Thelma
Tuttle, non pro.

CE. LaGRAVE, now with the sales
pushing buttons on a switchboard? (2)
department of WNAX, Yankton,
Does it wax or does it wane, in direct S. D., was formerly regional sales manproportion to the agency's client -stealing ager for Look mag, with headquarters
proclivities? (3) Is it true, as Percy in Buffalo, N. Y.
. Frank Jaffee,
Hammond suggested about certain actors, KRNT-KSO commentator, doing a new
that no matter what you do for dames series, Magazine Digest. . . NBC anon Madison avenue they will always bite nouncer Claire Shadwell joins WSAI,
Cincinnati, January 1. Comes from
you back?
Lastly, has George Gallup and his In- NBC's WRC and WMAL, Washington....
stitute of Public Opinion anything to John Boykin, engineer at WPTF, Raleigh,
suggest, other than a swift kick, by way N. C., and Miss Janie Tomlinson, non of remedying these alleged samples of pro, honeymooning in Washington.
.

ettic.50 Q Ai+
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Larry Roller, educational director

at WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, recently'
trekked to Mansfield, 0., assisting
school faculty in arranging mike

set-ups for new public-address system. . . . Ken Allyn new addition to
announcing staff of WRTD, Richmond, Va. . . Three hundred needy
kids in Cincinnati gathered at
WSAI's studio last week to listen to
a special holiday broadcast featuring Charley Wayne, singer, and Ray
Shannon, staff comic. . . . H. Roy
Marks, member of sales staff of
WEEI, Boston, back after an illness
of several months.
.

By HAROLD HUMPHREY

is the word for that shindig herself another role on the Woman in
COLOSSAL
thrown at Drake Hotel Monday for White scripter.
Niles Trammell by Midwest NBC affiliLouis Ruppel, ex -m. e. at The
Sixty managers and owners
ates.
Times and newly appointed publicity
trekked in from as far as Texas to pay
chief for CBS, New York, is the same
tribute to the new NBC vice-prexy, who
guy who had a standing rule at The
departs January 1 for his New York job
Times prohibiting p a.'s from enterwith a 'platinum watch and a eulogizing
ing the city room-they had to wait
CBS anplaque for remembrance.
. Ruthrauf j & Ryan
in the hall!
nouncer Tom Builta took a plane to
are discussing plans for a new show
Florida' to visit the folks over Christmas.
for
the
La
Fendrich
cigar people.
Comedian Billy House did a beneOrk man Anson Weeks is havfit appearance at Hull House on Thursing his new song published by
Jess Pugh, of the Scatter good
day.
Chappell and titled it "We'll Get a
Baines show, got word this week that he
Deal for
.
Bang Out of Life."
was a grandfather thru the courtesy of
Andrew Karzas to bring Russ Morhis son, a doctor in Rochester, Minn.
gan to one of his ballrooms fell thru
.. Orrin Tucker will take his ork to
-too much coin. . . . Sid Strotz, NBC
the Mark Hopkins Hotel, San Francisco,
program director, flew to New York,
after finishing his Palmer House stay.
evidently to get word on the new
Virginia (Ma Perkins) Payne got
.

.

.

agency species, and the cause celebre
of this week's issue, is the hatchetfaced female receptionist known to one
and all. This variety has all the charm
of a Hammacher & Schlemmer ratchet feminity?
screw driver, and once she gets her
clamp on some poor guy trying to sell
Rather than extend Christmas greetart work or peddle an idea, the gent goes ings to the industry in general, this
right back to the WPA. Whereas, if given column considers it a more fitting
a proper break, aforementioned gent procedure-even tho it smacks of mere
might have produced radio programs.
wish -fulfillment --to wish fervently that
Might, too, have gotten nice, low all aforementioned annoyances come
Crossleys, just like the vice-president's down with mumps just as the chimes
nephew. who made the jump to show are ringing in the New Year.

.

F.

ton, was associated with Radio Sales
Division of Columbia Broadcasting
System in New York for the past two

to my

CHRISTMAS usually being considered business via Princeton, 420 Lexington
a joyous period, in which chiselers avenue and Standard Rate and Data.
with hearts ordinarily as tough as buckshot become kind of limp and soggy,
Development of the queen complex in
it is readily understandable how come the $18 -a -week receptionist is worthy of
all these thank -you columns, gifts, greet- study by any agency's research departing cards, etc. Your columnist, how- ment. Questions at issue are: (1)
ever, considers this Joyeuse Noel as a Whether the complex 16 engendered by

varieties listed under the Advertising
Agency Genus will be dealt with. Lowest

made by speakers on their stations.
Court decisions have placed responsibility for such statements directly upon
the stations.
Stating the right of a broadcaster to
determine what is in the public interest,
Miller held that denial of station facilities may be merely an act of "good

Post Bran Goes Wax
As Chains Stay Firm

Coster (Musica) appeared at each
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Holding firm to
for one of sheet's leading adof the rehearsals of the McKesson Music Dispatch
vertisers. . . . Ovelton Maxey, WRTD their credo that laxative advertising is
Book of the Air, and wouldn't allow any manager,
on a week -end trek to Norfolk, not for networks, CBS and NBC refused
song on the program that he couldn't Va.
to accept a script show Benton & Bowles
whistle. On one program he insisted

a9encies

particularly apropos time in which to
point out the indisputable fact that
there still are bums in the business.
These bums will continue to function,
Santa Claus or no.

a program playing up religious bigotry,
also mentioned that broadcasters were
responsible for any libelous statements

mick lately when Al Bland, pilot
ciety for Giving Things Back to the
Indians. . . Ruth Lyons' Woman's Hour
over WKRC, started a few weeks ago, stewardship."
of the Dawn' Patrol, inaugurated a So-

.

position. At a recent rehearsal of For

WMCA, New York. WMCA has been the

baseball announcer. .

. . . Gil Ralston, of NBC's transcription department, was rne,rried on the

.

.

Monday as a production man. . . . line between free speech and abuse of
Chuck Logan, of the WBBM publicity free speech.
section, spent a couple of days in St. NAB president's statement coincides
Louis gathering material with Charlie with
views expressed in this issue of The
Grimm for a campaign next spring for Billboard
by Donald Flamm, head of
Grimm's second year with that outlet as

Histories" Friday.

Cherie was born within prison walls
and is active in her father's welfare
work. . . . Lucille Fenton is playing

Sothern have all appeared in pictures on
the Coast, and Miss Wragge, at the age
of three, appeared with Marion Davies
in a picture. By the way, Jean Sothern
has turned out three scripts which
Richard Bennett will use as an audition
for a new commercial..., Thyra Sampter
Winslow appeared as herself on the Jane
Arden program last week.
Peg La
Centra, half-pint NBC blues singer, says
its a good thing she has a pleasant dis-

WASHINGTON,

.

"Criminal Case

Yorker in the cast is Betty Wragge. Roseleigh, Miss Barney, Arnall and Miss

Men Only, some of her pals took $50
in bills out of her purse and had it
changed into quarters and half dollars.
When she picked up her bag and started
to leave she thought it was a gold brick
or something. Another time, when she
took off her shoes for just a minute's
rest, someone hid them until after the
show.
Bill Cornell, the NBC fireman,
is a genial chap, despite the fact that he
has a tough job trying to keep actors
from smoking in the studios. The other
afternoon Bill was strolling down Broadway when he met an actor who recognized him. The actor unconsciously
dropped his cigaret and stamped on it.
It had become a habit with him. .

deserving of that new appointment

Dec. 24. - Neville
as sales manager. Ken Carpenter, former
president of the National Assos. m., will handle sales for the Blue net, Miller,
of Broadcasters, last week upheld
a berth created for him. . . . Federal ciation
the right of radio stations to demand adTheater will start dabbling in radio here vance copies of speeches likely to cause
hurry to shave he forgot he had the after the first of the year, a Midwest racial strife when broadcast over the air.
mustache and shaved it off. He will be radio bureau being formed now to While not mentioning names, Miller's
seen in the movie with false hirsute handle it. . . . Ethel Owen returned to statement follows agitation caused by
adornment.
her part in the Story of Mary Marlin the Father Coughlin-WMCA incident
after being written out for two months. and was undoubtedly precipitated by it.
.
.
. Russ Russell,
former WGN anCherie Lawes, daughter of Warden
in asserting right of a station to
nouncer, starts with KMOX, St. Louis, Miller
Lewis E. Lawes, took over her dad's
deny its facilities on occasion drew a
.

it on the fact that I am still an actor
and have had quite a busy week-

HARRY C. KOPF, NBC salesman, was

NAB Head Upholds
Stations' Demand
For Advance Copy

.

prepared for Post's 40 Per Cent Bran.
Commercial talks on the show were to
have stressed bran's purported aid as a
laxative, and the networks said no. They
were willing to take the business provided the sales angle was changed, but
Post's Bran knows what it does and apparently not even a network policy can
change that. Post's, apparently, looks
sundry facts of life right square in the
eye.
Networks have had a laxative ban, as
such, for some time, allowing only those
products which have other uses on their

schedules and banning all mention of
this function of the preparations.
Benton & Bowles is, as a result,
switching the Post's 40 Per Cent Bran
business to spot and transcriptions,
keeping the costs of the campaign down.

Thus ends the matter.

Three Webs To Gross
Around $71,643,000
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Estimated network grosses for 1938 for CBS, MBS and
NBC will total around $71,643,000, topping 1937 receipts by about $2,030,600.

This represents gains for NBC and Mutual, a loss for Columbia.
NBC for 1938 is calculated to total in
the neighborhood of $41,300,000, compared to $38,651,286 for 1937. Mutual is
gauged at closing its 1938 books with

or thereabouts against

$2,943,000

$2,-

Columbia will collect
about $27,400,000 this year. Last year
239,076 in 1937.

Columbia totaled $28,727,118.

Both Mutual and NBC grosses will be
record busters.

Kellogg Marches On
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Ronald Colman
has been signed for the Kellogg Variety
show by J. Walter Thompson. Previous-

NEW ORLEANS NOTES: Selwyn War- ly patted were Carole Lombard, Cary
ren, former sea radio operator, has Grant, Lawrence Tibbett and Robert Embeen added to engineering staff of mett Dolan's Orchestra.
Station WWL. . . . Vincent Callahan,

popular general manager of WWL, set
out for a vaction on the Mississippi
Gulf Coast last week when he heard an

Met Life Plans Air Show

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Metropolitan
announcement over his automobile radio Life Insurance Co. has decided to go on

"It has been the greatest season the air with an hour program provided
for football upsets and if General Man- favorable time can be found. Young &
ager Callahan doesn't turn his car Rubicam is the agency.
say,

around out there in the piney woods

and come back home, he'll soon be upset
too." Callahan turned around and came
back in time to sign a good commercial.
G. Schirmer, Inc., Louisiana unit,
has purchased series of flesh talent over
WWL, New Orleans, featuring Dorothy
Fields, soprano, and Ray McNamara,
.

.

.

studio organist.

Early Deadline
This special issue of The Billboard

went to

press

earlier than usual.

Radio deadline was Thursday in Cincinnati.
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but Info Please, mentioned before, Professor Quiz and Uncle Jim McWilliams

NBC, Biow Defendants
In Damage Litigation
NEW YORK, Dec. 24. - A hearing

scheduled for December 22 in suits

brought against NBC; the Biow Co., ad
agency; Milton Biow, its president, and

the Philip Morris cigaret firm, by Roy
Post, criminologist, was adjourned until
January 18 at plaintiff's request. Supreme Court litigation is on two counts,
an injunction suit and a damage suit.
Thru his attorneys, O'Brien, Driscoll
& Raftery, Post alleges that a Philip
Morris radio feature called The Perfect

/..,,. 5
y......----/

had a good year and still look strong.
Quizzes also served to make Kay Kyser
one of the biggies in the radio -dance
field. With not much of a New York
reputation a year ago, Kyser, on the
basis of his Musical Klass, sponsored by
Lucky Strike, is now at a major New
York hotel spot and a program leader.
Fred Waring came back after some
time away from radio and is now Bromo
Quinine's feature; Al Pearce shifted from
Ford to Grape Nuts, after turning down
an enormous salary from Lucky Strike;
Luckies' Hollywood Parade, using War-

ner Brothers talent, was a first grade

Crime was taken from properties he had flop; co-operative shows grew stronger
shown to NBC and Biow, and asks for an and continue to do so; Bob Hope
injunction on the use of the title.
emerged from the Hollywood Parade
Post, who had a series on NBC during thing stronger than ever, and is now
1938 for the Morris Plan Bank. called doing very well for Pepsodent; Amos 'n'
You, the Unseen Jury, also charges that Andy changed from Pepsodent after

the first program in the Morris series years and are now as potent as ever for
was a verbatim transcript of one of the Campbell's Soups; The O'Neills, The
stories he broadcast on NBC in his series. Goldbergs and Nancy James, among the
Post also says he used this story in a raft of daytime shows, stood out, with
wax series now on the air for Gruen the daytime serial situation staying in

Watches and also used it in a game the main in its own little groove -or
called The Jury Box. The Gruen series rut.
is called You Are the Jury.
Locally, in NeW York, WQXR and
Post demands an accounting and WNYC figured in the best station improvements. WQXR, in a unique posi$25,000 damages.

tion, has been steadily building an audience and a business record. WNYC improved under Morris Novik's management. WEVD, another unique station,
moved into a new studio set-up, contin-

RADIO TALENT

(Continued from page 47)
uing its important evening broadcasts
and Frank Morgan, lifted the show out and paying for them with hefty daytime
of its doldrums and have been largely business, largely foreign language.
responsible for its strong position today. WQXR's musical programs and WEVD's
Lux Radio Theater maintained its domi- cultural -educational features have con-

nant listening position and is leading trived to build steady and important
both stations. WNYC
does not take commercials.
audiences for

the field into a dramatic trend.

attai

tiou'll have

Quizzes Hold On

But radio, all in all, didn't do much,
tenacity. A lot came and a lot fell, to build new names for itself.
Quizzes

held

on

with

surprising certainly not as much as it should have,

a Acctoetoug Zleat

N. Y. Station Publicity Chart

g Rope f 0 tiope! ii liope I

Yearly Totals Show Most Stations
Off Against 1937 Totals . . . Upsets
Scored by WJZ, WQXR and WNYC
NEW YORK, Dec. 24. -Tabulations for publicity breaks obtained by New
York City stations during a 48 -week period of 1938, dating from December
26, 1937, to November 26, 1938, are given below. In several respects the tabu-

P ARC

lations are in the nature of upsets.
One upset is that, for the first time in years, WEAF is out of the second
spot, giving way to its sister NBC station, WJZ. WJZ's gain is probably
indicative of the push NBC is giving its Blue linkage.
The totals for all the stations show that, due to the departure of
various radio columns, the defunct New York American and The New York
Sun's Saturday column, the stations got 8,715 mentions less than last year.
WMCA, however, reversed the field and gained over its 1937 total by over
100 press .breaks. Outstanding is the remarkable showing made by the
municipal station, WNYC, which went under new management when Morris
Novik was appointed manager. Station gained more than 1,200 publicity
breaks over last year. This is even more amazing when it ih considered that
the station is off the air at sundown during the major part of the year,
staying on evenings only during the summer.
WQXR, the high fidelity outlet, did well, all things considered, gaining
in standing from 10th place for 1937 to eighth for '38. WHN holds sixth place,
but in keeping with most of the stations is down in the yearly totals. WOR,
likewise, held its fourth place, but also mustered less breaks. The No. 1
station, WABC, is down from last year's total by almost 3,000 breaks. This
gives an excellent idea of the decrease in radio space in New York City.
STATION

1938

Columns

5. WMCA
6. WHN
7. WNYC

8. WQXR
9. WNEW
10. WEVD
11. WINS
12. WBNX

FANCHON & MARCO

STATION
WABC
WEAF

WJZ
WOR

WMCA
WHN
WNEW

WINS
WNYC
WQXR
WEVD
WBNX

18

10,322
7,613
7,386
4,181
3,519
1,975
1,873
2,023
1,404
954
773
53

1937

1937

1937

Columns
'

1938

Total

12,906
9,501
9,114
5,464
4,756
2,435
2,343
2,331
1,734
1,097

2,584
1,894
1,728
1,283
1,237
460
470
308
330
143
280

1. WABC

2. WJZ
3. WEAF
4. WOR

Exclusive 7napta9emettt

1938

Best Bets

3,734
2,848
3,306
2,106
1,543
858
396
585
293
222
98
77

Best Bets
.

11,805
8,945
10,102
4,153
3,079
1,896
1,640
1,197
873
917
666
36

1,053
71

Total
15,539
11,793
13,408
6,259
4,622
2,754
2,036
1,782
1,171
1,139
764
113
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Wax Had Up and Down Year----AFM
Scale and Legislation Hurt, But Foods
Came to Rescue
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Consensus of
among leading transcription
companies is that the industry held its
own for the past year and possibly did
a trifle better than in 1937. Estimated
by World Broadcasting that national adopinion

by the American Federation of Musicians

in September put a crimp in e. t. business. World, for instance, for the first
six months of 1938, was 24 per cent
ahead of a comparable period last year.

But AFM scale, together with other facvertisers used $10,000,000 worth of radio tors already mentioned, leveled 1938 off

time both this year and last to broadcast to a figure equal to that of 1937. One
wax programs produced by World. Re- of the reasons, in fact, for World's Gold
mainder of the business is estimated as group network venture, was to compenusing about the same amount of radio sate advertisers for increased mechanical
expenditures by giving them selectivity
time.
Year had both an upward and down- in a package.
ward trend, opposing factors being seemOther wax companies have tried tack-

ingly about equal. Confusion in and
legislation against, the automobile cooperative dealers accounted for a decided slackening off of auto advertising.
Chevrolet is an example. Drug advertising, too, did not come up to expectations, and disk men are attributing this
in some measure to restrictions on radio
copy imposed by the Federal Trade Commission. Felt that the FTC, in this instance, has been more severe on radio
copy than on newspaper ads.
Offsetting this, however, industry experienced booms in rubber advertising,
tire companies such as Firestone and
Goodrich and United States Rubber taking sizable amounts of wax. Firestone's
Voice of the Farm, begun in April, is
now aired over 90 stations.
Disk advertising in foods has gone up
appreciably, and in the case of World
Broadcasting, foods constitute the firm's
largest single classification. Accounts
such as Procter & Gamble, Sunkist
Oranges, Kroger Grocery and Baking Co.
and Coca-Cola are among the leading
wax advertisers. Coca-Cola show, for
instance, is now on 115 stations with

in BLUE

ling the AFM problem in a different

manner, some of them going so far as to
substitute vocalists for instrumentalists

in dance music combinations-thereby
evading the AFM scale to a large degree.
Not possible yet to evaluate the results
of the AFM move, but added expense is
being felt all along the line.
Last factor on the positive side of the
ledger is the increase in rebroadcasting
Procter &
Gamble, General Mills and agencies such

network programs via wax.
as

Compton

and

S

O
N
S

Personal Direction

JIM PETERSON

Blackett-Sample-

Hummert are hypoing this end of the
business.

ALL VIA STATION

An important development in the wax

WOR

Brinckerhoff, who will pay $25,000 and
rebate a percentage to the NAB in order

Mutual Broadcasting Co.

event of trouble with the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers in December, 1940, at which time

SUBSCRIBE TO THE BILLBOARD
Be Ahead of the Crowd

field, judged from a broad viewpoint,
was the sale of the National Association
of Broadcasters' wax library to E. V.

to return to the trade org the money it
spent in developing the library. Idea
is to provide the broadcasters with taxfree music, thus bolstering them in the

broadcasters' contracts with the society
Singing Sam.
New scale for musicians put into effect expire.
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AMERICAN FEDERATION

Season's
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Greetings

RADIO ARTISTS
(An A.

F.

of L. Affiliate)

Representing more than 6000 actors, singers and
announcers in the radio industry, extends the
Season's Greetings to all
EDDIE CANTOR

*

President

NORMAN FIELD
Vice -President
JAMES WALLINGTON
Vice -President
EMILY HOLT

GEORGE
an

LAWRENCE TIBBETT
Vice -President
JASCHA HEIFETZ
Vice -President
LUCILLE WALL

dBURNS

GRACIE ALLEN

Recording Secretary
GEORGE HELLER

Executive Secretary

Associate Secretary and
Treasurer

Personal Management:

LESTER HAMMEL
National Headquarters, 2 West 45th St., New York City.

William Morris Agency

Telephone MURRAY HILL 2-1157
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CINCINNATI

DENVER

MONTREAL
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The Year in Washington; NAB
Reorg, FCC Held Spotlight;
Look to Congress for O.O.

Best Wiskeg
for a

71Zettv Xmas
and a

By EDGAR M. JONES

72ew (pat

24.-The new
Congress has not had sufficient time to
adjust itself to the legislative problems
of the new year, and insofar as radio is
concerned the matter still rests with the
developments at the Federal Communications Commission. Nevertheless, it is
safe to say that radio will be one of the
items to be considered early in the session, probably in questions directed at
individual members as to their thoughts
on this and that phase of the broadcastWASHINGTON,

MAXINE
SULLIVAN
Currently

COLONY CLUB
Chicago

Exclusive Management
COLUMBIA ARTISTS, Inc.

*

Dec.

ing problem.

The consensus of opinion seems to be
that a Congressional probe is on the way,

whether the Administration wants one
or not-but this will be governed by
other considerations-whether foreign
affairs or economic conditions will push
other less pressing matters to the side.
Several things seem certain, even at this
early date. One is the grilling of FCC
members by the House sub -committee
on appropriations when the budget for
the FCC comes up for consideration.
The FCC has asked for an increase in
funds in order to expand its field offices
and to promote its safety at sea program. Another is the known number of

will do this or that until certain forces
have gotten under way. So far Congress
has only indicated an interest in agriculture, armaments and 1940. Its interest
in radio can only be measured by the
statements of Senator Wallace, H. White
Jr. and the known interest of other

Senator Wheeler in a recent
speech before the Federal Communications Bar Association told the lawyers
that he would support any measure to
probe radio and its regulatory agency.
Other legislation respecting radio appears to remain in the background because those best qualified to speak on
radio only talk investigation. However,
members.

radio has had a hectic year. It has
had one full year of McNinch at the
FCC, it has had its purges in the regu-

latory body and the chaos in morale that
inevitably followed. Talk of super-

power quieted down to a whisper as
Wheeler spoke out against It, as the

FCC condemned it and the other classes
of stations berated it. The National Association of Broadcasters in a reorgan-

ized form emerged from its February

in Washington showing all
bills awaiting the convening of Congress. convention
signs of sickness and convalescence,
Another is the return to Congress of the
and even now is only showing possibilisome congressmen deeply Interested In ties
strength. An awakening of prothe radio problem. (One of these is Rep. gramofvalues
took place during 1938 and,
Joe Martin, of Massachusetts, who leads as problem after
with Mae West,
in the race for minority leader, and who Eugene O'Neill,problem
Rutherford,
during the last session lent his sympathy Father Coughlin, Judge
Welles and
Orson
to efforts of his fellow Bay Staters, Billy others paraded past the microphones
Connery and later Lawrence Connery, to broadcasters realized more than ever
push a radio probe. Martin also sup- that they were dealing with a vast social
ported Rules Chairman O'Connor in instrument, that their smallest actions
Rules meetings toward an inquiry vote. could create widespread praise or blame
Other members are Coonery and Wig- -sometimes both. So toward the close
glesworth, re-elected.)
of the year, with the NAB sponsoring a
No one in Washington with any capi- meeting in New York, the broadcasters
tal experience will say that the Congress moved forward with some constructive
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Leading Network Advertisers
1938
Tables below, arranged according to networks alphabetically, show
which advertisers will go down in the books as each chain's best 10 accounts
for 1938. CBS and Mutual figures are estimated, the 11 -month total being
added to the estimated December expenditures. NBC figures are for the 11
months ending November 30, 1938. Tables also show the expenditures for
each advertiser on the same network for 1937.

Procter & Gamble is still the biggest network spender (and altho the
figures aren't shown here, radio's biggest), but General Foods will finish a
very close second. P. & G. network total, between CBS and NBC, will wind
up the year around $5,900,000, with General Mills Foods around $5,300,000.
American Tobacco will have about half of the P. & G. total.

CBS Accounts

(Twelve Months - Estimated Total)
1-Lever Bros. Co
2-General Foods
3-Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
4-Procter & Gamble
5-American Tobacco
6-William Wrigley Jr.
7-Liggett & Myers Tobacco
8-Ford Motor Co.
9-Chrysler Sales Corp.
10-R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

1938

$2,788,036
2 720,021
1,779,848
1,311,328
1,283,126
1,240,155
1,118,325
1,052,895
1,003,612
1,000,184

1937
$2,182,123
432,751
1,880,870
1,562,480
1,241,054
1,806,541
1,649,309
911,051
790,315

VOestiloar*.
Otal
a
gold**3erSey
WOO
1250 KILOCYLES

MBS Accounts
(Twelve Months - Estimated Total)

1-Bayuk Cigars
2-Gordon Baking
3-Ionized Yeast
4-Gospel Broadcasting Association
5-General Mills
6-P. Lorillard
7-Lutheran Laymen's League
8-Vadsco ,Sales Corp.
9-Philip Morris
10-Journal of Living

1937

1938

$ 259,459
182,574
179,524
153,812
137,522
99,236
94,118
83,761
78,310
72,185

$

193,882

96.556
18,270
69,063

81,618

NBC Accounts
(Eleven Months of 1938)

1-Procter & Gamble
2-Standard Brands
3-General Foods
4-Sterling Products
5-American Home
6-Campbell's Soup
7-National Dairy
8-Miles Lab.
9-American Tobacco
10-General Mills

1938

$4,370,441
2,443,395
2,316,672
2,249,289
1,542,164
1,414,877
1,323,199
1,242,248
1,219,076
1,012,522

1937
94,458,525
2,508,139
2,332,193
2,169,836
1,403,496

NEW YORK

1,275,202
1,457,470
772,374

293,713

*taison'l
thoughts on their medium, the main and sheet music form so that radio men
one being that their standards of pro- can face 1940 with an assurance that

,41.reetincs

GLIDING ALONG

The Famous N. B. C. "Glider" Man
grams could stand improvement if the they can fight ASCAP for a better contract or at least as good a one as the one
Industry were to survive.
have already.
The fruits of their labors will not be they
In all probability the broadcasters
known until after July of next year, themselves
will attach more importance
when the NAB will hold its convention to the ASCAP
than they will to
in San Francisco. Then the members programs, althoproblem
one does need the other
will vote upon the work of the commit- Nevertheless, programs
Just Completed Two
are the only
ROXY THEATRE, New York City
tee. By that time another step by the things that attract an audience,
Successful Weeks
and
broadcasters should already be evalu- ASCAP, NAB, FCC or Congress can't
ALSO
ated in its true worth. Its investment change that.
in the NAB Bureau of Copyrights will
35TH
CONSECUTIVE
WEEK WEAF
Year 1939 indicates a better business
have been returned, presumably under
EVERY THURSDAY NITE, 11 TO 11:15
the contract effectuated between the year in general-therefore a better radio
NAB and E. V. Brinckerhoff, of New year. It also ushers in a year promising
Exclusive Management: EDWARD RILEY
York. Brinckerhoff, if his plans meet co-operation between the Radio Manu1560 Broadway, N. Y. C.
his expectations, will have produced 300 facturers' Association and the NAB to
hours of tax-free music in both recorded really sell radio to America.

BOB HOWARD
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1:1*s'eason's

Program for the Blind Strong

quetiays howl

With Human Interest; Not Gooey
"Sightless School of the
Air"

ARN EY

Palace was the Palace, etc. It may have

been corn, but it had a terrific

kick,

bringing in sound effect interpolations

Reviewed Sunday, 4:15-4:30 p.m., of Pat Rooney's dancing and a Van and
talks. Sus- Schenck number and so on.
CST. Style-Educational
taining over KWOS (Jefferson City,
Walker spoke about his WMCA program, visiting hospitals and other inMo.).

It won't take you long to realize that
here is a 15 -minute radio program that
isn't just another radio program. It
presents people who know what they're

stitutions for the lame and halt.

He

closed the show on as strong a human
interest wallop as can be conceived, especially the store of a music store owner

talking about, and their talks are not who gave a piano to a German girl
to leave her country by the Nazis.
only educational but tremendously in- forced
Walker was aided by a well -written
teresting, too.
script
and
his delivery was simple and
0. E. Jones and his wife represent the
effective.

P

and his

affair on the days of vaude, when the

Central Missouri Association for the
Gurney sang several numbers in a
Blind. They try to educate blind people
in self -dependence and sighted people warm and full voice. Dick Rodgers spoke

about the various musicals he and his
partner have written, with Hart, home
ill, picked up on a remote for the show.
redcap interview was interesting
things, sympathetic and well -meant The
the quartet, singing spirituals, swell.
things, that tend to irritate and hurt and
Stevens' Orchestra and the chorus
the sensitive feelings of blind persons. Leith
thoroly proficient. Miss Christie did
"Don't push a blind person into his were
a
number
I Married an Angel.
chair at the table," said Jones, "but Programfrom
potentialities of a strong
place his hand on the table and let click, whenhas
production frailties, the
him seat himself." There were a half
dozen other examples which he gave of emsee thing and one or two other
points
are
cleared
up. Russel Crouse is
sighted persons unintentionally embar- slated to try his hand
on the
rassing blind persons by doing things December 25 show. as emsee
Franken.
for them, rather than aiding them to
do the same things for themselves. Blind
people usually develop other senses to
Bob Russell
the extreme, he pointed out. Thus
there have been great pianists, me7:30-8 p.m.
Reviewed Tuesday,
in how to educate blind people to self dependence. When caught, Jones was
explaining some of the many little

NEW ENGLANDERS
Direction:
CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York

MY MELODY TO YOU

chanics, machinists, lecturers among the Style-Singing. Sponsor-Consolidated
sightMss.
Edison. Agency-Maxon, Inc. Station

Tone of the program is one of en(Blue network).
couragement to the blind, an attempt -WJZ
Russell, currently engaged as emsee
to show them that they need self -de- and
singer at the Hollywood Restaurant,

Season's qteetin9s

pendence by telling them of other blind guested as part of a special holiday propeople who have achieved independence gram for Consolidated. Sang two tunes,
and even greatness despite their handi- and in the last, David and Goliath, recaps. His greatest point to the blind vealed a well -controlled baritone with
is: Do the things that you can do,
power. Delivers well on ballads,
without help. Ask help only when you dramatic
too.
must have it.
Russell attempted a bit of comedy
Mr. and Mrs. Jones know what they're
the announcer, who quizzed him
talking about. They give every indica- with
of a night club ention of being well-read, intelligent, on the tribulations
thoroly independent folk. But both tertainer. This chatter, tho, was secondary
to
the
warbling
and not very
of them are totally blind. The quarter effective.
hour you'll spend listening to them is
Could very well take over a commertime well spent..
Ackerman.
A program like this offers an excellent cial radio singing turn.
opportunity to a radio advertiser seek-

ing an institutional and/or good -will

WALTER GROSS
PIANIST

.

.

.

CONDUCTOR

SATURDAY NIGHT SWING CLUB
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Dorothy Gordon
Obviously, there could be no
direct sales appeal, nor should there be.
5:45-6 p.m.
Reviewed
Tuesday,
But by paying for the program, with the Style-Children's
stories, songs, games.
proceeds to go to help the blind, it's
a certainty both good and good -will Sponsor -Wheatena Corp. Agency Rorabaugh & Gibson. Staton-WOR
would accrue.
Jackson.
(Mutual network).
Dorothy Gordon series for kids in"This Is New York",
cludes stories, games and songs, all done
Reviewed Sunday, 8-9 p.m. Style by Miss Gordon. Tuesday program was
based on the yarn of the shoemaker and
-Variety. Sustaining on WABC (CBS the
elves, with Miss Gordon stringing the
program.

network).

ISHING YOU A VERY
MERRY XMAS AND A

HAPPY
Affiliated with Loew's Theatres
and the Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer
Studios, 1540 Broadway, New

York City.

National Sales Representative:
EDWARD PETRY & Co., Inc.

EW

YEAR

Greetings from

GWEN WILLIAMS
Dramatic Songstress

tt
tt

Broadcasting Every Monday, 7-7:15 P. M., WHN

Also Nightly at QUEEN MARY, New York

MEENENINEEIZEMINgMELtifttgiNikLuaigNOCIAIII1MEtalICIENEOWtMEN

ggj

This Is New York is Columbia's replacement for the Orson Welles series
opposite the potent NBC Chase & Sanborn program. The show endeavors to
capture, in its dialog and thru its varied
guests, the big city atmosphere, and
tries, too, to give some idea as to the
city's many colors and sides. That's a
big order, and while the show, as caught,
only moderately succeeded in these particular aims, it did succeed in being
an entertaining hour variety show, with
several sock punches.
Certainly, for a sustaining show, CBS
is spending money. Thus, talent on this
show included Ed Gardner, producer and
comedy relief in the role of Archie;
Gilbert Seldes, emsee; James J. Walker,
former New York mayor; Sophie Tucker,
Leith Stevens' Orchestra, a chorus; Dan
Seymour, announcer; Audrey Christie,
vocalist; Rodgers and Hart, scriveners;
Rollo Roberts, a Grand Central redcap,
and a quartet of redcaps; John Gurney,
ivietropolitan baritone. That sounds more
like a J. Walter Thompson agency variety show than a sustainer.

story together thru straight narration
and character work. When script war-

ranted, she introduced a bit of singing.
Program is simple, and for kid audiences, probably very effective. From the
sponsor standpoint, too, it illustrates how
much can be done for what is probably
a very nominal sum.
Show has the backing of various edu-

cational groups and will probably do a

good job

replacing Dad and Junior.

former Wheatena program.

Ackerman.

Molly Picon
Reviewed Tuesday, 7:30-8 p.m. Style
-Music and drama. Sponsor-General

Station-WMCA (New York).
The Jewish theater's foremost comedienne, Molly Picon, resumed her series
over the Intercity network December
Foods.

6, retaining the title and general idea
of last year's programs. Show purports
to be a musical autobiography of its star,
called I Give You My Life, wherein inci-

dents from Miss Picon's career are
Seldes, as emsee, did not quite fit. How- dramatized with the slightly smug atever for some reason, timing was off and titude of one who has risen in the world

chuckles that should have materialized
didn't. Seldes has proved his ability in
other branches of radio, writing, commentary, etc., but emseeing isn't his
forte. The Archie role is one that can

and looks back indulgently on the less
rosy aspects of the ascent.
Program's appeal is mainly to those
followers of Miss Picon-and they are
reputedly legion-and to those inter-

develop into a well-known radio figure, a ested in radio entertainment with a
sort of Warren Hymer role excellently Jewish accent. Entire half-hour is
decidedly Semitic in flavor; Jewish
played by Gardner.
Two major punches came from Walker dialect and expressions are prominent,
and Miss Tucker. Miss Tucker did a song and nine -tenths of the songs and chants
from her show, Leave It To Me!, and are Hebraic in melody and wordage. Miss
followed it up with a musico-dramatized Picon delivers even a couple of coin-
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mercials for the product in her mother
tongue.
Dramatizations are more or less in the
nature of reminiscent talks between the
star and her family, winding up each Words
time with a song Molly did in such and
This is a peculiar situation. For no
such a production. Smug complacency reason at all I have a desire to do a
referred to above minimizes what dra- column but haven't a thing to say.
matic effect there might be in harking Probably it's the silly season, but let's
back to the do -you -remember -when -we - see what happens by adding up some
were -struggling days.
few million dollars on almost anything.
Highlight of the initialer for this .
Somebody ought to trim some
.
dialer was Miss Picon's People on Parade words out of the Benny Goodman show.
ditty, a good excuse for her to give out Can't see why lovely swing should be
with several of her superior dialect char- cluttered up with a script that tries to
acterizations. Abe Ellstein ably assists be light and funny but is neither. .
her in his conducting of the orchestra, After all these years CBS is finally going
and the supporting players do what's to do something about the horrible
expected of them adequately if not elevator service in its building. A rebrilliantly.
Richman.
ceptionist is going into the lobby on the
main floor so that a lot of gees won't
go roaming around the studio and busiIreene Wicket

Talking Shop

.

.

.

ness floors playing old hob with the

Reviewed Sunday, 11 :15-11 :45 a.m. indoor airplane service.
Incidentally,
Style-Musical dramatizations. Station CBS also breaks out with new studios

-Sustaining on WEAF (Red network) . soon, but not in the present building,
Judging

a kid show from an adult and don't get the idea from this that a

viewpoint, the Ireene Wicker series, ac- new building is going up, 'cause it isn't.
cording to the version of Cinderella last
Sunday, is top flight fare. Adaptation of From the usual good sources this one
Cinderella was musico-dramatic, the cast comes. An advertiser buying a news
singing and speaking their parts. Miss spot on a local station went shopping
Wicker sang the Cinderella role herself, for announcers. One was approached
and a chorus chanted portions of the and told the job was his with an if. The

if was that the news had to be colored
Job was delicately done and had ever so slightly, but colored, in favor
enough charm to hold adults at the mike. of a particular political group. AnMilton Rettenberg, who arranged the nouncer said no. .
Co-operative
music, deserves much credit. Score, in shows must have nice headaches for
keeping with the yarn and audience, was their producers every once in a while.
simple and packed with melody.
Bad enough when you get kicks from
Program series derives its material one sponsor, but how is it to get 10,
from fairy tales, mythology, grand opera, 20 or 40 beefs?
. Which has nothing
etc.
Ackerman.
to do with my opinion that Fred Allen
is the top comedian by far in or out
of radio. Which also reminds of the
"The Man From Cook's" story
about Loony Lewis on the Allen
Reviewed Sunday, 5:30-5:45 p.m. show December 21 and December 28. On
Style-Travel talks. Sponsor - Thos. the first date Lewis was to make strange
Cook & Son -Wagon- I its, Inc. Agency noises, imitation baby whimpers and
-Direct. Station-WJZ (NBC -Blue such. On the way to NBC in a taxi
for rehearsal Lewis practiced up on
network) .
of the noises and scared the taxi
Program, travel talk by Malcolm La- some
driver
of his wits. Cabby thought
Prade, is a hardy perennial. LaPrade is he hadout
a good talker and his material is inter- hatch. a fare fresh out of the nut
esting. This despite the fact that he introduced his program with comment to
Guess I'm getting old, but I can rethe effect that the world is not as much
out of joint as people seem to think. member Rudy Vallee on the air on
From the point of view of a travel WMCA at about 8 a.m. for Herbert's
yarn.

.

.

.

.

son and Sam Johnson, comedy team of

WNOX's Midday Merry -Go -Round, gives

And the holly blooms
Three months from the first of Oct.

.

lyn institution of learning, and active
in a lot of social work. And one of the
best football spielers there is.
Allen
Prescott has stuff on the ball for to
really go places
and, in case you
didn't think of it
. the Season's best.
.

.

.

.

Sing hey!
for the shrewd time -renter
Who picks our station this season;
For whether it's blubber
Or a hat made of rubber,

He'll SELL-or we'll know the reason!

.

.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn., Dec. 24. - Gimmick concocted by Charles (Monk) Han-

for Christmas this winter
And the station where sales are clocked.
Now the buying booms

.

jewelry store. Also Nelson Eddy, before
agency, this might be so.
Material touched upon certain wonders the build-up, singing on WOR for Hoff Whatever hapof the world, including Victoria Falls man's pop drinks. .
and Angkor. LaPrade told their geog- pened to the Mills Brothers? I like them
raphy, something of their history and and wish they were back on the air. .
other pertinent details. A digression into This guy Bill Slater, who does the Yale
natural history of different localities was football broadcasts, and who's brother
excellent stuff.
of WOR's Tom Slater, is really quite a
Commercials were dignified and in- fellow. He was graduated from West
cluded recommendations for different Point at 22, youngest in the academy's
Ackerman.
round -the -world trips.
history; is now head of Adelphi, Brook-

WNOX's Free Pics

Sing ho!

.

GEORGE
GIVOT
Greek Ambassador of Good Will
AUTHOR - WRITER
FOR

.

.

Professionals and Amateurs
FOR

.

radio listeners a chance to see themselves in motion pictures, along with cal shots are then dubbed with stock

studio scenes. When act is booked for movies of the WNOX studios, programs
outside engagements, cameraman is sent and talent, and are shown as a come-on

Radio - Stage - Clubs
Write GEORGE GIVOT, Tarzana, California

to take 16 mm. movies of town's com- for the act's personal appearance. Winmunity or scenic spots, schools, etc. Lo - dow cards are used to plug the pix angle.

1939 DATE BOOKS
NOW ON SALE
Arranged Especially for Your Needs

Dated From January 1, 1939, to
January 1, 1940.
The most convenient memorandum book for

Managers, Agents and Pe rformers in all
branches of the show world. Actual size
23/4x5 1/2 inches-just fits the vest pocket.

Contains complete calendars for years 19391940, U. S. and World Maps, 110 pages for
daily memorandums, space for recording
receipts and disbursements of money, census
figures, and much other valuable information.
PLENTY OF SPACE FOR BOOKINGS,
ROUTES AND SPECIAL NOTATIONS
For sale at all offices of The Billboard. Mailed

to any part of the world for 25c each.

Cash With Order

ALL MAIL ORDERS SHOULD BE SENT TO
CINCINNATI OFFICE

Name in gold letters
on covers, 15c extra
for each line.

The Billboard Publishing Co.
25 Opera Place, Cincinnati, 0.

Christmas Greetings

WEED AND COMPANY
FCC Subcommittee

Report Rebuked at
WLW Power Hearing

mine the
operation.

benefits

of

high-powered

As for alleged interference with clear channel WOR, Newark, N. J., Patrick
contended that the commission itself
created a problem in assigning powers

and frequencies to the two stations.

He also asserted that the power strength
WASHINGTON, Dec. 24. - Duke M. under the original grants placed the

Patrick, counsel for Station WLW, Cincinnati, Thursday argued for three hours
before the Federal Communications
Commission upon the subcommittee report which threatens to end the existence of WLW superpower. Patrick

Cincinnati station in a ratio of 100 to 1
in respect to the Bamberger outlet,
whereas today the difference has been
cut down to 10 to 1, because during the

the Cincinnati air giant was unnecessary, saying in his argument that improving skywave characteristics dictated
for further experimentation to deter-

in answering questions asked by members of the commission. In the memory
of spectators, no previous oral argument

period of experimental license at Cincinnati WOR has been jumped from 5,000
50,000 watts.
took issue with the committee's state- to Fully
half of Patrick's time was taken
ment that further experimentation with
(See FCC SUBCOMMITTEE on page 65)
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"We Interrupt This Program --Special Events"
THERE may have been many more
clever phrases on the air during the
year 1938, but undoubtedly the most

exciting was the one beginning with "We

13y PAUL M. MATE
(Director of Public Affairs, the Columbia Broadcasting System)

European capitals and the two-way transatlantic interviews.
The multiple pick-ups from Europe first
sprang into prominence during the Aus-

that in news broadcasting the speed of press a neighboring power. Or the march trian "Anschluss" in March, when we
At those words American listeners from comprehension must be kept abreast of may have been only a border maneuver broadcast from Vienna, Berlin, London,
Maine to California sat up and listened, the speed of communication. The im- executed as part of a regular military Paris and Washington in quick succession,
picking up opinions and news from each
abandoned whatever train of thought mediacy of radio for transmission of in- plan.
they might have been following, and formation can scarcely be improved upon. These considerations are as important capital. These pick-ups have, of course,
been developed and used extensively in
interrupt this program."

rushed close to their loudspeakers. For
those words, during 1938, were the prelude to many stirring events. They
heralded the tension of Hitler's entry into
Vienna in March. They brought the zoom

But with one crisis after another break- for the listener to know as was the bare
ing in Europe we have come to the con- announcement itself. So as radio has
clusion that mere speed of information
is not enough. Something more than the
Paul Melrose White, born in Pittsbare facts is necessary in the dissemina- burg, Kan., in 1902, has been director
of Howard Hughes' round -the -world tion of news which by its very nature
of Columbia Broadcasting System's
plane as it rolled down Floyd Bennett may seem unduly sensational if presented Public Affairs Department since March,
field in July. They brought the casual without background or analysis.
1934. During
voice of young Douglas Corrigan from
this time he has
News
Bulletins
Not
Enough
And
in
the
Dublin a few days later.
covered events
For
example,
suppose
we
interrupt
a
muggy, hurricane -ridden month of Sepranging from
musical
program
to
read
a
Press
Radio
tember they brought despair and panic
wars and coroand hope to millions as the world wavered bulletin such as this: "Graustark. 150,nations to hog 000 Graustarkian troops today are being
between peace and war.
calling contests.
mobilized
along
the
Transalpinian
border.
"We interrupt this program. . . ."
Immediately folThis
news
was
brought
to
you
from
the
To those of us who deal with news at
lowing graduaCBS those words are not so much a prel- Press Radio Bureau. Further details will
tion from high
be
found
in
your
newspaper."
The
radio
ude as a finale. A finale to feverish beschool White
hind -the -scene activities which may have listener, hearing that bulletin by itself,
started working
would
have
no
other
recourse
than
to
bebeen going on for days. When we hear
for local Kansas
lieve
Graustark
and
Transalpinia
were
at
them we know that all our transatlantic
papers, and durwar,
and
that
it
would
be
only
a
matter
telephoning, cabling, diplomatic wraning his studies
gling and clearing all facilities have not of hours before the rest of Europe beat the Univerbeen in vain. The story is figuratively came involved.
sity of Kansas he was employed on
But this may not be the real case at The Kansas City Journal Post. In
on the presses at last and in a few seconds will be shot out to loudspeakers in all. The Graustarkian troops may have addition to courses at Colorado Unibeen sent to the border of Transalpinia versity, White graduated from the
tens of thousands.
The year 1938 has brought a great many merely as a show of force to impress the Columbia University School of Journew developments to the field of public populace of Graustark, who were upset nalism with a B.S. degree in 1923,
and took an M.S. in 1924.
affairs. But none of them, to my mind, over internal differences. Or the moveSubsequent newspaper experience
has been so important as our realization ment may have been arranged to im-

TOM FIZDALE
INC.

AGENCIES AND ARTISTS

360 N. MICHIGAN AVE. TEL. CENTRAL 7571.

17 SOHO SQ., W. I.

regular feature of our European coverage.
More Speed

Technically 1938 was also conspicuous
for a greater speeding up and simplification of the facilities connected with spe-

cial events. We benefited from at least
three new devices designed to cut down
the time consumed on details. The most
striking of these was a new type of private
switchboard, developed at CBS, by which
I can now make seven or eight telephone

ning Bulletin, contributor of special

in a long box set in the wall beside my

articles to The New York Sunday

desk.

World, and six and one-half years on
United Press. White served in the

breaks is pick up my desk telephone and

U. P. New York office as sports editor,

cable editor, mail service editor and

staff correspondent.
In 1930 he became news editor of the
CBS publicity department, becoming
publicity director in 1932. In 1933 he
was appointed general manager of Co-

All I have to do when a news story

at once, in seven or eight departments

involved in special events work, a red bulb
flashes. I give my instructions; those

listening press a button and little electric

lights beneath each department's Jack
show whether I have been heard. This
invention also enables me to select two
or three departments out of the lot and

to them without
bringing the others to the phone un-

deliver instructions

necessarily.

"Plan Z" was another short-cut we

HOLLYWOOD -8532 SUNSET BLVD. TEL. WOODBURY 6-3101.

LONDON

formal, personal slant Murrow was giving

me on the situation abroad in our conversation would be of immense interest
to a national radio audience. From that
point on two-way interviews became a

come of age we have come more and more worked out.

NEW YORK---- 485 MADISON AVE. TEL. ELDORADO 5-5580.

CHICAGO

casting technique quite by accident one
morning when Ed Murrow and I were
talking back and forth between London
and New York. It struck me that the in-

calls to different departments in a single
operation. This switchboard is contained

was disbanded in 1934 was appointed
to his present post.

EXPLOITATION FOR ADVERTISING

The two-way transatlantic interview

was a product of the German -Czech crisis.
We realized its dramatic power as a broad-

included posts on The New York Eve-

lumbia news service, and when this

NATIONAL PUBLICITY AND

American news-brOadcasting. But altho
they have been far more difficult to arrange abroad, they have proved of great
value in providing a comprehensive view
of an international situation.

TEL. WHITEHALL 7010.

It is a detailed mimeoto follow each important news bulletin graphed scheme to be used in an emerwith a news analyst such as H. V. Kalten- gency when the network is off the air
born, or Bob Trout, or William Shirer, and it is necessary to get it functioning
or Edward Murrow, capable of filling in in a very short time. If a story breaks
background and presenting every pos- late at night a single night man on duty
sible angle of the situation involved.
at the publicity desk can put Plan Z into
operation merely by making a series of
New Techniques Developed

During the two European crises of 1938 telephone calls to key men in Special

we developed two techniques for news - Events, Master Control, Production, Stabroadcasting which were immeasurably tion Relations, the transmitter and other
useful for giving American listeners a departments. These key men, in turn,

wider background on events abroad. are trained to call other people. With
These were the multiple pick-ups from, this plan it is possible to get the entire

,
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_
network operating smoothly in less than viewed from Dublin for CBS, this member
assented, but said with some hesitation,
half an hour.
"That will be fine, Mr. Murrow-but do
News Broadcasting Studio
you have any idea what kind of questions
Ever since the two long European crises you want us to ask him?"
of 1938 we have been using a single studio
CBS had a good many news beats durfor all news -broadcasting. It is No.
9, on the 17th floor, next to my office. ing 1938. Our list includes the first proThis studio and a small adjacent room gram after Hughes took off on his round contain news tickers, several microphones the -world flight; the Hughes landing back
and a special new set-up device whereby at Floyd Bennett field; Corrigan's first

we are able to break in at any time on speech from Dublin; the first broadcast
whatever part of the network is on the from Korea at the time of the Russoair at the moment. During a crisis, when Japanese dispute; the first official word
we have to interrupt a great many net- of Czecho-Slovakia's attitude toward the
work programs with news bulletins or Berchtesgarden agreement; the first
talks, we route all Columbia programs broadcast from the famous Maginot Line;
thru this studio. Thus, with the mere the first official flash on the signing of
flick of a lever, we can tune out a net- the Munich pact.
work program and put Studio No. 9 Some of these beats were due to speed
of operation and the excellence of the
on the air in its place.
With these and many other devices we facilities at our disposal. Others were
had things rolling pretty fast in 1938. frankly due to plain luck.
Sometimes, in fact, we worked so fast in
Luck
New York that other parts of the world Our news -beat on the Hughes landdidn't know what we were talking about. ing at Floyd Bennett field, for example,
For example, when the Press Radio bul- was pretty much a matter of luck.
letin announced that Douglas Corrigan Hughes landed so far ahead of his schedhad landed in Dublin I immediately put ule that no one had any idea he was going
thru a call to Edward Murrow, CBS head to arrive. We had expected him along
of foreign affairs in London. The call about 3 p.m. and had sent out special
went thru in less than 10 minutes.
equipment to the field. But we weren't
"Corrigan's in Dublin, where are you?" on the air. Suddenly I received a call in
New York from one of our transmitter
I shouted across the Atlantic.
at Wayne, N. J. He had
"I'm' in London, and who's Corrigan?" engineers
just seen Hughes' plane flying over the
came the answer.

"Why-he's the young flyer who left

Radio for the nation

P.M. EST.

Jersey meadows.

Immediately I got in touch with Mel
out at the field and told him to go
"Well-if he left last night for Cali- Allen
on
the
air at once. Allen was quietly askfornia, how on earth did he land in ing Albert
Lodwick, Hughes' representaDublin?" shouted the flabbergasted Mur-
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last night for California."

tive in New York, just when he expected
row. London news services in Murrow's
and Lodwick had just answered,
office had not yet carried the story of Hughes,
"In about 15 minutes," when suddenly he
Corrigan's mad flight.
Interviewing. Corrigan

broke off with a wild cry, "That's him

coming now!" It was 2:32 p.m. and sev-

It took me two or three minutes to eral minutes elapsed before any other
straighten out Murrow on the details. station broadcast the news.
But it took him even longer to straighten

NBC

The transatlantic telephone, of course,

out a member of the Irish Free State's became the special events man's most im-

foreign office. For when Murrow called portant adjunct in 1938. We called Euro-

and arranged to have Corrigan inter- pean capitals with the same familiarity
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NBC -BLUE AND RED NETWORKS
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with which we used to call Chicago or their programs and the interruptions with

Los Angeles. Outside of a few unavoid- important news bulletins. They realized,
able difficulties, transatlantic facilities for one thing, that a vast audience was

were excellent thruout the two crises.
The overseas operators struggled to put
thru calls for us when the lines were
swamped with other calls. In fact, one
operator struggled for days and days.

going to be listening for news, especially
during critical hours of the day, and that

if this audience did not hear news at

that hour it would automatically turn to
another station. Many sponsors felt this

On September 23 I put thru a call to attitude of the public toward news so

Maurice Hindus in Prague. The operator strongly during the German -Czech crisis
regretfully informed me that all phone that they often requested us to announce
service to Prague had been interrupted. at the beginning of their programs: "If
Then came Godesburg, Chamberlain's two any important developments in the
flights, and finally the peace at Munich. European crisis occur during the next

AP'
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Thank You for Mentioning The Billboard.

The whole crisis had ended and I was hour we will interrupt this program to
catching my breath when on the com- bring you the news."
paratively quiet morning of September
Paper -Radio Relations
30 my telephone rang. It was the overseas operator calling.

Newspaper -radio relations were also ex-

"We're ready now with your call to cellent in 1938. We owe an immense debt
Prague," she said in a matter-of-fact of gratitude to the newspapers, whose

voice. By that time the original call had correspondents were heard on many of the
programs, and to all the American press
been forgotten.
associations - the Associated Press, the
That Phone Bill
United Press and the International News
Naturally, with the pressure of events Service-which supplied us their news
in 1938 and the improvement in our thru the Press Radio Bureau.
facilities, our public affairs budget in1938 they gave steady evidence
creased a great deal. But the amount of ofThruout
the brilliant and comprehensive charmoney we spent was not as staggering a acter
of their coverage. I don't believe
sum as some might imagine. The heaviest
has ever been so striking an example
expenditures were for toll and facility there
charges. These, during the German - before of the way a free press and a free
radio may work together in informing
Czech crisis, often came to $25,000 a week.

the public.
It would, of course, be impossible to estiPublic interest in radio as a news
mate the complete cost of our news coverage in 1938, not only because commercial medium, I might add, mounted enor-

cancellations and talent costs varied so
widely, but because we drew the extra
man power needed for extensive operations from so many other departments,

mously in

1938.

During the German -

Czech crisis we received thousands of let-

ters and telegrams. We discovered, too,
listeners abroad were following our Amer -

and man power was hence not chargeable
to public affairs work alone. But we cer

tainly did greatly increase our expenditures in 1938 over 1937.
However, we would never have been able

to adhere to our complete and steady
schedule of news coverage without the
co-operation of one group which deserves

mention-the sponsors of commercial
programs. They were unfailingly co-

operative, both about the cancellation of

ESTABLISHED 1888
PRESS CLIPPING BUREAU, I.,.

World -Telegram Building,
125 Barclay St., New York, N. V.
BArclay 7.5971.
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scan broadcasts by short-wave as their have kept Americans abreast of events.
best indication of what really was hap- Fortunate are those Britons who have
receivers which bring in the Columbia
pening in Europe.
Cavalcade, a British magazine, wrote broadcasts."
during the September crisis: "The best
We feel that the public has been eduInformation on the development of the cated not only to rely on radio informainternational situation in many days past tion, but to expect the best in radio coverhas come from American short-wave sta- age and analysis. For this reason alone
tions. Vivid on -the -spot relays from 1938 has accelerated the development of
European capitals, plus expert com- news broadcasting. Public opinion has
mentaries by students of foreign affairs, set a standard for radio to follow.

luw
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Young & Rubicam Gain as Web
Time Buyer; B -S -H $9,000,000
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Blackett-Sample-Hummert advertising agency, placing
about $9,000,000 on CBS and NBC during 1938, not only retains its spot as the
number one agency as far as billings are

59
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ers on CBS, MBS and NBC. Three agencies which were among Mutual's top five

were not included in the first five CBS
or NBC agencies, these being Erwin
Wasey, with $398,421; Ivey & Ellington,

concerned, but very likely set a record with $259,459, and R. H. Alber, with
that may last for some time. It's almost $180,161, all on MBS, of course.
a certainty that, if the record is broken
Young & Rubicam, on the comduring 1939 or any other year, B. -S. -H. bined billings, ranks number two as
will break it. For the 11 months of 1938, agency time buyer, with $4,570,820 on
on NBC and CBS, Blackett-Sample- CBS, MBS and Mutual. Thus, Y. & R.
Hummert bought time for their clients have moved up two places from 1937, in
totaling $8,098,749, with the last month, which year they came in fourth. Lord
December, to bring the figure within & Thomas, second during 1937, moved
close touch of $9,000,000. It's more busi- down one spot to third, with $4,342,863

EST

ness than Mutual will gross during 1938. on NBC and CBS. J. Walter Thompson,
The figures below show the first seven third last year, is another to move down
agencies for 1938. The totals given are a peg, buying $3,818,064 for the first 11
for 11 months only but network statis- months of 1938, all of it on NBC.

ticians do not expect the positions will
Ruthrauff & Ryan, ranking fifth this
be changed when December's business year, gained over last year, going up one
is on the books. The figures below were spot, with $3,287,662 on CBS and Mu obtained by adding totals for these lead- (See YOUNG & RUBICAM on page 62)

ISHES

Playing to Kiddie Trade Is
Tough, But Their Loyalty Pays
By JOE PENNER

y WAS listening to a famous radio comedian the other night at the Brown Derby.
I Flanked by several of his gag writers and a fawning agent, he was sounding off
on his fan mail. The trouble was, so far as I could gather, that a major portion
of his correspondence was from youthful
"For years I've been on Broadway and in pictures," he was saying. "My work
has been pretty well appreciated by adults who can tell the difference between a
pratt fall and a Richie Craig line. Now I perform for a lot of kids who can't. And
it's tough to go on doing something in which you have little or no confidence, or
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which gives you scant self-respect."
Now don't get me wrong. I'm not going to point out that this chap because

of his vast juvenile appeal has become one of the most affluent figures in show
business. And that in attaining this state he should kneel and gratefully give
thanks to his admirers because they have helped him become rich. I know of

"TO SELL NEW YORK

several performers who realize they are doing rot of the worst sort and that

practically nobody appreciates it. When they grieve they have a legitimate reason
for so doing-and should be congratulated for admitting their artistic shortcomings.

But this chap! What he was doing was admitting that he neither appreciated

the applause of dialers nor respected it. And in that attitude I consider him a fool.
I say this for two reasons. First, strictly from a performing viewpoint, kids

are the most loyal clientele there is. Ask Charlie Chaplin or Walt Disney or
Tom Mix, or, if they could talk, Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck. When kids

get to like you they really go the whole hog. Few idols can come along to topple
the throne upon which you sit in their affections. Secondly, anybody who believes
that keeping kids satisfied is a pushover is greatly and very sadly mistaken. Chaplin and Lloyd, great comics both, will admit aiming most of their major ammunition at the juvenile patrons. And if the adults pay and laugh-as anybody of any
age should at this fabulous pair-why, that's so much velvet. Yet Chaplin and
Lloyd are two of the most unprolific workers in the film colony. Their appearances
in films are almost rarities, and for a long time prior to actual production they
mull over scores of writing, directing and editing considerations. Walt Disney
plans his vehicles months and months before the first foot of film is prepared.
I think this proves that kids are a little tough to please and that the job requires
the maximum of thought and preparation.
Not on the Defensive

Let me beat you to the punch. Sure, this piece is a little on the defensive
side. I get a lot of fan mail from kids and keep them constantly in mind when
we have our program conferences. But I get a little upset when a shaft is hurled
at any comic or cartoonist or writer who functions almost purely for juvenile consumption. Since when has it been a crime to try and make a kid laugh? That
purpose is certainly a little loftier than preparing him for the army or navy, as

is a general European custom.
But let's not get heroic about it. I try to make kids laugh mostly for the same
reason that Frank Sullivan or Robert Benchley or Corey Ford try to get a giggle from
adults. It's a nice way of earning a living-and, really, if you can continue to eat

by spreading a little cheer, it's not a bad feeling at all.
Dr. John J. DeBoer, of the University of Chicago, recently sent out a questionnaire to approximately 750 grammar school children, selected at random. Sixty
per cent of the children reported that they listened to the radio every day. The

statisticians estimate there are some 20,000,000 kids who are radio listeners. Which
is a pretty impressive roster, you'll admit.
Dr. DeBoer and other contemporary psychologists have ascertained that kids

will listen avidly to radio programs if there is enough action and conflict.

The

more elementary the conflict is, the wider the appeal is likely to be. In other words

-and I now speak as a comedian-the brush must be applied with broad strokes.
One of the most famous of Hollywood directors told me overacting was twice as
tough as underacting. When you perform for youngsters you overact constantly.
When gagging for adults you can leave a little to the imagination and underplay
your humor. Doing that for kids is out of the question. Everything must be there
and heavily underlined. That, my friends-comedians and otherwise-is a task.
The casual overhearing of a BrovJn Derby conversation certainly has aroused
the Penner ire. I'd like to have paraded Groucho Marx and Alexander Woollcott
and Jack Benny and George S. Kaufman before the comic so that they could tell
him they consider Chaplin the foremost comedian of his age. And he never, publicly or privately, felt he was being persecuted because kids love his stuff.
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Radio's New Responsibility
WHEN radio first came into existence it was looked upon primarily
as a medium of public entertainment. Events transpiring since that day
have given to it another responsibility
of far greater social significance. It is
generally acknowledged now that radio
is a powerful educational force and as
such exercises considerable influence in
public affairs. With this acknowledgment comes a new responsibility on the
part of management in radio. It is no
longer possible to say that radio's only
service is that of entertainment. Whether the industry likes it or not, radio is

many radio speeches frequently are the
subject of news stories in newspapers
after they are broadcast.
But as this freedom of speech in radio
becomes more pronounced it brings
with it new problems. What kind of a
speech may be said to be in the public
interest? Has station management a
right to determine the public interest

So quick and so climactic has been These are but a few of the intricate
this new responsibility that procedural problems confronting station managemethods in meeting the obligation are ment in modern times. I like to call
still nebulous. There has not been time them "growing pains." They are painful
to define the obligation of management in many ways but they are representain the light of experience or to evaluate tive of the progress radio is making in
this obligation in terms of station re- achieving for itself a position of influsponsibility. About the only method ence in public life. As in all painful
now in vogue is a station disclaimer read associations, efforts are often made to
before and after the broadcast.
avoid these situations completely, but
the sooner radio management realizes
Freedom of Radio
During the past two years it has been the utter uselessness of avoiding responshown in many respects that radio exer- sibility the sooner will radio find a
cises the same privileges in education as means of meeting this obligation courthose commonly granted to newspapers ageously and effectively in the public
in the United States. Thus freedom of interest.

has been extended to include Let us try to analyze this responsibility
freedom of radio. In the realm of pure in an effort to find a policy adaptable
news, radio has been as effective as to the problem. Again we must refer to
newspapers, and in the expression of in- newspapers in the search for a parallel
dividual opinion by noted people radio situation. As we have stated previously,
press

has, by the very nature of its medium, radio has made comparable progress in
been even more helpful in rendering the field of news. But it has not kept

As a matter of fact, abreast of newspapers in the adoption of

ea5ote5

Much has been said for the record
on the difference between the written
editorial policies. Thus, when a speech and the oral word. The first makes its
is given over the air its facts remain appeal directly to the mind. It is there
unchallenged, while any such report for posterity to see, and any question
made in newspapers is subjected to mi- concerning such a statement may be read
and reread for illumination. The spokcroscopic investigation.

(President of Station WMCA)

in this regard? If so, is it not exercising
forced to give expression to public prob- censorship, a word which Americans, for
lems which are generally changing the numerous reasons, do not like to hear?
social structure of the modern world.
Radio's Growing Pains

public service.

ble, we have sought to discredit unreliable and distorted facts.

Uy DONALD FLAMM

14$

recting5

DAVE ELMAN'S

In his early thirties, Donald Flamm
is probably radio's youngest station
head. He broke into radio in 1926,
when he went on WMCA as dramatic
critic, probably

another first in

the industry.
Before this
Flamm had
been with the

Shuberts' press
department. In

1927, with

Marion K. Gillian as partner,

he formed

t h e Knickerbocker Broadcasting C o m pany, which to-

day owns WMCA, and went to work

so that WMCA would have its own
wavelength-then shared with the

New York City station-and, after
a hectic battle, won his fight. About
six years ago WMCA was leased to a

group interested in starting a new
national
backed

network.
The proposal,
the defunct American

by

Broadcasting System, failed, and just
four years ago, in January, 1935,
Flamm resumed management of his
station.
Since then WMCA has climbed in
power and importance in New York.
When Flamm resumed the helm the
station's billings, it is said, were
down to about $50,000 or $60,000 a
year. There were hardly any national

en word, on the other hand, has an emotional appeal. It creates an impression
which cannot easily be altered thru past
reference.

For that reason the respon-

sibility of radio management is twofold.
The Danger Line

First, radio must be impartial in its

presentation of opinion. A democracy
thrives on contrary opinions and radio
must safeguard that principle by giving
its facilities for the free expression of
opinion. But where does free opinion
end? Editorial policy determines that.
A sound regulation for the protection of

free speech in radio will prevent the
granting of time for any speech calculated to incite intolerance and abuse
democracy. It would be foolhardy to
suggest that the right of free speech includes the right to destroy free speech.
Secondly, radio must exert every ef-

fort at its command to protect itself
against distortion and misuse of true
facts.

Opinions may vary and are fre-

quently as distant as the poles. But

there can be no disagreement on facts.
An object is white or black, and reasonable men know that it is so. Should a
speaker desire to label an object other
than that whicli it is, radio has a moral
responsibility to its audience to prevent
it.

The cry of censorship frequently raised

The station today has
more national than local business;
its grosses touch the million dollar
advertisers.

HOBBY LOBBY

AIR

a year mark.

with

HARRY SALTER

The station's broadcast of a disclaimer
responsibility for the facts and
opinions contained in the speech does
not eliminate the moral responsibility of
of

and his orchestra
Thanks to

FELS NAPTHA

that station to insure accuracy in the
presentation of facts for public consumption. As a matter of fact, such a

and

YOUNG & RUBICAM

disclaimer is useless because any injury
to public thinking which misrepresented
or distorted information may inflict is
already accomplished once the broadcast
is permitted, all without benefit of refutation.
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In newspapers, refutation of distorted
fact is accomplished in two ways. First,
thru the widely publicized and publicly
acknowledged editorial policy of that
newspaper; second, thru reportorial
accomplishment in obtaining contrary
information from reliable sources. One
cannot operate successfully without the
other. Editorial policy is the basis of
good reporting; good reporting furnishes
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the information upon which editorial
policies are founded.
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This, in turn, brings up the

question of definition of such a policy

in its application to radio. Clearly, radio
cannot be biased in its editorial policy.
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HOLIDAY CREETINIGS

It cannot operate in the interests of
privilege, because it is licensed in the

FROM THE

public interest, necessity and convenience. Thus, it must base its policy upon
democratic methods and ideals.

CHICAGO LOCAL

At WMCA we have sought to interpret

this interest thru the open avowal of

AMERICAN FEDERATION ,OF RADIO ARTISTS

an editorial policy adopted last year. By

means of this policy we have tried to
interpret current events in the light of

ONWARD"the

year for live talent"
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democratic methods. We have presented
speakers who have added to public education thru radio. And, wherever possi-
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THE NEW

SWING 00 /HE OLD
AND MAY IT BE THE BEST
NEW YEAR OF THEM ALL

fenny

GOODMAN
AND HIS

ORCHESTRA
SINCERE THANKS TO

The WILLIAM ESTY ADVERTISING AGENCY
For

For Making Our Theater Tour

Producing Our Camel Cigarette Program

So

THE R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
For Presenting Us Over the Air Every Tuesday Night
for Camel Cigarettes

RCA VICTOR COMPANY

THEATER MANAGERS

For Their Co -Operation in Our Recordings

Eminently Successful

The Management of the WALDORF-ASTORIA

and to the

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Where We Are Appearing Nightly

in

the Empire

Room

For Their Superb Guidance

by those of contrary opinions, whose mis- are to be worthy of broadcasting, must
statement of facts does not justify the be based on incontrovertible fact.

granting of radio time, must be met

Censorship a Vague Term
with equanimity by the courageous
broadcaster. Wherever you have a thrivCensorship is a vague term. In its
ing democracy you will find divergence original application in ancient Rome it
of opinion. But those opinions, if they concerned a magistrate who was in-

trusted with the supervision of public
manners and morals. Later it was applied to manuscripts and plays in the

deletion of statements offensive to government. During the War, and as still
practiced by totalitarian governments, it
is

the imposition of silence upon all

of DISTINCTIVE

FEATURES

For New Booklet
giving Maps and

Market Data on
JEWISH

ITALIAN
POLISH
Buying

W55146.4: 57

Power

in the
New York Area

NEW YORK

Dead

"DARK WORLD" with JOAN CRAWFORD

exercised only for the protection of good

"THE HARP" with MAURICE EVANS and HENRY

democracy.

"ADAM and EVE"

HULL

with can't mention the name

"BRIGHT WORLD" with WALTER HUSTON
"ALTER EGO" with BETTE DAVIS

presumptious to declare that the sub-

ject can be solved with any single article.

By

.It is a beginning, a new evolvement in
the continually expanding sphere of radio's responsibility to
people.

the American

The question affecting broadcasters
in the adoption of the principles herein
set forth is not one of evasion so much
as liability. Unfortunately, radio management today is not as free of liability
as are newspapers. I am sure that radio
stations generally, WMCA included,
would be happy to extent their facilities
in the direction of editorial opinion if
they were permitted reasonable freedom
of liability for their opinion.

AL MAISTER

place to start in tackling this problem
is in the legislature. If and when the

RADIO SCRIPT AND GAG WRITER

regulations relieving radio stations of

And Thanks to Vincent Lopez, Horace
Heidt, Lew Pollack of 20th Century -Fox.
20 Browning Ave., Boston (DOR.), Mass.

the

"CAT -WIFE" with BORIS KARLOFF

ARCH OBOLER
A

OLOSSAL KNEWYEAR
From the

00 LERS

State and federal legislatures adopt
personal responsibility

you will find

a keener, more responsive management

in the appreciation of the part radio
must play in the modern world as an
instrument of public education.

NBC

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

It would therefore appear that the

Season's Greetings

and

End

"I DO" with HENRY FONDA and BRIAN AHERNE

In conclusion, I summarize by stating
that this brief discussion of the new responsibility of management growing up
in radio is entirely academic. There are
many phases of it which I have not
broached in this article and it would be

STATION

"RICH KID"
"RICHBARTHOLOMEW

opinions or facts contrary to authority.
As is concerns radio today, it should be

taste and to safeguard free speech and

NEW YORK'S

REMEMBER

Is

Your Subscription to The Billboard About To Expire?
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ALL NEW YORK IS
TALKING ABOUT

Holiday

THE NEWEST

Greetings

FRED

WMCA

*

PROGRAM

ALLEN

CREATION
and PORTLAND HOFFA

Walker's
"Jimmy
Hour"
Visiting

'Town Hall ...Tonight !'
BARBARA WEEKS --BASIL LOUGHRANE
THE CAST AND THE WRITERS OF

`HER HONOR, NANCY JAM ES'
SPONSORED BY KLEENEX

Guy Hamilton Pans
Dailies' Antagonism
SACRAMENTO, Dec. 24.-The radio -

are pleased to carry into the New Year with
radio's newest serial success.

newspaper squabble was made to look

facsimile would be successful or not, but
McClatchy company wanted to get in on
ground floor if it was-hence the experiment.

YOUNG & RUBICAM

(Continued from page 59)
silly here this week by Guy C. Hamilton, tual, of
which approximately $200,000
vice-president and general manager of was on Mutual.
R. & R. will, in all probthe McClatchy newspapers, in a talk beability,
be
the number one agency insofore the Sacramento Rotary club. Ham- far as CBS
is
concerned. Benton &
ilton said that the McClatchy outfit,
which owns three newspapers, the Sacra- Bowles, based on the 11 -month figures,

AN

is sixth largest time buyer, but there is
a good chance this position may be improved, since the figure of $2,940,711
Presented By
below is for CBS only and does
profited immensely thru the radio -news- shown
not include NBC time purchases. BenLORD & THOMAS, INC.
paper tie-up.
ton & Bowles is the agency for Maxwell
Pointing out that the McClatchys House coffee, an hour program on NBC,
were the first publishers to own a radio which explains why its standing is likely
station in the West-back in 1922-he to be changed when all the results are
said that in 1932 all circulation promo- in. Compton agency, with $2,276,564,
trhyrx-ftats-vs"Ifte.ft,vs-v-At,-,v-tx-vx...votx..v7...vc..1w-vs...voktottr-vsAts,T45.,Y41 tion for the newspapers was eliminated placed all that business on NBC. N. W.
due to the depression, yet, thru radio Ayer agency is considerably behind last
circulation figures continued year's business on radio, not showing
It plugging,
to climb.
in this group.
It
All three McClatchy newspapers carry
Tentative positions of the agencies,
radio news. The Sacramento Bee runs a with relation to total time purchases, are
picture a day of a radio star, and carries as follows, initials in parentheses showF straight news -plugging on programs- ing which network or networks got the
business.
tho no comment.

EDWARD WOLF PRODUCTION

Greetings Everyone

mento, Fresno and Modesto Bees, and
five radio stations in the Sacramento
and San Joaquin valleys and Reno, had

f

f
f

Hamilton said he had found news bul-

Agency Billings -1938
letins on air only whetted appetite for
(Eleven Months)
newspaper readers.
The company is now experimenting Blackett - Sample - Hummert

with facsimile newscasting. Hamilton
said 1C0 facsimile sets will be placed in
Sacramento and Fresno homes January
1-50 in each town- and the McClatchy
stations will broadcast facsimile for one
year at no cost to the receiving clients.
11)
No advertising will be carried.
Hamilton said he didn't know whether
Antk'WW'szk'W3gs"13hmA'ntVvA''WIA''AC'W'Wltti''sIr,'NOi''IWi'Wl(V'stk'''stiw*(-*.

GABRIEL HEATTER

(CBS, NBC)
$8,098,749
Young & Rubicam (NBC, MBS,
CBS)

4,570,820

Lord & Thomas (CBS, NBC) 4,342,863
J. Walter Thompson (NBC)
3,818,064
Ruthrauff &Ryan (CBS, MBS) 3,287,662
Benton & Bowles (CBS)
2,940,711
Compton (NBC)
2,276.564
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Conducted by M. H. ORODENKER-Communications to 1564 Broadway, New York City

MUSICIANS IN THE MONEY
Webb Gets No Pay
As Promoters Skip
GALVESTON,

Tex., Dec.

24.-Chick

Webb made plenty of swing for the
jitterbugs at a race dance last Wednesday at city auditorium. But when it
came time for the payoff for his musical
efforts Webb learned that one of the
dance

promoters

the coop to
Houston and his partner couldn't explain
what happened to some $400 of the gate
receipts. Police radioed Houston, where
flew

authorities picked up Earl Cawthrone,
while his partner, George Whiteside, was
taken in custody at the auditorium after
the dance. Both promoters were held
under $500 bond each.
Webb's manager explained that the
promoters had signed a contract agreeing
to pay the band $550 and that after the
dance only $100 was in the box office.
He said that about $400 of advance
ticket sales was missing and that Cawthorne has charge of the advance sale.
Both promoters are from Houston and
the date was booked by the Dallas office
of Consolidated Radio Artists.

Ban on Screwy Steps

Betters Dansant Biz
GREEN BAY, Wis., Dec. 24.- Since
banning jitterbugs and their fancy hops
from Riverside Ballroom, Manager M. 3.
Patrick reports that local comments have
been highly favorable and even business shows a slight increase. Ban hasn't
been on long enough to make accurate
measurement of upped box-office take,
.but all indications point to the fact
that the soft pedal on screwy stepology
was a turn to the good.
Formal announcement had been made
that jitterbugs were to be outlawed at
a special Sunday night dance, at which
time the bugs had their last fling as far
as Riverside Ballroom was concerned.
"A jitterbug coupletakes up 20 square
feet of dance floor," added Joe N. Becher,

Riverside proprietor, "while an ordinary

dancing couple requires about six and
one-half feet." There had been constant complaints from other dancers on
the floor of kicks in the shins, even in
the teeth, of leg bruises and scratches
and of feminine hosiery torn. Ban here
is seen as an attempt to stamp out this
danger to life, limb and property.
Farewell party was quite a thing; they
all knew it was their last fling, their
last trip out of this world. In addition to the Riverside, Becher also operates the Danceland and Bluestone. But
there is no litterbug problem there, the
ballrooms being devoted to old-time
dancing.

Pic Briefie for Welk
NEW YORK, Dec. 24. -First Para-

mount movie short production for the
new year will feature Lawrence Welk.

One -reeler will be titled The Champagne
Music of Lawrence Welk. Maestro brings
his band here for January 3 and 4 shooting at the Long Island studios and while

here will also put in a midnight recording session at Vocalion studios.

CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-A gross of
music boxes, Kay Kyser's annual

Christmas gifts to his friends, arrived
into the MCA office from Switzerland
this week and all played (as ordered)
the maestro's theme Thinking of You.
All

but two, that

is;

these ugly

ducklings for some unexplained reason have been equipped to play The

Big Bad Wolf.

Bands and Leaders Riding the
Crest of the Popularity Wave
Maestri are sought after as personalities as well as music-

makers-bookers having field day handling radio and
picture guest appearances

King Waltzes a Royal 3G
SALT LAKE CITY, Dec. 24.-Wayne
King gave Cocoanut Grove one of its
largest crowds in the existence of the
ballroom last Tuesday. Box-office prices
were scaled double for the attraction,
raised to $1 for gents and 60 cents for
fems. More than 4,000 dancers turned
out, giving Manager Covey a take of
better than $3,000. It was a gala night
as far as the box office was concerned
but musically disappointing to the
throngs. Covey pointed out that dancers

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Severing his
personal managerial ties with Arthur
Michaud, Bunny Berigan has revamped
his band. It'll be Berigan and his Men
hereafter, with MCA still handling.

With Berigan out front on trumpet,

combo includes nine others, with Irving
Goodman, trumpet; Ray Coniff, trombone; Murray Williams, Gus Bivona and
George Auld, saxes; Hank Wayland,
bass; Buddy Rich, drums, and Joe Lippman, piano. Latter is also responsible

for the arranging, band to be styled
New

combo preemed on Victor platters, playng five Bix Beiderbecke compos.

Turn to The
Night Club -Vaudeville Section for this
week's listing of Sheet Music Leaders and
Songs With Most Radio Plugs.

0

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Along with the renaissance of live talent in other enter-

tainment fields, music has risen to a position far above its previous status of
being something merely for listening or dancing. The tremendous interest in

swing has placed ork leaders and bands in the forefront of the amusement picture,
to the point where they share headline honors with stage, screen and radio names
and in some cases eclipse them as box-office attractions. Before the country became
swing, jitterbug and shag conscious, bands, with one or two exceptions that proved
the rule, were more or less in the same
category as the waiters in the locations
where they appeared-necessary but un-

Myerow Quits Uncle Jack

glorified. The change in time and
set-up now finds a spot's financial reNEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Family relation- turns largely dependent upon the
ship means nothing to Joe Myerow when reputation and pulling power of an ork

to pushing his songs into hit turned out expecting to dance to the it comesclass.
As a result, composer
type of music that brought King fame, parade
and patrons complained about the Myerow left the house of Jack Mills
almost total lack of waltz rhythms. He Music in a huff this week. Claiming
Mills Music couldn't do justice in
further added that many left the dance that
early, beefing that King should play plugging his songs, Myerow bowed out
of the firm so that he could better shop

and its maestro.
The current state of

affairs

has

brought a smile not only to the faces
of the batoneers but also to those of
the unsung mentors who handle themthe bookers and personal managers, who
now are virtually having a field day.
waltzes which have made him famous.
around in placing his songs.
Formerly a band was booked for a single
job and that was that. Today, in addition to the prestige that accompanies
Minick for Det. Ice Show
MR. AND MRS. JESSE CRAWFORD, playing choice hotel and nitery locaDETROIT, Dec. 24.-For the third con- organ duo, are making a one -reeler at the tions, there are radio and pictures,
secutive year, Eddie Minick, of Del -Ray WB Vitaphone studios in Brooklyn. primarily shorts; guest shots, with the
Orchestras and Attractions, captures one Lloyd French is handling the direction band leader as much a personality as a
of the prize bookings in Motor City for
his band. Once again Minick augments
to 28 men for the Sonja Henie Ice Show
at the Olympia January 2-8.

1939

of the short, and in addition to the

stage star;

recordings

and

electrical

organology, includes the Crawford and transcriptions and sundry other outside
Caskey dance dup and singers Judith jobs which don't interfere with a band'e
regular engagements.
Barron and Bill Johnson.
In most instances these extra-curricular activities pay more money and
make it worth while for an ork to stick
to a location. They defray arranger
costs, promotion, equipment, all of
which build a band without cutting into
the primary salary. Best of all, a band

the Zpat tat five Talepit

can't waste money -making hours playing

benefits the way acts must do because
of a union ruling prohibiting the

MUSIC FACES
A GREAT YEAR
46VOIT made me what I am today" is only a line from an old song

ballad, but it is appropriate in epitomizing the role of dance orchestras and musicians in striking the keynote that will make the New Year
a greater year for all live talent.
Measured in terms of dollars and cents, steel takes top place among
America's industries; oil is second. And the third largest industry in the
United States is music. The huge size of the music industry is realized
by very few. The American Federation of Musicians alone has more than
110,000 members, but the many who are not members, who play either as
beginners or as a side line, is beyond estimation. Playing by far the
largest role in setting the tempo for the entire show world, music can
rightfully boast of its position as the backbone of the amusement industry. It is a necessity to the very lifeblood of entertainment.
Once considered the most unmusical of enlightened nations, the
United States is now the most musical country in the world. Each year,
with all indications that the new year will establish a new peak since
depression and recession days, more and more employment opportunities
are afforded the musician.

Berigan Revamps Band

along chamber jazz music lines.

Music Hoax

Orchestras are now found in every radio station thruout the country,
and before the new year is well on its way a move will be instituted to

return more musicians to the too -long silent pits of motion picture
theaters. In step with increased activity in the hotel and night club

field, there are jobs and ever more jobs for the musician. Even cocktail
lounges, grills and restaurants, with no provision for dancing, are increasingly demanding the services of musicians-opening up an entirely new

field of employment for musicians banded together as cocktail combinations. The "road" has never been dead as far as musicians are
concerned. And with increased traveling facilities and the greater demand
for the popular dance orchestra the "road" takes on a new and more

profitable meaning.

Year in and year out the music goes 'round and around-and it comes
out here. And still the music goes on! We can't help but feel with

greater confidence than ever that music will play the greatest part in
making 1939 the year for live talent.

practice.

With three Broadway picture palacesthe Paramount, Strand and Loew's
State-booking the cream of the band
world week after week, with local hotels

and supper clubs trying to outdo one

another in the hiring of the most potent
names in the field, and with several commercial and sustaining radio shows featuring some maestri and building programs around guest -star appearances of
others, the continuance of music's high
position in the entertainment scheme of
things seems assured.

Robbins' "Big 3"
Remain Status Quo
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-"I haven't been

in Lindy's for two days now," muses
Jack Robbins, "so I don't really know
what I'm going to do next." Thus Robbins hits rumor mongers who are having
a time of it with the administration of

Robbins, Feist and Miller music publishing houses. Dispelling the suppositions,
Robbins disclosed that everything is

remaining status quo with his three
music firms, that there will be no ab-

sorbing of one firm by another and that
each will retain its own identity.
Neither does Robbins contemplate any
personal changes, despite reports that
Willie Horowitz, general manager of the
Miller house, will close shop and return
to Chicago, where he previously represented all the Robbins interests. Bernie
Praeger continues as Feist g. m., and
there is little likelihood that Harry Link
will move over from Berlin to guide the
destinies of that firm. Link has had a
contractual offer from Robbins for some
time but shows no inclination to sign it.

Barth Turns to Booking

10.// nudzulvt,

NATCHEZ, Miss., Dec. 24.-Harry King

Barth, well-known bass player in this

section of Mississippi and formerly mass.;
tro at the Wind Mill Club here, has

traded in his bow and baton for a booking license. Is routing several combos

in this territory out of his local office.
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Add New Names for
Mills' Master Disks
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Irving Mills is

centering most of his activities in his
Master Record Corp. producing platters
for Brunswick and Vocalion. Deal was
made to release nine sides on the latter

label after the first of the year, British
top swing arranger. In addition Mills
is bringing several new names and combos to bolster the waxwork's roster. Joe
recordings made by Sid Phillips, Europe's

Venuti was signed for recordings, as was

Walter Powell, who left Milt Britton to
form his own band. Cedric and his
Honey Bears make a new recording
combo, as do June Richmond and her
ork. Honey Bears highlights Eugene
Cedric, tenor sax soloist with Fats Waller, and takes in that band excepting for
Hank Duncan at the piano bench. First

65

Weaker Sex Weakened
24.pulled each other's hair and conKANSAS CITY, Mo., Dec.

Police clubs rapped on heads, women
sternation in general reigned the

other night outside the ultra Kansas
City Club when an 11 -piece ork attempted to run a picket line to play
for a dance in the swank club's ballroom, where a strike was in progress.
The non-union band failed to enter
and replace Red Blackburn's Band,
however, perhaps because members of
the substitute ork were all girls. The
"Eleven

Debutantes"

vowed

Season's Qreetings
from

they

would stay on non-union locations
in the future, declaring that the
pickets were tough on "gowns, coiffures, horns and equipment."

side will be Fats' Choo-Choo. Miss Richmond, vocalist with Cab Calloway, uses

Jack Mills Sees New Year
Music Prospects Brighter

he-hoers, topped by Chu Berry, Mousie
Randolph and Cosy Cole. Mills also returns Buster Bailey, clarinet ace, to the
platter factory, using John Kirby's
Band. Band recorded Man With a Horn
Goes Berserk, in which the prolific

of Mills Music, Inc., is of the opinion
that never in the history of the country
has the outlook for the music business
been brighter than it is now at the

the star instrumentalists with the hi-

The Billboard
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NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Jack Mills, head

beginning of the new year. He bases his

on the awakened music -consciousBuster romps thru eight consecutive belief
ness of the nation, as embodied in the
solo choruses.

school children who today are
Duke Ellington put in a full week of 10,000,000
studying some musical instrument, due
at Brunswick for to the teachings of 160,000 school hands,
Mills. Platter of unusual interest will and who are thereby creating an active
be The Soda Fountain Rag. Duke wrote market for music of all types.
it years back while working at the
Mills feels also that music pubs, by
Poodle Dog Cafe, Washington, and only
recently came across the original manu- the publication of better material in
the
popular, standard and classical
script. Phil Lang also put in another
session pressing Pavanne, adapted from fields, are contributing to the country's
Morton Gould's Second Swing Sym- musical consciousness and playing ofa
phonette. Lang, incidentally, is Gould's large part in the improved taste
recording sessions

assistant.

American music today.

Busse and King Give
Lincoln Turnpike 25 C

Phono Field Only Tapped,
Says RCA's Throckmorton

CAMDEN, N. J., Dec. 24.-One of the
LINCOLN, Neb., Dec. 24.-Both Wayne
King and Henry Busse proved rafter - most significant developments in the

stackers for R. H. Paulet at the Turnpike Casino last Friday and Saturday,
respectively.
With tickets per couple selling $2.20
in advance and 50 cents more at the
door, the waltz king piled up a fancy
gate of $1,410 on Friday. Busse, the

MUSIC PUBLISHERS

Radio Industry during the past year is
the acceleration of public interest in

recorded music, says George K. Throckmorton, prez of RCA Manufacturing Co.,
in a year-end statement. For the sixth
successive year there has been a marked

increase in the popularity of recorded

Film Yarn for Platters

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-A new experifollowing night, grabbed off an equally music.
While public demand for recorded mu- ment in phonograph recording is in
astounding $1,150. Two nights of danc-

ing made for a box office of more than sic has been increasing steadily, distri- preparation by Musicraft Records, which
bution has lagged far behind. There are produces class platters on a subscription
$2,500 for Pauley.
Unusual grosses were made doubly so by still too many sections in the country
the college vacation having started the where it is yet too difficult for the pub- basis. For the first time a motion
day previous and most of the kids were lic to purchase records. That is one of picture story will be transferred to discs,
home for the holidays. Oldsters who the big jobs ahead in 1939-to make it waxing Jean Benoit -Levy's Ballerina.
for the public to get the recorded
hadn't danced in years came out and easier
music it craves, whether of the popular Continuity will be presented by a narmade up the difference.
rator while the crucial scenes will be
or the classical types, he added.
enacted in detail. Benoit -Levy is superNEW OFFICERS of the Oshkosh
(Wis.) Musicians Association, Local No.
vising the writing of the condensed ver46, have been named as follows: Joseph Hayes a Weakie With $340 sion. Musicraft has already achieved
Weisheipl, prez.: Albert Samer, V. -P.;
BRIDGEPORT, Conn., Dec. 24.-Edgar outstanding success with its records of
Walter J. Smith, secretary; Charles
Schrottky, treasurer, and Norman Koeh- Hayes and his 14 sepia tooters were able Marc Blitzstein's The Cradle Will Rock.
to attract only a small crowd last Sunler, business agent.
day at Ritz Ballroom here. Less than
900 dancers turned out, altho ducats
KENNETH RANDALL was elected to
MILDRED STANLEY, vocalist with were priced at only 40 cents, a low figGlenn Lee's Orchestra, left the band this ure at this dansant for the lesser known succeed Leroy D. Thomas as prez of the
week in Lincoln, Neb., for Chicago, bands. Box-office take was about $340 Glens Falls, N. Y., musicians' union. Paul
where she was called by Metro -Goldwyn - and the lack of Hayes' drawing power Brayton copped the v. -p. post, Donald W.
Mayer for a screen test.
was attributed to the fact that he is not Curtis will serve as secretary -treasurer
and Walter Murphy as sergeant at arms.
very well known in this territory.

Le Dispute Hot
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Let him who

believes that the ethics and tactics of
the music industry are principally
of the cutthroat variety read the following touching tale and be advised

that such

not always the case.
wrote a jive number in honor of the
French swing critic, Hugues Panassie,
and titled it Le Jazz Hot. Last week
Lunceford and his manager, Harold
F. Oxley, learned that Duke Ellington
had also penned a ditty with the
is

Several weeks ago Jimmie Lunceford

same title and was planning to record
it, and the combined LuncefordOxley howl could be heard down
Broadway as far as City Hall.
The

Duke,

however,

decided to

relinquish the title in favor of Jimmie, and Le Jazz Hot is the sole
property of Lunceford at the current writing. And this despite the
fact that a title can't be copyrighted.
Anyway, it reduces the motive for
homicide when Duke and Jimmie
meet in a battle of music at the
Penn A. C., Philadelphia, on Monday (26).

Theme Songs and Show Scores

Good Tonic for Pubs' Ratings
NEW YORK, Dec. 24. - The art of pub becomes the copyright owner thru
securing increased ASCAP performance the purchase being enough to entitle
rating is being practiced in a more ad- him to credit for any performance
vanced form by one of the leading local thereof. At the rate of purchase there
publishers. Novel innovation in obtain- are now very few theme songs on the
ing more performance credits and there- open market for sale to other pubs.
fore higher ASCAP classification and

greater revenue from the society takes

the shape of buying up all

available

theme songs from any and all bands that

have them and also have the very important essential of a network wire on
which to air them. Number of performance credits accruing to such songs
mounts up, naturally, if a band has several dance remotes a week over a period
of months.

Pub going in for the wholesale purchase of theme tunes has been doing it
for some time, and the price per identifying melody averages up to $250. No
attempt is made to print and issue
copies of the numbers, the fact that the

Another stunt for prestige and point
raising in ASCAP is the acquisition of
scores from shows and cabarets. Altho
in some cases the half dozen or so numbers published from a score together
don't sell as many copies as one fairsized pop tune, society rating of the
publisher is greatly improved by the
score's publication. Chappell handles
most show music, but other pubs are
quick to grab up shoestring musicals'
scores and tunes from nitery floor shows.
Numbers are rarely plugged or even or-

chestrated in stock arrangements, but
appearance of copies on sheet -music
racks works wonders in ASCAP classification.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

HAL BERDUN
The AWKWARD Maestro.

C. R. A.

FCC SUBCOMMITTEE (Continued from page 55)
at the commissions has been followed
with as much interest as evidenced by
the commission today. Commissioners
Craven, Walker and Chairman McNinch

showed their great interest in the case,
with Craven concerning himself with
the technical phases of Patrick's argument; Walker asking about differences
between experimental and regular authorizations, and McNinch by questioning the Crosley counsel upon operation
costs and profits, as well as legal aspects
of the present case. Commissioner Payne
was not present because of absence from
the city.

Wardlaw Fiddles
While Hickory Burns
HICKORY, N. C., Dec. 24.-A couple

of small details such as a burning
power house and the shutting off of
all city lights didn't bother Jack

Wardlaw and his band during an appearance at the Carolina Theater
here. Stage show had been on for 45

minutes when the town's one and
only power house elected to go up in
flames.
Nothing daunted,

Wardlaw embarked upon one solid hour of jam
until illumination was again possible, and, with the aid of a pocket
flash, had the patrons singing and
dancing in the aisles. Among other
things, the Lenoir Rhyne College students, present in the audience, performed as guest directors, and Jack
played five consecutive banjo solos.
What with the fire in the power house
and the jam on the Carolina's stage,
there really was a hot time in the
old town that night.
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(Music in the

at

The Reviewing Stand

By DANIEL RICHMAN
Joe Venuti
(Reviewed at the Glass Hat, Belmont Melodic Melange
Plaza Hotel, New York)
A HETEROGENEITY of midnight music

A

HIS New York debut at the helm of
makers has been available to dial INhis
own outfit, Joe Venuti displayed
twisters lately, altho unearthing the a dance
band that is exactly that. Disout -of -the -ordinary bargains has re- daining stylized
tricks that more often
quired a bit of shopping around on the than not cover up
ork's inherent
networks. In the midst of swing and musical weaknesses,anVenuti
confines
sweet and style, a surprising amount of himself to delivering first-rate,
novelty has been rearing its unusual stantial dance music that is equallysubadhead, giving a welcomed lift to listeners
for listening or dancing.
who have become slightly jaded by an mirable
The Venuti violin offers just enough
unrelieved barrage of conventional music

novelty to take the band out of the
stereotyped pattern its make-up of four
three brass and three rhythm
Within a few .hours this corner came reed,
would seem to imply. As proficient as

and stereotyped remote
entations.
styles

The Billboard
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pres-

upon such variegated dance programs as he is on the fiddle, however, Venuti offers
a Hawaiian band extolling exclusively it only as a condiment and not as the
the melodic virtues of the paradise of the whole meal, thereby tripling its effecPacific, a bucolic group dedicated solely tiveness. Used as it is in Just the right
to the marketing of bigger and better solo and obbligato doses, it adds shading,
corn, an all -girl aggregation so top-

heavy with femininity and production
values as to be wholly unique among
dance remotes, a fashion show of melody
during which every conceivable song
style was paraded before the customers'
eardrums, and an item labeled Stream-

contrast and color to the band's performance.

Venuti features standards of the Time

on My Hands and Ain't Misbehaving

genre in a generally comprehensive
library. Injection of other -day favorites

in -wool swing bug, but when it comes
to satisfying a cross-section of the
country's dance enthusiasts, Weeks has
got the goods.
Humphrey.

Joe Sherer

the Recots

By M. H. ORODENKER
Good -Mania

WADDLING in the plush environs of
the Waldorf has detracted none from

the solid swingo that has so endeared
Benny Goodman to the hop -skip -and jump coterie. And for the Goodman
wax followers, who must be legion, its
Victor waxing in Benny's best manner
for the standard pieces, My Honey's
Arms and Farewell Blues or the
saxes, two trumpets, a sliphorn, bass Lovin'
Topsy, Edward Durham and,
fiddle, drums, piano and Sherer's own stompy
Edgar Battle credited for the note declarinet.
and Fred Norman's Smoke House.
.Standouts from the crowd's viewpoint signs, doubles
pack plenty punch, the
are Eddie Phillips, a tasty stick handler Both
-reaching -for -the -ceiling on the
with a solid beat on his drums; Bryant trumpet
Farewell
side
making
for the more exMeehan, trumpeter; John Loftus, keyboard caresser and vocalist, and Sherer citing whirlings. For Goodman at a
himself, whose clary stylings are good moderate tempo and temperature, there's
but are not featured enough. The out- enough rhythmic appeal to make it
fit is best on the hot ones, having a desirable in I Must See Annie Tonight
tendency to slide along listlessly on the and Kind'a Lonesome, Hoagy Carmichnon ballads. Sax section sometimes is ael's lilting lullaby from the St. Louis
sloppy and the brass emits a clinker too Blues film.
often, but on the whole, for a young
Nor is Goodman alone in his platter
band selling at a low price, it's a show - glory.
Lionel Hampton, using a slap manly and danceable combination slant- together
gang, produces an attention ing its offerings toward collegiate
(Reviewed at Missouri Valley College,
Marshall, Mo.)
WITH young musicians from the Kansas City area, Sherer has been playing in and out of the Kaycee corner the
last two years. Line-up includes four

like these also adds to the ork's listen ability, and is a welcome relief from the
usual bombardment of run-of-the-mill terpsters.
Fashions in Music
Long rehearsals and continued hard
For sheer listenability MITCHELL pops leveled at dance floors. Ballad work on dates with the enthusiasm now
AYRES (Murray's, Tuckahoe, New York, vocals are taken by Don Darcy, who does being exhibited by Sherer's gang may
play an instrument but is concerned bring its reward. The leader does the
WOR) and his Fashions in Music de- not
cidedly had the edge in this cavalcade of solely with the warbling.
sings occasionally and plays
Band presents little showmanship dur- arranging,
contrast. Ayres paints his harmonic ing
piano when Loftus Is canarying at the
the
dance
sets,
but
is
capable
of
patterns on a constantly changing can- putting on a comedy act if necessary. mike. But even so, he should feature his
vas. His theme, played in waltz, fox
to better advantage, inasmuch
contributed a Time Marches On blackstick
trot, rumba, classical and swing rhythms, Boys
it's the real feature of his ork's
to the floor show here, which was as
sets the mood for the whole broadcast. satire
Dexter.
exactly new in content but plenty rhythmic style.
It establishes the pace for a well-chosen not
in execution. A little more
well -played group of numbers that is hilarious
clowning on this order during the
Nat Towles
certain to have the auditor making a straight
sets would add the finishing (Reviewed at King's Ballroom, Lincoln,
mental note to tune in again.
Neb.)
JERRY BLAINE (Arcadia Ballroom, touch to a smooth, polished performance
New York, WOR), on the other hand, of both swing and sweet rhythms.
WITH 15 colored people, Towles, comRichman.
lives up to his Streamlined Rhythm aping three years ago from New Orpelative by never deviating from the
leans, has become one of the surest -fire
one straight line of speed as embodied
Lawrence Welk
box-office bands playing the Iowa -Nein swing. It's a little rough on those
braska -Missouri territory. Swingy as(Reviewed at Chatterbox of William
parishioners who favor some slight desembly, its makes a roll call of all the
Penn
Hotel,
Pittsburgh)
gree of relaxation in their music, what
jitter -inclined terpists. Following the
Welk's
mastery
of
the
with the first ballad coming after 20 HIGHLIGHTING
trend, band has softened the noisy brass
accordion that blends with Jerry and brought out melody in its later sesminutes are down, and something like
What Is This Thing Called Love? socked Burke's electric organ backgrounds as the sions, altho it used to have the rep for
out for all it's worth-which is plenty, style -setting, the "champagne music of the greatest array of cast -ironed lungers
but not when it's desecrated like that; Lawrence Welk" is rich, bubble -like dan- who blew out all night. Tendency for
and the armchair critic has to be pretty sapation that's sparkling enough to please smoother writing, but staying in the
fond of swing to stay with such stream- all degrees of dancers. Band has gained same groove is the setting now.
lining. If not, Blaine won't appeal for immeasurable class since its first stand
Band's make-up includes five in the
here last year, coming in from Omaha, brass,
more than 10 minutes.
four on reeds and four on rhythm.
and makes a formidable bid for rating in Towles fronts, a paunchy, good-natured
Half Hour of Charm
top ranks.
colored
boy, whose sole duties seem to
During his recent tenure in the BowWith Welk out front for the squeeze
to wave baton and look happy. Duke
man Room of the Hotel Biltmore, New boxings, instrumentation includes single be
Groner, male vocalist, is frequently
York, PHIL SPITALNY (WEAF) applied trumpet and trombone; four sax, tootler before the mike. Voice is good. He
the principles of his Woodbury com- Charlie Coffee doubling on xylophone; also makes the third man in a trio with
mercial to remote broadcasting, despite four rhythm, guitarist Walter Bloom add- T. W. Pratt and Bernie Cobb. Top
the pointed lengthening of the title to ing vocal force, and organ. Lois Best is tootling goes to Lorenzo Coker, L. H.
Hour of Charm in Dance Time, and the fern decor and is just as strong on
and H. Johnson, who come front
emerged with a program so laden with selling the songs. Repertory ranges from 'rally
with trumpet, trombone and clarinet,
arrangements, production trappings, de- Shubert to the shag opuses, and the respectively.
scriptions of the girls' clothes and tal- smartly styled syncos are enhanced by Outfit dresses well, but not showily.
Frank.
ents, and so much general excess bag- occasional glee club chants.
Rostrum conduct is excellent. Altho their
gage that it sounded more like the Ford
music is strictly danceable, to the point
Sunday Evening Symphony than a dance
of making everybody bounce whether on
Anson
Weeks
remote. As novel and as different from (Reviewed at Aragon Ballroom, Chicago) the floor or not, the band stand always
the average run of late -hour music as
attracts a great deal of attention and
it was, however, the too-effortful striv- WITH almost an entire new crew filled dancers stop in clusters to watch and
in thru the past year, Weeks turns flgit "in place.'
ing to attain that end proved a boomer0/dfie/d.
with an ork that has everything
ang, with the listener wearied by the up
a
mob
of
hoofers
could
ever
want.
The
crowded half hour to the point where rhythmical tempos are paced to perfecJay McShann
it seemed twice as long.
( Reviewed at Martin's, Kansas City)
tion and the maestro has cashed in
Golden Bantam
RATING
among musicians as the most
solidly on his 16 years in the biz, getting
promising young colored pianist in
With all the corn dispensed on witch- the most out of the band at all times.
ing hour wave lengths under the guise And the odd thing is that it's not swing the Greater Kansas City area, Jay Mcof modern swing music, it's more than and not sweet, but Just good music, with Shann is a personable, talented Oklaa little refreshing to run across some- arrangements that take the outfit away homa product who got his start playing
an organ in a Negro Baptist church.
one like FREDDIE FISHER (Village Barn, from the hack class.
Set-up is 12 men split equally among About three years ago he moved northNew York, WOR) whose stuff admittedbrass,
reed
and
rhythm,
with
an
extra
ward into the Kaycee corner to succeed
ly comes straight off the cob. Not the
least enjoyable parts of Fisher's remote piano for Weeks and a tuba for brass Count Basie as the town's most skilled
are his dryly humorous remarks anent doubling by the bass man. Arranging Steinway strcker. He's been a success
his music. This form of self-deprecation is done by sax man Bud Prentiss, and from the start.
The band includes, besides the Mcalways brings forth a favorable reaction his work on the old ditties like My Gal
from an audience, and in this case it Sal and Do You Ever Think of Me is Shann baby grand, three saxes, string
suffuses the program with a homey in- right in the groove. Over half of the bass, one trumpet and drums. Bob Ma formal glow that makes a listener sorry ork's library is filled with these oldies, bane, tenor sax, and Gus Johnson, a
the time is up. The broadcast isn't and with the smooth style of handling thoroly grounded skin -thumper, are the
all turkey -in -the -straw stuff either; they're very salable. Another bright singers along with Selma Long, recently
when the Schnickelfritzers want to swing spot is the work of trumpeter Jackie added as femme canary. They do their
they definitely can beat it out, possibly Hall, who gets away on that horn with work well. Gene Ramey's bass work and
not with the finesse of a Goodman but plenty of stuff. Anson makes a very William Scott's solo tenoring also add
personable front man and when he grabs up solidly, Scott proving doubly valuable
certainly with all the fervor.
on to that keyboard it's not for noth- for his arranging ability. Library leans
Sweet Leilani
ing. For straight danceability this band to swing ditties, but the boys can shell
RAY KINNEY (Hotel Lexington, New has a lift all its own, and to make it out the pops okeh when requested to do
York, WEAF) devotes his remotes ex- more infectious the boys appear appear so. Appearance good; showmanship
clusively to Hawaiian music, which puts to have a good time batting their stuff high. Playing this class South Side spot,
McShann's outfit has proved a definite
his appeal directly up to the individual out.
listener. If you like the undulating
Jack Wells, a tenor, pipes the vocals draw, hypoing biz greatly in the dozen
rhythms of the islands, a half hour with in a sort of hesitating style which gets weeks it's been on deck. Leader should
Kinney is far too short. If steel guitars off okeh with the band. This isn't an feature his keyboard style more, otherand a grass skirt atmosphere are outfit groomed to suit the tastes of any wise it's a socko little combination.
Dexter.
(See MUSIC IN AIR on page 69)
particular group, especially the dyed lined Rhythm.
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getter vehicle on Victor for his two -

fingered piano tricks, Down Home Jump
and Rock Hill Special. It's meaningless

rifting as far as the compos are concerned, Lionel takes the composer
credits, but it's a honey for the Hampton fans. The Rock Hill side duplicates
his instrumental wizardy on the key-

And with two fingers, no less.
Plattermate gives the whiz a chance to
shine on vibes and drums. And if
nothing else, this is one time they
didn't "force" Lionel to sing (?). His
running mate, Teddy Wilson, has only
a mild get-together on Brunswick with
pop fare, They Say and Say It With a
boards.

Kiss. Billie Holiday sings and you have

to like Billie Holiday, else you're stuck
with these sides with Wilson's pianology
the only redeeming feature for your six
bits.

In considering Goodman, it's natural
to stack Count Basie in the same company. And in considering his Jumpin'
At the Woodside for Decca, it's putting
it mildly that it'll make your turn -table
jump. The tempo is traffic -stopping and
covers all degrees of torrid. Backed by
Dark Rapture, but that flicker song fails
to toe the mark set by its plattermate.
The Singing Sides

THE honeyed drippings when Frances
Langford gives forth vocally are cap-

tured completely in Hurry Home and
At Long Last Love, a fleece disk. For
the peppy piping, Dolly Dawn is heard

at her best in Where Has My Little Dog
Gone?, a contagious ditty in Tisket pattern. And it's a swingy thingy Miss
Dawn makes for I Found My Yellow
Basket, tho the sequel as such is quite
sorry. George Hall makes the musical
setting for this dandy Vocalion double.
It's a righteous groove 'the maestro digs,

keeping up with Miss Dawn unto the
last note.
Scanning the Race listings, Georgia
White lends herself to violent voiced
blues singing for Dead Man's Blues and
Love Sick Blues. The gal really weeps
for her man and for Decca.
Barry Wood gives romantic outpourings

in the bary range on Brunswick for Day
After Day and It Serves You Right. His
song selling brushes against fem ears the
right way and the ork backing matches
the mood of his singing. However, Wood
confines himself to the first chorus only
and it's a long and tiresome journey to
the end of the disk. Should certainly

jump in with his pipes on the release

to make for a better -balanced and more
appealing platter. Tony Martin goes na-

tive on Vocalion for the swing hulus.
Rhythm of the Waves and The Is'and
of Maui Hula. Manny Klein adds trumpet zing to the steel strumming. Unfortunately, it all adds up to nothing.
And for firesiders, Donald Novis blends
his lyric tenoring with Eddie Dunstedter's organ to make sombrous Decca
sides with Trees and The Song of Songs.

In the least, the effect is sobering after
a jump session with Count Basie.
(See OFF THE RECORDS on page 149)
. DECCA RECORDS boom a new boy -

belle singing duo in Bob Hope and

Shirley Ross. Screen starlets make their

platter preem with Two Sleepy People,
repeating their flicker singing.
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(4) A song has to be adaptable. Or-

The Champagne Music of

By M. H. ORODENKER
concerto .
Marking Time

Hotel Wm. Penn, Pittsburgh,
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BRUNSWICK-VOCALION RECORDS
Making Paramount Short Jan. 3 and 4
Exclusive Management

Now

Time to take a New Year's measure-

ment of our columnar elbow for a new
pair of cuffs, the opportunity avails itself to clean out our cluttering wicker
basket in preparation for a New Year's
pilings .
we've never stopped to
reckon how handicapped we would be
for fashioning paper airplane models to
whiz over the heads of our editorial
confreres were it not for the press re-
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KERR fired us off the band
I CHARLIE
stand rather than the late EDDIE LANG
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for WILL, HUDSON in the orchestra
world . . . our wastebasket is now the
custodian of a press release headed:

You've got to be a flop to be a success, says Will Hudson, famous composer - bandsman
. with the past
years giving rippling, slide, streamlined.
bell, sweep, shuffle and jibe rhythm,
maybe the new year will bring back
some of that good old-fashioned "dance"
rhythm
.
and until our cuffs are
returned from the cleaners, a Merry
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to perpetuate the traditions of the masever yet ambitious
ter long -hairs
is the "Committee on Applause for Percussionists" whose primary interest will
be for greater recognition for drummers
they've even adopted an official
society song, Old Drum, which should
prove to ARTIE MICHAUD that not
everybody knows about GENE KRUPA
and to top 'em all is the "Non ,Partisan Committee To Suppress Musical Bigotry," which is dedicated to the
proposition of proving that a hot lick is
the same as a cadenza in a Beethoven
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Notes Off the Cuff
Maybe the new year will bring favor

.

we hadn't argued the boys in the band
I
out of coming to New York when BERT
wanted our co-op crew of CasI LOWN
tilians to play tea dances at the St. whether or not the swingsters own up
I Moritz
all because we would have to such swish is hard to believe until
drop our own identity and be billed the mail bag brings a missive such as
I to
that sent in by JOE SAUNDERS. road
as RUDY VALLEE'S ORCHESTRA .
manager for CHICK WEBB . . . in part,
I and did you ever wonder what in the writes
Joe: "I am really brought that
world ever became of Sally?
so many brights have cut by since I
*
*
*
*
last mitted you a scribe, but I am hep
It Can't Happen in 1939
you will kick me a pardon when
I Maybe it can't happen and in all that
. We fell in
you dig this spiel.
probabilities it won't
but imagine here on a strange riff, but the jittera great year this new year would bugs and ickeys were stached in the
I what
be if GUY LOMBARDO opened his first auditorium, and when I laid the intro
on them they broke down like a Model
air
show
One o'Clock Jump
.
I if BENNYwith
GOODMAN added three fiddle T, and the cats came on with a mitt I players to his swing contingent
pounding and that sent the tooters and
.
bookers turned in their AFM licenses they gave out something frightful."
I ifevery
*
*
*
time they caught themselves taking more than a 10 per cent commisI sion
Soprano Sax Scare
if JOHN HAMMOND extolled
swing coterie still cherish and
I in his writings
the ethereal sendings THE
worship the most neglected of the
of rippling rhythm .
if some record- saxophone family-that pipe which Is
ing officials did not have an Interest in geared to the soprano pitch
a
music publishing houses and let the
wrapped around the fingers of
band boys pick their own selections soprany
Johnny Hodges and even
and if other waxwork officials did Poppa Bechet,still
has sending qualities
not demand a "piece" of the band in Don Redman
but for the most part the whining
return for a record build-up
if of the soprany still brings nightmares to
girl singers with bands really knew how the ork leaders
at least that was
to sing .
if SAMMY KAYE would the experience of JACK BIGHAM, who
sing and sway.
dropped his guitar pick for a stick to
*
*
front some Southern talent at the
nation's capital.
Jack writes. "One
Let's Start a Society
I
been a joiner since first meet- of the gobble boys pulled that deadly of
I HAVING
ing the requirements to make the deadly ork weapons-the soprano sax.
'My God,' I shouted, 'what have
Boy Scout grade, we've always been a
you got there?' But he calmly proceeded
pushover for any initiation fee, includ- to
lick
out on it. So I retired to the
ing the time we ably proved to the ex- bar to have
my battery changed.
amination committee we could play at When I returned
the band wanted to
least eight bars of Margie and then
with me. I
plunked down 75 smackers for an AFM know what was the matter
told them nothing, just that 'I had
. maybe the woods are never
working card
one of those gadgets before
full of our kind that makes it so easy and it seen
frightened me for the moment.'
for every Tom, Dick (and if we only
Incidentally,
I requested him to
knew what ever became of her) and put it back in camphor,
as I was afraid
Sally to start a society for sumpin'
the volunteer firemen would miswithin the past month or so several or- that
it for a fire siren and lam out
ganizations have been brought to our take
here's a proposal to start on us."
attention
*
*
*
*
.

and

.

.

Because of the widespread interest in
swing slang and jive gutturals, NED
WILLIAMS has edited a revised 1939
edition of Cab Calloway's "Hepster's
Dictionary"
. teasing the hep cats
with such new swish as "frompy," "lay 1
some iron," "cubby," "faust," "set of
seven brights," "Jeff" and such . .

.

RUSS

.

well exploited it has to have financial
backing. In marriage you can live on
love, but it's more fun with money.
. (10) The story and music must be
consistent, just as a husband and wife
must be dependable.

BE1-1E DAVIS and WARREN WILLIAM man either!"
*
*
*
their promise made to us one night
I kept
way back at the Villa Venice, a swank
Cut the Jive

.
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wondering what would have happened if

his
ORCHESTRA

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bats in the Band Belfry
happy marriage must be completely
MURRAY ARNOLD, the Brooklyn boy a
well-rounded individuals.
. . (8) The
who had to hide in Philadelphia to thrill song
must have an underlying emotion
radio audiences, has been snooping and sentiment
correspond to love in
around the studios with pencil and pad marriage. . . .to(9)
If a song is to be
.
and from these snatches of

.

.

.

.
(7) The words should develop a narrative, and the musical score
should be a complete, unit. Partners to

humor.

*

.

speak, to plant us in Hollywood as the
young Rubinoff
nor can we help

and

*

*

in an attempt to defraud the next key and I change the tempo.
I ing facilities
but then we could no longer Otherwise it's perfect!" .
"Do you
I fashion paper airplane models to whiz really get paid just for waving that
over the heads o. o. e. C.
little stick around in your hand?"
I
*
*
"Mr. Smertch, if you used baritone
saxophones instead of two fiddles and
Turn Back the Pages
added a French horn, I think the acAnd
as
we
watchfully
wait
for
the
old
companiment would be much better
I
year to flicker out while a new year is suited for my particular type of voice.
I born, we can't help getting in a sensi- Don't you think so?"
"My uncle's
mental mood as we draw our chair closer cousin was listening to my program this
to the fireplace and watch the pages afternoon when your band accompanied
I of time passing by in the dying embers me and he said that the piano must
old friends and familiar have been out of tune. What's the big
I places we seewe
relive bad breaks and idea?"
"I know I'm not singing
glad tidings
. and we wonder-won- like Nelson Eddy, Mr. Smertch, but don't
dering what would have happened if forget you don't sound like Benny Good-

.

HERBIE

.

.

comparable tag line and the music a
(6) A song should
repetitive score.
a 'humorous twist, just as a husbut howzabout a society have
band and wife have to have a sense of

.

.

.
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.

speeches it is little wonder why staff
radio band conductors imagine bees
buzzing around in their bonnets.
leases hopefully mailed in by those "No, I didn't bring my music with me,
enterprising gents comprising the press - Mr. Smertch. I thought you musicians
agent gentry
of course, we could knew ALL the numbers!"
"Yes,
turn most of them over to the postal this orchestration is for my voice-exauthorities for using Uncle Sam's mail- cept that I sing it three notes lower in
.
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JOE HART
I
I

I
I

.

melody if it is to succeed, just as people
have to get along with the world.
(5) Happy marriages are based on happy
habits. In a song the words have a
.

.

WHILE we await the arrival of Father to find Sally!*
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Currently appearing
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chestras have to be able to play a
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Paging Margaret Sanger

LANNY ROSS, who has been singing
songs for the last 10 years, offers a 10 point analogy comparing popular songs
to happy marriages. . . . (1) The words
and music have to be on a 50-50 basis,

just as a husband and wife have to be
(2) The lyric and
equal partners. . .
music must have a common understanding. They can't high -hat each other.
(3) The song should be in step
with the times. Certainly a jazz -age
marriage wouldn't have been very successful in Queen Victoria's day. .
.

.

.

.

.

.

EDDIE PAUL
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Entire Summer

ELBERTA BEACH
Now

-3rd

Season,

COLUMBIA

Broadcasting

WGAR
Cleveland

Exclusive Management
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New York -Cleveland -Kansas City

I
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Year -End Tally Finds Names
Only Has -Begins for Pla-Mor

11.;

KANSAS CITY, Mo., Dec. 24.-Check- Gray and the Casa Loma Ork, here last

ing over his box-office receipts as 1936
nears an end, Will H. Wittig today declared Shep Fields to be the biggest
grosser of any band to play his ornate
Pla-Mor Ballroom since it was opened
for the season in September.
Fields rolled up a stiff $1,300 at the
wickets on a solo, with ducats going at
80 cents in advance and a dollar at
the gate. Others who played the PlaMor, none of them to Wittig's complete
satisfaction from the financial standpoint, were Frankie Trumbar, $550; Gene
Krupa, $680; Louie Armstrong, $651;
Herbie Kaye, $690, and Matt Betton,
$425. In comparing those figures with
one-night dates by big names in other
years, Wittig proved their box-office
power to be far below average. Gler

)1:11itiap

reeting5
***

MEYER

spring, soared the take to $3,000 for an
all-time record

which probably

important to tariff -paying patrons. As
a result Wittig is using the younger
outfits more often. He plans to buy

the alleged big names not more than
once a month, where last year it was not
uncommon to feature two each week.
Theaters in his opinion have harmed
the b. -o. value of many topnotch orks
in this section of the Middle West.
Other ops in the Kaycee area also have
made the same complaint.
The exorbitant prices charged by the

nationally famous aggregations also make

for a nut too big to crack, in Wittig's
opinion, and he cites an example to
prove his point. Duke Ellington was
offered to him for a one-nighter on a
$1,000 guarantee, Wittig turning it
down because of the failure of other
names to draw. Several wires were sent
Wittig urging him to "take advantage"
of the offer, but it was no sale. It
later developed that Ellington after
playing a solo here for the Negro musicians' union, which went in the hole,
laid over two additional nights without
a job on a week -end rather than accept
the $800 Wittig had offered to the
Duke's management. Thus it was a
dead loss to Ellington, but Wittig made
money that particular week -end with

DAVIS

reeting5

FROM A REALLY

will

stand for several seasons to come. Jan
Garber, Jimmie Lunceford, Andy Kirk,
Wayne King and Frankie Masters last
year hit $1,200 or better on their dates,
and there was little difference in the
weather and publicity.
Wittig has found this season that
bands such as those led by Glenn Lee,
Ralph Webster, Wally Stoefler and
Howard Becker, all young and enthusiastic, have proved plenty profitable on
week -end stands. They cost less and
provide danceable rhythms, which Wittig believes, after all, to be the most
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GRATEFUL BUNCH

HALL

GEORGE

and

HIS DANCE AND ROMANCE orchestra

DOLLY DAWN
"THE DAWN PATROL and THE GEORGIANS"
Currently

Opening Dec. 31

RICE HOTEL

PEABODY HOTEL

Houston

Memphis
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Howard Becker's crew.

Jit'hug Bites Back
With a $5,000 Suit

orchestras
from

OMAHA, Dec. 24.-Al D. Wolf, manager of Chermot Ballroom, and two employees received the wrong end of a

COAST

$5,000 damage suit this week from a
jitterbug who objected when the trio
tried to stop him from dancing "something worse than the Big Apple." Employees were Rudy Mueller, president of
the Omaha Junior Chamber of Com-

to

COAST

IsYour Diction Good?
DoYou Breathe Correctly ?

Wolf and employees said that the
plaintiff, who sued originally for $10,000,
was boisterous and stomped his feet

on the floor to annoy other guests. After
four warnings the trio took the jitterbug
to the ballroom office for a little private

NEW YORK
221 West 57th

PHILADELPHIA
Bellevue -Stratford

.7710,6009

ORDER

oR

THROUGH YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT LRON

yam/

CLARENCE WILLIAMS MUSIC PUB., CO., INC.
.
145 WEST 45th STREET
N. Y. C. U. S. A.

or any other dance the rest of the

WASHINGTON

patrons were doing.

Thomas Circle

Wingy Flies Morris Coop

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Wingy Man -

Jovial

AreYour Tones Perfect?

I

SEND STAMPS OR MONEY ORDER.

talk, and it was there the alleged beating occurred. Mueller admitted slapping
the plaintiff a few times.
Balhoom employees said they did not
recognize the dance as the Big Apple

St.

I/
,
fills -

FOR PROFESSIONALS AND

special officer.

offices

The

Ai/I& LEARN TO SING
THE WORLD'S FINEST BOOK FOR VOICE -

merce, who is also former floor manager
at the ballroom, and Fred Christianson,
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Host

Captivating Rhythms,

of

none, standard bearer of the swingy
syncos, has been given his release from
William Morris Agency and pacted with
Billy Shaw for CRA management. In

--

coming over to Consolidated Mannone is

GILLETTE

has added Ayres Lamar to the agency's
properties, starting off New Year's Eve
at a private party in Bartlesville, Okla.

=JACK

and His Famous NBC ORCHESTRA

Featuring GRACIE WHITE Lady of Swing
Currently

HENRY GRADY HOTEL. Atlanta. Ga.
Broadcasting Nightly.

Mgt. CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS,

The

ILTMORE
OYS
and their

ORCHESTRA

Now Playing

LAMAR HOTEL, HOUSTON, TEX.
Mgt. CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS, INC.

getting the benefit of a fully instrumented band that will take to touring

for the breaking in. CRA's Chicago office

MUSIC IN AIR

THE WISDOM BOX
-411P

By George C. MacKinnon 4
.--y7---Thanks The Billboard
es.For Its Recognition of His Tunes,

tr...---..

DREAM RENDEZVOUS (Gem Music Co., ASCAP)

HEATIN' THE MELODEON (Broadway Music Co., ASCAP)
YOU SET ME ON FIRE (NBC-WCCO c -c by Dean Hudson from
Lowry Hotel, St. Paul, Minn.)
HAPPINESS AND PROSPERITY IN THE COMING YEAR TO MY 000'S OF FRIENDS IN
SHOW BIZ.

(Continued from page 67)
synonyms for boredom, even Ray's superior performance won't hold the interest. Apparently realizing that not
everyone may be intrigued by Hawaiian
harmonies, Kinney wisely breaks up the

monotony with a plenitude of vocals in
English. Actually it's a good program
that unfortunately is limited in its
appeal.
DUKE DINGLEY gets the nod to make

the winter music at Town Casino Club,
Miami, Fla. Will bring in a 13 -piece
crew plus Grey Downs and Alan Hanner
for the singing.

Season's Greetings
From

MARY SCHAEFFER
Composer of
I

Long To Belong To You
Toytown Jamboree

Rockin'
Romance

Chair Swing
In The Rain

0

The Billboard
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gci,nt.illating
Roll Merry

*

Just

completing

tour of leading
Hotels and Clubs

eaZoif5 113tEit
from the Jovial Host of Captivating Rhythms

JACK GILLETTE
and HIS FAMOUS NBC ORCHESTRA
featuring

GRACIE WHITE
The Lady of Song

NOW ON TOUR
Available for Limited Number of One -Niter Engagements
PHONE, WIRE or WRITE

ON THE. AIR
EVERY MONDAY MCAT FOR

CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS, INC.

C

PALL MALL CIGARETTES
OVER

New York-Chicago-Cleveland-Hollywood-San Francisco-Dallas

NBC NETWORK

NIGHTLY IN PERSON
IN THE

PERSIAN ROOM

PLAZA HOTEL N.Y.

BRUNSWICK RECORDS

moss

DIRECTION: MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

sigia

masters who take their tootling to the

concert hall. Sponsored by the Harlem
YMCA, Ellington concertizes January 3
at Great Hall of City College here. This
will be the first serious effort Ellington
SONGS AND SUCH - Eddie Paul's has made along these lines in this
theme song, Stolen Moments, is slated country. His first concert appearances
for publication by Evan Georgeoff Co., were in London and Paris in 1933.

Music Items

Compliments of

Chicago Federation of Musicians

LOCAL NO. 10, A.F.0fM.
JAMES C. PETRILLO
President

Cleveland

music

pub,

with

dealers

getting it the first week in the new year.
Tune is the work of WENDELL GIVEN,
arranger for the Paul band. AL SIEGEL

Cuts Dance License Fees

and EVERETT WEIL-the former is
OSHKOSH, Wis., Dec. 24.- County
noted as the discoverer of Ethel Mer- board
supervisors has rescinded its
man-recorded a series of 13 programs dance of
hall ordinance, which has 'been
of
dramatization
a
lyrical
based on
in effect since December, 1934. Action
popular and symphonic music by promi- grew out of recent complaints to the
nent American composers, and four county board from Grange representaagencies are ogling the idea. DeVaigine tives, charging that the $25 annual
Music Corp., Chicago, is relealing dance hall license fee worked a hardIRVING SIEGEL'S new one, Leona. ship on their organization, preventing
FRANK H. LANG did the collabbing. them from holding dances.
The classic poem, Song of the Siren,

has been set to music by Sidney B.
Holcomb, of Pittsburgh.

(

Season's Greetings

ALLAN
1 FIELDING

and
his

TIC TOC

original

MUSIC*(r

(Registered U. S. Patent Office No. 108274.1

Currently at
HOTEL FLORIDIAN, Miami Beach.
Thanks to Morton Mencher.

Returning to
1

HOTEL ADE LPHIA, Philadelphia, Pa.,
March 22.

(Wis.)

Musicians'

Union

Loesser and the team of Rainger and
Robin.

SIGMUND ROMBERG and ED-

WARD HEYMAN turned out The Night

We Named the Day for MGM's Ice Follies.

JACK YELLEN left 20th Century -Fox

after four years of lyric scribbling for
the studio. Failure to come to terms
with the company on a new contract
was the reason.

MELROSE BROS.' Music Co. has secured the renewal rights on F. Dudleigh
Vernor's and Byron D. Stokes' Sweetheart of Siema Chi after a year of negomonths, returns to the Coast shortly. tiations with the writers, Morton
Goldsen Exclusive G. M.
The firm moved this week into the Schaeffer, the local manager for Melrose, announces. Walter Melrose origioffices vacated by Words and Music.
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-New managerial
nally secured the publishing rights
set-up for Exclusive Music has Mickey
in 1928.
Goldsen upped to general managership, Oshkosh Gets Musical
OSHKOSH, Wis., Dec. 24.-Local musiMarty Melcher coming in as professional
manager and Allie Brackman continu- cians' union requested common council Ellington in Concert
Phil
Lang,
for
a $1,500 appropriation to provide for
ing as advertising director.
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-This being the
Morton Gould's assistant at WOR, is free band concerts in city parks next
in con'souse composer. Frank Kelton. who summer. Memo was passed along to the open season for the music men
cert realms, Duke Ellington joins the
handled Exclusive for the past few council's budget committee.
Thanks to Howard F. Hohl.

ANTIGO

elected Elmer Luebcke for the prez post;
HOLLYWOOD HIGHNOTES - Para- Clyde McCue, v. -p.; Lee E. Herman in
mount has permitted its option on triple capacity of secretary -treasurer RALPH FREED to lapse, and the studio business manager; John Blaha Jr., connow has only four songwriters under ductor, and Norman Weber, sergeant at
contract, Frederick Hollander, Frank arms.

Disk Bites Dog
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Dec. 24.-Not

one of his musician friends would
believe his story until Jesse Price,
probably the hottest colored drummer in the Kaycee corner, rounded
up witnesses to prove it.
Walking along 18th street the other

night with a new jazz platter under

his arm, Price was attacked by a big mouthed police dog which raced from

an alley straight toward the hide

beater's legs. Plenty scared, but
gambling on a last chance of bluffing

the animal, Price sailed the slender
disk straight at the hound's head. It
caught him on an ear and sent him
loping away in another direction.
Record, bought by Price to study
George Wettling's drum style, was by
Red Norvo and titled So Help Me.
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Swift It --Sweetly!
Rest Wickes
from
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
featuring

MIDGE WILLIAMS and
SUNNY WOODS

13y TOMMY DORSIY
decline-but swing derstandable and interesting-it has a
that state- definite form and meaning. The layment seem strange? Actually it, man accepts swing and will continue to
shouldn't, for there is no real connec- do so, because the individuality of a
tion between these two branches of tune is not lost in the arrangement.
popular music, tho the general belief This type of music has advanced from
seems to be to the contrary. What is the dance halls to Carnegie Hall-not
more important, swing will continue to only because it is different and enterplay an increasingly important part in taining but because the people find it
America's musical expression.
a soothing relief from the hustle and
People often confuse the two terms- noise of their everyday activities. MoreJAMMING will
will grow!

Does

swing and jam-and use them inter- over, swing is a normal expression of the
changeably. To make sure that we are times. Study shows that trends in

on common ground, I will give my ver- music are decided by the psychological
sion of both terms. To my mind, swing mind of the masses.

is smooth, sweet, easy to listen to and
Tracing the Trend
calm enough for the most conservative
dancer-there are no extraneous flour- Pre-war music was, as a rule, of the
ishes and "out of the world" take -offs Daisy type, or the lament species, for

*

example, My Mother Was a Lady. Times
were settled, hence the sweet music, but

ANDY KIRK
And His Clouds of

the standard of living was low, hence
the lament.
Then came the World War. Turbulence inspired martial music as the

Joy

with

world was preaching nationalism. After
the war jazz.
The natural let-up was expressed by
Bix, Red Nichols et al. in their disregard
of the conventional. The prosperity that
followed gave its blessings to the sym-

MARY LOU WILLIAMS

at the piano

*

qteetit,
flout

PAUL

WHITEMAN
and his
CHESTERFIELD
ORCHESTRA
CHESTERFIELD PROGRAM
COAST -TO -COAST CBS

NETWORK 8:30-9 P.M. EST.

phonic jazz that lifted the star of Paul
Whiteman, George Gershwin, Ferde Grofe
and others. Times were once more
settled.

DON REDMAN
LITTLE GIANT of RHYTHM

But with the advent of the depression
the people again had to find a new outlet for their expression. This time it
was swing. Today we still find the

*

masses swing -conscious, which seems to

EDDIE SOUTH
THE DARK ANGEL of the
VIOLIN

*
ROY ELDRIDGE
And His
All-American Swingsters

WILLIE BRYANT'S
HARLEM PLAYBOYS

*
"HOT LIPS" PAGE
And His Band

OLD BRICK TAVERN

Hotel America, New York

(e-

caught their fancy and will live because
it is flexible enough to express their
feelings at all times. Its inherent qualities of mellowness and variety are
by individual instrumentalists. While sedatives for strained, tired nervessoloists are featured and the music does qualities that assure its continued popuTOMMY DORSEY

not follow any standard arrangement, larity.
the basic melody is always distinguishIn comparison jamming is loud and
able. On the' other hand, jamming is unarranged. It is a temporary means of
an admixture of blaring trombones, wild "letting go." It is a form of relief entom-tom tones, improvised saxophone tertainment that has served its purpose
runs

and plenty of loud vocalizing. among the laymen and which will
And, frankly, I feel that only the former decline as time goes on.
type of music belongs under the
Another proof of the fact that swing
banner of swing.
Guy's Discovery

*

=1

GLASER, Inc.

Artists Representative

RKO Bldg., Radio City, N. Y.

Circle 7-0862

is here to stay lies in the realization
that young folks were the original fol-

There is, to my way of thinking, more kwers of this type of rhythm. Howof a tie-up between sweet music and ever, during the past year or so attendswing than there is between jam and ance has grown among men and women

This connection goes beneath of 35 and 40, who have found that a
the surface when we realize that Guy good
sweet swing arrangement can even
swing.

MIGHTIEST
MELODY ROUNDUP

Paul
WHITEMAN'S

RHYTHM
RODEO
on stage

Lombardo, "The King of Sweet Music," put across their old-time waltz favorites
was indirectly responsible for the in- in smooth acceptable fashion.
troduction of the sweet type of swing I
I have yet to hear of a middle-aged
refer to in this article. About four
years ago Guy was making a one-night person attending a hot jam session and
stint in New Orleans and paid a casual returning for a second dose. Little by
visit to a small night spot in that city. little I expect to find many of the
their
The featured entertainer was a trumpet present jam bands toning down
player. Guy was immediately impressed steam and falling into line. Otherwise
by his new jaunty style. Inquiry re- they will be out of step. There can be
vealed that a home -town musician. no compromise on this point. Jamming
Louis Prima by name, was manipulating will have to eliminate individual inter-

LOEW'S STATE

and much persuasion Lombardo arranged heading of "hodgepodge" and take on a
for a personal appearance in the Roxy more unified character. It may continue

HEAR THE
LATEST DECCA

the buttons.

After a long discussion pretations which now come under the

Theater for this trumpet man, who was as a form of self -entertainment among
featuring what he called "happy" ar- musicians, but the general public will
rangements of the popular songs of the never accept it as a permanent form of
day.

JOE

MANHATTAN'S

indicate that this form of music has

American music.

Don't kid yourself, swing is no passLouis was enthusiastically received on
the New York stage and later was signed ing fancy. It is an American musical
10 entertain other musicians at the institution and will be with us for a
original Onyx Club. The bright, lively good many years. It has earned its

rhythms he gave to old and new tunes spot and deserves the top billing it is
caught the fancy of Tin Pan Alley. The receiving.
Let's have swing-plenty of itt Swing
rest of the story is history. And it does
seem strange to say that if it weren't it-sweetly, tho!
for Guy Lombardo's appreciation of
something a little different-a style that
A New Song for Your Approval
later swept the country and almost en"PADDLE YOUR OWN CANOE"
By Deecort Hammitt
veloped the type of music he had popuSUNSHINE STATE MUSIC CO.
ALCESTER, S. D.
larized-swing might still be confined
West Coast Representative: Orlin Hammitt
to the unknown.
& Fred Chapman, Clifton Hotel, Oak Park.
Sacramento, Calif.
Swing-sweet swing as I call it-is un-

NEW YORK

WEEK OF DEC. 29

RECORDINGS OF

Paul

WHITEMAN'S
"SWING WING"
AND THE

"SINGING STRINGS"
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my BALLROOM was certainly a
foul ball this past season," re44
marked a prominent Midwestern amusement park owner to me a few
days ago.

He went on to say that not so many
years ago all the ballroom owner had
to do was hire an orchestra, place a few
newspaper ads, scatter some window

cards and then sit back and watch the
crowds and dollars roll in. He further

stated that most ballrooms, including his
own, have not been the great profit producers in recent years that they formerly

Urinc EsacIR

The !Ballroom
13y LEW PLATT
(Manager of Summit Beach Park Ballroom, Akron, 0.)

were.

Unfortunately, this last statement is

all too true. In fact, dance business has ballroom, the high-class night club and
dwindled so much in various sections of the hotel.

Ohio that at least 11 large ballrooms,

scattered thruout the Buckeye State,

Institutional Advertising

dancing we must combat the factors responsible for our present plight and "sell"
dancing and the ballroom to the public as
they have never been sold before.

the drummer with a dance band.

Since that time he has been orchestra
leader,

orches-

booker,

Combat the Beer Garden
Years of depression and recession have
naturally reduced box-office receipts.

tra

conducted beer garden offering free dancing, either to the music of a phonograph

ager. Managed
summer ball-

press agent, receiver

rooms at Craig

Or a two, three or four -piece orchestra,
usually nonunion. Because these beer

Beach

Park
near Youngstown, 0., and

gardens are so numerous they do take

ployed in these places, and due to the
lack of supervision the most eccentric
and vulgar dances with which we have to
contend are known to have originated in
beer gardens. These "jitterbug" dances,
such as the "shag," "jeep" and "mooch,"

have placed a bad stigma upon dance
business, and to say that these loosely
operated establishments have given pub-

a

night club and
ballroom man-

But one of the main factors responsible
for our predicament is the small, poorly

patrons from the ballroom and legitimate
night club. However, the taking of patronage is far from being the worst harm
done by these "honkytonks."
Floor men are very seldom ever em-

for

Rock Springs
Park, Chester,
W. Va., for sev-

eral seasons,

and during the early months of 1934
acted as receiver for the Casa Loma
Club, Hamilton, 0. Since 1937 he

has managed Summit Beach Park
Ballroom, large summer dansant at
Akron, 0., and during the winter

months he usually handles personal
management activities for two or
three Ohio dance bands.

lic dancing a "bad name" is putting it

I was told that even Detroit ministers

mildly.

Ballroom men in many sections, have had commented favorably on these ads.
been attempting to fight this menace which stressed the merits of the modern
thru organizing with hotel managers, ballroom and also educated the public to legitimate night club operators, mu- the fact that the Greystone and their
sicians' unions, women's clubs and other other ballrooms were free of intoxicating
civic -minded groups in an effort to bring liquors.
about legislation to put a halt to dancing
information impressed us so much
in these spots. In a few Ohio cities local at This
Beach Park that we decided
laws are being suggested to bring about to Summit
acquaint the Akron public with the
better supervision of dancing and to permit public dancing only in the recognized following features of our ballroom:
1.-Intoxicating liquors are not
sold in the ballroom, and intoxicants
and intoxicated persons are not

tk-rrrrrrrtrrrtifoettson'5 Ij reeting5
JACK KURTZE'S

tolerated.

2.-Floor supervision at all times
by competent men. Eccentric dances,

Bob Hoffard-Accordion and Organ.
Slatz Houseman-Bass.

Jack Krtze-Gultar
and Vocals .
u

Playing the Smartest Cocktail Lounges
and Hotels.

Currently at Hotel Victoria. New York.
Thanks to P. S. Edwards.

beazon'fS

ih

have been a huge success in every one

of these ballrooms, each manager reporting that these classes brought new faces
into the ballroom, definitely "created
more dancers" and increased receipts on

3.-The ballroom, all surrounding

were enabling him to stay in business.
Recent polls taken of college students

in the East and predictions of Eleanor
Powell and other celebrities point to the
fact that the waltz and smoother dances
are on the way back to popularity. Waltz
contests sponsored by newspapers in several Midwestern cities are known to have
attracted thousands of interested dancers
and spectators, some of the contestants

having been in their "60s" and a few
were even older. If we "sell" the waltzes
and smoother dances we will bring many

people back into the ballroom who have
A "Dance Conscious" Public

not patronized terp palaces in many

For many years most ballroom man- years.
agers, including myself, were so engrossed

in advertising our dance band attractions

Bands and Dancing

In keeping with this trend to smoother

that we completely neglected to "sell" dancing it is my opinion that the alert

dancing in our communities. This policy ballroom manager will increase his busiof making the public "band conscious" ness thru presenting the sweeter styled
proved profitable; but the failure to make bands. Conservatively speaking, better

our patrons "dance conscious" may be than 90 per cent of our Summit Beach
another reason for the present dark out- ballroom patrons this past summer
look in the business. With many of the showed a decided preference for smoother
nation's big name bands playing theaters dance rhythms. Bands playing fast and
in direct competition to ballrooms and torrid tunes appeal to the "jitterbugs,"
seriously damaging the box-office receipts

but the "Boy Boys" are such a small

of the latter, it would be a timely move minority of the high-class ballroom's
to plan a program of making the public trade and have driven so many true
"dance conscious" and "ballroom minded." dance -lovers out of the ballroom that,
in the opinion of many managers, the
We may be able to attract new classes theaters are welcome to the "shaggers"
of patronage thru "selling" dancing as and "jeepers" for their "jitterbug" cona healthful exercise, an excellent sport tests.

and one of the very best forms of amuseThruout this district such bands as
ment in the world today.
Lawrence Welk, Ace Brigode, Ralph WebIf more groups were to be formed such ster, Rudy Bundy, Ray Herbeck, Hod Wilas the Iowa Ballroom Operators' Asso- liams, Ray Pearl, Johnny Martone, Herbie
ciation it would be possible thru co- Holmes, Jimmy Richards and Baron Eloperative efforts to wage a national cam- liott have won great favor with ballroom
paign in the interest of dancing. A "Na- patrons.
tional Dance Week" could be arranged.
These bands have acquired reputations
A nation-wide contest could be staged
for the selection of a "National Dance for playing dance rhythms which can be
Slogan," similar to the florists' "Say It enjoyed by customers of all ages, and proWith Flowers." Co-operative selling, ad- moters in Ohio and Western Pennsylvania
vertising and promotional campaigns have shown consistent profits thru the

have produced desired results for the frequent presentation of these attrac-

orange growers of California (Sunkist
Oranges), the nation's florists, the candy
manufacturers and various other business associations. A similar project in
our own field would no doubt focus the
public's attention upon dancing and the
ballroom, and would eventually bring
financial returns.

tions.

Worth Bringing Back

How many of us stop to consider that
the public ballroom, when operated on a
high moral plane, is really a great American institution?

In addition to being an asset to the

entire amusement industry the well-conducted ballroom is also a benefit to the
"Create More Dancers"
community wherein it, is located. Such
Will H. Wittig, of Kansas City's ballrooms as the George F Pavilion, JohnPla-Mor, mentioned the Pla-Mor's Thurs- son City, N. Y.; the Sunset, Sunnybrook,
and Hershey ballrooms in Pennsylvania;

the Pla-Mor in Kansas City and many
others thruout the nation are respected
as much in the communities which they
serve as the public auditorium, the
library, the community building or any
other esteemed American institution.
The Billboard told us that the services
of this magazine are at our command in

ROLLICKERS
Instrumental and Novelty Trio

dancing classes along the lines suggested
by Mr. Wittig. These dancing classes

other nights. One manager told me that
his "Wednesday night dancing classes"

"jeep," are not permitted.

vicinity were at a low ebb.

Lew Platt entered the amusement
business in 1924 at the age of 14 as

patrons may receive an hour of free danc-

ing instruction before the actual dance
gets under way, and that approximately
100 boys and 75 girls are used as instructors. At least four Ohio ballrooms
have experimented this fall with large

such as the "shag," "mooch" and

In further combating the beer garden
grounds and parking lots have proper
which for years had been profitable enlighting.
terprises as terpsichorean palaces, are to- and eccentric dancing, and in a campaign
day being operated as roller-skating rinks. to place the ballroom and dancing in the
4.-A policy of reasonable admisDoes this situation of dwindling dance good graces of the public, excellent use
sion prices and good "danceable"
business, which is today almost nation- can be made of institutional advertising.
music at all times.
Last April friends in Detroit wrote me
wide, indicate that ballrooms in general
are so much on the wane that within a about the institutional advertising being That our efforts brought results is testifew years they will cease almost entirely run in the Detroit newspapers by Frank fied to by the satisfactory box-office reto exist? Or can the ballroom be brought Steltenkamp and Fred Haines, operators ceipts grossed during a season when genof the Greystone and other ballrooms. eral economic conditions in Akron and
back?

It is my belief that if we are to survive this waning interest in ballroom

day night dancing classes in his article.
"This Ballroom Business," in the Fall
Special of The Billboard. He stated that

t

a campaign to "bring the ballroom back"
With the aid and the co-operation of The
Billboard being offered us, why not establish an "Exchange of Ideas" in this
publication?
There are numerous managers in
America who are well versed in ballroom
management problems and who can ad-

ratino!

:W .ADD

And His
SOPHISTICATED STYLES IN MUSIC.
With Song Interpretations Featuring
VIRGINIA DEE and LEW LADD.
Available for Bookings.
Phone:
215 East 2nd Street.

Windsor 8-3365.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Or Any Licensed Booking Agency.

SUMMIT BEACH PARK BALLROOM, Akron, 0.

vance excellent ideas for restoring the
ballroom to popularity. Such a dissemination of suggestions would no doubt
prove to be of great value to every operator and would probably start the ball
rolling in the right direction.
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MR. WOODFILL for Summer at
Grand Hotel, Mackinac
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JIMMIE
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Marquette,
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OL' SOUTH REVELERS

IT'S TIME FOR

Now 12th Week
OL' SOUTH GARDEN AND LOUNGE
STEVENS HOTEL, CHICAGO

GRAY GORDON
AND HIS

TIC TOC RHYTHM

LOIS HARPER
"TAILORED TAPS"
Current 7th Week

OPENING DECEMBER 31

EDISON HOTEL, NEW YORK
Management: Consolidated Radio Artists, Inc.

CHEZ PAREE, CHICAGO
Booked by LUCILLE BALLANTINE, CRA, CHICAGO
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THE KING'S JESTERS
IRA BASTOW

JOHNNY RAVENCROFT

GEORGE HOWARD
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AND THEIR ORCHESTRA
Management: Consolidated Radio Artists, Inc.

recting5

CARLOS MOLINA
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Now-Continental Room

n
S
S

Management

CONSOLIDATED RADIO

STEVENS HOTEL
CHICAGO

ARTISTS

gteetikt9s ttowt

AL KAVELIN

JIMMY RICHARDS
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
"MUSIC WITH A SILKEN SWING"

and his

"Cascading Chords" Orchestra

featuring
BILLIE RICHARDS
CAROL KENT.

MOYER TWINS

Now Playing JUNG HOTEL, New Orleans

NOW PLAYING

Management: Consolidated Radio Artists, Inc.

COMMODORE PERRY HOTEL, TOLEDO

Personal Director: BOB LEE

Management: Consolidated Radio Artists, Inc.
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production of movie short sub-

has endured a trying period
T"jects
of cinema history that has had as

competing factors the double feature,

lottery and giveaway. But now, as never
before, motion picture exhibitors-astute
showmen-are again becoming short subject conscious. Trade journals are

giving more space to the field-a real

that the

indication

field is teeming

Selecting 13e. ds

F©r Movie Shorts

with activity, and it is gratifying to note

13y SAM SAX

the intense interest taken in the exploitation of shorts by the exhibitors.

(Production Executive, Warner Bros. Vitaphone Eastern Studios)

Entertainment a Must

The trend of production

December 31, 1938
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is guided

one for shooting scenes and the other effort will have a potential audience
that takes in more than 9,000 theaters
thruout the United States and Canada.

largely by the trend in exhibitors, who, for recording the sound, the band leader
in turn, follow the indications of public cannot depreciate the value of the movie
and patronage preferences. But, what- short as a means of both building him ever turn the trend may take, there is
a single cardinal rule to be remembered
in selecting subjects for a short. They
Sam Sax started in the film inmust provide entertainment-not mere- dustry
back in 1915, with a wide
ly entertainment fashioned to please a range of experience in all its branches
New York audience, but entertainment
as a result of his 23 years of service.
that measures up to and meets the de- His
first job called on him to use
mands of moviegoers in rural and urban his persuasive powers inducing excenters alike.

At the Vitaphone studios our production schedule calls for at least 100 shorts

for the 1938-'39 movie year, of which
18 will be exclusively band features and

as many musicals, many of which call
for the services of orchestras. A major
item in our production costs is our outlay for talent, the yearly total reaching
almost $1,000,000, of which the dance
orchestra comes in for a generous share.

hibitors to buy Universal Pictures

and, in short order, became division
manager and subsequently general
sales manager for Selznick Pictures.
After holding
an executive
position in the
distribution of
Mutual Film
Co. products
Sax

decided

he had spent

As a Builder -Upper

enough

Apart from the monetary considerations involved for the two days' work,

time

peddling
someone else's

films and be-

gan to make

his own, forming
Got h-

am Productions. Here the Warners
caught up with him, realizing

he was more valuable working for
them than in competition. After
a short sojourn in a Coast distribution office to get the Warner
"feel," he was placed in executive
charge of production of the company's
Eastern studios in Brooklyn, N. Y., a

position he has held for the past nine
years. His reputation in the film in-

BILLY

dustry is founded on

two

solid

Gibraltars-his ability to unearth new

talent and a "must' for quality in
Warner Bros.' shorts.

And with seating capacities ranging from

and his

being "small fry." Unfortunately, that
is generally the ill advice of the personal
manager or booking agency. But the
band leader would do well to bear these

ORCHESTRA

as much to the movie short industry.

Unless we keep within the range of our
sales possibilities it is impossible to get
back our initial expenditure.
Taking the music makers as a whole,
it's the quality of their music that
counts in making the selection. However,

that is not enough. The personality
of the leader-one who photographs
well-means just as much as the music.
However, in such cases the "name"
value and radio popularity of the band
is of such importance that it balances
all other factors. And while we cannot
always come to terms with the established names, we are continually on the
lookout for bands showing promise of
graduating into the "name" class. A
short was made with Larry Clinton over

200 in excess of 2,000, and playing the
short from three to five or more shows
daily, there is a potential audience of a year ago, seeing in him box-office value
more than 30,000,000 persons. This, at that time, before general public accoupled with the exploitation which ceptance. On the same basis we took
Felton, who did so well for us
brings the name of the orchestra and Happy
the leader before the public outside the that his managers decided he was worth

theater by means of

lobby displays,

more as a solo performer than with a

marquee billings, newspaper advertising, band. We even picked an unknown,
billboards, etc., means prestige and pub- Merle Kendrick. His short has just been
and we think we picked a comer
licity for the band leader that cannot released
in him. Both Clyde McCoy and Clyde
be measured in dollars and cents.
Lucas came to us unknown and now we

find it profitable to repeat them each
year. During the past few months we
band leader err in holding out for a fea- picked on Woody Herman and Jerry
Debunking Hollywood

Thus the booking agency and the

Livingston as potential names. They
kind of money a feature picture brings. showed unusual promise in their shorts
Once your maestro has had a smell of for us, and with the vast audiences the
Hollywood there is no reasoning with reels will reach the shorts may be just
his demands for the kind of money that

ture picture or holding out for the

only the Coast can afford to pay. But
the fact remains that he rarely gets the
opportunity to make a feature. And for
the few exceptions it is notoriously true
that making a feature is only a one-time
shot.

On the other hand, making a movie
short enhances a band's chance to get
a Coast call. It's the best showcase
to show off your band as a feature screen

Acts have been quick to
realize this and have used shorts as
possibility.

stepping stones into movieland's big
time

for

Bob

Hope,

Ken

Murray,

James

Melton,

Season's Greetings

JIMMY LOSS
AND HIS

"Toast of the Florida Coast"

ORCHESTRA

Now Playing
OAKDALE, AUGUSTA, GA.

Eleanore Whitney, Edgar Bergen, Judy
Garland, Joe Penner, Ben Blue, Deanna
Durbin,

Rufe

Davis,

Frances Langford, Dick Powell and a
host of others.

gpeason's

from

reetings

Picking Subjects

Selecting a band for a movie short
requires careful planning and picking,
the fact that production
self as a national name and in keeping considering
costs run quite high for a quality prothat name in the foreground.
duction. A good novelty band, as Milt
Many of the so-called "name" orches- Britton, who made a short for us, is
tras turn down a movie short offer as always a good bet. But the orchestra

SWANSON

law of diminishing returns applies just

world boasts of very few good novelty
bands. Girl bands make good 'subjects,

as has been our experience with Rita
Rio. But apart from Phil Spitalny there
facts in mind first before making the are very few good girl bands in the
decision. Remember that your screen field. It must be remembered that the

AL APOLION
and his ORCHESTRA
currently appearing

ONONDAGA
HOTEL
Syracuse, N. Y.
Broadcasting: WFBL
Columbia Broadcasting System

Season's Greetings

Emma R

CLARENCE
FUEIRNIA.N

SAUSAGEminmin
and his

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

V1V I F3

FIVE PORK CHOPS
wish you a
E. -

and a
:-.-:

=
=
E
..L--

Philadelphia

Merry Xmas

Happy New Year

Inter -City Network

=
E--_
I

I

I

now playing

ONYX CLUB, N. Y.

1
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)71 PHOTO REPRODUCTIONS ;
IN ALL SIZES
100 Sx10 - 55.75
50 8x10 - $3.25
Write for Complete Price List.

MOSS PHOTO SERVICE
1545 Broadway, New York City.

I.

Ohl Boy! They're Knockouts! :Newest Orcheetra
Designs; Four Flashy Colors; 200 14x22 Window

Cards, $9.00; 1,000 Paper, same, $14.00; 9,4:22
in. Cards, 200, $8.50; 1,000 Paper, same, $12.00.
Cash with order. Special Bills engraved to order,
$12.00 up. Wire your order NOW, or write for

WANTED

Two Good Summer Spots for Roller Rinks. Must
Have Building. We Have A-1 Equipment. Flat or

Contact CECIL MILAM, care
Mil= Roller Rink, Wheeling, W. Va.
Percentage Basis.

samples. New Date Book and Price List.

CAMERA IN MOTION, shooting a band setting at the Vitaphone studios

in Brooklyn.

CENTRAL SHOW PRINTING CO.
MASON CITY, IA.
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the thing to step them up into the best indices of band and band style
"name" class.
popularity is the phonograph recordIn fact, every established dance or- those which people buy and play. All
chestra with a following is likely ma- other things being equal, a popular
terial for a movie short except the so- record maker is the one for us in selectciety maestro. I do not mean the Eddy ing bands for shorts. In the movies a

Duchin type of society orchestra, for he dance orchestra must sound as good as
brings his music to the masses as well it looks.
as to the smart set. Rather, the society We have been advised that the interleader who confines his playing to the est in swing music is waning. Before
exclusive hotels and deb parties and starting production for this season's
whose music is entirely unfamiliar to product we took a scouting trip, touchthose outside of the social register. And ing small and big towns alike thruout
it is the personality and music that ap- the United States and Canada. But
peal to young people that make the in all the travels we found no evidence
most desirable movie short subject.
to support the report that swing is just
a passing fancy. In every locality we
Scouting the Records
While we are advised of preferences paid particular attention to the records
from every part of the country by our in coin -operated phonograph machines
own sales department and from ex- and to those that got the best play.
hibitors, we have found that one of the By far we found that the most popular
and most played recordings in the machines were those of Artie Shaw, Clyde

L A N N I -PRODUCER

McCoy and Larry Clinton-all swing

And while your sweet and stylized bands are not slighted in our selec-

bands.

tions, the preference-until we find indications to warrant otherwise-goes to

t oLonfce

Interpretations

14$

ASSOCIATED MUSICIANS

OF GREATER NEW YORK
attiliate with the

atteitican leeitation oi fact

the swing band.
Because songs get old we can't afford
to store band reels in cans. However, as

EXTENDS

jiplibap

LOCAL 802 A F M

reeting5

a result of this trip we have our eyes
on many bands-Jan Savitt, Gray Gordon and Eddie De Lange to mention a
few-and are waiting until they mean

rhanks to the many artists who have made this
a most successful year.

145 W. 45th St., Suite 302, New York. N. Y.
BR -9.1630.

more to the movie box office.

Tite 'Most Reautqui Waltz ot all time

INDIANA

MOONLIGHT
Words and Music by JOE DAVIS
DECCA RECORD

BLUE BIRD RECORD VICTOR RECORD

by

by

by

DICK ROBERTSON ARTHUR GODFREY

JOE DAVIS

INC.

SAMMY KAYE
akd

1N6e1w9

(P.P.ITERs)

hails

1939
THE YEAR FOR LIVE TALENT
As always, Local 802 will do everything
in its power to further the interest of its
members, one and all.

-

From all indications from the many
promising developments in the past yearn seems that 1939 will see a greater use
of live music than ever before.

holiday qt2)ishes

PAUL DENNIKER
Composer of

Local 802, AFM, will strive to do its
share to make the new year, truly

THE YEAR FOR LIVE TALENT

MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM
MILKMEN'S MATINEE
aml other Hits
Care THE BILLBOARD, New York.

LOCAL 802 A F °/' M

anaZore5 (4P-; reeting5

u5itian5' Protectibe a55ociation
LOCAL 77
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
taniZaikliarDit

.Hr

Headquarters

1267 6th Avenue
New York, N. Y.
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rriHE scene was my office; the time, a
I warm day in August, 1930. One of
my most valued lieutenants-a man
whose counsel I truly respect-looked at
me with an expression bordering on
exasperation and despair. "Mr. E. B.,"
he said, "you're going Latin American."

I suppose that was the first time I
had ever heard that name, now so

Growing Importance of
course, many cities in Texas, Florida and
Southern California. Here in Manhattan

say, heated discussions that have ever
been held in our offices have been on
the difficult question as to how much
of the original rhythm should be retained in piano copy and dance orchestration. It has sometimes seemed a
hopeless problem, involving the choice
of pleasing the foreign -born musicians
who welcome their native rhythms no
matter how tricky or, on the other hand,
simplifying it to satisfy the American
who could not master the intricacies of

Occasionally

There are thousands of Latin American

As this article is being written the music exclusively, altho a few interEighth International Conference of sperse it with American popular songs.
American States was held at Lima, Peru, Practically every swanky American night
on December 9, 1938. It is reasonable club, moreover, boasts a rumba -tango
to assume that South American music orchestra in addition to a regular

shown us that one carefully chosen piece
by a top-notch Latin composer is worth
more than 100 by his would-be imitators.

Latin American Music
13y !EDWARD 13. MARES

familiar, spoken in connection with

music publishing. To be sure, we had
experimented

with

even before the

Argentine

war;

tangos

we knew that

such Spaniards as DeF'alla, Albeniz and

Granados had written beautiful music

typical of their country, and we had
heard glowing reports of native dances

from tourists returning from Havana,
Mexico City and Rio de Janeiro. But
not until I personally was accused of
"going Latin American" did the enormous possibilities of the broad canvas
to the south of us become startlingly
clear to me.
The scene just described transpired
because of my genuinely stubborn insistence that a new Cuban song called

ago.

the other Americas. Altho our sister nations of this hemisphere have
made important contributions to
art, literature and science, their
contributions to music have been
the most typical and in some respects the most original."

there are eight or nine such cabarets in the original.

quainted with the cultural life of

one goes a cropper, but on the whole compositions available, because those are
they are amazingly successful, and plans music -loving people and the composers
for new ones are under way all the are most prolific. But the first requirement is to be able to choose quality
time.
Most of them feature their native rather than quantity. Experience has
In the publishing business there are

many specialists. There is, for instance,

one firm which issues religious music

almost exclusively and does an excellent
job of that. There are others that pub-

lish school operettas, music for diverS

instruments, college songs, oldtimers, national music of countries other
kept by ASCAP, demonstrate clearly how than the Latin American and countless
much of the music under discussion is assorted varieties. A firm which is exto be heard over the air, whether broad- tremely successful at publishing secular
cast by live talent or on electrical ballads may make a botch out of its
transcriptions. In many cases entire church music and vice versa. Since
programs are devoted to it. Anyone who 1894 we have tackled almost every convisits the program -listing department of ceivable type of music with varying
ASCAP is bound to be impressed by the success. It is a credit to my entire orconstant and ambitious attempts on the ganization that we have done so well in

tain orchestra leaders, singers, selfappointed critics of popular music and
even well-meaning people in my own
employ.

Perhaps I may be accused of being

immodest for recalling my insistence on

this point, but since a music publishei
is constantly reminded of the time he

failed to grab Yes, We Have No Bananas,
or neglected to sign up the young

Gershwin, or the other "heartaches and
the thousand natural shocks that flesh

solo

part of the young ladies who handle the Latin American field, one of the

this huge job so efficiently to master the
almost equally difficult struggle of
learning how to pronounce properly the
Spanish titles and composers' names.
The tremendous vogue of Latin Ameri-

is heir to," let him be permitted this

one truthful boast. In 45 years of pub-

lishing I have picked good songs and
bad ones. I have let opportunities slip
by, but I have grabbed others by the
horns, and of these opportunities I feel

most difficult.

While we are generally credited with

leadership in the field of oldtimers, minstrel songs and such, it must be remem-

bered that we had the advantage of
a catalog dating back to the
can music in the Orient as well has possessing
'90s and crammed full of the song hits

that the greatest was the chance to
Only Eight Years Ago

Greenwich Village alone.

"name" band. Furthermore there are
innumerable smart spots in the East 508
and elsewhere around the town where
the orchestras play fully as many Latin
American pieces as they do fox trots.
Logs of radio performances, carefully

made a hit despite all the cold water
that was being splashed about by cer-

It is astounding to realize that only

I am told that the same situation
exists in Los Angeles, Chicago and, of

is one of the indications of the desire on the part of the people of the
United States to become better ac-

The Peanut Vendor could and would be

introduce and exploit Latin American
music in this country.

The Orchestration

Some of the most intense and, I might

EDWARD B. MARKS, head of Ed-

ward B. Marks Music Corp., music
publisher.

eight brief years have passed since the played an important role in the social
whole question of this type of music was end of the conference. Moreover, it
such a nebulous one. Today finds the cannot be denied that the infiltration
music of the Central and South Ameri- into the United States of this type of
can countries a positive rage thrtiout the entertainment during the last few years
civilized world. It is my contention has made Americans more conscious of
that this vogue is to become more and their neighbors to the south than any
more extensive. In the first place, peo- other single factor.
ple are now evincing interest in the
A Wider Market
music of Latin American countries other

Thus we have, in the first place, a
than Cuba, Mexico and Argentina, which
until this season provided practically wider marker from which to choose in

all the successes in this type of com- the future than that which has already
position. The growing popularity of given us the Cuban rumba, the Argenthe samba, which is one of the national tine tango and the Mexican ranchers.
dances of Brazil, is a definite indica- Secondly, there is the indisputable fact

shown that its appeal, once people be- of those days. In the Latin American
come inoculated with it, is universally field, however, we had to hew our way
irresistible.
with material never before exploited in
The Craze Starts Coldly
this country and much more difficult
At this point the reader is probably musically than the simple songs popular
saying to himself: "What a cinch! That at the turn of the century. Mama Inez,
E. B. Marks must be rolling in Spanish Marta, La Cumparsita, My Shawl,
gold!" Unfortunately, neither statement Quiereme Mucho and La Conga are very
is quite true. While it has been defi- well-known titles today, but when we
nitely a pleasure, and in some cases a first brought them to this country they
profitable venture to work on this type sounded just as unfamiliar as, for inof music, the story distinctly has its stance, Brazilian Night, which we hope
other side. Whereas the Latin American will be the first samba success here.
musical idiom immediately found a re- An interesting phenomenon about the
sponsive chord in the hearts of French- Latin American dance craze is that it
men and Italians, the same thing cannot seems to have caught on more quickly
be said of Americans. Englishmen and with the very exclusive cafe society set
others, who literally had to be educated and the not so exclusive dance -hall set
to the strange new rhythms and un- than with the average American who
orthodox melodies.
goes to a Saturday night dance at golf

I have referred above to the cold club, fraternity house, town hall or
past few that more and more American orchestra reception accorded The Peanut Vendor medium-priced hotel dance floor. As
months our own firm has been flooded leaders and singers have become willing upon its introduction here in 1930. It already mentioned, the so-called "snooty"
tion of this.

During the

with questions. about the music and to perform various types of this music. took months of pounding before that clubs practically all have their rumba
It must be admitted that certain song became a hit and started the rumba bands, while the dance halls have an aldances of Colombia, Bolivia, Ecuador,
Peru, Venezuela, Puerto Rico and, in prominent orchestra leaders, both of the craze in this country. The same thing most unanimous practice of holding
fact, all of the other nations and "swing". and "sweet" variety, still refuse was true of every other nation not dis- special nights for tango contests, rumba
colonies in the southern part of the to include any of these tunes on their tinctly Latin in character. One reads competitions and the like. Some of the
Western Hemisphere. It was this flood broadcasts, but countless other equally huge columns of publicity about the best interpretations of the tricky Latin
of requests for . information which prominent have jumped on the Latin conga and the samba, and a few society steps are to be found in the dime -a caused us recently to publish an album band wagon in the past year or two, folks and professional dancers take them dance halls. The great middle class has
entitled The Other Americas, which has realizing that an occasional rumba, up with gusto; but it is a long and been a little slower in accepting these
been illustrated by Xavier Cugat. It bolero or tango gives their listeners re- arduous struggle to interest the vast foreign innovations, but reports indicate
is his clever caricatures included therein lief from the incessant parade of similarly constructed and, in many cases,
which illustrate this article.
In his foreword to this album L. S. monotonously ground -out fox trots.
Every record company has in the past
Rowe, director general of the PanAmerican Union, has written as follows: few months released albums of discs
bearing the Latin American flavor. Ac"The growing interest in the music
of the countries of Latin America cording to personal information, many
of these recordings bring as many nickels
as the biggest popular hits to those glittering machines that seem to be as much
the equipment of a barroom nowadays as
the bottles, the glasses or the bar itself.
Two recent examples are Bing Crosby's
Mexicali Rose, which is Latin in character if not in origin, and Dick Robertson's Rancho Grande. The Amusement
Machine section of The Billboard will
bear me out.
Latin Night Life

The Mexican Hat Dance

majority of people just now beginning that it is rapidly "going Latin American"
to learn the intricate steps of the tango also.
and rumba. Patience in the handling
The Songwriter
of these compositions is not only a
Those American songwriters who bevirtue but a necessity, because rarely has lieve they can write the Latin American
one of them burst upon the song market
with the splash of a Music Goes 'Round
and Around, an Isle of Capri or even a
Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen. It took at least
two years for Say Si Si, which was known
originally as Para Vigo Me Voy, to reach
its present eminence as the most popular
of today's rumbas.

The songs must be issued with the'

original Spanish lyrics and with English

adaptations that carry the flavor of the
originals and yet have that indefinable
quality that catches the ear of the
music -buying public in this country. In
There are today in New York City this respect it is important that the
more than twice as many night clubs words, both Spanish and English, be the
with Spanish or Latin American atmos- best that money can provide, as they are
phere as there were a mere three years an indispensable aid to a good melody.

Peruvian Inca Music
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type of composition will naturally be while other Mexican melodies by the

14%0

interested in ascertaining just how much same general type of composer are con-

opportunity there is for them, particu- sidered so exquisite that Aaron Copland,
larly as the field gets broader. Unfor- for example, has used them as motifs
tunately I cannot paint a very rosy for a concert piece recently played by
hits by American -born writers in this While it is true that some tangos do

category-Vincent Youmans' Carioca and resemble others closely, there are others
Orchids in the Moonlight, from an early that are quite unique and one does not
Astaire -Rogers film, immediately come to generally find the dull repetition clearly

mind-but the vast majority of these to be heard in most American popular

`f,

LOVE?

part. Ernesto Lecuona, for example,
writes a Malaguena, which is played by

the very finest concert artists; he then
turns out a Siboney, which fits in the

middle somewhere as a beautiful melodic

Cuban song, and finally directs his apparently unlimited talent toward writing
a red-hot rumba that falls right into the
swing category. The Mexican Rancho
Grande is really a rowdy gang song

1

6eagon',5 Oreetings

NEW YEAR/

PEPITO AND HIS VIOLIN
BEAUTIFUL DANUBE, NO WONDER YOU'RE BLUE

indicates that the United States as a

In publishing the works of American democracy must look more and more to
writers who essay this type of piece we South America for co-operation against
have found, sometimes to our annoyance, anti -democratic forces. It is, of course,
that merit is not always the prime con- essential that some of the South Amerisideration, but that orchestra leaders can nations steer their course safely past
and singers refuse to consider them the Fascist dangers that now threaten
seriously because the composers' names them. Under the proper leadership of
do not sound Latin. This is unreason- the United States I feel confident that
able and a definite evil, but at the they can surmount these obstacles and
same time it must be generally con- that the entire western hemisphere will
ceded that few Americans can hope as become the largest force for peace in
yet to compete in this field with the the world.
class of writer just mentioned. In the
Music will play its part in cementing
same way you could hardly expect John the bonds of friendship between the two
Doe's band to play a rumba as well as American continents. Perhaps that Is
Cugat's, yet some American orchestras why I have more than merely a selfish
distinctly demonstrate that the excep- interest in the propagation of the better
tion still proves the rule.
Latin American compositions in our
In an article of this kind the whole country. Not only will it help us to
comprehensive field of Latin American learn more about and understand better
music cannot be covered. It must be these good neighbors, but it will provide
understood that the average composer hours and hours of entertainment and
in these countries is a much more versa- joy to those always hungry for fine
tile fellow than his American counter- music.

SWINGS IN THE

AMONG THOSE SAILING

songs which achieve popularity are by songs of today.
Lecuona, Lara, Simons, Grenet, Cugat
Music Will Draw Us Closer
and others whose names are gradually
The situiqion in Europe today clearly
becoming familiar to the American musical public.

Maida..

E

Y
WHAT
KNOW ABOUT

picture. There have been a few genuine the Boston Symphony at Carnegie Hall.

FORGET IF YOU CAN

NIGHT MUST FALL
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STRANGE
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Season's
Greetings
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FRANKIE CARLE
Decca Recording Pianist and
His ORCHESTRA
currently at SEVEN GABLES

Milford, Conn.
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B'way the Music Pub Hub But

Tin Pan Alley Co. in Philly
More than 1,000 standard and pop pubs in 1928-fewer
than 200 today -80 per cent concentrated in New York
City-fave address is Broadway

Huntzinger

(Robert L.),

Inc.,

3

East

43d

street, New York City.

S

Santly

Bros. -Joy,

Inc., 1619 Broadway, New

York City.
Italian Book Co., 145 Mulberry street, New Saunders Publications, 5617 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.
York City.
Jacobs

(Walter), Inc., 120 Doylston street,

Boston.

Jenkins Music Co., 1217 Walnut street, Kansas City, Mo.
Jewel Music Publishing Co., Inc., 1674 Broadway, New York City.
Jones ( !sham I Music Corp., 1657 Broadway,
New York City.
Jungnickel (Ross), Inc., 1600 Broadway, New
York City.

Schirmer (E. C.) Music Co., 221 Columbus
avenue, Boston.
Schirmer (C.), Inc., 3 East 43d street, New

York City.
Schmidt (Arthur P.), Co., 8 West 40th street,
New York City.
Schroeder Cr Gunther, Inc., 6 East 45th street,

New York City.
Schuberth

(Edward)

Cr

Co.,

East

11

22d

street, New York City.
Scotch Cr Neves, 135 West Main street,
Bound Brook, N. J.
Select Music Publications, Inc., 1619 Broadway, New York City.

C
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Ten years ago
K
1,200 music publishers, both Caesar (Irving), 1619 Broadway, New York
Kalmar & Ruby Music Corp., 6301 Sunset
standard and popular, were thriving and
City.
blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Bernstein Cr Co., Inc., 1270 Sixth aveflourishing in the United States. And in Century Music Publishing Co., 235 West 40th Kammen (J. Cr J.( Music Co., 305 Roebling Shapiro,
nue, New York City.
street, New York City.
that comparatively short space of time
street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sherman
Square Music Publishing Co., 205
the number has now dwindled down to Chappell Cr Co., Inc., 1270 Sixth avenue, Karczag Publishing Co., 62 West 45th street,
West 57th street, New York City.
New
York
City.
fewer than 200. Yet in spite of the influx Chart Music Publishing House, Inc., 45 East
New York City.
Sildac Music Publishing Co., 145 West 45th
Kay Cr Kay Music Publishing Corp., 1658
of Hollywood's coin and influence subsistreet, New York City.
17th
street,
New
York
City.
Broadway.
New
York
City.
dizing the industry to a great extent and Church (Iohn) Co., 1712 Chestnut street,
Skidmore Music Co., Inc., 1270 Sixth avenue,
(Mitchell),
Inc.,
113
West
57th
Keane
freezing out the smaller houses which
New York City.
Philadelphia, Pa.

almost

'can no longer depend on sheet music

sales to keep in the swim-today. as then.

Tin Pan Alley has changed little in a
geographical sense.

The music publishing industry still
centers its activities in this city. Branch
offices have been added where the lots
are for movie making. But the home
office is still, for the most part, a Broadway address.

A list of all popular and standard
music publishers in the United States,

as well as existing sheet music jobbers,
published on this page, shows that 80
per cent of the publishing houses are
located here. The West Coast boasts
only a handful, with some of the old
established publishers still maintaining
their houses in Chicago, Philadelphia and
Kansas City.
It is also an interesting commentary

to note that while New York City has
earned and kept the "Tin Pan Alley"
sobriquet, none of the local pubs took

advantage of that highly publicized name
to identify their own house. It remained

for Frank Caprano, in Philadelphia, to
capitalize on the everyday expression
and call his publishing firm the Tin
Pan Alley Music Co.

Publications,

Circle Music

Inc.,

1270

Sixth

avenue, New York City.
'(Kenneth S.), 1657 Broadway, New
York City.
Colombo, Albert, 6912 Hollywood blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Crawford Music Corp., 1619 Broadway, New
York City.
Curtis (L. B.) Music Publisher, 1595 BroadClark

way, New York City.
D

Davis (Joe), Inc., 1619 Broadway, New York
City.
Denton Cr Haskins Corp., 1658 Broadway, New

York City.
Distinctive

Music

Hilton

Co.,

Bldg.,

New

York City.
Ditson (Oliver) Co., Inc., 1712 Chestnut
street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Donaldson, Douglas Cr tumble, Inc., 1619

Broadway, New York City.
East (Ed), Rye, N. Y.
Edwards (Gus), Hollywood. Calif.
Empire Music Publishing Co., 1587 Broadway,

New York City.
Evans Music Co., 86 Essex street, Boston, Mass.
Exclusive Publications, Inc., 1619 Broadway,

New York City.
F

Famous Music Corp.,

1501

Broadway, New

York City.
Feist (Leo), Inc., 1629 Broadway, New York

A

City.

ABC Music Corp., 799 Seventh avenue, New
York City.
Affiliated Music Corp., 549 West 42d Street,
New York City.
Ager, Yellen & Bornstein, Inc.. 745 Seventh
avenue, New York City.
Alfred Music Co., Inc., 145 West 45th
street, New York City.
Allen (Thornton W.) Co., 74 Riverside drive,
New York City.
Amsco Music Sales Co., Inc., 1600 Broadway,
New York City.
Apollo Music Co., 301 West 41st street, New
York City.

Festival

1115 K street, N. W.,

Music Co.,

Washington, D.

C.

Music House, 528 Elm street, Cincinnati, 0.
Fischer (Carl), Inc., 56 Cooper square, New
York City.
Fischer (J.) Cr Bro., 119 West 40th street,
New York City.
F illmcre

Fisher

(Fred)

Music Co., Inc., 1619 Broad-

way, New York City.
Fitzsimmons (H. T.) Co., Inc., 23 East Jackson

blvd., Chicago,

III.

Flammer (Harold), Inc., 10 East 43d street,
New York City.
Flaschner (0.) Music Co., 4 West 43d street,
New York City.
Forrest (Thomas) Music Publishing Co., 315
West 143d street, New York City.

street, New York City.

Kendis

Music Corp.,

1595

Broadway, New

York City.
L

Lewis Music Publishing Co., Inc., 1619 Broad-

way, New York City.

Music Corp., 1619 Broadway, New
York City.
City.
Luz Bros., 1674 Broadway, New York City. Sprague -Coleman, 66 West 55th street, New
Lyrics Corp. of America, 202 West 40th street,
York City.
New York City.
Stanza Music Publishing Co., 1545 Broadway,
M
New York City.
Major Music, Inc., 1619 Broadway, New York Stasny Music Corp., 1619 Broadway, New
York City.
City.
Manus Music Co., 145 West 45th street, Summy (Clayton F.) Co., 321 South Wabash
avenue, Chicago.
New York City.
Marks (Edward B.) Music Corp., 1250 Sixth Sunshine State Music Co., Alcester, S. D.
Superior
Music, Inc., 1619 Broadway, New
avenue, New York City.
York City.
Mario Music Corp., 1619 Broadway, New
T
York City.
McDaniel (Joe) Music Co., Majestic Theater Tenney (Harry), Inc., 1619 Broadway, New
Bldg., Columbus, 0.
York City.
Melo-Art Music Publishers, 1674 Broadway, Tesio (P.) & Sons, 353 Eighth avenue, New
New York City.
York City.
Melody Publishing Corp., 36 East 23d street, Tin Pan Alley Publications, Inc., 1011 ChestNew York City.
nut street, Philadelphia.
Melrose Bros.' Music Co., Inc., 536 Lake Transcontinental Music Co., 113 West 57th
Shore drive, Chicago.
street, New York City.
Metro Music Co., 58 Second avenue, New Tullar (Grant C.), Tullar Studio, Orange, N. J.
York City.
Twentieth -Century Music Publishers, 1451
Miller (Bob), Inc., 1619 Broadway, New
Broadway, New York City.
York City.
V
Miller Music, Inc., 1270 Sixth avenue, New
York City.
Vogel (Jerry) Music Co., Inc., 112 West 44th
Mills Music, Inc., 1619 Broadway, New York
street, New York City.
City.
Von Tilzer (Harry) Music Publishing Co., 1587
Morris (Foe) Music Co., 1619 Broadway, New
Broadway, New York City.
York City.
Von Tilzer (Will), 1619 Broadway, New York
Movietone Music Corp., 1250 Sixth avenue,
City.
New York City.
W
Mumil Publishing Co., 1140 Broadway, New
Weil (Milton) Music Co., Inc., 54 West RanYork City.
dolph street, Chicago.
N
National Music Co., 306 South Wabash White -Smith Music Publishing Co., 40 Win-

Lincoln

avenue, Chicago.

Nattrass-Schenck, Inc., 145 West 45th street,
New York City.
New World Music Corp., 1250 Sixth avenue,

New York City.
Art Music Co., 107 West 143d street, New
Nola Music Publications, 1619 Broadway, New
York City.
York City.
Ascher (Emil), Inc., 315 Fourth avenue, New
0
York City.
Olman Music Corp., 1619 Broadway, New
Associated Music Publishers, Inc., 25 West Forster Music Publisher, Inc., 216 South
York City.
45th street, New York City.
Wabash avenue, Chicago.
P
Co.,
145
West
45th
street,
Fox (Sam) Publishing Co., 1250 Sixth avenue, Paulbrook Music Corp., 1671 Broadway, NeW
Austin (George)
New York City.
New York City.
York City.
B

Barnhouse

(C. L.). Inc..

Oskaloosa, la.

Galaxy

Music

Corp.,

17 West 46th street,

Baron (M.(, Inc., 151 West 57th street, New
New York City.
Caudagno-Davis Cr Co., Inc., 646', No. WestYork City.
ern avenue, Hollywood, Calif.
Berlin (Irving), Inc., 799 Seventh avenue,
New York City.
Georgeoff (Evan) Music Publishing Co., The
Birchard (C. C.) & Co., 221 Columbus avenue,
Boston, Mass.

Blake (Whitney) Music Publisher, 1585 Broadway, New York City.
Blank

(S.),

190

East

Second

street,

New

York City.
Books and Music, Inc., 113 West 57th street,
New York City.

Arcade, Cleveland, 0.
Gershwin Publishing Corp., 1270 Sixth avenue,

New York City.
(L. Wolfe) Music Publishing Co.,
6912 Hollywood blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Gilbert

Goodman

Music

Co.,

Inc.,

1619

Broadway,

New York City.

Paramount Music Corp., 1501 Broadway, New
York City.
Paull -Pioneer Music

Corp.,

1657

Broadway,

New York City.
Photo Play Music Co., Inc., 1674 Broadway,
New York City.
Piedmont Music Co., Inc., 156 West 54th

street, New York City.

Co.,

Woods

Theater

Hollywood

Songs,

New York City.

1250

Sixth

avenue,

Williams

(Clarence)

Music

Publishing

Co.,

Inc., 145 West 45th street, New York City.
Willis Music Co., 3 East 43d street, New York
City.

Witmark (M.) Cr Sons, 1250 Sixth avenue,
New York City.
Wood (B. F.) Cr Co., 88 St. Stephens street,
Boston.

Words and Music, Inc., 1674 Broadway, New
York City.
Z

Zenith Music Co., 1587 Broadway, New York
City.

Sheet Music Jobbers
Ashley Music Supply Co., 1600 Broadway, New

York City.
and
Schuster Music Co.,
1619 Broadway, New York City.
Capitol Music Co., 900 Terminal Sales Building,
Seattle, Wash.
Presser (Theodore) Co., 1712 Chestnut street,
Chesbro Music Co.,

Philadelphia.
Q

Inc.,

chester street, Boston.
Whiting (George) Songs, 1619 Broadway, New
York City.

Powell-Whitcup

Gray (H. W.( Co., Inc., 159 East 48th street, Quincke (W. A.) Cr Co., 430 South Broadway,
New York City.
Los Angeles.
Boosey-Hawkes-Belwin, Inc., 43 East 23d
R
Green Bros. Cr Knight, Inc., 1619 Broadway,
street, New York City.
New York City.
Radio Music Co., Inc., 907 Wurlitzer Bldg.,
Boston Music Co., 3 East 43d street, New
H
Detroit, Mich.
York City.
Inc., 1587 Broad - Red Star Songs, Inc., 1619 Broadway, New
Braun Music Co., 1619 Broadway, New York Handy Bros.' Music Co
way. New York City
York City.
City.
Bregman, Vocco Cr Conn. Inc., 1619 Broad- Harmony House, 1053 Howard street, San Remick Music Corp., 1250 Sixth avenue, New
York City.
Francisco.
way, New York City.
Brehne Associates, 1619 Broadway, New York Harmony Publications, 5912 Walnut street, Ricordi (G.) Cr Co., 12 West 45th street, New
York City.
Philadelphia.
City.
Briegel (George F.), Inc., 1674 Broadway, Harms, Inc., 1250 Sixth avenue, New York Ringle (Dave), 1607 Broadway, New York City.
Robbins Music Corp., 799 Seventh avenue, New
City.
New York City.
York City.
Broadway Music Corp., 1619 Broadway, New Harms IT. B.) Co., 1250 Sixth avenue, New
Robison (Carson J.), 48 West 48th street,
York City.
York City.
(Charles
avenue,
New York City.
K.),
701
Seventh
Laughlin
Bldg.,
Harris
Brooks Music Publishing Co.,
Rossiter (Will), 173 West Madison street,
New York City.
Long Beach, Calif.
Chicago.
Brown Cr Henderson Music Corp., 1619 Hill (J. F.) Cr Co., 151 West 57th street,
Roy Music Co., 1619 Broadway, New York City.
New York City.
Broadway, New York City.
Browne (Bradford), 500 Fifth avenue, New Hitchcock Publishing Co., 38 john street, Royal Music Publishing Co., Royal Hawaiian
Hotel, Honolulu, Hawaii.
New York City.
York City.
Browne (Ted) Music
Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Smith (William J.) Music Co., 254 West 31st
street, New York City.
Sorkin Music Co., 251 Fourth avenue, New
York City.
Southern Music Publishing Co., 1619 Broadway, New York City.
Spier (Larry), Inc., 1619 Broadway, New York

Russian Music Co., Inc., 155 Second avenue.
New York City.

327

Broadway,

Idaho

Falls, Idaho.
Carl Fischer,
Chicago.

Inc.,

306 So. Wabash avenue,

Gamble Hinged Music Co., 228 So. Wabash
Avenue, Chicago.

Henry Homeyer, 99 Bedford street, Boston,
Mass.

Jenkins Music Co., 1217 Walnut street, Kansas City, Mo.
Lyon Cr Healy, Inc.,
Chicago.

Wabash

and

Jackson,

Pacific Coast Music Co. (Jimmy Haley), San
Francisco.
Preeman Mathews Music

Co.,

733

Flower' street, Los Angeles.
Richmond's Music Dealers

Maurice

South
Service,

inc., 799 Seventh avenue, New York City.
Sherman Clay Cr Co., Kearney and Sutter
streets, San Francisco.
St. Louis Music Supply, St. Louis, Mo,
Southern Music Corp., 112 West Houston

street, San Antonio, Tex.
E. B. Swisher, 115 So. 10th street, Philadelphia.
Thomas Music Co.. Detroit, Mich.
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Taping !Radio
Plugs for a Rick
Ey JACK MILLI

THE music industry has shown that will become a common policy. In the
there are three or four different long run radio, which is dependent on
channels thru which a hit song can music publishers as a whole for its
be developed, mainly pictures, radio, music, is due to become the loser. For
musical productions and, in recent more than one reason serious considermonths, phonograph recordings have ation to a revision of this method should
proved to be one of the most valuable be given.
Songs do not necessarily attain hit
assets. Altho the industry has advanced
considerably during the past several proportions by virtue of radio plugs.
years, the forward steps have been In years past theme songs dominated
thundering with heavy thuds lately be- and the picture industry was credited
cause of several evils which are retarding with creating song hits via the screen.

whatever progress it has attained. Great- But this has fallen off considerably with
est of these evils is the weekly recapitula- the decreasing interest in film musicals.
Radio then dominated the field, but durtion of song plugs on radio.
ing the past year the newly rejuvenated
To the music concern which is con- phonograph
record business has proved
trolled by a motion picture firm the to be the biggest
creator of song -hit
weekly "sheet" is merely a report on how
material. In the past 12 months the biggest song hits of that period were created
and started on recordings.
Platters Produce Hits

The increasing populariW of recorded
music, resulting from increased usage of
automatic coin machines and increased
sales of phonographs, has opened a new
field for exploitation for music publishers. It may appear inconceivable

-copyright Moss Photo Service.

*********

that coin phonograph machines could
compete with radio in weighing plug
values, but they have proved to possess
certain definite advantages.
Suppose there are 5,000 recordings of
one particular song scattered around

the East and in each of the automatic
coin phonograph machines the tune is
played only once a night to an average
audience of 10 persons per machine, that
would mean that 50,000 people heard the
tune at least once. (However, statistics

show that a successfully operated machine should get at least five plugs per

JACK MILLS, head of Mills Music,

Inc., music publisher.
many free aerial

plugs

its

current

films received on radio. To the independent music publisher it means nothing, for it is common knowledge, accepted by every Tin Pan Alleyite, that

record each night, consequently as many
as 5,000,000

hearings can be reached

in one night.)
The difference between a radio plug
and a coin machine performance is important, too. The radio plug' is often
surrounded with talent, comedy, advertising and other factors that may detract
from the appeal of the song or its "selling point." In the small tavern, cafe

the No. 1 song on the sheet does not
necessarily mean it is a top seller. The or restaurant the rendition is given to
top plug tune of the week and the top a concentrated audience whose attenbest seller during the same period very tion is focused on the tune either for
seldom run parallel. It would be un- dancing or listening purposes. Also, the
ethical for one

music

Tango Fox Trot.

The Rocking Horse

Fox Trot Ballad.

Paradv
Novelty Fox Trot.
Dancing Till Dawn . . .

Waltz.

Blue Illusion
Fox Trot.
Blue Bayou
Song of The Southland.
We Can't Go on This
Way

NEW RELEASES
The Tide Has Turned
at Last
Midnight Kiss

Fox Trot Ballad.

Home Cookie' Mamma .
(With the Fryin' Pan)

Comedy Fox Trot.

I've Found Myself

.

.

(Another Baby)
Novelty Rhythm Song.

Imagine My Surprise

. .

Fox Trot Ballad.

Torch Ballad.

* * * ORCHESTRATIONS-SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH

ROY MUSIC COMPANY
NEW YORK, N, Y.
1619 BROADWAY

publisher to person who spends 5 cents to hear one

illustrate exact cases with competitors'
songs, but a comparison of past records
and data on the subject will reveal
that these facts are true.

rendition of a song has greater potentialities as a music buyer than the

The "Sheet"

or guest star, giving music less attention.

What is occurring today in the music
business as a result of the "sheet" may
result in a major casualty. Seldom are
the popular songs of the day judged by

for the latter may be
hearing a program casually or paying
closer attention to a favorite comedian
radio listener,

It is common knowledge in Tin Pan
Alley that at least 12 of the big sellers
the past year were started on phonograph

recordings in coin machines and sales
orchestra leaders and performers on were later stimulated thru radio plugs.
For the

their melodic or lyrical merit.
top songs were selling big even
most part, and especially on large com- Several
mercial radio programs, a song is played before radio began its mass plugging.
only if it attains high representation
Records Show the Way
on the weekly recapitulation report- Radio might well take a lesson from
regardless of its musical worth.
phonograph record companies, which toIt is surprising to find many agencies day make it a policy to record songs berelying on a policy that no song can be fcre they achieve success on radio, thus
programed for a commercial air show getting the jump by offering music that
unless it is on the "sheet." Consequent- sounds new and fresh. The popularity
ly the thousands of extra dollars spent of phonograph records has been credited
for music on sponsored air shows sound to the fact that they offer music that
little different, melodically, than that cannot be heard on radio, and when a
offered on a remote broadcast from a song finally becomes a top radio plug
cafe or hotel spot.
invariably its appeal in coin machines
While sponsors spend hundreds of dol-

lars for especially written scripts, playlets and other material, music, which is
invariably a major factor on any show,
is disregarded.

STANDARDS
My Margarita

Instead of consulting

music publishers for outstanding and
distinctive material, they glance at the

weekly report and select tunes by num-

ber and position on the "sheet." Fortunately, this is not a practice with all
agencies, but this method is increasing
to such a degree that unless checked it
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manages to stay in the middle of the

"sheet" the song will endure for a

longer period and often achieve a reputation for being a standard. Thus radio
can save not only money on its arrangements but obtain greater value.
Naturally the value of radio plugs cannot be minimized, but just as the films
falls inversely.
in value as song hit creators,
Radio would find it more economical decreased
similarly the value of phonograph
to disregard the all importance of the and
recordings increased, radio can find
top plugged tunes. When a publisher greater
success by seeking new, fresh
spends three weeks to get his tune to top musical material for its sponsored shows
position it is certain that the song will rather than becoming addicted to a prelag far behind within another three scribed routine of following the "sheet"
weeks. Once on top position it must for a guide.
start to descend. Consequently the arrangement on that tune is good for a Very few people who depend on the
six -week period. On the other hand, if "sheet"-racing or musical-come out
a publisher nurses his song along and ahead of the game.
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MUSIC

(Routes are for current week when no dates
are given.)

A
Ackley, Carleton: (Rancho San Pablo) El Cerrito, Calif., no.
Adcock, Jack: (Manoa Inn) Manoa, Pa., ro.
Alberto, Don: (El Chico) NYC, nc.
Alomona, Harold: (Pepper Pot) NYC, nc.
Angelo. (Bertolotti's) NYC, nc.
Apoilon, Al: (Onondaga) Syracuse, h.
Arden, Art: (Blue Lantern) Detroit, nc.
Arthur, Zinn: (Roseland) NYC, b.
Ayres, Mitchell: (Murray's) Tuckahoe, N. Y.,
ro.

B

Bardo, Bill: (Schroeder) Milwaukee, h.
Barrie, Dick: (Brown Palace) Denver, h.
Bartel, Jeno: (Piccadilly) NYC, h.
Baum, Charles: (St. Regis) NYC, h.
Becker, Howard: (Merry -Go -Round) Dayton,
O., nc.
Beecher, Keith: (Colony Club) Chi, nc.
Benson, Ray: (Montparnasse) NYC, nc.
Berick, Joe: (Riviera) Pittsburgh, nc.
Bernard, Stephen: (Dublin) Columbus, 0., nc.
Bestor, Don: (Rice) Houston, h.
Billo, Joe: (Radisson) Minneapolis, h.
Bonick, Lewis: (Dempsey -Vanderbilt) Miami,
h.
Bono, Americo: (Chez Ami) Buffalo, nc.
Brandwynne, Nat: (Essex House) NYC, h.
Bragali, Vincent: (Ambassador) NYC, h.
Breslow, Irving: (Jack Stamp's) Phila, nc.
Breese, Lou.: (Chez Paree) Chi, nc.
Breese, Joe: (Dave's) New Haven, Conn., nc.
Brigode, Ace: (Aragon) Cleveland, b.
Britton, Milt: (Downtown Casino) Detroit, nc.
Brown, Rudy: (Log Cabin) Atlanta, nc.
Bryson, Jack: (Taft) New Haven, Conn., h.
Bundy, Rudy: (Indiana Roof) Indianapolis, b.
Bunts, Howard: (Ash -Trumbull) Detroit, nc.
Burkharth, Johnny: (Club Edgewood) Albany,
N. Y., no.
Bush, Eddie: (7 Seas) Hollywood, nc.
Busse, Henry:
(Netherland Plaza) Cincin-

nati, h.

Calloway, Blanche: (Congo) Boston, nc.
Calloway, Cab: (Cottbn Club) NYC, nc.

Candullo, Joe: (Versailles) Hollywood, Fla.,
nc.
Canova, Vic: (El Dump()) Chi, nc.

Carle, Frankie: (Seven Gables) Milford, Conn.,
ro.
Carter, Chick: (Southland) Boston, nc.
Causer, Bob: (Westwood Supper Club) Richmond, Va., nc.
Chassey, Lou: (Hollywood Beach) Hollywood,

Fla., h.
Chatfield, Tommy: (Lake Park Casino) Fort
Worth, Tex., nc.
Coe, Jay: (Governor Clinton) NYC, h.
Coleman, Emil: (Waldorf-Astoria) NYC, h.
Collins. Bernie: (Ansley) Atlanta, h.
Cooper, Al: (Plantation Club) Detroit, nc.
Cornelius, Paul: (New Cooper Club) Henderson, Tex., no.
Cornwall. Joe: (Newhouse) Salt Lake City, h.
Correa, Eric: (Pelham Heath Inn) Pelham
Manor, N. Y., ro.
Courtney, Del: (Rainbow Room, New Kenmore) Albany, N. Y., h.
Creighton, Johnny: (Ritz -Carlton) Phila, h.
Crocker, Mel: (Meltzer) Salem, 0. h.
Cromwell, Chauncey: (Grey Wolf Tavern)
Sharon, Pa., ro.
D
Daley, Jack: (Corktown Tavern) Detroit, nc.
Davis, Eddie: (Larue's) NYC, re.
Davis, Fess: (House of Jacques) Oklahoma
City, Okla., nc.
Davis, Johnny: (Miami Club) Milwaukee, nc.
Davis,
Milton:
(Hamilton)
Washington,
D. C., h.
De Angelis. Harry: (Copley -Square) Boston, h.
Delis. Eddie: (Congo) Boston, nc.
Del .Mar: (St. Nicholas) Decatur, Dl., h.
Delys, Leo: (Le Mirage) NYC, nc.
Deutsch, Emery: (Book -Cadillac) Detroit, h.
Donahue, Al: (Rainbow Room) NYC, nc.
Donath, Jeno: (Walton) Phila, h.
Dorsey, Tommy: (New Yorker) NYC, h.
Dorsey, Jimmy: (Adolphus) Dallas, h.
Jack: (Halfway House) Lake
George, N. Y., re.
Duchin, Eddy: (Plaza) NYC, h.
Duerr. Dolph: (Green Derby) Cleveland, nc.
Drummond,

Dukes & Their Duchess: (Dragon Gull) Corpus Christi, Tex., nc.
Duranda: (La Conga) Hollywood, nc.
(Roadside Rest) Miami Beach,
Fla., nc.
Edwin, Earl: (Club Aztec) Milwaukee, nc.
Eichler, Fran: (Nixon) Pittsburgh, nc.
Ellis, Joe: (Queen Mary) NYC, re.
Ellis, Seger: (Hollywood) NYC, no.
Engle, Freddy:
(University Club) Albany,
N. Y., nc.
Engles, Charles: (Harry's New York Cabaret)
Chi, nc.
Ennis, Skinnay: (Victor Hugo) Los Angeles,
nc.
Ernie. Val: (Versailles) NYC, nc.
Estes, Robert:
(Twickenham) Huntsville.
Ala., h.
Eby, Jack:

F

Farber, Burt: (Florentine Room, Gibson)
Cincinnati, h.
Featherstone, Spike: (La Conga) Hollywood.
nc.

Ferdi, Don: (Stratford) Bridgeport, Conn., h.
Fiddlers, Three: (Rome) Omaha, h.
Fielder, Johnny: (Plaza) San Antonio, h.
Fielding, Allen:
(Floridian) Miami Beach,
Fla., h.
Felton, Happy: (College Inn) Chi, nc.
Fisher, Jack: (Vienna Room) Boston, re.
Fisher, Buddy: (Beverly Hills) Newport, Ky.,
Fodor, Jerry: (Front St. Gardens) Toledo, no.
Fomeen. Basil: (St. Moritz) NYC, h.
Forman. Lou: (President) NYC, h.
Foster. Chuck: (Topsy's) Los Angeles. nc.
Four Californians: (Congress) Chi, h.
Franks, Wee Willie: (Ye Old Tap Room) NYC,
no.
Fredric, Marvin: (Biltmorel Atlanta, h.

Fredrics. Jan: (Boulevard Tavern) Elmhurst,
L. I., ro.
Fremont, Al: (Half Moon) Steubenville, 0.,
nc.

Fuicher, Charles:

(Colonial Club)

Augusta,

Ga., nc.
Funk, Larry: (Village Barn) NYC. nc.
Furry. Wendell: (Casa Marina) Jacksonville
Beach, Fla., h.

Orchestra Routes
Following each listing appears a symbol. Fill in the designation corresponding to the symbol when addressing organizations or individuals listed.
ABBREVIATIONS: a-auditorium; b-ballroom; c-cafe; cb-cabaret;

cc-country club; h-hotel; mh-music hall; nc-night club; p-amusement park; ro-road house; re-restaurant; s-showboat; t-theater.
.1

Furst, Joe: (The Brook) Summit, N. J., ro.
Frank: (DeWitt Clinton) Albany,
N. Y., h.
Gamble, Jack: (Lincoln Terrace) Pittsburgh,
nc.
Garber, Jan: (Blackhawk) Chi, re.
Gart, John: (Shelton) NYC, h.
Gasparre, Dick: (Ambassador) NYC, h.
Gates, Mannie: (Royal Palm Club) Miami, nc.
Gendron, Henri: (Colosimo's) Chi, nc.
Gerard, Gerry: (Top of the Town) St. Louis,
Gagen,

Layne, Lesse: (Crocitto's) South Beach, 8. I.
no.
Layton, Bert: (Plaza) Pittsburgh, re.
Le Baron, Eddie: (Rainbow Room) NYC, nc.
Lee, Julia: (Milton's) Kansas City, Mo., no.
Legge, Wade: (Royal Arms) Buffalo, re.
Leonard, Harlan: (Dreamland) Kansas City,
Mo., b.
LeRoy, Howard: (Orlando) Decatur, Ill., h.
Levant, Phil: (Groves) Orange, Tex., nc.
Lewis, Sabby: (Royal Palms) Boston, ac,
Light, Enoch: (Taft) NYC, h.
Lombardo, Guy: (Roosevelt) NYC, h.
Long, Johnny: (Stotler) Buffalo, h.
Lopez, Vincent: (Casa Manana) NYC, nc.
Loro, Syl: (Garde) New Haven, Conn., h.
Los Gauchos: (Club Gaucho) NYC, nc.
Loss, Jimmy: (Oakdale) Augusta, Ga.
Loveland, Archie: (Olympic) Seattle, h.
Lowe, Bert: (Lenox) Boston, h.
Lowry, Babe: (Avalon) Bryan, Tex., no.
Lucas, Clyde: (Mark Hopkins) San Francisco, h.
Lyman, Abe: (Strand) NYC, t.

Petti, Emile: (Everglades Club) Palm Beach,
Fla., nc.
Peyton, Jimmy: (Plaza) Pittsburgh, re.
Phillips, Wendell: (Medina) Chi, cc.
Phillips, Ray: (Crawford House) Boston. h.
Pierce, Ross: (Old Vienna) Cincinnati, re.
Pooley, Bob:
(Deshler Wallick) Columbus,
0., h.
Piemonte, Vic: (Warwick) NYC. h.
Powell, Eddie: (New Riverside) Spread Eagle,
Wis., cc.
Press, Jack Arnold: (Berkeley -Carteret) Asbury Park, N. J., h.
Prince, Graham: (Show Bar) Forest Hills.
L. I., nc.
Prima, Leon: (Bradford Penthouse) Boston,
nc.
Prima, Louis: (Jitterbug House) Hollywood,
nc.

Randolph, Johnny:
Worth, Tex., nc.

R

(Cassanova Club)

Ft.

Ravazza, Carl: (Utah) Salt Lake City, h.
Reid, Bill: (Club Continental)

Conn., nc,

New Haven,

Relyea, Al: (Lenos) Troy, N. Y.. ro.
Renard, Jacques: (Cocoanut Grove) Boston,
no,
Reyes, Chita: (Continental) Detroit, nc.
Reynolds, Maurice: (Dreamland Gardens)
Oneonta, N. Y., nc.
Ricardel, Joe: (Yacht Club) NYC, nc.
nc.
Richards, Jimmy: (Commodore Perry) TOGillette, Jack: (Henry Grady) Atlanta, h.
ledo, h.
Goho, Billy: (Bedell House) Grand Island,
Rimac: (Hollywood) NYC, nc.
N. Y., h.
Robbins, Billy: (Coronado) Worcester, Mass., h.
Golden, Neil: (De Witt Clinton) Albany, h.
Roccaforte, Joseph: (Camel Cafe) Flushing,
Golly, Cecil: (Music Box) Omaha, b.
L. I., re.
Gonyea, Leonard: (Silhouette) Eau Claire,
Rodrigo, Nano: (Havana -Madrid) NYC, nc.
Wis., nc.
Rogers, Eddy: (Syracuse) Syracuse, h.
Gonzalez, Ralph: (St. Moritz) NYC, h.
Rogers, Red: (Cassanova Club) Fort Worth,
Goodman, Benny: (Waldorf-Astoria) NYC, h.
Tex., nc.
Gordon, Gray: (Edison) NYC, h.
Rogers, Harry: (Half Moon) Coney Island,
Gould, George: (Old -Fashioned Cafe) Boston,
N. Y., h.
M
re.
Rogers, Buddy: (Roosevelt) New Orleans, h.
Clyde: (Palomar) Los Angeles, b.
Graff. Johnny: (Benny the Bum's) Phila, nc. McCoy,
Rohde, Karl: (Westminster) Boston, h.
McCune,
Will:
Brooklyn,
h.
(Bossert)
Graffoller, Frenchy: (El Tivoli) Dallas, nc.
Adrian: (Piccadilly) NYC, b.
McDowell, Adrian: (Andrew Jackson) Nash- Rollini,
Gray, Glen: (Paramount) NYC, t.
Royal Palm Boys: (New Willard) Toledo, h.
ville, Tenn., h.
Grenet, Eliseo: (Yumuri) NYC, nc.
Royal
Ambassadors:
(Village Brewery) NYC,
(Rainbow Grill) NYC, nc.
nc.
Griffin, Jack: (Little Rathskeller) Phila, nc. McFarland Twins:
Frank: (Chateau Moderne) NYC, Ruby:
Griss, Murry: (Belmont Manor) Bermuda, h. McFarlane,
(Palm
Springs
Club) Palm Springs.
nc.
Gunier, Johnny: (Perkins Club) Kansas City, McIntire,
Calif., no.
Dick: (Hula Hut) Hollywood, nc.
Mo., nc.
S
McIntire, Lani: (Lookout House) Covington,
H
Sachs, Coleman: (Britling) Birmingham, re.
Ky., nc.
McKay, Coyle: (Jefferson Beach) Detroit, b. Salamack, Tony: (Blue Meadow Club) LexingHall, George: (Peabody) Memphis, h.
ton, Ky., nc.
Hallett, Mal: (Meadowbrook I Cedarbrook, McKenna, Red: (The Eldorado) Detroit, nc. Sanavia,
Aguste: (Cuban Casino) NYC, nc.
McRae Bros.: (Havana Casino) Buffalo, nc.
N. J., cc.
Savoy,
Sultana: (Savoy) NYC, b.
McRae,
Jerry:
(The
Gleam)
San
Antonio,
nc.
Hamilton, George: (Statler) Cleveland, h.
McShann, Jay: (Martin's) Kansas City, Mo., Schenk, Frankie: (Aragon) Lima, 0., b.
Harding, Buster: (Savarin) Buffalo, c.
Scoggin, Chic: (Show Boat) Fort Worth, Tex.,
no.
Hardy, Bob: (Flamingo) Boston, nc.
nc.
Harris, Phil: (Wiltshire Bowl) Los Angeles, re. Manazanares, Jose: (Colony Club) Chi, nc.
Hazel: (State Palace) NYC, b.
Headrick. Pearl: (White Swan Club) Johns- Manse, Art: (Dell's Inn) Poughkeepsie, N. Y.. Scott,
Shaw, Artie: (Lincoln) NYC, h.
ro.
town. Pa., nc.
(Dempsey's) NYC, re.
Shaw,
Maurice:
Marlo, Ray: (Swing Club) NYC, nc.
Heidt, Horace: (Biltmore) NYC, h.
Shelley, Lee: (Hollywood) NYC, nc.
Heller, Jackie: (William Penn) Pittsburgh, h. Marsala, Joe: (Hickory House) NYC, nc.
Sherman,
Maurie:
(Oriental Gardens) Chi, re.
Hendricks, Dick: (Pla-Mor) Cedar Rapids, Martel, Gus: (Club El Rio) NYC, nc.
Siegel, Irving: (Herby's) West Palm Beach,
Marlani, Hugo: (Club El Rio) NYC, nc.
Ia., b.
Fla.,
no.
Herbeck, Ray: (Bill Green's Casino) Pitts- Martin, Lou: (Leon & Eddie's) NYC, nc.
Silvers, Buddy: (Penthouse) Sioux City, Ia.,
Marshard, Harry: (Somerset) Boston, h.
burgh, nc.
nc.
Marshard, Jack: (Detroit-Statler) Detroit, h.
Herman, Pete: (Casa Manana) Boston, nc.
Skinner, Fred: (Capri) Hollywood, no.
Hernandez, Frank: (Royal Palm Club) Miami, Martin, Dave: (St. George) Brooklyn, h.
Smith,
Joseph C.: (La Rue) NYC, nc.
Martin, Freddie: (Cocoanut Grove) Los
nc.
Smith, Stuff: (La Salle) Chi, h.
Angeles, nc.
Hoagland, Everett: (El Patio) San FranSouthern
Gentlemen: (Merry Garden) Chi, b.
Master, Freddie: (Nut Club) NYC, sic.
cisco, b.
Phil: (Earle) Phila, t.
Hobbs, Elon: (Main Central) Asbury Park, Maul, Herbie: (Silver Moon) Pueblo, Cole., nc. Spitalny,
Spor,
Paul:
(Kin Wa Low) Toledo, re.
Maya: (Monte Carlo) NYC, nc.
N. J., h.
Stabile,
Dick:
(Gibson) Cincinnati, h.
Mellen,
Earl:
(Crystal
Terrace)
Louisville,
b.
Springfield,
Frank:
(Orpheum)
Hodalski.
Stanley,
Red:
(Hollywood) NYC, no.
Melvin, Jack: (Midnight Sun) NYC. nc.
Ill., b.
Menking, Ray: (Casa Loma Gardens) Steu- Steel, Leonard: (Ft. Shelby) Detroit, h.
Hoffman, Earl: (Ivanhoe Gardens) Chi, nc.
Steele, Blue: (Westwood) Little Rock, Ark.,
benville, 0., nc.
Hoist. Ernie: (El Morocco) NYC, nc.
nc.
Stipes, Eddie: (Frankie's) Toledo, nc.
Stoefler,
Wally: (Tantilla Gardens) RichOrchestra Routes must be received at the Cincinnati offices not mond, Va.,
b.
Strong,
Benny:
(Brown) Louisville. h.
later than Friday to insure publication.
Sudy, Joseph: (Sir Francis Drake) San Francisco, h.
Stutz, Dick: (Brown Derby) Boston, ix.
Holmes, Herbie: (Edgewater Beach) Chi, h. Merci, Al: (Altus) Sulphur Springs, Fla., b. Sylvio, Don: (Bertolotti's) NYC, nc.
Howell, Ed: (Buena Vista) Biloxi, Miss., nc. Meroff, Benny: (Golden Gate) San Francisco,
T
nc.
Hughes, Merrill: (Oetien's) Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Thompson, Lang: (Blackstone) Fort Worth,
Meyers, Vic: (Trianon) Seattle, Wash., b.
no.
Tex.,
h.
Humber, Wilson: (Southern Dinner Club) Milekof, Joe: (Evergreen Casino) Phila, ro.
TiDona, George: (Stork) Kansas City, Mo., nc.
Miller, Gene: (Wyatt) Casper, Wyo., h.
Houston, nc.
Tisdale Trio: (Coq Rouge) NYC, no.
Miller, Glenn: (Paradise) NYC, nc.
Hunter, Bob: (Wonder Bar) Cincinnati, no.
Tisen, Carl: (Troika) Washington, D. C., re.
Millinder, Lucky: (State Palace) NYC, b.
Tofte, Norman: (El Chico) Binghamton,
Millington, Basso: (Black Cat) NYC, nc.
N. Y., nc.
Irish, Mace: (Chanticler) Millburn, N. J., nc. Molina, Carlos: (Stevens) Chi, h.
Monroe, Jerry: (Greenbrier) White Sulphur Towne, Loren: (Hi -Ho Club) Wichita, Kan.,
Tolbert,
Skeets: (Plantation) NYC, nc.
Springs,
W.
Va.,
h.
Jahns, Al: (Biltmore) Providence, h.
nc.
Moon, Billy: (21 Club) 'Grand Rapids, Mich.,
James, Sonny: (Havana -Madrid) NYC, nc.
Tracy,
Jack:
(Broadmoor) Denver, h.
nc.
(Campbell's
Dinner
Club)
San
Jay, Johnny:
Tucker, Orrin: (Palmer House) Chi, h.
Mooney, Art: (Webster Hall) Detroit, h.
Fernando, Calif., re.
Moore, Eddie: (Eagles) Ithaca, N. Y., b.
Jaxon, Jack: (Roosevelt) Cedar Rapids, Ia., h. Morton,
V
Gerry: (Savoy Plaza) NYC, h.
Jenny, Jack: (Onyx Club) NYC, nc.
Emil: (Danceland) Hammond, Ind., is.
Morton, Hughie: (Anchorage) Pittsburgh, nc. Velazco,
Johnson, Johnny: (El Rio) NYC, nc.
Venuti,
Joe:
(Belmont
Plaza) NYC, h.
Bus: (White Horse) Kansas City, Mo., Villanyi, Bela: (Hungaria)
Johnson, Pete: (Lone Star) Kansas City, MO.. Moten,
NYC, nc.
1C.
nc.
Vorden's, Vivian, All -Girl Band: (SportsMunro,
Hal:
(Athletic
Club)
Milwaukee,
cc.
Jordy, Harold: (Jung) New Orleans, h.
man's
Inn)
Galveston,
Tex.,nc.
Murphy, Francis: (Ten Eyck) Albany, N. Y., h. Vouzen, Nick: (Coq Rouge) NYC, no.
Jurgens, Dick: (Aragon) Chi, b.
Murray, Charlie: (Mon Paris) NYC, re.
K
Myles, Lee: (Park Central) NYC, h.
Kane, Allen: (Rose Bowl) Chi, nc.
Welder, Herman: (Lucille's Paradise) Kansas
N
Kardos, Gene: (Hungaria) NYC, nc.
City, Mo., nc.
Nagel, Harold: (Pierre) NYC, h.
Kassel, Art: (Bismarck) Chi, h.
Wallace, Rudy: (Trocadero) Boston, no.
Nichols,
Red:
(Nicollet)
Minneapolis,
h.
Kavelin, Al: (Jung) New Orleans, h.
Waller,
Fats: (Yacht Club) NYC, nc.
Nielson, Paul: (Moonlight Gardens) Saginaw,
Kaye, Sammy: (Commodore) NYC, h.
Walton, Jack: (Schenley) Pittsburgh, h.
Mich., b.
Kellogg, Klayton: (Country Club) Lawton,
Walton,
Vern: (The Tavern) Reno, Nev., rte.
Niosa, Bert: (Brant Inn) Burlington, Ont., h. Waples, Bud:
Okla., nc.
(Marquette) St. Louis, h.
Noble, Leighton: (Statler) Boston, h.
Kemp, Hal: (Shubert) Cincinnati, t.
Ward,
Frankie:
(Bradford Penthouse) Boston,
Norris, Stan: (Bali -Bali) Chi, no.
Mend's, Sonny: (Stork Club) NYC, nc.
no.
Norton,
Eddy:
(Kit
Kat
Klub)
Des
Moines,
Vancouver,
Kenney,
Mart: (Vancouver)
Weber,
George:
(Henry) Pittsburgh, h.
nc.
B. C., h.
Webster. Ralph: (Rainbow) Denver, b.
Red: (Famous Door) NYC, nc.
Kent, Larry: (Rainbow Rendezvu) Salt Lake Norvo,
Weeks,
Ranny:
(Club
Mayfair) Boston, no.
Nottarage, Al: (Village Cellar) NYC, nc.
City, no.
Ted: (St. Francis) San Francisco, h.
Gary: (Bal Tabarin) San Fran- Weems,
Ketchin, Ken: (Hollywood) Madison, Wis., nc. Nottingham,
Weldon:
(Armando's)
NYC, nc.
cisco, nc.
King, Henry: (Fairmount) San Francisco, h.
West, Ray: (It Cafe) Hollywood, nc.
King, Wayne: (Drake) Chi. h.
0
Wharton,
Harry:
(Village
Phila, Ile.
King, Teddy: (Strand) Brooklyn, t.
O'Hara, Ray' (Greenwich Village Casino) Whiteman, Paul: (Loew'sBarn)
State) NYC, t.
King, Jay: (The Brook) East Orange, N. J.,
NYC, nc.
Widmer,
Bus:
(Flamer)
Cheyenne,
nc.
ro.
Olmes, Major: (Webster Hall) Pittsburgh, h. Wilde, Ran: (Hofbraul San Diego,Wyo.,
Calif., re.
King's Jesters: (Commodore Club) Detroit, Owens. Harry: (Beverly -Wiltshire) Los An- Williams,
Glen:
(Shawnee)
Springfield,
0.,
h.
nc.
geles, h.
Williams,
(Trianon) Chi, b.
Kinney, Ray: (Lexington) NYC, h.
Owens, Freddie:
(New Windmill) Natchez, Williams, Gruff:
Cl
e
m
:
(Arcadia
-International)
Kirby, John: (Famous Door) NYC, nc.
Miss., nc.
Phila, re.
Kirk, Andy: (Savoy) NYC, b.
Ozenbaugh, Leon: (Pepper Tree Inn) River- Williams,
Ozzie: (Esquire Club) Toronto, Ont.,
Knopp, Johnny: (Southmoor) Chi, h.
side, Calif., nc.
no.
Kuhn, Dick: (Astor) NYC, h.
Williams,
Ernie: (Subway) Kansas City, Mo.,
Kurtze, Jack: (Victoria) NYC, h.
nc.
Pablo, Don: (Palm Beach) Detroit, no.
Kyle. Billy: (Pine Grove) Detroit, nc.
Page,
Hot
Lips:
(America)
NYC,
h.
Wilson.
Sammy'
(Coronado) St. Louis, h,
Kyser, Kay: (Pennsylvania) NYC, h.
Palmer, Skeeter: (Seneca) Rochester, N. Y., h. Wintz, Julia: (Top Hat) Union City, N. J., no.
L
Pancho: (Central Park Casino) NYC, no.
Wood, Guy: (Arcadia) NYC, b.
Lake, Sol: (606 Club) Chi, nc.
Parks, Bobby: (Plaza) NYC, h.
Y
Lally, Howard: (Five o'Clock) Miami Beach, Paul, Eddie: (Columbia) Cleveland, b.
Yates, Billy: (El Tivoli) Dallas, nc.
Paul. Frank: (Trocadero) Boston, no.
Fla., c.
Young, Johnny: (Excelsior House) Snyder,
Payne, Bert: (Capitol) Washington, b.
Lande, Jules: (St. Regis) NYC, h.
Lake, N. Y., h.
Pedro. Don: (Graemere) Chi, h.
Lang, Sid: (Hi Hat) Chi, nc.
Lang, Teddy: (Club Cavalier) NYC, nc.
Pendarvis. Paul: (Palace) San Francisco, h.
Zarin, Michael: (Roney Plaza) Miami Beach,
Perez, Chuy: (Club Zarape) Hollywood, nc.
LaPorte. Joe: (Old Roumanian) NYC, nc.
Fla., h.
Lapp, Horace: (Royal York) Toronto, Ont.. h. Perry, Ron: (Dupont) Wilmington, Del., h.
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You Figure It Cut!
13y ROCCO VOCCO
(President of Bregman, Vocco & Conn, Inc., Music Publisher)

LEST I create the impression that I am either of that rare breed that fails tO
learn by experience or am by way of being slightly dim-witted, let me say at
the outset that while there is much in the music publishing business that
emotion prompts me to declaim, for reasons obvious to my colleagues and understandable to everyone else, it cannot be emotion but practicability that must be
the guiding hand behind thoughts destined for the public prints.
There are a number of vital problems and pernicious evils extant in the music
publishing industry today that cry aloud, if not for complete rectitude, et least
for expression. Every music man worthy of the name knows those problems and
evils-has, perhaps, solutions for them-but he is also cognizant of the fact that to
air them publicly would be tantamount to locking himself in the kitchen and
turning on the gas. Discretion is normally the better part of valor. In the words and -music profession, it is the only part.
Por there are too many figurative toes figuratively outstretched to be trodden
upon by a frank discussion of what is right and what is wrong with this business.
A publisher publishes songs for only one reason-to make money-and turning
the spotlight of censure upon any of the important factors, however annoying,
involved in that process would hardly be
conducive to prolonged continuance as a
money maker. In mercantile lines a

product is manufactured; if it is worth
while and handled capably, all things
being equal, it will prove remunerative
for its producer. In music, a song is
created;

but quality and proper han-

dling are not always enough to insure
its success.

The reason is found in the entrance
of the human equation into the picture
at the point where the creators step out
and the product is placed on the open
market-the human equation of friendship, temperament and the common inability of most of us adequately to

judge intangibles. The forces that must
compensate for these failings constitute

part of the acknowledged evils of the
business, acknowledged, however, only in

inner sanctums, preferably with soundproof walls. Soapbox tactics of direct
ROCCO VOCCO (seated) gets the
aye from Chester Conn (right) while
Jack Bregman looks on approvingly
from the left. The threesome spell
Bregman-Vocco-Conn, Inc.

finger pointing and naming
would be disastrous.

names

What Makes a Hit Song?
Emotion, therefore, as I have said,
must give way to practicability-and yet
the sum total of practicability in music

publishing can very well be a comfortably padded cell in the nearest asylum! Which
brings me right back to where I started. My years in the business have given me a

great deal to talk about, but nothing to say-no concrete, hard-and-fast rules to
deliver about what makes a hit song, what a publisher looks for or does not look
for in a manuscript, what guarantees success or failure. There may be one or
two fundamental principles underlying the publication of popular music, but
beyond those ft is a source of never-ending amazement to thosd actively
engaged in it.
If any definite precept can be applied to the production of a successful song

11

II

grom

cUop of 'Ulm 'World

EDDIE

it is that basically material counts above all else. The elements of proper plugging, ilii0111011Y

receptiveness of orchestra leaders and other artists, plus a combination of hard
work and good luck are important and will make a good song great; but the material must be there in the first place. No amount of endeavor will sell a song
essentially bad to the public, and by the same token numbers with merit not at
first discernible to the trade will rise above their opposition to become smash hits.

Briefly, class will tell, in a popular song as in everything else.
It is an interesting commentary on the divergence of opinion between people

in the music profession and the general public that there is a varied amount of
opposition toward all eventual big hits by the trade itself. It hardly seemed possible during the first three weeks of its publication, when nobody wanted the

song or would agree to perform it, that The Merry -Go -Round Broke Down-to cite
one example-would ultimately sell several hundred thousand copies. But that has
been my experience all down the line. Except in rare instances, the more opposi-

tion the bigger the hit.
And yet, whether greeted with antagonism or enthusiasm on the issuing of a
new number, no publisher can truthfully and sincerely say, "This is it." Songs in
which I have had the greatest confidence have petered out dismally, while their
poor relations in the same catalog have gone on to becOme front-runners. There
is no rhyme or reason to it, no formula to apply to it, other than the accepted
knowledge that the public knows what it wants in a song, and what you publish
must have a sufficient quantity of that to make them buy it tn.hundred thousand
lots. And a publisher would sell his birthright to be able to know definitely
just what it is that the public wants in its music.
The Swing Influence

The current tremendous interest in swing and swing bands has made that
even more difficult for a music man to judge. At one time, in the pre -jitterbug
era, the public's reaction to a new song could be ascertained pretty accurately
and fairly soon after the song's introduction. That isn't so today. Now a false
reaction is presented which more often than not bttilds up a publisher's hopes
and expectations, only to have them beaten down by something less than a tidal

bREETINGS LE BARON
and his Continental Orchestra
now playing 3rd
consecutive year

Rainbow Room

Radio City

N.Y.

Exclusive Management: MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA.

bernson't

reetino

SID LANG and his ORCHESTRA
for the fourth year still says "Hello" to

all his friends

HI HAT CLUB, CHICAGO.

at the

comparatively simple; now it's a jumble of name bands, singers, radio wires, ASCAP
classifications, plugs, amateur songwriters, new song trends, unsolicited manuscripts

and nursery rhymes. Precedent can't be followed, because constantly changing
tastes in music make imperative the establishment of new precedents. A surefire, apparently natural number turns out to be a dreary bust; a weak sister becomes
the best seller of that year's catalog. The artists who are so important in the
wave of sheet sales.
creation of a hit won't touch a newly released song with the proverbial 1.0 -foot
This deceptive response is attributable to the sharp preferences in orchestras pole, and three months later the despised ditty is on its way to the quarter -of -a by a great majority of our swing -conscious citizenry. The constituents of a Benny million -copy mark. Maestri and vocalists hop on a number, and when the fuss
Goodman, a Tommy Dorsey or a Kay Kyser are rendered practically inarticulate and fury (die down and the final returns are in, the books coldly reveal that the
by whatever their idols play, regardless of type, authorship or, most important of terrific song spent a quarter of a year of its life staggering along to collapse,
all, merit. A publisher can get no accurate reaction as to what he may expect from exhausted, at a possible 18,000 copies. And the publisher sighs resignedly, wonderhis latest effusion when he knows that the applause is not so much for it as for ing vaguely if possibly there doesn't exist an easier way to make a living.
the interpreter.
It's a crazy, unpredictable, unorthodox, contradictory and fascinating busiThere are a hundred and one other things that contribute toward producing ness, with a million angles. There may be an answer to it all. What is it? You
nervous disorders and premature gray hairs among music men. Once life was figure it out!
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OILS LIKE LEGIT YEAR

L

League of New York Theaters and Holly-

wood producers to expedite these negotiations. Reaching of a new agreement

expected to release picture coin for Jurow Asks
Prospects tor 1939 Hopeful on iscome
from Wall Street, the upturn in
All Fronts, Both Stem and Road
Road Bureau
next season. Since recent financing has

general business conditions will undoubtedly be reflected in additional

Plenty of production plans - industry co-operation
should bear fruit-b. o. continues to improve-two
fairs should help plenty-no script shortage
By SYLVIA WEISS

moneys for the theater.
An improved condition among the
unions is to the good of the theater.
Equity, having settled its own pack of

internal troubles, has turned outward
in the interests of the trade, being in-

fluential in such progressive matters as
the ticket code and the American Theater Council. Recently Equity council
bent backward to render special dispensations which would encourage promising productions. At the same time it
has revised its franchise system, meaning
to shield members from overbearing

NEW YORK. Dec. 24.-Just as other branches of the amusement industry are
looking forward with much optimism to bounties in 1939, the legitimate theater
expects better business and improved employment conditions next year as a direct
result of the New York World's Fair and other forces already in operation. A dissenting minority is based primarily on the premise that visitors to the fair will be commissions.
interested in the Flushing spectacle exclusively. There is assuring evidence, too,
The stage hands have been able to
that the road is in line for a healthier box office, with the Golden Gate Exposition obtain
an all-time peak scale and are
contributing measurably to the imbanking
on increases both in rates and
petus.
jobs by time the present contract exyear
may
find
an
incorporated
group
of
Old legit hands concede a swelled gross
pires. The Theatrical Managers, Agents
for Broadway during the fair simply on ticket brokers, the Associated Theater and Treasurers' Union, having surthe strength of Broadway's far-flung Ticket Agencies, Inc., financing and mounted the first hurdles of recognition
popularity and the psychological argu- producing shows on a scale which will and internal disorder, closed a contract
ment that all visitors will want to at- guarantee an eight -week run for each. which gives its members the highest
tend at least one hit on the famous
minimums in- the trade. Within the
Hollywood Dough
street. That contention is borne out
year employment has increased 15 per
That
the
Dramatists'
Guild
and
the
further by the lack of legit product being Bureau of New Plays are at peace with cent. The advent of the two expositions
booked for the fair proper, a legit show each other and that the DG has con- is calculated to use up all the available
being figured too confining and too descended to consider revisions of the membership, with the San Francisco
lengthy to compete with midway spec- basic agreement to entice Hollywood and New York centers having to draw
tacles. The same script on a Broadway money into legit are signs of concrete on branches clear across the country.
stage, however, would probably draw progress. Equity has offered to act as
Contributing to a better year in 1939
plenty of fair visitors who are also fig- intermediary in huddles among the DG,
(See Looks Like Legit on page 89)

uring on at least one excursion to the
Great White Way.

Trade consensus foreseeing this cash
overflow from the Meadows resulted in
reports of greater activity planning for
the coming year. Tho less than 50 per
cent of the tentative schedules ever
reach rehearsal, there are enough options

listed thus far to lease every available

stage and then some. Sixty-two dramatic
shows, 13 musicals, a half dozen revivals
and repertory and the perennial D'Oyly
Carte offerings are listed.

1939 the L/eat lot five

CAN THESE BE

The tendency toward large casts and
the guarantee from both the New York
World's Fair and the Golden Gate Exposition to employ only Equity members
is more than consoling to performers.
The spectacle idea will be further

the Center Theater when
Sam Harris and Max Gordon produce
the Kaufman -Hart cavalcade, The American Way. Jobs for musicians will be on
plugged at

the increase also.

Summer Stock

The last summer stock was a record
breaker despite the presence of a general business recession. Its over-all effect has been the continuation of four

prosperous companies into 1939. Equity
and others major union contracts prevail
at Woodcliff and Maplewood, N. J.;
Brooklyn, N. Y., and Philadelphia. The

unions hope to corral even more prosperous cowbarns next year and stabilize
summer employment.
Possibilities of employment via cooperative and experimental groups and
Sunday shows have risen to such importance that Actors' Equity is investigating their potentialities. It is likely
that the Equity committee will draw up
a plan whereby the union can change
its policy to encourage these forms without sacrificing its standards.
Wailings over a shortage of scripts

were proved unfounded by a Dramatists'
Guild check-up. Judging by the increased
number of contracts registered these
past two weeks, DG officials expect the

spurt to continue well into the year.
Another hope for talent next year
grows from the better attendance records
chalked up by this season's successes.
Despite fewer shows on the street, grosses

are up. Good business has been attributed to several factors, among which
is the important theater ticket code,
which has made more moderately priced
tickets minus brokerage charges available to the public. Plans of the American Theater Council to distribute tick-

ets thru department stores and suburban
centers to service the out-of-town trade
are beyond the discussion stage and in

the hands of negotiating committees,
which are expected to inaugurate the
new offices before this season is out.
New producing alignments also hold
out hope. The season, which is at its
halfway mark, has witnessed the triumph of the Playwrights' Co. The new

'Talent

CHEERS?
FOR years now the mourners have clustered around the Wailing Wall
in Shubert Alley, bemoaning the fate of a theater that is dead. As
soon as the effects of the national depression began to be felt in show
business-back in the prehistoric days when the Pulitzer Prize was taken
seriously and the Mercury Theater was just a glint in the adolescent eye
of Orson Welles-the cohorts began to gather, howling that the poor old
theater would breathe its last choking gasp within the next year. They've
been predicting it ever since, until their throats grew hoarse from howling

and their tears turned the gutter of 44th street into a roaring stream.
Lately, however, amid the hoarse croakinga have come a couple of
notes that sounded suspiciously like cheers. The people who emitted
them have been blackballed from the Stage Mourners' Society, but the

cry has been taken up, and at present the legitimate field is bathed in an
optimism unlike anything since the legendary days when .angels invaded
production offices in a body asking that their wings be clipped.
The optimism appears entirely justified. It is true that production
on Broadway has dropped quantitively from year to year; but, on the
other hand, average length of run last season was longer than at any
time since before the depression. Also, production has increased during
the current season, and the musical field, recently almost a complete
loss, has spurted on to new activity and new success.
1939, it is safe to predict, will see an increase in number of productions, an increase-a large one-in the number of performers' jobs
available, another increase in the average length of run and a very definite
step toward complete rehabilitation of the legitimate field.
In addition, and far more important, there is every indication that
the road, that mythological pathway to Utopia, is really coming back. The
season of 1937-'38 saw the heaviest grosses in a decade rung up in cities
thruout the country. And there is at present every indication that even
these will be surpassed during the current season. Also the various plans
the
for a rebirth of the road have finally crystallized in the campaign of and
American Theater Society, a campaign that has begun energetically
excellently, and there is every chance that its results will be seen early
next fall and perhaps even during the spring. A public clamor for legitimate productions has been registered thruout the country, and it is safe ,
to say that 1939 will see many more road jobs opened up, many more
road productions made and higher total grosses.
The theater has given definite evidence that it has awakened to the
trends,
situation confronting it and made unified plans to meet it. The
in New York and more particularly on the road, have been extremely
hopeful. They are trends that will be intensified in 1939 to make it the
year for live talent.

.--.,

Attacks hidebound prac-

tices as real ill - seeks
businesslike approach
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Administered

as a stiff tweak to American Theater
Council ears, an article by Martin Jurow,
published in Equity Magazine for De-

cember, constructs a road rehabilitation
program at the core of which is an inex-,
pensive centralized bureau directed by
the ATC for a small fee as a service for
the whole trade. Jurow ,would require
that such an office act as clearing house
for data on transportation, hotel reservations,

labor relations, publicity and
Relieved of these

market research.

duties, advance agents could do the
necessary job of exploitation.
From that point the 26 -year -old

manager expands his recommendations
on the basis of his own experience gained

touring the past three years with argument that there is nothing wrong with
the road that a good show can't cure;
that road productions must be manned
by the best available. talent to compete
with other Class A attractions in concert and lecture halls and on the radio;
that greater co-operation with local
managers and constant exchange of communication with them can help avoid
pitfalls; that an investment in physical
renovation of theaters will net dollars

and cents pronto, and that common

sense in routing shows will balance diets

with hits and try -outs,, name casts and
struggling unknowns, and dramas with
comedies. He warns against slipshod
publicity and $4.40 box offices, which are

wholly beyond the reach of the public.

Only thru an aggressive business organization can the theater expect to
regain the road, he says, and offers his
suggested bureau as the first concrete
forward step.

"Clowns" Tightens
Pace, Emerges as
Outstanding Show
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Eddie Dowling,

producer of Philip Barry's Here Come
the Clowns, which opened December 7 at

the Booth Theater, has had the play
redirected, with Barry changing the lineup of the acts. Formerly in three acts, it
is now in two, and the direction, which

was heavy and murky, has been tightened and the faulty pace has been fixed.
Also the performances of practically the
entire cast have gained greatly in depth,
sincerity and effect since the opening.

As a result the thought -lines of the
(See "CLOWNS" TIGHTEN on page 89)

BROADWAY RUNS
Performances to December 24, Inclusive.

Dramatic

Opened Perf.

Abe Lincoln in Illinois
Oct. 15___ 81
(Plymouth)
American Landscape (Cort) Dec. 3___ 25
Bachelor Born (Broadhurst) Jan. 25_377*
Oct. 12___ 70.
Hamlet (St. James) ..
Here
Come
the
Clowns
Dec.
7___ 22
(Booth)
Kiss the Boys Goodbye
Sept. 28___ 102
(Miller's)
Oct. 10___ 88
Oscar Wilde (Fulton) ...
Outward Bound
(Playhouse)

(revival)

Dec. 22___

4

Dec. 23___

3

Rocket to the Moon (Belasco) Nov. 24___ 36
Spring Meeting (Morosco) Dec. 8___ 20
Tobacco Road (Forrest) ...Dec. 4,'83_2048
What a Life (Biltmore) ... Apr. 13___ 295
Window
acre)

Shopping

(Lona-

Musical Comedy

Dec. 23--- 3
Blackbirds (44th St.)
Boys From Syracuse, The
(Alvin)
Nov. 23__ 38
Hellzapoppin (Winter GarSept. 22___ 108
den)
Married an Angel
...May.. 11-- 262
(Shubert)
Knickerbocker Holiday (Barry Oct. 19___ 77
more)
Leave It to Me (Imperial) -Nov. 9___ 54
Sing Out the News (Music
Box)

'Pre -Christmas layoff

Sept. 24--- 89*
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From Out Front
By EUGENE BURR

One of the pleasantest of the holiday
traditions in which this corner gleefully
indulges is the annual dedication of a
column as a small return to those performers who have made playgoing a
particularly pleasant profession during
the current season. Obviously, not all
the good performances can be included;

but in the spirit of the season I'd like
to thank all those players hereinafter

listed (and various others too) for making my evenings in the theater infinitely
more enjoyable than they would otherwise have been.
This year particular thanks go to two
young ladies now appearing in current
shows-Helen Claire, of Kiss the Boys
Goodbye, and Eleanor Lynn. of Rocket
to

the Moon.

And

they get par-

ticular thanks not necessarily because
they are giving the two best performances of the season (tho both performances are uncommonly good), but because they have managed to justify me
rather gloriously for getting out on the
end of a limb. Some years ago, when
both young ladies were new to Broadway, I raved each-but raved-predicting fine things (and fine performances)
in the future. Thereafter they both
dropped more or less out of sight; but
what they did this season is theatrical
history. Particular thanks to them,
then, for making me out to be a not
entirely false prophet.
And sincere thanks, too:
To Don Costello, for a hilarious and
immensely enjoyable job in the first
tdritative offering of the season, Come
Across, which presented Britain's somewhat startling idea of American gangsters; to Fred Stone, for his lovable,
salty, knowing and entirely delightful
performance in the leading role of
Lightnin', thru the revival of which
John Golden discovered the difference
between a popular success and a classic;
to Ole Olsen and Chic Johnson, Matteawan's ambassadors to Broadway, for the
tremendous and hilarious tomfoolery

that they have always featured, which
reached its high, bright, crazy peak in
Hellzapoppin, the mad melange that was
the first smash hit of the new season;
to their alders and abettors in the above mentioned assault upon the sanity of
America. a long line of vaudevillians
who presented their acts to show stopping receptions and so proved that
the two -a -day is dead only in the socalled minds of film -circuit officials-

heard) and all the other contributors
to the madhouse at the Winter Garden.
To Mildred Natwick, that fine actress,
for bringing her knowing, sincere, touch-

ingly humorous character work to the
aid of Missouri Legend, which turned
Jesse James into a chromo from the
family album; to Dorothy Gish, for the
sensitivity and tenderness of her last act pretending in the same sentimental
journey into American folklore; to Joey
Faye, that wistful and hilarious droll
from burlesque, for lending life and
point and humor to Sing Out the News,
which proved that Pins and Needles
can't use the aid of suave and slick
Broadway showmen; to Philip Loeb, for
performing the same services for the

same pink -tinted tunefest; to Jessie Royce

Landis, for the most sparkling, imagina-

tive and effective performance of her
career in Dame Nature, in which the
Theater Guild showed that an intellectual looks pretty silly when he tries
to be coy; to Onslow Stevens, for fine,
forthright character work in the same
slight parable: to the aforementioned
Miss Claire, for

her superlative per-

formance in the leading role of Kiss the

Boys Goodbye, in which Clare Booth
murderously dissects the glamour boys
and glamour gals of our cheesy Sophisticates, and to all those who support
her-Philip Ober, John Alexander and
all the rest.
To Helen Hayes, for retaining as much

as she did of her original artistry in
Victoria Regina, which has had all of
America inexplicably fawning upon a
dull recital

of the

life of England's

dullest queen; to various members of

Miss Hayes' new supporting castWerner Bateman, Eva Leonard -Boyne and

Kate Warriner; to Leona Powers and
Robert Keith, fine, steady, always de-

pendable troupers both, for doing all
that any performers could do to aid
The Good, in which Chester Erskin
suspected that surface morality might
be a whited sepulcher and the customers
suspected that the title might be misleading advertising; to John Raby, doing
juvenile character work in the sane
affliction, for proving once more that
he is one of the finest young actors now
on the American stage; to Florence
Sundstrom, a sensationally tidy lass also

in the same play, for having the best
figure seen this season in a dramatic
show (and for performing that was, in

Hal Sherman, Walter Nilsson, Barto and view of the figure, amazingly fine), and to
Mann, the Radio Rogues, the Charioteers Jeannette Chinley, leading player in

(one of the finest quartets I've

ever

Federal Theatre Projectfor N. Y. City Presents

4 BIG HITS
NOW PLAYING IN NEW YORK

BIG BLOW

by Theodore Pratt
Maxine Elliott's Theatre, 39th St.

East of Bway.

Eves. 8:40; 25c-$1.10.

Ch. 4-5714.
George Bernard Shaw's

ANDROCLES

& THE LION

Lafayette Theatre, 131st St. Cr 7th Ave.
Evenings at 9 except Monday.
Matinee Saturday at 2:40.

All seats 25c-55c.-Ti 5-0920.
Clifford Odet's

AWAKE and SING

Yiddish Version
Wednesday to Sunday nights incl., 8:30.
Sunday Mat. 2:30; all seats 25c-$1.10.

Daly's Theatre, 63d St., East of Bway.

PINOCCHIO

Ritz Theatre, 48th St., West of Bway.
Every evening at 8:45.

WORKS PROGRESS

ADM.ti

"THE BOYS FROM SYRACUSE"
and to all
THE BOYS FROM THE PAPERS
Sincere Thanks for These Swell, Swell Notices:

WALTER WINCHELL

N. Y. Daily Mirror,
Nov. 24, 1938.

The outstanding member of the new hit
is Betty Bruce, of the Metropolitan
Ballet and the French Casino. Her
sirening and her exquisite dancing won
the major applause last night.

GEORGE ROSS

N. Y. World -Telegram,
Nov. 25, 1938.

George Abbott has given us a couple
of new sensations this time. One is
Betty Bruce, who danced her way to
halting the show twice.

IRA WOLFERT

North American
Newspaper Alliance

And there is a girl dancer who talks
with her feet eloquently enough to make
the meaning clear. Betty Bruce is the

BURNS MANTLE

N. Y. Daily News,
Nov. 24, 1938.

Betty Bruce dances cleverly and plays a
courtesan with conviction, particularly
in a likely number relating the normal
reaction of "Ladies of the Evening"
revealed in the morning.

N. Y. Times,
Nov. 24, 1938.

In Betty Bruce and Heidi Vosseler he

has a pair of dancers who are extraordinarily skillful and who can translate
the revelry of a, musical rumpus into
The dancing wholly
dainty beauty.

captivating.

KELCEY ALLEN

Women's Wear Daily,
Nov. 25, 1938.

The Devil Takes a Bride, a victim of
sins of the play upon the actors, and
who thus found her sincere, effective

name, and she is the only tap dancer I
have ever seen who knows enough to use
taps as a staccato counterpoint to the

Best dancer is Betty Bruce, whose step.'
ping is a joy to watch. Several times
it was received with bravos from the

performance and her magnificent possibilities for the future unappreciated except in this insistently limb -sitting

and continuous enough to keep the show

The Billboard,
Dec. 3, 1938.

corner.

the stage like an orchestra, drumming
with her feet. fiddling with her hands
and blaring with her body fit to make
the heart curl. The "Bravos" from the
first night audience twice were loud

To Jack Norworth, for the lovely
tenderness of his performance as the
ghostly stage -doorman in The Fabulous
Invalid, thru which George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart discovered that
a great love for the theater is not in

melody woven by that part of her which
lies north of her toes. She moves across

from going on.

Journal of

J. J. COLBY Commerce
Nov. 25, 1938

And Betty Bruce, the dancer, who
makes Eleanor Powell look like an
amateur.

itself the only pre -requisite for the writing of a good play; to Richard Gordon,
in the same heartbreaking fiasco, for the

quiet sincerity of his impersonation of
an old-line manager: to two of the minor
players in the same cast list (which was
almost as long as the little list featured by Ko-Ko)-Solly Ward and Richard Lloyd, who both did outstanding
jobs in tiny roles; to Maurice Evans, for
the magnificent technique of his performance in the title role of the five hour Hamlet (tho I reserve the right to
quarrel with him over his interpretation), and to almost all of the important
supporting players in the same magnificent production-Henry Edwards (the
best Claudius I have ever seen), Katherine Locke (stepping with beautiful
sensitivity from Bronxianism to Shake-

THE foremost institution for Dramatic and Expressional Training in

The courses of the Academy furnish the essential
preparation for Teaching and Directing as well as for Acting.

America.

WINTER TERM BEGINS JANUARY 16.

FOR.CATALOG Address Secretary, Rooml4S, CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

audience.

EUGENE BURR
A young lady named Betty Bruce offers

some of the most sensational dancing,
combining tap and ballet, with ease.
grace and tremendous effect, that it has
been ins privilege to see in many seasons.
Since she's also a luscious young damsel

and, in addition, can actually read lines
effectively. she ought to go places --high

places-in a hurry.

Extends Holiday Greetings
to all her friends everywhere

SHIRLEY

Also wishes to extend sincere thanks to

OLSEN 6: JOHNSON
for a pleasant and happy engagement
in their smash success

WAY N E
HHELZAPOPPIN"
Now Current at the WINTER GARDEN, New York

speare), Donald Randolph, Augustin
(See FROM OUT FRONT on page 137)

FOUNDED IR 1884 BY FRANKLIN H. SARGENT

.

in George Abbott's

the current critical idiocy that visits the

AMERICAN ACADEMY, OF DRAMATIC ARTS

N.

TY BRUCE

"THE GAY COURTESAN"
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What About Uramatic StocIR9
SO OFTEN the question is asked, "Will

dramatic stock ever come back?"
Not so many years ago there were
from 200 to 300 stock companies playing thruout the United States and
Canada every season. Thousands of actors were employed. The out-of-town
theater really prospered and there was
exceptional interest in Broadway theatrical activities. Now, unfortunately,
these out-of-town theaters, which supplied the natives with flourishing drama,
have been taken over in many instances

13y GUY PALMERTON

our guests. As a .result the theater was
packed with young and enthusiastic observers who apparently found the policy
rental
of
$500
weekly,
with
a
guarantee
turn they had concluded that they would
much to their liking, as our student
of
not
less
than
six
weeks.
not be interested in the usual sharing
ticket sales increased considerably imarrangement, nor would they consider a
Rentals Too High
mediately thereafter.
percentage or even a small guarantee This particular
altho considered
Because it has seemingly lost its footand a percentage of the gross over a a good location house,
in the boom days, had hold in the entertainment world, stock
stipulated figure. They would, however, never demanded so high a rental. When does not always get the respect it de-

rent me the theater, the four

walls, that fact was called to the attention
Many actors regard it as a theain its present condition, for the straight of the gentlemen it was received with serves.
ter of tricks-several flats of scenery
a smile and a "take it or leave it" at- hurriedly lashed together, a few sticks

by chain operators and have been allowed to deteriorate until they show
fifth -run pictures on a grind policy at
the lowest of admission rates. Many

Guy Palmerton, of theatrical parentage, has been associated with the
theater practically all of his life. His

up and plastered with billing for the

musical comedy and the dramatic

pens to be under the same management.

in vaudeville from Coast to Coast in
a comedy sketch entitled Glorifying
the American Boy. He received most

have been kept dark, the fronts boarded

career has covered work in vaudeville,

house just down the street which hap-

stage. At the age of 16 he headlined

The chains are definitely not interested in making it possible for the
becomes interested in the dark house

of his education
with traveling
tutors and in
private schools.

rental for the property-which is their

Six years ago,
while he was

legitimate theater to survive. If a client
for the purpose of presenting "live theater" they demand an unreasonable
way of halting all negotiations.
Quite recently I became interested

Thatcher a n d
his wife, Frances
Williams, recog-

soap and water it would have been quite
acceptable to theatergoers. I felt that

nized his managerial and directorial ability

Approaching the

him to enter the producing field,
which he did. In his middle 20s now,
he has presented a total of almost

the town was ripe for a dramatic stock
company presenting a series of Broad-

and encouraged

owners of the house (who also operate
others), I found them most
cordial until my mission became known.
I tried to induce them to consider almost
every type of proposition possible. They
wanted a few days to consider the mat-

300 weeks of dramatic stock in cities

several

including, among others, Albany,
Philadelphia, Hartford, Bridgeport and
Worcester. During the past six years

he has also presented annual stock
seasons at his summer playhouse on

There .were partners to consult,
and the opposition a stock plan would
ter.

Lake Whalom, just outside of Fitch-

present to their film houses would have
to be considered, they said. On my re-

,c,

It is my theory that Broadway will I have an idea. that many prominent
not see a reflection of 1929 until the ,producers also regard stock as a field

the late James

in fact, with the application of much

,+

offer from me of $300 per week had been rection. Stock is hard work, but it does
flatly refused. To an independent pro- not necessarily have to be thrown toducer in these times the difference be- gether with slip -shod performances as a
tween three and five means a great deal. result.

dramatic stock,

better -than -average physical condition;

(

titude. It was "left"-but not until an of furniture and some hackneyed di-

appearing in

in a house located in a city near Boston, which has been dark for several
years. Upon inspection I found it in

way stage successes.

burg, Mass.
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Compliments of

GEORGE M. COHAN

out-of-town theater is revived, either of third-rate productions, with its
in the form of dramatic stock companies players classified in the same category.
or road shows. True, last year was But I know that many a stock comconsidered a successful one for most pany has done sincere justice to a Broadroad attractions, but there were not way production. Most producers are of
enough of them, and at best only the the opinion that there are no possimost important spots were honored by bilities for the success of stock today
their appearance. Not very long ago and that the financial gain, if any, is
large cities such as Cincinnati, St. Louis, too small for the amount of work inBuffalo and others too numerous to volved. They entirely forget the imlist were the proud possessors of not portant role stock could play in aiding
only one dramatic stock company but and abetting the longevity of the legititwo-and sometimes three-playing in mate theater.
the same city at the same time and all
Stock as Training Ground
doing healthy business. Now the opportunity to see current theatrical fare
Stock was always considered a splendid
is so occasional that the natives have training ground for the hew members
either forgotten that such a type of of the profession. It has served as a
entertainment ever existed or have lost stepping stone to Broadway and Hollyinterest, finding other means of amuse- wood for many an actor. It has always
ment, be it the showing of a four -star been said, and is true, that a good macinema or the local sewing circle.
jority of our better actors are graduates
Summer stock has helped to revive this of this field.
lost interest in the theater, but that
It is now eight or 10 years since stock
is only a momentary enthusiasm. Most was at its peak. Where are the newcompanies are more or less encouraged comers expected to find experience? It is
by transient trade, vacationists, etc., and quite impossible for them, and producers
with the passing of the warm weather casting a new play are therefore comsummer stock is looked upon as a closed pelled to consider the little ingenue who
record. Little or no effort is made by made a hit in the First Methodist
most producers or actors to educate the Church production of The Little Clodnew generation of amusement seekers hopper. Many a novice now carries the
to the true advantages of the legitimate feeling that stock is beneath him, and
theater and the fact that it might be after having played three or four roles
worthy of considerable interest during with one of the summer companies feels
the winter months as well as during the thoroly experienced and ready to tackle
hot spell.
Broadway. I suppose one should say,
"More power to him." However, there
Stock Serves Community
In days gone by the general conten- are many who would delight in a good
tion was that a stock company was a stock engagement, enabling them to play
great asset to the community. If this a variety of roles and better equip themfeeling was a fact then it should still selves for the profession to which they
apply. A stock company not only serves hope to devote their lives.
its purpose from an amusement stand- The WPA has made heroic attempts
point but also in an educational and to revive interest in the theater in many
literary vein. The legitimate theater localities, but because of federal sponsorbrought originality to the community. ship it becomes necessary to operate
During the long joyous seasons con- under government specifications and
siderable money was spent in the city consequently complications set in. The
for the necessities of the weekly produc- public reaction to the federal stocks in
tions. From 12 to 20 players became a some cases has been a feeling that the
part of the community, spending a good company is made up of broken-down
portion of their salaries for theatrical players, especially when the WPA signs

necessities as well as for their living are so prominently displayed in the thearequirements. Stores would often bene- ter lobbies and on billing and programsfit by the sales of certain types of cloth- which immediately inculcates the "reing, etc., encouraged by the use of lief project" idea. The Federal Theater

r'4\

same on the stage by a member of has presented some interesting and well -

played productions since its inception,
but there has been very little glamour
attached to them. Stock must possess
this glamour, even in these times when
stagedoor visitors and fan mail are not
as plentiful as they were 10 years ago.
actors in everything from Broadway's reGlamour Is Important
cent smash hit to a revival of The ReWhen obstacles, no matter how slight,
juvenation of Aunt Mary, with May Rob- are
placed in the way of reviving this
son as guest player.
interest and glamour in the theater, we
the cast.
The younger generation knew what
the word "theater" really meant. They
were not compelled to resort entirely to
books to satisfy their curiosity. They
were privileged to see real "in the flesh"

have lost one of the very important sales
Students Appreciate Stock
Two years ago, during a stock season points of our product, and the slogan,
at the Capitol Theater in Albany, I re- "Motion Pictures Are Your Best Enterceived a great number of letters from tainment," becomes uppermost in the
school students stating that until that minds of theatergoers. Aside from giving
season they had never witnessed a pro- employment to a vast army of profesfessional production of a play. (Albany sionals (and many amateurs) the Fedhad been without stock for several years.) eral Theater stocks in most instances
In an attempt to encourage the patron- carry on, waving the colors of good old
age of these young people to a greater Uncle Sam and placing the actor on a
degree we arranged with the high-school relief level.
Every now and then a major film comauthorities to present a special matinee
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pany will show interest in stock and this time I also suggested their conannounce plans for the opening of sev- sideration of con6nsed versions of plays
eral companies. Before it reaches the in picture houses as a combination
advanced stage, however, the idea is dis- policy, the latter being a possible subcarded. The fact that they would even stitute for the double feature in first entertain such an idea is in itself an run houses in various cities. I was
admission that such a policy would be of politely but definitely informed that
benefit to them. For years Paul Dullzell, they were not interested; that they
of Equity, has been trying to convince would in no way encourage the possifilm executives that it would be to their bility of the legitimate theater becoming
great advantage to open several com- an opposing factor for their picture
panies.

Others have also used their entertainment.

persuasive powers in this same direction without results.

In September of this year I approached
one of Paramount's executives regarding
the possibility of inaugurating a regular
stock policy in some of their houses. At

,:;reetingO
of the *emu
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BRATTLEBORO
THEATRE

"Shakespeare's Merchant -1939"
Opening Monday, January 8,
at the

ST. FELIX STREET PLAYHOUSE,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

fMienesocF.TO.,twaire
(44th Year) 3 -in -1 Course --Stage, Screen. Radio.
Choice-Drama, Dance, Opera. Each Department a
School in Itself.

GRADUATES-Una Merkel, Lee Tracy, Fred As-

taire, Peggy Shannon, Etc.
Specialists In discovering, developing and exploiting
new Stage, Screen and Radio Talent

ALVIENE THEATRE & STUDENT STOCK CO,
assuring New York appearances white learning, plus
moving picture filming, voice recording and radio.
(Separate Stage tihIldren's Screen Acting Dept.)
For Catalog apply Secretary, T. BELL, 88 W. 85th
Street, New York.

FEAGIN SCHOOL
OF STAGE-SCREEN-RADIO
DRAMATIC ART
Speech for Business and Social Use

Day and Evening Classes
Modern Theater, Complete Radio Equipment
Public Performances Regularly
Separate Children's Department
Enroll Now for February 1 Term.
ROCKEFELLER CENTER,
New York City.
830 Fifth Ave.,

Pictures Need Stock

It is unfortunate that the picture interests will not entertain such an idea
or at least give it a trial. If nothing
else, it would serve as a means of developing new picture talent and could
be greatly enhanced,by frequent starring
visits of name players from Hollywood.

There is a future for dramatic stock,
even tho it may appear far off at the
moment. Perhaps some time soon, before it is too late, one or more of our
more successful producers will come to
the rescue and decide to make a hobby
of stock, opening a dozen companies
thruout the country. This would, I

think, serve as an inducement for former
stock managers, new Broadway producers
and possibly the picture interests to
prick up their ears and do likewise. The
profits might be a little weak at first, but
the desired interest in the theater would

Season's Qreetings
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TEDDY
In Keeping With the Current Trend Toward the Greater
Use of Live Talent and First Quality Presentations

UNITED SCENIC ARTISTS
OF

be generally increased. There is a new
public today, a movie -conscious public,

that must be immediately educated to
realize the true value of the legitimate
theater. An increase in stock would
bring about a brighter Broadway for
the producer, the actor and the theatergoer, and we could then proudly display
the slogan, "The First Art of the Theater Is Your Best Entertainment."
CINCINNATI, Dec. 24.-Local Federal
Theater group this afternoon winds up
a four -day run with Dickens' A Christmas Carol at its intimate Playbox Theater and now is in rehearsal, under direction of William Harrison, on The Petrified Forest, which is slated for presentation December 28 to January 3. Eight
performances of

the Dickens vehicle

pulled capacity houses.

AMERICA
Urge Producers, Owners and Managers everywhere to
enhance the attractiveness of their presentations with
smart new up-to-the-minute Scenery as designed and
constructed by the members of the UNITED SCENIC
ARTISTS OF AMERICA.

UNITED SCENIC ARTISTS OF AMERICA
LOCAL 829-Of the Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators
and Paperhangers of America.

251-W-42 ST.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Affiliated with the American Federation of Labor, Central
Trades & Labor Council, Building and Construction Trades
Council, District Council No. 9, Combined Amusement
Crafts, United Scenic Artists Local 621-350 and the
New York State Federation of Labor.
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legitimate Theater in 1938
HEN, just a year ago, the bell rang
for the start of 1938 the legitimate

Uy EUGENE BURR

that of motion pictures. Despite a ter-

rific industry campaign designed to convince John Q. Public that tripe is better
canvas and everyone thought that it had years for a road return, long-range January-On Borrowed Time, Our Town, than truffles, despite a frantic appeal to
finally succumbed to the body blows of prospects look encouragingly bright, en- Shadow and Substance and Bachelor Americans' well-known love of winning
the depression. But, contrary to ex- tirely aside from the fair or any other Born were the leaders-and when the something for what is supposed to be
summer eastivation rolled round the "nothing," despite "big" pictures and
pectations, it managed to struggle to its temporary hypodermic.
seemed headed for bigger and wild ballyhoo, John Q. Public has stayed
feet at the count of nine and won the
The start of 1938 saw the theater at field
away from the cinema sinks in droves.
spring round very handily with a nice probably the lowest holiday ebb in its better things.
And tnere is this, too: a frantic public
succession of hits. It came out of its modern history; there were just 27 shows
New Season Started With Rush
corner in the fall rarin' to go; and, tho playing on Broadway on New Year's Day.
The new season started with a rush- is apt to return to the primary, highest
It hasn't done as well as was hoped, it's and even those weren't conspicuously or with what seemed like a rush com- and fundamental concept of the theater
still managing to hang on energetically. successful. The prospects were, to put pared with the cautious stammers and -that of escape. Producers have been
As 1939 starts the prospects look better it mildly, bleak. Producers, driven to stumblings that marked the start of other slow to realize this, presenting a long
than they have at any time since 1929. cover by the deluge of quick closings recent seasons. Plays came in early, one series of shows that discuss current probLargely, of course, the rosy outlook is during the previous fall, were looking or two new hits were established, and lems with varying degrees of dramatic
Not one of them has been
a product of preparation for the New out of storm cellars and steadfastly re- everything looked prosperous. No one ineptitude.
York World's Fair, particularly in the fusing to announce. But before the new seemed to notice that the failures were an even near approach to a popular
success. General discussions of Amerimusical division. But the theater has year was a month old the entire picture closing with alarming rapidity.
aims and ideals are acceptable; but
also been busy carving out a new set-up had changed. A bevy of lusty successes Musicals, which had been practically can
for itself; and with solid reception in came in on one another's heels during extinct during the past few seasons, sud- dramatic (or so-called dramatic) inon the various specific problems
New York and the highest hopes in 10 the usually drab period at the end of denly came to life again, as predicted. sistence
and started a spurt that beat anything afflicting humanity today seems anathesince the girly-girly days of the teeming ma to the theater -going public. Once

theater had its nose buried in the

That, of course, was directly attributable to the imminence of the fair
-but the fact remains that more chorus
people were employed at the middle of
November than at any other time in the
'20s.

more the public-very rightly-is demanding from the theater its highest

possible function, that of escape from
the brutality, Insanity, ugliness, worry,
mire and muck of common workaday

entire history of the Chorus Equity life.

The trend, now that the
year is drawing to a close, still conAssociation.

reeting5

Tiptibap

tinues; and it will continue for another fall successes for confirmation. The mutwo years and perhaps a bit longer- sicals are obviously in the escapist cateuntil the fair and its effects have finally gory, some of them violently so; and

there hasn't been (at least until the

worn off.

from
Mr. and Mrs.

BOBBY CLARK

Hits Are Escapist

Look at the somewhat sparse list of

After that the tunefests will probably start of December) a hit scored by any
relapse into a semi -coma, but meanwhile play that even had a modern setting or
they're vigorous and bustling, giving modern costumes, with the single exjobs to many people and brightening ception of Kiss the Boys Goodbye. And
the street and giving it the semblance Kiss the Boys Goodbye's milieu of wisecracking editors, lecherous film produof much life.
As for the dramas, however, the trend cers, impossible belles from the Southtoward quick (almost instantaneous) land, political columnists and other
closings eventually took its toll; and militantly sophisticated frauds is just
October, which was a good month, ended as much an escape for the average theawith a dearth of productions in the tergoer as the mountain lamaserais of
offing. Producers were returning to their Tibet. Go down the list-Victoria Regina,
old caution, and November felt the re- Oscar Wilde, Abe Lincoln in Illinois,
sult. Pitifully few plays were presented Hamlet-not one has a modern setting

until the Thanksgiving season at the or background.
Escapism among theatergoers has, I
end of the month-and most of those
few closed almost as quickly as they think, become a definite trend-and the
sooner producers realize it the sooner
had opened.
In consequence, the dramatic division will the dramatic division regain its full
is in a state that stride and continue upon its inevitable
could hardly be called flourishing. But, upward path.
Altho the number of dramatic shows
despite lack of numbers, it is definitely
vigorous-and there is as yet no particu- playing on Broadway went down a bit,
lar reason for despair in even the and altho the out-and-out flops closed
bosoms of those mourners who buried quicker than ever, there have been a

at present writing

the theater during the dark days of couple of very definite trends that can
bring joy to both producers and per-

1933.

Dramas Slow Down

*
season's greetings

SOPHIE TUCKER
*

formers.

One, the most important, is the conWith the vigorous activity and high
increasing interest in the theater
hopes of the spring'and early fall taken stantly
by the ticket -buying public. A
into account, there has been much displayed
trend for the past few years, it
mystification as to the sudden break- steady
so definitely during the fall
down in the dramatic field toward the increased
it seemed almost like a militant
close of the year. The reasons, however, that
against the motion pictures'
aren't far to find. Producers have taken reaction
boob -baiting campaign. For thruout
almost 10 years of brutal buffeting-and the
fall the box-office take for legitimate
brutal buffeting is a thing that tends attractions
Broadway went above that
to make a man cautious. When play recorded atoncorresponding
periods the
after play began folding with runs of less previous season.
Sellouts among those
than a week they naturally drew in shows that do manage
to reach the hit
their horns. When any sort of con- category are more numerous
and far
fidence is restored in their hearts (do more enduring; and Broadway's
producers have hearts?) or, more im- grosses have gone encouragingly total
up,
portant, in the hearts of their backers, despite the fact that there were fewer
then production will pick up once more. shows to contribute to the total. That
There are other causes, too, outside of
seems to indicate a theater that
the field of the theater, that have even hardly
more to do with the slackening of pro- is going to the dogs.
Trend Toward Large Casti
duction. It's hardly news to report that
world conditions are unsettled-it seems,
Also, and of especial interest to perin fact, an almost classic example of formers, is the current trend toward
understatement-and a populace worry- large casts. During the arid depression

ing about relatives and friends under the years, with production costs pared to the
rule of barbarians, worrying about the bone, large casts were generally anathchances of the United States being ema; a stage that was crowded by eight
sucked in as the world's patsy once more, people seemed to be uncomfortably full.
worrying about chaotic financial condi- But now, amazingly enough, large casts

tions abroad and constantly increasing
taxation at home, is hardly a populace
to plunk down a terrific amount of
money for theater tickets.
The tendency has been felt, and even
more strongly, in a slightly allied field-

have become the rule rather than the

exception-cast sheets extending for two
and even three pages are common features of the playbills, and it seems safe

to say that, altho the number of produced plays may have gone down a bit,

December 31, 1938
the number of actors employed has
increased substantially.
Aside from the actual production
figures, the year was chiefly marked by a

out to be of primary-almost historical
-significance. With the actors aiding
and with Reilly leading the way, the

87
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managers returned to the old problem of

stabilization of many elements in the ticket brokers and, with Equity's help,
field, all of which had been careening formulated a theater -ticket code that
about in a state remarkably close to has been in operation now for several
chaos during the sturm and drang of the months. And the American Theater
depression. This included both the the- Council, which had held a much pubatrical unions and the managerial or- licized but completely ineffectual conganization-and as a result the field it- vention the year before, was revived as
self, allowed a respite from its inter- a means of bringing back the road.
minable internicine wars, looked for- The ticket code, which, thru ads taken
by the League in the New York dailies,
ward and made plans for the future.
has probably played a large part in the
Chief among the stabilizations was tremendously increased public interest
that of the Actors' Equity Association, in the theater, is still in the experi-

which, like a dignified pelican, had been mental stages, of course; but, considertearing its own breast for seasons. Fol- ing the difficulties and the fact that
lowing on the heels of the reorganization previous attempts failed ignominiously,
of the actors' international late in 1937 it seems well on the way to success. It
and the elevation of Frank Gillmore represents a tremendous step forward for
from his post as active Equity president the entire industry.
to a spot in the international organizaAs for the American Theater Council
tion, the warring factions in the actors' and
road, the latter hardly seems to
union signed a truce. It was decided needthethe
former's aid. Grosses an
that the post of president be made an

,lionbrary rather than a paid position;
and the nominating committee, composed entirely of conservatives, grace-
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nounced in road cities at the end of
the 1937-'38 season were far in excess
of anything since the boom days, and

some instances actually broke all-time
fully nominated a compromise candidate, in
records. Totals may not be quite so

seasonis greetings

COMERFORDPUBLIX
THEATRES
CORP.

Arthur Byron, for the weakened post. high thus far this season, but the drop,
The election was the first in many years if any, will be slight.
to be uncontested-and as a result of
Rebirth in Stage Interest
all the changes Paul Dullzell, paid exIt seems definite that the public thruecutive secretary -treasurer, remained the
out' the country, as the public in New
high-ranking active officer.
York, is experiencing a widespread reEquity Once More Harmonious
birth of active interest in the stage.
With Equity once more essentially Towns everywhere .cry out for more and
harmonious, the managers, who had more shows; and when road attractions

M. E. COMERFORD

been virtually leaderless since the death are unobtainable local groups and semiof Dr. Henry Moskowitz a year and a half professional organizations fill the breach
before, girded up their loins and ap- and mop up. An intelligent public,
pointed James F. Reilly executive secre- starved for years on the pap poured
tary of the League of New York Theaters. forth by films, is definitely demanding
Under Reilly the League instituted a more and more stage fare. It is there,
vigorous clean-up campaign in its own ready and waiting for shows that are

ranks, getting rid of all the deadwood, willing to meet its demands for firstdropping 53 members and presenting
production standards.
a tight, united and militant front to rate
The Council, cashing in on the trend,
deal with the now -peaceful Equity on has
instituted a publicity service-weekly
matters fundamentally affecting the news notes of developments in the field
industry.
-that goes to papers thruout the land;
Stabilization also occurred all down it has conducted a survey of producers
the line. The Dramatists' Guild, which, to determine shows that may take to
thru its new basic agreement, had com- the road; it intends to send out pubmitted the dreadful faux pas of alienat- licity men and agents to drum up still
ing the film interests, won a sweeping further interest thruout the country.
victory over the so-called Bureau of 'New and It is even dabbling with the idea of
Plays, which had been established by the organizing or helping to organize subfilm companies to create a stable of scab scription groups in various cities.
The Bureau collapsed and
writers.
In view of the demand and the efforts
thereafter confined its activities to con- of the Council to increase it, the return
ducting a sort of seminar for new play- of the road (and this is the hest news
wrights, a project in which it received of the year) seems assured. There is,
the support of the Guild. As a further as a matter of fact, just one thing that
step forward, the end of the year saw can prevent it-but it's an extremely
the start of negotiations between the serious thing. It is lack of road shows.
Guild and dat of debbil Hollywood This represents a grave danger both to
tending toward modification of the basic the work of the Council and to the reagreement to conform a bit more nearly establishment of the road; for towns
to Hollywood's ideas of a square deal. whose interest has been aroused but
Negotiations were still very much in the not satisfied will swing eventually to the
air at the turn of the year, but there are other end of the scale.
definite indications that a final accord
That it is a present rather than a
will be reached during 1939.
theoretical danger is shown by the case
Also, the Theatrical Agents, Managers of Memphis, which has clamored for
and Treasurers, a union that had been more shows for years and which has
fighting violently with the New York liberally supported all those that played
Theatrical Press Agents, jurisdiction over there. Despite its pleas, Memphis has
which it claimed, admitted the metro- received very few shows-and as a result
politan blurb slingers under a semi- its local dramatic editors are refusing
autonomous arrangement and then went even to run the publicity sent out by
on to sign a closed -shop agreement with the Council. Instead of knocking vainly
the League of New York Theaters. That at the door of the professional theaparticular peace was interrupted some- ter they feel they will do better to foster
what raucously toward the end of the the establishment of an indigenous
year, with the press agents wailing de- Memphis stage. That, too-if it were
terminedly that they weren't being done taken up by other sections of the counright by; but the basic agreement with try-would be no bad thing; but it
the managers remains as a stabilizing would fail entirely to help the present

influence, no matter which way the commercial theater.
balance swings.

The Road -Show Problem

The Council therefore will have to be
League Is Revitalized
The chief result of all this sweetness wary; it will have to supply the demand

and light came when the revitalized as well as create it; and it should lay
League of New York Theaters and the immediate and definite plans to that
dove -inspired Actors' Equity Association end.

Otherwise the glowing chance for

1600 broadway

new york, n. y.

SAM H. HARRIS & MAX GORDON
PRESENT

A PLAY ABOUT AMERICA

THE AMERICAN WAY
BY

GEORGE S. KAUFMAN & MOSS HART
WITH

FREDRIC MARCH
MARCALO CILLMORE

FLORENCE ELDRIDGE

Technical Director - HASSARD SHORT

CENTER THEATRE "ENS SATURDAY NIGHT
JANUARY 21st

48th ST. AND 6th AVE.
ON TOUR

SAM H. HARRIS
PRESENTS

GEORGE M. COHANIN

"I'D RATHER BE RIGHT"

By GEORGE S. KAUFMAN & MOSS HART

Ziegfeld Believed
that people come to the theatre to escape hum -drum reality. That's why his
shows were masterpieces of costuming. That's why they clicked!
The Great Waltz, Red Hot and Blue, White Horse Inn, I Married an Angel, Hamlet,
Abraham Lincoln and other hits of today and yesterday were all costume shows.

Follow their example-Use Costumes!
THEATRICAL COSTUME WORKERS UNION

got together and arranged for a basic a full rebirth of the legitimate field on

pact, the first basic agreement between a.national scale will have been wasted.
None the less, the road is there if matic field in New York is taking in
managers and actors since the abrogation of the old MPA agreement five the producers (who cried for it for so more money than in years and offering
long) still want it; musicals are experi- more jobs to actors. 1938 represented
years before.
Also coming out of the League -Equity encing an era of prosperity unmatched the long climb from the depths into
accord were two things that may turn in many seasons, if ever; and the dra- what can be made a real place in the

sun.

If 1939 continues the trend-and the
indications are that it will-it will be

the most successful year since the boom
days.
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REPERTOIRE -TENT SHOWS

Conducted by BILL SACHS-Communications to 25 Opera Place, Cincinnati, 0.

Forecast of Show Biz for 1939
By MAC JOHNSTON

OLD MAN 1938 will soon be taking a finally become a star by blinking at the
Lambeth Walk down the corridors of right director.
time, and as we stand at the threshold Next fall's most successful Broadway
of a new year it is my pleasure to pre- hit will be produced by Dr. Vatz Disse,
sent a bird's-eye view of the coming 12 former medicine man and discoverer of
months in order to keep you from stum- reversible underwear. Ann Teak, the
bling blindly thru the days of 1939. So first chorus girl to ever get a salary on
as we come to the end of a perfect year next week's advances, will head the
there's nothing like gumming things up cast of 50 beautiful girls and 49 beautiby reading the following predictions ful costumes.
brought to you thru the courtesy of Baseball will become one of the chief
an open door in a jitterbug asylum.
of amusement at nudist camps,
The last note of vaudeville's swan forms
but most of the games will be called on
song will echo faintly along the main account of starkness.

stems of the larger cities. Audiences Doctors who stock their offices with
will continue to give talking pictures old copies of Life and Judge will find
much competition, but they will need radio comedians their best customers
jacks or better to open the stage doors during the year.
of most theaters. Result: More theaters
The most phenomenal rise to starwill close, throwing hundreds of pickets

Mae Goodwin To Continue
Operation of Tent Show
CRYSTAL CITY, Tex., Dec. 24.-Mrs.
Mae Goodwin will succeed her late hus-

Madge Kinsey Set
For Canton Stock

CANTON, 0., Dec. 24. - Second and
band in the management of the Tate - third generations of the trouping KinLax Show, med organization operating seys, who have carried their homespun
under canvas in this territory, it was drama and comedy to the highways and
announced this week.
byroads of Ohio for nearly 60 years, will
Her husband, Ted Goodwin, died re- open an indefinite engagement at the
cently following a heart attack and Grand Opera House here Christmas Day.
burial was made in this city. Mr. and It will be the first stock for Canton in
Mrs. Goodwin formerly trouped with several years.
various reps under the name of the
as the Madge Kinsey Players,
Dancing Goodwins and later operated theKnown
company is made up of young
their own rep organization known as the actors,
but their shows are still preSunshine Comedy Co.
sented in accordance with the Kinsey
Goodwin is survived by a son, Joe, a traditions. Opening bill will be Down
policeman in Abilene, Tex., and a daugh- on the Farm.
ter, Mrs. Ray Hegwood, who will con- Business heads
of the troupe are
tinue with the show.
Madge Kinsey and her husband, Harry
E. Graf.
Their two daughters, Betty
Illinois Circle Gives
and Jean, now attending high school,
will
be
in
the
cast for the opening bill
Nolan Players Good Biz
during the holidays, after which they
BLOOMINGTON, Ill., Dec. 24.-Larry will resume their studies.
Romantic leads will be played by
Nolan Players, who have been headquartering here for the past three months, Buddy Rowley and Patricia Bryant. Otto
Imig
is featured comedian. Others in
report satisfactory business with their
rotary stock. Manager Nolan states that the cast, besides members of the family,
arrangements have been completed for are Joahn Davis, Georgie Colbert and
the company to play a stock engage- David E. Hemminger.
ment in Illinois next spring and summer.
Admission prices announced for the
Present cast includes Larry Nolan, run here are 25 cents' for adults and
Madlin Nolan, George B. Fluhrer, Mary 10 cents for children.

dom will be made by Ima Teaser, who
leap from a Chicago burlesque house
Advance fashion notes indicate that will
1939 strip dancers will wear invisible to Follywood with one big chump.
Unit managers who transport their
pants with an occasional cuff on the
shows by cars will have a hard job keepbottom.
ing
the wolf from the garage door.
Air comedians will be as welcome as
Comedians who used to get laughs by
a brother on a honeymoon if they continue to use their standard theme song, wearing funny clothes on the stage
will be wearing funny clothes on the
That Old Gag of Mine.
Fanny Shapeleigh, daughter of an ob- street in 1939.
scure butcher and pig herder in JerusaSlim Pickens, flickerland cowboy extra,
lem, will leap into the narrow lap of who has been suffering from a severe 'Welbon, Cody Thomas, Honey O'Hearn,
out of work.

fame with her "Dance of the Seven case of gindigestion, will die (after drink- Jimmy O'Hearn and Eula O'Neil.
Veals."
ing breakfast) with one of his beauts on.
The dog business will boom. Berp, Prof. 0. 0. Wattanoodle, vice-president

and McBlast, radio's gashouse (with accent on the vice) of the Moviewarblers, will sing Doggie Woggie Blues ville Reformers' Union, will write the
so convincingly that 857,489 listeners best anti -hit song of the season, .Somewill immediately dash out and buy a where a Vice is Calling.
Stark and Stiff, dancing undertakers,
Dachshund.
Tu Yung Tu, 16 -year -old Chinese who were born in a humble log apart- CASA GRANDE, Cincinnati nitery, last
week spotted three repertoirians in
chorus cutie, will marry a 75 -year -old ment, will discover oil in a Sprigville,
comedian, stealing the comedian's idea Okla., barber shop, thus becoming its floor show. Mildred Devoe, formerly
wealthy
enough
to
finish
out
their
route
leading
woman with the old Milt Tolbert
of "anything for a laugh."
show, was emsee; Buddy Cannon, of CanHoofers will be as optimistic as an of 40 consecutive Sundays.
Belch

Rep Ripples

Wun Sin, Chinese sound man, will non's Comedians, beat out the rhythms
old maid who sleeps in a double bed,
the hides, and Al Pitcaithley, late
but contortionists will be so bad off discover that seals can applaud louder on
and longer than a studio audience. Sev- of the Heffner -Vinson opry, contributed
they won't know which way to turn.
his
contortion turn. And then who
Sam Snagglecack, burlesque impre- eral prominent radio artists will be seen

should walk in but Bob Fischer, pianist sario, who has launched a thousand hips at a zoo pricing seals.
An assistant director, after giving his magician, formerly with Billroy Comeduring his career, will feature a purple
pow as an added attraction, but the boss the best "yeahs" of his life, will be dians. . . EVA HOGAN, formerly with
customers will still be more interested fired. Things will get so tough in Warren's Comedians, is vacationing in
Hollywood that several actresses will Miami, Fla., and playing a few vaude
in the pink calves.
A burglar will rob America's leading have to make their husbands last an- dates thereabouts. . . . JENNINGSPlayers closed a long California
radio comedian and then stuff a soiled other season and producers will be forced PORTER
tent season last week. Reopening will
rag into his mouth. At last we will to lay off their own relatives.
Small-time producers will start the be in February. Cast at closing included
have positive proof that big-time comeJohn J. Jennings and Harold

man and director, was spotted in Kansas City, Mo., the past week -end. . . .
HENRY AND RUBY NEAL, who formerly

managed their own rep in Western Kan-

sas for many years, recently bought a

theater at Lenora, Kan. However, they'll

be out under canvas when the blue-

birds sing again. . . . WALLACE BRUCE
opened his Western Kansas circle December 26. This is his 21st year in the
same territory. . . . EDNA MARIE WILSON, former rep ingenue, who hails from

Kansas City, Mo., is playing night spots
in and around Cincinnati. . . . MADELENE AND TUDIE MANLEY are spend-

ing the holidays at the home of relatives
in Pittsburg, Kan.

.

dians are not the only guys to get by
with using the same gag twice.
An up-to-date manager in his mad
search for untalented attractions will
discover a Peeping Tom and bill him

season as happy as a newly divorced
couple and finish as flat as a duck's
instep. Suicide will be attempted, but

they'll even fail at that by trying to
hang themselves on a shoe string.
Hope Chest, buxom movie queen, will

as the "Original Window Shopper."
David Coppaf eel and Professor Phy- slip before the end of the year but
sique, dancing instructors of Breakneck, she'll still put up a pretty good front
Mass., will create a new routine called or bust.
"The Feather Dance," which will be As I bring these sure-fire predictions
taught on the installment plan-requir- to a close let me warn you not to throw

ing just a little down.

away this far-reaching article, wishing

Miles Long, Hollywood movie athlete, you could do something about it. You
will make the year's biggest broad jump. can. Send this cyclopedia of amazing
Veteran chorus girls will find them- gagological revelations to your favorite
selves as hungry as a Scotch lady's comedian. It will turn out to be the
gigolo. Majority will go to England, best material he ever used-for breaking
where they will be sure of their three in a new wastebasket.
squires a day.

King Fugaboo, big shot director who
has been spending all his coconuts on
a certain movie doll, will finally marry

her for his money.
Burlesque will have to be as careful as

Goff Comedians Showing
In Converted Storeroom

WACO, Tex., Dec. 24.-B. M. Goff's
a nudist crawling over a barbed-wire Comedians, after a long tent season in
fence, but it will still hold its own. Tired Texas, are now in their third week of
business men will apparently never be- permanent stock here. Much credit is
due the company for its ingenuity in
come leg weary.
Next season's most successful bed- coverting a storeroom into a presentable
time story, I'll Get You in the Movies, theater for its offerings.
Many pieces of their tent show furBaby; I've Got Connections.
All veterans of Major Bowes' units, nishings, including inside decorations,
chairs
and scenery, have been put to use
will be classed as standard acts. Stars
of yesterday (oldtimers who remember for the indoor venture. Business is rewhen pansies came in bunches instead ported as satisfactory.
Cast includes B. M. Goff, manager;

of groups) will keep trying to get a
Betty Louise Evans, Madelyn Goff, Dick
break on the amateur hour.
Moreno, Doris Berkley, Wayne Bates,
serving coal -oil
Seymour, Leon Phillips, O. H. Glor
feature midget fan Dolly
dancers for the benefit of the patrons and James Crabtree.
Cover -charge
will

cocktails

dens

under the table.
Sadie Slangway, 1938 winner of the

Glenn Brunk Resuming Soon

Oreeting5

showing, is spending the holidays here.
His 'show will reopen late in January
at Cisco, Tex. Included in the roster
t the recent closing were Mr. and Mrs.

GEORGE AND CLARE BISHOP will be
on Station WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.,

all winter, they inform the desk. . .
RUSTY AND DOT WILLIAMS and
daughters, Wilma and Billie, jumped
Porter, from Kinston, N. C., to Pennsylvania
managers; Carl Thomas, Sam Bright, last week to spend the holidays with
Betty Fromen, Alice Porter, Izetta Dot's folks. They were accompanied by
Thomas, Chuck Morrish, Grover Shel- Mr. and Mrs. William Hurrey.
.
don, Joan Elizabeth Porter, Peggy Mor- GEORGE BARR postals from Nashville:
rish, Virginia Lee Thomas, Mabel Alder- "That photo of Billy Wehle used in the
son and Cleo Pollard. . . NONA NUTT December 17 issue of Billyboy was so
is out of the biz at present, having ac- natural it took me back 15 years-to
cepted a position in commercial lines the time it was made." . . . SID KING in Independence, Mo. . . . OR.A ACKLEY DON and his personnel of rotary stock
is sojourning in Chicago for the holidays players visited Kansas City, Mo., last
and will rejoin L. Verne Slout's Theater week -end. The show is still on its
.

.

.

.

Workshop right after the first of the year. Northern Missouri merry-go-round. . . .
. . . JACK LATHAM, actor and musician
EDITH AND JIMMY ERIXON, formerly
formerly with Paul English Players, is with the Paramount Players, have joined

now a resident of Port Jervis, N. Y.. . . the Wallace Bruce circle in Western
.
.
.
MARY DeMILLE was
Stock Co., is spending the holidays at called home to Arkansas from her work
Corpus Christi, Tex.... ARNOLD'S FUN - in a Kansas City, Mo., night spot reMAKERS are reported to be doing fair cently to attend the funeral of her
business in Arkansas with the following mother. .
. NEWMAN-LYONS merryfolks: Floyd (Slim) Arnold, Dick Cartier, go-round reports satisfactory business
Madam Cartier and Mr. and Mrs. Lucien after its first trip over its Arkansas loop.
Jones. . . WILLIAM BALTHAZOR will Headquarters are at Pocahontas. . . .
open a new unit to play Wisconsin the L. K. AND TUDOR McKAY, of Herbert
first week in January. . . . SAM BRIGHT Walter' Comedians, are spending the
and Betty Fromen, after closing with the holidays at Pittsburg, Kan. . . . KENJennings -Porter Players on the Coast, NEDY SISTERS' STOCK CO., which
jumped into Hollywood for the holidays. closed last week in Texas, will reopen
early in the new year to play an inengagement at Corpus Christi,
HERBERT WALTERS and Mr. and Mrs. definite
.
. . TED NORTH PLAYERS will
Ross McKay, who have been vaca- Tex.
the following towns when they
tioning in California since the closing of show
their circle this week: Wellington,
Walter's Comedians, are spending the open
Winnfield,
Eldorado, Newton and Arkanholidays in Kansas City, Mo.. . . HARRY
City, all in Kansas, and Ponca City,
M. HELLER, veteran trail blazer, has en- sas
Ten people will comprise the pertered Veterans' Hospital, Sawtelle, Calif., Okla.
.
. MICKEY ARTHUR, Midfor treatment.
. JACK SCHAAF, after sonnel.
comic, has temporarily left the
showing schools in Chicago and Kansas west
to accept a position in commercial
City, Mo., area with his educational fea- biz
in Texas. .
MAL MURRAY,
ture, has signed as traveling represen- lines
former
circle stock manager, is now
tative with an amateur producing com- managing
a movie house in Sioux City,
pany of Kansas City, Mo.
ALAN
L. VERNE SLOUT is spending
MOORE, formerly with the Majestic Ia.
Showboat, has accepted a position in the holidays at his home in VermontETHAN ALLEN, with the Kennedy Sisters Kansas.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.
.
Anti -Intelligence Contest held at Gopher
.
.
.
PLAINVIEW, Tex., Dec. 24.-Glenn
GulCh, Kan., will win the Passion -Proof
Perfume Contest and land in Hollywood Brunk, who recently closed his show in
ville, Mich.
(in some beanery). Miss Slangway will Texas after 60 weeks of consecutive commercial lines in the East. . .. RALPH

FROM THE CURTISS SHOPRINT,
CONTINENTAL, OHIO, TO OUR

FRIENDS & CUSTOMERS
"SERVING YOU SINCE 1905"

King Shidler, Ruth and Cecil Phelps,

Curley Bowers, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cum-

DENNY'S Comedians, after showing Colo-

rado for 50 weeks, trekked their circle
to Western Kansas and reopened Monday (25) at Ulysses, the base town...
RUBY AND WALTER PRUITT, after a
long season with H. L. Brunk's Comedians, are spending the holidays with
the home folks in Southern Missouri...

mings, Del and Florence Post, Guy Carter, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Brunk and sevOSCAR HOWLAND, veteran character
eral others.
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presents it, leaving the patrons no little years, but they are convinced any effort
disappointed and wondering whatinell will be rewarded commensurately all
ever became of the big feature stunt. along the line.
. DECLEO will remain idle at his
home in Marysville, O., until after New "CLOWNS" TIGHTENSYear's.
(Continued from page 82)

Magic

.

By BILL SACHS

(Communications to Cincinnati Office)

.

89

Minstrelsy

By BOB EMMET
(Cincinnati Office)
play, which were obscure and sometimes
hard to follow, emerge with brilliant J. LOUIS MINSKER, veteran musician
clarity-and Here Come the Clowns, as now residing in Charleston, W. Va., also

LOOKS LIKE LEGIT

(Continued from. page 82)
MEL-ROY met up with Old Man Hard are overtures to release both theaters
IVA-Luck recently when his Chevrolet and personnel from legislative shackles.
truck loaded with illusions and small The Associated Actors and Artistes of
effects and driven by Rush Day, his as- America has introduced arld will follow
sistant the last seven years, turned over up an application with the Treasury Deand caught fire near the Mel -Roy home partment for a revision of methods of
in Honey Grove, Tex., destroying the computing the income tax so that actors'
truck and magic. Mel -Roy estimates his salaries would be taxed on a three-year

rather than annually. With
the convening of the new Congress next
week there will be a unified attempt on
the part of the professional theater and
its enthusiastic patrons to obtain aboliof admission taxes. The National
load, planning on selecting a new pro- tion
of Legitimate Theaters has
gram from the 'lot and storing the re- Association
mainder. Mel -Roy reports that he may been active this past month arousing
loss at nearly $17,000. Day escaped seri- average

ous injury. The magic was the surplus
from Mel-Roy's former mammoth under canvas magic show, which he had stored
in Dallas. He had sent Day after the

opinion among theater groups
stick to the old program another year public
and has been receiving heartening reor may change plans completely. . . . sults
from all parts of the country.
THE VERNONS, well-known mental
turn, narrowly escaped death recently
Theater Bars
when their attractive bally locomotive
There will be a dogged revival this
auto was struck broadsides by another year of the campaign to obtain licensing
car. Vernon sustained a broken leg and of bars in theaters. The success of the
Mrs. Vernon was badly bruised about the Forrest Theater (Tobacco Road) has
body. Camouflaging Vernon's wheel- been linked definitely with the readily
chair as a sleigh they were able to fulfill accessible bar in the adjoining Forrest
their five -week contract with Sears -Roe- Hotel.
buck in Texas with their "Magic Santa
The road looks to a better year. The
Claus" turn, ending December 24. Ver- American Theater Council is nearer now
non's both legs are still in a cast. . . than ever before to a practical plan
THE GREAT NICOLA writes from Auck- for stimulating road business and will
land, N. Z., under date of November 29, probably have details in readiness for
to tell of the wonderful reception ac- the opening of the next season. In about
corded him and his company there on a month it will have started organizing
the occasion of breaking in an extended subscription audiences. Advance men
world's tour. And he incloses a slew of will be sent out to work with local orAuckland newspaper clippings to back ganizations.
up his statements. "Season opened. marSimilarly, Arthur M. Oberfelder, opervelously," typewrites Nicola, "and we ator of Denver's Auditorium, is in New
have packed them in for 10 days already. York presently organizing a road circuit
Season was extended to a third week which seeks to guarantee 30 weeks' playeven before we opened, due to the heavy ing time from Coast to Coast next year.
Equity is also urging active co-operaadvance ticket sale. This is unheard of
in this country, so we are extending the tion between legit and picture interests
season a fourth week. Am Enclosing for the mutual benefits of both
clippings on the opening and as soon as branches in the belief that legit will be
I get things a little more in order I will able to offer the celluloid branch of the
keep you posted on what's doing. The industry its necessary 'supply of talent
business we are doing is a great blow to in return for a policy which will make
.

it now stands, is one of the finest performances and one of the finest plays
ever witnessed by this reporter.
The change in pace brings the first
section, formerly soggy and obscure, into
clear and exciting focus, while the running together of the play's terrific
climactice scenes makes them not only
more dramatic but also far more lucid.
No obscurity remains; the entire play
flashes into brilliant effect with the new
direction and the new performances.
In the original review Dowling, who
plays the lead, was given credit for
rising to splendid heights in what was
then the last act; now his performance
thruout is one of the most beautiful,
sensitive, intelligent and dramatically
effective that our stage has seen. It is
an outstanding acting job not only of
the current season but of many seasons.
And Madge Evans, who formerly failed
to suggest the theater usher she was
supposed to be, now does an excellent

piece of characterization and has brought
sympathy, understanding and

added

remembers that outstanding musician
on the melophone, mentioned by Bert
Russell in the November 26 issue of The

Billboard. It is Minsker's opinion that

the musician was with the Al G. Field

Minstrel some time before 1925. He did
not play a leading part in the band, nor
did he follow the score, writes Minsker,

but played in an ad lib. manner in the
form of an obbligato. His range was re-

markable, agrees Minsker, and at times
two octaves above anything else in the
band.

FRED McGEE and Nick Glynn, old-

time minstrel men, on their way up -

State in New Hampshire recently to do a
little fishing, stopped over in Manchester,
N. Y., to see a vaudeville show. Nick relates: "An usher showed us two rear
seats, the only vacant ones in the house.

After looking over a couple of acts on
came a dance team which Mac believed to
be Arnold and Leamy. But I did not
think so, as they were too fast. After
their first number Mickey started to talk
and I told Mac he was right. We gave
the usher a note to take back and after
the show an old-time get-together was
had. The four of us had been with the
Field, Coburn, Vogel, Gus Hill, Van
Arnam, San Francisco and Guy Bros.'

honesty to the role.
Frank Gaby, the vaude ventriloquist
who did an outstanding acting job from
the first, now injects even greater effect
into his terrific scene with his dummy
and makes it one of the most dramatic
and affecting interludes in my entire minstrels within the last 30 years."
play -going career. Leo Chalzel, whose
role is as important as Dowling's and who

GEORGE R. GUY, 84 -year -old minstrel
did a fine job all along, brings greater veteran
and the only surviving member
of the famous Guy Bros.' Minstrels,
informs that he has a definite verification of the death of his brother, Arthur,
youngest of the six Guy Brothers, who
reported to have passed on in. ChiThe audience on Tuesday, the week is
some months ago. However, to
before Christmas - the week before cago
he has received no details regarding
Christmas, mind you-gave the show a date,
brother's passing. Rumors of Ardozen curtain calls and finally forced his
thur's death have been making the
Dowling into a curtain speech.
rounds
in minstrelsy for months but
In view of the changes at the Booth
one could be found who could
you can scrap my original review. Here no
uomes the Clown is one of the few truly verify the report.

subtlety and finesse to his characterization, while Jerry Austin, Eva March,
Doris Dudley and almost all the others
beautifully maintain the high standards
they originally set.

great plays of our generation-and Eddie
ED WEEKS, the impersonator, who conthose timid souls who cry that magic is theaters and subsidies available for stock Dowling is giving in it one of the great- ducts a music store in Binghamton, N. Y.,
dead." . . . MRS. FAY, wife of Mysteri- companies. Complete achievement of est performances you'll ever be privileged recently had a visit from Professor W. B.
Eugene Burr.
ous Fay, recently left the University of that goal, sponsors admit, may take five to see.
Leonard.
California

Hospital,

San

Francisco,

where she took treatment for an asth-

matic condition. . . . TO YOU, ALL-a
glorious holidays season and a prosperous New Year.
McDONALD BIRCH and wire, Mabel
Sperry honored us with a visit
Monday of last week (19) en route from
Richhill, Mo., where they closed December 16, to their home in McConnellsville,

O., where they spent Christmas. As you
read this they'll be celebrating at Mrs.
Birch's home in the Windy City. The
Birches resume January 9 at Ft. Smith.
Ark., on a trek that will take them thru
that State, Louisiana, Mississippi and
Missouri. They report that the season,
which began at Hastings, Neb., June 13
last, was a ducky one, financially. Assisting in the turn are Howard Daughe-

AMONG PROI,LbSIONALS who will

Endurance Shows
( Communications to Bill Sachs, Cincinnati Office)

injured in an auto crash at Roanoke,

Va., while en -route from his home in Lit-

tle Rock, Ark., to rejoin the George L.
. HELEN
Ruty show in Baltimore.
AND EDDIE HOWE had permanenly retired
from
the
endurance
field
and lotee and Joe Wilkins. . . JOHN PLATT, cated in Brooklyn.
ROB Windy City necromancer, after closing at BINS returned to night. LARRY
work in
the Ambassador Club, Detroit, played Minneapolis. . . KENNYclub
reseveral kiddie parties last week and then tired from the field, was VIDETO,
a
ducked into Chicago for Christmas. He sign shop in Attleboro, operating
Mass. .
opened Monday (26) at the 21 Club, KENNY GRUWELL had arrived
back
KEYSTONE
Grand Rapids, Mich. .
from B. W. Johnson's show in
RING No. 20, IBM, Harrisburg, Pa., home
Houston, which ran just two days.
staged a Ladies' Night Banquet at Cen- MARVO
THE GREAT, son of Ernie Mesle,
tral YMCA there recently. Among the walkie promoter,
was working in Cincy
80 guests present were representatives niteries with his novelty
electrical mefrom Philadelphia, Baltimore; Lancaster, chanic -man turn.
Vii'F2RKPa., and Long Island City, N. Y. Doc MAN was sojourning .inKENNY
Wheeling.
W.
William Endlich was emsee, with Fred Va.. . . JERRY BRESNAHAN was workLandrus, Keystone president, serving as ing Chicago niteries.. . BUD GANNON
RAY-MOND closed
toastmaster. . .
back at his dad's ranch in Lindsay,
with John R. Van Arnam's Radio Fun - was
Calif., for a rest, and BILLY APPEL, his
makers in Florida December 11 and the dancing
partner, was at her home in
next day began a three-day stand in the Wellston, Mo., for a like reason.
Rainbow Room of the Hotel George CURLY CLARK was working at the
.
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after
Washington, Jacksonville,
Casino in New York. . . . SALT
which he scrammed for Baltimore, his French
LAKE CITY show was won by Al Zuckhome village, to spend the holidays.. .
erman and Betty Robertson. . . BILL
THANKS, GANG, for that avalanche of GOSS was hibernating in California for
beautiful greeting cards which came in the winter. . . . HENRY LEWIS was
from all points of the globe. . . WHAT in his third month as master of cereWELL-KNOWN MAGISH "talks" a great monies at Matteoni's, Stockton, Calif.
packing box escape? In nearly every
Fla.,

.

town on his route this season he has
plugged the stunt to the heavens, even
going so far as having the box constructed by the local lumber works, having it displayed in the local store and
then transporting it to the local school
or theater where he is to present the
escape. The blow -off is that he never

man, William McDonald, Louie Fisher and
Eddie Manix will be endmen.

SAM GRIFFIN, minstrel vet now re-

the field we must depend upon a small over the comeback of the burnt -cork

CHARLES CUTHBERT was located in
Elmira, N. Y., emseeing and playing with
Norm Meserney's Band at the Hollywood
Club. . . . BOBBY ALLEN was seriously

.

Smokey Joe and Tetain. Leslie Zimmer-

OF THE HUNDREDS of contestants in siding in San Francisco, is still optimistic

One Year Ago

.

take part' in the annual BKA minstrel
show at New Orleans for the Christmas
Fund are Sugar Marietta, P. T. Paul,

percentage of the regular contestants for circle.
our information and reports on the variA REPORT in last week's issue of
ous shows. Let's get together on this The
referred to Binghamton,
thing and send in more individual re- N. Y.,Billboard
as the home of Neil O'Brien and
ports.
George Primrose. If that report meant
infer that O'Brien and Primrose were
JUST A LITTLE foresight and inves- to
born in Binghamton it is wrong, accordtigation on the part of contestants would ing
to Walter Brown Leonard, who insave many a disappointment and at the forms
that O'Brien was born in Fort
same time do much to eradicate shoe- Dickenson,
N. Y., and Primrose in Lonstring promoters.
don, Ont. The former made cigars in
Binghamton in his early life for George
BONNIE LUCAS, former partner of Barlow I, Leonard says.

Bus Stewart, letters from Great Bend,
Kan., that she has dropped out of the
endurance field and that she and Tony
Smith, a former walker, were married
November 25. Bonnie was forced out of
the recent Jefferson City (Mo.) contest
flue to illness, but she reports she has
fully recovered. Bonnie says she would
like to read a line here on Peggy Jackson, Helen Hall, Bob Wann, Bob Seeley,
Rose Miller, Popeye Thomason, Bobby
Davis, Carol Courtney, Joe Hitt Jr., Jack
Kelly, Tarzan Crenshaw, Don Tucker,
Jean Miller, Lee Goodson, Betty Steele
and Hi Hill. Come, on, boys and gals,
let's have a little information on your

man, Eddie Gilmartin, Eric Lawson, Ernie
Bernard, Steve Barr, Billy Donavon, Carl

Bahke, Deb Jay, Corky Spickerman and
Betty Lee Dana. Come on, folks, shoot in
the dope. A penny postcard will do the
trick.
LAST REPORT on Peggy Thomas was

that she was dancing at the Dog House,
a New Orleans night spot.

whereabouts and activities.

MARGARET GOWDY and Whitey
Helm were mugged recently in a Chicago

daily as being the leading team in the
popularity contest now a feature of the
Coliseum Walkathon there.

INQUIRIES HAVE BEEN received durVIVIAN BRANCH and Charley Smalley ing the past week on Bernie Martin, Joe

recently won first prize in a. jitterbug Good, Frankie Little, Jimmie Bittner,
contest in Sioux City, Ia.
Frenchy LaRue, Peggy Quinn, Howard
Evans, Tillie Sweet, Betty Cross, Tim
MAKE IT A HABIT to watch the Let- Hammack, Billie LeMar, Bob Seeley,
ter List each week in The Billboard. Ruthie Carroll, Billy Willis, Mary Rock,
There may be mail advertised for you. Jennie Bush, Lenny Paige. Rajah Berg -

We supply
all entertainment
needs for lodges,

dramatic clubs,

schools, etc., and
foreveryoccasion.
Catalog Free.
T. S. DENISON ST. CO.

203 N. Wabash Ave., Dept. 16, Chicago, III.
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Social Security Tax taws as Applie
To the Amusement Industry
AN EXAMINATION of the information

which has been presented to the

Bureau of Internal Revenue in connection with various requests for a determination as to the applicability of the
taxing provisions of the Social Security
Act with respect to services rendered in
the amusement industry indicates that
the field of entertainment "or show
business" may naturally be divided into
two general classifications. These two
large divisions are (a) those forms of

were made with the artists personally
or with their respective agents or managers. Under the typical contract the
individual agrees to render his services
of no consequence that the employee is taxes with respect thereto are discussed at a designated time and place, to be
designated as a partner, co -adventurer, below.
present at all reasonable and necessary
Prepared exclusively for readers of The Billboard by the Treasury Department
of the United States and by authority of the Secretary of the Treasury

agent or independent contractor.
"The measurement, method or desig-

Radio

rehearsals; to co-operate in the preparation, design, construction and presenta-

The information submitted in con- tion of the program; to present the
nation of compensation is also immaterial if the relationship of employer and ference with and in briefs, memoranda performance as approved without imand correspondence from artists, musiemployee in fact exists."

provising: to allow the use of his
Similar language is contained in cians, booking agencies, advertising name and likeness in any proper
broadcasting
companies
and
agencies,
way in connection with the advertising
entertainment which are usually pro- Article 205 of Regulations 90, issued sponsors
or their respective representaduced and presented in fixed and per- pursuant to the provisions of Title IX tives presents in considerable detail the and giving of publicity to the program, and to conduct himself with due
manent locations or housings, herein- of the Act.
Careful consideration of the above - facts and circumstances surrounding regard to convention and morals. In
after referred to as "indoor" entertainof
the
preparations
and
presentation
ment, and (b) those forms which are quoted regulations will disclose that radio programs and includes numerous some instances he furnishes his own material, which must be submitted for
usually produced in outdoor locations where an individual, in the performance

and are referred to as "outdoor" enter- of services, is subject to such right of
control or direction as is prescribed by
tainment.
the regulations, as being sufficient to
The indoor group includes such forms constitute his services "employment," he
of entertainment as the broadcasting of is an employee of the person maintainradio programs, the legitimate stage, ing the prescribed right of control over
burlesque, vaudeville, night clubs and such services. Accordingly it becomes
related activities. The outdoor group necessary in any given instance to deterincludes circuses, fairs, carnivals, tent mine two questions: First, whether the
shows, commercial entertainment pre- individual whose services are under con sented in parks and various other special types of outdoor entertainment.
In determining the applicability of the
taxes imposed under the Social Security
Act to any given situation, reference

must be made to the pertinent pro-

visions of the Act and the regulations
issued pursuant thereto.

The taxes

under the Act are imposed with respect

to the remuneration for services ren-

copies of contracts entered into between approval before use, and in many cases
the various parties concerned. However, agrees not to appear on any other radio
as stated above, no general ruling can be program during the life of the contract.
laid down which will cover the many
In determining the status of radio
and varied relationships which arise in
the radio industry, and determination of entertainers for purposes of the taxes
the status of the individuals concerned imposed under the Social Security Act
must in a doubtful case be based upon the Bureau has given careful considera-

the facts of that particular case.

selected for their known ability to per-

Important Note to Readers of

This Social Security Article
The text of the accompanying article represents the extent to which

Act if he performs services in an em-

the Internal Revenue Bureau has issued advice concerning the applicability
of the taxing provisions of the Social Security Act with respect to services
performed in connection with entertainment generally. While it is appreciated that the statements contained herein are of a general nature, and may
no doubt be insufficiently specific or inapplicable in a great many cases, due
to the nature of the matter and the problems under discussion, it is
impossible to be more specific. In this connection attention is invited to

the person for whom such services are
performed and the individual who per-

imposed by law, and that a casual or general treatment under the circumstances would be both undesirable and impossible. Furthermore, it is and
has been the constantly reiterated policy of the Bureau to render a decision
relating to the character and extent of tax liability only after a full and

services be the legal relationship of employer and employee. Generally such
relationship exists when the person for
whom services are performed has the
right to control and direct the individual
who performs the services, not only as
to the result to be accomplished by the

of a given case. Such decision when made embodies the administrative
application of the law and the applicable regulations to the entire state of
the facts upon which a particular case rests. It is especially to be noted
that the same result will not necessarily be reached in another case unless
all the material facts are identical with those of the case with respect to
which the ruling was issued.
Where there exists a doubt as to the applicability of the taxing pro-

dered in an, "employment" as that term
is defined in Titles VIII and IX. Article
3

of Regulations 91, relating to Title

VIII, provides, in part, as follows:
"Every individual i is an employee
within the meaning of Title VIII of the

ployment as defined in Section 811(b),
"However, the relationship between

forms such services must as to those

work but also as to the details and
means by which that result is accom-

plished. That is, an employee is subject

to the will and control of the employer

not only as to what shall be done but

how it shall be done. In this connection

it is not necessary that the employer
actually direct or control the manner in
which the services are performed; it is

sufficient if he has the right to do so.
The right to discharge is also an im-

the fact that these matters relate to definite obligations and liabilities

complete disclosure has been made of all the material facts and circumstances

visions of the Act with respect to services performed in any specific instance,

advice in the matter should be sought from the appropriate collector of
internal revenue. The request should, in every case, be accompanied by

verified or photostatic copies of all pertinent contracts entered into between
the parties concerned if such contracts are in writing: or if orally made, a

statement should be submitted setting forth in detail the complete terms
and conditions of the agreement between the parties. A full and comprehensive explanation of all the facts and circumstances surrounding the
actual performance of the services IA ith respect to which advice or a ruling

is requested should also be submitted.

portant' factor indicating that the person
possessing that right Is an employer. sideration is an employee, and, second,
Other factors characteristic of an em- the identity of his employer. The probployer but not necessarily present in lem is further complicated with respect
every case are the furnishing of tools to services performed by various types

tion to the contention that such in-

are performing services as inAU radio programs may be divided into dividuals
dependent contractors. Altho they are

form in a particular fashion, and no
attempt is made to change any such

characteristic, the artists are nevertheless engaged to apply their known ability, training and personal accomplishments in the interests of the purchaser,
and as a necessary condition of their
employment the entertainers determine
to some extent the manner in or means

by which their services shall be performed. The actors and other entertainers taking part in a radio program
are ordinarily members of a cast selected,
organized and rehearsed in order to
achieve a co-ordinated program for
broadcasting. Such individuals do not

perform their services as a "company"
of independent contractors. Rather it
appears that their services are generally
performed subject to such direction and
control as to constitute them employees
within the meaning of Article 3 of Regulations 91 and Article 205 of Regulations

90 referred to above. In general the

individuals appearing on radio programs

are not free to designate the hours of

broadcasts or rehearsals and are not free
to control the times when their respec-

tive parts will be rendered during the

actual broadcasts, inasmuch as the service of each individual is co-ordinated
and integrated into a complete and
smoothly timed program. Moreover, the

artists are not at liberty to select the

particular role in which they are to

appear or to improvise or use unap-

proved material. In many instances they
are precluded from participating in

other programs or activities due to the

fact that the right to their exclusive

two general classes, sustaining programs
and sponsored programs. Sustaining
programs are those containing no advertising matter and hence from which the
broadcaster derives no revenue and for
which he generally pays all talent cost.
Sponsored programs are those which are
sponsored by an advertiser who pays for

and the furnishing of a place to work of entertainers in view of the fact that
to the individual who performs the serv- in many cases the parties do not deal
ices. In general, if an individual is directly with each other but conduct
subject to the control or direction of their affairs thru intermediaries or
another merely as to the result to be agents.
the time employed for his particular
accomplished by the work and not as to
No general rule can be set forth which program and for the cost of the talent.
the means and methods for accomplish- will cover the many varied employment Sponsored programs include those aring the result, he is an independent con- relationships existing in the entertain- ranged and produced by an advertising
tractor. An individual performing serv- ment world and there fore each case must agency for the sponsor, designated as

services has been engaged in connection with the specific program in question.

In view of the facts thus pre-

sented it would appear that in general
announcers, individual artists, teams of
artists and other individuals performing
services under such or similar circum-

stances are employees rather than independent contractors within the meaning

of the taxing provisions of the

Social Security Act.

As previously indicated, contracts for
the services of many radio performers

ices as an independent contractor is not be decided upon the particular facts and "agency -built" programs; those created are made with their respective managers
as to such services an employee.
circumstances surrounding the condi- by the broadcasting company and de- or thru booking agencies. In return for
*
*
*
*
tions under which and the manner in livered to the sponsor as a "complete attaining publicity and employment for
"Whether the relationship of em- which the services are rendered in that package," known as "studio -built" pro- the artist the manager or booking
ployer and employee exists will in particular instance. However, in apply- grams, and those formulated, arranged agency receives a designated percentage
doubtful cases he determined upon an ing the Act and the regulations to and directed by an independent producer of the artist's earnings. Often the
examination of the particular facts of specific cases of the various types of en- and sold to the sponsor for a lump sum. artist has entered into an agreement
The contracts which have been con- granting to his manager or booking
tertainment hereinbefore outlined it
each case.
"If the relationship of employer and would seem that certain conditions and sidered relating to the engagement of agency the exclusive right to negotiate
employee exists the designation or de- circumstances are common to a majority announcers, individual artists or teams contracts for his professional services.
scription of the relationship by the of the cases in certain particular phases of artists for one-time performances Certain of the broadcasting companies
parties as anytning other than that of of entertainment activity. These condi- and for performances extending over maintain an "artists' service" or "buemployer and employee is immaterial. tions and the views of the Bureau con- longer periods on co-ordinated radio reau" which acts as an agent in procurThus if such relationship exists it is cerning the incidence of social security programs indicate that such contracts ing engagements for artists under its
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It appears from the in- furnished to the latter as a complete
formation submitted with respect to the package for a lump -sum payment. The
arrangements in effect between the individuals performing services on such
artists and their managers or booking studio -built programs may generally be
agencies that in general the manager or said to be employees of the broadcasting
agency is not the employer of the artist, company.
but is merely an agent thru whom the Radio programs are sometimes formuartist contracts to perform his services. lated by an independent producer havThis conclusion is based primarily on ing exclusive rights to radio services of
the fact that the interest of the manager certain entertainers and are sold as a
or booking agency usually extends only unit for a specified sum to a person deto securing employment for the artists siring to utilize radio as an advertising
in return for a stated percentage of the medium. The producer takes complete
artist's earnings.
charge of the direction and production
As a part of the service provided in of the program, furnishes the services of
connection with the purchase of physical the particular entertainers under his
facilities the broadcasting companies exclusive management, announcers, a
supply announcers, production men, et complete cast of actors necessary to the
cetera, selected at the discretion of the production of the program, together
broadcasting companies from their regu- with the necessary script, music arlar staffs. However, if an advertiser rangements and orchestrations. Comdesires to have a particular announcer mercial announcements are furnished by
appear on his program he negotiates a the advertising agency of the person
contract with the broadcasting company purchasing the program and are infor the services of the announcer at a serted as and where the agency directs.
specified sum per broadcast. This sum, The independent producer who formuminus the regular management commis- lates and sells a finished radio program
sion of the broadcasting company's for a lump -sum payment and retains
artists' service, is paid to the announcer complete direction and control over its
in addition to his regular compensation production and presentation may be said
from the company. Under such an ar- to be the employer of the artists, musirangement the broadcasting company re- cians and other entertainers participattains no direction or control over the ing in such program.
It would appear that by far the
manner in or the method by which the
announcer performs his services, acting greater number of sponsored radio promanagement.

merely as his agent in procuring the
engagement, and is therefore not considered to be the employer of the announcer with respect to those particular
services.

In connection with the question of

control exercised by broadcasting companies. it appears that in actual practice
the broadcasting stations and networks
in practically every instance reserve the

right to require the submission of the

completed script for each program prior
to the broadcasting thereof in order that

not only the substance hut also the details of the scheduled program may be

examined and approved. However, this
right of approval, to the extent that it is

tion and execution of sustaining programs to "fill in" time which has not

been sold to commercial sponsors. The

broadcasting company hires and pays

the musicians, announcers and other individuals rendering services on such pro-

trolling and directing their activities and
generally supervising the production of
the program, the advertising agency may
not be said to be the employer, since the
performance of such functions is for and
on behalf of the sponsor and as its
authorized agent. Under these circum-

tween cases where the members of the
organization are employees of the or-

Musicians and Orchestras

chestra contracts with the members
thereof for their services at a fixed salary

chestra leader and the generally pre-

vailing situation where such individuals
are employees of the purchaser. In this
respect the mimeograph provides: "De-

termination of whether any particular
stances the individuals employed and group of musicians constitutes a sosupervised by the advertising agency for called 'name' orchestra will not rest upand on behalf of the sponsor are em- on the mere adoption of a name by
ployees of the sponsor within the mean- such organization. The chief charactering of the taxing provisions of the Social istic distinguishing a 'name' orchestra
from a 'nonname' orchestra is the perSecurity Act.
The opinions expressed above are based manency of the organization and the
upon the typical fact situation pre- personnel performing in the orchestra.
sented. It is recognized that in many In general an orchestra will be coninstances the facts and circumstances sidered a 'name' orchestra when in addiwill be such that conclusions contrary tion to being designated by a name it
to the above may conceivably be reached. has a fixed personnel, extending from
The existence of the employer -employee engagement to engagement, and holds
relationships must in all cases be deter- itself out to the public as a permanent
mined upon the basis of the facts exist- business organization. 'Name' orchestras
may also be distinguished from other
ing in the particular case.
orchestras where the 'leader' of the orInasmuch as the services of musicians
are used extensively in connection with
many types of radio programs, as well as
other forms of entertainment, it appears
appropriate at this time to discuss their
status generally. For the purpose of

clarifying the application of the social
security taxes in connection with the
relationship existing between so-called

either by term or by engagement and
where the 'leader' is liable for the pay-

ment of such salary without reference to
the discharge of the 'purchaser's' obligation. In the case of a 'name' orchestra,
the 'leader' of the orchestra and not the
'purchaser' can select and discharge the
members of the orchestra and the
'leader' alone controls and directs their
conduct."
In the example given above it is evi-

musicians and "purchasers" of music; and setting forth cergrams are arranged by an advertising tain distinctions between so-called
agency for the sponsor. The agreement "name" orchestras and "nonname" or- dent that the orchestras furnished by
between the agency and the sponsor chestras, the Bureau issued SST -Mimeo- "A" to the various purchasers are "non generally contemplates that the agency graph Coll. No. 4651, dated August 31, name" orchestras within the meaning of
shall, in the name of the sponsor, make 1937. Copies of this mimeograph may be Mimeograph 4651 and that the purall contracts, give all orders and gen- obtained from any collector of internal chaser has such control over the services
erally do everything necessary or requisite revenue or from the Bureau of Internal of the musicians as to warrant the conto be done in order that radio may be Revenue, Washington, D. C., and refer- clusion that he is the employer thereof.
most effectively utilized as an adver- ence should be made to this mimeograph Accordingly it may be stated as a general
tising medium in the interests of the for a more detailed and extensive dis- rule that the various purchasers of music
sponsor. All contracts for the purchase cussion of the matter.
are the employers of the members of the
of time from broadcasting companies
The method of engaging union musi- orchestras furnished under the circumare made by the agency as agent of the cians appears to be generally, in the stances stated and as such are responsisponsor, its disclosed principal, with the case of "nonname" orchestras or groups ble for the proper return and payment
broadcasting company. All contracts for of musicians, that when a purchaser of the taxes imposed under Titles VIII
talent are made between the agency as desires to obtain an orchestra he con- and IX of the Social Security Act with
agent for its disclosed principal and the tacts "A," outlining his needs for the respect to the taxable wages of such
radio artists or their agents, or the occasion. "A" agrees to furnish for a orchestra members.
person having the right to such artists' stipulated price the services of a desigservices. Generally the name of the nated number of musicians. The pur- Legitimate Stage, Burlesque, Vaudeville,
Night Clubs and Other Indoor
chaser, either directly or thru "A" acting
sponsor appears in all such contracts.

reserved only in order that the broadcasting companies may satisfy themselves that no portions of the programs
will offend public morals and decency
In accordance with the general cusand that established standards will be
maintained, is not deemed to constitute toms and practices of the advertising
the right of control and direction pre- business, when the sponsor decides to
scribed by the regulations as being utilize radio advertising the sponsor and
necessary to establish the relationship of the agency agree that a radio program
employer and employee between the will be produced and that a certain
broadcasting companies and the artists. amount of money will be allocated to
cover the cost of time and talent. VariThe activities of the broadcasting
company include the planning, prepara-

91

"contractors,"

as his agent, has the right to fix the
hours of performance, determine the

Entertainment

The information available to the Bu-

character of the music to be played and reau at this time concerning the percontrol the time of intermissions. The formance of the services of individuals
place where the performance is given is engaged in legitimate stage productions,

designated and furnished by the pur- burlesque shows, various types of vaudechaser. The individual musicians com- ville performances and novelty or speprising a group are not engaged for a cialty entertainment or exhibitions is
ous types of programs may be discussed, fixed period, but only for separate en- not sufficiently specific or informative
and the general type to be produced is gagements. "A" does not enter into to warrant an extensive or detailed disdecided upon. After obtaining the ap- contracts with these individuals, but cussion as to the applicability of the
proval of the sponsor the advertising notifies those whose services are desired. taxing provisions of the Social Security
agency communicates with the artists A musician so notified is informed of Act with respect to such services. Howor their agents and eventually contracts the time and duration of the specific ever, it would appear upon the basis of
on behalf of the sponsor for the services engagement and he may either accept the customs and practices of the show
or decline the offer. The personnel of business generally and upon the appliof such artists.
After the contracts for the time and a group may vary with each engagement cation of the pertinent provisions of the

grams and in general retains the right
to control and direct the individuals talent intended to be used in connection
who perform the services, not only as to with the proposed program have been
the result to be accomplished but also consummated the agency begins the proas to the details and means by which duction of the actual performance. It
that result is accomplished. Under such appears from the evidence available that
circumstances it appears that the broad- the sponsor or its representative has the
casting company is the employer of right, whether or not such right is exthose artists and musicians and other ercised, to be present at rehearsals and
individuals who render services on the to make suggestions as to changes in
sustaining programs of the company.
script and the general make-up of the
In some cases the broadcasting com- program. In general practice the agency
pany agrees with the sponsor to furnish assigns one of its regular employees to
a program of a particular type designed act as a production man for each proto occupy the time which the sponsor gram. It is the function of the produchas purchased in order to advertise his tion man to integrate the performances

and the various musicians obtain similar regulations that actors, artists and other
engagements for other agents and con- individuals performing services in stage

tractors in the vicinity. The amount
ordinarily paid by a purchaser for any
performance is controlled by the wage
scale of the musicians' union. Having

shows or in vaudeville acts which are
presented in regularly established places
of entertainment are engaged in an em-

ployment within the meaning of the

completed a specific service for the pur- taxing provisions of the Act. The dechaser of music, "A" receives from him termination of the question as to who
a lump sum, the manner and time for is the employer of such individuals prepayment of which is a matter of adjust- sents many difficulties owing to the
ment between "A" and the purchaser, varied conditions and circumstances unsubject to the rules of the local union. der which services are performed. Where
From the remuneration received by "A" the management of a legitimate theater,
from a purchaser the musicians are paid a burlesque house or similar place of
a fixed price per hour in accordance with entertainment maintains the right to

products or services. Under this arrangement the broadcasting company agrees
to deliver to the sponsor what might be
designated as a "complete package" or a

of the various artists into a unified a scale determined by the union. "A," exercise the control and direction pre-

matters being solely within the province
of the broadcasting company. Such programs, termed "studio -built" programs,
are formulated by the broadcasting company on its own account, produced under its own direction and control, with-

the basis of the facts thus presented, the

program and to make suggestions or
issue instructions if necessary to the
artists, with a view to producing a
finished product for a pre -determined satisfactory program. It is also the
price. In such cases the sponsor has duty of the production man to see that
nothing to do with the selection of the once the program has been approved by
artists, the presentation of the program the agency, the sponsor and the broador the direction and control exercised casting company that the artist does not
over the talent appearing therein, these improvise or change such program. On
Bureau has held consistently that the
sponsor of an agency -built program is
the employer of the individuals rendering services on such program. Altho the
functions of the advertising agency inout interference from the sponsor, and clude engaging the entertainers, con-

who usually acts as conductor, receives scribed by the regulations over the servthe pay of one musician, plus a fixed ices of the individuals in question it
percentage of the sum obtained for each appears that the management of such
performance. The groups of musicians theater or similar place of entertainment
furnished by "A" ordinarily adopt a is the employer of the individuals. Thus
trade name such as the "M Band" and when an actor, vaudeville or other speusually perform under such designation. cialty artist is subject to supervision on
In accordance with the provisions of the part of the management as to the
Mimeograph 4651 referred to above, the number, time, place and length of regeneral rule is that musicians are em- hearsals; as to matters of dress or genployees of the purchaser. An exception eral appearance, and where the subject
arises where a group of musicians consti- matter or general type of the performtutes a "name" orchestra, which designa- ance is subject to approval or change by
tion is merely a term of convenience the management, it may be said that
which has been adopted by the Bureau the artists are employees of the man for the purpose of distinguishing be- (See SOCIAL SECURITY on page 122)
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Herman, Mrs. Eva Lindman, Mrs.
Gertrude ObermMer, Mrs.
Sheppard, Mrs.
Altha Cameron, Mrs.
Jerry Herndon,
L. It.
Georgia
Adams, Mrs. Will
Anne Florese, Consuilo
Mra. Glenna Locust, Cherrie
Addington, Mrs.
Loftus, Grace
Osborne, Helen V. Sheppard, Lillian
Campbell, Dorothy Floyd, May
Higdon, Golda
Shiels, Mrs. Floyde
Dorthie
Lorenz, Mrs. Helen Orr, Anna Louise
M. Ford, Mrs. E. I.
Hill, Margaret
Sherwood, Roberta
Addington, Daisy
Campbell, Ethel
Ford, Mrs. Hazel
Orton, Grace
(Midget ) Loughlin, Mrs.
Bulah
& Ann
Alexander,
Rocco Hilton, Daisy &
Troupe
Campbell, Mrs.
Short, Goldie
Mrs. Rose
Marion Foreman, Mrs.
Osborne. Ellen
Violet Lovett, Sunny
Shumway, Mrs.
Lowe, Faye
Alfredo, Mrs. Alice Canbel, M. F.
Leonard Hobson, Mrs.
Os-Ko-Mon,
Virginia
Allen, Florence
Candler, Marion
Princess
Forrest, Mrs. Bette
Juanita Luther, Mrs.
Lavern Osborne, Mrs. J. L. Shupe, Mrs. Helen
Cannon, Phyllis
Allen, Ginger
Hodges, Mrs. J. W.
Silliman, Mrs.
McCain, Lady Lou Owen, Elaine
Carmen, Mrs.
Allen, Gladys
Hoffman, Cleo
Fortune, Mrs.
Myrtle
McCampbell, Mrs. Paddock, Mrs.
Allen, Jean
Yvonne
Geo. E. Hofmann, Mrs.
A. P.
Carben, Mrs. JoJo Foulkner, Mrs. Ann
Allen, Julia
Boots Silverlake, Jonnie
Lottie
Slocomb, Mary E.
McCarter, Mrs.
Allen. Mrs. Kate Carrier, Loraine
Paige, Patricia
Fowler, Maybelle
Hogan, Terry
Sims, Mrs. J. P.
R. C. Paley. Barbra
Carney, Geane
Alton, Mme.
Franks, Jessie
Holday, Mrs.
Simth, Mrs. Burt
Carr, Betty
Anderson, Mary
Palmer, June
Frechette, Evelyn
Dorothy McCaskey, Mrs.
Smith, Burl
Rosa Parkerson, Mrs.
Lou Carr, Clarice
Freer, Mrs. Ada
Holmes.
Tjllie
Anderson, Thelma Carter. Leona
McCloud, Mrs.
Youlee Smith, Evo-Lee
Fredrict, Mrs, Joe
Holton,
Lillian
Smith, Florence
Elua
Parks,
Leona
M.
Anderson, Victoria Chandler, Loraine Freeman, B.
Hooper, Mrs.
Smith, Mrs.
& Sadie Chickola, Mrs.
Freeman, Mrs.
Elizabeth McClung, Mrs.C. C. Parks, Virginia
Gertrude
Elizabeth
Anthony, Mrs.
Mae
Edith Horner, Mrs.
Smith, Mamie
W. W. Chishim, Mrs. Retell Freck, Betty
Mildred Mix McCoy, Mrs. Fred Parsons, Dot
McDonald,
Chrisman, Mrs.
Applegate, Elsie
Parr, Mrs. James Smith, Mrs. Myrtle
Fuller, Dorothy
Howard,
Ole
Mae
Smith, Pearl
Elizabeth Pate, Blanche
Mildred D. Fuller, Helen
Arend, Eulala J.
Howe, Mrs. Mae
McDonald, Mrs.
Cimino, Grace
Arend, Margie
Payne, Mrs. May Smith, Mrs. V. L.
Fulton, Mrs. G. E. Hoyle, Dorothy
Smith, Mrs. Norman
Claire, Madame
Arend, Malin
Peasley, Mrs.
Fulton, Mrs.
Hughes, Genevieve McGee, Mrs. Ethel
Jean
Armstrong, Radie Clark, Mrs. Chas.
Margarete Hull, Mrs. H.
Frances Smithly, Mrs.
Billie
McGoodwin, Lallie Peck, Bobbie
Arnold, Mrs. Eva
A. Furgueson, Thelma Hunter, Mrs. Mae
McHendricks, Mrs. Pence, Mrs. W. L. Snodgrass, Mona
Arnst, Mrs. Emile Clark, Mrs.
Gamble, Jean
Snodgrass, Mrs.
Florence Gannon, Mrs. Red Hutcherson,Charlotte
Jewell Perrin, Lea
Asher, Mrs. Grace
Nona
Clark. Virginia
Perrin, Mag
Austin, Connie
Garner, Mrs. Elinor Jackson, Mrs. Exie McIntyre, Mrs.
Lucille Perry, Mrs. Ernest Snyder, Mrs. K. L.
Babcock, Vivienne Clarke, Ernestine
Garnett, Dorothy
Jackson, Loraine
McKay, Mrs.
Perry, Mary Rose Solar, Laura G.
Bailey, Mrs. Ethel Clemens, Mrs. Tova Gately. Mrs. Cleo Jackson, Mrs.
Sonderland. Pride
E. Gay, Mrs. Louise
Virginia Peterson, Margaret
Scott
Myrtle
Clement, Ida O.
Phelan, Mrs. Wm. Sowders, Mrs. D. C.
Gehrty, Mrs. Julia Jewell, Mrs. Bessie McNatt, Mrs.
Bailey, Gloria
Sparks, Billy
Virginia
Pierce,
Mrs.
Clare
Bailey, Mm. P. R. Clement, Violet
Gibson, Helen
Jewel, Doris
McSpadden, Marie Pierce, Mrs. Leone Sperling, Mrs. Lois
Bailie, Mrs. Ethel Cluff, Mrs. A. G. Gidaro, Jean
Johnson, Mrs.
Coffey, Clementine Gillman, Margaret
MclJethy, Mrs.
E. Sperry. Mrs. Geo.
Baker, Juanita
Charles
Marion Pierson, MM.
Girton Girls, Three Johnson, Marie N.
Bales, Betty V. Lee Cole, Mrs. Daisy
Cole. Mrs. Grace
MacArthur, Zoma
Mabel St. John, Mamie
Glassmayer, Mrs.
Baldwin, Mrs.
Johnson, Pearl
Mack, Mrs.
Florence Coleman, Mrs.
Pittington, Francis Stetter, Mrs. Oliver
Howard J. Johnson, Phyllis
Viola M. Godfrey, Jane
Irene Stanley. Louise J.
Ernestine
Pitzer,
Mrs.
Ballow, Niellise
Johnstone, Mrs.
Collins, Myra
Pope, Mrs. Frank Stanley, Barbell
Mabel
Bernhard Mamie
Fannie J. Mack,
Rose
Powell,
Mrs.
C.
B. Stately, Irene
Mackey,
Mrs.
Violet
Barker, Mrs. Stella Colvin, Mrs. Midge Goff,
Jones, Mrs. Dewey
Mrs.
Barks, Mrs. Blondie Coneita, Mrs. Ethel Goffis,
Powell, Mrs. George Stellmore, Mrs.
Mocks, Betty
Jones, Mrs. Robert Maddox,
Oega
Conners, Mrs. E. C. Gonzales, Mils e. R.
Barnett, Jeanne
Margaret Prather, Mrs. Marie
L.
G.
Sterns, Helen
Connoly, Lenore
Previo, Mrs. Babe
Barrett, Hellon
Jordan, Mrs. Peggy Mae. Prairie
Billie
Conway, Mrs. Harry Gonzalis,
Prevo, Mrs. Frank Stevens, Mrs. Mae
Barrett, Mae
Mrs. R. F. Main, Betty
Judy,
Good,
Mrs.
Elwood
Cook, Mrs. Emma Goodwin, Callie
Malone, Mrs. Vern Price, Mrs. S. W. Stewart, Jean
Barry, Wartha &
Jung, Elsie L.
Mae
George
Malowka, ,Princess Prichett, Mrs. Bea Stock, Mrs. Bee
Lucille
Bartone, Mrs. Pearl Costello, Mrs. Lois Goodwin, Mrs.Elaine Justine,
Mannbeimer. Mrs. Rabey, Mrs. J. G. Stoddard, Phylis
Kallin,
Mildred
Strain. Margaret
Cotton, Mrs. Dan
Ragan, Madeline
Bates, Juanita
Gorman, Mrs. Geo. Kamm. Iowa
Stratton, Mrs.
Marche& ChCharlesT. Ragland, Mrs.
Bates, Mrs. Sarah Cowan, Mrs. Ada Gordon, Bobby
Kanthe, Edna
Hee Crawford, Mrs.
Clarence
Marguerete
Marlin, Mrs. Rita
Karloff,
Madam
Gowda.
Mrs.
Leo
Mary
Ramish, Mrs. Harry Stringfellow, Mrs.
Marshall, Mrs.
Baxter, Mrs. Mary
Karr, Dimples
W. N.
Beasley, Mrs. Chas. Crowe, Mrs. Elsie Grabbe, Ella Graver Keating, Mrs.
Charles Ramsey, Estelle
Sullivan, Edna
Bedonie, Mrs. Billie Crowe, Mra. E. C. Grabble, Ethel
Robt. Marten, June Rose Ramsey. Mrs.Minnie Sullivan,
Crown. Viola
Mrs.
Martin, Effie
Bejano. Percilla
Millie
Graber,
Mrs.
Stella
Keller,
Culberhouse, Mrs. Gray, Louisa
Patsy
Martini, Mrs. Joe Randolph, Mrs.
Belmane, Mrs.
Kelley, Bernice,
Curley
June Sullivan, Rose
Cappy_
Circus Revue Martin Mrs. Viola
Betty
Summers, Alice
Raney, Arletta
Martini, Peggy
BelMar, Mrs. Etta Cunningham, Mrs. Green.
Jack
Mrs.
Kelley,
Green.
Mrs.
Doc
B. C. Gregory, Kay
Ratliff, Mrs. C. E. Sundstrom, Iva
Mason, Veer
Bemiss, Mrs. T.
Kelly, Edith
Sutton, Anna
Benesch, Mrs. Frank Curran, Mrs. Fay
Ray. Mrs. Lonie
Matsumoto. Lulu
Kelly, Edith
Gregory, Mrs.
Sutton, Mrs.
Denies. Mrs. Hazel Curren, Mrs.
Mattison, Mrs.
Raymor, Louise
Jean
Kelly,
Rescue
Charles W. Gresnik, Mrs. Alex Kennedy, Mrs. Jack
Margaret
Bennett, Mrs. Bee
Esther Red Horse, Mrs.
Blanche Swain, Mrs.
Benson, Jolly Rose Curtis, Nellie
May, Janet
Kenyon, Ann
Gneth, Margaret
Dalymple, Mavis
Daisy A.
Reed, Mrs. Larry
Benson, Leonia
Kern,
Mrs.
Art
L.
May,
Janet,
Co.
Gunn,
Mrs.
George
Daniels, Mickey
Swan, Mrs. Maud
Berger, Betty
Maynor. Mrs. Fred Reed, Marge
Mrs. F. M. Hester, Elizabeth
Daniels, Mrs. R. E. Grimes,
Doc
Ketring, Mrs. Peggy Meek, Mrs. Rosalie Regal, Maxine
Berk, Roslyn
Grimes,
Marion
F.
Daniels,
Mrs.
Rachel
Sweeney, Dot
Berry, cam] &
Regan, Mary
Melville, Mrs.
Miss Cowboy Kettle, Jannet
Swisher,
Kitty
Florence Danley, Mrs. Selma Gwin,
Reno,
Ruth
Bertha
Gwinn,
Mrs.
George
Kimmerer, Mrs.
Darling, Jaenueline Hahn, Mrs. Pegg
Doris Melzer, Mrs.
Reno, Mrs. Sylvia Tanner, Mrs. Etta
Bessett, Bessie
Tarbes, Kaye
Datko, Janice
Pauline Rice, Betty
Betty -John
King, Mrs. Gem E.
Haig, Sylvia
Davis, Mrs. John
Tarkington, Mrs.
Mercer. Jean
Rice, Mrs. Clara
Biehler, Mrs.
King,
Mrs.
Wm,
Hall,
Mrs.
George
T. C.
Merkle,
Mm.
June
Rice,
Maile
Ray L, Davis, Mrs. Lnlabell Hall, Ruby L.
Kink% Mary
Davies, Mildred
Telton, Mrs.
Merritt, Roswell P. Richardson. Jean
Billings, Mildred
Halmon,
Mrs.
Bessie
King,
Mickey
Frances Hamby, Angie
Gladys
Peanuts
Metcalf, Mrs.
Billings, Mrs. W.
Violet
Kline,
Terrell, Mrs.
Bobby Riegel, Jennie
H. Davis, Veronica
Hancock. Mrs. Vera Knapp. Bertha
Bobbie Haney,
Jeanette
Mettler, Mary E. Riggs, Mrs. Ella
Bjndley, Florence
Mrs. Henry Knapp, Mrs.
Day, Margie
Birchmen, Mrs.
Mrs. Cash Riggs, Mrs. Lillian Thomas, Mrs. Alice
Thelma
Miller,
Hardison,
Mrs.
Wm, Day, Mrs. Robt.
Miller. Mrs. Ethyl Roberts, Mrs. Bell Thomas, Mrs. C. K.
Knight,
Ina
K.
Gertrude
Thomas,
Gail
Dayton, Madge
Bird, Hones
Knoll, Mrs. Edith Miller, Mrs. F. W. Robson, Mrs.Jimmie Thompson, Mrs.
Harris, Babe
Miller, Mary Alice
Birmingham, Mrs. D'Costa, Mrs. A. Harris, Mrs. Fred - Knowlton. Marion
Ann
Rocco, Hazel
James L. Dean, Mrs. Myrtle
Helen Kreuter. Wilma R. Miller, Mrs. Joe
Dean,
Tommie
Toffel, Mrs. Olga
(Babe) Rodgers. Mrs.
Bistany, May
Dolly
Krupa,
Mrs.
Harris,
Rachel
Dean, Aloah
Peggy Tolin, Mrs. Dave
Lula Miller, Mrs. Paul
Blanchard, Mrs.
Mrs.
Kruse,
Harris,
Mrs.
W.
R.
pony DeBelle, Adele
H. Rodrignez, Anna
Tomas, Mrs. Rose
Kucbn. Shirley
Harrison, Emma
DeBellis, Marie
Tonga, Marta
Miller, Mrs. Phil
Roland, Mrs.
Blevins, Billy
Lallerta. Lillian
Harrison, Mrs. T.
DeCisare, Jane
Norris p. Townsend. Mrs. C.
Miller, Wanda
Boegican, Mrs.
Lalerance,
Josie
Harrison,
%Lamella
E.
Anna Delaney Babe
Cleo
Millette,
Maud
&
Roma,
Miss
LaJune, Mrs.
Harrison Sisters
Delain, Thelma
&Mildred Rooney, Mrs. Chas, Truivaday, Mrs.
Bookman, Edith
(Boob & Doc) LaRue, Joan
Anna
Demme, Rose
Boor Mrs, Mike
.
LaRue, Mrs. Maude Mitchell. Mrs. Toni Rooney, Mrs. Cleo
Harrison. Mrs.
Mix, Ruth
Rosen, Mrs. Peggy Tryon Sister .
Boris, Airs. Margaret Demorest, Mrs.
Pat
Fred Hart, EthelMarcelle LaTroux,
Mixon, Ruby
Ross, Mrs. Elijah Tucker, Ruby
Boris, Zella
LaVonne, Betty
Moore, Mrs. Kittle Ross, Mrs. Hellen 'Pulley, Melba
Boswell, Connie
Bening, Trudy
Lamb, Bernice
Hart. Mrs. Nellie
Moore,
Mrs.
Ross, Mrs. Morris Tumlin, Loraine
Mrs.
Boswell,
DeShane, Deloris
Harvey, Mrs. Henry Lambert, Evelyn
P. L. J. Rostich, Mrs. Alva Turner, Mary
W. B. Deshon, Doral
Lampman, Peg
Hatfield, Jerry
Moorehead, Vivian Houle, Mrs. Clara Tyner, Mrs. Rita
Bone, Mrs. Mabel
Dina Hauser, LaVerne
Lane, Lucille
Tatiana, Nina
Morales, Theresa
Bowles, Mrs. F.
Bowman, Mrs.
DeShon, Maxine
Havens, June
Lang, Mrs,
Vail, Joan
Roy, Mrs. Geo.
Cleo Dennis, Mrs. Myrtle Hawkins, Mrs.
Chrystabel Morgan, Mrs. Ana
Van, Mrs. Virginia
Mrs. Hiles Rush, Tiny
Boyd, Anna
Joye
Elizabeth V. Langian, Lillian S. Morgan,
Vann, Mrs. Evelyn
Morns, Mrs. Lillian Ruth, Madam
Brabham, Blanche Dew, Mrs. Daniel Hawkins, Mrs.
Laugler, Mrs. Goldie Morton,
Allan
Mrs. Carrol Saenz, Mrs. E.
Brett, Mae
Dittier, Madam
Mickey
Moss, Dottie
Sager, Mrs. Gladys Varble, Pearl
Bridges, Myrtle
Dixon, Audrey
Larsen, Jean
Hawks, Mary
Miss
Boots
Vamor,
Mrs.
Paul
Mavis
Sallee,
Mullen,
Mrs.
Britt. Helen
Dodson, Ruby
Hayden, Mrs. Clara Larsen, Lola
Vasche, Mrs. F. Z.
Saunders. Mrs.
Munn, Mrs.
Britton. Betty
Dognell, Mrs. Edw. Hayden, Mrs. M. J. Lawther, Mrs.
Laura Vernon, Buddy
Josephine
Mr.
D ninne, Mrs.
Carl J.
Hayes, Mrs. Viola
Vernon, Mrs. C. A.
Sanders,
Pauline
Murphy,
Frances
Elise
Danny Haywood. Josephine LeBoeuf, Mrs. N. J. Murphy, Ruby
Vigilante. Dorothy
Seabee, Virginia
Broadbent, Betty
Donna, Princess
Hazelwood, Sue
LeClair. Marie
Wadsworth, Olga
Scarbrough.
Estel
Murphy,
Mrs.
Brookins. Marilyn Hornet, Mrs.
Lee,
Patsy
Heath, Mrs. L. J.
Wagle, Maude
Warren
Schayes,
Bessie
Brooks, Mrs. Ann
Louise Heath. Mrs. Punch
Lee, Mrs. a. C.
Wagner, Mrs. M.
Nation. Mrs. Al
Schilly, Luello
Brown. Heloise
Dougherty, Mrs.
Hebert, Mrs. Dolly Lee, Toby
Stevens
Schmidt,
Pat
Neal,
Anna
Brown, Mrs.
Leeds,
Frances
M.
MaryHellman,
Mrs.
Schriber.
Mrs.
Stella
Wall,
Mrs. Tex
Nelson,
Mrs.
Irving
Wheeler Drain, Ethel
Muriel Leeper, Belle
Scott, Mrs. B. M. Wallace, E.
Heston Nelson Jr., Mrs.
Brown, Zelma
Due, Carrie
Henderson, Mrs.
Mrs.
James' N. Scott, Frances G. Wallace,Florence
Bruce, Jane
Due, Daisy
Dimples Ledgett, Mrs. Irene Nelson, Mrs.
S.
Scott, Mrs.
Dugan, Kathryn
Brundage, Mrs.
Lennon, Mrs.
Geo. T. Wallace, Florence
Mary E.
Ben Dunn. Mrs. C. A. Henderson, Mrs.Etta
Pauline
Scott,
Iva
A.
Newcomb,
Mrs.
Leonard,
Mrs.
Ass'
Henderson Peggy
Mrs.
Ward, Mrs. Geo.
Mildred Scott, Mrs.
Brydon, Mrs. Lee Duvall, Mrs. Harry Henderson,
Leonard, Mrs. Betty
Peggy
Kathleen Warren, Mrs. Joe
Newman, Bessie
Duvell, LuTe FOYO Henderson,. Mrs.
Leonard, Dolly
Buchanon,
Seaton, Mrs. Helen Warta, Nancy
Newman. Lucille
Queenabeth
Dyer,
Mrs.Tommy
Leonard,
Peggy
Washburn, Luttie
Cousins Sergie, June
Ernestine (Ms)
Buck Mrs. G. L.
Warren Lester, Mrs. Laura
Webb, Mary
Buckhannon, Mrs. Dykman, Midge
Levette, Mrs. Ann Nichols, Mrs. Roy Seivend, Mrs.Alfent Webster.
Hendrix, Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Nickolas,
Dora L. Eagelson, Mrs.
LeVine,
Claire
Bobbie
Billie
Sewell,
Peggie
Betty
Levrett, May Bell
Buf kin. GYPSY
Edith Henning, Ethel
Eagleson, Mrs. G.
Bulerson, Madam
Bel -Mar, Mrs. Etta.
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°Brizendine.

Bryan, Mrs. Carrie DuShane, DoloresWallace, Mary
Mrs. Thersia Eastmon, Peggey
Eaton, Nellie
Burgess, Ethel J.
Edgar, Mrs. Horace
Burkette, Mary
Edwards, Bertha
Burkhart, Mrs.
Butch Edwards, Mrs.
Lillian

Eddie

Booth, H. M.

Men

Aaron, Jack
Abbott, Sam

Abel, Buck
Abers, Tommy
Acker, Eddie
Ackerman, Otis
Ackley, H. V.
Adams, Allen F.'
Adams, Dewey
Adams, Kirk
Adams Rodeo Co.
Adams, Tony
Adje, Joe
Adkins, Tommy

Baker, Phil
Baker. Walter
Bale, Johnny.
Shows
Baldwin & Bristol
Ball, Don, Fred
Bellew, J. P.
Banks, Cal
Banks, Wally
Bsnkson & Morris
Banthin, Larry
Barclay, R. E.
Barclay

Robt.

Barley Bros. Circus
Barkoot, Bill
Barnes, Doc D. B.
Barnes' Freak
idrich, Pete
Animal Show
(Cbewtobacco)
Barnes, Harold
Agee, John
Barnes, Levi
Ague, H. H.
Barnett Esq.,
Akers, Charles
Chester
A kiss, Melvin
Barnett, H.
Alabama Rides
Barnett, Ira G.
Altana Show
Alberts & Alberta Barnett, Sam
Barrere, Chas.
Aleo, Rocco
Alexander, Wm. E. Barrett, Bob
Barron, John C.
Alford, David
Barry Medicine
Alexander, S., N.
Show
Alexander, Tommy
Bart, James
Alfred, C. K
Bartell. Gus
Ali, C. W.
& Maier
Ali, Chas. Lazaro Barth
Bartholomew. H.
Allen, Bernard
Allen, C. L.
Bartlett, Geo. D.
Allen, Doc
Basinger, D. L.
Allen, J. S. Co.
Bassinger, Hoke &
Allen, Ovid
Billie
Allen, Victor
Bateman, Murry
Allensworth,
Bauer, Kurt
Melva
Baners, Harry
Allison, Jack
Baughman. B. J.
Allison, Lyman J. Baxter,
Bill
Alton, Fat
Beaham, Billy
Alton, C. H.
Beal, Hiram
Ambler, Walter
Beandry, Harold
Amburn, Wilbert
Adolph. Clarence
Adolphine, Mr.

American

Amuse.
Assn.

American Circus
American
Production Co.
Ames, Sinclair
Amok, James
Anders, F. L.
Anderson, Capt. A.

Anderson Jr., A.
Anderson, Bob &

Borbag. Stanley
Bosley, Dick
Boswell, W. S.

Bottorff, Arthur &
Boucker, J. H.
Boush, Geo.
Bowen, Eddie .
Bowen, Roy
Bowers, Larry
Bowers, Wayne
Bowie, Lawrence
Bowles, Ray
Boxwell, J. J.

Boyd, Homer
Boyer, Lew
Boykin, Jessie
Boyle, Bill
Boyle, Blackie
Bozza, T.
Braden., Frank
Braden, J. W.
Bradfield, Jack
Bradley, A. C.
Bradley, Clinton
Lee
Bradley, Chas.
Brady, Jack

Brady, L. P.
Brady, 0. J.
Brady, Pat

Brady, Paul
Bramble Jr.,
Lonnie
Brasfield, Rod
Brayers, Louis A.
Break. Shorty
Bremson, Robt.
Brenner, Eddie
Break, Jack
Bresnshaw, J. E.
Bresnahan, T. J.
Broughton Bros.
Show
Brewer, Dude
Brian, R. E.
Bridges, Willie W.
Brigade, Ace
Briggs, Carl
Briggs, Ralph
Beard. A. J.
Bright, Louis
Beard,
Bright, Louis
Beard, W.
W. H.
E.
Brinley. Win. It.
Bearden, Jack
Brizzendine, Jake
Beatty, Joe
Broadway, Chas.
Beatty, Sam
Brod, Maury
Beatty, Walter
Bill
Beide. Clarence E. Broerman,
Brokaw, Woody
Beckett, Chas.
Bronwell, Herbert
il:51auck Brookings, Bob
BBeedckalrdey:
Brooks, Dr. O. C.
Brooks, Johnny
Bedell, G. B.
Brooks, Thomas
Bedell, Tom
Albert
Bedoni, Salem
Broughton, CY
Beecham, Art
Brovold, Peter
Beechman, J. A.
Brown & Ingalls
Beelman, Allen
Show

Helen
Anderson, Chas.
(Swede)
Anderson, Dave
Anderson, Dr.
Beers, Bob
Anderson, James
Anderson, Quinton Beesley, Carl
Beeson, Slats
Anderson, Ralph
Behee, Clayton
Anderson, Roy
Behmer, Irwin
Andrews, Kokomo

Bejano, Emmett
Anthony, Eugene Bejano, J. J.
Belanger, Roy
Anthony, Tang,
Bob Belders, Mike
Belisle, Happy
Anton, Wm.
Bell, A. H.
Anvil, J. B.
Bell, Ch
Apple, T. J.
Bell, Cleo
Archie, Walter
Bell, J. N.
Archer, Vernon
Belmonte, Stanley
Aredo, Joe
Bematels, Prince
Armnon. Earl
Anthony, Runway

Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,

Bill
Carl

E. L.

Eddie
Goldie
Gypsy

Harry F.

Herbert
Joe
J. Edw.
J. T.
Jack

Brown, Max
Brown, Paul
Brown, Peck
Artist, Emil
Bell, °apt.Dennison
& me, Brown, Pluto
Arnte, Billy
Brown ,_ R. E.
Benart, Al
ABM. Magician
Brown, Richard
Benitt, Bozo
Askew, Jimmie
(Dick)
Benham, Harry
Astika, S. W.
Brown, W. A.
Remedy co. Bennett, Bozo
Brown,
W.
B.
E. Bert
Astrologon, James Bennett,
Brown, W. F.
Bennett Sr., Ed
Atkins, Geo.
Brown, Walter T.
Bennett, Fred
Atkins, Jess
Brownell Jr., Win.
Bennett, J. J.
Atlantic Coastal
Bud
Jo & Bee Brownie,
Espo. Bennett,
Browning, I. F.
Bennett,
R.
C.
Atterbury, Ernest
Bruce
Shows
Bennis, Jack R.
Atterbury, B. L.
Bruce, Del
B. W.
Andette, Raymond Benson,
Brun, Joe
H.
Auskings, Clarence Benton,
Brundage, B. B.
Benway, Happy
Ausskin, Carl &
Brunn, Paul M.
May Berg, Lebreeht
Bruno, LOUIS J.
(Spitz)
Autry, Johnny
Bryan,
Bush
Berger, Lowe
Bert y.
Avalon Troupe
Berger,
Bryant, Capt. Sam
Avalon, Robt.
Bryant, B. D.
Bernard,
Willie
B.
Avery. I. H.
.Herb Co.
Benson, J. C.
Avitts, A. A.
Bryant, Robt. 0.
Ayers, H. B. Doc Benson,
J. R.
Buchanan,
C. T.
Berry,
H.
Ayers, Henry
Buchanan, K. W.
Bestland, Harry
Ayres, James
H. O.
Buck, Chas. Buddy
Bachman, Harold Restland,
Buck, Oscar
Bethune, Gus
Backell, Bill
Buckliannon, Eddie
Betsill, Odell
Backeushaw, Geo.

Brown, Jos. Staten

B.
Backenatoe, Wilard B, evalac, Thomas
Buckly, Al.
Backer & Winstead
'tey --lien
Shows Riddles
Concessions Budd, Billy
Bidwell, E. L.
Buffington. Joe L.
Backer, Earl D.
Bullock, Bob
Big State Show
Bacon, Billy
Bullock. R. T.
Biggell, Frank
Bacon, Philip

Bunts & Benjamin
C.
Bahlen, RalphBiggerstaff,
E.Show
Biggs. Chas..
Burch. C. C.
Bahnsen, Win.
Bailey, Carse
Bailey, Edwin
Bailey, Harry
Bailey, Hal C.
Senile, Jack
Bally, Iodine
Bagley, Joe
Baker, Bernie
Baker, Buzz
Baker, E. E.
Baker, Ewalt

Baker, Hugh
Baker, James

8.

Bullard,

Bush,

Blanton, Orville
Williams, Myrtle
Blazer, Ray
Williams. Ruth &
Jay Bloom, Jack
IBlackie)
Wenick, Mrs. Grace Williams, Ruth
Bloom, Robt.
Wheeler, Mrs.
Reno Bloom,
Mr. Baby
M. C.
Wilma, Madam
Blotner Model
White, Diane
Wilson
Shows
White, Mabel
Mrs. Thelma Boardman. 0. W.
White, Marjorie
White, Mrs. Nellie Winters, Mrs. Ruth Boegen, Al M.
lioelke-Nelson
Whitefield, Mrs.
Wise, Mrs. Louie
Studios
Dorothy Withers, Mrs.
Whitehead, Mae
Howard Bogart. Jack
Boggett, E. C.
Whitehead, Mrs.
Wolb, Sue Ray
Boggs, Sterling
Rose Mae Womack, Bertha
(Cockle)
Whittington, Mrs. Wood, Mrs. Bert
E. V. Wood, Mrs. Nellie Bohemian, S. W.
Bohn, 0. E.
Wilbur, Grace
Woods. Maxine
Wilcox, Mrs. Grace Word, Evangeline Boldue, Henry
Joseph
Willard, Mrs. Joe
Worton, Gladys
John
Williams, Mrs.
Wright, Mrs. Ella Bolen,
Bolts, Fred
Arkie Wright, Joan
Bond Bros.' Circus
Williams, Mrs.
York, Margaret
Bond, B. K.
Betty Young, Mrs. E. L.
Bond, Fred
Yount, Rose
Williams, Hazel
Boudry, Wm.
Ziedman, Mrs.
Williams, Mrs.
Minerva Booker, Jimmie
Jeanette
Bookman, Russell
Zelma, Madam
Williams, Louise
Boone, Virgil L.

Weiss, Helen

When Writing for Advertised Mail, Please Use Postcards.
Also state how long the forwarding address is to be used.

Biggs, Harry
Bill, Al Gray
Billetti, Eddie

Burdick, Iva.

Sures, Ted
Burk, 0. C.
Burke. Billy
(Jo -Ann)
Binham, Dick
Richard Burke, Eddie,
Attractions
Bircket, C. L.
Burke, Frank
Rifles% P. W.

Bills, trance
Bills, S. B.

Bishop, Geo.
Bizzell, Frank
Blackhawk, Billie
Blackstone, Vic

Burke. Gm.
Burke, Jerry
Burke, R. F.
Burke, Sailor Jack
Bucket, Earl
Burkhardt, Pete

Blair, J. M.
Cant.
Blakely, Benton H. Burkum, Nick
Burnett, Edw. W.
Blakeslee, E. L.
Burney, Elbert
Blank, H. H.
Burns, Moriarity &
Blaine, Joe
Dell
Blair, Dave
Burns, Ossie
Bland, Richard
Blake,

December 31, 1938
Bunton, Bob
Burt, Al

Burton, Bob
Burton, Geo.
Bush, Prof. C.
Bush, Jerry
Butler, Bill
Butler, ROY
Butts, Albery N.
Butts, Nip, Shows
Bnzzington's, Prof.
Ezra
Byers. Chester
Byers, J. W.

Byrd, Scotty
Byres, Mickey
Byrne, Bush, Show
Buzbee, W. C.
Cadieux, Fred J.
Cagan, Frank
Cant Geo.
Cain, J. L.

Cain Jr., Wm.
Cahumid, Bill
Caldy, J. D.
Caldwell, Ward
Calk. Fred B.
Calkins. R. J.

Calhihau, J.
Calvert, Thomas

Camp, Bob
Campbell. Arizona
Jack
Campbell, Francis
V.
Campbell, Frank
Campbell, Geo.
Campbell, William

Cannestrelli,
Frederino

Colorado, Fred
Colum, Ira

E. Ty

,

Canny, Billy
Cando, Curly
Cann, Harvey Doc
Cantara, S. .1.
Canter, Homer
Centanni,
Shows
Capess, Jack
Carey, Roy
Cararias, Gennimos
Carey, Tommy
Cathie, Henry
Carlos, Don
Crain. Alfred
Carlotta, Carl
Cramer, Burton
Carmen & Cowley Cramer, Henry &
Carpenter, Charlie
Dolly
P. Cramer. Joseph
Carr, Julian
Cramer, Ray
Carr, Wm. (Clark) Cramor & Zorsky
Carrier, Roy
Attractions
Carroll, Dave
Crane, Rohl.,
Carroll, John L. Crane. Sidney
Carson, Andy
Cravens, Geo. W.
Carson. John
Crawford, Chester
Carsey. Bee
Park
Carswell, J. C.
Crawford, Frank
Caruthers, R. G. Crawford, Frank R.
Cary. Victor
Crawford, James
(Frenchy) Crawford, Vogel
Case, Marvin
Crenshaw, Orvill
Cason Show Co.
Cronin, Billy &
Cass. Ray W.
Stella
Cassidy, Edward
Crosby, Theodore
Castle, Chick
Crewe, Bill
Castle, Johnny
Crewe, M. W.
Caswell, Johnnie
Crowley, Doc
Catalano. Tony
Crider & Nelson
Cave, L. H.
Criders, The Hal
Caze, Jack
Cristiani, Ernesto
Cerrone, Vito
Critzer, Paul
Chambers, Bob
Cross, C. C. Skeet
Chambers, Earl
Crotty. Michael
Chandler &
Francis
Clemons Crow. Ned
Chapman L.
Crowfly, Chief
Chapman, William Crusins, A. F.
Chappell, Ben
Cruz, Dewey
Chappelear, Thos. Cruz, Tom
Chapplin, Ray E.
Cruse, Conway
Cheyenne, Jimmie Cudney, C. H.
Chavanele, Roger
Cunonings, B. G.
Checkrell, James
Cummins. T. A.
Cheek, Ben
Cunningham,
Chesterfield, Dr.
Buster
Childs, George
Cunningham, Con
Choats, Robert
Curran, J. W.
Christensen, Alward Curry, Arthur
Christensen. Conrad
Van Weart
Christian, Chas.
Curtis. Date & Fay
Christensen, Big
Curtis, Pats
Whitey Curtis, Robert &
Christman, Floyd
Bertha
C. Cashel', Geo.
Christman, Tex
Dagmar, Itobt.
Christy, Doc Tom Daily, Bert
Chromster, Roy
Dailey, Ray
Chubb, W.
Daley, Blackie
Minas, Tony
Dale, Bobby
Ciaburri. .1. P.
Dale, Dr. John H.
Cizek, Chas. J.
Dale, Dr. X. X.
Cizek, Fred
Dalrymple, Ernest
Clark, Beth
Daniels, Billie Dale
Clark Billy
Daniel.
Clark. Edgar F.
Emerson
Clark, Geo. A.
Denials, Lee
Clark, Harry
Danley, Whity
Clark, James
Danley, William
(Allentown) Dannewell, Baylo
Darby, .1. W
Clark, Jesse
Clark, Jim
Darden, Robt.
Clark, Paul
Darling, N. Dell
Clark, Paul F.
Darvin, R. L.
Clark, P. F.
Darwin,
Clark, Ralph
The Magician
Clark, Robert
Darwood Circus
Troupe
Clarkson, Al
Claussen, Bert
Daugherty. Carl IL
Claussen, Theo. M. Daughenbaugh,
Clawson, Bert
Samuel Edw.
Clawson. G. L.
Davenport, B. C.
Davenport, E. I.
Clay, Robert
Putman Davidson, B. H.
Clayton, Al Homer Davidson. Brady
Davis, Buddy
Clayton, C. C.
Davis, Cal & Basis
Clem Bob
Davis, f
Clemens, Rollie
Clewe. A. W.
Davis, Carl 0.
Davis, Ches
Clifford the
Magician Davis,, Earl M.
Cling, G. A. Bold Davis, Everett
Davis, Gene
Clingman, Walter
Davis, Graham
Clint & Clark
Davis, Harry R.
Cloud, Chief
Rolling
Clower, Fox
Cluff, A. G.
Cochran, Edw. Lee
Cochran, W. W.
J.
Coe Eddie E.
Coffey, Lloyd

Cofield, Al

Cogdite, Eugene
(Sailor)

Cohen, Artie
Cohen. William
Cohn, Harry
Cole, Edw, IL
Cole, H.
Coleman, Joe
Coleman. Max
Coley, C.
Collins. A. E.

Collins, E. G.
Collins, Ernest
Collins. Jack
Collins.

Slim

Collins, Thomas
Colman, Albert

Dechter, Jos.

I 'Mier, Harry
Decker, Otis
Decker, Ralph
Conaway, James
Colwell". Arthur
Decker, Toby
Condor, Mike
Deever, Darrel
Compton, Robert & Delaney, J. D.
Coney's Shows
Delaney, Pat
Congdon, Dan
Delebates, Ernest
Conley, Thomas' F. Dell. E. M.
Conlin, Ray
Dilday, S. E.
Conrad, Martin L. Delmar, Dypotist
Conroy, Tex
Delmonte, .Jos.
Converse. Art
Delph, Dewey
Conway, Edw.
Demay, Lester B.
Cooper Bros. Shows 1)eitiber, .lames
Cooke, Ray
Demetro. Archie
Cook's Comedians Demetro, Tom
Cooley, Bill
Denham, Capt.
Copeland, Paul
Elton
Ethelyn Deneke, W. C.
Copeland. Edw. J. Dennis, Buckei
(Relatives) Dennis. Prince
Corbel t, Carl
Dennison. Ernie
Corey. Victor
Denson. Bill
Cornfield. Bennie Dent, C. R.
Ihinny
Derby, Buck
Correa. Eric
Devine, J. M.
Corrigan, John
Devoes, W. D.
Corlell, Vern
Scotty
Cortey, Jack
Dew, Daniel
'melee. lthekie
Dexter, Bert
Carlini, Zeek
Dexter, Bob
Costa, Ii,,!,
Diamond, J. W.
osta, G eorge
Dick, Billie
Co thrans, W. E.
Dillard. Bill
Cotten. Dan
Dilky, Del
Cottfeld, W. J.
Dillon, Dick
Cotton, Delvin
Dionne, Ed
Cowden, Doug
Diesel) Jr.. Charles
Courtney, A.
DiSanti, J.
Courtney, John
Dix, Dan
Mystic Dixie Four Quartet
Dixie Medicine Co.
Cowans, The,
Verne & Tommy Dixon, Dave
Dixon, Louis
Cowen, J. E.
Dockeny, Jack
Coy, B. E.
Dobbins, George
Coy. S. N.
Dobas, Four
Crafford, Edward
Dobbins, H. T.
Crager, H. R.
Crager, Herb
Dodson. Eddie
Doggett, Art
Cragmiles, Lanes
Colvin. II.

Davis, John B.
Davis, John L.
Davis. Maurice J.
Dawson, Dr. A. L.

Dawson, Beck,
Players
Day, Jockey E.

Dearo, Pert
Deering, Walter 0.
De(obb, Jimmie
DeGrau, Louis
DeGross,

Michael

DeLaCruz, John &

Martina
DeLegge, Boisey

Deis, Cary A.
Dell, Millison
Demetro, Walter
DeRell, Frank
de Ressellt. Rex
DeVore, Chester A.

DeWitt, Harry

DeWoltr. Lint Oil

Deady, Vincent
Dean, Doc M.
Beater. C. 0.

Bolo,
Doile,

Bert C.

Harley R.
Donaldson, Bert

Donato, Frankie
Dontigney, W. C.
Donnine, Danny
Donnelly, Capt.
Geo. E.
.T. W.
Donohue, Don
I ronuve». Forest
Doolan, Rich
Dorman, Chas. R.
Dorman, Geo.

Darner, Armond C.
Dorris, Joe &
Primrose
Doss, Frank
Doss, Jimmie &
Peggy
Dougherty, Tommie
Doyle, Guss
Drake. Bob
Drane, Billy
Draper. Itieberd
Dress, Frederick W.
Dressler, Ronnie

Drew Jr., James H.
Drew. Liwai
Drill, Chas.
Drushkew, Joe
Duane, John H.
Dugan, Blackie
Dugan, Ed
Dunbar,

Archibald

McD.

Dunbar, Jack
Dunbar. Ward
(Dad)
Dunbaoy. J.
Dune, W. J.
Dunn, Chet
Dunkel, Harry
Dunluey. James H.
Dunn. Albert
Dunn,

(Buddy)
Lonnie

Dunn. Lyman H.
Dunn, Scottie

Dupille, J. A.
Durand, Don

Durant, Jimmy
Durham, Frank
Durham, Milton
Durant. Wm.
Durpree, Jimmy
Dupuis. G. 0.
Duvall, Geo.
Dyer, Guy

Dyer, John Luther
Eagle Eye, Geo.
Eagle. Nate
Eagles, Four
American
Eagleson, G. S.
Ealey, Edgar C.
Bare, liarold
Earl, Frank
Earl. The Great
Earle, George
Earle, Wm.

Earnest, Doe L. R.
Basely, W. D.
Bastin, E. C.
Eckly, Formerly of

Evans, Sam
Evans, Wm.
Evens, E. V.
Ewing, Ray
Ewing, Tony
Fairbanks, Wm.
Felker, J. T.
Fallon, TOMMY
Vann Ray

Faraday, H. C.
Farfield, Dr. R.

Farlock, Ben
Farmer. Billy
Farmer, Joe
Farrell, E. J.
Farrell, Geo. Frisco

Farrell, J. W.
Farrell. Mickey
Farrel, Shorty
Ferris, Hank

Fanghlner. Larry
Faults, Gordon
Faust, Ben

Faust, Ike
Faust, Mike
Faust, Jake
Faust, Vic
Faye, Oriental
Fee, Frank
Felix, Nabor

Fellows, Jack
Fendrielc, Boyaie

Fennell, R. E.
Fenton, E. T.

Fenton, Jack
Ferguson, Clarence
Fernandez, Jerry
Ferrell, J. Wilbur
Ferris. Illiward

Ferris, W. N.
Fetchett, W.

Fields, Benny
Fields, Geo.
Fields, Harry
Fields, Sidney
Finch, Leon
Fine, Al
Fink, Harry

Finn, Thos. L.
Firestone & Marine
Fish, Jerry

Fisher, Chas.
Chuck
Fisher, Geo.

Fisher. John
(Cookhouse)
Fisher, Richard E.
Fisher, Robt, L.

Fitzgerald. Maurice
Eddy
Fitzroy, Louis
Flammey. Guessie
Flannigan, Paul
Flaugher, Clarence
Fleming, James
Flemm, Shorty
Fleming, Tom
Fleaner, Jay B.
Floto, Gabe
Flowers. Jack
Floyd, Billy
Floyd, Wm. (Crip)
Fluhrer, George B.
Fontaine, Pat
Foos. Prank
Forbes, Walter
Ford, Bud
Ford, Jack
Foreman, Bud
Forrest, Chas.
Forrester, I..
Forrister, Tex
Foster, James
Foster, Tom
Fostor, Victor J.
Eoulis, G.
Fouts. James
Fox, Geo,
Fox, Roy J.
Fra-Divels Magic
Reviersso
Frampton, Freddie
Francis, Edw.
Francis, Dave
Francis. Julie
Francis & Wally
Francisco. Don
Frangee, the
Magician
Frank, Tony
Franks, W. E.
Franklin. Daniel P.
Franklin, E. J.
Franklin, P. C.
Franzelon. Peerless
Frazier, Bob
Frederickson, Dave
Freed, Harry T.
Freidman, Abe
Freeland, R. F.
Freeman, livrel
Freeman, Johnnie
Freeman, Freddie
French, James

Fretette, Art
Priedrichsen, Fred
Friedrichsen, Knud
Frondi. Louis
(Frandez)
Fry, James
Fume', Thomas
Millen, E.

M.

Fuller. Robt. X.
Fulmer. James
Emma', Burton

Fustanio, Phillips
Fuzzol, Tom
Atterbury Circus Gaillard, E
Edgar, H. 0.
Gaither, Woodie
Edlin, Ted
Gallager, Eddie
Edith, Ivan
Galligher, Orville
Edwards, Dick
Galen'. Earl
Edwards. Doc
Gamble, Herold
Edwards, Frank
Gamble, Walter
Edwards, Glen
Ganaway, Clyde F.
Edwards, Glenn R. Gansu. John
Edward, Jos.
Gar, Johnny
Elting, Frank
Gardner, Jack
Albert Gardner's Tent
Elbent, P. H.
Show
Elkins, H. D.
Garkow, Phillips
Eller, R. E.
Garrett, Edw.
Elliott Jr., Geo.
Garvey, Jimmy
Ellis, Billy
Garwood, L. C.
Ellis, Frank
Gasdia, Donald
Ellman, Chas.
Gates, A. L.
Elmer & Oswald
Gates, Curly
Elmore. Frank
Gatewood, Col.
Emerson, Whitey
Cliff. Mgr.
Emswiler, Babe
Gatlin, Joe Paul
Engesser, Geo.
Gear, W. 111.
English, Harold
Geffrion, Roland E.
English, Pat
Geller, Jack
Enocks, Ray
Gemison, Eddie
Erdman, Lee
Gentry, John H.
Erksen, E.
George, Samie
Erxleben, Herman Gerry, Frank J.
Espey, Chester
Gessford, Lyle
Estridge, Clarence
Geyer, But &
Etteridge, Morris
Escalara,

Eule, Jos.

Geo.

E.

Evans, Albert J.
Evans, Bob (Gypsy)

Evans, Frank
Evans, Geo. L.
Evans, Little Joe
Evans, R. L.

Billie
Harold
Gibbons, D. N.
Gibson, Bliley
Gibson. David
Gibboney,

Gibson, Don &
Irene
Gilbert. Eddie
Gilbert, Harry L.
Gilbert, Jack
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Layton, W. C.
Ilardy, Frank
Hofman, John A.
Kelley, lied
Lazone, Elmer
Hardy, Bob Dennis 1 lurnadav, E. E.
Kelley, T. W.
Leaver, Robt. E.
Harington, Pop
Horton Jr., W. M. Kellier, Gene
Ledford. Vance
Harlan. Dr. Matt Horrigan, Mickey Kellogg, Bill
Gillain, Eddie
Lee, Bob
Ilarrington, Bill
Boni), Herbert H. Kellums. Happy
Gilliam, Dick
House, C. V. Mack Kelly. Bob
Lee, Earnest
(1111iland, Mr. M. Harrington, Jim
ilarrington, odis
House of Harlem
Lee, J. F.
Kelly, Gastonia
Gilmore, Arley
Housner, Sam
Harris, Bing
Lee, Jimmie
Gilmore, Pat
Kelly, George
Houston, E. J3.
Gilmore, Roy
Kelly, Jack (Dead
Harris, Boyd
O'Dare
Houston, Ted
Gish, Lew
Harris, Chappie
, Joe
Houston, W. K.
Harris, Dan
Kelly, L. A. (Red) Lee, Robt. E.
Gilson, 0. A.
Howard, Garry
Harris, Dick
Theodore
Gladden, Clyde
Lee. Rat. T.
Howard, Irish
Howard,
Kendall. Chas.
Gladstone, Ed
Harris, Howard
Leedy, Robert
Howdy, Clyde
Garalick, Sam
Harris, Nelson A.
Leeman, Walter
Howe, Herb
Gleason, Art
Harris, Ray
iconooly!Sic,raelieigma;11.1
Leesman, L. W.
Howell, C.
Cloth, Bobby
Harris, Rome
Leflert
Harry
I towel' I h .e
Cloth, Louis
Harirs, Roxie
Kennedy, Joe
Leidman, Wm.
Hoy, Doe
Glover, Don
Harris, Sailor
Kennedy, John C. Leigh, Lester
Hron, Jimmey
Glover, Ernie
Harris, Wally
Leland, Robt. B.
Glover. Tally
Hubbard, Harley
Harris, W. E.
KKeelnintedleo. Lk E.
Lennon, R. 3.
D.
Glynn, Mack A.
Harris, W. R.
Bertha' Lenon, Harry
Hubbard, I'aul
Goerny, Robt.
Harrison, Buck
Kenyon, Jack
Lentini, Frank A.
InTuuddsgoenn.s,
I I arrison, Dan
Goldberg (lied)
Kerns, Leo
Lents, Carl
Dewitt
Harrison, Edw. S.
Golden, Geo.
Kerr, S. A.
Leonard, Al
Iludspeth,
Tex
Harrison,
Fred
Golden, Max B.
K eteer, Ernieier.
Leonard, Frank
Hugguns, L. L.
Goldman, Sam
Harrison, Jack &
BlackyKe
Leonard, Fred &
Flo Hughes, T. E.
Goldstein Al
Keubler Carl
Betty
Itob.t.
Huugll.
heyjiminy
Goldstein, Irving
Harrison, Naylor
Kight, Doe Eugene Leonard, limbo &
Harrison, R.
Goldstone, Roy
Mario
Players III ii glghotr'e.GJ.. D.
(Minh, Meyer
Harnett, Billie
Leonard, I tarry
Hull, Sam
Gordon, Eddie
Ilart, B. C.
Kimball, Chas.
Leonard, Harry
Hummel, Itay C.
Gordon, Freddy
Hart, Jack
ilinimMeelr,. i%Iliali.
Kimmel,
(Clown)
Gordon, H. M.
Hart, Jack & Nora llunfredo, TOMMY
n
Leonard, John
Hunsacker, Bobby
Gordon, Jim &
Hart, John B.
Lester
Leonard
Players
Hunt, Harry
Marie Hart, Phil
Sidney
Leo's Side Show
King,Khig D
Hunt, Roht. C.
Gordon, Tom
Harvey, Henry
Everettoc
Lepper, W. C.
Hunter, Charlie
Gordon, Wm.
Harter, Ray A.
LeRoy, Bill &
Hunter, Harry V. King.Kitig Floyd
Gordon, W. 0.
Hartman, Whitty
Pearl
Hunter. Wilbur J. King, Geo.
Hunter,
tiartnagel. Geo.
Gonzales. R.
LeRoy,
Chas.
Hutchinson,
Gonzalus, Blackey Hertzberg, Amos
King, Henry
LeRoy, Frank
Charlie King,
Goode:lade. Tom
Hertzberg, C. A.
Joe
LeRoy, John F.
Hutchinson Jr. .,,.. King. John
Goodhue, H. Milton Ilartzog, H. W.
LeTourneau, W. G.
Harvey, Leon
Goodman, Joe
J a.' King, Kelly
LeVan, Howard
Huntsinger. S. G.
Harvey, R. F.
Goodman. Luther
King, Kenneth
LeVolo, Pat
Huprich, Herbert
Harville, L. It.
Goodrow. Freddie
King,
W.
J.
Leroys, Flying
Hurley, Joe
Goodwin, Doyle A. Hamel', It. W.
Kings, The (Mind Lesley, Bob
Hutton, M. C.
Haskell, V. C.
Gordon, Buster
Readers) Leslie, D. W.
Hyland, Dick
Ilaskett, Russell
Gordon, Chas.
Kinko
Leslie, Don
Illions, R. C.
Gordon, Chas. L.
Haskin, Milton
' Kirk, Blackie
Lester, Allen J.
Illions, Rudy
Gordon, Daniel P.
Haskins, Berle
Merle
Kirkendall,
Lester, N. B.,
Inglet,
E.
L.
Haskins,
Wayne
Gordon, Danny
Kirkland,
Monroe
Magician
Gordon, Frank
Clyde Inman, J. S.
Kirkland, Murphy Lester, Noel,
Iran, Will
Hassan, Geo.
Gordon, Harry
Kirkland,
R.
B.
Magician
Isham,
Walter
Gordon, James &
(Curly)
Dr. Fred
Lester, W. G.
Isham, The Musical Kirma,
Marie Hastings, Harold
Kirwan, Joe
Letournean, Bill
Jackson, Dick
Gordon's Educated Hatch, J. Frank
Pdgern G, B.
B
Leuthold, Woodrow
Jackson, Red
Pets Hatfield, L. E.
i'ony
Levee, Harry
Jackson, Richard
Gorman, Jack
Hauhn, Eddie
Klerk, Ken
Lewis, Billy
Jacob, Lou
Gore, W. B. Red
Haverty, Ted
Klauder,
Erwin
Lewis, Casey
Jacobin,
Frank
Gorman Jr., Jas. F. Havins, Lowell
Klein. C. A.
Lewis, Charles
Jacobs, Harry
Gould, Bernie
Hawkins, Frank
Klemic, Frank
Lewis, Curley &
Fred
Gould, Jerry
Hawkins, Ralph H. Jake,
Klein, James
James, Curly
Betty
Courfaiii. Harry
Hawkins, E. H.
Kline,s, Elmer &
Lewis, Dick
Jansen. Frank
Gowdy, Morris
Hawkins, Ray
Lewis, Dudley
January, Jos.
Grabs. Louis
Hawn, D. C.
Kling, Peter Elmira Lewis. Frank
Jarvis, Morris
(Calliope) Hayes, Frankie
Kline, Pete
Lewis, TT. D.
Jarvis, W. M.
Grady, Jack
I I ayo. I I arold W.
Kloxia,
Arnold
Fred
Lewis, Harry V.
Jason,
Grady, Kelly
Hayes, Happy
Knapp, Bernard
Jay & Lucille
Lewis. Hugh
Graham, Geo.
Hayes Sr., Robt,
Louis W. Knapp, Vincent
Lewis, Ilerman W.
Graham, J. E.
Hayes, Suicide Bob Jeanette,
Jefferson,
E.
E.
Lewis, E. Murray
Knight,
Adrian
Graham, Joe
Hazlewood, Shelton Jennings. Ted
Pat Lewis, Jack
Graham, Mark
'Head. Russell
Jerklin, Bill
Lewis. Joe
Gray. G. G.
Knight, Jack
Fronk
.Jitney Players
(Clown)
Gray, Geo.
Knoll, Paul
Heath, J. A.
Jenkins, Jonney
Lewis, Nate Candy
Graybill, Al
Heatley, Arthur
Jennier, Walter
Lewis, R. V.
, r. LT
Graybill, Maurice
E. W.Laiir,,hr led
Hoff, Rudy
Jernigan,
Lewis, Ralph Fat
Green, Al K.
Hegeman, Bill
Jessamine, Mr.
Green, C. V.
Lewis, Sammy
Larry,F,ank
Hegeman, Wm.
Johnson, Eldin Red Koley,Kohle
Lewis, T. C.
Green, Clifton T.
Beller. Al
Frank
Green, Doc
Libby, Frank
Korras, Sam
Heller. Geo. (Red) Johanson,
Johnson, J. W.
Green, E.
Lieberwitz, Sam
Korte, Lew
Heiman, Maurice
Johnson, Jesse
Green, Jack E.
'
Lilly. IV. E.
Ileinne,. Bill
Koster,
Chas.
A.
Johns, Arthur W.
Green, James P.
Hendershot, J. B.
Kid LLirambaugh, Jimmie
Johns,
J.
L.
Green, Lew
Henderson, T. M.
Kraemer,
Will
Johns, R. 1.
Green, Lew &
Lind Jr.. Art
Hendricks, Cecil
A. W.
Johns, Vincent C. Kramer,
Kitts, Hedrick, Fred
Lindenstruth, Wm.
Krassner, Danny
Johnson, Allen
Green. Thema. H.
Lindsay,
Mr. Patsy
Hendrick, Walter
Kraus,
Jack
Chas.
Greene, Sugar Foot
Linton, Bob
Pete Johnson, (Bounding)
Krause. Willy
Greeley, Paul
List,
Harry
B.
Henderson, Art
Kreager,
Earl
Prof.
Johnson,
C.
Gregory, Carl C.
List, Herman
Henry, Bulldog
Kreider. Edw. D
Johnson, Cleo
Gregory, Ernie_
ttle Fox, Chief
Henry, Pete
Krug, Clarence A.
Johnson,
Clyde
Gregory. G. W.
Little, Phil
Heppding, Wm.
C. H.
Johnson, Emmett Krug.
Gregory. The
Herbert, Paul &
Kugler, Prof. Jas. Littlejohn, Rohl.
Greiner. Co.
Dixie Johnson, HarryLee Kuhn, Freddie
E.
Six
Gretanos, The
Litz, Herbert
Hendricks, Jimmie
Kiihnert, Otto
Johnson, James
Greyson, Geo.
Lobbie,
Hendrix, C. W.
Bush
ft
V.
Howard Kiivkenriall.
Gribbens, Merle
Locker& Henry
Heberstreit, Harry
LaTiarr, Frank
Johnson, Joe
Griebing, Otto
Loftin, C. M.
Hennings, Earl
TARO, Cecil
Johnson, Johnnie
Griffey, Harry
Heggen, Barton L.
Loftus, Speedy
L. LD
Griffin, Elmer E. Herbert, Ralph
LaDeanearile, BillyAttra.
Logan, John A.
Johnson,
Mike
Griffin. Phil
Herman, Jack
Lokey, Gilbert
T,a1Fleer.
Art
Johnston, Dick
Griffin, Willard
Herman, Maxie
Lollar, ROY
(Rodeo) LaGrane, Bert'
Griffith, Ed F.
Herman, Russell
Long, Harry K.
LOT
ain
,
Leo
Jones,
Alex
C.
Grimes, Marion
Herm% Chas. B.
Long, Jack
Prenchie
Joules, Bob
Gross, Joe
Bern, Jimmie
Lopresti. Thos.
T,a1Mar, Pee Wee
Jones, Chas. H.
Grussa, Michael D. Heron, James
Lord. Archie
LaMon.
Harry
Jones,
Chas.
Groves, Harry D.
Herrington, Bill
Loros Bros.
Lalfont
Chas.
R.
Jones, Harry
Gueth, Louis
Hershey, Lew
Lougtmey, Frank J.
(Flexible) LaPalmer, Joe
Guice, Walter
Hester, W. H.
Louis, Harry
LaPoint.
Ray
Jones,
Isham
Guido & Eva
Heth, Henry
Lou-Louette
Jones. Jack Walsh T.aPurl, Chaa.
Gunn, Harry P.
Heth. Louts E.
Lore. Frank
LeBow. Roville
Jones, Kenneth
(tin-tura, Paul
Hess, Joe
Lovell, Mitchell
LaRosa.
'Thos.
Jones,
Miles
Guzzy, Jimmy
Hess Jr., Geo.
Laddy
LaRonch. Dannie Lubling,
Haas, Jack
Hertl, Johnnie E. Jones, Mack
Lucas, L. B.
LaRue. Bobbie
Jones, Paul C.
I 1:,ekensmAz,
Heth, Flooyyd R.
Lucas, L. L.
Lalltrange,
Jean
Jones
Peg
Jimmie Heyers, The
Lucas, O. W.
LaTier, Harry
Jones, Pete
Hackman. Otis
Hicks, Johnny
Lucas, Harold
Jones, Scottie
Gulley. C.
Hicks, Red
T.'aaVVel..
Frankster
Lundgren, Ed
r
Whitey
Jones
Hairs, Bill
Hicks. W. R.
Lundquist, Kinkus
LaVelta, Ted &
Jonson, Bonnie
Hager, Esq., 0. K. Hickman, Guy
Lloyd
Freda Lasky,
Jonson, Charlie
I laggeman, Blackie Hickman, Red
Lyman, Al
LaVell,
Frank
X.
Jordan,
Clyde
L.
Haggerty, Doc
Higgins, Arthur
Lyman,
Orville E.
LaVolo, lion
Jordan, Oscar
Bailey, V. M.
High, L. L.
Lynch, Irish Jack
Joy, Jimmie
LaZellas, The
Hale, D. D.
Hilburn. Dickie
Lyons,
Bert
L.
Joyce,
Jack
Hale, Tom
liner. Eddie
Lyons, Leland
Lake, Georgia
Judd, H. W.
Mley, Loyd
Hildebeard, Frank
Whitey
Lambe, Lee
Haley, Dr. T. H.
B. Jueugst, (1eo. W.
MacAleese, John A.
Julian, Frank
Lambert. Ching
Halke, R. S.
Hill. A. H.
Jukes, Jimmie
Chong MacFarland, Harry
Hall, C. L.
Hill. B.
MacKay, Jerry
Julian, Dr. H. 0. Lambert,
Hall, Dale L.
Hill, Frank J.
MacGregor, Harry
Julius, Harry
Lambert,KH.anEk.
I). (Doc)
Hill, Hie
& Lily
Jung, Paul
T,ambo, Frank C.
Hall, John
Hill, James Wm.
MacKnight, H. A.
Kafka, John
Lamont. C. R.
Hall, Jos.
Hill, Lew L.
MacWethy,
Ray
Kahle,
Harry
Lamont,
Goldie
Hall, Otis
Hill, Floyd C.
Kain, Whitie
McAllister. Wm.
Lamont, Jevon
Haller, Oscar J.
Hill, Will H.
Kelm, Hose
Mc Atee, Ben
Lamont, Zeke
Halley, Chas. M.
Hinnant, Art
Kailas,
l'eter
McBride, J. C.
Landers,
Frank
C.
Ilallie, Robt.
HinckleY, Whitey
Kalfsbeak, Asa
Langavine, Alfred
McBride. Jack
Ilallies, Pinkey
Hindu, M. Kahn
Kane, Edward
McCall, Wm.
Landorf, Blue,'
Halligans, The
II iron, James
Kane, Henry J.
McCarron, J. T.
Landrom, L. C.
Halluma, Robt.
Hirsch, Lionel
Kane, Jack
AfcCarroll, Joe
Lane. Mike
Halm, Eugene J.
Hiser, Chas.
Kane, Max
McCarter, R C..
T,angford, Walter
nail. ) rthur
Hoack, Hugo
Kanerya, August
Langford,
McCarthy, Ernest
Hamilton, Doc
Hoagland, Rat.
Kanui,
Art
Langley, Mac
Dutch
Hamilton, Leo
Leroy
Kaplan, Ben
McCarthy. Geo. T
Walter
Hamilton, Ray
Hobson, Homer
Karkeet. Geo.
kaannkRfo'
McCarthy, Patrick
Hamilton. W. D.
Hockettf Glen
Kan", Edward
McClellan, H. C.
Lanphear, Jack
Hamlet. Pee Wee
Holden, Percy
Karn, Joe
Large, H. P.
McCloud, W. J.
Hammack, Coy D.
Hodges, Clyde
Kaupp, L. .1.
Larkin, Mickey
McCluskey, Frank
Hobson, Al
Hammel', Roy
Karsh, Leonard M.
RCohgaesr.
McCollester, Eli J.
-Hammock, Coy
Hoffman, Al
Kates, Karl
McCormick, Bill
Hammond, Billy
Hoffman, Frank
Larson, Olof
McCormick.
Hammond, Doc
Hoffman, Lawrence Kean, Scott S'
Lasher, Charles
Malcolm
(Charles) Hoffman, Woodrow Kearns, Jack
T,as lei, Pete
Keating, Jimmy
McCoy, I. B.
Hammond, Earl
Hogan. Sandy
Keating, Renee & Lasswell, Paul
McCoy. Tim
Hammond, I,. Loyd Holden, Sam J.
Jack Latell, Dr. Harold McCrary, E. D.
Hammond. Russell Holderness, R. R.
Keck, Eddie
Handel, Louis
Holman, 'H. S.
E. McCullough. Oliver
Laughlin, George
Hamlin, Mel
R.
(Hot -Shot) Keen, Bill
Kellen]. Walk
Laughan, Jimmie
McCulough, Trusty
Hampton, Ernest
Holdfast, L. C.
Keller, Henry
Laughlin, Harold
McCullom.
Hanaski. F. S.
Holland, Eddie
Kelley, C. F.
Laughter, A. M.
McDonald, Edward
Harbaugh, Chas.
Holland, Robt
Kelley, Earl Spot
,landmaker, Ben
Dal McDougall, Cliff
Holliday, Ben
Law, Eddie
Kelley, Ernest
McFarland. Andrew
Hardman, Chas. F. Holman, Steve
E.
Hanlon, Dad H.
Holsey, Gerald L.
Sonnie Lewes, Esq., C. D.
Kelley, Lawrence
Lawrence, C. A.
McFarland. Jack
Hansen, Leo
Holston, Jack
H.
(Heyday) IToodin. H. L.
Dud McGarry, K. C.
Hanson. Bill
Hope, Jack
Kelley, C. K. Pop Lawrence, Gibson
McGinnis, Bob
Lawson, Frank
Hanson, Happy L. Hope, 0. J.
Kelley,J
McGough, Bobby
Lawson, Gus
Haden, Harry
Hopkins, Rom
Kelley j.act'.
Peck
Gilds. II.

Giles, Oscar
i; ill. James

RRT :00 bhh aei rub
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McGowan, Mack
McGuey, F. W.
McGuire, F.
Mellendrix, R. G.
McHugh. Frank J.
McIntyre. Arnold
McKenna, Jerry
McKenna, Pete

McKenney. Frank
McKinley. Joe
McKinney, Mac &
Joyce
McKnight, H. IL
McLain, Bob
McLaughlin, C. L.
McLaughlin, Ilarry
McLaughlin. Jas. J.
McLean. Mac
McLeod. Donald S.
McMachen, Walter
McMahon, Chas,

McMahon, Pat
McManus, Wm.
Hent7
McMaster, Fred
McMillan, G. J.
McMillan. S. S.
McMullen, Geo.

McNease, M. N.
McPeak, Jack &
3 inutile
McPherson, E. O.
Mellterbon, James
McQuage, Jimmie
McSwene. Joe M.
McStay. Frank
McWhirter, Clyde
McWilliams.fi
c

Paul
ams, Roy

Maar, L.

Mabry, Harry
Mace, Jim
Mack & LaRue
Mack, Blondie
Mack, Capt.
R.Ineman
Mack, Doral
Mack, Eddy &
Ruth
Mack, Otto
Mack, Richard
Mack, Tiger
Macurio, Jack
Madden, Tom
Madigan, Eddie
Madison, Perry_
Haggard, Joe V.
Magridge, Ray
Mahoney, Daniel
Majestic Expo.

Show
Mallison, Carl
Mellory, Clyde

Malone. James
Man, Gee,

Mancuse, Lew
Mancusso, Angelo

Mandy, Jim

Mann, Jean

Manningham, E.

E.
Mansfield, Emil
Mansfield, Frank
Mansfield, Jack

Mansflelds, The
Shooting
Marchetti, RobRebelert

Mansholt, Hank
Marco, BillieCurley
Marino & DeVall
Marion, Sidney
Marks, Jacob
Mark, Wm.

arm, E.

alter

Marquette, John

Raymond

Marquis, the
Magician
Mart James Al
Marshall, Billy C.
Marshall, Prof.
Herbert
Marshfield, Slim
Martell, George
Marteney, H. R.
Martin, Arthur A.
Martin Bros.'
Circus
Martin, Edd

Fat
Martin, Harry P.

Martin,

Martin, Jules
Martin, Mickey
Marx, Prof.

Mascoe, Fred
Masilek, Philip
Mason, Bert
Mason, Charles
Mason, Harry
Mason, Jimmie
Mason, K.
Mason, Marvin
Massey, ,avert
Massey, Harvey
Matheson, Jimmy
alatheny, M.
Matthews, Al
Matthews, Joe
Palooks
Matthis, Walter
Maxwell, Jack
Maxwell, Joe
Maxey, H. B.
Mayberry, Jas, H.
Maser, Geo. F.
Mayer, Vickie
Manor. Fred
Hayman, David
Hayman. Gil
Meeks, Lenord

Mefford, Buddy
Mehl, Torn
Meis, Lee
Meiter, Bill
Melton. Bob
Mendenhall,
Jae J.
Mercy, Al
Merchant, Ted &
Betty
Merkel, Art
Merkle, Fred

Merlin, Jack
Merriman, Joe
Merriman, Ted
Meapelt, Wm. J.
Messick, Tommy
Mettler, Ramon
Mese% Chief

Meyers, Fred

Ha
Meyer, Gypsy
Meyers, Clint
Meyers, John J.
Mical, Johnny
Midanih, B. J.
Middleton, Foote
Harry
Miles, Chas.
Mikola, Francis
Miers,

Minket John
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Miller. Al H.
Miller, Bobby
Miller, Brown E.

Miller, Cash
Miller, Dave
Miller, Efrom
Miller, Frank B.
Miller. Fred M.
Miller, Fred W.
Miller, George
Miller, If. Bills,
Miller. Joe
Miller, Leland
Miller, Paul
Miller,

R. A.

Miller, Richard
Miller, Van
Miller, Sher,

Miller, William
Millette, Ira

Millette, Jimmy
kiilliron, Rae
Mills. Jack
Miner, Bert
Minor, Frank
Mitchell, Alex
Mitchell, Clyde
Mitchell Bros.'
Concession
Mitchell, Frank C.
Mitchell, G. C.
Mitchell, George

Mitchell, Green
Mitchell, Johnnie
Mitchell, Lawrence
Mitchell, Leo
Mitchell, Mike

Mitchell, Mio
Mitchell, Sam
Mitchell Sound
System
Mitchell, Tom
Mitchell, Walter
Mize, Lee
Mos n , Jimmy
Moffett, Henry M.
Moford, Gustave
Mohan. Richard
Moll, James Slim
Molter, Joe
Montague. Jack
Montgomery, Bert
Montgomery, Grover
Montgomery. Barry

Peters. E. L.
Newcomb, harry
Artist
Newland, T. De
Newman, Daniel P. Peters, Ernie
Peters, Lowell
Newman. Martin.
Allen Peters, Pete
Peterson, Henry
Newton, Cly &
Violet Petterson, S. A
Petters, Win.
Newton, Earl
Pettigrew. Bill
Newton, Glenn
Pevine, Slim
Newton, Horace
Peyton, Win.
Newton. K. S.
Brownie
New. York Amuse.
Co. Phanto, Doc
Pheister, Keck
Nicholas. John
Phelps, Otto
Nickoles, Jay
Phillion, Chas.
Nichols, Les
Phillips, Choc
Nichols, Jack
Phillips, Edson
Nichols, Miller
Nitchman, Grover Phillips, Frank
Phillips, J. D.
Nixon. James
Curley Phillips, W. A.
Noble, Ace
Philmers, the Les
Pickens, Grant
Noble, George
Nock, Stuart
Piercy, Howard
Noel, Chas. S.
Pierey, Ralph
Nolan & Kenny
Pierson, W. A.
Nolan, Larry
Pietro, Tommy
Noranda, Yogis
Pincus, Harry
Norl, Bill
Pink, Wm.
Norman, Leonard
Pfister, R. C.
Pisara. James
Novak. Robert
Pittington, Elmer
Novikoff, George
F.
Norwid, Chas.
Pivin, Geo.
Nuger, Sol
Plarubeck, Frank
Null, Don
Plante, Texas
Nye, Charlie
Plavcan, Tom
O'Brien, Chas.
Pockery, Joe
Gillick Poe, James
O'Brien, Emmett
Pogson, Alan
O'Brien, Fredie
Polkovic, Jos. F.
O'Brian. George
Pool, Forrest
O'Brien. Pat
Pope, Billy
O'Connell, Danny
Popeil, Seymore
O'Dare, Barney
Poplin, Chas. M.
O'Day, Tim
Poplin, Tommy
O'Day, Tommy
F'orel, Jake
O'Dea, James
Porter, Cleve B.
O'Dell, Blackie

O'Dell, Cyse
O'Dell, Jimmie
O'Donnell, Wm.
O'Hearn , Jimmie
O'Kada, George
Montgomery,
O'Neal, Lig
Tracer O'Neil, Bob
Moore, Bill &
O'Neil Bros.
Helen O'Neil, Phil
Moore, B. L.
O'Reilly, Jerry
Moore, Bob
Oarr, Jack
Odette, Roy
Moore, Edwin
Moore, J. H.
Osman, Happy
Frenchie Oelgario, Anacleto
Moore, James
G.
Moore, Patrick H. Ohman, Theodore
Moore, Percy
Moore, Vernon
Oliner, Chas.
Moose. W. F.
Oliver, Jack L.
Morales, Pedro
Ormond, Frank
Moran. James J.
Orr, Jack
Moran, Johnny
Olsen, Chas. Waste
Moreno, Tony
Olson, 011ie
Morell. Rosco H.
(Wrestler)
Morey, Bert
Orland, Lee
Morey, Henry A.
Orman, Frank
Morey, Jack
Orme, Herbert
Morey, Ralph
Osborn, Jas. L.
Morgan, Billie &
Osburne, Paul
Ann
Morgan, Clias.
Morgan, Orville
Aral

Oswald, Billy

Morning, Star

Owens, Frank

Morgan, W. E.
Morin, W. A.

Morris, Chip
Morris, Claude
Morris, Harry

Packard, Al
Paddock, Buddy
Paden, Howard
Morris, Milton
Sunny Boy
Morris, Nat Henry Page.
Paige & Jewett
Morris, Joe
Paige,
Geo. W.
Morris, Robt. K.
Paige, Jack
Morris, Whitey
Paige,
Otto
Morriss, Billie
Painter, Al
Morrison, Carl
Palmateer, Dick
Morrison, Sandy
Palmateria,
Morrocco, Ralph
Richard
Morrow. Tom
Palmer, Bob
Joe
Mort.
Palmer,
Dan
8;
Morton, Eddy
Della
Mosier, Leo &
Palmer, H. S.
Pearl Palmer, Sylvan
Moseley. W. P.
Palouian, John
Moss. Chuck
Paramount Tent
Mossant, J. S.
Show
Moulan, Jack
Pape. Billy &
Moulton. V. L.
Concha
Moyer, Capt.
Parish. Billy
Mudd, Noland
Parker, Bob
Mulholland, Jim
Parker, John
Muller, Rudolph
Parker, Robt. K.
kfullica, Lee
Parish. Jimmy
Munn. Buddy
Parks, Bobby
Murdock. Frank
Parker, H. L.
Murphy, Al H.
Parrott, George
Murphy, Jamett
Parrish, Clifford

Murphy. Pat C. 0. Parry, Archie
Murphy. Mr. Ruby Parsons. Carl F.
Murphy, T. Gregory Parsons, John L.
Murphy -mgr. Del rashly. Bert
Rio Family Partello, E. P.
Murphy, R. Lee
Partlow, P. A.
Murphy, Warren

Paterczyk, Edward
Paterink, Jack
Patrinos, Nick
Patterson, Archie
Ben
Murree, Fred
Paul
Jr., Charles
Bright Star
B.

Murphree, Jeff

Murray. Jack
Murray, J. L.
Murry, Joe P.

Murrey. Ray
Myers, Charley

Pauli, F. W.
Pauli, Richard
Myers, Elmer
Paillert, Albert
Myers, Earl &
James
Marion Payne,
Payne, Joe
Payton, W.
Myers, Everett
Myers, Freddie
Myers. Phil
Myers, Sammy 0.
Naidi & Perez
Nailor, Jack
Nash, Edwin F.
Naito Troupe
Nation, Al
Nauroth, Paul
Naylor, W. B.
Neal, Edgar Curley
Nealson,
Needahbah,

B.
Chief

Neel, Carl
Neel, J. J.
Neiberle, Louis
Nelson & Lee
Nelson, Bobby
Nelson. Carl Mack
Nelson, Earl 0.
Nelson, Leonard
Nelson, Morris
Nelson, Vic
Nelson's Cats
Nemars. J.
Reveling, Clifford
New. Bert
Newby, Don

Brownie

Peabody, Eddie
Pearce, James 0.
Pearson, James
Peasley, Bob
Peck, George
Peel. Woorda
Pelkin, Elmer
Pengelly, Dr. H.
PennY,

A.

B.

Penny, R. D.
Frank
Pepper, Abe M.

Pentz,

Percival, Thomas
Perdriat, Eugene
Perdue, Anges
Perkins, Bob
Perkins. Syd E.
Perry, Bert
Perry, C. H.
Perry. Ernest
Perry, Gene
Perry, Joe

Robinson. John
Robinson, Roy
Rocco, R. W.
Rocco. Phil
Roche, Joe L.
Rogers, Atlanta

Sincely, Bill

Sine, Sampson

Steward, A. D.
Tutten, Dan
Stewart, Bennie
Twist, Egan
Stewart, Dan
Twitty, Win.
Twohouse, Chief
Stewart, Harry
Stewart, John Todd Ulcar & Jones
Novelties
Stiles, Robt T.
Stillman, Francis
Underwood, Teddy
Stockwell, Jay
Upton. lames
Valler, Bud
Stoever, Wm. H.
Stoever Jr., Wm,
Van Aloe. Pete
Van Berkum, Nick
Van,
Stone, Dennis C.
Stone, Edwin J.
Vansandt, Helen
Stone, Jack
Stone, John Mason Van Valkenberg,
Stone, Leonard
Storr, Lloyd
Van Zandt, 1:red
Varnell, Chick
Stone, 0. L.
Storm, Frank
Varga, D. J.
Stout, R. W.
Vaughn, Eddie
Stover, Pat Foster Venus, Bunny
Strasser, Russell
Vernick, Joseph A.
Strayborn, Joe L. Venium, Art &
Street, Dr.
Franklin Vienson, BillDucky
Streigel, Robert
Vire, W. L.
Strickenburg, Henry Vierra, George W.
Strickler, Chas. E. Vierick, Wm.
Strickel, Tommy
Vimitone CO.
Stnible, 0. F.
John
Strum, Peter
Vincent, Romo
Stuart, Ben Tex
Vega!, Ralph
Stuart, Frank Doc Vogstead, George
Stupeen, Earl H.
Vogstead, Kenneth
Stutz, Roy
Vogt, Frank
Succaw, J. F.
Vogt, Wm.
Suggett, J. W.
Von Eberstein,
Sullivan. Ed
DeWolf
Sullivan, Hughie
Von Schoen, Edw.
Sullivan. J. S.
Votagglo, Morris
Sullivan, Lee
Voyles, Frank
Sullivan, P. J.
Waddell, Frank

Rowley, Bud & Pat

Smithy,

Tervay, Tuby

Richardson. G. S.
Richey, F. S.
Richey, Johnnie
Rice, G. D.
Ridenour, Fay
Ried, Tent Show

Riegel, H. B.
Riegle. Hugh
Riggs, Sailor Dick
Right, Steve Roy
Riley, Art
Riley, Mike 0.

Shaw, Geo.

Skean, Frank D.
Sheen, Tim

Sheehan, Pat J.

Sheftall, Sam
Shell, J. K.

Shelton, James

Candy

Shelton, P. G.

Shelton, Toby
Sherman, W. B.

Sherman, G. B.

Shewin, Dan
Sherman, Jack
Shinko, John
Rink. Wright, Duo Shipp, R. 0.
Shoat, Jess
Reno, Thos. A.
Shoemaker, Hoyt
Repensky Troupe
Sholts, Robt.
Risko, Johnny
Shorty, A. P.
Ritchie, Al
Shote, Robt.
Roach, J. S.
Shows, Ray E.
Roberson, Bus
Shriver, Thomas
Roberts, C. L.
Shuck, F. T.
Roberts, ClintSuggs Shuemaker, Ray
Shults, Traveling
Roberts, Esq.,
Schoolmaster
Whitey
Shurnaker, Hoyt
Roberts, F. 0.
Sibert, Jack
Roberts, Josia
Regenald Siebold, Emil
Siegfried & Co.
Roberge, Victor
Riley, Razor
Riley, Raymond
Ringlin. Geo. K.

Roberts, Will

&

Geo.

Roberts, P. A.
Roberts, Thayer
Robertson, W. C.

Freddie
Robinson, Garlan
Robinson, Harry E.
Robinson, Jas. 0.
Robinson,

!Igor!, It

Sikes, 0. L.
Sikes, Tom
Silliman, G. Walter
Simpson, Jack &
Flo
Simpson, Joe
Simpson, Wilfred G.

Singalee-Fire
Sullivan, W. 0.
Eater Summers, Shorty
Singer, E. IL
Sutherland, Capt.
Sipdik, Stanley
John
Sisco,
R.
H.
Sutton, Chas. H.
Billie Sizemore, John
Sutton, Earl
Rogeisl, Ken
Skating Swingers
Sutton. P. AL
Rodgers, Cotton
Potter. Floyd
Doc
Sutton, J. A.
Rogers, W. Clayton Skinner,
Porter, Glen
Sutton, George
Slinker, Lloyd
Porter, James H. Roland, Jeff
Swartz, Herman
Slott,
Dave
Roland.
Norris
P.
Porter, P. A.
Sweeney, Norman
Shout. L. Verne
Roland, Oliver A.
Post, Chas.
L.
Smalley. Charlie
Powers, Doc Frank Roley, Silver
Smart,
Robt.
Swibel, Jack
J. Roney, Joe
Swicegood, Earl
Smiga, Joe
Rolling Cloud,
Powers, G. W.
Swinger & Swinger
Arthur D.
Chief & Kitty Smith,
Powers, Lon
Swisher, Ralph
Smith, Benj.
Rollins. Harry
Pratt, F. W.
Smith, Clarence W. Swinn, Bill &
Romahu, Charlie
Pratt, Ralph
Lona
Smith,
C.
M.
Sid
Romani,
Tony
Pratt, Wm.
Sykes, Chas.
Smith, C. W.
Romero, Rex &
Prell, Paul E.
Sylvester, Shorty
Earl
Prentice, Bill
Irene Smith,
Smith, Edward B. Sylvia, Joe
Prentiss, Pete
Rose, Teddy
Talent, Bill
Smith, Ford
Rose, Tex
Prescott, F. L.
Talmadge, Michael
Smith, Frank
Rosen, H.
Presley, Arthur
Smith,
Frank
Shows
Rosen, Noel
Prestmell, Joe
Tarrante, Lee ROYC
Smith, Grover
Prevo, Frank
Rosenberg, Dave
Tatem, Cecil
Smith, Harry
Prevost, Jack
Rosenberger. Bert
Mein', Jack Abe
Smith,
Henry
Price, Billy
Rosier. Harold
Show) Taylor, Andy
Boots Smith,(Dope
Price, R. C.
Taylor Bros.'
Jack J.
Pringle, Johnny
Ross, Jack
Smith, James E.
Amuse.
Rosin. Joe
Pritchett, Jack
Smith, J. Lacy
Taylor, Frankie,
Probst Jr., Clyde Rose, T. J.
Smith, Joe F.
Revue
Ross, Leonard
Provins, Edgar
Smith, Joe Rush
Taylor, Tillman
Pruett, Fred
Ross, Little
Leonard
Taylor, John
Pruitt. Thomas
Stanley Smith,
Smith, Luther I.
Taylor, Milt
Ross, Milton
Puckett. Ray
Smith, Mel
Teague, Ralph L.
Pullen, Don
Ross. Paul
Tebbets, W. E.
Smith, Norman
Purtle, Earl
Rothbarth, Benj.
Termoat, Gilbert
Smith,
It,
.M.
Puryear, Geo.
Terrell, Bucky
Smith, Sid
Pyane, L.
Rouse, Lee Edw,
Terrell, Tom
Smith,
W.
C.
Pyor, Jacob
Rowan. Jos. A.
Terry, E. L. Ted
Smith,
W.
F.
Qualles. Knox
Rowan, Jos. E.
Curley Tervay, Gene

Ott & Prescott
Otterbacker, Rupert
Outten, Arthur
Owens. Billy
Quenten. Albert
Owens, Chae. W.

Chief Owens, T. R.
Morning, Jimmie
Owens, Tex
Morrell, M.
Owens, W. L.
Morris, Allen
Owings, Robert
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Quinn, Wm.

Dutch Royal Comedy Co.
Royal. Hubert

Russell Royal, Rhoda

Quirk. Frederick J.
Radcliffe. Floyd &
Bettie
Rae, Jimmy
Ragland, Geo.
Ragland, John
Rainey, Fred R.
Rainey. Jack
Rains, H. E. Jack
Ramesh, Harry
Ramelli, Tony
Ramsey, Darrel
Ramsey. Ted
Rancher, J. C.

Randalls, C. W.

Randolph, Bingo
Randolph, John Y.
Rankin, Capt. Red
Randier, Duke
Rarnes. Roger A.
Ray, Ala
Ray, Buster
Ray, Gordon

Ray the Pony Boy
Ray, Ralph V.

Rays, Doc, Med.
Show
Raymer, Lew
Raymond,

George
G.

Readrick, Spud
Redman. E. R.
Reed, Edwin Denton
Reed. Jimmy
(Boozer)
Reed, Stanley &

Royal, Richard S.
Royster, Dick
Rubin, Harry_
Rucker, E. H.
Rush, Carl
Rusher, Al
Russ, Charley

Russell, Paul
Russell, Jas. Al
Reb
Rutherford. Harry

Russell.

Ryan, Dannie
Ryan, Walter

Byrnes, Arthur
Sabott, Chas.
Sackett, B. R.
Saenz, E.
Sailer, Ervin
Sallee, Sandy
Salmon. Art
Samloff, Wm.
Sampson, Jack
Saunders, Bert
Saunder, Frank
Sanders, Max
Sanders, Thos. L.
Santantee Med. Co.
Santini, Hiram
Saulavan, Sammy
Saylors, John T.
Schaaf, Jack
Schaffer, Jack
Scharrer, Louis 11.
Schass, E. D.
Schempp, John
Schloer, Wm.
Schneider, Doc &

Texas

Tetts, Walter
Stiediker, B. W.
Fletcher
Snellenberger.
Texas Blackie
Chas. H. Thames, Gene
Thayer, Walter
Snyder, Bill
Thome, Wit
Sokol, Sammie
Thomas, Al
Solberg, 0.
amuck, Guy

Sokolove, Alex
Solove, MoreY
Sontag. Joe
Soubier, John

Southern Am. Co.
Southern Burt
South, Earl
Sowerby, L. S.
Spahr, Leon
Sparks, J. A.
Sparpana, Jos.
Spaulding, Bill
Spaulding, Geo.
Spellman, Hank
Spencer. C. L.
Spencer, Rodney
Spheeris, Andrew
Sperry, Bob

Spicer, Earl

Spicer. Mr. Patsy
Flab Bowl
Spivey, R. T.
Sprague, Ralph
Spring, Tony

St. Clare & O'Day
St. Johns. Art
St. John, Don
Atricand
St. Onge, Joe &

Co.

Reilly, Bill
Relja, J. P.

Remilet, Joe
Reno, A.
Reno, Paul

Renwick, Mel
Replogle, Carl

ReQua, 0. E.

Reser, Ira
Reese, Jack
Revolt, Paul
Reynolds, Clyde B.
Reynolds, James
Reynolds, Jerry
Reynolds. I. W.
Reynolds, Bob
Reynolds, P. C.

Rhinehart, Jack
Rhoades, Dusty
Dick
Rhodes, Sam
Rhodes, T. A. Slim
Rice, A. E.
Rice, A. C.
Rice, Cecil C.
Rice, L. L.
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that they have never before seen such a
feeling of or.timism as that which prevailed during and since the Windy City
gathering. Take, for instance, the case
of Ernie Young, president and general
manager of the Young Production and
Management Co.

pal requirements, that the real issues
of showmanship are neglected. Then
again there is a real gambling tendency
in existence that has its effect. Too,
hokum entertainers in the rear of little
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country lunch stands where beer is sold

Young tells us that have served to injure the real glamour of
the circus. The circus man will just
have to get on his toes and find some
medium to offset these things to some
extent at least.

Founded by W. FL DONALDSON

practically every fair he has contracted
for 1939 has raised its budget for entertainment. He looks upon this as a
ANOTHER year is about to disappear. good sign for all people in the outdoor
For some in outdoor amusement show business.
f'
circles its passing will cause no regret

from the standpoint of business. For
others it was "just another year." Still
there were others who were not only
well satisfied with the financial returns
of their enterprises but surprised at
the success achieved with the general
business recession still hanging over
them. In short, it was not a year in

amusement field progressed alike.
door men's gathering in Chicago, puts it:
Of the major branches the circus prob"A fellow would hardly expect to get
ably suffered the most, altho amusement much circus news during the convenparks had a very disastrous year. tion there, as there are so few circus

Carnivals, too, had to do considerable
struggling in the early weeks, but fortunately found conditions improving as
the year advanced. This was especially
true of those organizations which played
fairs. Fairs themselves, with few exceptions, came thru with flying colors,
the larger ones in particular. Fairs, of
course, had the advantage over other
major branches, as most of them were
held after general conditions showed an
improvement.

While the general business recession
had a great effect on circuses, carnivals
and parks, they were hampered financially to no small extent by the very
cool and rainy weather in the early part
of the season, and to top off the poor
park season several in the Fast and the
New England States were dealt the worst
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"The same methods of cheapening the
Performance cannot be employed to
bring
the business back, A greater value
Maybe it is because of the severe
business jolt they received in 1938, but for the money than ever before will
circus men don't seem to be as en- necessarily have to come.
thusiastic as they have been in late
"Many of the old and new executives
years, still that doesn't mean that they

are not hopeful for better returns next
year. As Paul M. Lewis, owner -manager
of Lewis Bros.' Circus, in speaking of
which all branches of the outdoor the reaction he got from the recent out-

people who attend, due to the fact, of
course, that there are so few circuses
compared with other forms of outdoor
amusement. It seemed that everyone
I talked with lacked the circus spirit,
altho this may be my own imagination.
As for myself I am not discouraged in
the least. Last season was very bad
for all outdoor shows with which I came
in contact or heard about, yet some, I
presume, showed a substantial profit.
This may be attributed to the fact that
they were in territory not generally
affected by the trend of times, or territory that will show results every so
often. The conservative fellow stays
away from such territory during hard
times, and the fellow who will speculate
is very apt to hit it good. All in all, I
am of the opinion that the past season
was 'one of those things.'

Manager.

A. C. HARTMANN, Editor

Outdoor Depts., 26 Opera Place, olneinnetl. 0.

E. E. SUGARMAN, Editor
of the modern circus are aware of all Indoor Depts.,
1584 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
of these things and are merely waiting
Main 0Mce and Printing Works, The Billboard
Building,
25.27
Place, Cincinnati, 0.
for a change of business in general. A Phone, Main 5808.OperaCable
Address, "BillyboY,"
little encouragement of some sort and Cincinnati, 0.
the circus will again step out and hold
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every instance where they followed the
racket shows.
"But, as I have already said, the circus
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will live on and again win the hearts

of millions with real high-class animal
acts, thrilling aerialists, clowns, acrobats-in fact, all of the glamorous fea-
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doing a swell publicity job. Circus stars

are ganging up here for the start of

the Shrine indoor circus next Saturday
night, and there are a hundred and one
other holiday activities, all calculated to
drive dull care away. It's the blowoff of

a grueling year, and in another week
we'll be settling down to the usual grind

with high hopes for the new season!
From South Africa comes a program
of the Olympic Circus and we recognize
the names of several well-known American acts in the lineup. There's Nellie
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so increase the wealth of the country
that everybody will benefit. Pump priming prosperity is so artificial that
everybody is afraid of it. It creates no
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tures of the past will still hold their

"The circus is not yet ready to be places in the hearts of the American
hurricane.
listed in the Final Curtain page. It will people."
However, in spite of this generally be popular for years to come regardless
poor outdoor amusement year, purveyors of new inventions and new forms of
That 1939 will be a year of "better
in all of the major fields and the small amusement. Right at this time there employment, rising national income and
ones, too, are proceeding with their plans
Increased volume of industrial producfor 1939 in the hope that better things seems to be so many barriers to hinder tion" is forecast by Edward K. Johnson,
will be in store. Optimism is especially the progress of the circus. Owners and general agent of the Blue Ribbon Shows.
strong in the fair field. This was notice- managers have their hands so full try"There is a qualification, however,"
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supplanted by `long-term recovery carManning, Otis
Gronholt, Herman ried on by business.' Or, to put it anSchofield, Mr. &
Kilduff, Helen
Allis. Frances
Mays, Arthur
Mrs. Ed Haley, H. D.
La Varre, Jerry
Barrow, Miss
other way, the government must quit
Melville, Bert
Hansen, Al C.
Sherley, Bob
Bobby Lorow, Mrs. B. J.
spending borrowed money for activities
Miller, Murrey
Heiman, Maurice
Sherman, Chester
Broadwell, Mrs. D. McNulty, Mrs.
Ann
Minard,
Henderson, Jack
Francis
that accomplish nothing, and give busiSiegrist, Joe
M.
O'Brien, Emmett
Sistrunk, Johnnie Hoffman, Arthur
Buckland, Dolores Marshall, May
ness
a chance to make such investments
May, Kathleen
Page, Otto
Small, Mr. & Mrs. Howard, C. B.
Byerd, Gay
Paige & Jewitt
Edwin
(John) as will create jobs and production and
Carmelite, Princess May e, Jessie

blow of its kind in their history by a
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Nelson, Mart
Nickolus, Francis

A.

O'Brien. Emmett
O'Connor, Ted
O'Connor, T. J.
Parks, Earl
Perry, Bob

Poole, Bill
Prevost, Paul
Rambo, Wesley P.
Rawlings, Bill
Ray, R. V.

Reid, C. J.
Riley, Capt. Dan
Rohter, Lawrence
S.
Rooney, Jack
Rose. Louis
Sewell, Dave W.
Smallwood, Bruce
Stanley, Lazie

Janrtier, Mr. &
Mrs. Walter
Johnson, Mr. &
Mrs. Edward
Jones. Al
Jones. M.
Dent, C. R.
Stanley, Sam
Joy & Juanita,
Drake, M.
Thomas, Booster
Men
Billy
Du Bose, Geo. Don
Thunderbird, Chief
Abel, Eddy
Kent, Billy
Conley. Ted
Duffy, Bobby
Joe
Alexandra, Pasha Connors, Jack
Enos, Rue, & Mrs. Keyes, George
Twohouse, Chief
Allman.
W.
J.
Kinko,
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Laura
Tyree, 0. H.
Craig, Clifford
Glenn
(Doe) Crowell, H. W.
Evans. James R.
Vaughan, Eddie
Crownover, Ray
Bailey. D. M.
Faye, Mr. & Mrs. Kulcinski, Floyd
Vincent, Frank
Baldwin. Billy
Curtis, Rube
Dr. John E. Lambert, Louis
Vogstad, Geo.
Bell, Art
Daniels, Oss.
Ward, James A.
Fernandez, Mr. & Lehr, Raynor
Benton, Joe
Darlington, C. W. Wells, W. M.
Mrs. Jose Lewis, Joe
Bolden,
John
Dolan, William
Leonard. Mr. &
Fink, Harry
West, Glenn
Duncan, Phil
Mrs. Fred K. Boultinghouse, J.
Wilcox, W. F.
Fischer. Dr. J.
K. Duncan. Tex
(Bill)
Flannigan, Mr. & Lewis, Nat
(Brady
Brooks, George
Wilhelm, Gene
Mrs. Paul Lohmar, Mr. &
Mrs. R. L. Brown, Carlin
Ellingsworth, Glen Williams, Gene
Flemm. Shorty
Brown, Jack
Wilson, Jack 3.
Lovett, Eddie
Flynn, Frank
Fox, Mr. & Mrs.
Brown, 3. M.
W. B. Luck, W. J.
Frenzel, M. E., & Wingert, Billy
Campbell, Al
Woods, George
Lunt. Paul
Freeman, Mr. &
Famil
Mrs. Freddie Lynch, John J.
Wotring, Paul E.
Canine. Walter
Fulton, Gail
Carroll, Dave
Wright, Chas.
Gallucci, Nick
McDonald, Roy
George, Harold
Cariner, W. S.
James Clark, Henry
Grandstaff, Billy
Wright, H. P.
Green, Mike
(BlackY)
Gardner, Cheerful McKeon Family.
Cobb, Gene
"Honest Gal" Green, Wrn. Bill
The
Wright, Harry P.
Garfield, Dr.
Compton, Cy
Greer, Clifton L.
Young, Bill Tolor
Ralph Mande, 0. T.

visionaries from chasing the ignis fatuus walking tiger; Alfons Steffin's Liberty
of imaginary reforms."
horses; Pintoro's chimpanzees, and various others. The show is presented in

two sections, with a lengthy intermis-

Notes From the

W. McK. Bausman makes the introductory announcement, and Cecil
White is musical director. Judging from

sion.

newspaper clippings accompanying the
program, the show presents a pleasing

Crossroads

performance.

By NAT GREEN

"VGA MIHI o te Kirihimete me Nga

Paul Mickelson, Associated Press sports

I Tumanako Papal Katoa mo te Tau writer, gave Frank Winchell, Tampa
Hour Wait a minute! You've got me publicity man, a great send-off in his
all wrong. That first sentence isn't the column the other day.
In his "Perresult of a linotype gone haywire, like sonal nominations of an ex -country boy
of
result
"etaoin shrdlu," nor the
saying farewell to sports after 10 happy
liquid Christmas cheer. It's merely the years of reporting the passing parade"
New Zealand equivalent of "Christmas (he has just assumed the post of edigreetings and all good wishes for the tor of the Kansas City bureau of the
new year." Same coming from Charlie AP after years in New York), he said:
Hugo, who is in Auckland, New Zealand, "Greatest press agent. .
In 10 years
with Nicola, the magician. Everything a sports writer meets 10,000 publicity
must be all right with the .world down men. Greatest of them all is Frank
under, for Nicola has been doing turn - Winchell, of Tampa, Fla." . . Gardner
away business and a few months ago Wilson and his family probably will
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

A. B. Marcus was doing the same with
his show. Too bad Ned Alvord didn't
go along with Marcus. But one never
knows what's in store. Ned is in town
at the moment working on a new show
that should fit his genius.
It's difficult to get down to business
these days. The holiday spirit pervades
the air. The mayor's annual Christmas
party last Wednesday night brought an
outpouring of thousands of people. Same

day Sonja Henie met the press at a
cocktail party and is now doing tre-

mendous business at the Stadium, where

Bob Hickey, graduate of the circus,

spend the winter in Chicago. . . . Frank
Braden, Ringling publicity man, in from

New York and spending the holidays
with the home folks at Watseka, Dl.
Business may not be so hot, but
Ask Billy
the fishing is great.
Blencoe, just back from a trip to the
Mr. and Mrs. George Cut gulf! .
shall are residents of Chi for the time
being. . .
Arthur Hopper off for Hot
Springs but probably will wind up in
Miami, where the world always seems
Orville
just a little bit brighter.
Hennies still attending to business in
.

.

.

is Chicago.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.
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Conducted by CHARLES WIRTH-Communications to 25 Opera Place, Cincinnati, 0.

Zanesville's

New Rochelle
Fine for WPA

Big Lot Passes
Gant Park purchased by

city - lots available for

Turnaway at Saturday mat-

inee-management honors
Toto, famous clown

middle-sized shows
ZANESVILLE,

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y., Dec. 24.The WPA Federal Theater project's
circus closed its engagement here De-

available no more for tented attractions.
It has been purchased by the city as the
site for a municipal stadium, construction of which will be started early next

cember 17. Business was excellent thru-

out the run. Saturday matinee was a
Due to the fact that Toto died the
day the show opened here, Managing
turnaway
Director

Burns

year.

The deal, completed this week, involves 20 acres of the tract which for

O'Sullivan instructed

Announcer Billy Walsh to ask the audi-

ence to stand at attention for a minute
in honor of the clown who gave pleasure
to thousands of children.
As a part of its program for "Circus
Fans' Night," February 3, which is being
held in honor of the "Save the Circus"
movement of the Circus Fans' Association, the executive staff of the show has
decided to hold a contest seeking the
typical American boy. The youngster
picked by the staff will sit with the
Fans that night.

SOME OF THE PERSONNEL of Haag Bros.' Circus. Left to right: Melvin
Albritton, secretary -treasurer; Roy Haag, general manager; Denny Helms,

superintendent; Harry Harris, manager of side show.

Personnel at P & W Quarters
To Be Increased; New Posters

A large group of boys from Children's
Village at Dobbs Ferry attended the SatCINCINNATI, Dec. 24.-L. B. Green urday matinee. Arrangements for their haw,
agent of the Parker &
being present were made by Paul Ed- Wattsgeneral
Circus, while here this week on
wards, administrative officer of Federal business,
stated that work at quarters
Project No. 1, and Major Charles Paterno,
South Ft. Smith, Ark. will start imdirector of employment of that project. at
Oscar Lowande, member of clown mediately after the first of the year
the personnel will be increased to
alley, who closed with the show, has when
been transferred to a new Federal 75 men. About 30 are there now and
Theater show titled Pinocchio. Captain many of the minor details have already
Engerer, who has the lion act with show, been finished.
Manager Ira M. Watts has been superadded a high -jumping police dog to
the program last week. In addition to vising things and is also lining up the
program,
which will be in keeping with
the lions and police dog, Engerer also
high standard set the past season.
has an educated pony, which is pre- the
The posters will be unique and a new
sented by his nine -year -old son, Freddy.
in circus advertising in that
Beginning with January 6, the show departure
will go into New Jersey. First town on they will be more symbolic of the circus,
itinerary is Patterson, to be followed but with the red retained. One of the
by Elizabeth, Orange, Newark, Jersey new designs was shown at The Billboard

City and Bayonne, reports Wendell J.
Goodwin.

Roberts Show To
Open at Camden,
S. C., January 9
CAMDEN, S. C., Dec. 24.-The Jack C.

Roberts Indoor Circus, 10 acts, will get
under way here January 9, auspices of
the Shrine Club. Roberts at this time
has six weeks booked and will keep show

on road until March 1. Will then lay

off a couple of weeks and open outdoors
in April.

All dates will be heavily advertised.
There will be merchants' booths, contests and prizes.

IABPBD Locals Elect
CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-Local 1 of the
Billers' Alliance held its annual election
this week. Otto Kruger, who has been
business agent of the union, was elected
president, succeeding William Nichols.
Other officers elected were: vice-president, John Cella; treasurer, Joseph Cohn;
business agent, Harry Gunderson; recording secretary, D. T. Hamill. Elected to
the board of trustees were Roy Purcell,
Louis Bartel and Thomas Cahill. Membership committee, Charles Lindblade,

Fred Johnston and Charles Davis.

WICHITA, Kan., Dec. 24.-The Billers'
Alliance, Local 121, recently elected the
following officers for the coming year:
C. E. Rosecrans, president; Bert Rogers,
vice-president; Harry Nichols, secretary treasurer; C. J. DeVier, business manager;
George Peters, sergeant -at -arms; Peters,
Charles King. L. Hadley, trustees; Rosecrans, L. Hadley, delegates to the Labor
and Trade Association; King and Rogers,
alternates.

Addle Sparks Improving
MACON,

Ga.,

Dec.

24.-Mrs.

Addle

Sparks, wife of Charles, who has been
ill for several weeks, is reported improving. She was removed from a Mississippi hospital to the Hotel Dempsey,
Macon, Ga., soon after Downie Bros.'
Circus went into winter quarters.

0., Dec. 24.-Historic

Gant Park here, for decades the city's
regular circus and carnival lot, will be

offices.

Messrs. Watts and Greenhaw

are convinced that in this 4y of fast
cars, the title and date should be fea-

ager, will be in quarters after first of

year to supervise the reconditioning of
the trucks.

Long Season for
Henry Bros.' Show

years has been used by shows. Location
for shows was regarded as ideal, because
of its easy access from the downtown
district.

Lots farther out from town are said

to be available for middle-sized shows,
altho the larger circuses and carnivals

are likely to encounter difficulties if
they contact this city, because there

are no lots that will accommodate the
bigger shows.

"Forty -Four"
By DOC WADDELL

Forty-four years ago The Billboard
took the step that has made it known
the world over. It started serving show
people, their friends, show fans and the
"saints and sinners" of the earth, setting

forth the ideas of this large but consecrated group. Thru the 44 years the aim
PICO, Calif., Dec. 24.-With the long- of The Billboard has remained the same:
est season in a number of years to its, to reveal to showdom, its votaries and
credit, Henry Bros.' Trained Animal bosters that the profession is a vital
Show pulled into winter quarters here thing which should be used to bring
December 5. Show opened in Greeii peace, happiness and supply into their
River, Utah, March 15, and played that everyday life. From a small beginning
State, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Ari- The Billboard has grown until it now
zona and Northern California.
guides thousands thru its columns and
Show did satisfactory business and is ministers to them helpfully and lovingly.
During this anniversary year may
now playing indoor circus and club
dates. Three large African lions, a cou- special blessings come to The Billboard
and
1939 the most outstanding
gar, two bears, two coons, six monkeys, yearmake
in its years of service. In this
a baboon, an ape, nine dogs, nine Shet- thought
and spirit I dedicate the apland ponies are carried, also six aerial

tured and large symbols used on posters
instead of so much detail.
The quarters are ideal for winter
pended "Acrostic of Love":
quarters, being an old wheelbarrow performers, doing mostly aerial acts. Robfactory with machine shops, wood -work- ert Henry is featured on the slack wire. Forever and a day The Billboard grips
the "key,"
ing department, in fact everything
On lot, in park, on stage, unlocking show
needed for rebuilding equipment. A
world's mystery;
large brick building, circular, in center Shreveport for Polack
Recording all that's news so all that run
of plant, is used for the ring barn.
may see.
Quarters are open every day to visitors
SHREVEPORT, La., Dec. 24. -El
and the Chamber of Commerce, thru Karubah Temple Shrine, of this city, The touch of love it carries dispels
scourge of hate;
Scott Hamilton, has sponsored several has contracted for six nights and two
Billboard is showdom's monitor
parties.
matinees beginning January 17 with yea, The
of
Fourth Estate.
Thomas (Skinny) Dawson, of the Polack Bros.' Circus, J. A. Walden, genpress department, has entertained news eral chairman of the event, announced
dawn to eventide, and thru the
men from Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas this week. Show will be held in the From night,
it shadows flee,
Municipal Auditorium. Proceeds go to O'er all the before
and Arkansas.
way fighting showfolk's
Claude Morris advertising car man- underprivileged fund of the Temple.
battles, sounding their melody.
Urgent power of truth opens for all The
Billboard's gate,
Receiving inside, with rich adieu, thousands from everywhere, in every

Circus and the AFA

State.

(Article 2)
By LEONARD TRAUBE

Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey
Circus and the American Federation of
Actors last week agreed to agree. Labor
personnel will receive $45 minimum per
month. This is the figure that the circus fought for last June, a figure
vehemently opposed by the AFA thru
its militant executive secretary, Ralph
Whitehead.

Show Will Be Union; Jobs for 1,200 Assured"?

It seems to neutrals that the mouth-

piece of a union owes enough to its
membership to divulge details of a settlement, whether favorable to the union
or favorable to the employer.
The AFA may feel conscience-stricken
because Whitehead's desire to compromise now where he refused to do so

That the union is not geared to face during the Scranton embroilment last
summer was tipped off in advance of
the series of conferences with circus officials, American Federation of Labor
and other interested parties. Whitehead
desired to compromise and bend over
backward because his organization
needed an important agreement (the
circus contract) to solidify his position
ings of artists and workmen are pro- in connection with seeking carnival convided.
tracts. The carnivals would have little
It did not mention a few other salient or nothing to do with the AFA prior to
:acts, leading to the assumption that the circus agreement because Whitehead
the organ does not recognize agreements had chosen to stake the reputation of
for news treatment until they are rati- his organization (that is, the outdoor
fied by that segment of membership segment) on what he could accomplish
which an agreement involves. If this clrcuswise.
The AFA and Whitehead now train
assumption is correct, how come the
organ streamer, "Ringling Circus Trouble their guns on midways and we shall see
what
we shall see.
Settled," and heading beneath it, "Big

facts is indicated in the December 15 issue of its house organ, which did not give
a single detail of the settlement. It did
not mei-Arlon that union membership is
denied to circus department heads, this
being another feature demanded by
John Ringling North for the circus. It
also did not mention that separate meet-

ROBERT E. (BOB) HICKEY, publicity director of the Chicago Stadium

and formerly p. a. for HagenbeckWallace and other circuses, is general press representative for the
Sonja Henie Ice Carnival playing
major cities.

December 31, 1938

They dined in the commissary

week.

and saw special lion and elephant training sessions. On their return trip the
party visited the Ringling museum.
The Big Show's Christmas cards, always an outstanding novelty of the seaBy THE RINGMASTER
son, this year show Gargantua the Great,
CFA
Secretary
President
Ringling gorilla, becomingly garbed in a
MELVIN D. HILDRETH W. M. BITKINGHAM Santa Claus costume. The card is the
Thames Bank.
716 Evans Bldg.,
product of the artistry of Roland Butler,
Norwich, Conn.
Washington, D. C.
(Conducted by WALTER HOTIENADEL, Editor general press representative.
-The White Tops," care Holienadel Printing
Company, Rochelle, Ill.)

and Helen Scholderer, of the Bingham- Picked Up in Macon, Ga.
ton, N. Y., Pat Valdo Tent, sailed DeMACON, Ga., Dec. 24.-Richard (Dick)
cember 14 on the steamer Siboney for Scatterday, after closing with the Barnes
Havana, Cuba, where they will spend show handling banners, stopped here for
ROCHELLE, Ill., Dec. 24.-Fans George

Christmas with their friends of many
years standing, Fred and Ella Bradna.
The 'Bradnas are with the Santos &
Artigas Circus. The Scholderers will return home by the 29th.
Bob Shepard placed a portion of Hale

Bros.' miniature circus on display for
a Christmas party in wholesale electric
shop of Blaine Williams in Chicago. The
exhibit was brightened by spotlights
shining on the line of 16 cage wagons.
There were also 30 animals in the display. B. Williams is a son of CFA
E. L. Williams, of Oak Park, Ill.
E. L. Williams called on Joe Coyle,
clown, at Mandel's department store,
Chicago, December 17. Joe has had this

DeMarrs,

On December 14 Sverre 0. Braathen
gave a talk before the Madison Society
of Accounting on circus financing and
accounting.

Without
THE EARTH'S No.1 AERIALIST

Billers Alliance, elected the following officers for 1924: Edward Miller, president; Frank Houtz, vice-president;

FLORESQUE
who is still EUROPE'S newest im.

Frank J. Rupp, secretary -treasurer and
business agent.

.

.

.

portation, with his two breath -taking Aerial Acts the show business

Miller Brothers, of

.

ever knew.
Care THE BILLBOARD, Cincinnati, 0.
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Malloy's Pittsburgh
Date Ends December 31
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MORRIS I. KOHAN

.

Ernst Schumann, formerly of Schumann's Circus, of Germany, arrived in
winter quarters of John Robinson Circus at Peru, Ind., to train horses. He signed
a two-year contract with the Robinson
show.
The following arrived at the
Robinson winter quarters to help in
training acts: Mr. and Mrs. Egypt
Thompson, Charles Boulware, Carlos and
Etta Carreon, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Butler, Slivers Johnson, Julian Rogers, Ola

""

Comptiment5
of tbe apett5on

.

290 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Underwood, of Billroy's Comedians, who Dothan, Ala.

TIGHTS
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Clarks (George and Mae), with Walter
L. Main Circus, were playing with James
Dutton's Society Circus.. . Bill Grant,

SHOW

opened on the Bert Levey Time at the

TENT SHOW HEADQUARTERS; DATES, POST-

Darraugh, Hattie Guilfoyle, Rudy Rudynoff and Mitzi Moore. . . . The Aerial
.

acrobatic contortionist, signed with John
Robinson Circus.
The Damm Brothers, comedy acrobats,
serve the LARGEST CIRCUSES AND CARwere with J. M. Sheesley's Indoor Circus We
NIVALS IN AMERICA with all special pictorial
Co. _ _ _ The Chesters, equilibrists, lithos,
block and type posters, and dates.

PRINTING

ERS, CARDS; HERALDS, BANNERS.
Strand Theater, Grand Island, Neb., December 20. .
Otto (Dutch) Hoffman,
LOW PRICES-PROMPT SHIPMENTS
Write for Price List and Route Book.
manager of privileges with various circuses, and Joseph H. Hughes, legal ad- CENTRAL SHOW PRINTING CO.
juster, were running a museum in PhilaMASON CITY. IOWA
delphia.
.
Buck Leahy had closed
with Hammond's Famous Minstrels and
was playing indoor circus dates. .
Milt Taylor's clowns worked the Grotto
WPA FEDERAL THEATRE
Circus, Los Angeles, November 30 -DePresents Its
cember 9. Taylor signed as producing
clown with Golden Bros' Circus.
.
3 RING CIRCUS
The Rodgers & Harris Circus closed at
Houston, Tex., and went to quarters in Featuring CAPT1 ENGERER'S
Dallas.
E. C. Brown was in charge
.

.

.

.

.

CANTON, 0., Dec. 24.-J. R. Malloy

director of the troupe, who has headquarters here.

SARASOTA, Fla., Dec. 24.-The customary yuletide trappings will bedeck
the big commissary hall of the RinglingBarnum winter quarters here tomorrow,
as workmen, executives and a few performers in quarters sit down to the

THRILL

The Christy show closed a 39 -week
season at De Quincy, La., December 17.
The Harrisburg, Pa., local of the

Frank Satero recently played budget of the Ponca City, Okla., Chamthree days in Dothan, Ala. The Butters ber of Commerce.
Manager M. E.
Troupe left for rehearsals in Atlanta to Golden of Golden Bros.' Circus puropen with a unit in Columbus, Ga. Dinty chased a 10 -acre orange grove with a
Moore went to Dothan, Ala., to spend the three-story buliding at show's winter
holidays with his wife. Dinty is the quarters, Anaheim, Calif.
Bert E.
champion rummy player, while Eddie Rickman, equestrian director of Golden
Jackson claims the honor of being the Bros.' Circus, contracted with the Grotto
holder of the casino championship.
Circus In Los Angeles to furnish the big
Jimmy Salter (Waxo) is filling time male lion act and clown band for 10
Flo Irwin's Dog and Pony
in Atlanta, Albany and other Southern days.
cities. Mrs. Edith Mack will spend the Show closed its season December 15 at
holidays in Detroit. Ruth and Charlie Hartford, Ala., and went to quarters at

Circus unit will conclude five weeks at
Kauffman's store, Pittsburgh, December
31, according to J. R. Malloy, managing

Yuletide Entertainment
At Quarters of R -B Show

NO

(From The Billboard Dated
December 29, 1923)

nooga.

veteran

of Carson's.

CIRCUS

a few days and then left for Chatta- the 101 Ranch, donated $500 to the 1924

were in an auto accident, are recuperating at Mrs. Underwood's home in
Union, S. C. Gertrude Redden, Ralph
engagement for many years.
Evening of December 17 Dr. and Mrs. Morocca, Joe Haworth, Frenchy Moore
Jack Oliver can be seen around the
Tom Tormey and Mr. and Mrs. Sverre 0. and
Braathen, of Madison, Wis., drove to lobby of the Central Hotel. Robert Spear
Evansville for a visit with Bill and Edna is here.
Harry B. Chipman, story man of the
Antes, who were formerly on Russell
Downie show, is in Hollywood, his home
Bros.' Circus.
Stuart English, CFA. left Binghamton, town. Clint and Marion Shufford left
N. Y., December 21 for St. Petersburg, for St. Louis to spend the holidays with
Fla., to spend the holidays with his wife Shufford's folks. "Patsy" accompanied
and son, who are wintering in that city. them. Carl and Mickey Larkin, who
While in Florida English will visit Sara7 were with Robbins' Bros.' Circus, are
sota and call on Pat Valdo and Henry here. Bert and Jeanette Wallace and
Carlos and Etta. Carreon are at Central
.Ringling North.
George Duffy, of Fort Plain, N. Y., City Park. Joe and Isabelle Gilligan
plans a meeting of Pat Valdo Tent Fans are in the vicinity, Joe being with the
Oil Co.
some time after the first of the year to Savannah
Mickey O'Brien is visiting his sister;
be held in Binghamton or Sidney, N. Y.
Soldier
Lansdorf
doing special work in
Chicago Circus Fans have been visiting performers playing department the State; Tony Lamb is in the southern
of Georgia. Jimmie Baker and wife
stores during the holiday season. Homer part
(Teresa Morales), Ma Morales and the
Hobson, of the Riding Hobsons, played girls
will spend the holidays with him.
the Christmas show at Goldblatt's State
clown, was again in the toy department

NO

eats 090

5

Chats Tats

Fred

97

coerce were guests of the show here last

Walt the

street store.

The Billboard
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.

In addition to the store engagement, of the cookhouse on Gentry -Patterson
where the unit is doing two shows a Circus in quarters at Paola, Kan.
day, the troupe is contracted to double

FIGHTING LIONS

SHOW

in several night spots and at

Syrian
Mosque for several sponsored events dur-

ing the holidays.
first of the year unit will return
Big Show's annual Christmas dinner. to After
quarters for revamping and is conJoe Dan Miller, veteran commissary
tracted
to
play schools and indoor events
superintendent, will be host as usual, in Western
Pennsylvania and Eastern
and there will be music and entertain- Ohio in January
and February, Malloy
ment as well as a huge Christmas tree.

Henry Ringling North was slated to reported.

A CONTEST to determine the
leading outdoor

performers

ex-

is

CANOPIES

plained in the general outdoor sec-

tion under "Who Is Your Favorite
Outdoor Performer?"
Read it and
then send for your ballot.

weir
TRAILER

Fulton Bag
& Cotton Mills
lant/foriurer Son/ r 1870
vou.

ATI.,111.,

ST. LOUIS

sew VOLK M. onLEA.

DALLAS

1,115.15 CITY. FAN

return to Sarasota in time to spend

Christmas at quarters. He attended the

Big Show labor conferences in New York
last week, with his brother, John
Ringling North.
Public attendance at quarters, apparently off over last year. is slowly

1939 DATE BOOKS

picking up, and officials predict that the

usual crowds will be evident in early
January. With Terrell M. Jacobs and
William Heyer already training, there is
more activity to attract tourists here
than has been customary for this date
in past years.
A group of 40 employees and officials
of the St. Petersburg Chamber of Coin -

Doara.
DATE 13(}0K

NOW ON SALE

OUR LINE IS TOPS.

WE ARE TOPS ON
OUR LINE.

CHARLES DRIVER-BERNIE MENDELSON

Arranged Especially for Your Needs

0. HENRY TENT & AWNING CO.

Dated From January 1, 1939, to
January 1, 1940.

4611 North Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.

The most convenient memorandum book for

THE FLYING SENSATIONS

Managers, Agents and Performers in

all

branches of the show world. Actual size
23/4x51/2 inches-just fits the vest pocket.

SAVE TIME -SHIPPING CHARGES

Contains complete calendars for years 19391940, U. S. and World Maps, 110 pages for

Show Printing

daily

AND

Lithographing

PLENTY OF SPACE FOR BOOKINGS,
ROUTES AND SPECIAL NOTATIONS
For sale at all offices of The Billboard. Mailed

to any part of the world for 25c each.

Cash With Order
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CIRCUSES

Circus Down 13ut Not Cu
THE season of 1938 was one of the worst experienced by the big
tops for several years. Shows that came in winners were few
and far between. In some cases organizations at different periods
averaged about two good days a week. Many reasons can be
advanced for the bad season. To begin with, the country was in a
recession period, and folks were not in the spending mood in consequence. This was particularly so where admission prices were high
for the times. Another reason was that more rain than usual was
encountered, especially in the spring, and then came a period of hot
weather, which, naturally, affected receipts. Business during the

summer was very spotty, but improve-

ment was shown by some of the circuses
in the fall, which helped to offset losing
New Truck Shows
weeks experienced earlier in the season.
The motorized field in 1938 was repStill there were other circuses that resented by about the same number of
couldn't make the grade even in the fall. organizations as in previous years. There
Several shows had labor trouble. The were several new ones to take the place

first blow as a result of this was the of those which didn't go out.
closing

of

the

Ringling

Bros.

and

Barnum & Bailey Circus at Scranton,

Pa., June 22 after a 25 per cent cut

asked by John Ringling North, executive
head of the show, was not accepted. This
show also had similar trouble on several

ager William Newton Jr. took out a small Notable was the boulevard lighting sysunit, first titled Hebron Bros., then tem on the front and indirect lighting
inside.
Camel Bros.
The Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus had
Entertainment Was Good
good, speedy entertainment. Quite a

The caliber of entertainment offered
by some of the big tops was very good.
Wardrobe on several was outstanding.
The Ringling-Barnum show was one
of the most elaborate and spectacularly
dressed circuses in its history. Ward-

From December, '37, to December, '38

lowing resignation of S. W. Gumpertz as

manager of Ringling-Barnum circus,
Other Early Closings
There were several other early closings Carl T. Hathaway, who had been general
was appointed general
besides R -B, but not because of labor superintendent,
trouble. Cole Bros.' Circus, another big manager. Hathaway had been with

Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey

railroad organization, had to call it quits shows for many years.
at Bloomington, Ill., August 3 due to a RINGLINGS REGAIN CONTROLpoor season. The paraphernalia, equip- Ringling family regained complete conment and animals, it is said, are to be trol of the Ringling circus interests at
kept intact and plans made for the 1939 a meeting in New York December 10. It

entered into a purchase agreement for
Barnum circus held outside the family
since 1929 by Allied Owners' Corp., the
New York Investors and a syndicate
headed by William M. Greve and Francis
T. Pender. Ringling family holds control of stock jointly thru Ringling-Barnum, Inc., and Circus City Zoological

The Col. Tim McCoy Wild West, a new the 10 per cent interest in Ringling-

make a go of it thru apparent lack of

Barnes-Sells-Floto had an excellent
and not out in 1938 were Jack Hoxie,
Moon Bros., Kay Bros., Roberts and show, comprising stellar acts and featurWalter L. Main. Newton Bros.' Circus ing lavish costumes and trappings, in
closed early in August, but later Man- addition to a new idea in lighting.

Important Events and Happenings

circuses in November, 1932.
great run at the Chicago Stadium in Ringling
1937, found business way off this year. CARL HATHAWAY MANAGER-Fol-

rail show in 1938, with beautiful equipment and some good features, couldn't

Motorized circuses on the road in 1937 a big name for the show.

few new acts were in the line-up and
there were also many which had been
with show for several seasons. Chief
among the new attractions was Blacaman, the Hindu animal hypnotist.
Jess Adkins and Zack Terrell's shows,

robe and lighting were magnificent. Cole Bros. and Robbins Bros., offered very
These Show had a sensational opening spec, pleasing programs, altho Cole did a lot
of retrenching later in the season.

previous occasions, but it was patched
up, temporarily at least, each time.
(From Files of
It certainly was a wallop to the circus
world when the Big One called it a sea- FELLOWS DEATH-Dexter W. Fellows,
son and returned to winter quarters at 66, world-famous circus press agent, died
Sarasota, Fla. Several weeks later a at Hattiesburg. Miss., November 26. Had
with Ringling-Barnum and other
number of cars, some performers and been
Interment at New Britain, Conn,
staff members of R -B joined the Al G. shows.
LOWANDE
DEATH-Anthony (Tony)
Barnes and Sells-Floto Circus, a Ringling Lowande, member
famous Lowande
Unit. This resulted in more labor union equestrian act and of
operator of a show
trouble in the way of picketing and boy- in South America and West Indies for
cotting. This, naturally, did not help many years. died in Sao Paulo, Brazil,
the show any, but business the latter November 11. He appeared with several
American circuses. Burial in Sao Paulo.
part of season was said to be good.
DEATH-Scout Younger,
The Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus in the 64,YOUNGER
former Wild West showman and film
spring also had trouble with union actor,
died November 18 at Tulsa, Okla.
picketing in the East but it was short- Interment in that city.
lived. This show was reported to have
S. W. GUMPERTZ RESIGNS-At a rehad a poor season. It was forced to organization
meeting of board of diclose at Riverside, Calif., September 20. rectors of Ringling circus interests in
The Madison Square Garden take of New York December 9 resignation of
Ringling-Barnum was not equal to that S. W. Gumpertz, vice-president and genof last year and business at the Boston eral manager, was tendered and accepted.
Garden was considerably off from, that He assumed direction of Ringling Bros.
of 1937. Cole Bros.' Circus, which had a and Barnum & Bailey circus and other

season.

new shows were Parker & Watts, Newton Nepal, the costuming being most reBros., Richard Bros., Admire & Eakin, freshing. A big draw was Gargantua, a
Al G. Kelley & Miller Bros. and Art Mix. large gorilla. And Frank Buck also was

public appeal of that type of entertainment on a big scale in the larger cities
and towns. It had an indoor run at the
Amphitheater in Chicago and after sev- Gardens, Inc. At meeting John R. North
eral weeks on the road came to a stop was named senior vice-president.
KELLEY FAIR DIRECTOR-F. Beverly
at Washington, D. C., May 4. The SeilsSterling Circus, motorized, which had Kelley, circus press agent, in December
been on the road for a number of years, was elected a director of Delaware (0.)
ended Its tour at Iron Mountain, Mich.. Fair for a three-year term.
July 4. On September 19 the show was HILL PAYS TRIBUTE-Edwin C. Hill
auctioned off piecemeal. Ray Marsh paid tribute to the late Dexter W. Fel-
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Physical equipment was splendid and
wardrobe colorful.
Col. Tim McCoy's Real Wild West was
a beautiful show. The physical equip-

ment was without doubt the finest any
Wild West show has ever had, and the
program was good, altho lacking in

in some respects.
1937, early in year was engaged to pilot reality
Downie Bros.' Circus had a varied perCole Bros.' Circus.
ROBERTSON TREASURER - I. W. formance that won praise. Owing to
(Ike) Robertson, for three years assist- unsettled business conditions, Manager
ant treasurer of Ringling-Barnum circus, Charles Sparks retrenched somewhat,

was named treasurer of Barnes-SellsFloto early in the year.
NELSON DEATH-Tom A. R. Nelson,
64, former aerialist with the Ringling
circus, died January 6 in Knoxville,

but the high standard of performance

was not lowered. Had new costumes and
some new equipment.
Russell Bros.' Circus had an all -new
characterized by its youth.
Tenn. Was with show 29 years as member program,
Tom Mix Circus had a first-class perof Flying Nelsons. Burial in Knoxville.
RICE CHANGES HANDS-Announced formance. Equipment was of the best
middle of January that Dan Rice Circus, and the canvas made a nice appearance
past three seasons under ownership and with its red and white -striped side wall.
management of Ray Marsh Brydon, was
One of the features of Parker & Watts
sold in its entirety, title included, to Circus was its horse-drawn vehicle
W. R. Henry. Latter had been super- parade.
intendent of tickets and manager of
The Gainesville Community Circus
candy stands with Rice show. Title
of Great Harris Bros.' World Toured program and equipment eclipsed any
previous edition of the amateur big Shows was used 1938 season.
BARY BOOKS CHRISTY UNIT-How- top aggregation. Outstanding was the
ard Y. Bary, manager Hagenbeck-Wallace elaborately costumed opening spec, Indian.
Circus, booked Christy circus unit (ele- Fantasy.
phants, ponies and horses) for his show
Prospects for Future
middle of January. Early in February announced that Blacaman, animal
Despite the fact that 1938 was not a
hypnotist, would be a feature.
good one, circus men are of the belief
CRONIN WITH McCOY-S. L. Cronin that there will be a turn for the better
was appointed manager of the new Col. in 1939. The circus is not dying as
Tim McCoy Wild West middle of some
newspapers and lay people have
January.
FINNEY JOINS McCOY-C. W. Finney, said. It is probably just as solid as it
part of 1937 season general agent of ever was and will continue to be a popHagenbeck-Wallace Circus, was named ular outdoor amusement as long as the
g. a. of the McCoy Wild West middle of managements present programs satisfyJanuary.
ing to the public and do not resort to
DOROTHY HERBERT WITH COLE- business methods that are not creditable.
Dorothy Herbert, daring rider, for sevUp to this time no announcements
eral years with Ringling-Barnum circus, have
been made as to new shows enterwas engaged by Cole Bros' Circus.
ing the field next year. However, each

TWO-DAY LIMIT IN CINCY - On

recommendation of Police Chief Weather- season there are some newcomers, and
ly and City Manager Sherrill of Cincin- it is believed there will be several of

nati, council finance committee decided these hitting the road in 1939.
in January that circuses would be allowed to show there only two days. Permission for longer time to be granted early in February bought Carl DeVere's
only by council.
interest in Barney Bros.' Circus.

BILLERS GET MORE - Wages for
billers in 1938 averaged $15 a month
more than in 1937, according to President Leo Abernathy of the Billers' Alliance, under terms of two-year agreein a memorial service broadcast over ment signed last December in Detroit by
Brydon's Harris Bros.' Circus was forced lows
Columbia System network December 14. Alliance officers and representatives of
to conclude its tour at Hanover, Pa., aService
was sponsored by Dexter Fellows nine major shows.
August 4. The Art Mix Circus did not Tent, Circus Saints and Sinners' Club.
HOWE SHOW SOLD-Howe Bros' Cirlast long, ending its tour at Roscoe,
DeWOLFE RETURNS TO R-B-Fred cus was sold in February. Frank West
N. M. March 28. Sparton Bros' Circus DeWolfe returned to executive staff of bought all the animals. Remainder of
closed at Export, Pa., June 5. Charles Ringling-Barnum circus. His position property went to an attorney and show
Sparks, with his Downie Bros.' Circus, was that formerly held by the late was put out under title of Art Mix Cirdidn't find business good in the spring Charles Hutchinson, under whom he was cus, Joe B. Webb manager.
HATHAWAY DEATH-Carl T. Hathaand finished at Portsmouth, Va., May 31. assistant in treasury and auditing de- way,
59, general manager of RinglingHowever, at Columbus, Ga., August 15 he partments.
Barnum
circus, died at Sarasota, Fla.,
DEATH-Fred L. Shafer, 62,
again took to the road and his fall tour forSHAFER
January 25 from a cerebral hemorrhage.
many
years
with
major
circuses
as
was reported quite satisfactory. Tom boss in wardrobe departments, died De- Interment in that city.
Mix Circus closed at Pecos, Tex., Sep- cember 21 in General Hospital, Los An- BERNARD DEATH-Charles Bernard,
tember 10, Manager Dail Turney stating geles. Traveled last with Tom Mix 77, who had been with circuses in varithat it was bad business which forced Circus. Burial in Showmen's Rest, Ever- ous official capacities and a circus historian, died at Savannah, Ga., January 27.
green Cemetery, Los Angeles.
the early closing.
McCADDON DEATH-Joseph T. McAfter the closing of Ringling-Barnum, SMITH MANAGER OF BARNES78, a leading figure in circus
George
W.
Smith,
formerly
with
Ring
Cole Bros. and the McCoy shows there ling -Barnum circus, was appointed man- Caddon,
for many years, died January
were but three rail shows-Barnes, ager of Al G. Barnes-Sells-Floto circus business
at Great Neck, N. Y. He had manHagenbeck-Wallace and Robbins Bros.- early in January. succeeding S. L. Cronin, 21
aged Forepaugh-Sells and Buffalo Bill
on tour. It was the first season for who resigned January 1.
shows and served as managing director
Robbins, which was owned by Jess
NEWMAN WITH COLE-J. D. Newman, of Barnum & Bailey Circus.
Adkins and Zack Terrell.
general agent of the Barnes show in DICK BUYS INTEREST-Billy Dick

SMITH

SUCCEEDS

HATHAWAY-

George W. Smith, who was named manager of the Barnes-Sells-Floto circus
early in January, was appointed general
manager of Ringling-Barnum circus early
in February, succeeding Carl T. Hathaway, who died January 25. J. B. Austin,

general agent of Barnes, became manager of B -S -F.
ATKINSON DEATH-George Atkinson,

67, former black -face comedian, press
agent and theatrical and circus owner,
died at Elks' National Home, Bedford,
Va., February 1. Interment in Elks'
Rest there.
SHOW-Jess
NO. 2 ADKINS-1's
Adkins and Zack Terrell, owners of Cole

Bros' Circus, organized another show,
Robbins Bros., featuring street parade.
JOHN R. NORTH BITTEN-John R.
North, of Ringling-Barnum circus, sustained a painfully injured arm at Sarasota, Fla., quarters February 15 when he
got too close to cage of Gargantua,
gorilla, and was seized and bitten by
the huge ape.
KING WITH ROBBINS-Floyd King,
who had been general agent of Cole
Bros.' Circus, became pilot of Robbins
Bros.' Circus.
POLACK SIGNS WITH AFA-Polack
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Bros.' Circus was organized 100 per cent show was insolvent. On May 5 Federal
in San Francisco latter part of Feb- Court receivers took over Colonel Mcruary by American Federation of Actors. Coy's show in Washington, D. C., and
BELASCO DEATH-Jean Belasco, press made ready to sell stock and equipment
agent, was killed March 5 in Opa Locka, to satisfy receivers.
Fla., by a fast passenger train. Was ROBBINS LOSES STAND - Robbins
in an auto with Charles Katz and Alice Bros.' Circus lost Johnstown, Pa., May
Shaw, who escaped uninjured.
14 due to derailment of elephant car,
JOHN ROBINSON SUES-John G. Rob- which crashed into a steel bridge at
inson Jr., of Cincinnati, sought a declara- Stoyestown, near Johnstown.
tory judgment clarifying his legal right
COLE WAGE SCALE LOWERED-The
to use his name in circus business thru
Federation of Actors conceded
a suit filed in Miami Circuit Court, Peru, American
Cole Bros.' Circus a $2 per week reducInd., March 3. The John Robinson tion
in workingmen's wage scale before
Shows Co.; Circus City Zoological
Gardens, Inc.;

Al

G. Barnes Amuse- show left Buffalo during week of May
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the show. It played some of the aban- He was taken ill when the circus played
doned Big Show route. Performance in there August 2. Earlier in season he was
charge of Pat Valdo.
with Downie Bros.' Circus, with which
AFA LABOR BOYCOTT-Ralph White- he had been connected for a number of
head, executive secretary of the American years.
Federation of Actors, announced in New
BEDINI DEATH-Victor Bedini, equesYork July 11 that labor boycott, nation trian, known in circus world as Sir Vicwide in scope, was being instituted imme- tor, died August 30 in Aurora, Ill. Had
diately against the Ringling-Barnum in- been in show business practically all his
terests for alleged violation of their five- life. Was with Barnum & Bailey, Ring year closed -shop contract with the AFA; ling Bros., Hagenbeck-Wallace and other

also that the Barnes-Sells-Floto show, shows.
with R -B acts, would be picketed.

BARNES SHOW PICKETED - The
Barnes show was picketed at Janesville,
Wis., July 19. Show left Portage, Wis.,
very late and matinee at Janesville was
delayed, resulting in about a one-third

TIGER BILL, DEATH-Emmett D.
Snyder, 75, known as Tiger Bill, who

formerly had Wild West shows on the

for its Canadian tour. Ralph Whiteroad, died at his home in Charlotte,
ment Co. and the Ringling interests 23
head agreed to a lowering of the miniMich., September 16.
were defendants.
mum monthly wage scale by about
DELEVAN DEATH-Eddie Delevan, 58,
MYERS WITH HAAG BROS.-L, Claude $8. Old rate of $40, in effect most of house.
Myers, for a number of seasons band last season and up to and including the COLP DEATH-W. H. Oolp, for many auditor with Barnes-Sells-Floto early in

leader with Russell Bros' Circus, joined 1938 Buffalo engagement, was supwith Haag Bros' Circus.
planted by temporary rate of about $32.
TURNEY IN ACCIDENT-Dail Turney, The union reserved the right to remanager of Tom Mix Circus, was injured establish the old scale when it thought
in auto accident in Los Angeles March 6. business justified. Performers also agreed
HARVEY, MALLORY WITH HARRIS- to make concessions.
R. M. Harvey and Clyde Mallory joined
H -W PULLMANS THREATENED Harris Bros.' Circus, handling general Hagenbeck-Wallace
Circus Pullmans were
advertising and exploitation.
when a railroad car next to
WAGNER DEATH-Fred Wagner, 66, threatened
was set afire at Cumberland, Md.,
veteran circus and theatrical man, died them
25. It was disclosed that gasoline
in Chicago March 31 of heart trouble. May
on box car spotted next to
Had been with Hagenbeck-Wallace was sprayed
Y. Bary's Pullman so that the
Circus for many years. Burial in Howard
flames from car would immediately be
Greeley, Colo.
spread to consume the entire group of
JOHN R. NORTH PRESIDENT-On Pullmans.
April 13 John Ringling North was elected
HAMID - MORTON'S MONTREAL
president of Ringling Bros. and Barnum RECORD-The
Hamid-Morton Circus, at
& Bailey Circus. Had been at helm of the Forum, Montreal,
May 21-28, played
show as temporary executive in charge.

to more than 100,000 people in seven

COMPROMISE ENDS WALKOUT-On
which Morton claimed was an allApril 12 employees of Ringling-Barnum days,
record for that city.
in New York went on strike (were out time
JOHN
RINGLING ESTATE-The estate
two days) regarding wages for indoor of the late
John Ringling was fixed at
engagements. Settlement terms re-estab- $23,462,732.63
a report submitted June
lished five-year 'contract signed with 1 at Sarasota, inFla.,
to County Judge
American Federation of Actors in May, Forest Chapman by James
1937, calling for $60 a month minimum W. L. Van Dame, appraisers.A. Haley and
and created $45 a month minimum for
PARKER DEATH-Charles H. Parker,
New York and Boston indoor runs.
co-owner of Parker & Watts Circus,
POWERS LEAVES McCOY - John 56,
in a Mobridge, S. D., hospital June
Powers resigned as business manager of died
following an operation May 31 for a
Col. Tim McCoy's Wild West in Chicago 8
ruptured appendix. Burial at Joplin, Mo.
middle of April.
FREDERICKS DEATH-C. B. (Butch)
MILLS DEATH-Bertram W. Mills, 64, Fredericks,
former well-known circus
Great Britain's most famous circus agent, died 78,
in a Wichita, Kan., hospital
owner, died April 16 at Chalfont, S. Giles, June 16. Had been with Sparks, Sells-

England, of bronchial pneumonia. Annually he presented Mills' Circus at the
Olympia, London, in December -January

and had a circus on road during the

summer. Body cremated and remains
buried in churchyard at Chalfont
April 19.

BRANSON BACK WITH MIX-P. N.
Branson, who was contracting agent with
Col. Tim McCoy Wild West, returned to

Tom Mix Circus as general agent early
in May. He had been g. a. of Mix show
the two previous seasons.
KELLEY GIVEN TWO YEARS-Following conviction April 26 in Federal
Court in New York on charge of aiding
and counseling preparation and filing

of false and fraudulent circus income
tax returns from 1918 to 1932, John M.
Kelley, former general counsel for the
Ringling brothers, was sentenced May
9 to two years in federal prison and
Kelley was immediately
released on $3,000 bail pending outcome
of an appeal filed by his attorney.
fined $10,000.

Charles D. M. Greer and Nathaniel F.
Rabner, former internal revenue agents
convicted with Kelley, also received fines
and imprisonment sentences, contingent
on appeal.
LYNCH DEATH-Tom Lynch, 82, who,
until his retirement in 1936 was engaged

in circus work for 62 years, died May 5
in Bridgeport, Conn. He was the trainer
and driver of the celebrated "40 -hitch"
in street parades of the Barnum & Bailey
Circus. Had been with Ringling Bros.
and other shows.
LYONS DEATH-Mike J. Lyons, 65,
manager of the No. 2 car of Cole Bros.'
Circus, died of pneumonia in La Fayette,
Ind., May 1. Had also been with other
shows. Burial in Lawrence, Mass.

the season, died at his home In Kansas

years with the Al G. Barnes Circus, died City, Mo., of a heart attack September
in the Wichita Falls (Tex.) State Hos- 10. He also had been with Ringling
pital May 30.
Bros., Barnum & Bailey, HagenbeckSHIELDS DEATH-John Henry (Dad) Wallace and Jack Hoxie shows.
Shields, 90, died June 27 at Tarpon SELLS -STERLING SOLD-When Sells Springs, Fla., of uraemic poisoning. He Sterling Circus was auctioned at Sheboywas in show business 55 years. Had been gan, Wis., September 19, Louis L. Meitus,
with a number of circuses and also had a Chicago lumberman, was the largest
show of his own, Shields' Great Southern buyer, spending more than $7,000. He
Shows. Burial at Tarpon Springs.
purchased 19 trucks and other items.
MIX IN STORM-A freak storm blew Frank I. Wixom bought grand stand and
down the tent of Tom Mix Circus at blue seats and R. Lacke Co. the canvas.
Neenah, Wis., July 10, John Agee, Willard
WPA IN BLOWDOWN-The WPA
Drummond and Joseph de Rosselli being Federal Theater Project's circus was
injured. Storm, accompanied by a heavy caught in path of the gale, at Bronx,
downpour of rain, lifted the canvas, cov- New York, that swept Greater New York
ering some 600 persons in the north sec- September 21, and nearly all the tents
tion, over their heads, while the south went down.
part of tent remained upright for a few H -W TIED UP-Hagenbeck - Wallace
seconds and then collapsed. Damages es- Circus, tied up for several days at Rivertimated at about $2,000.
side, Calif., during week of September 19,
BARNES CANCELS RACINE - The moved to Baldwin Park, Calif. Show apBarnes show passed up Racine, Wis., July peared at Riverside September 20 and
29, due to expected labor trouble. Went was scheduled to go to Alhambra next

from South Bend to Milwaukee. Show day but failed to make it. Baker -Lockplayed Milwaukee three days.
wood Co., of Kansas City, in a suit filed
COURT HALTS RECEIVERSHIP-A at Los Angeles September 20 in the Sutemporary writ of prohibition enjoining perior Court, asked for an injunction to
a receiver for Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus prevent management of show from shipfrom proceeding with his duties was is- ping certain tents, canvas and other
sued by Judge Hopkins B. Shain, of the equipment out of the State. That night
Court of Appeals at Kansas City, Mo., Baker -Lockwood replevined all canvas
July 26. Litigation was started July 12 and placed it in storage.
when two performers filed suit for apCOOK DEATH-Charles C. Cook, 52,
pointment of a receiver, claiming $1,700 former manager of the Al G. Barnes Cirdue in back salaries.
cus, who was unit production manager
ADMIRE, EAKIN DISSOLVE-J. C. Ad- for Paramount Studios, died at his home
Floto, John Robinson and Sells Bros.' mire dissolved partnership with D. R. in West Los Angeles September 17. Inshows. Interment in that city.
Eakin in the Admire & Eakin Circus, show terment in Forest Lawn Cemetery, Los
STRIKE AT TOLEDO-There was a closing middle of summer at Shoals, Ind. Angeles.
strike on Ringling-Barnum circus at ToAUCTION SALE OF McCOY-The deCOLE REGISTERS DEBTS-Cole Bros. ledo, 0., June 14 when 67 baggage stock funct McCoy Wild West was auctioned Clyde Beatty Circus, Inc., filed consent to
men walked out after one of the super- at Washington, D. C., first week in Au- a judgment in bankruptcy and registerbd
intendents in charge .of baggage stock gust., Among buyers were the Spring- its schedule of debts with federal clerk
asked to be paid off.
field Wagon and Trailer Co., Morgan in South Bend., Ind., during week of
CHESTERMAN DEATH-Bruce Ches- Chaney, C. E. Flood; E. Lawrence Phillips, October 3. Show declared a total of
terman, 65, former circus press agent, Inc.; E. C. Flaherty.
$418,338 in debt without an asset, having
playwright, theatrical producer and news- CIRCUS FANS MEET-The 13th annual transferred its property to the Associates
paper man, died in Richmond, Va., June convention of the CFA was held at Madi- Investment Co. to satisfy a mortgage of
18 after a long illness. Burial in Holly- son, Wis., July 31 -August 2 and decided $40,000. Largest single item in schedule
wood Cemetery, Richmond.
to intercede in the circus -labor problem. was $319,324 for unsecured claims, folBARNES SHOW PICKETED-Picketing Resolutions committee agreed upon a lowed by $54,885 due in wages to perof Al G. Barnes and Sells-Floto Circus plan to be submitted to the association formers and workers for past season.
occurred at Pocatella, Ida., June 23, but membership, but details were not disMARTIN DEATH-Charles Martin, 49,
show went on regardless. Prompted by closed. The Fans met with the Barnes former well-known circus man, died Occomplaints of 23 teamsters discharged show August 2.
tober 14 in Chicago. At one time he was
at Pendleton, Ore., local union men
KNISELY DEATH-Russell G. Knisely, a vocalist with the Ringling Circus.
called the strike, declaring that circus 51, circus and carnival showman, died AFA FILES SUIT-American Federation
was unfair to organized labor. Ben Aus- in City Hospital, Akron, 0., August 3. of Actors, October 19, filed suit in Fedtin, manager, said no workingmen's Burial in East Akron Cemetery.
eral Court, New York, to enjoin Ringlingstrike existed. Trouble started June 15
CARESS DEATH-W. H. (Bill) Caress, Barnum from violating terms of its conin Moscow, Ida., when circus employees 55, former clown, died at French Lick, tract entered into May 31, 1937. Papers
were asked to sign a voluntary 25 per Ind., August 9. Burial in Elnora, Ind. were served on William P. Dunn Jr., vicecent wage -reduction agreement. Austin
STORM STRIKES NEWTON BROS.- president of Manufacturers Trust Co. and
said 551 of the 574 employees signed.
When Newton Bros.' Circus ended its secretary -treasurer of the circus corpoKING BACK WITH COLE-Floyd King season at Willoughby, 0., August 10, a ration.
was appointed general agent of Cole storm struck the show at night, and the ROBBINS CLOSES EARLIER-Robbins
Bros.' Circus at Gloucester, Mass., June side walls of the big top blew in, taking Bros.' Circus concluded season at Decatur,
29: He succeeded J. D. Newman, who with them poles and seats. Damage esti- Ala., October 22, two days ahead of
became railroad contractor. Milt con- mated at $5,000.
schedule.
was to have been at
tinued to direct advance of Robbins' BEATTY JOINS ROBBINS - Clyde Columbia, Show
Tenn., October 24 and. HopBros.' Circus. L. C. Gillette became traffic Beatty and wife, who were with Cole kinsville, Ky., October 25.
manager of Robbins.
Bros.' Circus, joined Robbins Bros' Circus
$10,000 BOND REQUIRED-As a result at Bluefield, W. Va., August 15. Six cars
of the inability of Ringling-Barnum to were added there. Arthur Hoffman, Ora
stage its night performance at Scranton, Parks and others from the Cole show
Pa., night of June 22 because of strike also joined.
the mayor and safety director agreed that
ROBBINS IN STORM-A severe storm
circuses will be required to post a bond struck Robbins Bros.' Circus at Petersof $10,000 when applying for a permit, burg, Va., August 11, and menagerie tent

ANDERSON BUYS NORRIS SHOW- the bond to serve as a protection for
Bud E. Anderson,, who formerly had Seal patrons in event no performance is given

October 22.

LEE DEATH-John Francis Lee, who
had been with various circuses and had
out his own show, Lee Bros.' Comedy
collapsed.
Circus, died in Milwaukee October 28.
COREY DEATH-John Corey, 69, 24 - Interment in Holy Cross Cemetery, that
hour -man with Cole Bros.' Circus, died city.
August 11 in Cook County Hospital, ChiSPRIGGS DEATH-James A. Spriggs,
cago. Had been with large circuses for 65, former clown, died in Toledo, 0., Nomany years. Burial in Showmen's Rest, vember 1. Had been with Hagenbeck-

Circus on road, bought Norris -a precautionary measure.
Bros.' Two -Ring Circus middle of May ADDITIONAL LIEN FILED-The filing
and went on 16 trucks.
of an additional lien against the estate
H -W IN BLOWDOWN - Hagenbeck- of the late John Ringling during week
Wallace Circus was in a blowdown at of June 20 brought Uncle Sam's income Woodlawn Cemetery, Chicago.
Beckley, W. Va., May 14 and lost both tax liens against the circus king's estate SMALLER SHOW FOR LEWIS-Lewis
performances.
to $2,829,000.
Bros.' Circus closed its regular season
'SUE McCOY SHOW-Col. Tim McCoy
MAYER DEATH-Harvey A. Mayer, at Morenci, Mich., August 31 and then
and other officials of Col. Tim McCoy president and manager of the Joseph presented a smaller show, working a
& Associates, Inc., were summoned to Mayer Publishing Co., printer and dis- portable fair arrangement without canappear in U. S. District Court, Wilming- tributor of circus programs, died of vas.
ton, Del., May 27 by Judge John P. meningitis in New York July 8.
MIGHTY HAAG IN STORM-The
Nields to answer charges of bankruptcy. BARNES -S -F REORGANIZED-The Al Mighty Haag show was in a terrific storm
Six Springfield, Ill., business concerns G. Barnes-Sells-Floto Circus was reorgan- at Rochelle, Ga., night of August 27.
filed a petition in District Court there ized at Redfield, S. D., July 11, including Big top was badly damaged in the blow asking Judge Nields to adjudge the show in its billing "Ringling Bros. and Barnum down. No one with show was injured.
bankrupt. Appointment of receivers in & Bailey features." R -B acts, department
LEONHART DEATH-Leroy Leonhart,
Washington, they said, constituted an act heads, big top, menagerie tent and 4,500 48, clown with Robbins Bros.' Circus,
of bankruptcy. They contended the seats were sent from Sarasota to enlarge died in Easton, Pa., Hospital August 29.
Bros.'

GREENHAW AHEAD OF P-W-L. B.
Greenhaw, car manager last half of
season with Parker & Watts Circus, was
appointed general agent for 1939 season,

Wallace, ',tingling Bros. and other shows.

Interment in that city.

STOWELL DEATH-Frank H. Stowell,
64, who operated the Sig Sautelle Circus

after Sig Sautelle passed away, died at

Fort Edward, N. Y., October 29.
RECEIVER FOR H-W-Henry S. Bailey,

Peru, Ind., attorney, was named by Cir-

cuit Court at Peru November 3 as re-

ceiver for Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus. Suit

for receivership was flied by four former
performers with show, charging that circus owes them $3,425 in back wages. Thby

filed a similar suit in Kansas City when

(See IMPORTANT EVENTS on. page 101)
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Under the Marquee

Where Are You Wintering?

By CIRCUS SOLLY

Kindly give the information on this blank and
mail to The Billboard, Cincinnati, 0., for our records
of circus, carnival and tent shows in winter quarters:

WALTER L. MAIN arid wife are spend- Nashville, Tenn., are still there, stranded.
Taylor would like to hear from friends.
ing the holidays in Pittsburgh.
Address is General Delivery.
VALUABLE

ASSETS

in

show

business,

common sense and the ability to use it.

THERE SHOULD be activity at quarters dur-

ing the winter.

Don't wait a week or two

before the season opens to do things. It just

F. DON ENDRESS is publicity director can't be done if you expect to have a firstfor the Al Sirat Grotto Circus, Cleveland. rate organization.

VERNON REAVER, contracting agent,

CHARLES (KID) KOSTER is giving

spending the winter at Riverhead, Philadelphia a bang-up circus billing
for What a Life. He has a crew of oldN. Y.
time circus billers-Bill Schrayman,
is

PAT KRAMER, front door superinten- Frank Lafferty,

dent of the Parker & Watts Circus, is

Ike Lattner and Joe

Hawley.

in Peru, Ind.

E. J. RUMBELL advises that Phyllis
Darling was in Johnson City, Tenn., reROGER LUDY, manager of the Hines cently for several days, visiting her husTheater, Portland, Ind., is a great circus band, who has been in the Veterans'

Hospital at Mountain Home for past

fan.

nine weeks.
JAMES BRENNAN, of Cole Bros' Cir-

THE MANY CIRCUS friends of Clint
W. Finney wish him well in the carnival
field. Will be with Max Goodman.
TIGE HALE, trombonist, is on the
West Coast of Florida, fishing and hunt-

cus, cards that George Shirey will be

DR. GEORGE W. T. BOYD, with the

JACK RINEHART, who with his sons

ing.

back with Lewis Bros.' Circus in ticket
department. He is now in Saint George,
S. C., in charge of photo machine of the
Strates Shows.

Title of Show
Kind of Show
Is it Flat -car, Baggage or Motorized9
Owner
Manager

Winter Quarters Address
Office Address

Opening date and stand for 1939 if definitely
set

Tom Mix Circus the past season, is in played movie houses in the Carolinas
Monrovia, Calif., for the winter.
the last two months, is spending several the chimp house. They are now in
weeks in Macon, Ga., where the Rhine - Peru, Ind., and will again be with one
SEVERAL TROUPERS from Macon. hart family has leased an apartment for of the big ones next season.
Ga., visited Davenport's Circus when it the winter.
played near by recently.
DAVE NIMMO and wife, Dolores,
FRED STIRES pens that he liked Doc
with the Big Show, and past
G. CORNWALL SPENCER, in press de- Waddell's article, Between the Lines, formerly
on the McCoy show, are in Washpartment of Cole Bros.' Circus past sea- stating that it was most interesting season
ington, D. C.. being employed by Mrs.
son, is back at his old desk on The reading and that it requires an under- Patterson, of newspaper fame. Mrs. PatChicago American.
standing born of long years of experience terson purchased "War Chief." the fine
Palamino stallion, which belonged to
BUCK LEAHY, comedy gymnast, past to write a story like that.
Col. Tim McCoy, and Nimmo is being
season with Richard Bros.' Circus, is
THE SILVERLAKES (Archie, Billie
to keep the horse in training.
appearing at night clubs in Providence, and Jonnie Mae, with Chappy Gordon retained
He has been exhibited at several horse
R. I.
clowning, closed their indoor circus date shows during the past few months.
at Utica, N. Y., December 17 and will
RALPH GRIBBLE has returned to spend the holidays in that city. Business
AERIAL DUKES (Ralph and Dorothy),
Barney Bros.' Circus from Aransas Pass, was satisfactory. Ruby Latham has left
who have been with Jack Raum's circus
Tex. Is working for' Peggy Waddell, the unit to play night clubs.
unit past seven years, will again be with
selling tickets on the pit show.
THIS WIN ilat, again finds D. C. Hawn Raum next season for fair dates. The
CALVIN WHYTES will again be with in Chicago. D. C. has had about 50 Dukes were at the recent Shrine Circus,
Tex., presenting double trap
the Four Kressells as cradle bearer and years' experience in circus work, travel- Houston,
comedy table rock, featuring
acrobatic contortionist. It will be his ing with both large and small shows. act andfour
-year -old daughter, Donna
There is hardly a department in which their
third year with them.
Also did whip act in concert.
he has not been employed at one time Joyce.
They visited Barney Bros.' Circus at
(Ky.) or another.
RECORDS, Sparta
HARRY
Hempstead, Tex., also saw Polack Bros'
banker, and his associates are reported
at Galveston. Will spend winter
to be planning to launch a show the
WALTER A. SACK pens that Veo D. Circus
Dallas. Recently visited with Jimmy
Powers' act, Silver Flash and Gang Dog in
coming season.
dogs,
Comedy, is playing school auditoriums Hamiter, who is wintering his
NEWS FROM York, a C., is that there in Erie, Pa., and suburbs. Sack recently horses and elephants in that city.
will be considerable activity at Barnett visited Anderson's Tom Thumb Dog,
ROSTERS of Frank Buck's two ChristBros.' Circus quarters soon after the Pony and Monkey Circus in Brocton,
mas season department store units: At
N. Y.
first of the year.
The Fair Store, Chicago-Business manG. A. SUTTON, carpenter on Russell ager, Jack Burke; Cole Smith, in charge
SOME ORCANIATIONS have the same program year after year and wonder why they Bros.' Circus seasons 1934, '35, '36, and of animals; William Haney, reptiles;
wind up behind the eight ball. It is absolutely with Lewis Bros' Circus season of 1937 Clarence Taylor, elephants; Otis Lloyd,
necessary to give the folks something new if and part of the past season also with front door. At the No. 2 unit playthat show, finished the season with the ing Hearn's Store in Newark, N. J., are
you want to get anywhere.
John R. Ward Shows at Baton Rouge, Gus Haubrich, manager; Bud Hoensee,
JAKE NEWMAN'S many friends are La., December 18 and will remain in assistant manager, and Gene Woods, Ernest Johnson and Bill Hassell, staff men.
pulling for him to make that deal with that city for some time.
Both shows comprise 22 cages containing
the Golden Gate International ExposiDAN FAST, chief electrician on the the usual Buck display of monkeys, cats,
tion.
McCoy show past season and formerly snakes and birds, set up in style of camp
BERT C. NELSON is wintering in with the Hagenbeck-Wallace and other used by animal collectors in the jungles.
Oakland, Calif. He hopes to make a circuses, and wife recently closed at the
EDW. (BLACKIE) WHITMAN, of Hartconnection with the Golden Gate Inter. Benson Wild Animal Farm in Nashua, ford,
Conn., sends the following list of
N. H., where Mrs. Fast was in charge of
nation Exposition in San Francisco.
HARRY THOMAS, who was announcer

and radio man with the McCoy show, is
with. Radio Station WBAX in WilkesBarre, Pa., doing special sales promotion
Work and sports announcing.

IT STILL CAN be done, the operation of
small shows without grift or conch. Two
truck circuses the past season without the
games and other objectionable features had
winning seasons. Are you listening?

KIDDIE Circus biz in Texas
has been better than fair. Attraction
is booked on the Interstate Circuit. It
FRED'S

is F. D. Whetten's second trip on the

circuit in the past three years.

DON TAYLOR cards that he and Baby
which opened and closed recently in

Lee, who were with the store show

TIGHT - WIRE WALKERS

NOTICE

WANTED: A Fast Young Boy TIght.WIre Walker
who -can Danre and Hold Tricks; also Girl Top.
Mounter.

If you can't cut It, don't answer.

FAMOUS WHITESIDE TROUPE, 945 Golden
Gate Avenue, Apt. 10, San Francisco, Callt.

Deodorizing the Circus
They're talking of deodorizing the circus-drawing off the good old
animal -peanut -sawdust smell and making the whole business an airconditioned spectacle. We'd as soon have a deodorized onion. We like the
circus smell, or did until they began to mix too much disinfectant with
the sawdust.
Even today, long after the pure romance of circus days has faded, we'll

get an occasional drift in strange places of circus smell that transports us
at once into the realms of delight-spangles, dignified elephants, collapsible
clowns and trapeze performers. The very word "circus" in the dictionary
has an aroma. Circumstance, no odor; circle, no smell; cirrhosis, no fragrance; but circus--ah!
You got a whiff of it immediately you had handed your ticket to the
man at the entrance. There was, in fact, a suggestion of it on the man
himself. But it was after you'd taken the first turn left beyond the big
flap and the vast arena swam before you that the great warm blast of circus
hit you and the real enchantment began.
This purification business can go too far. Take the smell out of some
things and you tamper with their very spirit-church suppers, for example,
and matinees in the real theater, and old book shops, and a score of other
things (not including hospital corridors) which we could mention.
We speak, of course, in behalf of the coming generations. No air conditioner, however skillful, will ever take away the circus smell for us.
The minute our eyes light on the deodorized pageantry we'll unconsciously
put it back.-PROVIDENCE (R. I.) EVENING BULLETIN.
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old-time drivers: Jim Thomas, Fozzy
Blair, Tom Clancy, Perry Camps, John
Wyme, Charley Griffin, Jim Cloud, Big
Simon, Tocker, Charley Patterson, L.

Humphrey, Eva McGee, Gene Knowlton,

Harry Humes, Bruce Walton. Clarence
Kitchinger, Danny Driscoll, Ted White,
Whity McGuire, Eddie Moore, Whity
Wilson, Eddie Dochette, Joe Campbell.
Pappy

Baker,

Eddie

Young,

Bishop,

Charles Fisher, Sammy Collins, Mike
Larkin, Tom Rock, R. Brewster, George
O'Brien, Eddie Spidell and John Shields.

H. H. NIEMEYER, of Portage, Wis.,
an old trouper, past mayor and fire chief,

sends the following, which appeared in
the press: "The memory of Salome Juliar
Ringling, mother of the Ringling
brothers, being honored by her grandson, Henry Ringling, who has named his
new theater building at Baraboo, Wis.,

'the Julian' The name is French, the

Juliar family having come from Alsace
Lorraine. Baraboo already has the Al
Ringling Theater, known as 'America's
prettiest playhouse.'" Niemeyer adds that
Charley Roser, manager of the Al Ring -

ling theater, and A. H. Carnegie, manager of the Portage Opera House, are
among the oldest theater managers.
JAKE J. DISCH, of Cudahy, Wis.,
writes: "Recently met Pete Lindemann
at his new City Club at Sheboygan.
Al and Orville, his partners, were not in.
Met one of their former employees, Ervin
Klauder, who was with Hagenbeck-Wallace the past season. He is working for
King Meitus, who owns elephant "Lucy,"

formerly owned by the Lindemanns. He
did street advertising for Warner Theater, Milwaukee. The other day ran into
Will H. Hill, who is at the Gimbel store

with elephants, dogs and ponies.
Sigsbee,

Al

former Seils-Sterling

general

avenue.

Charles

agent, has a news business on Milwaukee's

Wisconsin

Tiede, on the Ringling advance for several seasons, has been appointed deputy
sheriff at Racine, Wis. W. C. Tiede, retired billposter, still lives at Racine. He
is 82. I enjoyed both Doc Waddell's and
P. M. Silloway's articles. I directed a
show at South Milwaukee December 17
for the Bucyrus Club and the following
day in same city a circus for the Eagles'
Club Christmas Party."

Ingham's Indians Close
Until After Holidays

FLOYD, Va., Dec. 24.-Ingham's Con-

gress of American Indians presented

program in the schools of Floyd, Carroll
and Grayson counties this week. Will

finish current season in counties near
by and then close until after New Year's.
Major Jack X. Van Buren, who has
had out the No. 2 unit, using same
title, has closed and is at present at
his home with wife and baby. Will open
January 2 with same program but new

group of Indians.
Rex M. Ingham and Chief Frank Canoe

recently visited Fred Kirby and Cliff
Carlisle at Danville, Va., where Kirby

was playing a theater date prior to leaving for Hollywood to make picture. Mrs.

Dot Shores, agent of No. 1 unit, has
booked some theater and church dates
for holidays.
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The Corral

testant, was doing well in the movies.

.
Hootis Killinger, former top-notch
trick rider, was with the Johnny J.
Jones Exposition.
.
.
Victor F. Cody
.

flierrp ebri5ttnaz anb
jOappp jets Pear

.

was playing Washington theater dates.
.
. Colonel Lamar was in
Orlando,

By ROWDY WADDY
Fla., preparing an outfit for the Wild
HAPPENED to John A. West concert with the Johnny J. Jones
Stryker's writin' stick? Haven't had Exposition. . . . Jitney Wright was doing
WHAT'S

a dancing act in vaudeville.

much news from him lately.

101

.

.

Earl

Brumbo (Montana Earl) and wife closed
ADDRESS all news to this department with the Montana Belle Wild West Show

went to West Plains, Mo., for the
to Rowdy Waddy, The Corral Depart- and
ment, 25 Opera Place, Cincinnati, Ohio. winter.
HAVE YOU given the Letter List in IMPORTANT EVENTS
this issue a gander? Your name might
(Continued from page 99)
be advertised there.
they left the show. Bailey was to work
SAY, FOG HORN CLANCY, what's in co-operation with Kansas City receiver.
MIX SHOW ON RAILS-Tom Mix
doin' in your diggin's this winter?
Circus is set to go on rails next season,
Haven't heard from you in some time.
it was announced early in November. All
WHAT ARE YOU DOING this winter, of show's trucks were sold in El Paso,

Poley Ducett, Pete Forrester and Red Tex., in October. Manager Dail Turney
Hammerschmidt?

in Highland, N. Y.?

Is it lumberjacking was in Chicago working on plans.

RINGLING-BARNUM PLANS-Accord-

ing to John Ringling North, the Ring DOROTHY MORRELL ROBBINS, well- ling -Barnum show will literally "swing
known in rodeo and Wild West circles, out" next year, not in the musical sense,
is spending the winter in Rochester, but in relation to color, form, lighting,
N. Y.

FIRST SESSION of the Rodeo Associa-

tion of America convention in Livingston, Mont., gets under way January 6
at 10:30 a.m. No resolutions will be
passed until after 3 p.m., however, in
order to give late arrivals a chance to
vote.

costuming and staging. Announced early
in November.

R -B LABOR DISPUTE NOT Sha-i'LED

-Announcement over radio week of November 7 that Ringling-Barnum had
come to terms with American Federation
of Actors and stories in press that labor
troubles had been ironed out, were only

a rehash of statement made after John
ling were in conference with William
Green, president, and Matthew Woll, vicepresident of American Federation of
Labor, at Houston, Tex., middle of October. At that time no settlement was
made, but Woll indicated he considered
R. and Henry R. North and Robert Ring -

LEONARD (HAPPY) WILLIAMS, for-

mer rodeo contestant and now a minister, is in the G M & S Hospital, San
Antonio, suffering from a broken leg

sustained when struck by an automobile
recently, reports Edna M. Gardner Hopkins, said to be one of the original Wild the prospects of a settlement good.
LEDGETT DEATH-Fred Ledgett, 60,
West woman riders. She letters that
Williams is anxious to hear from his widely known equestrian director and
former bareback rider, died at his home
friends in the field.
in Rockford, Ill., November 13. Was with
AMERICAN LEGION RODEO to be W. B. Reynolds, Sells Bros., Barnum &
Bailey,
Hagenbeck-Wallace, Al G. Barnes,
held soon in Miami Beach, Fla., will be
the first one ever to be staged there, John Robinson, Sells-Floto, Russell Bros.
it is said. Event is to be presented in and Sells -Sterling circuses. Interment in
Flamingo Park, city owned and operated. Rockford.
RIDDLE DEATH-Jack Riddle, 51, who
City council recently approved the plans
and preparations are now in progress. had been with various circuses and had
Riddle
Circus unit on road, died at his
Offices have been opened and Chairman

Teddy Moss has arranged with Fred home in Poplar Bluff, Mo., November
Beebe to direct the rodeo. It is also 10. Interment in that city.
understood that Dave Endy, of Endy
Bros.' Shows, now wintering in Miami,
will arrange all concessions and rides.

THREE OF ALBERTA'S tophand stam-

Party Given Stanbery
By Members of Santa
Claus Parade Units

pede performers will set sail early in
CINCINNATI, Dec. 24.-Albert White
Feoruary for Australia to seek prize
money at rodeos to be held "down states that the two units of the
under." They are Jerry Ambler, 1937 Thatcher-Stanbery Productions Santa
saddle bronk riding champion; Jack Claus Parades had a very nice four
Wade, rider and steer decorator, and weeks' season and that a party was given
Jack Sherman, bronk rider. The Alberta for H. S. Stanbery, he being presented
contingent will be joined by three cow- with a large Gladstone bag, leather billboys and three cowgirls from the United fold and leather key container. L. M.
States before sailing. The Americans Snell made the presentation speech.
are Alvin Gordon, Bill McMakin, Shorty Special guests were Juanita Huntley,
Creed, Doris Haynes, Iva Del Jacobs and Agnes Broskey and Meredith Young.
Roster of No. 1 unit: H. S. Stanbery,
Alice Greenough.
manager; Ray Hart, assistant; Mrs. M. L.
CO-OPERATION WILL DO IT: This Young, wardrobe; Mrs. Gladys Hart, asdepartment always welcomes bits of sistant; Glen Fawley, Santa Claus; Jim
authentic news pertaining to rodeos and Pitcher, sound man; Eddie Williams,
Wild West shows. Since there are thous- assistant; Ernie Peterson, mechanic;
ands of persons interested in cowboy Frank Brooks, bugler; Herman Walters,
sports, and what contestants are doing, live stock; Bud McCaskey, assistant;
who look to this department each week Herman Frisby, float foreman; Gene
to learn what is going on in the field, Hulett, assistant; Toddy Barbeau, Escommitteemen and contestants could kimo dogs; Nasey Habhab, Henry Argell,
benefit by constantly sending news of trucks; Dolores DuShane, ventriloquist;
their activities. Let's all get together Albert White, clown and wardrobe.
with that old co-operation and make No. 2 unit: L. M. Snell, manager; Mrs.
the 1939 rodeo season the biggest ever. Loree Snell, wardrobe; Kay Barbeau, asWhat do you say! Keep this editor sistant; John Koll, Santa Claus; Ralph
posted with news of your activities.
Pritchett, sound man; Gene Koll, assistant; George Cassen, mechanic; Tommy
HAPPENINGS in the rodeo and Wild Osborne, bugler; Chuck Hart, live stock;
West field in December 15 years ago: Nelson Ambeling, assistant; 011ie Acker Princess Bluefeather playing engage- son, float foreman; Bud Gochee, assistments in Boston. . . . Texas Jay Davis ant; Eddie Barbeau, Eskimo dogs; Max
had the Wild West attraction with the McCullon, A. H. Homer, trucks; KenDavis & Son's Wagon Shows playing neth Boots, scenic artist; Leonard PearFlorida. . . . Line-up of Wild West boys son, ventriloquist; Heine Marcum, clown
and girls with the Hagenbeck-Wallace cop. Both units were in eight States in
Winter Circus at the Coliseum in St. 40 cities. No 1 traveled 2,096 miles and
Louis included Augie Gomez, Carlos No. 2, 3,220.
Carreon, Percy Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Al
Faulk, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sutton, Billie
Mossman, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cavanaugh,

Dewey Butler, Etta Carreon, Anna ButTuck
ler and Marie Mossman.
Beasley was managing the Wild West
.

.

.

LS algela

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 24.-Jack Grimes
show and concert with the Atkinson handled the show for the Helms Bakeries
Circus on the -West Coast. .
.
Jack at Culver City. Among acts were the
Wright, trick roper, was handling the Hannefords with Poodles, and the
Wild West concert with the M. L. Clark Clarkonians.
Harry (Bob) Matthews writes that
& Sons' Shows. . Buster Baker and
his trick auto provided the principal ning Tuffy" has been a big attraction
entertainment at the Knights of Co- in Paris. Is now at the Mills Circus at
lumbus fair and bazaar in Watervliet, the Olympia, London.
Dan Dix is back at the studios.
Art Acord, well-known conIv. Y.
.
.

.

.

.

.

HARRY
KNIGHT
Asst. Manager

M. T.
COLBURN CLEMANS
EVERETT

Managing Director

President

WORLD'S
CHAMPIONSHIP
RODEO

CORPORATION

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO CORPORATION
ARE THE SUCCESSORS TO

COL. W. T. JOHNSON
producers of
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO
Madison Square Garden, New York
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FAIRS -EXPOSITIONS

Head in Dallas

Officials declare e x p o
policies not involved -

Net from 1938 State Fair

$66,000 - improve-

several palaces are ready

ments from earnings
DALLAS, Dec. 24.-Directors of the

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 24.-Another
resignation was handed the board of directors of Golden Gate International

State Fair of Texas elected Harry L.
Seay, president;

Hugo W. Schoelkopf,

Exposition this week. Frank Y. McLaugh-

first vice-president; T. M. Cullum, second

lin, it was announced, will resign as assistant to the president, effective December 31. Ray Smith, director of finance,

vice-president; Fred F. Florence, treasurer; Roy Ruppard, executive secretary.

Directors elected at a stockholders' meeting included Otto Herold, T. M. Cullum,

Hugo W. Schoelkopf, Dudley H. Pace,
Ben F. Cabell Jr., Frank P. Holland Jr.,
J. W. Carpenter, J. J. Eckford, E. J.
Kiest, A. M. Matson, R. J. O'Donnell,
W. F. Pendleton, Harry L. Seay, J. C.

Tenison. New members are W. H. Hitzelberger, T. M. Watson, Clyde L. Stewart.
At a pre -election conference of stockholders it was revealed that the 1938
fair netted profit of $66,000. Otto

Herold, president the past seven years,

announced that he would not accept

another term.
Stock in the fair is held by about 1,500
Dallas citizens and persons in other sections of the State. It pays no dividends,
as all earnings are put back into permanent improvements of the plant. It
comprises more than 175 acres, known as
Fair Park, city -owned, but operated

jointly by Dallas park board and the
State Fair Association. The new president and board will start immediate
plans for the 1939 fair and improve-

ments to be made from the earnings of
1938.

Vets To Have G. G. Village
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 24.-One of the
important announcements to date in

connection with Golden Gate International Exposition here was of the signing of contracts by Harry G. Seber and
John R. Castle to build "Greenwich Village:' Associated with them are Will
Wright and Carl Holt, also among the
best known personalities in the outdoor show world. The attraction will
cover about 34,000 square feet in a choice
location on Treasure Island and will be
featured thruout the year. They expect

to house a score of

attractions,

aside

from operation of their own units. Executive offices have been opened in Loew's
Warfield Theater Building and the
Village will be ready for the expo opening on February 18.

Iowa Plant To Be Enlarged
WEBSTER

CITY,

Ia.,

Dec

24.-

Patrons of Hamilton County Fair here
will be offered racing for the first time
next year, directors having voted to construct a track and grand stand and add
15 acres to the plant, reports Secretary
L. L. Lyles. At the Iowa Fair Managers'
Association meeting in Des Moines on
December 12 and 13 Secretary Lyles con-

tracted with L. C. Reynolds, manager of
Reynolds & Wells' United Shows, to
furnish midway attractions for the 1939
event. Opening day will be Watermelon
Day, management giving away two carloads of melons and featuring a free gate.

O.

Two Resign
G. G. Posts

Seay Is New
is
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Conducted by CLAUDE R. ELLIS-Communications to 25 Opera Place, Cincinnati,

resigned last week.

Both declared exposition policy mat-

FREDERICK WEDDLETON (left),

director of division of concessions
for the 1939 Golden Gate International Exposition, San Francisco, is
shown congratulating William Russell, of the Scottish. attraction,

An Clachan, highland village, on the
latter's first big American venture.
It will occupy 60,000 square feet on
Treasure Island. Figures show that
at the recent Empire Exhibition,

Glasgow, the village grossed about
$500,000 on, the front gate and about
$250,000 from inside sales.

Saskatoon Surplus
Reported as Against
Deficit of Last Year

ters were not involved in their withdrawal from the two important posi-

tions. McLaughlin was formerly California WPA administrator. The positions

will remain unfilled for the present,
President Leland W. Cutler said.
Most of the major lots which will
house exhibits are taking on activity
greater than has been shown in many
months. Exhibitors are moving in, and
a new tempo is apparent. Ready for

occupancy are the Palace of Food and
Beverages, Palace of Homes and Gardens,
Palace of Electricity and Communication, Hall of Science, Vacationland and
Palace of Mines, Metals and Machinery.
Courts between the palaces are nearly
ready. The 40 -acre Gayway is taking on
new patterns daily, with work being
rushed on Cavalcade of the Golden West,
Chinatown, Streets of the World, Rip-

ley's Odditorium, Cyclone Coaster, Diving Bell, Midget Village, Hydrosphere;
Children's Village and others. Illumination program, on which the expo is
$1,000,000, is far ahead of
SASKATOON, Sask., Dec. 24.-Surplus spending
Concessions Director Frederick
of $2,932.56 on operations up to October schedule.
Weddleton
said excursion hops will be
31 was reported at the annual meeting of conducted over
Treasure Island during
Saskatoon Industrial Exhibition board, the fair, arrangements
being completed
as against a deficit of $1,771.73 on the with Paul Mantz, head
United Air
same date in 1937. Increases in grand Services, Inc., for day andofnight
flights.

stand, gate and auto and

concession

receipts accounted for surplus. Profit on

grand stand was $12,123.46, almost $4,000

more than the 1937 grand -stand profit
or $8,170.

Take at the main gates and for autos
was about $1,850 more than in 1937,
$12,751 as against $10,916 last year. There

was an increase of more than $1,000 in
concession receipts. Honorary Treasurer
A. M. Duncan said the surplus was encouraging because of a decrease in receipts of the Stadium, hockey rink on
the grounds, caused by opening of a new
rink in center of the city last winter.
Revenue for the year was $84,220.66,
and operating expenditure $81,288.10.
President A. D. Munro said the year's

E.

L. RICHARDSON, whose long

service as general manager of Calgary (Alta.) Exhibition and Stam-

pede has been marked by his re-

election to the position. King George
and Queen Elizabeth are said to

have expressed a desire to see the

exhibition during their coming visit
to Canada, but the proposed dates of
their stay in the dominion probably
will make this impossible. Exhibi-

tion had a surplus of $6,537 for

1938, exceeding that of 1937 altho
$11,000'more than the usual amount
was spent on improvements.

Bonds Are Reported Ready
For Beatty at G. G. Expo
SAN FRANCISCO,

Dec.

24.- Clyde

Beatty and his animal act look right

now to be a cinch to open in February
at the Golden Gate International Expo-

sition.
Office of Frederick Weddleton, director
of concessions, said negotiations to bring

Beatty here for the fair were very much
alive and that financial backers for
Beatty were prepared to sign a $15,000
guaranteeing appearance of the
Wirth Gets Ebensburg, Pa. bond
animal trainer.
Exposition
will post a similar bond.
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Frank Wirth
Booking Association announced acqui- Beatty's engagement if set will be for
sition of Cambria County Fair, Ebens- duration of the fair, officials said.
burg, Pa., with revue and acts. Contract
thru Wirth's Pittsburgh rep, Jayne Jarrell.

Parnell Memorial Adopted

LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-State board and
RALEIGH, N. C., Dec. 24.-At the anexecutive committee of Arkansas Live - nual meeting of North Carolina Assovoted
unaniciation of Agricultural Fairs in the Sir
Stock Show Association
mously to hold another show in 1939. Walter Hotel here on January 20 and 21
but a month earlier than that of this there will be several out -of -State
year. Acting President A. Howard Steb- speakers. Dr. A. H. Flemming, Franklin
bins said the city spent about $8,000 on County Fair, Louisburg, president of the
operations turned out better than was the event and asked for a resolution association, will be banquet emsee Friday
night. Association directors have adopted
thanking council for its support.
expected.

memorial resolutions on the death of
C. S. Parnell, Mebane, wito was secre-

New York World's Fair
Shop Talk, Chatter and March of Progress
By ROGER LITTLEFORD JR.

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-This city will
really be fair-minded during the holiday
season if present promotion plans go
thru. Little Cid New York, from Battery
to Bronx, will be a veritable beehive of
Trylons and Perispheres, of orange and
blue pennants, the fair's official colors,
Building in Americus, Ga.
and all sorts of descriptive displays of
AMERICUS, Ga., Dec. 24.-The 1939 this and that scene or building or atSumter County Fair will be held for traction that will be part of "World of
the first time in the new Community a °morrow." (Details of the promotion
Fair grounds exhibit barns. This com- plans will be found elsewhere in this
mittee will promote the fair and make issue.-Editor's Note.)
plans for a live -stock sales barn: J. K.
Luck, chairman; John Wise, S. F. Howell,
It is becoming more and more apL. W. Kirkland, R. J. Hodges. Framework parent that the Flushing fiesta next
is up for hog and cattle barns on the summer will be one of the very few biggrounds and concrete has been poured time expos to keep number of skill games
in its amusement area to a minimum.
for a poultry barn.
Very few, if any, game men have been
ELKHORN, Wis.-Statement of Wal- getting further than the proverbial first
worth County Fair, read at the annual base in contract talk with the concesh
meeting on December 14, showed re- department boys. Altho several villages
sources of $9,650. Receipts and dis- are expected to offer a limited number
bursements for 1938 were $45,078.
of sub -concession gaming propositions,
independent skill projects will probably
be less than 10. Maurice Piesen apA CONTEST to determine the parently is set for a battery of Skee Ball
leading outdoor performers is exalleys; an archery game is in process
of negotiation; any number of shooting
plained in the general outdoor section under "Who Is Your Favorite gallery ideas have been submitted, and
Arnold Beebe, veteran Asbury Park conOutdoor Performer?" Read it and
cessioner, and Dr. Sydney Ross, magithen send for your ballot.
cian, are coming close to contract -sign-

tary.

Charlotte Construction Paid
CHARLOTTE, Mich., Dec. 24.-At the
annual meeting and election of officers

of Eaton County 4-H Fair here, Secretary
Hans Kardel, who was re-elected, refair is evidently assuming an attitude ported that all 1938 improvements, inthat games are not a necessary part of cluding cost of a 2,200 -seat grand stand,

ing status for four novelty games. The

its amusement area and that they are were paid for. The fair started with a
not fundamentally sound business prop- balance of $152 in the treasury. Receipts
ositions at a world's fair. The fair is were $9,383 and expenses $7,062. Other
probably correct.
officers re-elected were John B. Strange,
also state commissioner of agWithin a week or two we will probably president,
receive notification of the official title riculture, and C. D. McIntyre, treasurer.

of the fair's amusement area. It's been

a long, hard struggle on the part of Lueders Readies Five Shows
many more than one man in the ad-

ministration building. Contests have
Dh:Ti-COIT, Dec. 24.-United Booking
been conducted-hundreds of people Office will put out five shows to play
have racked their brains for a suitable Midwestern fairs next season, said Manmoniker for the fair's fun sector. Of- ager Henry H. Lueders. Ship Ahoy and
ficials this week mulled over a list of French Frolics will carry 24 girls in line,
about 1,000 suggested titles-examples- a 10 -piece band and six acts each, be"Graveside," "Whalen's Walk," "This Is sides a prima donna, emsee, dance team
It," "Lambeth Walk," "World of Tomor- and singing team. Two smaller revues
row Today," "Whoopeeland" and "New will carry five acts, nine -piece band and
York World's Fair of 1939 Amusement 14 girls each. Fifth show will be made
Area." Mebbe it should be "Pay-Way"- up of circus acts with scenery and a
appropriate anyway.
nine -piece band without ballet.

Jack Sheridan, talented artist who is
show at the 1939 fun frolic, gave a selected few a preview of his show last
week and they came away surprised and
probably comforted, to say the least. For
those who might be bothered by pert operating the "Living Magazine Covers"

(See N. Y. WORLD'S FAIR on page 107)

PHILADELPHIA.-Samuel B. Russell,
president of Pennsylvania Association of
County Fairs and president -manager of
Lewistown (Pa.) Fair, who underwent a

serious major operation in Hahnemann
Hospital here, is reported as recovering
satisfactorily.
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Fairs' Costs Curb !profits
EXPECTATIONS, probably justified, of a considerable slump in
attendance and receipts at the 1938 State, district and county
fairs in the States and Canada did not materialize. In fact, attendance rose again at many major annuals. However, receipts were
naturally affected by economic recession, altho not to an extent that
naturally might have been anticipated. The season of fairs had a
healthy effect upon carnival coffers and again kept plenty of acts
and other attractions busy. It was not to be expected that records
would be shattered to the extent that they were in.1937 over 1936 or
indeed for the two years previous. Stability and future prospects

for growth of established fairs were

exemplified, close observers declare, this

year when nearly all outdoor amuse- and Dairy Show, 45,807; New Jersey State
ments felt heavily the results of cur- Fair, 221,000; National Dairy Show, 50,tailed spending. That interest in prop- 000; Nebraska State Fair, 77,409; Ozark
erly conducted annuals will show no drop Empire Fair, 171,800; Oklahoma Free
is the verdict of managers and board State Fair, 300,000; Oklahoma State Fair
members, who point out that widespread and Exposition, 290,438; Quebec Provincommunity interest and angles which cial Exposition, 111,216; Pacific Internaassure strong local support are present tional Stock Show, 112,637; Spartanburg
in the field of fairs in much greater (S. C.) Fair, 96,000; Sakatoon Exhibition,
degree than It is possible to accomplish 78,807; South Dakota State Fair, 190,000;
in any other branch of outdoor amuse- Southeastern Fair, 500,234; State Fair of
Texas, 961,383; Tulsa Four -State Fair,
ments.
190,000; Tennessee State Fair, 136,131;
Future Patrons Being Made

World's fairs in 1939 in New York and
San Francisco will keep the public fair-

minded and constant growth of 4-H

Club, Future Farmers and other juvenile

activities can be nothing except conducive to creating more fairgoers and
exhibitors in the years to come. Increased grand -stand attendances, more
elaborate

day and night productions

Utah State Fair, 85,402; Western Fair,

$5,900;

Mid -South,

Memphis,

$2,000;

Sedalia, $59,555.94; Davenport, Ia., $3,549.75; Great Falls, Mont., $69,558.05;
Added Costs Reduce Profits
Timonium, Md., $35,0Q0; Billings, Mont.,
That profits were smaller because of $37,820.93; St. Paul, $165,000; Jackson,
greatly increased costs and extensive per$8,000; Mississippi Dairy Show,
manent improvements was pointed out by Miss.,
$2,500; Lincoln, Neb., $15,000; Muskogee,
Ralph E. Ammon, retiring IAFE president. Okla., $1,000; Pacific International, $15,He declared that most fair managers, ap- 000; Atlanta, $18,000; Dallas, $60,000;
preciating in advance that conditions Tulsa, $7,500; Nashville, $20,000; Salt
would not be as good as in 1937, knew Lake City, $9,000; London, Ont., $2,000;
148,343; Wisconsin State Fair, 624,411.

that to attract as many people it would Milwaukee, $200,000.
be necessary to spend more money for
Wider IAFE Work Advocated
entertainment as well as advertising,
A move to widen activities, to make
which was generally done. Thus the result was that, tho attendance and in- the organization more democratic and to
come held up, profits could not be as attract the interest of smaller fairs was
great. Leaders in fairdom feel that this started at the November 48th annual
was a wise procedure, it being better to meeting of the IAFE in Chicago. Retirkeep attendance figures up and interest ing President Ammon, State director of
keen than it would be to count small agriculture and markets and manager
of Wisconsin State Fair, who made the
profits.
Improvements and their cost were re- recommendations, was given considerable
ported as follows: Brockton, Mass., $3,- support and it is believed new policies
498.19; Sacramento, $1,000,000; CNE, To- will be worked out. Advocates for more
ronto, $50,000: Spencer, Ia., $9,988.16; IAFE field work in behalf of the fair inEdmonton, $47,000; Indianapolis, $90,- dustry. as a whole were largely instru000; Hutchinson, Kan., $8,500; Topeka, mental in electing a new secretary treasurer, Frank H. Kingman, secretary

Important Events and Happenings
From December, '37, to December, '38

of Brockton Fair.
"I am convinced that the greatest days
of the American agricultural fair are

ahead instead of behind us," declared

Retiring President Ammon, "and that not
yet have we dreamed of the future possibilities. It should be our hope that our

(From Files of The Billboard)
AD FEES IMPOSED -Iowa Fair Man- 5-7 set a near -record attendance and
agers' Association agreed to charge a elected William T. Marriott, Baraboo,
nominal fee for advertising banners dis- president.

and augmented Thrill Day programs
have been the order for several years
and there is no indication that these played at its annual meeting, December HOOSIER FAIRS GOOD -At annual
features have as yet begun to pall upon 6 and 7, in Savery Hotel. Des Moines.
meeting of Indiana State Association of
fair patrons.
SIGN FOR W. F. -Puerto Rico was County and District Fairs in Hotel ClayGate and grand -stand patronage stood first island possession of the United pool, Indianapolis, January 4-5, it was
up well as against the figures of the last States to sign for space at the New reported that 1937 fairs were big and
four years and only where adverse York World's Fair, and Greece was added that the State Fair, Indianapolis, broke
all records for attendance and receipts.
weather was encountered or fair pro- to list of international participants.
N. C. TAX ATTACKED -Fifth annual
grams were cut did attendances drop ENGEL TAKES TRI-STATE-Contract convention
of North Carolina Association
to any extent. Spending not being what of Joe Engel to operate Tri-State Fair, of Agricultural
Fairs in Sir Walter Hotel,
Tenn., was approved by
it had been since 1935 and heavy invest- Chattanooga,
Raleigh, January 10, strongly criticized
commissioners November 23.
ments to plants, the profit side of fairs city
IAFE MEETING BIG -The 47th an- the State tax of $200 on carnivals operthe past season cannot compare so nual session of the International Asso- ating at established annual fairs.
favorably with last year as did the figures ciation of Fairs and Expositions in Hotel
BUILDINGS GO UP -Seven buildings
of 1935-'37 stack up against those of Sherman, Chicago, November 30 -Decem- were under construction as a part of a
building program on Cali$2,000,000
the few years prior.
ber 1, was called the best in its history.
E. Ammon was advanced to the fornia State Fairgrounds, Sacramento.
Great crops in Western Canada started Ralph
and Sid W. Johns to the NO PARIS REPEAT -Revival of Paris
the season off with a bang, gates and presidency
Toronto was selected International Exposition in 1938 was
midway grosses taking higher brackets, vice-presidency.
killed when the Senate voted 224 to 73
for the 1939 meeting.
especially in the Class A circuit. Con- RECORD ATTENDANCE - Secretary - against it.
ditions being better in the West and in Manager W. R. Hirsch, Louisiana State CORLISS ELEC i'kai-Dr. J. H. Corliss,
other agricultural regions than they were Fair, said a record attendance in 1937 Sumner, connected with Western Washington Fair, Puyallup, Wash., was elected
in industrial centers, receipts were better totaled 284,430.
of the association in January.
than they have been in territory from DEPUE RE -ELECTED -Harold P. De- president
LEWIS AGAIN HEAD - Samuel S.
which some of the bigger fairs draw their Pue was renamed secretary -manager of Lewis
was re-elected president of York
North Montana State Fair, Great Falls.
patronage.
CONTRACTS AWARDED - Commis- (Pa.) County Agricultural Society.
sioners of Tennessee State Fair closed BUCKEYES TO CHANGE -Ohio Fair
More Increases Are Reported
Association voted to change
Thirty-seven member fairs made re- contracts for 1938 with Royal American Managers'
for midway and George A. Hamid, officers more frequently at annual meetturns to the International Association Shows
ing in Deshler-Wallick Hotel, Columbus,
Inc., for grand -stand acts.
of Fairs and Expositions. These indicate
BOND PLAN FAILS -Plans for a new
by averages a total attendance increase location
plant for Oklahoma State
over 1937 of 5.4 per cent, as against an Fair and and
Exposition, Oklahoma City,
increase of 13.2 per cent for 1937 over were canceled when voters vetoed a
1936 for 44 fairs. Afternoon grand -stand bond issue for $1,343,000 on December 7.
attendance showed an increase of 15.13 IOWA RAINS HURT -Thirtieth annual
per cent over 1937, as against an increase meeting of Iowa Fair Managers' Associain 1937 over 1936 of 21.6 for 44 fairs. tion, December 6 and 7 in Des Moines,
Night grand -stand attendance increased was well attended. Reports showed nearhalf of the annuals in the red be20.52 per cent over 1937, as against 25.2 ly
of rain.
per cent for 1937 over 1936 for 44 fairs. cause
BROREIN DIES -W. G. Brorein, 73,
Gross carnival business increased 13.06 president of Florida Fair, Tampa, died in
per cent over that of 1937, compared Tampa Hospital December 12 following
with 21.2 per cent for 1937 over 1936 an operation for appendicitis.
VICKERS RESIGNS -After 25 years at
for 44 fairs.
While numerous big fairs officially re- the helm of South Louisiana State
ported better attendances, there were few Fair, Donaldsonville, La., R. S. Vickers

January 12 and 13.
MICHIGAN BIG -The 26th annual
convention of Michigan Association of

Fairs, January 18 and 19 in Hotel Fort
Shelby, Detroit, had a registration of
more than 365. Fred A. Chapman was

re-elected president.
ILLINOIS ELECTS -Officers were reelected at the annual meeting of Illinois
Association of Agricultural Fairs in St.
Nicholas Hotel, Springfield, February 3
and 4: Eugene E. Irwin, president; Walter L. Manny, vice-president; A. W.
Grunz, secretary.
TAMPA FETE BIGGEST -Attendance
of 105,367 jammed Florida Fair on
Gasparilla Day, January 31, breaking the
all-time one -day record of 103,246. Total

attendance was 547,367.
that did not hold their own with 1937 resigned.
TEXANS INSTALL SEC -Delegates to
RE -ELECTS -In annual meetor that fell below last year's mark. Ak- ingDALLAS
at Dallas directors of the State Fair annual meeting of Texas Association of
Sar-Ben had 65,000; Brockton (Mass.) of Texas
re-elected incumbent officials, Fairs in Hotel Adolphus, Dallas, January
Fair, 196,849; Calgary Exhibition, 223,- headed by Otto Herold.
28 and 29, installed a permanent paid

association will arise to the occasion and
be ready for that promising future which
awaits our fairs. Those fairs which have
become shaky and reduced their expendi-

tures for entertainment and advertising
have paid for their folly by smaller
crowds and greatly reduced incomes."
Wisconsin Association of Fairs in Madi-

son February 4 voted to institute a test
case in a move to insure future payments of State aid to county fairs.
N. Y. JUBILEE BIG -Golden Jubilee
meeting of New York State Association
of County Agricultural Societies in Ten
Eyck Hotel, Albany, February 15, was
one of the most successful and heavily
attended sessions ever held.

CUBAN OPENER GOOD -Large attend-

ance marked opening of the first annual
Cuban National Industrial Fair and Exposition, February 12 -March 12, in

Havana.
NEW VANCOUVER MANAGER -Sydney

C. McLennan, Ottawa, Ont., was appointed general manager of Vancouver

(B. C.) Exhibition Association.
TEST ON STATE AID -Sawyer County Agricultural Society, Hayward, Wis.,

on February 17 started suit in Circuit
Court in Madison, Wis., to compel the
secretary of state and state treasurer

to pay its State aid for the 1937 Sawyer
County Fair.
TRADE PRESS ENLISTED -Grover A.
Whalen, president of the New York
World's Fair, at a meeting with 100
representatives of trade publications,
enlisted the co-operation of trade papers
to help make the fair a success.
SMITH GIVEN POST -Dr. Albert L.
Brown, Syracuse, two years general director of New York State Fair, Syracuse,
was replaced by Paul Smith.
CLASH ON PLANS -Directors of the
1939 Golden Gate International Exposition were criticized in a report by
Junior Chamber of Commerce to its
membership, saying public is neither informed nor enthusiastic about the coming fair because of lack of proper publicity, management, public participation
and inaccesibility of fair site to visitors.
NEW YORK'S AIR SPECS -Evening

air -spectacle phase of New York World's
Fair will be one of the most extravagant

shows of its kind ever witnessed, said
fair officials.
NEW MISSOURI BODY -Walter G.
Staley, Mexico, named president of Missouri Association of Fairs and Agricultural Exhibitions, a new organization.
10 -YEAR EXPO FOR HAVANA -A
Pan-American exposition, to be known
as the Universal Exposition of Havana,
was authorized by passage of a law by
the Congress of the Republic of Cuba,
Expo to be held in Havana, opening in

425; California State Fair,
RUTLAND SHOWING BIG -Manager secretary and treasurer, 0. L. Fowler.
DOUBLE ATTENDANCE - About 140
Canadian National Exhibition, 1,656,000; Will L. Davis reported that Rutland
Clay County Fair, Spencer, Ia., 139,970; (Vt.) County Agricultural Society had fair officials and attractions people, dou1937, attended the annual
Edmonton Exhibition, 151,180; Indiana the most successful annual in its history, ble thoseofofRocky
Mountain Association
State Fair, 385,621: Kansas State Fair, that 130,317 attended Rutland Fair and meeting
of Fairs in Northern Hotel, Billings,
250,000; Kansas Free Fair, 400,000; Mid - that receipts for the year ending De- Mont.,
January 24-25.
1 were $99,679.39.
South Fair, 127,279; Missouri State Fair, cember
WIS. DIRECTOR NAMED -Ralph E.
MOLESWORTH NAMED -R. D. (Duke)
273.174; Mississippi Valley Fair and Ex- Molesworth,
director of publicity of Mis- Ammon, manager of Wisconsin State
position, 53,308; North Montana State souri State Fair, Sedalia, since 1934, was Fair, Milwaukee, and president of the
Fair, 234,112; Maryland State Fair, 120,- named secretary of North Iowa Fair, International Association of Fairs and November, 1939, during October to May,
Expositions, was appointed State director for a period of 10 years.
000; Midland Empire Fair, 120,000; Min- Mason City.
agriculture and markets February 9. MAFA VIGILANT -Efforts toward betnesota State Fair, 582,161; Mississippi BADGER MEET BIG -Wisconsin Asso- ofTEST
AID CASE SET -Directors of ter programs and revelations of "sponFree State Fair, 350,000; Mississippi Fair ciation of Fairs in Milwaukee January
637,682;
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sors" of fairs suddenly "coming to life" cision June 21, declaring the State Deunder guise of agricultural societies velopment Authority unconstitutional,
for monetary gain were themes of and by a 4 to 3 vote sustained the act,
the 19th annual spring meeting of assuring county fairs State aid.
Massachusetts Agricultural Fairs AssociaFIRE HITS CHILHOWEE-Tennessee
tion in Worcester April 22.
Valley A. & I. Fair's administration
NUDISTS NIXED-Publicists' plans to building in Chilhowee Park, Knoxville,
have George Spray's Los Gatos Elysian Tenn., was razed by fire June 28. Damage
nudists present at dedication of Tower was estimated at $50,000.
of the Sun were nixed by higher-ups ANDERSON IS BIG -- Crowds were
of Golden Gate Exposition. Nearly 2,000 again large at Anderson, Ind., Fair, but
submitted "Gayway," winning title for business for Johnny J. Jones Exposition,

105

but continued to serve as consulting

engineer.

REGINA BIG-Regina (Sask.) Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition, August 1-6, was most successful in years,
with a 7 per cent increase in attendance
over 1937.

YOUNG INJURED-Ernie Young and
members of his troupe were shaken up

SEE THE INSIDE FRONT COVER
OF THIS ISSUE FOR THE
World's Highest
Aerial Act! No
.-S7/1414
Nets-NO Safety

when their special train frwn Regina,
Sask., collided with a locomotive in the
West End of the C. N. R. station on

the midway.
which was on the midway, was off as August 7.
MICHIGAN'S FINEST-Frank N. Isbey, compared to last year.
GREAT FALLS TOPS-For the eighth
general manager of Michigan State Fair,
BRANDON EXHIBITION-Figures were successive year attendance records were

Devices!

Detroit, submitted data calling for ex- up at the Provincial Exhibition of Mani- shattered at North Montana State Fair,
penditure of $3,750,000 to give Michigan toba, Brandon, July 4-8, and the Royal Great Falls, August 1-6, with 234,435.
"the finest State fair."
American Shows there exceeded last
WHITE BACK IN BIZ-John F. White,
DUFOUR-ROGERS BOOKED-A Life year's gross.
former secretary of South Dakota State
Show was contracted at the 1939 Golden
1,500 -ACRE DEVELOPMENT-A char- Fair, Huron, took over the helm of
Gate Exposition by Lew Dufour and Joe ter was granted by the State to Massa- Minnehaha County Fair, Sioux Falls, S.D.
Rogers, Chief Director Harris Connick chusetts Agricultural Improvement Asso- RECORD START - Governor Murphy
announced.
ciation to develop the 1,500 -acre tract opened the 89th Michigan State Fair
REVIVAL FOR N. M.-First New into a $2,000,000 recreation center.
for a 16 -day run to largest attendance
Mexico State Fair in 22 years was to be
GAIN FOR CALGARY-Calgary Ex- in history when 27,800 passed thru
held in Albuquerque in 1938. Leon H. hibition and Stampede, July 11-16, played turnstiles.
Harms was appointed secretary -manager. host to the largest number of early
IOWA FAIR UP-Opening-day crowd
S. F. EXPO HALF DONE-Building on visitors since 1929.
at the Iowa State Fair, Des Moines,
Treasure Island, site of 1939 Golden Gate
ISBEY ADDED TO BOARD-Gov. smashed all records.
Exposition, had passed the halfway mark. Frank Murphy appointed Frank N. Is CNE OPENING BEATS 1937-AttendBOOKING PICKS UP-According to bey, who had been managing director of ance for the August 26 opening of the
booking slates of George A. Hamid, Inc., Michigan State Fair, Detroit, to the board Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto,
celebrations and special events were stag- of managers. Isbey's service was gratis. was 56,000 on Friday and 203,000 on
ing a marked advance as users of live UP 20 PER CENT-Smashing all rec- Saturday.
talent and thrill shows.
ords for an opening day at Edmonton,
IONIA PROFIT $10,000-Despite the
WIRTH COMES BACK-Frank Wirth, Alta., the Diamond Jubilee Exhibition, most rain in its 24 years' existence, Ionia
former partner and president of Wirth July 18-23, had a 20 per cent increase in (Mich.) Free Fair, August 15-20, made
paid admissions over opening day estimated profit of $10,000.
& Hanna, returned to the business.
G. G. DUCATS MOVE-In four days in 1937.
SHOW FOR W. F.-Col. M. S. Billingsticket distribution for the Golden
WEST WASH. EXPANDS-Anticipating ly and Idena Powell signed contracts to
Gate Exposition of 1939 topped the large crowds, a new 3,000 -seat covered exhibit an American Indian attraction at
$500,000 mark.
grand stand was constructed on West- the World's Fair.
THREE RIVERS OUTLAY-$1,500,000 ern Washington Fairgrounds, Puyallup,
OTTAWA SETS NEW HIGH-Central
project transformed grounds of the Ex- for the 39th annual.
Canada Exhibition, Ottawa, Ont., AuMORE CONCESSIONS - Concession gust 22-27, set a new attendance record
position of Trois-Riveres, Canada. Athletic stadium cost $500,000.
roster of the New York World's Fair was of 336,000.
TOPEKA WORK-Maurice W. Jencks, augmented by addition of the Children's
CNE GATES UP-Canadian National
manager of Kansas Free Fair, Topeka, World, immense kiddyland under direc- Exhibition, August 26 -September 10,
announced completion of a six -year con- tion of Frank W. Darling, Norman Bart- pled up on its first five days an atstruction program which gave the fair lett's Flying Turns and Aerial Joy Ride tendance of 619,000, an increase of
and Morris Green's Greenwich Village 150,000 over last year.
a nearly new plant.
SUPPORT WITHDRAWN - California attraction.
PARACHUTER KILLED - James JefPUEBLO PLANT READY-New build- fries Caraway, bat man and parachute
withdrew support from the New York
World's Fair because New York refused ings and improvements on Colorado jumper with Kenny McCord's Thrill
to support the San Francisco fair with State Fairgrounds, Pueblo, costing nearly Show at North Dakota State Fair, Fargo,
an expenditure equal to what California $500,000, were completed.
was killed when his parachute failed
W. F. OFFICIAL QUITS-W. Earle to open.
planned to spend with New York.
STATE AID STAYS-Wisconsin Su- Andrews, general manager of the
ILLINOIS RECORD-E. E. Irwin, genpreme Court reversed its previous de- World's Fair since May 20, 1936, resigned eral manager of Illinois State Fair,

,

Splibl4"

Pit

*A spectacular night and day exhibition,
breathless, spine -tingling and thrill -packed.
Send for pictorial circular. AVAILABLE
FOR FAIRS, PARKS and CELEBRATIONS. Permanent address, care of THE
BILLBOARD, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WANTED FOR 1939
FAIR SEASON

OUTDOOR ACTS OF ALL KINDS.

If you want a long season, make your salary low.
We Have the Spots.

PARAGON THEATRICAL
ENTERPRISES
VIC ALLEN, JUANITA E. BALLARD,

213 Mainstreet Theatre Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

REX TRUEX,
205 South Rutan, Wichita, Kan.

WANTED

BI -COUNTY COLORED FAIR, REIDSVILLE, N. C.,

FOR

Carnival of S or More Rides and 8 or More Shows.
This is a good spot and is money maker. Prefer Week
October 10 or 23. Communicate at once with
Reidsville, N. C.
C. S. FINNEY, Secy.,

Springfield, announced total attendance
for the annual, August 20-28, was
946,000.

TIMONIUM'S 60 -YEAR TOP-Timoni-

um Fair, September 4-15, sponsored by
Maryland State Fair and Agricultural
Society, set a 60 -year attendance mark.
TOPEKA GATE 500,000-Kansas Free
Fair, Topeka, September 11-17, set an
all-time attendance record in excess
of 500,000.

HURON BEST IN DECADE-Bucking

rain and cool weather, South Dakota
(See IMPORTANT EVENTS on page 107)
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president;

Fair Elections

Fair Meetings

INVERMAY, Sask.-T. Jones was reelected president of Invermay Agricultural Society; C. Lee, Mrs. H. A. Loucks,
vice-presidents.

HARRODSBURG, Ky.-Mercer County

Fair and Horse Show re-elected E. Buford VanArsdale, president and director
for the 19th year; John S. Buster, vicepresident and director; T. C. Coleman,
secretary and director; Thomas Squifflet,
treasurer and director, and Charles Ison,
H. N. McCrosky, James Shewmaker, Ed
Phillips, D. M. Hutton, Owen Davenport,

Walter Clelland and Clarence Knight,

directors.

SASKATOON,

Sask.-Saskatoon

In-

dustrial Exhibition board re-elected:
Honorary president, R. W. Caswell; honorary vice-president, J. R. Wilson; pres-

ident, A. D. Munro; vice-presidents, R.

Indiana Association of County and
District Fairs, January 3 and 4, Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis. William H.
Clark, secretary, Franklin.

Wisconsin Association of Fairs, January 4-6, Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee.
J. F. Malone, secretary, Beaver Dam.
Western Fairs Association, January
5-7, Palace Hotel, San Francisco.
Tevis Paine, secretary, Sacramento,
Calif.

State Association of Kansas Fairs,
January 10 and 11, Hotel Jayhawk,
Topeka. George Harman, secretary,
Valley Falls.
Ohio Fair Managers' Association,

January 11 and 12, Deshler-Wallick
Mrs. Don A.
Hotel, Columbus.
Detrick, executive secretary, Belle f ontaine.
Minnesota Federation of County

Fairs, January 11-13, Nicollet Hotel,
Minneapolis. L. 0. Jacob, secretary,

B. McLeod, C. C. T. Robertson; honorary
treasurer, A. M. Duncan; secretary -manager, Sid W. Johns.

Anoka.

Minn.-Wadena County
Free Fair re-elected Arthur Matti, president and director; Bert Veden, vicepresident; Whitney Murray, secretary
and director; Carter Stedman, treasurer,
and J. M. Kern and Willard Miller, di-

Anderson.

MOOSE JAW, Sask.-W. H. Johnstone
was elected president of Moose Jaw Exhibition Co., Ltd, succeeding W. A.

tary, Portage La Prairie, Man.

WADENA,

rectors.

Munns, president since the company's

formation three years ago; A. C. Alexander, Fred H. Jones, vice-presidents.
Manager George D. Mackie reported
grand -stand receipts of $3,289.70 compared with $3,870.40 in 1937. Rain canceled one night performance. Parimutuels showed net expenditure of $1,863.48. Total 1938 deficit was $934.50 as
compared with $518.15 in 1937.
TISDALE, Sask.-For years an annual,

but discontinued last year thru lack of
interest, Tisdale Fair will be held in
1939 it was decided unanimously at an
annual meeting, which elected: Honorary presidents, Malcolm McLean, J. H.
Brockelbank, Mayor J. E. Brown; president, A. Wilson; vice-presidents, C. A.
Hanneson, R. Jones; secretary -treasurer,
R. C. Farr.

South Carolina Association of Fairs,

Jefferson Hotel, Columbia, January

16 and 17. J. A. Mitchell, secretary,
Western Canada Association of Ex-

hibitions, January 16-18, Fort Garry
Hotel, Winnipeg, Man. Sid W. Johns,
secretary, Saskatoon, Sask.
Western Canada Fairs Association,
January 16-18, Fort Garry Hotel,
Winnipeg, Man. Keith Stewart, secre-

Canadian Midwest Fairs Association,

January 16-18, Fort Garry Hotel,
Winnipeg, Man. A. E. Russell, secretary, Lethbridge, Alta,
Maine Association of Agricultural
Fairs, January 17 and 18, Penobscot
Exchange Hotel, Bangor. J. S. Butler,
secretary, Lewiston.
Michigan Association of Fairs, January 18 and 19, Ft. Shelby Hotel, Detroit. Chester M. Howell, secretary,
Chesaning.
Massachusetts Agricultural Fairs
Association, January 19 and 20, Hotel

Northampton, Northampton. A. W.
Lombard, secretary, 136 State House,
Boston.

North Dakota Association of Fairs,

January 19 and 20, Waldorf Hotel,
Dick
Fargo.
Langdon.

Forkner,

secretary,

Association reelected Alfred Ravnum, president; Clar-

North Carolina Association of Agricultural Fairs, January 20 and 21, Sir
Walter Hotel, Raleigh. A. H. Flemming, president, Louisburg.
Mississippi Association of Fairs,

LOUDONVILLE, 0.-0. K. Andress, reelected secretary of Loudonville Agri-

J. M. Dean, secretary,
Jackson.
Jackson.
Rocky Mountain Association of Fairs,
January 22 and 23, Havre Hotel,

GALESVILLE,

County

Wis. - Trempealeau

Agricultural

ence Brown, vice-president; Alfred Sagen,
secretary; Leonard Larson, treasurer.

cultural Society, reports that the financial statement showed a good balance

and that the

following officers were

named: H. G. Arnholt, re-elected presi-

NATIONAL

SHOWMEN'S
ASSOCIATI ON
An Organization
Showmen

and

by

and

Allied

for

Fields.

BENEVOLENT

PROTECTIVE-SOCIAL
(Hospitalization and Cemetery Fund)
Initiation $10
Dues $10
Sixth

Floor,

Palace

December 31, 1938
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Theater Bldg.,

1564 Broadway

New York City

WANT MORE REVENUE

for
YOUR ORGANIZATION?

Read
"BINGO BUSINESS"
A Column About Bingo in the

WHOLESALE MERCHANDISE
Department
THIS WEEK and EVERY WEEK

January 20 and 21, Edwards Hotel,

Havre, Mont. Jack M. SuCkstorff,
secretary, Sidney, Mont.
Virginia Association of Fairs, January 23 and 24, John Marshall Hotel,
Richmond. Charles B. Ralston, secretary, Staunton.
Nebraska Association of Fair Managers, January 23-25, Cornhusker Hotel, Lincoln. Chet G. Marshall, secretary, Arlington.
Pennsylvania State Association of

County Fairs, January 26 and 27,

Penn - Harris Hotel, Harrisburg,
Charles W. Swoyer, secretary, Reading.

Texas Association of Fairs, January

27 and 28, Adolphus Hotel, Dallas.
0. L. Fowler, secretary, Denton.
Illinois Association of Agricultural
Fairs, February 1 and 2, St. Nicholas
Hotel, Springfield. E. E. Irwin, president, Springfield.

Clarence Wolfe, vice-presi-

Frank Wirth
Philosophizes

dent; H. J. Parker, secretary; Mrs. Dorothy Parmiter, assistant; S. F. Beverage,
treasurer.

PORTSMOUTH, 0. - Scioto County
Agricultural Society elected Earl Clayton

and Frank N. Bihlman to the board to
fill vacancies left by Forrest Gordon

and Wiley Tipton. Lafe Taylor, veteran
president, was re-elected.

Head of Booking Association Writes
on Attractions and Dictatorships

A GOOD deal of our supposed heart

disease is imaginary. As a matter of
many of our ailments, whether
NEW CASTLE, Pa.-New Castle Agri- fact,
they be commercia:., social or physical,

cultural Society re-elected J. L. Burton, are imaginary.
president, and elected C. M. McCormick,
It would be a wonderful thing if we
vice-president; Thomas A. Gilkey, treas- could
get rid of these groundless fears,
urer; A. Clyde Shoaff, secretary -manager. as they are responsible for much disBELLEFONTAINE, O.-Following elec- couragement.
To be living in a land of tolerance,

tion of two new directors, 0. A. Hill and
Earl Judy, Logan County Fair Board reelected: President, Thomas W. Shick;
vice-president, Telford Blackburn; secretary, Carl C. Kirk; treasurer, Earl Judy.

without a dictator to tell us what we

shall eat, how we snail sleep, what God
we must worship or what races we must

entertain is in itself a doctor for the
weakest.
We are able to open a fair, park or
MARYSVILLE, 0.-Lemuel 0. Mapes was carnival, an indoo: circus or theater
elected president of Union County Ag- without a sign read ng, "If you are from
ricultural Society; vice-president, Jacob the Jones family you are not allowed

P. Sidle; treasurer, Paul Tossey; secre- to pay this carnival a visit."
tary, Harry Taylor.
Between Two Extremes
Do these sentences mean anything to
MELFORT, Sask.-Melfort Agricultural
Society elected: President, A. B. Howell; you? If they do not, then no doctor can
vice-presidents, J. M. H. McKee, A. W. help you, for then you have heart disease
Robson. G. B. Jameson was appointed and not an image of it. There isn't anyone but yourself to dictate the terms you
secretary -treasurer and manager.
will give next year to the flesh enterZANESVILLE, 0.-S. H. Lawyer was tainment -seeking public. (And no one
elected president of Muskingum County in his heart likes to applaud a piece of
Agricultural Society; Clyde McFarland, celluloid).
vice-president; S. L. Shepfer, treasurer:
There are times when all of us feel
Leslie Wilson, secretary, succeeding P. bloated with the ego of self-importance,
D. Elliott. R. G. McMurry, Frazeyburg, and then watch the pendulum of emo-

will have charge of the junior fair.

tion swing us to the lowest depths of
despair. It is between the two extreme

EDMUNDSTON, N. B.-Board members points that only clear decisive thinking
of second annual Edmudston Fair re- can be reached. Many outdoor officials
elected George Michaud, president, for a have in the past run the gamut of these
third time, and Arthur Berube, secretary - feelings only to emerge with a cleaner,
treasurer.
finer view of the future.

DURHAM, Conn. - Durham Agricultural Fair Association, Inc., voted to hold

a fair in 1939, the 1938 annual having

been canceled because of hurricane
damage. William A. Gastler was elected
president; William A. Parsons, vice-

president; John A. Jackson, secretary;
(See FAIR ELECTIONS on page 112)

Better far Artists

And what does the future hold?
The artist will have a better chance
than ever before in outdoor entertainment history-both in bookings and in
compensation for work performed.
The manager will strike a new high
(See FRANK WIRTH on page 111)

Agricultural Situation
Condensed Data From November Summary by U. S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C.

LOOKING ahead into 1939, BAE sees will help to offset the effects of large

prospects for continued improvements actual and prospective supplies of some

in the demand for farm products, that
farmers' cash income from marketings
and government payments will be increased, that farm production expenses
will be about the same as in 1939. Net
cash income of farm operators is expected to be "materially higher" than in
1938. The domestic demand picture is
considered more reassuring than the

farm products.
Improvement in domestic demand in
1939

over

1938 should result from a

higher average level of industrial activity
This outand consumer incomes.

look is

based upon prospects for in-

creased production of automobiles, steel,
textiles and miscellaneous consumers'
goods, and an increase in building acforeign, with industrial activity and con- tivity. General eccnomic conditions in
sumer incomes expected to average "sub- the United States are favorable to the
stantially higher" next year. Foreign recovery indicated by conditions in
conditions affecting exports and prices of these industries. Increased net contriUnited States farm products may be less butions of the federal government to
favorable. Increased production of live total purchasing pcwer will serve as an
stock and live -stock products is ex- important stimulus to business in 1939.
pected next year, and possibly decreased An exception to the generally favorable
production of crops already in large economic situation is the relative weaksupply. All products will be favorably ness in some important commodity

affected by the improved demand situ- prices.
ation, but the increase in farm income The foreign demand outlook for 1939
February
is likely to be "more noticeable" in is less favorable. Altho general economic
0. D. Massa, secretary, Cookeville.
commodities going directly into con- conditions abroad nay show some imNew York State Association of sumption. Meanwhile, 1938 cash income provement over this year if there are no
County Agricultural Societies, Febru- may exceed the $7,500,000,000 estimated further unfavorable political developary 21, Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany. G.
ments, competing foreign supplies will be
by BAE last summer.
W. Harrison, secretary, 131 North Pine
much larger in 193E than in 1938. There
DEMAND: IMPROVED OUTLOOK
avenue, Albany.
has also been a general stiffening of
Ontario Association of Agricultural
During the past year prices and in- foreign trade restrictions against imSocieties, February 23 and 24, King
comes received by farmers have been ports of farm products from the United
Edward Hotel, Toronto. J. A. Carroll, depressed by a severe business recession States, but this may be offset to some
secretary, Toronto.
in the United States and some foreign extent by the possible conclusion of
countries, and by increased supplies of a trade agreements w.th the United Kingimportant commodities. dom and Canada. In view of the general
of
dent; F. M. Smalley, vice-president; J number
now are for a somewhat more improvement in business activity which
Olin Arnholt, treasurer; W. E. Heichel Prospects
general demand situation in is expected, it seems probable that the
W. W. Strang, C. F. Heyde, Carl Koch favorable
1939 than in 1938, with considerable im- general level of wholesale prices in the
W. G. Messner, directors.
provement in domestic conditions offset- United States will average somewhat
of Tennessee Fairs,
7, Noel Hotel, Nashville.

Association

PLYMOUTH, Wis.-Sheboygan County

Agricultural Association re-elected Homer Melvin, president; Emil Titel, Otto
Geussenhainer, vice - presidents; Henry
Ott, treasurer; W. H. Eldridge, secretary;

Louis Prange, superintendent. Salary of
the secretary was increased from $300
to $400.

ATHENS, 0.-Athens County Agricultural Society re-elected J. Howard Cline,

ting less favorable foreign prospects. This

(See AGRICULTURAL on page 112)

JIMMIE LYNCH
Pat Purcell -Frank Winkley and the Original DEATH DODGERS
extend heartiest

SEASON'S GREETINGS

December 31, 1938
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Fair Grounds

vat)

CALGARY, Alta.-Additions to barns
on Calgary Exhibition grounds are expected to be completed by January 15.
Alterations and additions are financed

107
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3 ZRUPS HIGHEST ACTSAERIAL

from $196,000 borrowed by the city under

the municipal improvements assistance

TEETER SISTERS

act.

THE ORIGINAL HOLLYWOOD THRILL GIRLS

HARRODSBURG, Ky.-For the sixth
year F. H. Bee Shows were contracted
as midway attraction for Mercer County

VIRGINIA SENIOR-THE ONE AND ONLY

SKY-HIGH GIRL

Fair and Horse Show here, reports President E. Buford VanArsdale.

SENSATIONAL HIGH POLE LADY AERIALIST

MURFREESBORO, Tenn.-Mid-State
Colored Fair here, a new organization,

Under Exclusive Contract With

SENIORETTA
GUS SUN BOOKING AGENCY

has asked the Legislature for a $2,000
yearly appropriation for premiums and

Regent Theatre Bldg.

Springfield, Ohio

general expenses, reports J. R. Patterson,

secretary.

LONGVIEW, Tex.-Marvin D. Abernathy, former manager of Gregg County

Fair and past president of Texas Association of Fairs, has been elected manager of Lufkin (Tex.) Chamber of Commerce.

WADENA, Minn.-At the annual board
meeting of Wadena County Free Fair on
December 15 Secretary Murray Whitney

reported a small loss for the 1938 fair
due to heavy rainfall on the last day,
usually the most heavily attended. Re-

ceipts were more than $10,000, including
$3,800 from concessions.
NORWICH, N. Y.-Altho Norwich Fair

HARRY B. KELLEY, who has long

been active in Michigan fair circles
and for the State Fair, Detroit, was
re-elected

secretary

of

as 125 men are building a steeplechase
course inside the regular track and are
constructing two huge lagoons, Saratoga
style, in the infield, once used to park
cars.

\\I k' .\\O

than $10,000, which was added to an
$11,000 balance to apply on improve..
ments to the plant. Among added
features will be 296 -foot grand stand
now being erected.

.\\ \\\I
k
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
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Georgians Meet in Macon

The concession department hit another

one of its quiet spells-no new midway

acquisitions being announced this week.
According to reports, however, next week

will see at least four and possibly half
a dozen projects passed by the board of
finance, the last step before signatures

anticipating no end of surprises and
f unmaking.

11.\\\'' LW

RUTLAND, VERMONT, STATE FAIR
ALWAYS LABOR DAY WEEK.

WILL L. DAVIS

POSTVILLE, Ia.-Altho Big Four Fair are applied to contracts.
showed a deficit this year, due to heavy
Local 178, Building Service Internarain on a Saturday, all bills and premi- tional
Union, is about ready to take
ums were paid, it was reported at the over jurisdiction
of all venders, purannual board meeting here on December veyors and butchers
working at the fair.
7. A DeWaldo program was grand -stand
Vice -President Lew Lange will be the
attraction.
official representative.
There'll be all sorts of parties holding
EDMUNDSTON, N. B.-Second annual
Edmundston Fair reported surplus of sway tonight (Christmas Eve), and one
$553, receipts totaling $4,963. A $500 of the most unique get-togethers will
grant has been made to the society occur in the fair's nearly completed
by the government. Officials plan to Perisphere. President Whalen and diincrease the entertainment program rectors have been unusually secretive
about plans, and fair employees are
next year.

ASHLAND, 0.-Ashland county commissioners awarded contracts for construction of three buildings on Ashland County Fairgrounds as a PWA
project, a junior fair building, grand
stand and horse barn. Directors said
the expansion program will be started
by January 1 and that all buildings

SEE PAGES 10 AND 11

Hillsdale

County Fair, which has made impressive strides during his years in.
the post. Profit in 1938 was more

went into the red $3,000, Mayor Frank
Zuber announced he will bank -roll the
MACON, Ga., Dec. 24.-Annual meet1939 annual again. Chenango Agricul- ing of the Association of Agricultural
tural Society, sponsor, named an execu- Fairs of Georgia has been tentatively
tive committee, Capt. Daniel Fox, Mayor set for January 12, said Secretary E.
Zuber and F. H. Littlef air.
Ross Jordan, to be held in the Hotel
Dempsey here. Ed G. Jacobs, president
SENATOBIA, Miss. - Profit of abolit of Georgia State Fair and Exposition
$19,000 has been realized by Panola-Tate since it was organized nearly 20 years
continues seriously ill at his home
Live -Stock Association since its organi- ago,
Vineville avenue. He has been in
zation last January, according to the on
failing
health several months.
annual report. Proceeds from a fair and
horse show last fall will be used to expand exhibitions in 1939. The associa- N. Y. WORLD'S FAIR
in Como, also
tion enlarged its
(Continued from page 102)
used by Northwest Mississippi Fair and odical statements that the New York
Horse Show. A floodlighting system has expo will keep the lid on nudity, etc.,
been installed, said Manager S. R. Mor- Mr. Sheridan's presentation corrected
rison.
that. It's "art," you know, when an
artist does it.
°LOWVILLE, N. Y.-At the 1939 Lewis
County Fair night shows will be fea- Section T (lower end of the amuse
tured. Last year's fair was reported in ment zone) remains unsold, altho it is
the black and Cyril Seymour was elected understood no less than six applicants
secretary to succeed Myron Lyman, de- are still negotiating for big thrill attractions designed to pull patrons the full
ceased.
length of the midway.
WEST ALLIS, Wis.- A $25,048 WPA
Concessioners supposedly "in the
grant for extension of the water system know" are persistent in their belief
in Wisconsin State Fair park here has that the combined fireworks, water,
been approved by the government.
sound and electric display will be the
standout talking point of the entire fair.
LADYSMITH, Wis.-Contemplated im- Board of design is working out details
provements on Rusk County Fair grounds and will offer preview displays from
to time early next spring. More
here include a new grand stand, horse time
$1,000,000 will be spent on the
barn, poultry house, swine and sheep than
to be presented from a floatbarn, addition to cattle barn and spectacles,
island in Fountain Lake nightly at
restoration of race track with a fence ing
10
p.m.
Exhibits
close at that time and
around the entire inclosure.
the lake show should be of tremendous
drawing the public midway SYRACUSE. Plans to make running value inAmusements,
of course, remain
races permanent at New York State Fair ward.
here, following last fall's experimental open until 2 a.m.
meeting, are apparently moving forward,

YESTERDAY and TODAY SALUTE TOMORROW
A Story of the World's Progress

m President and Treasurer

:\W'W \\` WO k'N k\.` I

C. W. OLNEY
Secretary

I
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HOLIDAY GREETINGS
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS-FAIR SECRETARIES AND SHOWMEN.

Correspondence Invited from Fair Secretaries and Independent Organizations Wanting a clean up-to-theminute Circus Unit. Address all communications to

-Ruth-

J. R. P.MALLOY
CIRCUS
O. Box 345, Canton, Ohlo.

-JACK-

ACTS

Now contracting Acts for Our Fairs and Celebrations. State full details first letter and lowest price for
good season.

CONSOLIDATED AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES
"Bookers of World -Standard Attractions,"

FLEMING BLDG., Suite 517-18-19,

DES MOINES, IOWA.

Birmingham, drew nearly 500,000, smash- Carolina State Fair, Raleigh, October 1115, shattered all previous attendance
ing records of the past five years.
STORM BATTERS MINEOLA-Queens- and receipt records.
NEW CANADA CIRCUIT-Formation of
Nassau Fair, Mineola, L. I., had a

disastrous week when struck by storms. a new Western Canadian circuit, CanaPARNELL DIES-C. S. Parnell, 50, sec- dian Midwest Fairs Association, was orby the exhibitions in Lethbridge,
retary of North Carolina Association of ganized
Fairs and secretary -manager of Six - Moose Jaw, Prince Albert and York County Fair, Mebane, N. C., died Sep- ton, Can.
tember 27 from injuries received in an TEXAS JUBILEE BIG-Texas State
Fair's Golden Jubilee Celebration in Dalauto accident.
attendance
BLOSSOM DIES-Dudley Stuart Blos- las, October 8-23, rolled up
of 941,393, fifth largest in the fair's
som, chairman of Great Lakes Exposi- history.
tion, Cleveland, in 1936-'37, died in that
G. G. & AFA SIGN-Golden Gate Incity October 7.
ternational Exposition and the American
POMONA HAS BOOST OF 4 PER CENT Federation of Actors signed a contract
-Los Angeles County Fair, Pomona, for all union labor.
Calif., September 16 -October 2, had an
EXPO ADDS TO FUN ZONE-Golden
attendance increase over 1937 of 4 per Gate
International Exposition began laydent and was declared most successful ing out
the Gayway, its fun zone. Harry
in a 17 -year history.
C.
Baker,
of the National AssoBUCHANAN HEADS NEW BODY- ciation of president
Parks, Pools and
Managers and other officials of smaller Beaches, Amusement
forthcoming exFlorida fairs organized Florida Associa- penditure ofannounced
$200,000.
tion of Fairs and Festivals at Tampa on
NEW YORK SIGNS VILLAGE-MessSeptember 30, electing George D.
more & Damon, with George Jessel proBuchanan president.
ducing, signed to operate an Old New
OFFICIAL DIES-Bishop John M. York Village at the 1939 World's Fair.
Ritchie, 70, board member of Utah
PUBLICITY
DIRECTORS' ORG.State Fair and chairman of Wasatch Florida
directors, intent upon
County Fair Board, died October 8 in elevatingpublicity
the general ethics of their proSalt Lake City.
fession,
organized
the Florida AssociaTULSA GAINS-Tulsa (Okla.) State
of Publicity Directors in Tampa.
Fair exceeded attendance of last year tion
WEATHER HITS S. W. SPOT-The
by nearly 25 per cent.
32d annual South Texas State Fair,
DALLAS RECORD SET-State Fair of Beaumont, was off 25 per cent due to
Texas Golden Jubilee, October 8-23, set seven days of bad weather. Royal
an all-time opening -day attendance rec- American Shows' midway business was
ord with paid admissions totaling off more than 50 per cent.
93,860.
LITTLE ROCK DEFICIT-First annual
MICHIGAN HEAD EXPIRES-James
and rodeo of Arkansas Live B. Jones, head of Michigan State Fair exhibition
Show Association had a deficit.
in 1933-'34, died October 12 in Harper Stock
Stock show and rodeo initial expense
Hospital, Detroit.
was heavy.
CHAPMAN PASSES-Fred A. Chapman,

widely known fair manager, died
from a shotgun wound at his home in FAWN GROVE, Pa.-Marvin E. Webb
was elected president of Fawn Grove
Ionia, Mich., October 18.
(Continued from page 105)
MISSISSIPPI RECEIPTS UP - With Improvement Association, operator of
State Fair, Huron, September 11-16, ideal weather, the 35th annual Mis- Fawn Grove Fair, to succeed A. H. Mordrew the best gate in a decade. Attend- sissippi Free State Fair, Jackson, October ris, who served a number of years.
ance was 110,800 and receipts topped 10-15, broke every record of the past Other officers chosen are: Vice-president,
several years.
C. Willis Bulette; secretary, Laurence
will be ready for the 1939 fair, work $50,000.
TOP MARKS IN RALEIGH-North Brown; treasurer,/ Harry R. Tyson.
ALABAMA BIG-Alabama State Fair,
to cost about $20,000.
60,

IMPORTANT EVENTS
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PARKS -RESORTS -POOLS
Conducted by CLAUDE R. ELLIS-Communications to 25 Opera Place. Cincinnati, 0.

NEW A. C. FETE SET
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`Take Your Coat Off
And Go i o Work'
An Inventory on
Success

Novel Pageant
In Midseason

I have often wondered what it is that
makes some men a success and others a

failure when both seem to have the

same amount of education and ability.
One always gets ahead and does things
while the other just gets by.
Listen to this.
A short while ago I was traveling

scene-will tie in with

New York World's Fair

across country in my automobile and lis-

tening to a radio program. The ground
was being broken for a new science
building at Bucknell University. Professor Wiggin was making an address.
He said that in a survey of graduate engineers thruout the country getting salaries of from $1,503 to $5,000 a year
their engineering knowledge was about

ATLANTIC CITY, Dec. 24.-This resort

will have a midsummer beauty festival
and pageant in 1939 with a nation-wide
beauty contest, returning to its old home

and run on an amateur

World's Fair.

basis in a
with the New York
Nationally known show

Failure

Dodgem Corporation

Hamid's M. -D. Pier to be

special tie-up

Vs.

By CY BOND

VIEW OF BROAD RIPPLE PARK, INDIANAPOLIS, where President and
General Manager W. A. McCurry of Broad Ripple Park Corp., owner and operator, is in charge of a big building schedule and a program for the 1939 season
embracing addition of some new rides and games. What is called the country's

people will be among sponsors, judges
and directors. Announcement to this
largest concrete swimming pool is being beautified and carloads of sand are
effect was made this week by George
being shipped in for the bathing beach.
A. Hamid, New York impresario of
Hamid's Million -Dollar Pier, following a
meeting of the pier organization at the
Palace Merry -Go -Round, one of the
Councilman Clarence Big Resort Hostelry Burns
Hotel Dennis.
largest amusement centers on the Jersey
Crossan, Philadelphia, owner of the pier
SbHROON LAKE, N. T., Dec. 24.-Fire coast, said the organization is preparing
property, said the idea would build up of undetermined origin early on Decem- for a banner season. Funhouse, Ghost
midsummer business.
ber 16 destroyed the 24 -year -old Lelend Ride and other attractions are to have
Authorization for the World's Fair tie- House at this Adirondack resort. It changes and improvements. He dein was made by Hamid before his visit was one of the largest summer resort clared it will be necessary for amusement
here and after conferences with Fair hotels in the North and the loss is set operators to work harder and "not sit
President Grover Whalen. Winners and at $75,000. It was patronized by the- back and expect the fair to shower them
runners-up of contests of the festival, atrical people. The four-story wooden with riches." This center recently celewhich will also include a gigantic bath- ' building was owned by Albert L. Emer- brated its 50th anniversary. One of the
ing suit style show with national con- son, Warrensburg, and for seyeral years major attractions is an 80 -foot Ferris
cerns participating, will appear in had been rented to and operated by Wheel. In the amusement center are
special events at the World's Fair.
John G. Gossler, Miami, Fla. The hotel more than 100 pin games, other coin Hamlet, who was re-elected president was closed for the season early in Sep- operated machines and a de luxe shootof the American Recreational Equipment tember and Gossler had planned to ing gallery.
Association at its annual meeting in Chi- reopen it early in July.
cago on November 27, said the associaA CONTEST to determine the
tion would take active participation. Jersey Corp. Is Preparing
There will be parades, special events, tieleading outdoor performers is exJ., Dec. 24.-In
ASBURY
PARK,
N.
ups with large cities and a program of view of an anticipated influx of visitors
plained in the general outdoor secmidsummer activity, together with one from the 1939 New York World's Fair, tion under "Who Is Your Favorite
of the largest publicity and advertising Louis E. Levinson, president of the
Outdoor Performer?" Read it and
programs ever launched locally. Hamid's newly organized Central Amusement
then send for your ballot.
Million -Dollar Pier's big Ballroom of Corp., which owns and operates the
States will be scene of main events.
"There is plenty of room for another
big national event on the summer program of the resort and we are going to
put on what we hope will be the biggest
of its kind at a time when everybody is
thinking about going somewhere and
looking for special attractions," Hamid
said. "The resort, besides having the
Report of the public liability insur- factory contact with the officials of the
event to offer visitors, will receive thou- ance committee of the National Associa- company and the trying period of adsands of dollars' worth of valuable pub- tion of Amusement Parks, Pools and justment necessary to arrange all details
licity thru tie-ins with the World's Fair Beaches at the 20th annual convention of a plan of such magnitude.
in New York."
in the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, NovemNow as the fourth year is before us
ber 26 -December I.
we are able to state with complete
Your committee is pleased to report assurance that every member of the
at the conclusion of the third year under association should arrange to place his
our public liability insurance plan with public liability insurance with this comthe Associated Indemnity Corp. that the pany next season. The company is unarrangement has again operated success- questionably reliable and fully able to
fully during 1938.
meet all obligations incurred. The claims
The premium volume was lightly di- and inspection services are the equal of
minished as compared with 1937, which any enjoyed in the past.
was largely due to reduced gross receipts
The close contact between the comof our members and consequent smaller pany and your insurance committee
premiums.
possible more equitable adjustThe losses incurred by the company, makes
ment of special problems that may deas shown by the incomplete experience velop than has existed heretofore.
records for 1937 and 1938, were not low
Experience credits that are earned will
enough to allow application of the profit
granted. This is assured by the fact
participation feature at this time. How- be
complete information is furnished
ever, as cases for which reserves are now that
the committee as to all accident costs,
carried are settled, your committee feels to
and
the
credit allowance on every risk
that dividends may yet be earned for is established
at a joint meeting each
those years.
The same arrangement will apply for year between company officials and the
1939. All members of the association committee.
Last - and vitally important - there
will be able to write their insurance at
10 per cent less than the rates offered will be a definite 10 per cent initial savby other companies. The 25 per cent ing in cost, participation in the profits
charge for additional interests will not of the plan and elimination of the 25
apply, and the profit participation in- per cent charge for additional interests.
dorsement will be attached to all poli- The committee wishes to express its
ARCHIE W. COLTER, more decies. The only exceptions will be in appreciation to President Baker, Secretails of whose death on December 18
States where any of these features are tary Hodge, the officers of the Associated
appear in the Final Curtain in this
Indemnity Corp. and *John L. Campbell,
contrary to law.
issue, as general manager of RiverOur insurance plan has now operated broker of record for the association, for
side Amusement Park, Indianapolis,
for three years. Every participant has their continuous efforts and unfailing
had been in amusement park busiprofited substantially. This has been co-operation in working out this arness 30 years. Park employees, Ed
accomplished without the support of rangement.
Ervin, Sam Woolbright, Al Seller,
many members, who, due either to lack Respectfully submitted-N. S. AlexWilliam Boggs, Leonard Symmes and
of confidence or from other causes, have ander, chairman; Leonard B. Schloss,
Parl Carlsbad, were pallbearers. He
vice chairman; Richard F. Lusse, A. B.
failed to join us.
had designed a novel Christmas card
Our faith in the plan and the Asso- McSwigan, Herbert F. O'Malley, Fred W.
with a season pass, and copies were
ciated Indemnity Corp. has been fully Pearce, Edward L. Schott, H. P. Schmeck,
later sent by his associates to friends
consultant to
*Named insurance
and the press with a note announc- justified by the results. It has been NAAPPB.
proved by three years of close and satising his death.

equal, but it was the $5,000 -a -year men
who made constructive suggestions for

the improvement aad advancement of
engineering. Those in the lower brackets had little or nothing to say. If they

did make any statement it was with
great reservations. The men that go
places today are those with a keen sense
of constructive \ imagination, whether
practical or not, anc. who are capable of
expressing themselves.

I thought how true this is in the out-

door amusement industry. We have only

to look about us to see those who succeed. They are the fellows that are continually planning new and novel attractions that will entertain and please the
public, give it a new thrill, or laugh,
or aerhaps restful recreation in a more
glorious and beautiful environment.
Devicers

at Fault?

I have in mind a typical situation at

a shore resort in New England where a
large dance pavilion Par many years had
been a profitable undertaking and made
money for the owners, but times changed
and for several years the place did not
make any money. 'Did the management

sell out, quit, burn the place down and
say it is no use, there is no money in the
dance game any more? I'll say they did
not! They streamlined the old place
with the most modern fixtures and decorations that arch.tects and theatrical
engineers could offer and turned it into
a swell night club. It came back with a
bang-bigger and better than ever-and

Faith in NAAPPB Risk Plan Is
Further than that, it
has changed the whole complexion of
Justified, Report of Committee
only one
more profitable.

this shore resort.

instance. Other
This is
places are doing the same thing. I won-

der how many have read the article by

Robert Moses, Commissioner of Parks of
New York City, entitled, You Can Trust
the Public? If you have not you should,

for it has some excellent ideas for the
amusement park industry. I do not
agree with Mr. Moses in his attitude toward amusement devices but, just the
same, he has made the New York City

parks mean something to the people and
that is the answer.
While Mr. Moses is set against amusement devices, it is perhaps more the
fault of amusement device manufacturers and operators than any other reason. Maybe ride builders and manufacturers of amusemeets have not kept up

with the trend of the times and made

their devices appea.ing enough to attract
the attention of such men as Mr. Moses.

There must be a reason, for some of us
know there is nothing that appeals to
both young and old more than a thrilling ride on a device that is safe.
On Mechanized Play

People never really grow old and the
play instinct follows us from the cradle
to the grave. Ask any aged persons if
they feel old and see what they say. If
they are in good health it will sound
something like this, "I never felt younger in my life." This is true. We do not
grow old in our desire to play. To want
to play is just as natural as to want the
food we eat and the air we breathe,
but we do not went to play with dolls
all our lives. We want our play modernized according to the times. Give your
public play that is just as modern as the
newest streamlined automobile and I'll
guarantee that you will be a success.
Just for the moment let us see what
mechanized play is. A long time ago

the Carousel was built as a miniature

(See TAKE YOUR COAT on page 111)
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The Pool Whirl

"A friend who holds an important

position with a Western State board of
health very ably outlined the attitude of
health authorities when he said, 'SwimBy NAT A. TOR
ming is not only a means of physical
(All Communications to Nat A. Tor, expression, but it is the only sport we
Care New York Office, The Billboard) have in which complete relaxation of
body muscles is possible. It is one of

the most popular sports in existence.
The Outlook
Majority of those in the swim industry Health authorities therefore look on
are of the opinion that the much -talked - swimming as one of our most important
to improved public health
of prosperity is around the corner with contributions
provided the swimming is conducted
the new year, waiting to make its en- under
approved sanitary conditions.
trance. Major factor for outdoor pools
in the New York area will naturally be
the World's Fair. Ninety per cent of
operators queried in this section stated
that they felt the expo would be a great
help to them. The writer agrees. Millions of out-of-towners will be attracted
to Gothamtown and, while all of them

"'The health department is primarily

interested in the health of the public
and in furthering this interest we strive
to protect the public from any in-

NOW BREAKING ALL RECORDS

r,O,

r,

New York, is forecast by the majority of business will probably be much better

Swim Styles

learned many interesting things about
bathing suits and about styles for 1939.

For one thing, I learned how rapidly the
fad of shirtless swimming has advanced.
The column has always campaigned in

favor of the fad and wishes to go on
still insist on prohibiting male swimmers from appearing without tops to
change their policy in keeping with the
times. The Jantzen people say that In
1934 all suits they sold for men had

than it otherwise would. If they can
prove from the records that their pool
is continually operated under satisfactory
conditions of safety and sanitation their O
liability in case of disease, accident or
death of any patron is very much reduced. Absence of negligence, when
easily proved, is the pool owner's greatest protection against lawsuits resulting
part of pool operators in any particular
locality is further protection against
loss of business resulting from wholesale shutdowns in event of an epidemic.
There is no reason why swimming as
a sport should be discouraged because
one or two poorly operated pools have
caused infection of bathers. The development of properly equipped pools
with properly trained attendants in
charge should be encouraged by all
lovers of the swimming sport since this
is the only means by which swimming
can rapidly increase in popularity.' "

Units Now Repeating for the Second Year,

Three

In Leading Department Stores

OA

le

ITS DRAWING POWER TODAY HAS NO EQUAL1
A Proven All -Year Attraction
Suitable for SHRINES, CONVENTIONS, CHARITY

PrA

EVENTS and DEPARTMENT STORES

IPA

A FEW IMMEDIATE DATES OPEN FOR 1939
(Now Negotiating for 1940)

AO

Investigate This

5

Great Sensation-Something

Entirely New

O

FRANK BUCK ENTERPRISES, INC.

Amityville, Long Island, N. Y.

T. A. Loveland, Mgr.

4

,
EDWARD SHERMAN, Inc.,

VAAGENCY

New York Office, RKO Building,
Columbus 5-0930-5-0931.

Philadelphia Office, Real Estate Trust
Bldg., Pennypacker 7595-7596.

BOOKING HEADLINERS Into

ATLANTIC CITY

afteticatt Recteaficual
.
(lug) Huai assoccattovi

STEEL PIER.

IN PAST SEASONS

,

All Set To Gather New All -Star Summer Program for

ATLANTIC CITY STEEL, 'pica in 1939
CHRISTMAS GREETINGS

By R. S. UZZELL

-5,

L. L. Custer was in New York on the
World's Fair proposition. We met in
George Hamid's office while our president
was making the appointment of committees for the ensuing year. Custer thinks
he can make his foundations hold in the
terrain over there on the Flushing Flats.

,

r4.
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Auto-SKOOTER-Water

SHOWMEN

GET THE RIDES THAT PAY YOU

He evidenced his loyalty to us by leaving
a check for his dues. Here is one dynamic

and original man we just do not want
full suits and 73 per cent were on trunks. to lose from our organization. He can
If that doesn't prove what the public be jostled around ad infinitum and, like

rd

NEW YORK * CHICAGO * NEWARK, N. J.

record again in urging pool owners who

shirts and trunks. In 1935 only 10 per
cent of all swim suits they sold were socalled full suits, with 22 per cent of all
sales for toppers and 60 per cent for
trunks alone. In 1936 the percentage
of full suits sold was reduced to 5 per
cent of all sales. with 65 per cent of
male purchases being for trunks. In
1937 the percentage of one-piece suits
was 31/2 per cent and the number of
swim trunks sold increased to 70 per
cent. Last year of all male swim attire
sold by Jantzen only 2 per cent went to

gFA

A Jungle Camp Seething with Live Wild Animals, Birds and Reptiles,
showing Traps, Nets and Equipment used by Frank Buck in Capturing
Wild Animals on Jungle Expeditions. All in a Native Setting So Unique
that the Attraction is Nation Wide.

competish this summer, especially in If their pool meets our standards their

Readers will recall that much has been
written here about topless swimming
suits for men. A few weeks ago I had the
pleasure of being escorted thru the New
York offices of the Jantzen Knitting
Mills by Paul Huedepohi, of the Jantzen
Swim Association, Portland, Ore., and

r

!FRANK BUCK'S1
1JUNGLE CAMP

same condition should exist on the West owners feel they are being dealt a great
Coast, for the San Francisco exposition injustice in being forced to comply with
will entice millions to those environs. regulations, but they can actually derive
That municipools won't offer too much many benefits thru such compliance.

from unforeseen circumstances. Universal compliance with regulations on the

it

Over 30,000 Attendance in One Day

OA

the met area, if the usual New York dent, has justified the type of regulaheat waves prevail in July and August tions that are now being enforced by
the swim tanks should be very busy. The State health departments. Some pool

banner year.
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fluences-whether they be swimming
pools, water systems, sewere systems or r,
other environment units that might enwill be busy visiting the fairgrounds danger health. Danger to life, both
and all the landmarks in and around from the standpoint of disease and acci-

tank operators, for the feeling is that
out-of-towners are not the type who
would be content to swim in pub pools.
Midwestern operators are similarly optimistic, even tho they won't have some
special impetus to enlarge the prospective
field from which to draw biz. Chi pool
men especially, when queried during the
recent confabs, look towards 1939 as a

The Billboard

PARKS -RESORTS -POOLS

BIG DIVIDENDS EVERY YEAR.

LUSSE BROS., INC.,

AUTO

2809 N. Fairhill St., Phila., Pa., U. S. A.
HATES SHOOTER.
SKOOTEB
LIME EROS.. LTD., Centre! Deese, 46 EIngsway, London W. C. 2, England.

a cat, he always comes out right side up.
His greatest contribution to the industry

wants nothing will.

thus far is his little automobile, run at

Reprinted Paper
first by batteries and subsequently by
Another interesting paper presented at gas engine. While at it he wants his

the NAAPPB convention in Chicago last Bubble Bounce on the exposition grounds

month was the one on Co -Operation
With Health Authorities, by Julian Barnberger, Salt Lake City. It is too long
to be republished here in its entirety in
one issue, so here's a "down payment,"
as Mr. Bamberger writes:

SEE THE INSIDE FRONT COVER
OF THIS ISSUE FOR THE
,65-;&e.ie,
World's Highest

ested in and associated with his energetic
dad. These younger men, after absorbing
dad's experience, should be heard from.
Membership

Mounting

ATTENTION: PARK AND BEACH MANAGERS!
played like

BINGO, but
I am desirous of PLACING my group game, called "FASCINATION."
POSITIVELY SCIENCE and SKILL; operated INDIVIDUALLY, ELECTRICALLY and AUTOMATICALLY. Operating at Coney Island for past five years. A credit to any resort. Please give full

particulars as to rental or percentage of building 30x50.
SURFCO AMST. CORP., 3001 West 29th Street, Coney Island, N. Y.

It will be noted that we are to have
an insurance committee of our own.
The New England storm taught us that
wind and flood insurance is as essential
as fire insurance in protecting personal
property sold on deferred payments.
Heretofore we had only fire protection,
and many neglected even that coverage.
Those who advocate selling for cash have
not done so themselves. This .can be

from the

ATLANTIC CITY AUDITORIUM
and Convention Hall

ICE HOCKEY EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.
Complete Facilities for Any Indoor Event. Seating Capacity 41,000; Ballroom, 5,500.
PHILIP E. M. THOMPSON, Manager.

Lag ffsia0

The memory of going into Canada with

fi°

malt

A spectacular night and day exhibition,
breathless, spine -tingling and thrill -packed.

Send for pictorial circular. AVAILABLE
FOR FAIRS. PARKS and CELEBRA

TIONS. Permanent address, care of THE

BILLBOARD. Cincinnati, Ohio.

LARGEST MANUTACTURERS or MECHANICAL

SHOOTING

GALLERIES

SPORMANDS CARNIVALS
oesPARKS RESORTS
C A rA1-0131-1C FREE

EHANCELS CO. CONEY ISLAND,NI

our exhibits and its attendant headaches
and brokerage fees still lingers. Some
By ALFRED FRIEDMAN
who went in by trucks had to pay an
official or his representative to accomYule amusement trade spotty, but the
pany him from the border to the Royal real
hop in activities isn't expected until
York Hotel and pay also the represenleast five or six weeks before World's
tative's return expenses. Not so hot, the at
Fair
time. Town of East Rockaway, tryboys say.
ing to win favor with the amusement Our membership is mounting again. seeking
group on the strength of its quiet

We hope and expect that by our 1939
convention we will have reached our
halcyon days before the grand slam of
1929. Each year we try to do more for
our members. Booth rentals, with refund deducted, are about 50 per cent
of the old-time high. Your support enables us to be more useful. Only a few
(See RECREATIONAL on page 111)

FRED SINDELL.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

done on small units but not so when
a sale runs into real money.

Aerial Act! No
Nets-No Safety
Devices!

here. His son, Randall, is keenly inter-

on the South Shore, is jumping into

amusement biz with the successful Music
Box, Valley Stream, already showing results. Movement afoot to have life
guards and other members of beach personnels wear insignias appropriate of the
World's Fair.
ROCKAWAY BEACH: John Gordon,

who was required to scrap his kiddie
amusement park, one of the largest in.
the East, to make room for the new
shore road, is disposing of equipment

and picturesque flavor instead of thru and will purchase a garage. Management
adaption of high pressure, is succeeding, of Harbor Rest, Beach 116th street,
too.

Al Smith officiated at tape -cutting
ceremonies opening the new road linking
Northern and Southern Parkways, facilitating a short cut to Jones Beach. Joe
Oppenheim, operator of lunch wagons

which hoped to operate thru the year,

has decided on just a spring and summer
proposition. Beach front at Belle Harbor
and Neponsit is being fenced to keep
storms from heaping sand on streets,
(See LONG ISLAND on. page 111)
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Parks Resolved To Recoup
WHILE amusement park business in the past has been notorious
for spotty financial returns in almost any given season, that of
1938 was less so than usual in that nearly all operators felt a slump.
The general falling off in receipts varied as to locations, of course,
but those who could report a profit or indeed an increase in business
were conspicuous by their absence. Surveys indicate that estimated

trieving the setbacks of

1938.

There

appearedto be a disposition to continue cent because of an optimistic view of
improvements, acquisition of new equip- the season.
ment and closer attention to the de- RISK PLAN INTERESTS - Offices of
mands of potential park patrons, espe- Secretary A. R. Hodge, National Associacially the younger generation who have tion of Amusement Parks, Pools and
been found to respond to modern ball- Beaches, Chicago, reported that inroom and dance hall policies, improved quiries regarding tae public liability inpool facilities and thrill de- surance plan sponsored by the NAAPPB
to 75 per cent. In 1937 swimming
about trebled the previous year's record.
to 15 per cent instead of vices.

drops in revenue ran anywhere from 25
total average increase was from about 10
BUREAU HITS BALLY-License ComThe eyes of parkdom will be on the missioner
Paul Moss announced new lithe earlier anticipated 23 to 50 per cent. The past year there was a New
York World's Fair and the San censing rules
that included practical
reversal of conditions of 1937. The 1938 openings were poor because

of economic conditions and persistently
bad weather, the latter having a telling
effeet upon attendances. Stress of the land Park, Canandaigua,
times was reflected in lower grosses. The Revere Beach, Mass.

closing weeks of the season in nearly
all instances were much stronger than
those in the early and midseason. During 1937 the expected build-up did not
materialize and what had apparently
started out as a big period took a dive
toward the finish line and ended only a
little better than that of 1936, which,
however, was the best in a number of
years previous.
Bad Weather, Less Spending

Accentuating the adverse weather early

in 1938 was curtailed public spending
and inclement climatic conditions on
expected big days, climaxed with the
New England hurricane of September 21,

Francisco Golden Gate Exposition in elimination of outside ballyhoo at Coney

N.

Y.,

1939. Not only are operators wondering Island, N. Y.
spots in territory adjacent to the FAIRYLAND FIF.E-Damage was estiand how
expositions will .meet the competition mated at $30,000, the Mill Chute was

Eyes on Big Expositions

Delegates to the NAAPPB convention

in Chicago took results of the season

philosophically, many declaring they be-

lieved that 1939, with any sort of a

but they are deeply interested in architectural, color and lighting scheines of
the big fairs, which probably will set the
pace for amusement parks in the next
few years as Chicago's A Century of
Progress motif did in the years follow-

weather break, would greatly aid in re- ing 1933.

Important Events and Happenings
From December, '37, to December, '38
(From Files of The Billboard)

VIA DIES-Henry 0. Via, 86, manager
FUNLAND OPENS-In spite of a cold
when millions of dollars worth of park,
Camden Park, Huntington, W. Va.,
resort and beach property was damaged spell, Funland Park, Miami, opened with of
shows, rides and concessions Novem- died January 31 of heart disease.
in the Northeastern States.
20.
INSTALL FUN SPOT-Sedlmayr and
"To most of us the season will be a berNAAPPB
Velare brothers were granted a permit to
MEa-rb
The
19th
annual
Harry.
C.
President
memorable one,"
of the National Association construct a permanent amusement park
Baker, New York, told the National Asso- convention
of
Amusement
Parks, Pools and Beaches on Flagler street, Miami, Fla., as anciation of Amusement Parks, Pools and in Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, was held nounced by Carl J. Sedlmayr and Elmer
Beaches at the recent 20th annual con- first week in December. Harry C. Baker C. Velare, of the Royal American Shows.
in"Rain
and
vention in Chicago.
FINIS FOR LANDMARK - Fairmount
was re-elected president.
clement weather, the enemy of all out- HAMID HEADS AREA-American Rec- Park, Kansas City, Mo., passed on Febdoor showmen, played a predominant reational Equipment Association held its ruary 6, when workmen for a real estate
part. General economic conditions im- '37 session November 28 in Hotel Sher- company began constructing homes.
proved as compared to a few years back, man, Chicago, and for the first time
KENYON IN K. C. POST-Omer J.
yet fear prevailed, with subsequent cur- preceded its business session with a Kenyon signed with Victor and Mario
tailment of spending. This is not said dinner. George A. Hamid was elected Brancato, owners, to manage Fairyland
pessimistically, because showmen are not president.
Park, Kansas City, Mo., for 1938.
PLANS NEW PIER -A permit was
CHESTER SITE SOLD-Assets of Cinso inclined. It is facing the fact of a
temporary defeat by an enemy that can, cinnati Car Corp., which included former given Emil Fedullo for an amusement
Chester
Park
site,
were
sold
December
8
pier
on Brigantine Island, next to Abhas been and will be again our friend.
a Cincy realtor for $83,833.95.
secon Island, on which is situated
I speak of the elements. So let us rally to GOODING
DIES-John E. Gooding, 72, Atlantic City.
our ambitions and start out anew. Dur- owner of Puritas
Park, near PIER PIONEER DIES-Capt. John L.
ing the past year I have traveled many Cleveland, died in Springs
Lakeside Hospital Young, credited with having been first
thousands of miles and talked with many there December 11.
to demonstrate practicability of a pier
fellow operators of amusement parks,
DUNCAN QUITS-W. H. (Harry) Dun- over the ocean as an Atlantic City
pools and beaches. Many lessons have can announced his retirement December amusement center, died at his West
been learned by them that have been 25 as manager of Fairyland Park, Kansas Palm Beach (Fla.) home February 15.
and will be put to the fullest use."
City, Mo.
FUNLAND SEASON OVER -Funland
PONTCHARTRAIN LEASED-Owners Amusement Park, Miami, Fla., closed its
Promotional Work Counted
of land on which New Orleans' Pont- winter season February 13 after operating
That operators were ready for a big chartrain
Beach is situated renewed their
weeks. Early weather was bad.
season was evidenced in much overhaul- lease to Harry J. Batt, manager, for 12RENEWS
RISK DRIVE-At a final
ing and purchase of new equipment another year.
meeting of the public liability insurance
which will stand them in good stead the
COASTER BURNS-Fire In the amuse- committee, National Association of
next year. California piers and beaches ment park of the south sea front in Amusement Parks, Pools and Beaches,
probably fared better than spots in any Hornsea, Oldham, Eng., December 16 did in the Hotel New Yorker, New York,
other one section of the country. Crowds considerable damage and destroyed the March 1-2 details of the 1938 plan were
during the season have been large and Figure Eight.
announced.
concessioners reported increased takes
ALTMAN HEADS EDGEWATER-Harry
BROAD RIPPLE SOLD-Broad Ripple
Altman, operator of Glen Park, Williams- Amusement Park, Indianapolis, was sold
over the past few seasons.
Y., several years, was named to an Indianapolis corporation in a deal
Resorts in the East, South and Middle ville, N. of
Edgewater Amusement Park involving $250,000 by Oscar Baur, Terre
West which emerged with a greater manager
Grand Island, near Buffalo.
Haute, Ind., owner.
degree of success than some others were on6,500
SEE
POOL SHOW-More than ROSEN BUYS CONEY SITE - David
those where managements and staff were 6,500 saw the Biltmore Pool (Miami, Rosen
revealed that early in the year
active in promotional work and where Fla.) weekly Sunday show, of which he bought from Patty Shea about 4,500
exploitation took angles new to their Alexander Ott is manager and director. square feet at 12th street and Surf aveterritories. Presentation of thrill aerial Swim champs were featured.
nue, in heart of Coney Island (N. Y.)
and other stellar acts, as well as pay BEACH RESORT IMPROVED-More amusement zone.
attractions of merit other than the pop- than $100,000 had been spent on imPONTCHARTRAIN WINS -A suit
ular rides and walkthrus, did much to provements at Point Lookout, L. I., brought by a woman against Playland
Corp., operator of Pontchartrain Beach,
raise gate counts and hold patrons, N. Y.
BUYS HEPBURN LAKE-A. N. Grove, New Orleans, alleging that she was inreport managers with whom these feapurchased
Hepburn
Lake,
Marion,
0.,
jured on a Loop -o -Plane, was won by
tures have proved successful policies.
Hepburn, 0., to be converted Into an the park management.'
Among these spots can be enumerated amusement park.
PIER LEASED-George A. Hamid and
Ocean View, Va.; Forest Park, Hanover, OPERATOR WEDS - Mrs. Minette Samuel W. Gumpertz leased Young's
Pa.; Coney Island, Cincinnati; Williams Heiner Dixon, operator of Lake Winne- Million -Dollar Pier, Atlantic City, for 14
Grove, Mechanicsburg, Pa.; Palisades pesaukah, R6ssville, Ga., was married to years, with purchase option at expiration
(N. J.) Park; Pontchartrain Beach, New Wade H. Farrar, Chattanooga realtor, in of lease.
Orleans; Belmont Park, Cartierville, January.
WHITE CITY CHANGES - George A.
CONCESSIONERS BOYCOTT-Major- Hamid leased White City Park, WorcesMontreal; Playland, Rye, N. Y.; Steepleity
of
Eastern
Ohio
major
amusement
ter,
Mass., in March to Harry Berger and
chase Park, Coney Island, N. Y.; Hamid's
Million -Dollar Pier, Atlantic City; Olym- parks joined a movement to boycott George Gerber, Providence, for two years,
pic Park, Irvington, N. J.; Enna Jettick Japanese merchandise and use American with option of three additional years.
in concessions.
CASINO LEASED-Fort Worth (Tex.)
Park, Auburn, N. Y.; Kennywood Park, wares
BUYS N. Y. BEACH - Joseph city council granted operators of Casino
Pittsburgh; Steel Pier, Atlantic City; F.PANESS
Paness, who had been manager, pur- Park, Lake Worth, a new 10 -year lease
Capitol Beach, Lincoln, Neb.; Fairyland chased
Neptune Beach property, Niagara provided steps were taken to lift a
Park, Kansas City, Mo.; Jefferson Beach, Falls, N.
Y., planning new construction federal bankruptcy.
Detroit; Summit Beach Park, Akron; and modernization.
ROSENTHALS ADD SPACE-Jack and
West View Park, Pittsburgh; Woodside LAKE CHANGES HANDS - Chippewa Irving Rosenthal, operators of Palisades
Park, Philadelphia; Paragon Park, Nan- Lake Park Co. reverted to control of (N. J.) Amusement Park, announced
tasket, Mass.; Clementon (N. J.) Lake A. M. Beach, many years identified with they would operate 50 per cent of the
Park; Willow Grove, Philadelphia; Rose- the Northeastern Ohio amusement park. concessions instead of the usual 25 per

destroyed and Skyrocket damaged in a
blaze in Fairyland Park, Kansas City,
Mo.
CHANGES HANDS - Atlantic Beach
Amusement Park, Atlantic Highlands.
N. J., was taken over by Dimow Steamboat Co., excursion steamer line.
IDA KRAUSS D=ES-The wife of the
late Oswin S. Kratss and mother of Le-

Roy Krauss, operator of concessions and
rides at Eastern beaches and parks, died
April 14 at her home in Lansdale, Pa.

$100,000 FIRE IN ERIE-Fire of un-

determined origin destroyed Rainbow
Gardens dance hal: in Waldameer Beach
Park, Erie, Pa.
NEW WEST COAST SPOT-New Virginia Park, Long Beach, Calif., was

launched with scme innovative ideas

and J. Ed Brown a.3 director -manager.
MRS. CLAIR Diab--Mildred Clair, wife
of Arch E. Clair, manager of Norumbega
Park, Auburndale, Mass., died in Charles gate Hospital, Cambridge, Mass., May 14.
NOTED VISITOR-Herbert Hagenbeck,

called "the man with the most inter-

esting job in the world," visited Cincin-

nati May 10.
OHIO OUTLAY HEAVY - Survey revealed more construction and renovation
in amusement parks than since 1929 and
a general optimist: c viewpoint.

LUNA SPACE TAKEN - Coincident
with many improvements, General Man-

ager Charles R. Miller announces all
available space booked in Luna Park,

Coney Island, N. Y.
RUSH M. -D. PIER-Crews were work-

ing night and day in preparation for a
gala opening of Hamid's Million -Dollar
Pier on June 25 in Atlantic City.
OPS TO PEP BIZ-Opening of the
amusement park season over Decoration
Day was generally weak. Operators felt

special exploitation necessary to hypo
attendance.
EASTERN DEBUTS OKEH - Average
favorable openings in Eastern parks gave
operators hope for a successful season.
FAIR BOARD COMES THRU - Supposedly prompted by severe pressure

brought to bear by the concession department, finance board of the New
York World's Fair approved about 30
amusement zone contracts.
ROUSING A. C. START-George A.
Hamid's Million -Dollar Pier, Atlantic
City, opened June 24 with a preview to
20,000, and Steel Pier enibarked on its
41st season.
A. C. LIFTS EAN-Bingo, bagatelle,
fortune and othe! games were allowed
to resume in Atlantic City just before
July 4 as result of a conference between
city commissioner; and Enoch L. Johnson.

JULY 4 BIZ GODD-First break of the

season for Eastern Ohio amusement
parks came over Independence Day
holiday. Every spot reported jammed
midways. Pontchartrain Beach, New

Orleans, and Gtf f Coast beaches also
reported good business.
ROLLING GREEN RECORD-Biggest
crowds in history of Rolling Green Park,
between Sunbury and Selinsgrove, Pa.,
about 42,000, came over Fourth of July
week -end.

NEW ENGLAND MEET-Despite hard

rain all day, about 75 park and amusement device men met in Highland Park,
Avon, Mass., July 21 for the 12th annual
summer meeting of New England Section, NAAPPB.

HAILSTONES HURT-A severe hailstorm July 11 dealt much damage to
Rolling Green P irk, between SunbUry
and Selinsgrove, Pa. Seven buildings

required reroofing, and many light globes
and windows were broken.
TIDEWATER VA. RUSH-Tidewater

Virginia resorts had a belated rush with
advent of blister ng week -ends.
EDGEWATER BIZ UP-Manager Paul
Heinze, Edgewater Park, Detroit, said
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business improved after the Fourth of escaped lion, owned by Joseph Dobish,
July for the first time in history of the vet motordrome operator at Wildwood,
park, increase being about 20 per cent.
N. J., killed Thomas Saito, co-operator
PICKERING DIES-Ernest C. Picker- of a Japanese auction house on the
ing, one of the builders of Venice and Boardwalk in Wildwood October 5.
BATT'S BID $262,000-Orleans Levee
Ocean Park (Calif ) piers, who later
operated rides and concessions at Mis- Board accepted the bid of Harry J. Batt
sion Beach, Calif., died in a San Diego and associates for a 20 -year lease on a
project site at Milneburg, assuring New
hospital July 31.
of a $1,000,000 new lakeside
CELERON INCREASE - Celeron Park, Orleans
resort.
Jamestown, N. Y., reported a 40 per pleasure
RFC TO AID-John J. Hagerty, Pastern
cent increase in business over that of regional
director of the Reconstruction
last year for the same period.
Finance Corp., announced amusement
BALBOA BUSY-Receipts for the Fun park managers were eligible to borrow
Zone operated by Balboa Fun Zone Co., money for rehabilitation.
Balboa, Calif., of which Al Anderson is
HUGE TRADE SHOW-Many new exowner, were declared to have exceeded hibitors came in for 20th annual of the
the entire take of 1937.
NAAPPB and AREA.
PITTSBURGH SLUMP-July business
HORN DIES-Charles S. Horn, veteran
was down compared with that of 1937, operator, 78, who opened the first amuseoperators of Kennywood and West View ment pier at Rehoboth Beach, Del.,

mote

"without

money

and

without

(This is a real winter's work.)
Classify your promotions as followsgo out for 50 big days. Begin with:
Fraternal Outings. There are at least
10 big fraternal organizations in your
community. They represent big money
for you.
Industrial Outings. Think of the factories and offices around you-build up
a special program for each one, make
them click. These outings have a special value in building morale and good
will, and industrialists like them if they
calls.

Beach, New Orleans, who will take a
new spot, with option given for lease
renewals.
PA. OPS FOR RISK PLAN-Annual
meet of Pennsylvania Amusement Parks
Association sticks to NAAPPB set-up.
Heavy slump was reported, with Rocky
Glen, Moosic, scene of the gathering,
only Keystone spot to report a business

increase.
LONG BEACH DRAWS-Crowds were

increasing, notably on week -ends, reported concessioners in Long Beach

(Calif.) amusement zone. Rides reported will be its old self again.
The Roller Coaster represents mounincrease of 37 per cent.
HOLIDAY BIG AID-Results were good tains and valleys. Millions who have
on Gulf Coast, with Pontchartrain, Gal- never seen a mountain, except in picveston and Houston drawing good Labor tures, have the desire to climb up one
Day throngs. New York spots also had side and slide down the other. Coaster
builders give them this opportunity for
heavy crowds.
M. -D. PIER SUCCESS -Hamid's Mil- 10 cents. It also can be given a new
lion -Dollar Pier in initial season was re- lease on life-a streamlined appearance
ported an outstanding success, altho -a modern touch, and the receipts of
most places around Atlantic City were 10 years ago will again be reached.
from 20 to 30 per cent off.
World's Fair Lesson
HARD OHIO SEASON - Majority of
The Trylon and Perisphere at the New
Eastern Ohio amusement parks willingly York
World's Fair, the theme of modern
shuttered after Labor Day after a poor architecture,
depict angles, curves and
season.
lines. We wonder who thought
SUMMIT RECORD-An all-time at- straight
of this design for the theme of the fair
tendance record was set on August 17 -certainly
nothing new, yet presented in
in Summit Beach Park, Akron, when
45,000 attended.
MEEMS

OPENS PARK - William

Meems, wild animal importer, opened
Meems' Animal Park in Orange-

burg, N. Y.
MINERVA LEASED - Minerva (0.)
Park was acquired on lease by Roy
Wickersham and Howard Brown, Minerva.

GEAUGA MARDI BIG - Mardi Gras

Week in Geauga Lake Park, Geauga Lake,
0., drew over 200,000.

Bs i-1ER IN MET AREA-With three
days of near -perfect weather, outdoor
show business near New York had one
of its most lucrative Labor Day seasons.
CASINO WALK CLOSES -Boardwalk
in Casino Park, near Fort Worth, Tex.,

such a gigantic way that it is the most
outstanding structure ever built.
If I were to paraphrase the Sacred
Script, I would say of the coming New
York World's Fair that eye has never
seen or the mind of man conceived so
gigantic a production of modern architecture to exhibit to the public.
You say, "True, but we can't all build
a World's Fair." That is so and no one
expects us to, but we can take the essence of the spirit and adapt it to our
own particular needs and in our own individual way, so that what we have to
offer our public will appeal to it and
make it want to patronize us more
often.
Again you say, "But look at the cost;

September 11.

HURRICANE HITS COAST - Coney
Island, the Rockaways, Palisades (N. J.)
Park and other near -by parks received

a beating from wind and rain September 21. Playland, Rye, on Long Island
Sound, was damaged to the extent of
Savin Rock Park, New Haven,
Conn., was badly damaged.
ELLIS JOSEPH EXPIRES-At his home
in the Bronx, New York, Ellis H. Joseph
died September 16 of a heart attack. He
$12,000.

was a wild animal collector, big -game
hunter and world traveler.
ROTON WRECKED-Receding tidal
waters after the hurricane of September

21 revealed a scene of destruction in

Roton Point Park, South Norwalk, Conn.
Damage was estimated at $100,000.
PLAYLAND AFIRE - Playland Park,
Rye, N. Y., sustained between $20,000
and $30,000 damage by fire September 28.

REHABILITATION BEGUN - Sevin

Rock Park, New Haven, Conn., was being

rehabilitated after its $150,000 damage
by a hurricane September 21.
LION KILLS CONCESSIONER - An

recently given to Fort Worth Zoo by a
West Texas rancher.

DALLAS.-Marsalis Park Zoo will have

a greatly enlarged auto parking space
when retaining walls, now under construction, are completed to provide more
space for cars within the park. Increased attendance last summer overtaxed the zoo's space for cars. Part of
a hill has been cut away and filled in
to make extra space. Work on a new
monkey house is nearing completion. It
will have special lighting and heating

prize essays or poster suggestions-make to protect animals from winter weather.
it city wide.
All construction work on Marsalis Zoo,
Churches. Here is one of the finest which includes a $150,000 WPA project,
possible opportunities in the amusement will be completed by December 15, Fos-

your local newspaper will co-operate.
dolph Hearst.
Swim. Meets. "Learn To Swim" Weeks.
Have two or three of them. They bring
NEW ORLEANS.-Zoo life is agreeing
hundreds of children to your park.

Kodiak bear, that has
Perhaps you can arrange a Housing with Richard,
150 pounds from a weight of 40
Show. Thru the FHA. It's being done. gained
when placed in charge of AuduMoving Picture Impersonating Con- pounds
zookeepers last August. Superintests. Moving pictures with a story bon
tendent Frank Neelis estimates Richard
around your park.
weigh 1,500 pounds in eight to ten
Amateur Airplane Meets. Every boy will
years. He is by far the biggest drawing
enjoys building and flying them.
Sail Boat Amateur Meets. This sport card at the zoo.

Is coming fast.
Wind up the season with a local Food LONG ISLAND
Show of canned products that the neigh(Continued from page 109)
borhood women have canned.
thru efforts of Commissioner Moses.
Plenty of Fireworks Displays.
Park department is making a complete

These and many others you can think file of concessions on every type on the
beach front area, purpose to be made
known in the spring. Normally the police
force here is augmented by about 150 for
get one, and here is $50,000 at least ly- summer, but next year, because of the
ing in the lap of any park in the United expected World's Fair rush, there will
States if the management will work this be more than twice that number.
winter instead of lying on the sands of
New shore road will be flanked by a
Florida.
grass terrace and the park commission
So far I have not advised the spend- may even go in for a bit of landscaping
ing of one cent. I leave that to the in- after the manner of Jones Beach. Owners
dividual to decide how much it is worth. of houses containing a total of 50,000
All I can say is that the amusement park rooms available for tenancy during the
business has not been scratched as far as World's Fair are being organized thru
possibilities are concerned.
the Associated Long Island Newspapers'
So if you want to make good, just take Rooming Bureau.
your coat off and go to work.

of right now will give you the 50 big
days, but I'll bet you a hat if you let
them go until next spring you will not

up and operate a Coaster in January he
would pay well for his error of judgment. Conversely, when an American
(Continued from page 109)
went to the Argentine to operI have a suggestion to make and you are behind in dues now. Won't you come citizen
a ride in July he found it midmay take it or leave it. It might work thru so as to strengthen our position? ate
winter. This could easily have been
and if it does those who read this will
New -Type Foundation
known before sailing.
profit by it.
The New York World's Fair situation
First. Write to Harry Traver, who at has eased up on concessioners for the
the present time has offices with Harry amusement zone. No bond subscription FRANK WIRTH
Baker in New York, and say, "Please send is demanded of concessioners for the
(Continued from page 106)
me a copy of the 'Sixteen Scientific Ele- amusement zone. H. C. Baker and Harry in the entertainment
values he is able
ments in the Amusement Industry." G. Traver have been awarded the Coaster, to buy. Why? Because
new and better
I'd read it and from then on as long as Funhouse, Stratoship, Miniature Auto performers are being imported
or
I was in the business I'd never undertake Races and Turtle Chase, with others developed in, this country, and,to,thru
any amusement plan unless it complied pending. They have formed a conces- competition, profits on them are sliced,
with all the scientific elements ,as out- sioners' association of those who will op- thus giving managers a more populated
lined by Harry Traver.
erate at the fair. They are going to use a and more varied program. The public,
Second. If I expected to make a suc- different type of foundation construction which is, after all, of paramount imporcess of a 1939 amusement park opera- instead of piling, which costs out of pro- tance,
will be given better shows.
tion I'd take off my coat right now and portion to the new method. They unforSo let's get rid of those feelings which
sit down to my desk and put down in tunately lost the beautiful fall weather may be only around the digestive tract
black and white just how much money for outdoor construction, but a mild after all and sing hosannas because we
I expected to make in 1939 and from winter may be in store for them so that live in the good old U. S. A., for next
there on plan an operation that would work can be continuous and enable them year is your banner year.
have not been too bad, so we can stand to avoid overtime rush work in the
pectations. So far the proposed costs spring.
MIDDLETOWN, N. Y.-Alan C. MadThere is plenty of space available den, re-elected secretary of Orange
have not been too bad, so we can stand
yet even if the two Harrys take the County Fair here, reports that at the
it a little further.
other devices they contemplate. Only annual meeting and election on DecemPossibilities for Profit
four months remaining to get ready for ber 16 directors decided to present a roWhat are some of the possibilities for opening. Counting out holidays and bad deo
as feature grand -stand attraction in
profit in the amusement park business? weather, it is easily seen that there is no 1939. Others re-elected were Charles
We all will agree that large crowds are time to lose. The time and place of the Evans, president; Howard D. Seely, vicethe most desirable for profits. This be- 1939 convention and exhibit are a live president, and John J. Chambers, treasing so, the next point is how to get them. t-ipic at this early date. No definite de - urer. Plans were discussed for recondiThere are plenty of ways to get a crowd
lion will be reached until all have a tioning the quarter -mile race track, forif one has money to advertise, but this C..aance to be heard.
merly used for dog races, to stage midget
advice must be given so one can pro- Should an operator come here to set auto races during next summer.

closed the summer season on Labor Day,
who can stand such expense? Probably
except for week -end openings.
SEASON EXTENDED - General Man- no one can or ever will again." However,

ager Samuel W. Gumpertz, of Hamid's
Million -Dollar Pier, announced he would
continue operation of the pier another
month to aid the season in Atlantic City.
EIGHTY THOUSAND AT PONTCHARTRAIN-With a reopening for two days
Pontchartrain Beach, New Orleans, had
nearly 80,000 out before its final close

Mayor's Day. Lead up to the days with

ing season. Main swap was a black bear,
Mary, from Forest Park Zoo, for a black
bear, Henry, from Dallas Zoo. Numerous
smaller exchanges of animals and birds
were made. A six -month -old buffalo was

park business to get some real moral ter Jacoby, park director, said.
support for your place. Give it some real
(Continued from page 108)
thought or ask a clergyman what he SAN FRANCISCO.-Junior, a giraffe
horse race. I have been told that the would do if he owned your place. You born
in Fleishhacker Zoo, lost
first Carousels were built in Paris and might get a suggestion that would be a fourrecently
-day struggle for life and his death
placed just outside the Horse Fair very profitable.
brought gloom to attendants who had
grounds. Those who could not afford to
Beauty Pageants. They are still worth
to keep the animal alive. He
go to the fair had them to play on. while and click under proper manage- fought
was the first giraffe to be born in the
These first machines were turned around ment.
zoo.
Keeper Fred Chatten said the
by hand. The desire for riding 'round
Baby Shows. You'll be surprised- carcass will go to the Academy of
and 'round grew in this country until mothers love them.
Sciences in Golden Gate Park to take
we have now the four -abreast jumping
Soap Box Derby. Ask anyone who has its place in a glass cage in the makehorses. Play-the imagination of riding run one. It's a real boy promotion.
believe jungle. Bill and Lulu, the parents
a galloping horse. The public still loves
Athletic Events. Make them good- of Junior and a previous offspring, were
this ride and if given a modern touch it get a sponsor-give real prizes. Here presented to the zoo by William Ran-

spot was planned by Harry J. Batt, `TAKE YOUR COAT
manager of Pontchartrain

directing

With the Zoos

price." Understand, tho, above everything else, be as liberal as possible in
your advertising budget, for it pays big FORT WORTH, Tex.-Zookeeper Hamdividends. There are, however, many
Hittson, Forest Park Zoo here, and
ways to operate profitably without much ilton
Walter Carlton, Dallas Zoo,
advertising, but it takes a little foot and Zookeeper
completed a series of swaps, some
headwork, some letterheads, postage have
stamps and a follow-up with personal permanently and others for the breed-

about 40 years ago, died November 18.
parks said.
OCEAN VIEW'S INCREASE - Ocean are properly organized.
WHALOM WRECKED-A violent elecSchools. Get after the schools early,
trical storm on August 16 wrecked View Park, Norfolk, Va., was one of few
Whalom Park, on Whalom Lake, near shore spots to score increased biz in 1938. build up a real go-getter program. Make
NSA MAKES HISTORY-With attend- it Superintendent of Schools' Day or
Leominster, Mass., with damage esti-

ance of about 800, the National Showmated at thousands of dollars.
TUDOR DIES-Harry E. Tudor, well- men's Association's first banquet was a
known showman, died in Glasgow, Scot- great success in the Hotel Commodore,
New York, on November 17.
land, July 19.
BIG OUTLAY IN N. 0.-A $400,000
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Rinks and Skaters

Al G. Barnes
of Detroit Arena Gardens Roller Rink, world cruise in his little Idle Hour. Barnum & Bailey and
Playland Rink furnished a Russian circuses the past season, was elected
dancer and a team doing ballroom president of Delawere Agricultural Sodances on skates. Two dancing teams ciety, succeeding Ki Long, who was
were furnished by Crystal Pool Roller named vice-president. Joseph A. Neville
Rink. Redondo Roller Rink sent a was re-elected treasurer and Bruce Burteam of acrobats. Alki Natatorium Rink gess was re-elected secretary. Twentyfurnished clown acts and Rollerdrome two new directors were elected.
group of Christmas numbers in skating Rink had expert figure skaters.
tempo. Tuesday night and Saturday
URBANA, 0.-Following the most sucafternoon dance classes have been dis- AGRICULTURAL
cessful year in history of Champaign
continued until after holidays. Rink
County Fair here, these officers were re(Continued from page 106)
operates nightly, with Saturday and Sunelected: 0. Bert Proctor, president; F. M.
day matinees. Many private parties are higher in 1939 than in 1938, with higher Apple, treasurer; John Yoder, secretary;
being booked. Two sessions will be held prices for raw materials more than off- Paul Kite, vice-president.
on New Year's Eve., from 9 p.m. to 2 setting possible lower prices for some
manufactured goods. Some rise in prices
a.m.
Walworth County
of farm products as a whole may occur. ELKHORN, Wis.
disparity between prices received Fair elected A. C. Engel, president; Frank
JOHN DAVIDSON, more than 40 years The
Howard,
vice-president;
J. C. Woodford,
paid by farmers for commodities
a pro roller and ice -figure skater, died and
treasurer; Roy Lauderdale, marshal;
may
be
reduced
somewhat
in
1939.
in King County Hospital, Brooklyn, OctoF. M. Porter, secretary; W. E. Magill,
Cash farm income from the sale of superintendent
ber 31 of a heart attack, it has been products
of concessions, and A. R.
and government payments
learned. He was widely known in this is
down about 13 per cent in 1938 from Ives, George Pope, Linn Phelps and
country as a stilt -skater and toured 1937,
but is higher than in any year Charles Fountain, directors.
Canada and Europe several times before
:from 1930 to 1935. Hopes for at
the World War. Details appear in the least
some improvement in farm inMARYSVILLE, O.-Richwood IndeFinal Curtain of this issue.
come in 1939 seem likely to be realized, pendent Fair board re-elected: presiincrease coming mainly from rela- dent, J. S. Matteson; vice-president, C. H.
BUSINESS in Arena Roller Rink, Min- the
tively perishable commodities, which Williams; secretary, Frank E. Riley;
neapolis, Lyle Wright, manager, in- respond
quickly to increases in treasurer, D. K. Davis.
creased about 400 per cent during the consumermore
power. Income
purchasing
averaging
past fall season, attendance
POSTVILLE, Ia.-3i. C. Marston and
government payments in 1939 also
400 to 700 nightly, reports George San- from
expected to exceed that of 1938. Since E. M. Gass were re-elected president and
key, organist, recently re-engaged to play is
any increase in total cash income prob- vice-president, respectively, of Big Four
for ice skating in the Arena during the ably
will be accompanied by little change Fair here; Lafe Tague, secretary; Vie
winter. Roller sessions are held in the in farm
production expenses, -the net Williams, treasurer.
spring and summer.
cash income of farm operators may be
TRIANON Skate Club, Kokomo, Ind., materially higher in 1939.
The First
is holding meetings and parties weekly,
CASH INCOME: IMPROVEMENT
reports H. D. Cook. Officers are Frank
Best Skate
Cash farm income continues to run
Schafer, president; Lefty Switzer, vice- below the corresponding months of last
president; Pat James, secretary, and year, but the total for 1938 may exceed

visited the Milam Rink on December 17.
Business has been fair this year, Manager
Milam reports, altho employment in Ohio
By CLAUDE R. ELLIS
Valley steel mills is still low. Rink was
(Cincinnati Office)
decorated for the holidays and a
A NEW roller rink in Seattle, to keep Christmas -greeting neon sign built.
pace with the comeback of roller skat- Lucille Jackson, organist, is featuring a

in that Puget Sound metropolis,
She had started the project before last
June, so a hew ruling anent setting
back of structures on Fremont avenue
will not apply to this rink, but she will
set it back on North 85th street the
appropriate distance to satisfy the ruling

is being built by Mrs. Vance H. Kathryn.

ing of the county commissioners.
WALLY KIEFER, manager of Flint

(Mich.) Park Roller Rink, reports his
new Skateland Roller Rink, Saginaw,
Mich., opened in November and has been
having good business. Harry Hanley,
Chicago, spent three weeks at Skateland
on opening publicity, the work resulting in a page spread with art in a local
paper. Interest in roller skating is increasing in that vicinity. Kiefer writes,
and a numbers of rinks are in operation, including three in Flint, one in
Bay City and one in Mt. Morris. On
November 18 and 19 his Flint Figure Eight Club presented five acts at Skate land, and on December 3 seven acts were
put on by members of Detroit Fancy

Skating Club of Fred Martin's Arena
Gardens Roller Rink. Manager Kiefer
plans to start skate -dance classes after
January 1. On the staff are Dale W.
Perry, assistant manager and press representative; Ethel Kiefer, professional;

Ethel Walton, cashier; Jane Mills, or-

ganist; George Wizner, doorman; Louis
Corradi, Fred Reish, Kenneth Dimond, Wayne Eades, treasurer.

the $7,500,000,000 estimated by BAE last
summer. Basis Is the improvement in
Muncey, floormen; Grace Flathau, ward=
CHEZ VOUS ROLLER RINK,..Philadel- demand for farm products, together with
robe, and P. Bourdow, soda fountain.
phia, is doing good business and a waltz government purchases of surplus farm

R. B. Woody, Charles Wolfe and Leo

FOURTH anniversary of Chicago's
Armory Roller Rink under management
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Leiser was celebrated on December 12, reports Joe
Laurey, floor manager, and Bill Henning,
skateroom manager, who celebrated the

being conducted each Friday
in the last few months of the
night after regular sessions, reports Lee products,
The increase in the demand for
Goens, Muncie (Ind.) Skating Associa- year.
farm products. in recent months is reclass is

tion, who is visiting in the East. On flected by the more than seasonal inQUALITY
the roster are Mrs. E. Kelley, proprietor;
in income from meat animals,
John Mooney, secretary and manager of crease
dairy
products
and
fruits
and
vegetables.
games; Frank McVaugh, Lou Carberry,
seasonally adjusted index of cash
30th anniversary of their entrance in Jimmy Wier and Howard Sweeney, floor The
income from meat animals rose from RICHARDSON REHEARING SKATE CO.
roller-skating business on the same night, men; Carl Ruhland, skates; Ray Burns, 76.5
Establish id 1894.
in June to 87 in September. In980 attending.
Refreshments were John Jackson and Joe Montague, skate
served following a grand march, led boys; James Mooney, private skate
by Mr. and Mrs. Leiser, Henning and room; Harry Fanning, doorman; Eleanor
Laurey. In a half -mile race Laurey de- Carbine, Mrs. Idonia Merk and Charles
feated Henning, time 1:21, and the Kerstien, wardrobe; Mrs. M. Cope, MarArmory team won a two-mile race. Rink garet Scheel, John and Mrs. Louis Miller,
has many parties booked for remainder fountain concession; William Jones,
William Carroll, floor
of the season.
radio room.
custodian; Mrs. Louise Moiton, cashier,
REMODELED Owosso (Mich.) Airport and Ford H. Morton, outside floor .man,
Roller Rink, A. T. Carlisle, proprietor, ballroom and skate floor.

come from dairy products increased from
80.5 per cent of the 1924-'29 average in

June to 86.5 in September.
Cash income from sales of farm products in September was 20 per cent

larger than in August, but 10 per cent
less than in September last year.
Government payments, larger in Sep-

tember this year than last, made up

some of the discrepancy. Income from
reopened on December 9 to a good crowd,
crop sales was 12 per cent smaller this
reports Walter E. Sutphen. Rink was ROLLING CLOUDS, Billie and Bobby, September than last, income from liverecently equipped with a new heating report they played before a big crowd in stock marketings was down 6 per cent.
plant.
Mealey's Ballroom, Allentown, Pa., on
December 16.
FAIR ELECTIONS
CECIL MILAM, Milam's Roller Rink,
(Continued from page 106)
Wheeling, W. Va., reports that he recently
ARENA Roller Rink, New Castle, Pa.,
NATCHITOCHES, La. - NatchitocheS
received a \ letter from Billy Watson, will stage a skating jamboree on Jan- Parish
Fair Association elected J. A.
runner-up to Jimmy and Joan Lidstone, uary 23-28, featuring acts and races, Buckley,
president; A. J. Hargis, secreBritish amateur figure -skating cham- waltz, two-step, graceful couple and cos-treasurer; J. V. Hinton, manager.
pions, who recently completed a tour tume contests, reports Robert Mason, tary
B. Markham, treasurer. Finanwith the Lidstones of American rinks manager. Prizes will be awarded to those Leonard
under auspices of the Roller Skating coming the greatest distances. Rink cial report showed a balance of $1,090.67.
Rink Operators' Association of the United holds matinees and operates six nights
WEST MINERAL, Kan.-John Blair
States, stating that he and Joan were weekly, attendance averaging 600 to 800 was
re-elected president of Mineral Displanning to marry on December 21. Billy nightly.
trict Free Fair; George Meeker, vice-presistated that his mother bought a home
for them while they were in the United
HERB A. HEMLOW is presenting dent; R. 0. Mizner, secretary -treasurer,
States. On December 14 60 members of special features for holiday entertain- and Joe Carlson and Charles Stevens,
the new Wheeling Roller Skating Club ment in his Rollerdrome Rink, Bell directors.
visited H. D. Ruhlman's Lexington Roller street, Seattle. Rink is open nightly
OSHKOSH, Wis. - Winnebago County
Rink, Pittsburgh, to see the Hi -Hat and skating is to well -played organ
Fair Association re-elected James Weller,
Roller Skating Revue. Large crowds Music.
president; A. F. Schroeder, vice-presiattended nightly, said Milam, the show
closing on December 18 with a benefit
ALL LEADING Seattle roller rinks dent; Taylor 0. Brown, secretary; Carl
show for the Milk Fund. Mr. and Mrs. and roller-skating exhibitionists par- Fugleberg, treasurer. The 1938 fair had
Wally Kiefer, operators of Flint (Mich.) ticipated in the recent Dwight Long about $4,500 profit, which has been
Park Roller Rink and the recently Night celebrated in Alki Natatorium turned into permanent improvements.
opened Skateland Roller Rink, Saginaw, Rink, West Seattle. Dwight Long is the
VIROQUA, Wis.-Vernon County Fair
and Fred A. Martin, general manager Seattle boy traveling 35,000 miles on a
Association re-elected F. M. Minshall,
president; Jess Sands, R. H. Nustad,

-For HEALTH'S Sake --Roller Skate

New Book Matches
Will Advertise Your Rink

at New Low Cost
Your Advertisement on Cover Will
Pull New Crowds Into

Your Rink
CHICAGO ROLLER SKATE CO.
4427 W. Lake St.,

CHICAGO

H.

E.

Jacobson, vice-presidents; Fred

Rogers, secretary; A. J. Beat, treasurer.
The 1938 fair netted about $1,100 and
the association voted to spend $700 for
improvements to the half -mile track.
CARO, Mich.-Tuscola County Fair
board named B. B. Reavey, 15 years a
board member, president; Audley Rawson, many years vice-president and
member of the Legislature, re-elected;
Carl Mantey, the past four years secre-

tary and under whose furisdiction a
number of improvements have been
made, including additions to the
premium list, new grand stand, stage
and rebuilt race track, re-elected, and
James Kirk, treasurer for the past four
years and former sheriff of Tuscola

County, re-elected.
DELAWARE, 0.-Beverly Kelley, who

handled radio ahead of Ringling Bros.-

3312-3318 Ravenswocd Ave., Chicago,

The Best Skate Today
Add Color 7", Your Rink
WIT 1 A

CRYSTAL
SHOWER
Full Line of Rink anc. Ballroom Equipment.

Spotlights, Motor Drivm Color Wheels, Etc.
Prices Lower Than Ever.

C. .1. NEWTON CO.

NEW YORK CITY.

253 W. 14th ST.,

Winter Production
of

SKATING RINK
TENTS
1-NEW

FABRICS.

2-BEAUTIFUL TRIMMINGS.
3-LASTING QUALITIES.

Write-Wie-Phone

BAKER - LOCKWOOD
Kansas City, Mo.
17th & Central,
AMERICA'S BIG TENT HOUSE.
Eastern Representative-A. E. CAMPFIELD,

152 W. 42nd St., Ncw York City, N. Y.

SKATING

RINK TENTS
SHOW AND CONCESSION,
NEW & USED TENTS.

CAMPBELL TENT & AWNING CO.
Springfield, Ill.

Monroe at Third,

Professional
" ROLLER SKATING MATS

-

ff

(MAPLE-HARDWOOD)
Low Priced- Excellent
Portable Quality-Custom Made. We are MANUFACTURERS. Write us you special Size Require.
meets.

THE G. L. MORRIS CORP.

1740 East 12th Street,

Cleveland, O.

WANTED

Two Good Summer Spots for
Building.P:rvcege

s sV.: contact1ECII'f P
Wheeling,
IRIllam R ler R

or
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Communications to 25-27 Opera Place, Cincinnati, 0.

W -H LAW EXEMPTION HELD
MSA Drive

Carnivals Not Under New Act,

On for Ball

Opinion of ACA Counsel Cohen
CINCINNATI, Dec. 24.-That carnivals approval of others interested in a deterdo not come within the term "interstate mination of this question," said General
commerce" and therefore the new fed- Counsel Cohen. "The only authentic way
eral wage and hour law does not apply in which the matter can be adjudicated

Detroit org sets January
17 as date-Leo Lippa is
named general chairman

to them is the gist of an opinion by is, of course, by litigation and the obGeneral Counsel Max Cohen, American taining of a judgment of a court of

Carnivals Association,
N. Y.

DETROIT, Dec. 24.-Plans for Michigan Showmen's Association's third an-

He has sent to The Billboard a copy of

a lengthy report that he will submit to
the committee appointed by President
John W. Wilson at the recent fifth annual meeting in Chicago. The committee's function is to make a study of the
status of the industry as to whether it
is affected by the new law.
"It should be borne in mind that our
conclusions may or may not meet the

nual ball to be held on the night of
January 17 are rapidly progressing, of-

ficials report. Leo Lippa has been named
general chairman, with Jack LaRue, program manager; Louis Wish, ticket committee chairman; Ed McMillen and Jack
Dickstein, entertainment directors. Abe
Levine, Sam Wilson, 0. A. Baker, Anne
Ferguson, Dr. D. D. Danto, W. G. Wade,

Leonard Simon, Harry Wish and John
F. Reid comprise the reception committee. All moneys accrued from the event
will be placed in a fund to be used to
purdaase a home for the club.
More than 300 tickets priced at $1
each were turned loose at Monday night's
meeting and many members are pledged

to sell a certain amount of them. Many

tickets also are being mailed to members

who did not attend the meeting. A
prominent orchestra has been obtained
from the Gus Sun Agency to furnish
the dance music, and several top vaude-

ville acts will appear on the program.

Committee officers are volunteering
their services to make this the outstand-

ing feature of the three years the club
has been in existence.
Large crowds continue at the clubrooms daily. Tonight and all day tomorrow open house will prevail. Refreshments will be served. Invitations have
been sent to all show people in and near
Detroit to participate in the activities.

Inc., Rochester, proper jurisdiction to
issue.

"As an alternative to this suggestion,
it is, of course, possible for one or more

carnivals to take the position that the
law does not apply and to petition the
wage and hour law administrator for an
exemption on the basis that the industry is of a seasonal nature, which proceeding is covered in Part 526 of the
Regulations issued on October 20, 1938."

After presenting an exhaustive digest

of the act, the Cohen report takes up
(See W -H LAW EXEMPTION page 135)

Kline Sells Rolloplane,
MRS.

ABNER

K.

(VIRGINIA)

vas elected president
of the Ladies' Auxiliary of the Heart
of America Showmen's Club at the
annual meeting in Kansas City, Mo.,
on December 16. Since leaving her
home in Salem, Ore., for winter
activities, Mrs. Kline has attended
KLINE, who

the outdoor meetings in Chicago,
the pre -Christmas party of Missouri
Show Women's Club and Internanational Association of Showmen
in St. Louis and the Iowa fair man-

agers' annual meeting in Des Moines.

World -Mirth Denies
Union Pact Exists

Octopus to the Goodings
CINCINNATI, Dec. 24.-Abner
K.
Kline, retiring president of the Heart of
America Showmen's Club and sales
manager for Eyerly Aircraft Co., Salem, Ore., visited The Billboard's offices
on Monday while on a motor trip which
took him to Indianapolis; Columbus, 0.,
and this city on business. While in Co-

Asked if he had said anything orally
to any official of the union, Linderman
said he told an AFA organizer that he is
not opposed to having discussions with
a representative of the org.
While the house organ bluntly says
"basic agreements covering nearly all
of the largest and most important carnivals" have been signed, details of
such alleged agreements were not revealed.

V. Kline Heads
HASC Auxiliary
Unanimous vote is cast

for all officers - annual

lumbus he sold Floyd E. Gooding a

Super-Rolloplane and A. W. Gooding a

bazaar is successful

12 -car Octopus.

Kline will stop at Dayton, 0., before
going to Kansas City, Mo., for the holi-

days.

Strates Signs Cannon,
Bob Ski Attractions

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-AFA Reporter,
Tickets for the ball also have been placed organ
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Strates Shows
Federation of Actors, will
on sale at the clubrooms here. They may printedofaAmerican
have the Leinert Monster Cannon
story
in
its
current
issue
namalso be obtained thru members.
Bob Ski acts next season as free
ing shows which have allegedly signed and
acts on the midway, with Frank Wirth
with the union.
Booking Association supplying.
shows mentioned, one is the World
Hennies Heads Fund Drive of Of
Manager James E. Strates, thru Wirth,
Mirth Shows. Max Linderman, gen- said
he will use a 72 -foot baggage car
CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-Harry Hennies eral manager, reached for a statement to transport
the cannon, which is an
will be 1939 chairman of the Showmen's this week, denied that he had signed any import, as is the
Bob Ski, both to make
League of America annual drive for paper with the AFA at the Chicago American debut on
Strates' midway.
funds. Secretary Joseph L. Streibich of amusement conventions or anywhere else.

the SLA announced that the co-owner
of Hennies Bros.' Shows had wired from
his sick bed in a Rochester, Minn., hospital that he would gladly accept the
chairmanship of the campaign which
the organization will conduct during the
year for funds of Showmen's Rest, the
league cemetery, and for the proposed
showmen's home and hospital.

determine the

Quebec Contract to Conklin

KANSAS CITY, Mo., Dec. 24.-Annual

election of officers of the Ladies' Aux-

iliary, Heart of America Showmen's Club,
here on December 16 saw Mrs. Abner K.
(Virginia) Kline assume presidency of

the organization on a ticket which had
no opposition, reports Helen Brainerd
Smith. Other officers for whom Secretary Elizabeth Yearout was instructed

to cast a unanimous vote were Ruth

Ann Levin, first vice-president; Pearl
Vaught, second vice-president; Peggy
Landes, third vice-president; Elizabeth
Yearout, secretary, and Helen Brainerd
Smith, treasurer.
New names added to the board of di-

rectors were those of Myrtle Duncan,
Leah Brumleve and Frances Keller. Mrs.
C. W. Parker, Jess Nathan, Hattie Howk,
(See V. KLINE HEADS on page 126)

HAMILTON, Ont., Dec. 24.-A contract

to furnish midway attractions at the
1939 Exposition Provinciale, Quebec City,

has been awarded to the Conklin Shows,
said J. W. (Patty) Conklin on his return
to quarters here from a visit in Quebec.

He said much activity is apparent in
that province in highway construction.

eatitittOO AOS: eitcu_ Ia.. t;u9
Cl eentuty ct Aolit gtow

,400.

By STARR DeBELLE

Dear Mixer:

Dead End, Ga.

Promptly at 12 p.m. on Saturday, December 24, Ballyhoo Bros. terminated
their 1938 season. All farewell parties
and good-bye were held up until the following day, Christmas. The management had promised employees Christmas

dinner on the lot and rather than disappoint them the show was held over for
the day. Tearing down was held up
MAX COHEN, Rochester, N. Y.,
general counsel of the American
Carnivals Association, Inc., who has

rendered an opinion that carnival
organizations do not come under the
new federal wage and hour law. He

has prepared an exhaustive digest
of the act and a detailed opinion,
holding that carnivals are not in
interstate commerce, for study by a
special committee named by the
ACA at its recent fifth annual meetint! in Chicago.

until Monday morning.
Before noting the Christmas festivities
the week's activities must be mentioned.
The show train was in two wrecks on its
way here from Louisiana; this gave us a
late arrival and caused the show to lose
the Monday opening. On Tuesday and
Wednesday steady rain kept the midway

On Thursday three of the riding

urday when it turned bitter cold, keeping the holiday crowd away from the lot.

Our lights went out at 8 and didn't
come back on until 9.

But regardless of these mishaps the
weeks of the season. The some 200
concessions that were booked for the
date and paid off in advance more than
kept the office out of the red. As a publicity stunt the show's press department
arranged a basket -ball game in the
school gym between the front-end ball game queens and the local high-school
queens. The catrackers really went to
town during the first half of the game
but lost out entirely during the heat
of the second half because all of them
stopped to scratch at the same time.
show enjoyed one of its most prosperous

Sunday morning arriv-d cold but clear.
devices collapsed, due to soft ground, in- Pete Ballyhoo walked thru the different
juring 15 people, who were quickly paid tents, waking up the trusted employees
On Friday all concessions were who were rolled up in side well and
off.
(See BALLYHOO on page 130)
closed but opened again at 11 p.m. Satdark.

PHIL WILLIAMS, past three years

general agent of the shows operated
by 0. N. Crafts Enterprises, has been
re-engaged in that capacity for 1939.
A

major of infantry during the

World War, he broke into the carnival field in 1926 as a concessioner
with the- Crafts organization and
since has held executive and general -agent

positions

with

W.

B.

Evans, Abner K. Kline, R. H. Work,
Clark's 20 Big, C. H. Steffens Su-

perior and Mel H. Vaught's State
Fair Shows. Williams was married
to Lillabelle Lowery, radio artist and
daughter of Frank Lowery, managing editor of The San Jose News, in
Yuma, Ariz., December 18,
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Carnivals' lAz Up at linisi
as many still dates as possible in
AGRAPH line depicting business of the carnival industry this played
purely agricultural territory came out Louis Margolis was elected president and
year would resemble a line indicating a gently increasing grade. in their grosses far ahead of shows that Harry Stahl first vice-president.
Start of the line would mean spring, and its end and highest point confined their routes almost entirely to HARRY CODDINGTON DIES - Harry
80, chairman of cemetery
would mean late fall. The season of fairs turned in profits to make manufacturing and urban sections. Rural Coddington,
appeared to have spending fund of Showmen's League of America,
up in part for deficits sustained in the early months of the 1938 residents
money and a desire to part with it that died in Chicago January 12.
season. The true showmanship exemplified by owners and man- was not met in any other parts of the FORM NEW SHOW - Knobbs Couch

agers of railroad, baggage -car and motorized organizations saw them States or Canada.

and Edward Bryan announced January

at Stuart, Ia., that they had formed
thru a season that started disastrously and ended short of anticipa- Perhaps the most interesting develop- 24
a partnership and would launch a carment
of
the
year
was
the
amalgamation
tions based upon the last few years. The carnival field never before
nival under the title of Couch & Bryan
three major carnival organizations United Shows.
encountered so many obstacles nor tried so valiantly to overcome of
into one entity. The economies in operaHeavy rains, floods, increased
rates, taxation troubles and economic
them.

HARRIS HEADS TWO UNITS-W. R.
tion, maintenance and transportation Harris, general manager of the Model
and other advantages claimed for the Shows, closed a deal with W. E. Franks,
merger and the reaction to it as reflected of the Franks Shows, to handle the latin future moves of independent oper- ter show.
ators, as well as fair managers, will be KY. TAX SUIT WON-The F. H. Bee
watched with interest in the entire field. Shows, Inc., won the tax suit in Court

recession were with them practically all category, it is pointed out, are of the
season. However, better weather at the busineSs but not an integral part of it
fairs, plus increased revenue given by as understood by experienced and stable
tremendous attendances at the annuals, showmen who continue to battle for
did in a great measure serve to see them public and press recognition of the inIt is considered significant and conthru a period so tough that many execu- dustry as a whole and their individual
tives in other lines of business under reputations and properties in particular. clusive evidence of the growth and
progress of the carnival business that,
similar conditions would have tossed in
despite great setbacks, owners continued
Rural Sections Were Best
the towel.
The fairs in the Western Canadian to improve their equipment, adding new
Some Increase at Fairs

Industrial conditions so affected early
Spending, together with adverse weather,
that gross business took a tumble greatly
under the figures for 1937. Reports on

still dates indicate that the inside take

has been off from 10 to 50 per cent

from that of 1937. But in many instances attendances thru pay gates

There is, of course,
a general feeling of optimism for 1939
and many executives have declared that
in the long run they will profit mightily

topped all records.

by the trying experiences of the past
season.

While it could not be expected that

the record of organized carnivals playing

fairs would reach the high figures of

of Appeals of Kentucky when the court

ruled that the shows did not have to

pay amusement tax on any admission to
the show or special shows within an in closure.

Court ordered a refund of

taxes paid.
TAMPA SLA BENEFIT-Victory Theaof the Middle West and some in the ing time -tried rides and adding lighting ter,
Tampa, was the scene of an SLA
South were the most profitable for carni- effects and colorful trimmings to their benefit at which $1,600 was grossed.
val attractions the past season. Crop midways. The annual outdoor conven- JAN Sa".1.'s, TERRILL RESIGNS - Janconditions were exceptionally good in tions in Chicago indicated that carni- ette Terrill resigned as general reprethe agricultural districts and the slump valdom has no inclination nor intention sentative of Model Shows.
which had hit numerous industrial com- to go back-that it will go forward with GIROUD AND McLAUGHLIN UNITEmunities was not nearly so keenly felt. increased momentum in the season to W. J. (Billy) Glroud and P. S. McLaughlin organized a new show, New England
In fact, some of the carnivals -which come.
Motorized Carnival.

Class A circuit and the big State fairs devices and presentation ideas, moderniz-

Important Events and Happenings
From December, '37, to December, '38

NEW HOME FOR NSA - National
Showmen's Association leased 4,000
square feet of space on the sixth floor
of Palace Theater Building, New York.
SUTTON SHOWS SOLD - Frank M.
Sutton, operator of Great Sutton Shows,
announced March 1 at Osceola, Ark.,

that he had sold the show to John R.

Castle and Tony Martone.
(From Files of The Billboard)
1937, nevertheless carnivals gave a fair
ON BOCKUS SHOW-Buildings
account of themselves. In reports of 37 GENERAL AGENTS SWITCH-L. S. ermanager15 of L. J. Heth Shows Decem- at FIRE
Turbeville, S. C., where some property
major member fairs filed with the Inter- Hogan became general agent of Rubin ber 15.
of Curtis L. Backus Show was stored,
CONVENES-Eighteenth annual
national Association of Fairs and Exposi- & Cherry Exposition and J. C. McCaffery
destroyed by fire. Loss was estigeneral agent of Beckmann & Gerety convention of Heart of America Show- were
tions 27 reported on increases or de- Shows
just prior to annual outdoor con- men's Club was held at Reid Hotel, mated at $4,000.
creases in carnival gross business as
JACK V. LYLES DEATH-Jack V.
Kansas City, Mo. Abner K. Kline was
compared with 1937. Twelve show ventions.
Lyles, 44, general agent and railroad
A
new
monument
elected
president.
ORGANIZED
International
ISA
receipts,
ranging
increases in carnival
contractor of Art Lewis Shows, died
Showmen's Association was organized in costing $2,500 was dedicated.
from 3 to 100 per cent. Fifteen report St.
March 13 at Macon Hospital, Macon, Ga.,
Louis
November
23,
with
John
Franof
ZEIGER
HEADS
PCSA
Election
injuries sustained when a truck coldecreases of from .0006 to 33 per cent.
cis president and F. B. Joerling secretary. officers of the Pacific Coast Showmen's of
Weather was poor at two fairs showORANGE STATE STOP-For the first Association for 1938 drew the largest at- lided with his car.
$1,000 READER LIPTED - City coming increases and at four fairs showing time in eight years Orange State Shows tendance of any meeting in the history
decreases. Total figures reveal that the closed November 20 at Jacksonville, Fla., of the organization. C. F. Zeiger was missioners of Alabama City, Ala., lifted
the $1,000 per week license levy on
carnival percentage increase for 1938 because of prohibitive State licenses.
chosen president.
street fairs March 15 to permit showing
over 1937 at the fairs indicated was 13.06
SLA BANQUET BIG-Silver anniverWHITE QUITS JONES EXPO-Walter
Blue Ribbon Shows under sponsorper cent. The IAFE tables for 1937 sary banquet and ball of Showmen's A. White, for several years general man- of
showed an increase over 1936 of 21.2 per League of America in Hotel Sherman, ager of Johnny J. Jones Exposition, re- ship of Emma Sansom High School.
BECK AND TEOMAS UNITE-Al C.
cent and an increase for 1936 over 1935 Chicago, December 1 was the most mag- signed from that show December 31.
Beck and Dug Thomas signed contracts
of 18.1 per cent. Most of 'the fairs re- nificent in club's history.
EAS.usiliN SHOWMEN Mta7.1. -Enthu- March 15, combining their forces in opMcCAFFERY RE-ELECTED-J. C. Mc- siasm marked a third meeting of 235
turning figures were played by major Caffery
was re-elected president of SLA Eastern showmen January 3 at Piccadilly eration of Dug Thomas Shows.
railroad carnival companies, some by November
HUNTER DEATH - Harry C. Hunter,
29.
Hotel, New York, who gathered to demotorized carnivals and several had inde- ACA ELECTS-American
Carnivals As- velop Eastern showmen's club. Proposi- well-known carnival showman, for many
pendently booked carnival attractions. sociation, Inc.' re-elected all officers at
operator of Harry C. Hunter
to operate as an independent or- years
No reports were made by several that fourth annual meeting in Hotel Sher- tion
Shows, died in Monessen. Pa., March 8.
ganization
was
indorsed.
HARRY F. HALL, 52, prominent in
had independent midways.
man, Chicago, November 29.
MICHIGAN.SHOWMEN ELECT-First the carnival business for many years,
NEW YORK BRANCH-Eastern show- annual
Acts Help Pay Gates
election
of
officers
of
Michigan
died
March 26 in New York hospital.
men got together in Chicago while the
Credit for increased crowds thru pay outdoor conventions were in progress Showmen's Association was held in the CALDWELL DEATH
Shepperd Bell
gates at still dates is given in numerous and submitted a proposal to SLA, ex- clubrooms in Detroit January 3. Louis J. Caldwell, 63, veteran carnival concessioner, died April 5 in Pulaski, Tenn.
instances to the presentation of high- pressing desire to operate as an Eastern. Berger was elected president.
SLA FROLIC SCORES - Showmen's:
LADIES' AUXILIARY MEET-Annual
class acts. With the adoption compara- branch. George A. Harnid, one of the
tively recently of pay gates the tendency organizers, reported $3,000 pledged by installation dinner of Ladies' Auxiliary League of America staged its fifth anof Pacific Coast Showmen's Association nual Spring Frolic in Hotel Sherman,
has been to raise the standard of such showmen.
held January 3 in the clubrooms, Chicago, April 4 to turnaway crowd.
acts, offering a thrill number or several FISHER JOINS CLARK-Al Fisher was
ARNOUT DEATH - James Lambert
Peggy Forstall was reLos
Angeles.
general
agent
with
Clark's
signed
as
That
platform or aerial acts of merit.
Arnout, 65, former carnival showman,
elected
president.
Greater
Shows.
this policy is satisfactory to a number of NEW CARNIVAL-Clint Roberts and
AUXILIARY LUNCHEON - Ninth an- died March 30 at his home in Cuba, N. Y.
carnival operators is evidenced by the C. D. Clark combined their interests and nual
DEATH-Frank Septer, carniof Ladies' Auxiliary of SEPTER
fact that acts that have been carried formed the Clint & Clark United Shows Heartluncheon
concessioner, died April 6 In Coof America Showmen's Club was val
the past season or two during still dates at Canton, 0.
held at Hotel President, Kansas City, lumbus, 0.
FOWLER DEATH-Fletcher Fowler, 58,
have been contracted again for 1939.
PCSA SERVICES HELD -The annual December 30. Myrtle Duncan was made
former carnival owner, of Twin Lake,
It is noteworthy that no major rail- memorial services of the Pacific Coast new president.
Mich.,
died April 14 in Hackley Hospital,
road or motorized carnival was taken off Showmen's Association were held DecemBUYS NEW QUARTERS-A. S. PerMich.
the road during the year nor was any ber 12 in Showmen's Rest, Evergreen ham, owner of Pine Tree State Shows, Muskegon,
$12,000 FROM BENEFIT-St. Louis
title put on the shelf. No major casual- Cemetery, Los Angeles.
'75 -acre farm in Gorham, benefit
purchased
a
show raised $12,000 for ShowOUTDOOR CLUB FORMED-The Out- Me., to be used as winter quarters.
ties occurred and, altho numerous heavy door
men's League Old Home Fund. About
Press Club was formed at Tampa,
storms were encountered, there were no Fla., December
ELECTION RULED INVALID-Because 1,000 were present,
24 by a group of outdoor
very damaging blowdowns until the New press agents. Jack Dadswell was selected the by-laws adopted by Michigan ShowHERMAN DEATH -Richard Herman,
upon organization 54, for 25 years a carnival showman and
hurricane
of
September
21
men's
England
as president and Frank Winchell as last yearAssociation
provided
for
the
annual
elecconcessioner,
died May 4 in University
dealt losses to several shows in that ter- treasurer and steward.
ritory. Among the gilly shows there
PCSA BANQUET SELLOUT-The 16th tion to be held the week of Michigan Hospital, Baltimore.
of Fairs' meeting, election on
SCHIEBERL DEATH - Frank Robert
was considerable maneuvering, reorganiz- annual Charity Banquet and Ball of Association
3 was ruled invalid and another Schieberl, 56, veteran carnival concesing and consolidating and, even with Pacific Coast Showmen's Association in January
to be held.
sioner, died May 8 in Bryan, Tex.
that, a number of them folded. But it is Hotel Biltmore, Los Angeles, December 15 voted
RAS' RECORD BREAKER-Playing to
THREE-YEAR l'ERM FOR COMMITexpected that, as usual, they will stage a was voted one of the most pretentious TEE-At
meeting January 20 a resolu- largest crowd in history of Memphis Cotits history.
comback, that having been the history of in BRASHEAR
ton
Carnival, an estimated 100,000 on
APPOINTED - Don M. tion was passed making Showmen's
the business for years and probably Brashear was appointed general agent Home committee a set committee until opening day, Royal American Shows
attributable largely to lack of organiza- and business manager of Silver State December 1, 1940.
broke a four-year record.
HOME ASSURIM - With large contion, doubtful tactics and lack of appre- Shows.
MICHIGAN SHOWMEN ELECT-At a
ciation as to what the public is demand- FONTANA SIGNS - Joe J. Fontana combined annual party and election in tributions pouring in, a home for aged
ing of carnival midways. Shows in this signed as general agent and business Hotel Detroiter, Detroit, January 17 and disabled members of Showmen's

Tim 1.\r Ccv
December 31, 1938

League of America seems definitely as+ Michigan Showmen's Association had its

sured.
P -T

annual moonlight boat ride July 26 on
steamer Columbia out of Detroit.
OKEHS CARNIVAL - Parent- theJONES
APPOINTED - Johnny

Jones Jr. was promoted to position of
assistant director of Johnny J. Jones
Exposition

past 15 years a carnival showman, died . August 1.
May 18 in Nashville, Tenn.

'

:

at Salem,

Ill.,

week

of

PARTNERSHIP DISSOLVED-Partner-

Dug Thomas and Al C.
WIN IN K. C.-Parent-4 Beckine operation
of Dug Thomas Shows
Teacher Association and veterans' or- was dissolved
latter part of July.
ganizations of Kansas Ctty, Mo., joined
CASTLE SELLS OUT-Sale of John R.
forces and obtained license to enable
interests in the Heart of
carnivals to play the city without paying Castle's
America
Shows to his partner, Tony
the $100 assessment.
_Martone, was announced week of Au CARNIVALS

Walter A. White,`
returned to carnival

WHITE JOINS B -G
Ill.,

business week of June 20, when h
joined the Beckmann & Gerety staff.

FLOODED

UNITED

AMERICAN

American United Shows, while appearing
at Havre, Mont., for a week which ended.
June 25, were marooned on the lot
there, which was covered with about five
feet of water.
GREAT WILNO INJURED-Great Wil-

)

HENNIES BUYS FLAT CAM-Orville
W. Hennies purchased 10 steel flat cars
at Washington, D. C., from receivers of
the defunct Tim McCoy Wild West.

a daring step when they played Alexandria, Va., which has an exorbitant,
license.

located shoulder night of July 4 when August 25 in the King Edward Hotel,
he miscalculated his landing as he was Toronto, in celebration of their marriage.

CRAFTS' CONCESSIONS BURN - Fire

which started in Mrs. Edward Kanthe's
balloon concession on the Crafts Shows
spread to adjoining booths and did considerable damage before the Stockton
(Calif.) Fire Department could respond.

H
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To All of My Friends Here, There
Y

and Everywhere

I

GRUBER° TOOK........12AIMIG.STEPGruberg's World's Exposition Shows took

ELKINS-COHN MARRIED-Isabel Elno, human cannon ball, free attraction kins, of Chicago, and A. R. (Red) Cohn.
with Endy Bros' Shows, suffered a dis- of the Conklin Shows, were given a party

hurled over a Ferris Wheel.

UNION DRIVE-An intensive drive to

unionize carnivals was launched week
of August 28 by the American Federation of Actors.

HALE QUITS B-G-Walter Hale, press
agent with Beckmann & Gerety Shows.

CI4ARLES DOCEN KILLED-Charles left the show September 4 as it was

the freak animal making its bow at Nebraska State Fair.
CARNIVALS MERGE -Royal Amerishow on the Worldof Mirth Shows, and
his aid, Bernard Abadie, were killed in can, Beckmann & Gerety and Rubin &
Cherry
Exposition Shows merged Sepan auto accident near Bangor, Me.,
tember 16 into the Amusement Corp. of
July 10.
TORNADO HITS THOMAS SHOW-Art America. Carl J. Sedlmayr was named
Docen, operator of

B. Thomas No. 2 unit suffered heavy president.
R. & C. GROSS HIGH-A gross greater
losses in Valhalla, Minn., July 9 when than
midway contributed to the New
a tornado blew down every top on the YorkitsState
Fair, Syracuse, in the last
lot.
years combined was recorded by
McLEOD INJURED - C. A. McLeod, two
& Cherry Exposition at the fair
general agent Siebrand Bros.' Shows, was Rubin
closed September 17.
seriously injured in an auto accident which
MISS.
TAX RULING-An attempt to
near Cincinnati July 11.
force the payment by carnivals of priviRICES KILLED-Mr. and Mrs. Clark lege taxes when playing county fairs in
B. Rice, of Bemidji, Minn., and their Mississippi was overruled by Attorney niece, Mrs. Lelia Plankers, St. Paul, all General Greek L. Rice, Jackson.
members of Sol's Liberty Shows, were BENEFIT JAMBOREE ON C. & W.killed July 17 when their truck was Harold 0. Hoffman, former governor of
struck by a train near Watertown, Wis. New Jersey, emseed the Cetlin & Wilson
DORMAN JOINS CLYDE SHOWS- benefit show at the New Jersey State
George F. Dorman joined Clyde's United Fair, Trenton, at which more than $400
Carnival week of July 24 With his Big was raised for the National Showmen's
Eli Wheel and took over work of Association.
secretary.
BOOKER BOWS TO CUPID - Bob
SHOWMEN HAVE MOONLIGHT - Booker, secretary -treasurer of Hader brand's United Shows, was married to
Mary Kirby, of Grants Pass, Ore., when
the show played there.
ROBBED OF $500-F. W. Warner, operator of a Mickey Mouse game with
John R. Ward Shows, was robbed of 6500
at Paris, Tenn.
LIVE WIRES KILL TWO-Earl White,
electrician with the Keystone
Shows,, was killed 'September 26 when
chief

show's transformer truck. Charles Alvin
Roberts, of Rubin & Cherry Exposition,

was electrocuted September 26 while
dismantling a ride.

Of every size, heralds, etc.

for all occasions-special designs for your show-quick service-low prices-write for samples.
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GREETINGS
Good Wishes To All Our Friends

GUY AND MEL DODSON

cere appreciation to DAVID B. and

DODSON WORLD'S FAIR SHOW

MIAMI, FLA.

1109.1113 N. E. 89th St..

Phone 75620.
Thanks to Fair Managers for the Confidence You
Have in Our Show. We Will Please Your Public.

E
A
GREAT WILNO R
THE

Human Cannon - Ball
sg CHRISTMAS GREETINGS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

TILLEY SHOWSNow Booking for 1939
Want Illusion Show, Fun House, Motordrome and Pony Ride.
Will book first-class Cook House. All Concessions open
except Corn Game, Pop Corn and Custard.
Winter Quarters Address, Box 297, Ladd, Illinois.

who closed as general agent of Goodman Wonder Shows October 15, signed
with the Amusement Corp. of America
for 1939.

NSA BENka'i'1 Nsa'b 81.250-World of

Mirth Shows' National Showmen's Bene-

fit on the fairgrounds, Winston-Salem,

R. J. RODGERS DEATH - Robert J.

(Dutch)

Rodgers, well-known

conces-

sioner, died at American Hospital, Chi-

ment of Canadian National Exhibition
re-engaged J. W. (Patty) Conklin to

Georgia that desire a MODERN, CLEAN MIDWAY answer. References? Yes!

FUNLAND SNOWS
Winter Quarters,

Gainesville, Ga.

MR. AND MRS. SAM SOLOMON
WINTER QUARTERS ADDRESS:
CARUTHERSVILLE, MO.
ht ht ht ht it it h.

214-1444-4-4,

I

I
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FRED WHITMYER DEATH - Fred

Whitmyer, 54, well known in carnival
circles, died in Albany, N. Y., October 27.

To Our Friends and Business Associates.
NOW Contracting Shows. Rides, Free Acts. (All

Concessions open, NO GRIFT.) Show opens
March 27.
FAIRS in Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee and

xwct

W.

SOL'S LIBERTY SHOWS

road near Bear Valley., Calif.
KELLEY SIGNS - L. Clifton Kelley.

door showmen's clubs in the U. S. held
at the Canadian National Exhibition,
Toronto. showed a take of 81,784.

Oreeting5

Y.,

which they were riding slipped off the

Oribap

iYt anb

rvvvvvvvvrmvwc

the organization were injured October 3
when the light truck and office trailer in

$1,784 FROM BENEFIT-Final figures
of the benefit show for the various out.11.1

Y

tf-il SEASON'S GREETINGS

cago, October 30.
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E

RALPH N. ENDY for a most pleasant
and successful season as that of 1938.
My Act will return to the ENDY
BROS.' MIDWAY for the entire
Season of 1939.

ONE KILLED, NINE HURT - Earl
was killed and nine other members of

Branan, employee of White City Shows,

N. C., netted 61.250.

Owners

N

EXPRESSING, at this time, my sin-

he contacted a 2,300 -volt wire in the

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
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TTT

JR.

teacher council, Kansas City, Kan., sponsored J. L .Landes Shows. About 35.000
in attendance during the two-day stand.
LOWE DEATH-Hugh Lowe, 42, for the

of Quincy,

The Billboard

CARNIVALS

CONKLIN RE-ENGAGED - Manage-

organize and direct 1,11. CNE amusement
area, Frolexland, for 1939.
RAS HAS BEST YEAR-Royal Ameri-

can Shows had the best season since its
organization. Western Canada figures
were up and still dates resulted in satisfactory business.

W. C. KAUS SHOWS, INC.

Now booking for 1939 season. Have at present 10 Bona Fide Fairs, four more pending; also Two
Celebrations. Want Ridee-O, U -Drive -It. Rolla -Plane or Octopus. Have 10 Beautiful Fronts and
Show Outfits to reliable show people. What have you to offer? All Legitimate Concessions open except

Bingo and Grocery Wheel. Want help for Bingo, also Caller; must be good. Electrician that can
drive truck and handle Midway. Sober and reliable Ride Help Wanted. Would also like to bear
from Celebration and Fair Committees. Would like to hear from Billposter with car, and would like
to hear from Arcade and Motordrome Attractions.
Address communications to W. C. K AUS, Manager. Winter Quarters, New Bern, N. C.

SEASON'S GREETINGS to All from

H. & V SEW WS

1939 - NOW CONTRACTING SEASON - 1939
FREE ACTS.

RIDES: Octopus, Whip, Tilt, Ridee-O, Kiddie Rides. Any New Ride.
SHOWS: Monkey Circus, Fun House, Drome, 10 -In -1, Revue, Animal, Illusion and Grind Shows.
CONCESSIONS: Bingo. Custard, Pop Corn, Candy Apples, Ball Games, Grind Stores,
Penny Arcade. No Wheels.
GARFIELD, N. I.
193 PASSAIC ST.,

The Billboard
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For a BETTER 1939

Midway Confab

a
Rile -Man,
balancing his books for

Many

1938, thanks the BIG

ELI Wheel for corning through with the
extra profit that marks
another winning season.
For 38 years,

By THE MIXER
Communications to 25-27 Opera Place, Cincinnati, 0.

in boom times and depression, BIG ELI
Wheels have held their
appeal. Their profitability is taken for
granted among Ride -

Hook up With BIG ELI products in
1939. They'll help you make it a season of
better and more certain profit.

ELI BRIDGE COMPANY

BIG ELI Wheels-ELI Power Units,
800 Case Ave.,
JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

PENNY
PITCH
GAMES
Size 48x46".
Price $20.00.
Size 48x48",
With 1 Jack
Pot, $30.00.
Size 48x48", with 5 Jack Pots, $40.00.

PARK SPECIAL WHEELS
30" in Diameter. Beautifully Painted. We
carry In stock 12-15-20-24- and 30 number

512.00

Price

BINGO GAMES
75 -Player Complete
100 -Player Complete

55.00
7.25

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Full of New Games, Blankets, Dolls, Lamps,
Aluminum Ware, Canes, etc.

SLACK MFG. CO.

124-126 W. Lake St.,

ing under.

"HOT CAKES are worth their weight in

TO MIDWAY visitors unkempt ride help, gold," remarked a show operator. A full
A LITTLE gaming can be more reas- ticket sellers, talkers, performers and other belly is all that is necessary to hold a workingonably overlooked than things with filth show attaches constitute the cry of poverty.
man, is his belief.
as a background.
HOMER BOYD, who recently sold his DON TRUEBLOOD letters from Belle
interest in the B. & H. Amusement Co. Plaine, Ia., that after two years with
to Elinor Garner and Johnnie Hobbs, Byers & Beach Shows as secretary and
has gone to West Virginia, where he

man he has been signed by
plans to reopen his garage and repair publicity
the West 'Bros.' Shows for 1939. Don
business.

Chicago, Ill.

KING REID, owner -manager of the
shows bearing his name, attended the
annual Eastern Townships Fair Association meeting in Sherbrooke, Que., recently. The Canadian delegation was
headed by J. W. (Patty) Conklin.

AND ANALYSES
$5.00
.03
.15
.05
Forecast and Analysis, 9-p., Fancy Covers, Ea
Samples of the 4 Readings, Four for 25c.
No. 1, 34 -Page, Gold and Silver Covers. Each .30
Wall Charts, Heavy Paper, Size 28x34. Each 1.00
Gazing Crystals, Ouija Boards, Planchettes, Etc.

Bound.

PACK of 79 EGYPTIAN F. T. CARDS. Answers
All Questions, Lucky Numbers, etc., 35c.
ZODIAC FORTUNE CARDS, Fine Set of 30

"I EAT at the same table with my people,"
bragged a show boss.

Each, 25c.

21

Pages.

Shipments Made to Tour Customers Under Your
Label. No checks accepted. C. 0. D., 25% Deposit.
Our name

or ads do not appear in any merchandise.

SIMMONS & CO.
19 West Jackson Blvd.,

Instant delivery.

CHICAGO
Send for Wholesale Prices.

BUDDHA PAPERS-SUPPLIES

THAT

appears a bit far-fetched.

mail.

M. A. GLYNN has again contracted his
cookhouse on the Marks Shows for 1939,

Inc.

making his third season with the or-

HUBERT'S MUSEUM

ganization.

228 W. 42d Street,
NEW YORK CITY.
WANT FREAKS AND NOVELTY ACTS OF
MERIT AT ALL TIMES.

A WORKINGMAN who wanted a job and
was looking for the manager asked, "Who
carries the cane on this show?"

State salary and all details in first letter.
Open All Year Round.
SCHORK Zr SCHAFFER.

FATIMA AND ALONZO CARREJO

are shown in front of their cozy

little bungalow in San Antonio, which

they built recently after a successful
season with the Anderson-Srader
Shows. Both are very happy over the

fact that Alonzo has regained his
sight after being blind almost all of
last winter.

C. (RED) WALKER, who has handled
advance chores for the E. J. Casey Shows
several years, has accepted a permanent
position in St. Vital, Man., Can., which,

he reports, will not permit him to return to the road in 1939. He says it
was a pleasure to work with a show
of the Casey caliber.

MANAGERS who use the "poor help" plea
as an alibi for many of their season's losses
should remember that poor management employs "poor help."

SEVERAL AGENTS have been noted
E. R. (SPARKY) WALKER letters from among recent visitors in Macon, Ga.
included James C. Simpson,
They
Cherokee, Okla., that his Monkey Circus
Corp. of America, and Mel
WONDER how many anti -carnival is having a successful winter tour. He Amusement
Dodsen's World's Fair Shows.
writers pay as many taxes or otherwise Gays he's been booked into several stores Dodson,
holiday celebrations in Northwestern Jack L. Oliver. former adjuster with
do their bit as well as showfolks do.- and
Wallace Bros' Shows and former agent,
Oklahoma and Kansas.
Cousin Peleg.

is wintering there.

To All Our Friends :

flierrp Clirizttnafi anb
jOappp .hem rear

TILLEY SHOWS

Now contracting Shows and Concessions for
Season of 1939.
Shows: Side Snow, Mechanical, 1-un house,
Unborn or any Meritorious Attmetion. Concessions: Modern Cookhouse, Photo Gallery,
Penny Arcade, Legitimate Merchandise Wheels
and Grind Stores. No coupons. Cats place
sober, experienced Ride Help for Ten Rides.
Address TILLEY SHOWS, Box 297, Ladd. Ill.

USED TENTS
48x106 -40x80 -25x50,
We Specialize in Roller Skating Tops.

OTTUMWA TENT & AWNING CO.
635 W. Second Street,

Lynch."

about unionization
among the Lobby Loafers

TOO BAD the new and larger Cincy
post office wasn't in readiness to handle
The Mixer's voluminous holiday fan

Columbus, 0.

Orleans: "Pete Kortez has a swell location at Canal and St. Charles streets
here. He has 22 acts and is blessed with
three veteran talkers, Billy Ellis, Blain
Young and the original Irish Jack

report

activities

NELSON ENTERPRISES

HARRY F. DEANE cards from New

widely known owners of the Fairly
& Little Shows, photographed "on
the lot" during the past season.
Mrs. Noble C. Fairly (left) and
Mrs. Phil C. Little.

Display Charts, Horoscopes in 11 styles, APParattla
for Mind Readers, Mental Magic, Spirit Effects,
Mitt Camps, Books, Graphology Charts.
148 Page Illustrated Catalog Ready.
Most comprehensive line of Apparatus and Supplies
in the World. Catalog 30c. None free.

198 S. Third St.,

any added luxuries."

THEY ARE POPULAR wives of the

1938-'39 ASTRO DAILY, HOURLY FORECASTS

Buddha Papers, 1-4-7 and 35 -page Readings, Zodiac

But he didn't say, "I

eat the same food as my people do, without

Cards, 35c.

MENTAL TELEPATHY, Booklet,

and son, Arthur. He letters that he
plans to spend the holidays in Miami
and has seen numerous showfolk in
LEONARD E. WILSON, who has seen

HOW TO WIN AT ANY KIND OF SPECULABeautifully

MORRIS G. STOKES, after closing as
second man with the Art Lewis Shows,
is vacationing in Florida with his wife

service with several carnivals in the last
15 years, is in Grady Hospital, Atlanta,
where he will soon undergo a third
mastoid operation. He says he'll probably be there for a long time and would
like to read letters from friends.

NEW DREAM BOOK
Booklet,

worked with W. C. (Billy) Senior at the
recent Iowa Fair Managers' convention.

Tampa and Sarasota.

120 Pages, 2 Sets Numbers, Clearing and Policy. 1200 Dreams. Bound In Heavy Gold
Paper Covers, Good Quality Paper. Sample .$0.15
24 -Page

to make money.

'

Single Sheets, 8'/,x14, Typewritten. Per M
Analysis, 3-p., with Blue Cover. Each
Analysis, 8-p., with White Cover. Each

TION.

THOSE who continually tell their employees,

"You have a lifetime home on this show,"
should realize that many of them left home

MR. AND MRS. ROY GRAY, Texas
tering in Gibsonton, Fla., where he will Longhorn Shows, and Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
McClanahan,
Ralph R. Miller Shows, are
remain until he rejoins the Goodman
among showfolk taking the baths in
REGRIA : Passing of Joseph Oliver organization in the spring.
Hot Springs, Ark. Louis Bright left the
Flory in New Orleans.
STANLEY GROSS, who had the side Bath City recently for Mt. Pleasant. N.
NO, Clarice, jingle bells have nothing show with Crowley's United Shows the C., to spend the holidays with relatives.
past season, is wintering in Chicago,
to do with jingle boards.
HARDEN, wellWILLIAM (BILL)
where he is .planning new features for known
talker and lecturer, spending the
E. V. ABERNATHY letters from Pitts- his Cavalcade of Wonders.
holidays with his folks in Chattanooga,
burgh that he and his wife will return
writes that in other years he's seen many
to the road again in 1939.
JACK J. CARR, manager of the Casino of the boys working on the streets in
Amusement Co., reports that his or- the town, but that this year they are
IT MAY take a test case to finally ganization closed a fairly successful seaclear up the wage and hour law situ- son in Ohio territory recently. He plans conspicuous by their absence.
ation.
to add more equipment next season.
HAROLD DITTMAR, corn game operator, and Ralph Stephens, cookhouse
TOMMY AND LUCY ARENZ, after clos- operator, brought a fishing trip to an
P. C. FRANKLIN, confined in Picher
(Okla.) Hospital for some time, is re- ing with Siebrand Bros.' Shows, are end at Biloxi, Miss., last week with a
ported to be well on the road to recovery. wintering and playing holiday dates in catch of 52 speckled trout, ranging from
Los Angeles. They write that they will two and one-half to four pounds each,
THAT carnival that gave its route listing as rejoin the Siebrand organization next they report.
Maniac, Ga., didn't state whom it was play- season.

AS T R 0 FORECASTS

Samples, 25c.

Noble C. Fairly, went to Wichita, Kan.,
to join Mrs. Fairly, who is visiting her
sister there.

"NEXT year's the big one!"

Men

Wheels.
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Ottumwa, Iowa.

CAN'T figure why fixers are carried with
a new Gay '90s act for Kansas City, Mo., some shows that "carry no grift."-Colonel

RAE TERRILL, who has worked up

MRS. F. A. SHORT, widow of Floyd A.

Short, who continued to operate the
Revue for four weeks after
in the spring with a new annex attrac- FAIRLY & LITTLE SHOWS have Ranchland
her husband's death to good business,
tion.
started work at quarters in Fort Smith, closing at Ottawa (0.) Fair, will take
the show again next season. She,
FRED DELMAR, whose fighting lions Ark., and intend to make a number of cut
are playing a Boston engagement, will changes for 1939. During the Chicago with Mis§,Guttle, has been doing a musireturn to the John H. Marks Shows' meetings they purchased a special 18 -

night haunts, will return to the road

Patch.

quarters in Richmond, Va., soon to begin car Skooter, which is to be studded with
1,800 electric lights, besides neon.
work on a new act for next season.
MEL AND GUY DODSON are busy
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM (BILL)

CLAIN pen that they will rejoin the working around the yards surrounding
Royal American Shows in Tampa, Fla., their new homes on the waterfront in
January 1 after spending the holidays Miami and both are getting real enjoyment out of it. Mel writes: "I have
with Clain's mother in Beverly, Mass.
more blisters on my hands now than
SUITCASE promoters who believe a carnival
can be organized and operated without capital
or conscience usually lack both.

I have had in the 52 years I've lived."

PHIL LITTLE left for his home in
Dallas immediately after the Iowa fairs
C. E. HARMES, who closed with the meeting last week. He'll spend the next
Goodman Wonder Show recently, is win- several weeks there, while his partner,

Beginner's Luck
BROWNSVILLE, Tex.,

Dec.

24.-

Ft. (Kokomo) Sykes, electrician with
the Mighty Sheesley Midway, who is
wintering here, has turned fisherman
in a big way. The first day out Kokomo hooked a 19 -pound red fish, the
first he had ever caught. Since then,

however, he can be seen daily on the
banks of the Gulf of Mexico casting
away with rod and reel to his heart's
content.

December 31, 1938
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cal act in Eastern night clubs for the
past seven weeks.

up stories belittle a show's employees in the
eyes of the public and insult every workingman on the lot.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

"HEY! Have you got a match?" I wonder
what those rolidown agents did with all the
SID CRANE, of the museum bearing
matches for which they asked the passing his name, cards from Marvel, Ark.: "Unit
crowds during the last four seasons.-Muggin' just concluded an average engagement
Machine Maxie.

DINTY MOORE, operator of rides and

to Customers - Friends - Show folk Everywhere

here under American Legion Post auspices. After all my years of experience

EYERLY AIRCRAFT COMPANY

in show business I've finally found a

diggers on several shows, is spending real 'Believe It or Not.' I was asked for
some time in Macon, Ga., after the $2 here so I could exhibit a reproducChicano meetings. He has considerable tion of a two -headed child. Recently
equipment stored there and has started signed to present my side show on
repairs and preparations for next season. Anderson-Srader Shows next season."
He announced sale of a Skooter ride to
Phil Little and Noble C. Fairly, the deal
WHAT are these so-called Slash Pine Feshaving been consummated in Chicago.

ABNER K. KLINE, Sales Manager

'
tis.

tivals?

Are they events where the sticks and
timber slash and cut or where the committee

HARRY SUHREN, of penny arcade
the privilege if the date is a blank?fame, is in Sandusky, O., framing a new slashes
Milo McGoof.

arcade which has been contracted for
the J. R. Edwards Shows' midway next

..--.01

ISN'T

J. R.

Salem, Oregon

Invest in the Time -Tested
-

I

TILT -A WH(RL
Money Getter

Flashy --- Reliable
..,
---tr,-

it about time for someone to
Edwards. Suhren has been with the start a controversy over who made the
first
balloon
ascension, who was the
organization several seasons, leaving late
last summer to play contracted fair and champion leaper of all time, what carnival was first to carry an exhibit top,
celebration dates.
season, reports Managing Director

117

For Particulars, Price and Terms Write
SEINER MFG. CO., Inc.,
Faribault, Minn.

;1 F.,) .---7'

UNITED STATES TENT

who was first to make a 10 -cent four minute ticket jam, what show was first
to use loudspeakers, who started the old
confetti
rage and other subjects galore?a civic club, but he didn't say whether the I. N. Onceayear,
press agent of Duke
word dear was to be defined as costly or be"I AM dear to my entire organization," declared a show manager who was addressing

S. T. JESSOP, Pres.

loved.

OVER 40 YEARS OF SERVING THE OUTDOOR SHOWMAN, WITH AN UNDERSTANDING OF
HIS NEEDS AND OPERATING PROBLEMS. DEAL WITH THE HOUSE "WITH AND FOR YOU."

Shilling's Odorless Midway.

Sc

WALTER D. NEALAND letters from
Richmond, Va., that Cash Miller's Mu-

AND AWNING CO.

(Phone: Haymarket 0444),

701 North Sangamon Street

HEAD committeeman to carnival manager"My daughter was turned down with a pass at
one of your shows last night. What are you
going to do about it?" Carnival manager-

seum recently concluded a successful
four -week engagement on Broad street,
in the heart of the shopping district, "We're both lucky that it was your kid and
there. Unit, which will resume road not some politician's daughter."

GEO. JOHNSON, V. P.

Chicago, Ill.

Te) o ONVERKIA6
THE ACKNOWLEDGED RIDE SENSATION OF 1938
NO MIDWAY IS COMPLETE WITHOUT A BOOMERANG
366 HAMILTON AVE.

Capacity
Gross

Boomerang Mfg. Corp.BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Repeats

Send for
Illustrated

HARRY WITT, Sales Mgr.

Circular

SUNSET AMUSEMENT COMPANY
Extends Holiday Greetings To All Showfolks
8 RIDES
LEGITIMATE CONCESSIONS
8 SHOWS
Correspondence invited from Minstrel, Girl, Illusion, Geek and other capable
Show Managers who have new and novel ideas with people to put them over.
Will book reasonable fully equipped Circus Side Show and Animal Show.
Legitimate Concessions open. At 90% of our 1938 Still Spots we were the
first show in town. No Sticks.

Address P. 0. BOX 571, Oak Park, Ill.

,
FRANK WEST, general manager of West's World's Wonder Shows, is pictured

ager.

MRS. BERTHA

(GYP)

McDANEL,

operator of the Rocky Road to Dubilli
and Arcade on the Johnny J. Jones Exposition, is spending the holidays as
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Claude R. Ellis,
Cincinnati. She visited Mr. and Mrs.
James C. Simpson, Birmingham, after
close of the show, and after first of the
year will go to Anderson, Ind., before
leaving for a sojourn in Gibsonton, Fla.
PRESS agents who still refer to roughnecks
and razorbacks in their unloading and setting -

'Em Both
FREE FAIRS, as a rule, are good
midway dates. Free admission to
grounds and grand -stand admission

that is in keeping with attractions
presented not only give the grand
stand a good total gross but bring
back many midway spenders who
would not have returned had a gate
admission been charged. Fairs that
charge a reasonable gate admission
and offer other attractions besides
those on the midway and in front of
the grand stand attract crowds to
both of these spots. But a policy of
high general admission, even higher

than at fairs which display worth-

while exhibits, with no more than a
carnival on the grounds and a free
grand -stand performance of no merit
as a cover-up for the gyp gate price
kills both the daily fair attendance
and the midway.

v,_y/,

or

BULLOCK AMUSEMENT CO.

here in front of the organization's office wagon, flanked on the left by General
Agent Neil Berk and on the right by Mike Conti, second man. Manager West,
now in. the South "on his first Florida vacation," is enjoying the climate and
laying plans to take out one of the "best shows I have ever had" in 1939.

bookings after January 1, is carrying 14
acts, with Cash directing. Tommy Rice
is advertising agent and business man-

,\16,

extends

Season's Greetings to All

A ONE-MAN SHOW is about as popular in
the big time as a one-man band. Being one's
own manager, agent, lot superintendent, boss
hostler, ride foreman, secretary, treasurer and
the big shot in all departments may save a lot
of salaries but means a loss in bookings, late
arrivals and set-ups as well as a world of pres-

a'

tige.

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

J.

EDDIE AND JUANITA STRASSBERG
card from North Miami Beach, Fla.:

"Have our four apes performing in North

Miami Zoo here to good business with
a 25 -cent gate. Sammie and Jeenie
Wren are working in the big cage, with
Dave Stevens doing the announcing.
Sammie is proving popular, while Sally
Stevens is working Jeenie to good results.
Plan to play this spot during the winter and after rebuilding work is completed, expect to have one of the best
ape and monkey shows on the road."
LOT superintendents who bellow, roar, yell,

curse and bawl out everybody, letting their
voices be heard from one end of a lot to the
other during setting up, do so to impress onlooking towners that "I am the big boss of
this big thing." The real impression made is,
"Some tough gang with this show" or the old
crack, "It must be a dog's life for the workingmen with a show."

WINTER QUARTERS
BULLOCK, Gen. Mgr,
yrsot, so,

S.

SUMTER, S. C.
E.

A. MURRAY, Gen. Agt.

v

ar,

a

a,

v

1,,

I,
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WANT IMMEDIATELY FOR SEASONS 1939 AND 1940, FREAKS, ODDITIES, WORKING ACTS
AND TALKERS.

DICK BEST

TOM RANKINE

ROYAL AMERICAN SHOWS

RUBIN & CHERRY SHOWS

Address all communications care Royal American Shows, Tampa, Fla.

WE EXTEND SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

DICK'S PARAMOUNT
SHOWS, Inc.
DICK GILSDORF, Cen. Mgr.
1939-NOW CONTRACTING FOR SEASON -1939
RIDES: Octopus, Chairplane, Kiddie Autos and U Drive It. Note: We have our own trucks
and semitrailers to transport the above./
SHOWS. Monkey Circus, Fun House, Motordrome, Midget and Grind Shows with or without
own outfit.
CONCESSIONS: COOKHOUSE, Penny Arcade, Grind Stores, no coupons.

Would like to hear from CHARLES CROSSMAN, C. 0. DAVIS, HOWARD BELLEVUE, NEAL
KRAMER and BLONDIE MACK.
Office and Winter Quarters: 68 Abbott St., Worcester, Mass.

0. R. STROHMAIER, concessioner and

ride owner with the Sunset Amusement
Co., is still in Graham Hospital, Keokuk,
Ia., following an abdominal operation on
November 9. Indications were that he
might be home for the holidays, but
because of seriousness of his condition.
he will not be permitted to attend fair
meetings this year. Recent visitors to
his bedside were Sol Solomon, Charles
T. Goss, and Mr. and Mrs. K. H. Gar -

Vi.

NOTICE SHOW FOLKS

NOT WISHING TO MISS ANY ONE OF OUR MULTITUDE OF FRIENDS IN THE SHOW
BUSINESS WE ARE USING THE WIDE CIRCULATION OF THE BILLBOARD TO WISH
YOU ALL A

HAPPY NEW YEAR
CHAS. T. GOSS

WITH: STANDARD CHEVROLET COMPANY - EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

The Billboard
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man, with whose organization Strohmaier has been associated for six years.

I

"Just Why?"

A SCOTCHMAN and his wife walked from

Season's greetings

the farm to the county fair, the wife loaded
down with a heavy lunch basket. When they
reached the grounds he considerately turned

to her and said, "You'd better let me carry
the basket now, Mary; we might get separated
in the crowd."

By PORTER VAN AULT

JUST WHY do men and women, young

and old, stick to the carnival? Why
do they put up with the hardships that

a carnival hands tnem Often there is
JINGLE BELLS. Two busted troupers poor pay, no place to sleep, no place to

all day duck into to have comforts of a home,
stopped in a country town to bed down poor places to eat and lots of times no
for the night. At 11 p.m. they discovered money to eat on. Just why?
the railroad depot with the waiting -room
Still they push on. I have seen rain
door open. Building a big fire with company coal, they stretched out on the come down in torrents on a Saturday
seats for a comfortable snooze. Suddenly night, men wet to the skin, in mud to
one awakened the other with, "I believe
there IS a Santa Claus. Don't you hear their knees, and the only thing one heard
sleigh bells approaching?" "Sleigh bells, from them was, "Let's go! Take it away."
hell," was his buddy's quick retort. To help the big boss, the "Old Man,"
"Scram, quick: that's the burglar alarm. sloshing up and down the midway in
rain and mud, trying to get out this
Someone's discovered us here."
wagon and that truck. They only hope
DAVE STEVENS, life member of Heart that next week the sun will shine. And
of America. Showmen's Club, cards from be a red one so that they can buy
Miami, where he is wintering: "There that new shirt. Next week comes and
are thousands of carnival folk here, and
and mud. But they push on
what a spot in which to cut up jack goes-rain
and on until the end of the season.
pots! It certainly gives a person the
In the press we see that there are
fever to get back into the game. Among
those present are Bob Morton, Hamid- men and women striking for more pay
and
fewer hours. They make from $30
Morton Circus; my former boss of years
ago, Carl J. Sedlmayr, Royal American to $75 a week and work in shops and
Shows; Ike Faust; Harry (Curley) Ber- where it is dry and warm. They have
ger, of concession note; Jackie Smith, comforts of fine h3mes-and they think
Hot Springs, Ark., find Biff Britton and they have it hard. Just why? One never
Charlie Taylor. I'm with Eddie Stress - hears of a carnivalite striking. He will
berg, who has his performing apes work- go thru hell for the Old Man to get the
ing the North Miami Zoo to good busi- show to the next spot. And at a small

who had walked a highway

To Our Many Friends in the Fair and Outdoor Show
World and Best Wishes for a Happy and Prosperous 1939.

HENNIES BROS. SHOWS, INC.
"World's Largest and Newest Independent Midway"
Harry W. Hennies
Orville W. Hennies
e'
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CELEBRATION manager to concessioner-

SAMUEL E. PRELL, General Manager

Extends

Happy New Year

a

TO ALL ITS FRIENDS AND CONFIDENTLY LOOKS FORWARD TO

Now booking Shows, Rides, Concessions, etc., for next season, opening
in April. Address communications to HEADQUARTERS, 36 GREEN ST.,
NEWARK, N. J.
1,

-1,

1,

1,

1.,

1,

1,

1,

1,

1,
,er

Canada

Tenth Annual Tour

Canada

Canada's Finest Midway
Now booking for the season of 1939, Shows of merit, that have something worthwhile to put on the inside. Will supply tents, banner line
and wiring for same. Also want a few more legitimate Concessions that
work for stock. Same will be helped by being charged a reasonable fee.

;el,
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To Our Friends Everywhere

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McCAFFERY
THANKS to each and every Member of the Showmen's League
of America for the wonderful co-operation during 1938. Your

marvelous support will soon make our dream of "The Showmen's Old Age Home" a reality
..4'
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from Now
WORLD
'OF FUN SHOWS
Contracting for the Season 1939

RIDES: Can place Loop -o -Plane, Tilt -A -Whirl, Octopus or any Kiddie Rides. Or will buy
same. State lowest for same.
SHOWS: Have complete outfits for the following: Ten -in -One, Girl Revue, Minstrel Show,

Snake Show and two outfits for Grind Shows complete. Will book Shows with own
outfits, reasonable percentage.

CONCESSIONS:

Pop Corn.

J.

shows.

of care and passed peacefully. He had
often said that when he faced the Grim
Reaper he would try to do so with a
smile on his face, and he did. At his
bedside wese his wife; his son, Melvin,
wife and baby, Joseph Oliver II, and
other relatives and friends, including
J. E. IShanty) and Billie Mahoney. Funeral services, conducted by his old pal,
Harry F. Deane, were largely attended
by friends he had made while in New
Orleans."

All glad to see one another-

Ark., the McClellans motored to Petersburg, Ind.. where they voted and visited
with relatives. Starting south, they attended the South3rn Illinois fair meet-

ing, Pickneyville, and visited the following shows at their winter quarters:

Pan-American, JolInson City, Ill.; Stella
Barker, Charleston, Mo.; Byers & Beach,
Steel, Mo.; Al Baysinger, Poplar Bluff,
Mo.; Royal Midway, Greater American

and Zimdars. North Little Rock, and

Goodman Wonder, Little Rock, Ark.
They also visited the Jack Diamond
please the present broad-minded populace," is Shows, which were operating in MoreMo.
Arriving in Texas, the
one show owner's idea of the midway of to- house,
McClellans stopped at the Celebration
day. "The world has gone modern; we must Shows in Falfurrias and then took in
keep up with the trend of the times. Our Joe's Shows at Pharr. At Corpus Christi
shows and equipment must be modernistic if
we wish to please our public," said another.
But there is a world of difference between
being "broad-minded" and "modernistic."

from an enjoyable trip to Mexico City
in the company of Mrs. May, J. C. Weer
and Mrs. Jack Baillie as the guest of
Weer. But let E. 0. tell it: "All agreed
the trip was a pleasant one. While in
Mexico City we saw our first bullfight
and visited the Cardenas Carnival Co.,
located in the downtown district. It
carried about 23 riding devices and 40
concessions, all legitimate. Mr. Cardenas
proved a fine host and we enjoyed our
visit very much. On our way back we
saw a small show at Monterey. Upon
arrival here Weer left for South Bend,
Ind., where he is street commissioner,
to spend the holidays. He attended the
Chicago meetings
here."

J. C. McCAFFERY.

.1.-M1e. '5

warm. We have itching feet. Birds return to the North and troupers to their

they spent some time with Doc and
Francis Crowley. In Weslaco they took

in the George Shows' performance. In
Brownsville they spent several days fish-

E. C. MAY, special agent of the Mighty
Sheesley Midway, writes that he has re- location.
turned to quarters in Brownsville, Tex.,

,ki-112444,a41-a-4-4,4-42
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our show friends-and the rain and
mud. Five months pass. The sun is

ing and then headed for their present

FRED W. SIMS
P. 0. Box 85, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

7,

we close the season with sadness in our
hearts, scattering to all parts of the continent. Two months roll by. We miss

"DURING these days, this fast age, we
must book, build or organize shows that will

SIMS GREATER EXPOSITION SHOWS

Write to

true story.

One hears 'em say, "This is my last
season on the road. No more of this
hard work and mud for me." So then

"DURING the illness and death of
be one big family again. Happy to
Joseph Oliver Flory, 51, in New Orleans to
back on the lot and on our way. And,
on December 13 he was constantly at- be
'em say, "Let's go! Take it away!"
tended by relatives and friends," writes hear
Just
why?
Irish Jack Lynch. "He was given the best

A Bigger and Better 1939
M-Z-44-Dai

"I want nothing but legitimate concessions
and the rate is $15 per foot." Concessioner
-"That is too high and I can't make it unless I put the works on." Manager-"Don't
come here and try to tell us how to run our
doings." Concessioner-"No, but I can tell
you how I am going to spend my money." A

An/ legitimate Concession that can work for ten cents, except Bingo and
Good opening for clean Cook House, privilege in tickets.
Address all mail to

E. STEBLAR, 40 Colonial Road, Stamford. Conn.

before

TWO STICKS were playing rummy with
two members of an Italian band in the day
coach while on the run.

From the beginning

the sticks were gelling the worst of it. The
musicians kept up a conversation in their
native tongue. One kept throwing the needed
Not
card to the other, putting him out.
knowing what the conservation was, the sticks

didnt dare make any frame-up accusations.
But they decided to give it back to them by
working together and cracking in pig Latin.

After losing six straight games, one of the
bandsmen shook a stick's arm and said, "Spik
English, pleese."

visiting us

IN HIS OWN estimation he was the Solomon of the carnival world, as he stood in the
center of a group of troupers, talking and
mooching cigarets and yelling in a crowded
hotel lobby. He knew it all. The office was
wrong, the booking terrible, the concessioners
were nitwits, the showmen were amateursblasting his opinions against anyone who was
with it, for it or against it. A native listener
in the far end of the lobby remarked, "That
guy ought to incorporate."
MR. AND MRS. J. T. McCLELLAN are

in Corpus Christi, Tex for the winter
after an extensive tour of Illinois.
Indiana, Missouri and texas. After
storing their show in North Little Rock,

WANT MORE REVENUE

for
YOUR ORGANIZATION?
Read
"BINGO BUSINESS"
A Column About Bingo in the

WHOLESALE MERCHANDISE
Department
THIS WEEK and EVERY WEEK

December 31, 1938

Golden Gate Gleanings
By WALTER K. SIBLEY
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 24.-A great the Foley & Burk Shows, operating with
display of the brilliant illumination success for the last 25 or more years on

scheme of the exhibit palaces, Tower
of the Sun and other structures was
given on the night of December 15.
Descriptive broadcasting was carried on
by ultra short wave from transpacific
airliners and by announcers using remote control from locations on Treasure
Island. Shores of the bay were lined
by thousands of people.

the Pacific Coast, is seriously ill at his
home in Oakland. He is over 80 years of
age and has been ailing for some time.
He retired from active participation in
show business some 10 years ago, having
sold his interests to E. M. Foley.

While ground breaking of Streets of
the World took place some time ago

another ceremony was held on DecemAl Vollman's Cavalcade is growing like ber 19. Fred Salih, contractor, who is
a mushroom. Pyle's Ripley Believe It to do the construction work and is of
or Not is almost leaping into the air. Syrian extraction, says Syrians have a
Traver -Baker Coaster is easily half built. custom that calls for gatherings of the
Doughnut Corp. of America building is interested parties as the first stick of
ready for furnishings. Chinatown could lumber is stood in the air when a great
open in two weeks. Bank of America is building is to be erected. Fred is a
probably open by now. Cameron's barbe- great stickler for custom, so President
cue, under direction of George Haley, is Cutler, Fred Weddleton and a number of
ready to spit the first venison.
other fair functionaries were invited
to participate, which they did. General
Crillo's Italian Restaurant has been Manager Bernard Russell of the Streets

doing big business for over a month.
Star Tuna Fish Restaurant building
with its remarkable neon signs could
open tomorrow. Candid Cameras, which
has a special building for demonstraing every step in modern fast photog-
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made the introductory address, after

which President Cutler spoke briefly,
followed by Mr. Salih, William Klein, M.

Ziebak and a number of others of the
Streets company. Russia was represented by Serge Jackeloff and about 50
raphy, is finished. Fred McFalls' two Russians in native costume. Senor E. M.
lead galledies are being lined with Brenegar, of Mexico, had 25 Mexican
protective sheet steel. Zapf's Penny senoritas and a nine -piece band. Leilani
Arcade has about all of the machines Mossman, Mossman - Goldenrath Co.,
installed under direction of E. C. Smith, Honolulu, with a chorus of native
Hawaiian maidens, sang songs of the
general manager.

Salvador Yotalco represented
Philippines with a group of natives,
Martine's Diving Bell is fast taking the
and
France
represented by Jean
shape, the 15 -foot -deep hole now being Mourreailles was
and a group of French peoHydrosphere
is
ready
for
incemented.
ple. Bottles of "lucky" water were
side installations. Coliseum looks like broken at the base of the giant redwood
a skeletonized Madison Square Garden structural timber that was set in the
and should be ready for occupancy on ground for the event, and the final botthe dot. Lane's frozen custard is dish- tle that was broken to close the event
ing out many a dollar's worth daily.
smashed by William Cicerell, treasPart of the front of Streets of the World was
'
urer of the Streets company.
is in the air. Clif Wilson's Monster
Show is ready for the bamboo exterior.
Joe Drambour, of the Traver -Baker
forces, is slamming Laffland up in the
air. All of this is representative of activity on the Gayway.

1939s'eason's quetin9s
Mile Long Pleasure Trail

Now Booking
RIDES
CONCESSIONS
SHOWS
WANTED-Shows of Merit. Will furnish complete outfits to showmen of

ability who really have new and novel ideas that comply to the standards set
by our show during the past years. Will entertain propositions for Rides
not already on our midway. Can place Help for our Show -Owned Rides.
Those who drive semi -trailers given preference.
Most Concessions open.
Must be strictly legitimate.
Address

JOHN H. MARKS, Mgr.
BOX 771, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Hit

GREETINGS TO MY FRIENDS EVERYWHERE
AND BEST WISHES FOR THE COMING YEAR

W. D. BARTLETT
DIGGER CONCESSIONS

For FAIRS and CARNIVALS
OFFICE AND FACTORY:

26-28-30 N.

E.

54TH ST.
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performers is explained in the general outdoor section under "Who Is Your Favorite
Outdoor Performer?" Read it and
leading outdoor

then send for your ballot.

Harry

Phillips, Jack Bigelow, Myer
Schlom, Harry Wooding and Frank Murphy.
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LOS ANGELES, Dec. 24.-Many local
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"MAC"
McNALLY
(Formerly Allentown, Pa.)
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concessioners are working novelties
downtown. I. J. Miller has a crew work-
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Frederick Weddleton, chief of conces- election.
Announced for a bow were Charley
sions, is organizing a big party to attend
the Pacific Coast Showmen's Association Albright, of Foley and Burk Shows;
Ernest
Downie Leo Haggerty and Buddy
banquet in the Hotel Biltmore, Los
Priest. All arrangements for the club's
Angeles, January 17.
Christmas dinner have been completed.
By about January 1 all equipment of Board of governors approved the sending
the Bush street offices will be installed of Christmas baskets and cash donations
in the $1,000,000 administration build- to a number of indigent showfolk and
ing on Treasure Island. All executives former troupers.
Communications were received from
and personnel will by then be housed
in their luxurious new quarters, some Harry (Bob) Matthews from Paris and
to remain until the last vestige of a A. J. Budd from Sydney N. S. W. One
world's fair has been removed from new member, Ralph Dobbsk, was
the island.
credited to Clyde Gooding and Steve
Henry. Open house will be held New
E. M. Burk, one of the founders of Year's Day. Claude Barge reported that
the ticket sale for the banquet and ball
is highly gratifying. After adjournment,
A CONTEST to determine the
lunch and refreshments were served by

MIAMI, FLA.

Z44 -2/4N

Pacific Coast

H. Michaelson. in charge of ticket con-
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MARKS SHOWS,f Inc.

Islands.

trol of the GGIE, is getting out a com- 730 South Grand Avenue. Los Angeles, Calif.
bination ticket that should be a wow.
Purchasers will get the biggest and best
ANGELES, Dec. 24.-Attendance
run for their money that any world's LOS
Monday night's meeting totaled 129.
fair visitors have ever had. One of the at
President C. F. Zeiger presided and
national express companies has ordered seated with him were First Vice -Presithe first 500,000.
dent Harry Hargraves, Second Vice President Ted Le Fors, Fourth Vice Mrs. Clif Wilson, who arrived in town President Al Fisher and Secretary H. C.
on December 19 after a fine auto trip Rawlings. Preceding the usual order of
from Beaumont, Tex., said that while business, nomination of officers was held
the journey was most interesting, it was and the following were selected: Presi"sin novedad"-nothing untoward hap- dent, 0. H. Hilderbrand; first vice-presipened. Clif has rented a beautiful apart- dent, George Tipton; second vice-presiment on Van Ness avenue, where it is dent, Ted Le Fors; third vice-president,
expected that the family will stay dur- H. C. Rawlings fourth vice-president,
ing the expo.
Mike Krekos; treasurer, Ross R. Davis,
and secretary, Ben Dobbert. NominaClaude Bell, noted sand sculptor, ar- ted
for the board of governors: C. F.
rived in San Francisco after a drive from Zeiger,
chairman: Buddy Priest, Walt
Miami, Fla., where he has one of his out- De Pellaton,
Johnny Branson, Dr. Ralph
fits. Claude will have two studios here, E. Smith, Harry Hargraves, Roy Ludingone on the Gayway and one in Streets ton, George Coe, John Backman, Harry
of the World.
Taylor, Ted Le Fors, Charles Walpert,
Fisher, Harry Rawlings, W. T. Jessup,
Fred Wolfe, of the sales department Al
Grant, Frank Downie, Dick Kanthe,
of the Children's Village, has got so Sol
Frank
Morgan, Joe Krug, Al (Moxie)
far ahead of his sales quota, principally Miller,J.Frank
Claude Barie, Wilthru a number of fine contracts with liam Hobday, Forest,
Harry Phillips, Nick Wagnational advertisers of kiddies' things,
George L. Morgan, G. G. Keenan,
that he will be able to spend the holi- ner,
George Moffet and Spot Ragland. J. Ed
days with his wife in Los Angeles.
Brown will be presiding judge of the
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Handles Show Folk's Business on

CARS-

Chevrolet
With

-TRUCKS

SOUTHLAND MOTORS, Inc., Miami, Fla.

ing streets. Charley Albright, of Foley
& Burk Shows, was in town for a brief
Charley Mitten is with Western
visit. Charley Walpert returned from streets.
a visit to Bakersfield and San Francisco Union.
this week. Mr. and Mrs. George Coe re-

turned from an extended motor trip to Hurst Planning Permanent
the East. Mrs. Coe spent a short time
in Norfolk, Va., her home town. Arthur Quarters Near Greenville
Greenhalgh writes from the antipodes
GRE'ENVILLE, Tex., Dec. 24.-Bob
that the acts he brought there from the
States have done well. He has renewed Hurst, manager of Bob Hurst Carnival
the contracts of A. J. Budd and Jolly Co., wintering here, said he plans to erect
permanent quarters for the show on a
Josephine.
10 -acre farm purchased last week. Plot
Eddie Tait is busy arranging details is
on Route 2 just outside city limits.
and visas for the people who return to
Altho the season was spotty, Hurst
Manila with him. Joe and Peggy Stein- reported that the show came out on the
berg report they are doing well with right side of the ledger.
the Alton Show. A. J. Budd writes from
Hamilton, New Zealand, that Betty
Broadbent, tattooed girl, and Billy Hel- Miller To Enlarge for '39
bing, talker on the A. J. Buda Shows,
sail for Los Angeles January 9.
ST. LOUIS, Dec. 24.-Morris Miller,
of Miller Bros' Shows, advises
Many parties are being framed here owner
he will go out under the title of
for Christmas Day. Hotel Bristol will that
the Great American and Miller Bros.'
stage one, with a Christmas tree in the Shows
Combined in 1939. Miller, who
lobby. Pacific Coast Showmen's Asso- launched
American in 1910 and
ciation is giving a dinner for showfolk. still owns Great
the title, plans to enlarge for
The Archie Clarks are staging a party next season
and route the organization
at Gilman Hot Springs. Mrs. C. F. over new territory.
Miller now has his
Zeiger is vacationing and holidaying in museum playing in the
South.
Oakland, as are Mr. and Mrs. Tommy J.
Myers and their daughter. 0. N. Crafts
is giving a Christmas dinner for his Reid Signs DoBells for '39
employees at his new winter quarters.
DORSET, Vt., Dec. 24.-King Reid,
White City Shows a're wintering here.
George Coe and George Morgan also will owner -manager of the show bearing his
entertain quarters' workers at a Christ- name, said last week that he had remas dinner. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Carmody ceived the signed contracts of the Four
visited while en route from Miami to San DoBells, free act, for 1939. It will mark
Francisco. Besse Bessette arrived from the DoBells' first appearance under the
the North this week and will winter Reid banner, they having been with
here. Mike Skvier and Louis Pettinari Coleman Bros.' Shows the past two sea-

Weekly award went to Buddy Priest,
which he generously donated to the
lunch and refreshment fund.
are working mechanical toys on the sons.
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Winter -Quarters News.and Gossip
As Reported by Representatives for the Shows
Rubin & Cherry
MOBILE, Ala., Dec. 24.-Boys around
quarters at the fairgrounds here will

have their own Christmas tree as surrounding woods are loaded with them
and the follows obtained permission to
take one. So the 20 people staying here
will celebrate the day on Sunday afternoon. It will be the first Christmas that
Mr. and Mrs. Rubin Gruberg will celebrate away from quarters. They will
spend the day with their daughter,
Edith, and granddaughter at Rittenhouse Plaza, Philadelphia.
Crew here is putting in its time on
repair work as plans for new fronts will
not be available until after January 1.
From then on, however, much activity
will prevail. People -have had their share
of the cold weather and are fairly well
acclimated. Mobile merchants are en-
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satisfactorily.

New quarters here are

commodious and equipped with the latest machinery to faciliate the rehabilitation of present show property and new
work being done. James Zabriski and
his assistants are overhauling the trucks
and semi -trailers. Harry Ramish, secretary and treasurer, is in charge of quarters. Recent visitors included William

M. Breese, general agent Glicks Ideal
Exposition Shows; Gilbert Noon; Carlton Collins, press agent; Bill Lewis,
wrestling promoter and former carnival
and athletic show manager, and Mabel
Kidder, of World of Mirth Shows. Shows
will open here early in April. Reported
by Walter D. Nealand.

James E. Strates
SAVANNAH, Ga., Dec. 24.-Work on

three new fronts, with construction sujoying an extremely busy holiday season. perintendent James Yotas in charge, has
Reported by Frank S. Reed.
been started. Tom Evans, trainmaster,
will start his crew working about Feb-

recovered from a sprained ankle. He
returned this week from a hasty business trip by plane to Los Angeles and
San Francisco. His wife, Frances, took
top fishing honors this week. Her big
catch, a "60 -pound trout," was fried and
served in quarters by Charles (Doc)
By VIRGINIA KLINE
Gardiner, chef. Mr. and Mrs. Doc Waddell conferring as to some concessions.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Dec. 24.-I have
William H. (Captain Billy) Curtis con- always contended that show women are
tacted regarding his patent safety seats the most versatile in the world, and
for tent theaters. Six ponies have been the party tendered the Heart of America
purchased and will be trained for a mid- Showmen's Club and Ladies' Auxiliary
way circus. Another lion has been pur- on December 15 in St. Louis by the
chased for Sammie Lowery's Thrilldrome. Missouri Show Women's Club and InJohn Ellis and family are dickering for ternational Association of Showmen once
,a novelty street advertising stunt. Writer again proved my contentions correct.
will spend Christmas in Chillicothe, 0.,
Party was presented with an air of
his hOme town. Visitors included Jim- hospitality
good fellowship, but the
mie Bailie, Rev. William Nall, Hugh food servedand
topped all other features of
S. McGill, Eddie Spring, Rev. L, H. Hawthe event. Here is where the show
kins, Gertrude Thorp, F. Gingery; Dr. women
demonstrated that they could
Frank McLean and wife, Katy; Harry and
Ida Liebman, Dr. J. R. Hull, Mrs. J. R. be domestic as well as business -like,
(Mother) Smith, Mrs. M. E. ("Madame because almost all of the food was preMarzelle") Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur pared by members of the MSWC. Mrs.
Haas and Dr. and Teresa Bayne. Re- Jane Pearson, the club's new president,
motored from Ramsey, Ill., nearly 100
ported by Doc Waddell.
miles, to have the chopped liver, which
had a professional flavor as well as the
home-made touch, on hand. Mrs. Daisy
Davis furitished a meat loaf that literally melted between slices of rye bread.
ST. LOUIS, Dec. 24.-Bill Hames, Mrs. Nell Allen proffered the potato
owner of the Bill Hames Shows, passed salad which featured a new flavor in

Show Women
Most Versatile

folds

Bennie Wells, pictorial artist,
has arrived to direct work on his designs thru St. Louis en route from North the mixture of spices. Her deviled eggs
NORFOLK, Va., Dec. 24.-During the
Tonawanda, N. Y., to his home in Texas. were especially delectable.
Chicago meetings General Manager Art
While in New York State, his first trip
Mrs. Millicent Navarro, Mrs. Gerty
Lewis contracted Dinty Moore to present
north in several years, he purchased two Lang
Mrs. Irene Burke offered cakes
his Auto Skooter ride and diggers with
new riding devices. J. W. (Jimmie) Win- whichand
baked and which were indithe shows in 1939. Lewis also purchased
ters resigned as general agent of Dee vidual they
masterpieces in the culinary art.
another Ferris Wheel, making triple
Lang's Famous Shows last week and left Mrs. Lang's
cake featured a
wheels on the midway next season. He
for Texas, promising an announcement new frosting orange
that interested me. She
also purchased a new Rollo Funhouse
as to his connections for 1939.
from Allan Herschell Co. General meMrs. Sam Solomon, who underwent grates an apple and adds enough
chanic Knauf is finishing the new
an operation December 13 at the Jewish powdered sugar to make a smooth frosting and then adds the grated orange
marquee entrance, which will grace the
peel for color and flavor. Remaining
shows' entrance. When completed it is
menu included cooked shrimp, cold
expected to be one of the most elaborate
pressed tongue, corned beef, olives,
and modern entrances on a traveling
pickles and various lends of cheese,
organization. Five new light towers also
which, with the salads and cakes, made
are to be added. Chief electrician Wells
a
tempting array of food. Mrs. Nell
and his crew are assembling the towers.
Allen, Mrs. Grace Goss, Mrs. Mary FranThe Dipsy Doodle Mfg. Co. advises
cis and Mrs. Norma Lang aided in the
that the new Dipsy Doodle ride, invented
serving and made perfect hostesses. Of
and manufactured by H. Barkoot and
course, the men prepared the liquid reFrank Rupp, is being constructed and
freshments, but the food was so well arwill be in ready for shows' opening here.
ranged
was little for them to
M. G. Stokes, special agent and in charge

Art Lewis

ruary 15.

do but see that the guests had enough
to eat and drink.

of billposters, reports that he is enjoying the Florida sunshine and plans to
spend several weeks at Miami Beach. Reported by F. Percy Morency.

Dick's Paramount
WORCESTER, Mass., Dec. 24.-General

Manager Richard E. Gilsdorf has purchased a fleet of semi -trailers and
trucks, some of which had to be driven
to Concord, N. H., for storage, while
the remainder were shipped here. Quarters crew wound up a strenuous week's

work this week. ShoW will be motorized
next season.

I know, of course, that there 'are many
women who are good cooks and wonderful bakers and I admire them immeasur-

ably, but I often wonder if they also
could keep a set of books, sell tickets

WALTER A. WHITE, whose connection in an executive capacity
with the Amusement Corp. of America has been officially announced.

intelligently in a rush hour, help in the
show office or do any of the 101 things
a show woman does. The St. Louis
show women proved excellent cooks, so

During the 1938 season he was on

the staff of the. Beckmann & Gerety

I must be right in my contention that

Shows, one of the three member

shows of the corporation. He has
also been manager of the Johnny J.
Jones Exposition and prior to holding that post he had been manager
of the Model Shows of America, a
unit of the Rubin & Cherry .Exposition and for d number of seasons
he was an executive of the R. & C.
organization, which, with the Royal

Recent visitors included Johnny Lemoyne, of Johnny Lemoyne Attractions, and E. Cavanaugh, H. E. Gardner
and Nick Paul. De Cicco's, Boston, was
the scene of a swell get-together last American Shows and B & G. Shows,
week, Phil and Frank De Cicco, Jeff
now make up the amalgamation.
Harris, Bill Claine, Bucky Allen, Bill
Reilly, Kelly the Candy Man and Man
ager Gilsdorf among those present. All
preparations have been made for a good and pictorials for new fronts. Giff
chief electrician, and wife have
Christmas dinner at quarters here for Ralyea,
returned from a trip to Florida. Ralyea's
the crew. Reported by E. G. Albee.
assistant, Eddie Seaman, also is here.
Mr. and Mrs. Blackmon are in Florida
Marks Shows
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thomas are
in Lakeland, Fla. Mr. and
RICHMOND, Va., Dec. 24.-Active wintering
Glenn Taylor are making Miami
preparations are being made for next Mrs.
winter home. Fred Fornier and
season at new quarters here. According their
have returned to New York.
to President John H. Marks, shows will wife
Uncle Louis Strates is in Brooklyn
not be enlarged this year, but in ac- visiting
sister. Al and Inez Campcordance with formulated plans will be bell are his
fishing in Sarasota, Fla., for
better and grander than in previous sea- the winter,
while Keith Buckingham and
sons. Six new chromium fronts are be- wife are wintering
in Tampa. Fla. Owner
ing built and the first to be completed James Strates visited
quarters for a day
will be the fine for the Minstrel Show, last week and then hurried
home to be
a creation designed by George Griswold, with his family for the holidays.
C. W.
master builder. Six new International Cracraft, general agent, is spending
the
semi -trailers have been ordered for im- holidays at his home in Covington, Ky.
mediate delivery to haul the fronts. A Moe and Dewey Eberstein are wintering
new tent arrived for the side show and here. Harold Inglish, secretary and
eight new 60 -foot light towers have treasurer, with his wife, is visiting in
been ordered from Spillman Engineering Lamar, Mo., but will return here shortly
Corp. to augment the electrical de- after the first of the year. Office, is in
partment.
A new 24 -foot office wagon also' is charge of Mrs. Gertrude Putnam; asbeing constructed. This year will see sistant secretary. Reported by S. J.

new canvas and another 75 -kw. Putnam.
transformer is being installed in the
No. 2 electrical wagon. Show will re- Crowley's
all

quire 450 kw. to illuminate the midCORPUS CHRISTI, Tex., Dec. 24.way. President Marks and Charles Abbott, general agent, have been away Working force is to be increased from
from quarters on sever"l occasions, at- 16 to 25 January 1. E. W. Wells, general
tending fair meetings and the New York agent, returned from the North and

they belong to the most versatile class.

Heth Re -Engages Fontana
MANAGER J. T. AND MRS. McCLELLAN, of the Royal Midway

Shows, as they appeared in Brownsville, Tex., on December 7, just after
Mrs. McClellan, with the aid of
J. T., landed a 21 -pound red fish.
The McClellan, who closed the season in Conway, Ark., November 5,

will spend remainder of the winter
in Corpus Christi, Tex.

NORTH BIRMINGHAM, Ala., Dec. 24.-

L. J. Heth, owner of the shows bearing
his name, announced here that Joe J.
Fontana has been contracted as general
agent and assistant manager of the organization, his third year in that capacity. Owner Heth also reported purcase of another Ferris Wheel from J. W.
Western and part of Seils-Sterling Circus
motor equipment, which is in line with
the organization's plans to enlarge for
next season.

Hospital here, is well on the road to
recovery and will be permitted to leave
the hospital some time next week. Anna Wichita, Kan., where she will spend the
Jane Pearson, owner of the Pearson holidays with her sister.
Shows, manages to drive here every week
George Jacobson, who has been head or so to visit her many friends. L. Clif- quartering
here the past several months,
ton Kelley, one of the general agents will leave January
for an extended trip
or "backfield" of the Amusement Corpo- to the West Coast.2Elmer
Brown, after
ration of America, Tuesday visited The his indoor dates in Festus,
and
Billboard's offices here while en route Belleville, Ill., is sales directorMo.,
for the
to Chicago from the South. L. S. (Larry) Greater St. Louis Patent and Model
ExHogan, another Member of the "back- position to be held at the Municipal Aufield," also spent several days here this ditorium here. Among other visitors to
week.
The Billboard here were John Sweeney
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Gordon, of Beck- and E. R. (Euby) Cobb, Dee Lang's
mann & Gerety Shows, left Wednesday Famous Shows; Joe Howard, Pan-Amerfor Houston, where they plan to stay for ican Shows; George Davis and Floyd
several months. Gordon is planning sev- Hesse, Johnny J. Jones Exposition; Sam
eral promotions there. Mr. and Mrs. Solomon, Sol's Liberty Shows; Charles
Joseph Scholibo, of Hennies Bros.' Shows, T. Goss, Standard Chevrolet Co.; Francis
are spending the holidays here with Mrs. Deane, Fulton Bag and Cotton Mills, and
Scholibo's parents. S. W. Lake, of the Ray Swanner, Ellman Shows.
Gold Medal Shows, who visited The Billboard's offices on Tuesday, left for his

home in Milwaukee to spend the holidays.
Capt. C. W. Milli, of C. W. Naill Shows,

spent several days here last week. It was
his first visit in many years. He re-

ported his shows had a good season in
Louisiana. Mrs. Viola Fairly, of the

National Showmen's Association banquet. Northwest with several "surprise towns" Fairly & Little Shows, after several weeks
They report booking is going along contracted. Owner George C. Crowley here as the guest of Grace Goss, left for
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covers that his idea or slogan is being

Protect Your Ideas

used by the park owner, who is earning
a profit resulting from its use, the originator is entitled to recover payment in

Ey LEO T. PARKER, Attorney at Law

When determining the amount due, these

FrtEQUENTLY owners and employees
a parks, carnivals, circuses and

consideration of the profits earned by
the park owner as a result of the use.

Men To Cash In On These

three questions are important: Was the

New Popcorn Machines

therewith, encourage, persons to patronize the user? How much increased prof-

These thoroughly new, up-to-date
Popcorn Machines get all the nickels
and dimes. They are improved big capacity models with lights, color
and motion that really get the business for you. Allelectric, full cabinet size. Capacities: $8.00 to
$18.00 per hour. Low down payments, easy terms.

its or income did the user derive from
the suggestion?

For instance, in the late and leading This rule of the law is applicable to
case of Ryan v. Centurn, 55 Pac. (2d) all controversies involving use of any
1053, it was disclosed that the manager suggestion, idea, plan or scheme.
of a circus applied to an advertising
agency for services. This manager, who

example, assume that a person conceives contemplated advertising the circus, in-

an idea of a new amusement game or vited the agency to suggest plans for
device. He can patent the game or device effective publicity purposes. Pursuant
and thus protect his idea, because if he to this invitation the agency conceived,
obtains a basic patent the claims are prepared, illustrated and submitted varisufficiently broad to cover all means of ous ideas for advertising, among them
doing the same thing.

!WANTED!

by the originator of an idea, plan or slogan advertised extensively? Did the
scheme unless the person or firm to use, and the advertising in connection

other shows get "a good, idea." Then whom the suggestion was made actually
utilized it. Under these conditions the
approximate value of the suggestion may
be determined.

the first thought is: How may I protect
my idea to prevent others from using
it without my permission?
First, it is important to know that
under patent laws an abstract idea cannot be protected, but the means for carrying out the idea can be patented, provided, of course, the means is new. For

being a slogan or phrase.
However, the manager did not at this

Patent Protection
time appear to be impressed with the
Various higher courts have held that various suggestions of the agency. Suba person or firm may be liable for in- sequently the manager employed another
fringement of a patent under any of advertising agency and began to use
the following conditions: (1) If he uses the same slogan or phrase in an exit; (2) or if he makes it for his own use; tensive and comprehensive campaign
(3) or if he purchases a part and com- which resulted in satisfactory business.
bines it with other parts, which com- The agency which had originally sugprises an infringing device; -(4) or if he gested the slogan filed suit against the
conspires purposely or unintentionally circus company to recover damages for
with another and contributes in any its suggestion of the slogan which the
manner to an infringement; (5) or if company had adopted.
he purchases and resells an infringing The counsel for the company condevice, altho the purchase is made be- tended that it was not liable and based
lieving the one from whom the purchase its contention upon the theory that
was made had a license from the patentee there is no property right in any mental
to sell or use the device.
conception or idea once it has been
Not all patents, however, are sufficient- disclosed and made public. In other
ly broad to give unlimited protection. words, it was argued that since the
When determining the strength of a agency merely had suggested the slogan,
patent the description of the invention and there were to be no payments unless
and the drawings should be referred to the services of the agency were used,
solely for the purpose of obtaining a the company could not be liable for subthoro understanding of the construction sequently adopting and using the slogan
and uses and operation of the invention suggested by the agency.
and not for the purpose of determining
However, the higher court held the
the strength or value of the patent. agency entitled to recover $7,500 from
While the description and drawings of a the company, because the value of the
patent may clearly explain its construc- slogan was decided to be worth $7,500
tion and uses, yet the same do not define to the company. This court said:
the strength or value of the patent. The
"While we recognize that an abstract
claims must be referred to and studied idea as such -may not be the subject of
when it is desired to determine the value a property right, yet when it takes upon
of a patent. Altho the description and itself the concurrent form which we find
drawings disclose the complete inven- in the instant case it is our opinion
tion, yet the claims allowed by the that it then becomes a property right
patent office may limit the invention subject to sale. Of course, it must be
and define only that part of the inven- something novel and new; in other
tion which is new and patentable. In words, one cannot claim any right in the
other words, a patent may be so -weak multiplication table."
and narrow that a slight modification
Abstract Idea
of the invention, as shown and claimed
Therefore it is quite apparent that
in the patent specifications and claims,
will avoid infringement. This is so while an abstract idea cannot be patwhere the patented invention resides in ented or copyrighted, yet an idea, suggestion, plan or scheme suggested by one
only that part actually new.
party and used to the advantage of anIdea Increases Business
other party represents value, and the
It is a well -settled law that any per- latter must pay its normal worth or
son who originates a suggestion, idea, value to the one from whom the idea,
plan or a scheme to increase business suggestion, plan or scheme was .received,
cannot obtain protection under the taken or copied.
patents or copyrights laws. In other It is important to remember that the
words, the United States statutes do not substantial difference between filing a
provide for the protection of "intellec- suit for patent or copyright infringetual" conception of ideas apart from ment and suing for payment for a sugthe thing produced.
gested idea, plan or scheme is that, irOn the other hand, the higher courts respective of whether the user earned a
hold that the words in which ail idea profit, the owner of the patent or copyis expressed may be copyrighted. How- right is entitled to recover damages for
ever, the -full and only protection in- the infringement. However, the originacludes the formulation of the words, tor is not entitled to recover payment
and the idea itself is not thereby pro- for use of an uncopyrighted or non -pattected. This is so because copyright law ented suggestion, idea, plan or scheme
relates exclusively to the "formulation" unless the one who adopted it actually
of words which may be used to describe profited by the use. If he uses it witha new suggestion, idea, plan or scheme. out profit or at a loss the originator
can recover no payment, because the
Idea Appropriated
Contrary to the opinion of a majority amount of the payment always is based
of readers, a person who originates an upon its actual value to the one who
idea, plan or scheme may recover com- used it.
For example, assume that an employee
pensation, in consideration of the actual
value of the idea, plan or scheme from or other person suggests to the owner of
the person, firm or corporation that ad- a park a slogan. If the park owner uses
vantageously adopted and used it. This the slogan and earns a profit therefrom
is true altho when the suggestion, plan, he is liable for payment to the owner
idea or scheme was submitted to the one who suggested the slogan. This is true
who profited from it the latter did not altho the park owner accepted the idea
or suggestion of the slogan but did not
agree to pay for the services.
On the other hand, it must be re- inform the originator that he intended
membered that no recovery can be had to pay for it. If later the originator dis-
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Write for Catalog!

ADVANCE MFG. CO.
6322 St. Louis Ave.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Adopts Only Part

If an employee or other person sug-

gests to the owner of a park, circus, carnival or the like any plan or scheme by

which the normal attendance may be

3000 BINGO

cards, black on white.
increased and the owner does not use the Heavyweight
ers printed two sides. No duplicate

Wood mark-

Put

cards.

in the following size sets and prices:
complete plan or scheme suggested, he up
35 cards, $6.25; 50 cards, $6; 76 cards, $6.50;
must pay a fair and reasonable amount 100 cards, $10; 150 cards $12.50; 200 cards,
250 cards, $17.50; 300 cards, $20; Re,
for that part of the plan or scheme that $15;
maining cards sold $5.00 per 100.
he uses to advantage. The amount payable to the originator depends upon the Set of 20 Lightweight Bingo Cards, $1.00.
testimony that is introduced to prove

the value or worth of that part of the

3000 KENO

plan or scheme used.
Obviously the testimony must prove Made in 30 sets or 100 cards each. Played in 8

that when the originator of an idea,
plan or scheme suggests it to another

that he desired to benefit financially by
the suggestion. For illustration, if an
originator says: "I have in mind a new
idea that will prove beneficial to your
circus. I do not expect any payment for
it if you decide to use it."
Under these circumstances the originator can recover no payment or compensation irrespective of how profitable

rows across the cards-not up and down. Lightweight cards. Per set of 100 cards with markers,
$5.00.
All Bingo and Lotto sets are complete with wood
markers, tally
size 5x7.

and direction sheet.

All

cards

THIN BINGO CARDS

Bingo cards, black on white, size 5x7. Thin cards
such as used in theatres, etc. They are marked or
punched in playing and then discarded. 3,000 different cards, per 100, $1.25, without markers. Set of
markers, 50c.
$12.50
Automatic Bingo Shaker, real class
Lapboards, white cards, 83/4 x14. Per C
1.50
.50
Stapling Bingo Cards on same, Extra, per C
Bingo Card Markers, In strips, 25,000 for 1.60
Send for free sample cards and price list. We pay

it ultimately may .result to the circus postage and tax, but you pay C. 0. D. expense.
owner. Now assume that the circus Instant delivery. No checks accepted.
owner did not receive the idea directly J. M. SIMMONS & CO.
from the originator, but appropriated it 19 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago
in some unlawful manner. Under these
circumstances the originator is entitled
to recover the same reasonable payment

GOLD MEDAL SHOWS

as he would be entitled to recover had
the user accepted it agreeing to pay a
fair and reasonable amount for 'the sug-

NOW CONTRACTING

SHOWS AND CONCESSIONS

gestion.

Address:

Legal Effect of Release

Various courts have held that a release or an assignment is not effective
if it is obtained by fraudulent representations. Moreover, a release or as-

FOR SEASON 1989

P. 0. BOX 8, New Albany, Ind.

REYNOLDS & WELLS
UNITED SHOWS
Now Contracting Shows and Concessions for
Season of 1938.

Nothing but the best need to apply.
signment obtained by a promise to pay Address
WINTER QUARTERS, Wentworth, Mo.
the originator in the future is likewise
not effective or 'valid until the promised C. H. TOTHILL ATTRACTIONS
remuneration is paid.
Now Booking for Season 1939. Opening around
Buffalo in April. Will Book or Buy Ferris Wheel,

Rides. Booking Shows and Concessions.
For instance, in Brook v. National, 160 Kiddie Stores,
$10.00. Committees Wanting a
N. E. 97, an employee conceived an idea Grind
Clean Show get in touch with us. FOR SALE: 43 Calliope, Tangley, mounted on trailer ready
of a device to assist his employer in the Whistle
go; first $100.00 takes same. WRITE, 187
publicity of his business. The employer to
Washburn St., Lockport, N. Y.
obtained a release signed by the employee

on the promise that if the idea proved
profitable he would pay the employee a
"reasonable" sum. Later the employer
obtained a patent on the invention and
used it profitably, but he refused to
pay the employee

anything on the

ground that the employee had signed
the release. The higher court held the
employee entitled to receive from his
former employer the full value of the
idea, and said:

"That is simply an assignment of an
interest in a claim based upon a sufficient consideration to be afterwards
paid by the defendant company, and

there was some evidence, at least plaintiff's (employee's) evidence, to substantiate this agreement."

Georgia Fairs to Funland
GAINESVILLE, Ga., Dec. 24.-Ted C.
Taylor, Funland Shows, announced that
among late 1939 Georgia fairs contracted
by the organization are those in Dublin,
Villa

Rica,

Swainsboro,

Milledgeville,

g HAPPYLAND SHOWS, INC.
Best In the Middle West,

IPA

Contracting Shows and Concessions for
1939 Season.
Address: 3633 Seyburn Ave., Detroit, Mich.

01

OCTOPUS
FOR SALE
First -Class Condition-Equipped with LeRoy Motor.
BEN WILLIAMS,

50-25 Seventy -First St., Woodside, L. I., N. Y.

FOR SALE

One BATEM, America's Most Famous Indoor
Cost
Baseball Court, used three months.
$1,500, F. 0. B. Dallas, Tex. Will take anything reasonable, or would consider a Ride in
trade.

Address

MR. W. C. WALLACE,
Hancock, Mich.

W.CONTRACTING
G. WADE
SHOWS
SHOWS, RIDES AND

CONCESSIONS.
Tuccoa and Gainesville. Show will add Will book any Attraction that does not conflict.
several rides, semi -trailers and trucks

and new tents from Fulton Bag and
Cotton Mills for next season. Quarters
activity is expected to get under way

Address

W. G. WADE SHOWS, 289 Elmhurst, Detroit,
Mich. Phone: Townsend 8.1506.

after the holidays. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd ADVERTISE IN THE BILLBOARD
R. Heth are spending the holidays with
YOU'LL BE SATISFIED WITH
friends in Chicago, while L. E. and Mrs.
Albert Heth are in Miami.
RESULTS
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Social Security Tax taws as Applic
To the Amusement Industry
(Continued from page 91)

gagements and collect the agreed -upon
fee or commission for such services, and
where the personal representative, manager or booking agency has no right of
control and exercises no actual control
or direction over the performance of the
individual, such personal representative,
manager or booking agency is not
particular manner.
deemed to be the employer.
The conclusions set forth above will
However, where an entertainment bualso apply generally with respect to en- reau
or similar organization produces
tertainers in hotels, nights clubs and finished programs
or furnishes complete
other places of entertainment. In such entertainment units or services to its
cases the management ordinarily desig- clients for a fixed amount, such bureau
nates the time of the performance and is not considered to be an intermediary,
controls the times of intermission so as but rather is considered to be a program
to co-ordinate the entertainment with producer or independent contractor enthe other activities of the establish- gaged in the business of supplying enment, such as the sale of food or drinks tertainment. In such cases it appears
or the rendition of music or other that the bureau selects, fixes the comartistic performances. Furthermore, the pensation of, rehearses and generally
management usually retains the right to supervises and directs the talent en-

agement, irrespective of the fact that
such actors and artists may have been
engaged for a stated period at a fixed
amount of compensation, or that the
sole consideration for the engagement
was the unique and well-known ability
of the artists to entertain in their own

approve or change any particular performance or portion thereof and to require that such performance as a whole
conform to the standards of the estab-

gaged for the programs; that the in-

dividual entertainers have no contractual relations with the bureau's clients;
and that ordinarily the bureau is liable
for the compensation of such talent, irlishment.
respective of whether it receives payThe engagements of actors, vaudeville ment from its clients. Under such cirartists and other specialty entertainers cumstances it would appear that the
are usually negotiated thru the offices requisite right of control and direction
of personal representatives, managers, over the services of the talent is in the
management or booking agencies under entertainment bureau, and such bureau
substantially the same procedure and would therefore be deemed to be the
conditions as heretofore outlined with employer of the individuals comprising
respect to the engagement of radio the personnel of the various entertainartists. As has been previously stated in ment units or services organized by the

in the beginning of this article, com- ment field. In this connection it appears

prises a great variety of enterprises of
different forms and types designed to
entertain and afford recreation to the
public. Among these enterprises are
circuses, carnivals, tent shows and other
types of entertainment whose principal
attraction and activity is the exhibition
of the talents of various kinds and
classes of professional entertainers. In
addition there are fairs, exhibitions, celebrations, parks and recreation grounds

that where the concessioner engages his
own help; pays the salaries of such help,
together with all other expenses; furnishes all necessary supplies and equip-

ment; has the sole right to determine
the number of performances given or
the number of hours the concession will
remain open, and is not under the direction and control of the management of
the enterprise or subject to any instruc-

tions, rules or regulations with respect

operated commercially where professional to the operation of the concession, and
entertainers are engaged either regularly where the management is interested only

or periodically to supplement the other in the leasing of space to and the colattractions.

Any statements made here relative to
the applicability of the taxes imposed
under the Social Security Act with respect to services rendered in connection
with outdoor entertainment are intended
merely to point out the complexities of
the problems involved and to indicate in
a general way the manner in which the
applicable provisions of the regulations
may be applied. As previously stated, it
is impossible to promulgate any general
rule by which tax liability may be determined in all cases. Such determination
may be made only after a careful con-

lection of rent from the concessioner, such concessioner is not an employee
of the management. However, those in-

dividuals engaged by the concessioner
in the operation of the concession are
his employees.

The fact that an in-

dividual leases a particular concession
from the management is not in and of
itself sufficient to preclude his classification as an employee. Thus if a conces-

sion is leased or rented under circum-

stances whereby the management retains

the right to control the details of the
methods and means by which the con-

cession, is operated the concessioner and

individuals engaged by him to
sideration of all the pertinent data as those
to the conditions under and the manner assist in the operation of the concession

with either the express or implied conin which the services are performed in sent
of the management are employees
any given case.
of the management for purposes of the
taxing provision of the Act.
Circuses
the discussion of the radio business, bureau.
A circus is in most instances operated Fairs, Exhibitions and Other Outdoor
Entertainment
where it appears that the only interest
Outdoor Entertainment
as a unit by a centralized management,
A great number of individuals are no
of such intermediaries is to secure enOutdoor entertainment, as referred to which co-ordinates and integrates the
artistic talents of various individuals doubt engaged in connection with the
with the services of others in order to operation of various other types of outproduce a finished production or ex- door entertainment activities.' However,
hibition which is offered to the public. the total information concerning these
As is the case in other types of enter- types of activities which has been subtainment enterprises, circuses engage mitted to the Bureau in the few cases
particular artists to perform their presented for its consideration is such as
unique feats or to exhibit their particu- to warrant only the most general treat1939 Now Contracting 1939
lar talents and to a certain degree ment of the matter herein.
r,
WANT FOR HIGHLANDS COUNTY FAIR, SEBRING, FLA., MARCH 6 TO 11,
Al0 exercise no control over such performIt appears to be the prevalent practice
WITH THREE MORE FLORIDA FAIRS.
SHOWS: Illusion, Girl, Posing, Mechanical City, Snake, Fat Girl, Crime, Minstrel or any Pr ances. However, as in the case of radio on the part of operators of parks, recreaPit or Platform Show that can get money.
and stage productions, the management tion grounds, swimming pools, beaches
RIDES:
Auto Speedway, Kiddie Autos, U -Drive 'Em Cars, Rolloplane, 8 -Car Whip.
$ ordinarily retains a right to exercise a and other similar places of entertaini Clawson write.)
sufficient amount of control to consti- ment to engage professional entertainers
CONCESSIONS: All open. Must work for stock and not over 10c. Positively no flat
joints or racket. Will sell X on Bingo, Photos, Modern Cookhouse, American Mitt.
tute the artists employees of such man- from time to time as special attractions
FAIR SECRETARIES and COMMITTEES desiring a Modern Amusement Company with 0 agement. For instance, the performers in addition to the regular amusement or
Attractive Equipment, Entertaining Shows, Clean Concessions, Courteous Co- A
are required to conform to cerfain rules recreational facilities offered. In some
Operation, contact us.
0 FOR SALE: Marquee, 24x30; Two 20x30 Tops; 3 8x10 Dragon Banners; Complete Girl 0 and regulations established by the man- cases such added attractions may be
Fish Bowl Illusion with 3 brand new 8x10 Banners; 2 -Headed Baby and 8x10
agement; to render their performances offered free, and in other cases a charge
Banner; Smith & Smith Chairplane; Merry -Co -Round Top for 32 -Ft. Little Beauty.
at the designated time; to co-ordinate may be made therefor. Thus the operaPermanent Address: 408 West 6th St., Gastonia, N. C.
0 L. C. McHENRY, General Manager.
their particular act with the rest of tor of a 'commercial swimming, pool or
SHERMAN RUSTED, General Agent.
P. S.-Dan and Bobbie Stewart, write.
the program in order to achieve the beach may engage one or more prorequired result; that is, a smooth Wand fessional divers or aquatic performers to
finished exhibition. Furthermore, it ap- give exhibitions which are free to the
pears to be the general practice in the public; or an aerial trapeze act may be
circus business to furnish meals, lodging located in a commercial park and a fee
and transportation to all employees, and charged for admission thereto. In such
these factors also indicate the existence cases it would appear that generally the
of the employer -employee relationship. professional entertainers have the status
SEASON'S GREETINGS TO OUR FRIENDS
Likewise it would appear, in the light of employees, but due to the great numof the circumstances surrounding em- ber of different arrangements under
CAN PLACE FOR COMING SEASON
ployment generally, that those in- which the entertainers are engaged and
dividuals engaged to perform manual, the varied condition under which their
Scooter, Rolloplane or any other Ride not conflicting.
Shows with own
clerical and other classes of labor in services are performed the question as
outfits and one more High Class Single Pit Attraction. Penny Arcade, Lead
connection with the activities of the to wpose employees they are may be
Gallery, Mitt Camp, Diggers, Novelties, or any Stock Concessions that work
circus are employees thereof. In this determined only after careful considerafor 10c. This Show will positively not carry any Grift.
connection it is deemed advisable to tion of the question as to who has the
"THE FIRST TO OPEN - THE LAST TO CLOSE"
point out that under the regulations the right of control and direction prescribed
Address: CROWLEY'S UNITED SHOWS, Box 1467, Corpus Christi, Texas.
length of time during which any in- by the regulations as being necessary to
dividual is employed is immaterial in establish the employer -employee reladetermining whether the relationship of tionship. However, it would appear that
employer and employee exists. There- the regular employees, including' life
fore those individuals hired to perform guards at pools and beaches, caretakers,
services during the period the circus re- operators of mechanical devices, ticket
mains in a certain locality, or hired to do sellers, et cetera, may undoubtedly be
a designated job; or hired by the hour, considered as employees of the operator
day or other specified period are, in the of the enterprise.
Wish All Our Friends a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year absence of affirmative evidence to the The above conclusions may be concontrary, employees of the circus.
sidered as being generally applicable
Now Booking for Season 1939 Sensational Free Attractions. Must be high.
with respect to services rendered in conCan use first-class Cook House, Frozen Custard and Legitimate Concessions.
Concessions
nection with the operation of various
Have splendid opportunity for several good Shows at a reasonable percentage
The practice of leasing or renting the celebrations, expositions, et cetera, unand without strong competition. Book with us and insure yourself of a
right to engage in certain activities in less such services are specifically exprosperous season. We carry twelve Rides and twelve Shows. Fair Secreconnection with the operation of enter- cepted from "employment" by the protaries, get in touch with us. Bigger and Better for 1939.
tainment enterprises is a common one, visions of Sections 811(b) and 907(c) of
Address: BOX 27, MORLEY, MO.
particularly in the outdoor entertain- the Social Security Act.
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Ladies' Auxiliary. Showmen's League of
America, 165 West Madison street, Chicago, Ill.

Nathans Fete Showfolk
At Annual Holiday Party

and James Nathan, home from Wentworth Military Academy, ably assisted

him. Guests included Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
New Year's party. Charles Levine is Landes, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ingersol, Mr.
Mrs. Jake Brizendine, Mr. and Mrs.
back in town, and Lou Leonard is plan- and
Roger Haney, Mr. and Mrs. Al Baysinger,
ning a trip to Florida.
Mrs. Ellis White, Mrs. Abner K.
Greetings were received during the Mr. andMrs.
Art Brainerd, Helen B. Smith,
week from Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mulvie, Kline,
Yearout, Mrs. Peggy Wing and
B. J. Schilling, Ben 0. Roodhouse, Sam Elizabeth
Feinberg, Mal M. Fleming, George Mr. and Mrs. George Howk.
Bischoff, Parker & Watts Circus, John
Bullock, Colonel and Mrs. Owens, Rube

Liebman, Johnny J. Jones Exposition,
Hennies Bros.' Shows, G. E. Kohn, Mr.
and Mrs. R. L. Lohmar, Jimmy Mor-

anetican eattuoalS

rissey, Harry L Small; Edythe, Patty and
Jimmy Conklin; Toronto Convention
Bureau and Conklin Shows.
President McCaffery is lining up personnel of committees for 1939. Frank
Ehlenz, Max Brantman and Charlie Hall
are busy decorating rooms for the holidays. Harry Paul is confined in American Hospital with an infected arm, and

By MAX COHEN
ROCHESTER, N. Y., Dec. 24.-The
new wage and hour law still appears

hosts.

they give serious consideration to the
digest of the law as prepared by this
office and to the report made in connection with the application of the law to

late reports indicate it is quite painful.
Tom Rankine, Colonel Owens and Tom
Vollmer are still confined in their homes.
Club's secretary had the pleasure of a
few hours' visit with Brother Ned and
Lou Torti In Milwaukee. They are real
Ladies' Auxiliary

President Leah M. Brumleve presided
at the club's annual bi-weekly meeting
on December 8. With her were Mrs. Ida
Chase, first vice-president; Mrs. Edith
Streibich, second vice-president; Mrs.
Maude Geller, third vice-president; Secretary Elsie Miller and Treasurer Mrs.
Phoebe Carsky. Chaplain Mrs. Mettle
Crosby rendered the invocation.

Sister Edith Streibich was hostess at
were presented. The afghan donated
by Mrs. Jack Baillie for the open house
was awarded to Maud Benjamin. Mrs.
the December 15 social, and lovely, prizes

Jack Baillie, upon returning from an

enjoyable trip to Mexico City with
friends, stopped off in Chicago long

enough to visit with some of the members at the Hotel Sherman. She left

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW 1939

KANSAS CITY, Mo., Dec. 24.-Mr. and

Mrs. Charles Nathan staged their annual
CHICAGO, Dec. 22.-To press early Christmas party for ehowfolk friends
this week, hence no account of the meet- who winter or live here on December 17.
. ing. House committee is busy on plans The Nathans' 58th street home was
for Open House, Christmas and New appropriately decorated and a brightly
Year's Eve parties. Bernie Mendelson lighted Christmas tree on the front
and his committee were to set the date lawn greeted guests, reports Virginia
of the party in honor of Past President Kline. Evening was given over to a dinner, many "Do you remembers" and all
Sam J. Levy some time this week.
reported an enjoyable evening.
Jerry Fox, here for a brief visit, called present
consisted of a huge roasted ham,
at the rooms. Arden Morris, en route Dinner
toasted buns, rye bread, olives
to his home for the holidays, also called. salad,
Orville Hennies is still among the regulars and pickles. Drinks varied from coffee
to
rum
libra.
at Hotel Sherman. Rube Liebman left
Bill Polk proved an expert bartender,

on his annual trek to the West. Frank
B. Joerling has been appointed the
league's official representative at the
Heart of America Showmen's annual

association, gftc.
to be uppermost in the minds of our

membership, judging from the nature
of correspondence being received at this
office. It appears that many members
are seriously in doubt as to whether this
law applies to them and, under these
circumstances, we would suggest that

carnivals.
We have concluded that in our opinion

TRADE NAME REO. U.S.PAT.OFF.

Every year Kozy Coach owners from Coast to Coast say, "We
don't see how you can make it better," but once again Kozy

Coach leads with important style and comfort innovations.
There's new streamlining on the exterior-side cabinets are
continued clear to the back, giving 20% more storage space -an ingenious floor plan makes possible the new sliding doors
between the living room and the rear compartment, insuring
complete privacy. Write for a brochure of the new models
and you'll be convinced that "You're Ahead with a Kozy.

BIG BARGAIN!
Here's a way to save real money
the purchase of the famous
SCHULT "Concession Vendor"
on

165 W. Madison St., Chicago
$20.350.00
500.00
CARL J. SEDLMAYR. General Chairman Drive
for Funds.
WRITE FOR PLEDGE CARD.

Previously Acknowledged
Late Receipts

A Home for Aged and Infirm
Showmen
E. W.

J.

W. Conklin

EVANS -

M. J. Doolan
Max Goodman
Rubin Gruberg,
Harry W. Hennies

Secretary

W. R. Hirsch

Max Linderman
E. Lawrence Phillips
Carl Sedlmayr
Elmer C. Velare

Worthy of Your Co -Operation

shelves and drawers, center island, sink,
work counter and display shelves. Plenty

trailer for your use next season. of outlets for electrical appliances and
lots of crowd -drawing lights.
Just place your order with
For several seasons, hundreds of these
Schult now, and agree to take de- jobs have been making and saving more.
livery in April. This will allow money for live -wire concessionaires. Now
can get a modern, up-to-the-minute
your trailer to to built between you
vending trailer at a low price never before

production peaks at a money saving offered. Your order must be received by
January 31st if you take advantage of this
big bargain proposition. Regular price of
The new, 1939 "Concession Vendor" has trailer is $845 complete. Special price for
comfortable, private living quarters for period of this offer, $745. You save $100.

Schult will hand you.

SCHULT TRAILERS, INC.
"LOOK AT LIFE"
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11111
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To our trends, the show folks, we
extend the season's greetings, and
our thanks for past patronage.

SELLHORN

Address Communications to Cincinnati Office

EAST LANSING, MICH. - SARASOTA, FLA.

Virginia Trek Proves Fair
For R. E. Boyd's Oddities
WINCHES

,

here on December 21 to good business.
Unit is using an extensive radio advertising campaign.
Personnel is anxiously awaiting the

Va., Dec. 24.-Roger E. huge Christmas party and banquet to be
held on the museum's floor immediately

Boyd's Oddities of Life Museum, appearing here this week, has been playing
to fair business working store locations
in Northern Virginia, reports John Kline.
Unit plans to go into Maryland after its
local wind-up. Owner Boyd and Kline
recently spent several days in Front

following close of business on Christmas Eve. Jessie Franks has returned
to the show after a bridf vacation in
Reading, Pa. Tex Conroy is nursing an
infected hand. Bob Howe and wife,
Wynne, joined here, and Bob is assisting
with the lecturing. Reported by Paul D.

Royal, Va., Boyd's home town.
Roster includes Mme. Zenda, mental- Sprague.

Art Debbert, fire act; Maybelle Morgan.

Size 61/4 x8. Very large numbers. Packed 3,000
to the Carton, Weight 13 lbs. Numbered from

1 to 3,000. Printed on white and 8 additional
Serial number In red. Sold In blocks
of 1.000, 1,500, 2,000, 3,000.

colors.

PRICES :

Minimum Quantity
Postage

1000.

Extra.

Sheets
1.60
Largest Sheet on the market. Immediate deliv-

ery.

blade box and torture stocks; Louise
Debbert, illusion, and Skeets Collins,

Philadelphia Houses

tickets.

tions this week: Prof. Jim Thompson,

Fred George, two -headed
PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 24. - Eighth
baby, in annex. Burnell Therit handles Street Museum has the following attfac-

magic; El Cayotte and Princess Weana;
Nagami, foot juggler; Poses Plastique,
and Spidora and Mysteria, illusions.
Dancing girls are in the annex and business continues fair. South Street Museum is featuring Sunny Walker's
Colored

Revue;

Professor

Samples free,

J. M. SIMMONS & CO.

accordionist.

Carl Lauther's Oddities
Open Well in Pittsburgh

FEATHERWEIGHT
BINGO SHEETS

Loose Sheets (not In Pads), per 1,000..91.25
Numbered Pads of 25 Each, per 1,000

ist; Professor Thomas, magic and illusions; Billy Wald, human pincushion;

Showmen's Home Trustees

FRED BECKMANN - Chairman
M. H. BARNES - Treasurer

with sides that raise and lower. Work
space has sunken floor, under -counter

the carnival industry is not engaged in
two persons in the front end. At the rear, Send $250 with your order, balance -)ri de"interstate commerce" within the mean21 feet of awning -covered counter space livery.
ing of that term as used in federal laws
and that therefore the wage and hour
law does not apply to carnivals.
DEPT. 212, ELKHART, INDIANA
However, we are cognizant that the
language of the federal wage and hour
law is extremely broad, particularly in
its definitions, and that this may give tuvizuzwitermeopouvoitomzuriolurozpir_000094zoomawito_o"
rise to the impression that the law
pretends to cover more than it actually
a
THE GIBRALTAR OF MUSEUMS
does. Before judgment is formed on
this point, we would ask that you study
WISHES ALL THE GREETINGS OF THE SEASON
S
RAY MARSH BRYDON, Gen. Agt.
in detail the report prepared on the subJ. I. STEVENS, Prop.
NOW SHOWING, 837 CALLIA STREET,
ject and if the matter is still not clear
PORTSMOUTH, 0.
we shall be pleased to hear from you
.&-304-401141WCOtaqralf041-4100011-44-01101-000COCZN-01104WIF4nWiraf4/0.
in this connection.

She contemplates returning here
for the December 29 social.
Welcome letters were received from
Marie Kortes, Mrs. Grace Goss, Mrs. Al
Wagner, Mrs. Herbert Myers, and Elizabeth Yearout, secretary of Ladies' Aux-

SHOWMEN'S HOME' FUND

1802 REED AVE.,
KALAMAZOO, MICH.

CONCESSION MEN -

folks.

America

BROCHURE

KOZY COACH CO.,

on Tuesday for her home in Iowa, where

Showmen's League of

Send for

Illustrated

Coach Behind."

she will spend the holidays with her

iliary of the Heart of America Showman's Club. Members were sorry to
learn of the illness of Mrs. Charles
Driver. All mail is to be forwarded to
Elsie Miller, secretary, in care of the
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Peterson,

19 W. JACKSON BLVD.

Chicago, III.

SECOND-HAND SHOW PROPERTY FOR SALE.
$1.65, 500 Pairs Richardson Fibre Rink Skates, all
sizes.
$30.00 Powers Moving Picture with Motor
and Stand. $10.00 Government All Wool Lined
Aviator Suits, Cost $40.00. $2.50 All Wool Khaki
Government Blankets, Worth $10.00. $5.00 Each
15 Wax Subjects Men's Diseases. WE BUY ALL

KINDS OF RINK SKATES AND CONCESSION

TENTS. WEIL'S CURIOSITY SHOP, 20 S. Second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PITTSBURGH, Dec. 24.-After an en- sword act; Mme. Beatrice and snakes,
gagement in Greenville, S. C.. Carl J. Professor Hall, magic, and Mme. Marajah, ADVERTISE IN THE BILLBOARD YOU'LL BE SATISFIED WITH
Lauther's Oddities on Parade opened an mentalist, this week. In the annex are
indefinite stand at 633 Liberty avenue the dancing girls. Business is fair.
RESULTS
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,Ermatosti

"Nem
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Sponsored Events
Veteran, Lodge and Othor Organization Festivities
Conducted by CLAUDE R.

ELLIS

Act, Show Demand Up
FOR the third successive year there have been increasing activity
and interest in the amusement sphere of sponsored events. This
field took on new importance during 1936 and since that time the

number and quality of special celebrations have shown a steady

(Communications to 25-27 Opera Place, Cincinnati, 0.)

upshoot. Conceived and produced primarily as profit -making affairs,

Circus Performers Lend Talents
To Yuletide Benefits in Florida

highly satisfactory, judging from all reports, despite economic stress.
Spending was all that could be expected, and that so many celebrations ended on the right side of the ledger is considered a tribute to

the results of the work of sponsoring committees this year were

the intelligent and energetic work of sponsors and to the loyalty

of communities which supported properly

SARASOTA, Fla., Dec. 24-Star per- Arabian stallions; Lou Jakob, clown spe- conducted celebrations, festivals, street
formers of Ringling Bros. and Barnum cialty; Rieffenach Equestrian Troupe; fairs, mass outings and commemorative
& Bailey and Ringling-owned Al G. Edwards Sisters, contortionists; Ralph
Barnes -Sells -Floto shows have given and Estelle, Clark, trick riding; Can- events.
Two trends were prominently noticefreely of their talents during the past nestrelli Troupe, unsupported ladder
able-a demand for more high-class
week for the benefit of worthy causes in performers.
Sarasota. For the benefit of the SaraAs, a special feature Terrell Jacobs, professional acts and an apparent dearth
sota Police Department Radio Fund, Ringling lion trainer, presented a wres- of independent shows of merit and atproceeds of which are being used to tling match between his pet panther tractive and well -managed concessions.
finance installation of a police radio and his great Dane. The animals, raised Capable promoters predict that 1939 will
system in this city, a group of perform- together since puppyhood, staged a see more sponsored events than have
ers appeared in a midnight show in the glorious roughhouse in the arena, with ever been held in any previous year.
Florida Theater here on December 17.
Jacobs as referee. In addition to these
also point out that the demand
two shows a number of the circus per- forThey
Featured were the Uyeno Troupe, formers
acts, shows and concessions of proven
were scheduled to appear in a
acrobats; Alfonso Loyal, juggler; Nikko Christmas
performance for inmates of worth will be greater than ever before.
Brothers, foot jugglers; Janet May, the American
Legion Hospital for Crip- More bigger and better shows, either
aerialist; Edwards Sisters, contortionists;
Ka'chi. Koban, head -jumping; Great pled Children in St. Petersburg, an with organized carnivals or playing independently, and clean concession games
Maximo, wire walker; Hatsutaros, acro- annual affair.
with courteous operators who will put
bats. Miriam and Gloria Gay, sister
out stock are declared to be a crying
vocalist team, completed the program.
The Uyeno presentation was heightened
need to meet the rapidly growing numby use of imported hand -embroidered
ber of celebrations under auspices.
Japanese scenery.

New Annuals Established

For benefit of the Salvation Army
Empty Stocking Fund, a cause which

elephant herd; Tex Ulmlundt, with his

Wirth Circus in Portland

WANTED FOR

SAM GLUSKIN, for several seasons past on the staff of the Royal
American Shows, who will be active
this winter in promotion of indoor
events. Following the recent outdoor meetings in Chicago, he went
to his home in Duluth to prepare
for a series of doings to open shortly
alter the holidays.

TOLEDO SPORTSMEN'S SHOW
January 28 -February 5.

ACTION PERFORMERS and SPORTS
ATTRACTIONS.

ESKIMO-INDIAN-AFRICAN VILLAGES,
BULL WHIPPERS-KNIFE THROWERS,
And Any Other Spectacular
ATTRACTIONS THAT FIT IN THIS

mand for acts, shows, rides and conces-

sions, with Labor Day being a close
second. It has been proved that civic

observances can be given augmented
interest and popularity by the presentation of amusement features, contests and
other ideas of hustling promoters in conjunction with set parades, speaking programs and other commemorative fixtures.
Built on Local Products
Weather breaks were in favor of spon-

soring organizations inasmuch as the
bad early spring had passed before many

been extended to three-day periods and could be attributed to rain during show
in many instances to full weeks. There hours, lack of popular attractions or
were many additional reports of initial inexperience of sponsors in holding
events that will be made annual oc- expenses within reasonable limits.
casions because of their successful outTaking the lead again in promotion
come. No longer do committees which of the most successful events were
have had any experience depend upon amusement committees representing such
home -talent or civic angles to put across responsible organizations as the Shriners,
their festivities. They have found that Elks, Moose, Junior Order, American
dependable promoters, showmen, ride Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars and
operators and concessioners who know Rotary, Kiwanis and Lions Clubs, in addi-

quarters here available for the occasion.
A number of performers wintering here
appeared in both shows.
Program of the Salvation Army circus:
John and Anna White, with their 10 performing dogs; Great Maximo, slack wire;
Walter McLain, presenting the Ringling

the Charles H. Wirth Circus.

bodies. Fourth of July took the lead
in the number of celebrations and de-

cial events, former one -day affairs having little or no financial success the answers

formers donate their services but the
Ringling management also made all
facilities of tile big show in winter

CINCINNATI, Dec. 24-Due to an error

July, Labor Day and Armistice Day were
favorite dates, sponsored in added numbers by veterans' organizations and labor

events had been scheduled. Seasonal
Again the past year was a tendency summer and fall weather was quite genevident to prolong the duration of spe- eral, and in instances where there was

annually drew substantial contributions
from John Ringling prior to his death, a
galaxy of stars volunteered their services
for an open-air show in Payne Park last
Tuesday night. Not only did the per-

in the issue of December 24, the Frank
Wirth Circus which played Portland,
Me., under auspices of the Elks' Lodge
on December 5-10, carried a Knoxville
dateline and the show was referred to as

exchequers will not have to be tapped
to make up deficits.
Holidays, Decoration Day, Fourth of

Kenyon Completes Active
Year; Home for Holidays

their business are the great factors in tion to established business and civic
winning funds for depleted treasuries or groups. Many observances were built up
in giving assurance that organizations' around local products such as lumber,
fish, yams, rice and cotton and mass
feasts of noted community dishes such as
Philadelphia and after the Philadelphia beans, beef, sea food, sauerkraut and
engagement, the last until the 1939 sea- other culinary favorites.
son starts in the spring, Kenyon again
joined Polack Bros.' Circus in Mobile,
Indoor Season Bow Good
Ala., for that engagement, followed
Carnival companies played numerous
by Montgomery, Ala., and Jackson, Miss., first and repeat dates at sponsored
all Shrine indoor circus engagements. events. There has been found to be
After the Polack engagement in Bir- mutual benefit in this arrangement, as
mingham the show will start for the
After two transcontinental
trips and from Canada to the gulf, losing
no time during the year, Kenyon expects
to enjoy a Christmas -New Year's holiday
with his folks in Des Moines and Denver.
West Coast.

during the "still -date" season organized
amusement concerns are available to
committees, thus assuring a popular entertainment angle and meaning for

carnivals better business than is gen-

erally the result of dates played without
special promotional features or the aid

ST. LOUIS, Dec. 24.-En-route from
New Orleans to Kansas City, Omer J.
TYPE SHOW.
State Lowest Salary First Letter. Send Photos
Kenyon, who spent Monday and Tuesday
AS IN FORMER YEARS Selingrove
and Publicity.
in this city, remarked that one year ago, (Pa.) Hook and Ladder Co. has made a
TOLEDO SPORTS SHOW.
on the same day, he was a visitor to heavy free act appropriation for its
Toledo, Ohio.
936 Edison Bldg.,
The billboard office, December 19, he carnival and street fair next year. Four
was going from New York City to Denver Lorenzos were featured this year and
for Christmas and the holidays after a the free -gate event drew more than
solid year's grind. Christmas and New 75,000.
WANT MORE REVENUE
Year's are the only times he has had a
vacation in several years.
CORINNE AND BERT DEARO are
for
Starting last January 1, he went from booked for an indoor circus in ChatDenver to San Francisco with Irving J. tanooga and the five-day Pinellas
YOUR ORGANIZATION?
Polack. where he handled advance ex- County Fair, Largo, Fla., among others,
ploitation for Polack Bros.' Indoor Circus they report. They are now rehearsing in
Read
until March. when he went from Port- the training barn of the Walter Guice
land to Denver and on to Kansas City Troupe in Tampa, Fla.
"BINGO BUSINESS"
to be general manager of Fairyland Park
there, his second season. He left Kansas
A Column About Bingo in the
The Cincinnati ofCity after his park season was over, gofices of The Billboard
to Toronto, where he again handled
WHOLESALE MERCHANDISE ing
advance work for the Hamid-Morton have on file thousands
Indoor Circus in Maple Leaf Gardens, of biographies of memDepartment
bers of the amusement
sixth consecutive season for the Rameses
profession and allied
Temple Shrine Show.
THIS WEEK and EVERY WEEK
fields. Not a week pas.sgs that this
The circus then played Cleveland and
biographical file is not drawn upon
for data of people who have passed
on. If you are not represented in
this file please send to The Billboard
Biographical Editor, 25-27 Opera
MANSFIELD, MO., WANTS
Place, Cincinnati, 0., the following
FREE ACTS - UP-TO-DATE CARNIVAL
data about yourself:
With 8 or 10 Good Rides and Same Number Shows
Name; age; place and date of birth;
home address; number of years in
Fifth Annual Exposition, August 8-9-10-11-12
amusement business, or if in allied
W. C. CODAY, Secretary.

of active, representative auspices workers.

Indoor circuses as a rule did well in
the early part of 1938. That potential
patrons are in a receptive mood has
already been evidenced for the new sea-

son.

Sponsored

Fastest Growing Show in Southern Missouri

in Toronto,

Organized

indoor

circus

companies

have had numerous successful engagements and several of the traveling units
have advance bookings under strong
auspices which augur well for the
resumption of such activities after the
holidays.

field so state; date of

entering it and first

Ric9tapitieS

OZARK SUMMIT EXPOSITION

circuses

Cleveland and Philadelphia in the past
fall set new attendance records, especially in Toronto and Philadelphia.

connection and capacity; other connections
and capacities and
length of each con-

nection to date (mention years if
possible); married or single; if married,

give wife's name and state if

she is active in amusement business;
if married previously, give names,

dates, etc.; names and ages of children if any; names and addresses of
parents; names of fraternal and
business organizations you belong to:
date of furnishing data and your
signature.
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Classified Advertisements
No cuts. No borders. Advertisements sent
telegraph will not be inserted unless money is wired with copy. We
serve the right to reject any advertisement or revise copy.
Set in uniform style.

COMMERCIAL

10c a Word

6c WORD (First Line Large Black

FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK'S ISSUE.

(

AAA -1

AGENTS AND DISTRIBUTORS

-.
)

WANTED

.)

RECONDITIONED -100 UP-TO-DATE
Counter Machines, $4.00 and up; 50 Skee
Ball Games, all types, in excellent condition,
at $27.50 and up. Like new, Novelty Games,

Pay Tables and Counter Games at reduced

AAA -1

BIG MONEY APPLYING INITIALS ON AUTO -

APPLE VENDING MACHINES -ALMOST NEW.
Ten on location. Bargain, account health.
MAKUS SALES CO., 2509 W. Vliet, Milwaukee,

ington, Boston, Mass.

Write immediately for particulars

mobiles.

and free samples. AMERICAN LETTER COM-

PANY, Dept. 20, Dunellen, N.

J.

A-1 FUR AND CLOTH COATS CHEAP-COStumes, $1.00 up; Bundles, assorted, $1.00;
TIONAL SALES CO., 2300 W. Armitage Ave., Hulas, Shoes. CONLEY, 310 West 47th, New
Chicago, Ill.
ja7x
York.

BARGAINS
TRACK TIMES (RED BARGAINS -TUXEDOS, OVERCOATS, SUITS,
Heads), $89.50; '38 Skill Fields, $59.50;
Fur Coats, $10.00; Orchestra Coats, Jackets,
Fairgrounds, $47.50; Arlingtons, $22.50; Preak- assorted colors, $2.00; Minstrels, Scenery, Cosness, $22.50; Zeta, $37.50. Write for com- tumes, Illusions. WALLACE, 2416 N. Halsted,
plete list. MARKEPP COMPANY, Cleveland, 0. Chicago.

Wis.

tures, Novelties, Signs, bargains! Big profits.
Particulars free. F. ELFCO, 438 North Wells HALF DOLLAR PLAY BLUEFRONTS, $49.50,
and half dollar Golden Bells, $39.50, all
St., Chicago
tfnx thoroly
reconditioned, buffed and repainted
SPIRIT, MAGIC EFFECTS -ANYTHING OP- like new.
Money -beck guarantee. SOUTHerated from a distance by wireless. Remote ERN NOVELTY COMPANY, 125 W. Central
controlled Color Changing Spot Lights for Ave., Valdosta, Ga.
Night Clubs. Agents wanted. Radio Mind reading. BAUGHMAN, Wireless Expert, War- JENNINGS 5c AND 10c CHIEF BELL, LATE
ren, 0.
model, $40.00. Positive Stop Heavy Duty
Money hack if not as represented.
WHERE TO BUY AT WHOLESALE 500,000 Clock.
1/3
deposit, balance C .0. D. ROCHE NOVArticles. Free Directory and other valuable
ja7x
information. MAYWOOD B. PUBLISHERS, 925 ELTY CO., Fort Wayne, Ind.
Broadway, New York.
ja7x PACES RACES, TRACK TIMES - WE BUY
and sell. We sell parts for Paces Races.
107 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY IN HOME OR
office. Business of your own. Full par- CHARLES PITTLE, New Bedford, Mass.
ticulars free. ELITE, 214 Grand St., New York.
de3lx PEACHY, ODD BALL, REGATTA, $50.00 EACH
Thunderbolt, World's Fair, Zeta, Green Lite
Grand Slam, Buttons, $35.00 each; Multi -Races
Jitterbug, $40.00; Palm Springs
ANIMALS, BIRDS AND PETS ) $70.00;
$40.00; Review, $45.00; Lightning, $30.00
Sparks, $22.50; Q. T., $25.00 and $35.00
Slots. $10.00; Grip Testers, $9.50.
LEHICH

ANIMALS, SNAKES, IGUANAS, GILA MON- SPECIALTY, 2d and Green, Philadelphia, Pa.
sters.
Monkeys,
and

EXPERT ANALYSIS. RESEARCH. INDUSTRIAL
Development. Newest guaranteed Formulas.
Biggest catalog free. Special prices, leads.
GIBSON LABORATORY, Chemists, BH-1142
Sunnyside, Chicago.
tfnx

& WARD, Inc., Oceanside, N. Y.
price list.

Write for

TERRIERS, COLLIES, SHEPHERDS, BOSTONS,

Pit Bull Pups. Ship anywhere; live delivery

guaranteed.

Guaranteed

mange

TONN, 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Tex.

medicine.

BACKER FOR ADVERTISING -FLOOR AND
School Shows. Performers doubling orchestra.
Mentalist with Horoscopes included.
Capital and interest paid, plus percentage.

Write M. P. WILSON, Box 143, Monroe, La.

BARGAIN BUYER'S GUIDE TO DIRECT SUP ply source. Lowest prices possible. $1.00

I

HICKS, Box 8-D, Brooklyn, N. Y.
ja2lx

COIN -OPERATED MACHINES
SECOND-HAND

Notice
Only advertisements of used machines
accepted for publication in this column.
Machines of recent manufacture and being
advertised extensively in The Billboard by
manufacturers, distributors or jobbers may

not be advertised as "used" in The Billboard.

STORE BUILDING IN LANSING, MICH., ON
main highway, 24'x60'. Will trade for
Scales, Phonographs, Slots or Counter Games.
ASSID, 838 N. Penn, Lansing, Mich.

de3lx THREE CHERRY BELLS, 5c PLAY; FOUR MILLS
Blue Front, 25c play; Twenty five Mills Extraordinary, 5c play; forty-five Mills Blue

CBUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES )

postpaid.

de31

GOODS

5/8" BALL GUM, FACTORY FRESH, 11c BOX;
Tab. Stick, Midget Chicks, every Vending
Gum.
AMERICAN CHEWING, Mt. Pleasant,
Newark, N. J.
ja7x

"CROSS EXAMINATION," 7 REELS, 35MM.
great super special. Condition like new.
Examination allowed, valued $50.00; our bargain price, $22.00. First $5.00 deposit gets
it. OAK STORAGE CO., Armitik;e and Western
Ave., Chicago.

Tex.
CORN

POPPERS,

CARAMELCORN

EQUIP-

ment, Gasoline Portables, Long -Eakins Rotary, Giant Popping Kettles, All-Electrics,
Burners, Tanks. NORTHSIDE CO., 1303 College, Des Moines, Iowa.
ja28x
POPCORN MACHINES-CRISPETTE, CARMEL-

MOVIE

ROAD SHOW BARGAINS-35MM.

Sound Portables, complete. Limited quantity,
Universals, with Amplifiers, Speakers. Equipments fully guaranteed. At attractive low
prices. Request Special Bulletin. Also 16MM.

Sound Projectors. CONSOLIDATED THEATRE
SUPPLY CORP., 1600-B Broadway, New York,
N. Y.
ja7x

crisp, Cheezekist, French Fried, Potato Chip
LONG-EAKINS CO., 1976 High St., NEW STOCK OF WESTERN, MYSTERY, ACfe25x
Springfield, 0.
tion features for rent. Many good prints
for sale, including Roadshow Specials. SPEER
FILMS, 2937 College, Ft. Worth, Tex.
Machines.

(

fOR SALE -SECOND-HAND

UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN USED OPERA CHAIRS,

SHOW PROPERTY
SALE -HAND CARVED MERRY -GO Round Horses, reasonable. W. S. TOTHILL,
1815 Webster Ave., Chicago, Ill. Telephone,
Humboldt 1317.
FOR

FOR SALE FOR CASH ONLY -ONE MERRY Go -Round, one Circle Wave, Road Machines,

to settle an estate.

GREGSON HOT SPRINGS

COMPANY, Gregson, Mont.

Sound Equipment, Moving Picture Machines,
Screens, Spotlights, Stereopticons, etc.
Projeclion Machines repaired. Catalogue S free.
MOVIE SUPPLY CO., LTD., 1318 S. Wabash,

Chicago.
Ja7
WESTERNS, SPECIALS, ROADSHOWS, TALKIES,
Silents for sale or rent. Buy Silents. Pro-

jectors for sale.
Dallas, Tex.

(

de31

PORTABLE CIRCLE SWING - BARGAIN OR
Trade.

What have you? Can stay on show.

CASINO AMUSEMENT, 3356 W. 25th, Cleveland, 0.
SIXTEEN AND TWENTY-FOUR SEAT CHAIR planes -Motor, Fence, Ticket Box. Sixteen -

foot House Car.

neyville, Ill.

CALVIN GRUNER, Pinckja2I x

AGENT WITH CAR, BOOK STAGE UNIT

playing theaters, schools, auditoriums.. Have
Sound Truck and all essentials. PELKIN, East
Peoria, Ill.

LONE STAR FILM COMPANY,

PHOTO SUPPLIES AND
DEVELOPING

PORTABLE LIGHTING PLANT -35 K.W.; 2

Front, 5c play; Eight Pace Comet, Sc play; five
Mills Blue Fronts, 10c play; five Mills Mystery U -DRIVE -IT RIDE - 4 CARS (PALI FENCE
and Ticket Box. $150.00. Fair condition
Pay, Sc play. Will take $35.00 each for entire
One hundred Folding Stands, 75c each. MR. L. R. MCNEECE, General Delivery, Sugar
lot.
four Steel Safes, $15.00 each. 65 of the Creek, Mo.
machines were on location only 17 weeks.
Blue Fronts have Light Side Walls, meter
equipped, look like new. One-third deposit,
HELP WANTED
balance C. 0. D. 0. B. WHITESIDE, 1209
Knox Ave., Clinton, Okle.
AGENT -WITH CAR TO BOOK AT WANTED FOR CASH -USED SPORT PAGES. ADVANCE
traction in Gymnasiums, Armories, Municipal
ABT Target Skills, Penny Q. T.'s, Counter Buildings.
be of nice appearance, young,
Games with Cigarette Reels. AMUSEMENT speak good Must
English, college education preferred,
GAMES, INC., 1679 University Ave., St. Paul, industrious. Salary and liberal percentage year
Minn.
'round. Write MRS. NEVA WEBBER, General
WANTED -AUTOMATIC PHONOGRAPHS AND Delivery, Knoxville, Tenn.
Records, Counter Pin Games, Scales, Vending
Machines. ACA CO., 1358 Ridge Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. Stevenson 5928.

M. P. ACCESSORIES & FILMS )

FOR SALE - TRAVELING TALKING MOVING
Picture Show complete. New Tent, Light
Plant, seven Programs, two Trucks, three Trailers. Winter Quarters now. $1500.00 cash will
handle. OWNER, 342 Sycamore St., Abilene,

FOR SALE -SECOND-HAND

Older Models, Si 5.00 up; Safe Stands, $5.00.
1/4 Deposit. Address GEO. DALE, Gen.
Del.,
k.alamazoo, Mich.

LARGE PROFESSIONAL MAGIC CATALOGUE,
25c. MAX HOLDEN, 220 W. 42d St., New
York City.
ja7x

May success and happiness be yours throughout the New Year. Friendship, 0.

FORMULAS

SLOTS -100 MILLS, ALL LATE MODELS, LIGHT
M.G. Sets, 35 K.W.; 35 MM. Universal Movie
Oak Cabinets, Single Jack Pots, Blue Fronts, Camera; Spot Lights, Flood Lights, Hollywood
$40.00; War Eagle, $37.50; Cherry Bells, $47.00; Searchlights. LEE, 1705 McKinney, Dallas, Tex.

MONKEY MOTHERS WITH NURSING BABIES
-Combination, $35.00; Ringtails, Sooty
Mangabeys and Marmosettes.
MEEMS BROS.

complete line in world. 158 illustrated page
catalogue 30c. NELSON ENTERPRISES, 198
South Third, Columbus, 0.
ja7

jal4 BUSSA FILM EXCHANGE SENDS GREETINGS
to our many friends in the show world.

TOL TEETER, General Delivery, San Antonio,

Now in Zoo, Ft. Worth, Tex.

1939 Forecasts, Graphology Sheets, Books,
Crystals, Lucky Pieces, Palm Charts.
Most

PRINCIPALS,

SACRIFICE -2 PACES RACES, 2 GALLOPING
Dominoes, 3 Mills Flashers, 3 Jennings Grandstands, 10 Penny Packs. BOX C-62, Billboard,
Cincinnati, 0.

Tex.

)

LOUIS GUTTENBERG'S SONS,

Macaws for Pets and Shows. Lists free. SNAKE
KING, Brownsville, Tex.
de31
FOR SALE -EXTRA LARGE
MALE CHiMpanzee.
Good health, 4 1/2 ft. tall. Good

Pit Attraction.

MAGICAL APPARATUS

A CATALOGUE OF MINDREADING MENTAL
Magic Spirit Effects, Horoscopes, Buddha and

dollar up; Uniforms, Tuxedos, Dress Suits.

ja14

SELL BY MAIL - FORMULAS, BOOKS, PIC-

Parrakeets

COSTUMES - CkORUS,

USED

No catalogue.

9 W. 18th, New York.

MAKE 70c CLEAR PROFIT ON $1.00 SALES - FOR SALE=ROCK-O-BALL SKEE-BALL Alleys with triple scoring devices, Seniors and
Cleaner for autos, metal and glass. Exclusive
territory. Free Sample. NUWAY WAX COM- Juniors. BULLION, Station "0," Box 118, New
de3lx
PANY, Dept. C, Dayton, 0.
tfnx York.
RESURRECTION PLANT -UNIQUE NOVELTY, FOR SALE OR TRADE -1 SPECIALLY BUILT
miracle of nature. Costs below 2c; sells for
Evans 30 H. P. Candy Race Track, like new.
25c. C. E. LOCKE, 7 Rio St., Mesilla, New L. H. HOOKER NOVELTY COMPANY, Arnolds
Mexico.
Park, Iowa.
SAMPLES -WHOLESALE CATALOG, NOVEL ties, Photos, Cartoons, Books. Name listed GOODBODY'S BARGAIN LIST IS WAITING
for You. We Buy, Sell or Exchange. GOOD National Trade Directory for 25c. P. 0. BOX -B
290, New Haven, Conn.
de3lx BODY, 1824 East Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

Parrots,

1 -COSTUMES, UNIFORMS,
WARDROBE

prices. Real bargains in Used Slots and Phonographs.
Immediate delivery on all games.
Write immediately for prices. GRAND NA-

BIRD PICTURES- HANDMADE
with genuine feathers. Sell on sight! Large
profits! Free particulars. Samples, 10c stamps.
MARQUEZ-BAP, Apartado 1176, Mexico City.
de3lx
BIG MONEY APPLYING INITIALS ON AUTO mobiles -Easiest thing today. Free samples.
Also, sideline salesmen for short order Decalcomania Name Plates. "RALCO," 1305 WashBEAUTIFUL

Type)

WORD (First Line and Name Black Type)
lc WORD (Small Type)
Figure Total of Words at One Rate Only
No Ad Leas Than 25c.
CASH WITH COPY.

2c

FORMS CLOSE (in Cincinnati) THURSDAY

Minlmum-$2.00. CASH WITH COPY.

C

AT LIBERTY

by
re-

ACT NOW - 4 -FOR -A -DIME OPERATORS.

Send for free catalog of complete line of

money-makers. MARKS & FULLER, Inc., Dept.
BC -11, Rochester, N. Y.
de3lx
ALL 4 FOR 10c OPERATORS -SURE WE HAVE
the new Superspeed Paper; also full length
Cameras. Write for reduced prices on Machines
and Supplies. WABASH PHOTO SUPPLY, Terre
Haute, Ind.
ja7
BUILD YOUR OWN 4 FOR 10c PHOTO MA chine. New improved Camera, together with

plans for building the booth now only $10.00.

Enlarger only $10.00. OLSON SALES CO., 903
Walnut, Des Moines, la.
PHOTO

POSTCARDS,

PHOTOSTAMPS,

EN-

largements, Statues from any photo. Cuts,
Printing. WILLIAM FILLINE, 3027 N. Kostner, Chicago, Ill.
x
ROLLS DEVELOPED - TWO PRINTS EACH
and two Free Enlargement Coupons, 25c.
Mats, Advertising Matches,

Reprints,
2c
each;
100
or
more,
lc
SUMMERS' STUDIO, Unionville, Mo.
jal4x

(

SALESMEN WANTED

)

SALESMAN -TO SELL AUTOMATIC FISH LINE
Jerker. Quick sales, 100% profit. Send 15c
for sample. AUTOMATIC FISHERMAN CO., San
Saba, Tex.

de31

SELL BUSINESS CARDS, $1.50 THOUSAND.
Business Stationery, Book Matches, AdverCOMPOSER WANTED FOR POPULAR SONGS
-Who has written song hits. Good salary. tising Tape, Paper Towels, Pencils, Salesbooks,
Rubber
Stamps.
Free sales portfolio. 35%
BOX C-47, care of The Billboard, Cincinnati, 0.
commission daily.
Money - making specials.
22 BALLY BUMPERS, lc PLAY, USED VERY NEAT APPEARING YOUNG SINGLE MAN DAVID LIONEL PRESS, 312 S. Hamilton, Dept.
little, $100.00 buys lot.
1/2 deposit.
CR,
Chicago.
for High Aerial Acts. Clever amateur conSTANDARD SPECIALTY CO., Abilene, Tex.
sidered. Send photo. BONETTE BROTHERS,
Melvin
Mills, N. H.
100 DIFFERENT KIND VENDING MACHINES

-Always something different.

Write for

our low price list.
RAKE, 5438 Woodland
A REAL BARGAIN LIST -OVER 500 RECON- Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
ditioned Machines, Payouts, Phonographs,
Legal Machines. Write today and save money. 1938 GINGERS - 21 WITH BASES, USED 3
BADGER NOVELTY, 2546 N. 30th St., Milwaumonths, $16.50; 10 or more, $15.00 each.
fel lx WALKER, 3023 Weaver Ave., Baltimore, Md.
kee, Wis.

YOUNG LADY FOR ALL GIRL AERIAL ACT -

(

SCENERY AND BANNERS

)

Prefer one doing perch, trapeze or rings.
Give age, height, weight, experience. State BEST CARNIVAL AND SIDE-SHOW BANNERS
salary expected, make it low for long season.
on earth.
Positively no disappointments.
MRS. BERNIECE EATON, 815 W. Lynwood NIEMAN STUDIOS, Inc., 1236 S. Halsted St.,
Ave., San Antonio, Tex.
Chicago, Ill.
ja7
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

FORMER WORLD'S CHAMPION of Continuous
Stivngth Endurance Actual Betty Rocker. Now
Clock performs
the world's first Most Unique I
centumensly attaehed to a tinge Illuminated Clock
that snores entirely by human body, registers the
cermet time, also the swings. Exhibitions can he
staged upon flagpoles, (Ages of latililings, electric

( THEATRICAL PRINTING )
WINDOW CARDS -14x22, ONE COLOR, 100,
$2.50. 50% deposit, balance C. 0. D., plus

signs and show

Can lie promoted in
Wi111111WS.
Clocko-Rockatlion Marathons, ChickinMeter-Merchans
disci Demonstration. also in general shows and
charity driles where real attraction aura drawing

THE BELL PRESS, Winton,

shipping charges.
Penna.

ismer are needed. I work on salary and percentage.
Exhibitions have wide publicity. Also Palcut Pend-

1,000 6x9 CIRCULARS, $1.50; 5,000, $4.50;
1,000 4x9, $1.10; 5,000, $3.50 postpaid
zone 4. LAWNDALE PRESS, Box 303, Franklin, N. H.

C

St.., New York.

)

WANTED TO BUY

AT LIBERTY

ALL ESSENTIALS-READ, TAKE -OFF. SHOW,
Experienced.
Go anyconcert, arrange.
where. Prefer something steady. Have novelty
magic act if usable. BOX C-57, Billboard, Cinde31
cinnati, 0.

good condition. Give full information first
letter. E. BIELER, 430 S. 12th, Reading, Pa.
BUY!

MILLS

GOLF

PIANO PLAYERS

I

MERRY-GO-ROUND, MUST BE TWO -ABREAST,

WANTED TO

Write ALEXANDER MEYER, 33 W. Silth

ing.

BALL

Vendors. State age and price. HUB NOVELTY COMPANY, Kearney Square, Lowell,

AT LIBERTY-PIANIST, AVAILABLE JANUary 1-Union, modern take -off. Concert, So-

Mass.

lo, Accompanist, Reader. Have my own automoHAROLD HOWARTH, Dayton, Ore.

bile,

EXPERIENCED

At Liberty

PIANIST-ARRANGE. UNION, ALL ESSENtials, Available January first. Wire or write,
PIANIST, Le Roy Hotel, Wichita, Kan.
AT LIBERTY-Dance Pianist. Reader, fake standards, improvise. Prefer home State location. RED
ja7
SEVERSON, Battle Lake, Minn.
DANCE PIANIST AT LIBERTY-Want work with
fast, small outfit On location, beer garden, night
club, etc. Can handle up-to-date piano, sight or
jam. Union, age 29. Arranger. PIANIST, Box
C-03, Billboard, Cincinnati.
EXPERIENCED PIANIST-Read, fake, transpose.
Want med show or beer garden work. State
salary and full details in first letter. Will also con-

Advertisements
5e WORD, CASH (First Line Large Black
Type). 2c WORD. CASH (First Line and
Name Black Type). 1c WORD, CASH
(No Ad Less Than 25e).
(Small Type).
Figure Total of Words at One Rate Only.

Some women members of Howe's Great London Show, season of
1914, when short skirts were conspicuous by their absence. From left to

right are Mrs. Charles Taylor, wardrobe mistress; Hattie McCree, Marie
Melrose, Martha Schmidt, Mary Conners, Isabel Nichelson, Mrs. Glen
Warner, Alma Hand, Vivian Cahill, Clara Crow, Hama Yoshida, Louise
Young, Tetu Robinson and Toma Yoshida. Name of the child on the
end is not known.

AT LIBERTY

AGENTS AND MANAGERS

The Billboard invites its readers to submit photos taken from 15 to

sider

A-1 ADVANCE AGENT-

Will book Name Attractions, Coy/girl and
Shows with good wardrobe
All -Girl Bands.
and dependable transportation contact me.

RAY SALZER, 712 E. 7th St., Muncie, Ind.
AGENT-Would like to represent a good Free Act
at Minnesota Federation of County Fairs Convention, January 11-13, for 1939 bookings. Write at
EARL C. PETERSON, Minneapolis, Minn.
jal 4

they be accompanied with complete descriptive data. Group photos are

preferred, but pictures of individuals who are STILL LIVING will be
welcomed. They will be returned if so desired. Address Show Family
Album Editor, The Billboard, 25-27 Opera place, Cincinnati, 0.

AT LIBERTY

CIRCUS AND CARNIVAL -N)

C

AL RUCKER, care Mrs. Ida Moore, Welsh, Okia.
ja14

VENTRILOQUIST - Darwin and Maguire booked
solid. Send no more letters. If you want to book
this sensational team for spring and summer write
to BOX 912, care Billboard, 1564 Broadway, New
AT LIBERTY

AT LIBERTY-ALIVE, OSSIFIED STONE MAN.
Museum or Freak Show Act. Salary, room
and transportation. Write MAURICE, 1315 W.

DON RICARDO AND HIS

3d St., Los Angeles, Calif.

AVAILABLE TO GO ANYWHERE IMMEDI-

ately-Fine 7 -Piece Band. Union, sober, reFronts,
liable. Organized past three years.
P. A , tuxedos, arrangements, novelties, three
Write
or
vocalists. Have good transportation.
LEADER, Box C-60, Billboard, Cincinwire.
de31
nati, 0.

MUSICIANS

-*)

de31

AT LIBERTY-FOUR ACTS. PISTOL SHARP Royal Cavaliers -10 Men, Girl Vocalist. For
shooter; Electric Chair, real flashy; Tattoo
location, January 1st. Permanent address, 650 Artist; Sword Box, smallest on road, 16x18x34
de31
No. Dearborn, Chicago.
No banners. Two people. No ups
inches.
or down, only own stuff. Museum or side
AT LIBERTY JAN. 2D -7 -PIECE BAND FOR show. Now or coming season. The original
All essentials, doubles, vocals, TEXAS CLIFF OVERMYER, 200 North St., Frelocation.
style. Will augment. Now playing Country mont, O.
Club, Lawton, Okla. Address KLAYTON KEL
AT LIBERTY - RAE-TERRILL. ONE OF THE
LOCG ORCHESTRA, Lawton, Okla.

AT LIBERTY

VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS

York, N. Y.

AT LIBERTY

BANDS AND ORCHESTRAS

salary, room and board proposition, or what

have you. TED ASHLEY, 415 E. Columbia St.,
ja7
Detroit, Mich.
PIANO MAN-Read, jam and take -off. Hines
style. Neat, sober, reliable, married. Arrange
some, tune pianos. Age 30, experienced night clubs
and shows. Have house trailer. Cut or no notice.

20 years ago. It is specially requested that pictures be CLEAR and that

once.

PIANIST - SOLOS, SONGS.
ability.

Appearance,
Excellent
reader.
MAURICE LUCKETT, Eddyville, Ky.

VAITIS BEHIND THE DRUMS-WILL
sound off any New Year auspiciously. Besides receiving an enterprising drummer, some
sedulous leader will restore the quietude of
a long suffering neighborhood. Hates women.
Doesn't smoke, swear, gamble, drink or tell

AL

jokes.

Just an all around sissy "racketeer."

4031 S. Talman, Chicago.

ALTO SAX-DOUBLING CLARINET, VIOLIN.
Union.
LEO JOHNSON, General Delivery,
Galveston, Tex.

most unusual feature annex (Sex Oddity)
Attractions on the road today. Not a so- CELLIST -GUITARIST- HOTEL OR CONCERT.
called Half and Half. Managers looking for a

HOLLAND-VENTRILOQUIST, AND HIS TALKing Dolls, open for engagements for all occasions. Write or wire. 868 Broad St., Bridgeja 1 4
port, Conn.
A-1 TEAM-Harry and Eva La Reane. Med. vaudeville or picture show. Comedy doubles for two
weeks. Don't play our own music. Some dancing.
Man, Toby, up in acts and bits, put them en; double
trumpet. Lady works in acts, bits and double piano
when necessary. Have car and living trailer. Salary
your limit. Sober and reliable. Write, don't wire.
Pilot Point, Tex.
AT LIBERTY-TEAM. Two real people for any
real show. Singles, Double Acts, Bits, Piano.
Have ear. What have you? State salary. BOX C-61,
Billboard, Cincinnati.
DANCE PRODUCER-Young man. Go anywhere.
Latest ideas for chorus. Tambourine, Spanish,
suitcase number, ballroom tap, soft shoe, line routines
or any type number you want in tap or acrobatic.
Also work myself. Dance and enisee. High-class
units only. SLIM HAMILTON, 154 Second St.,
ja7
California, Pa.
MAN AND WOMAN Hokum Comedy Team for
Vaudeville Units or Med. Have car. Can join
KRAMER AND LOUISE, Home
immediately.
Trailer Camp, Tennessee arid Paddock. Cincinnati.
NOVELTY MUSICAL ACT-Single, several specialties, featuring such as playing 3 clarinets same
time; playing sax and clarinet sang, time, etc. Prefer reliable unit or burlesque. Falters and hams lay
'

Florida for the season.
Details in first
new, clean, clever and different attraction for letter
please.
Records and photo to right
1939 that is A-1 in every respect, write for contractor.
MUSICIAN,
535
Cedar,
Washingfull information to RAE-TERRILL, 514 N. 6th ton, D. C.
ja21
St., St. Joseph, Mo.
GIRL TRUMPET - YOUNG, RELIABLE AND
BOOKING FOR 1939-Elsie Von Ritter. "GerGood
union.
Thoroughly experienced.
many's Sensational Siamese Twin Girl," only reader, transpose, fine tone and nice range.
CECIL KRISTAL AND HIS ORCHESTRA -bodied attraction of its kind. Young. everyNine Men and Girl Vocalist Featured. Pre- double
Consider
any
reliable
offer,
preferably
location.
thing
new,
no
heat
or
vulgar
strips
and
can
show
senting smooth, smart dance arrangements anywhere to anyone. Write now.
GEORGIE MUSICIAN, Box C-43, The Billboard, Cincinnati,
satisfying to a discriminating clientele. A class ,:pEATIS JR., 122 S. Hosmer St., Lansing, Mich.
Ohio.
organization for a class location. Now availoff.
BOX 914, care Billboard, 1564 Broadway,
clowns,
best of GIRL ACCORDIONIST WANTS JOB IN SOUTH - New York.
RIDICULOUS
TRIO-Three
regular
ja7
Management: GERRY CARROLL ASSOable.
Address Billprops. Four Acts; go anywhere.
ern Texas, Arizona or New Mexico. Young, PUNCH AND JUDY - Refined, different and
CIATES, 1052 Camp St., New Orleans.
ja21 union, attractive.
board, Chicago.
Also A-1 Pianist; good
talented. De luxe cabinet and figures. Expert
HOTEL T R /0- VIOLIN, CELLO, PIANO;
wardrobe. BOX CH -54, Billboard, Chicago, Ill. manipulation. For theaters, units. clubs. Special
doubling Reed, Rhythm. Woman, two men.
advertising, etc. CALVERT, 226 W. 50111 St.,
AT LIBERTY

Appearance, union. Experience, ten years, three
States: Car. New location anywhere. Hotels,
clubs, resorts. Bookers write TRIO, 77 Wal-

nut, Elmira, N. Y.

ja7

JIMMIE PENNINGTON AND HIS CALIFORNIA

Orchestra after January 3-Fourth Coast to
Coast tour. Positively satisfy on every en-

Eleven musicians, including leader.
Fully and completely equipped. Modern sound
gagement.

equipment, modern library, publicity, billposters, lobby displays, life-size photos, Packard
transportation.

Three Vocalists.

Radio, hotel,

ballroom, night club experience. Now Philadelphia finest ballroom. Prefer South or West.
Wire or write for publicity. P. 0. BOX 4495,
Philadelphia, Pa.

NAME BAND WANTS LOCATION AFTER
Ten men, union. Featured
January 1st.

I WANT A JOB-TENOR AND CLARINET. New Tick.
Satisfaction or

MAGICIANS

No hamburger propositions.
West Coast preferred. Two weeks here.

else.

a) MUSICIAN, Box 825, Cody, Wyo.

ja7

SECOND OR THIRD TRUMPET-READ SOME,
MAGICIAN -ALTO SAXOPHONIST-Age 25, have
ride some. Young, neat appearance. Male.
good wardrobe. Magic for club, school, nitery Answer all. C. M. HULEN Ill, Hughes, Ark.
closeup. Prefer unit. Detroit or vicinity preferred.
Slave beautiful unit act. Only reliable parties com- SOLID STRING BASS, DOUBLING GUITAR.
municate. Address RUDY ROXO, 8214 John R
Name band experience. Available immediDetroit. Mich. TR-2-2566.
ately. BOX C-48, Billboard, Cincinnati. jal 4
YOUNG MAN -20. Some experience doing Magic. TEACHER-VIOLIN, GUITAR, BANJO. HARRY
seeks inure experience and opportunity to learn
ja7
HOHENSHELL, 1006 Raynor, Joliet, Ill.
booking, etc., thoroughly. Will also buy used props.

BOX 915, Billboard, New York City.
AT LIBERTY

TROMBONE - TROUPER FOR CIRCUS.

R. R. SAWYER, West Plains, Mo.
TRUMPET MAN-AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
Age 22.

MISCELLANEOUS

Write or wire your proposition to

MUSICIAN 629% Parmenter St., Menominee,

Mich.
DRUMMERSwingplenty, sight read. Shows or
concert. Thoroughly experienced, young. Can
MARSHALL
Best references.
loin at once.
deli
SMITH. Ilionek House, Coxsackie, N. Y.

Vocalists, Glee Club. Agents, managers, contact. BOX 357, Billboard, Chicago.
AT LIBERTY after January 1-Six-Piece Dance
Bookers, Advance Men and Women-InterBand. 3 Saxes, Trumpet, Piano and Drums. Modern sweet swing style, suitable for hotel or club. nationally Known Performer Needs You. Act STRING BASS-Available now. Dance or StrollFloor show experience. Wire. ORCHESTRA, 2225 now and give yourself the best Christmas present
ing Combination. All essentials, sober and rede31
Jones St.. Omaha, Neb.
Age 35. Can sing. Have good car and
ever, now and forever. Call, wire or write at liable.
new
house trailer. GEO. LACKEY, 2807 Oliver
FOUR -PIECE BAND, doubling 10 instruments- once for full particulars to CHARLES M. POLK, St., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
dell
Vocal, January 5. Pianist plays Hammond Or- Box 429, Arcadia, Fla.
gan. organized and on this job four years. Modern
AT LIBERTY
awing or sweet. Fine appearance, personality. Ref- TICKET SELLER-SECRETARY-Fast, accurate
Honest, steady,
Prefer clubs or hotels.
Good correspondent.
typist.
erences. Can augment.
Age 30. Can double stage.
ORCHESTRA LEADER, 277 Williams St., Dead- sober young man.
PARKS AND FAIRS
ja7 JERRY ELLER, 805 Curtis St., Albany, Calif.
wood, S. D.
ja7
ROYAL CHICAGOANS have renewed contract in
AUGUSTUS - High -Class Trapeze Artist.
Denver for 4 weeks and will accept any offer from UNITS, SHOWMEN. INDOORS, Outdoors-Get a CHAS.
Committees wanting a real feature novelty act for
nal new, timely, amazing attraction. 'Phe most indoor
hotels, nite clubs, etc. Contract must be not less
circus
and other en tits, get in Pinch with me.
Stan
before
the
public
today.
than 3 mouths and salary must be good, as band motion Niechanical
anywhere. Proven I have complete and flashy iippantt us and do a real
can cut any job and floor shows. Sober and reliable l'ehlte anything ever seen. Work
Address
,red price on request.
act.
Literature
Now
honking
for
1939.
attraction
in
two
countries.
Write
5 -piece Band with plenty Doubles, Uniforms.
CHAS. AUGUSTCS. care Dreier Drug Co., 002
or wire ROYAL CHICAGOANS. 15 W. 10th, Den- All mail answered. Address BOX 573, Manchester, Calhoun St.. Ft. Wayne, Ind.
N.
H.
ver, Colo.

ATTENTION! MANAGERS,

de:11

V. KLINE HEADS(Continued from page 113)
Irene Lachmann, Margaret Haney, Sally
Stevens, Ruth Martone, Grace Goss,

Mary Francis, Lucille Parker Heminway,

Martha Walters and Ellen Cramer were
re-elected to the board.

Election was held at conclusion of

the club's bazaar which came to a successful close in time for those assisting
to attend the business meeting. Virginia
Kline, Elizabeth Yearout, Maude Bay singer, Margaret Haney and Helen Brain-

erd Smith, who had gone to St. Louis
to attend the pre -Christmas party staged
by Missouri Show Women's Club and
International Association of Showmen,
returned in time to attend the election.
Altho tired from the trip, they did not
wish to miss the event.
Many lovely articles were sent in for
the bazaar and members reported they
were well pleased with the showing.

Prizes were received from Juanita Strassburg and Sally Stevens, Miami; Ida
Chase, Chicago; Mrs. Phil Little, Dallas;
Margaret Anscher, Des Moines, and Mrs.
C. W. Parker, Leavenworth, Kan. Nellie

Weber was taken into the club and

members voted to give $5 to The Kansas
City Journal Christmas Shoe Fund.

December 31, 1938
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LISTS
TENNESSEE

CONVENTIONS
ALABAMA

Birmingham -Order of Red Men.
M. D. Friedman, Box 494.

Apr.

8.

Northampton -State Agri. Fairs Assn. Jan.
19-20. A. W. Lombard, 136 State House,
Boston.

Nashville -State Assn. of Fairs. Feb. 7. 0. D.
Massa, Cookeville, Tenn.
Nashville -F. & A. Masons. Jan. 25-26.
T. E. Dodd.
TEXAS
Dallas -State Assn. of Fairs. Jan. 27-28.
0. L. Fowler, Denton, Tex.
Ft. Worth -Order of Odd Fellows. March 1921. S. M. Williams, Dallas.
Houston - Texas & Southwestern Cattle
Raisers' Assn. March 21-23. Henry Bell,
Coliseum Bldg., Ft. Worth.
Houston-Soc. of Amer. Florists. Feb. 14-15.
Robt. H. Roland, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
San Antonio -State Woodmen of the World.
March 20-23. R. E. Miller, Dallas.
San Antonio -Knights Templar. Apr. 24-25.
T. Bartley, Waco, Tex.

Worcester -Union Agrl. Meeting. Jan. 4-6.
ARIZONA
E. S. Carpenter, Mass. State College, AmDouglas -F. & A. M., R. A. Masons & Knights
herst, Mass.
Templar. March 27-31. J. H. Barrett, Box
MICHIGAN
1057.
Douglas -State Elks' Assn. Apr. -. L. J. Detroit - Michigan Showmen's Banquet &
Ball.
Jan.
17.
Laux.
Douglas-Un. Spanish War Veterans. Apr. -. Detroit -State Assn. of Fairs. Jan. 18-19.
Chester M. Howell, Chesaning. Mich.
T. L. Harsell, 1444 9th st.
UTAH
Globe -Order of Odd Fellows. Apr. 17. G. H. Lansing -State Assn. of Nurserymen. Feb. -. Salt Lake City -Veteran
Odd Fellows' Assn.
H. E. Hunziker, Niles. Mich.
Williams, 323 Sutherland st.
W.
N.
Gundry,
41 P. 0. place.
Feb.
25.
Safford -State Cattle Growers' Assn. Feb.
MINNESOTA
VERMONT
1-2. Mrs. J. M. Keith, 140 S. Central ave., Minneapolis -State Fed. County Fairs. Jan.
Burlington -State Dairymen's Assn. Jan. 10Phoenix.
11-13 L. 0. Jacob, Rt. 3. Anoka, Minn.
13. H. K. Drury, 87 Main st., Essex JuncARKANSAS
St. Paul -A. F. & A. Masons. Jan. 18. J.
tion, Vt.
Anderson, Masonic Temple.
Little Rock -State Outdoor Adv. Assn. LatVIRGINIA
St. Paul -State Farm Bureau. Jan. 16-19.
ter part of March. J. P. Baird, Box 186.
Old
Point Comfort -State Dairymen's Assn.
J. S. Jones, 808 Globe Bldg.
Little Rock -State Soc. Sons of Amer. RevoJan. 26. R. G. Connelly, Blacksburg, Va.
lution. Feb. 22. M. E. Mitchell, 536 Center St. Paul -State Rainbow Veterans' Assn. Feb. Richmond
-State Assn. of Fairs. Jan. 23-24.
J. Dunphy.
st., Conway.
C. B. Ralston, Box 482, Staunton, Va.
CALIFORNIA
MISSISSIPPI
Richmond
-A. F. & A. Masons. Feb. 14-15.
Los Angeles -Pacific Coast Showmen's Assn. Jackson -F. & A. Masons. Feb. 15. E. L.
J. M. Clift, Masonic Temple.
Faucette, Meridian, Miss.
Banquet & Ball. Jan. 17.
Richmond
-Woodmen
of World of Va. Apr.
Oakland -R. & S. & R. A. Masons. Apr. Macon -Junior Order Apr. 25. W. D.
11-12. J. W. Gentry, 3120 Griffith ave.
Hawkins. Box 543 Meridian, Miss.
20-21.
Richmond -Amer. Soc. for Hort. Science.
Oakland -Knights Templar. Apr. 24-25. T. A.
MISSOURI
Dec. 28-30. H. B. Tukey, Box 299, Geneva,
Davies, 423 Masonic Temple, San Fran- Kansas City -Western Assn. of Nurserymen.
N. Y.
cisco.
Jan. 3-5. George W Holsinger, Kansas
WASHINGTON
Oakland -Intl. Order of Fire Eaters. Fel). -.
City Kan.
-Northwest Florists' Assn. March 13Walter Edison, 518 24th st.
Kansas City -Heart of America Showmen's Seattle
14.
Clyde
Lester,
Box 485, Walla Walla,
Oakland-Natl. Pigeon Assn. Jan. 14-18.
Club Banquet & Ball. Dec. 31. Frank Capp.
Wash.
H. P. Baldwin, Box 502, Kansas City, Mo.
St. Joseph -R. A Masons. Apr. 25. R. L.
WEST
VIRGINIA
San Francisco -Amer. Natl. Live -Stock Assn.
Berger. Ironton. Mo4,
Charleston -Shrine Directors' Assn. March
Feb. 15-17. F. E. Mollin, 515 Cooper Bldg.,
MONTANA
23-25. L. C. Fischer, Box 635.
Denver, Colo.
-Rocky Mountain Assn. of Fairs. Jan. Martinsburg -State Hort. Soc. Feb. 1-2.
San Francisco -Western Fairs Assn. Jan. 5-7. Havre
22-23. Jack M Suckstorff, Sidney, Mont.
Tevis Paine, Sacramento, Calif.
Livingston -Rodeo Assn. of Amer. Jan. 6-7. Milwaukee -StateWISCONSIN
Assn. of Fairs. Jan, 4-8.
COLORADO
Fred S. McCargar Salinas, Calif.
J. F. Malone, Beaver Dam, Wis.
Denver -P. of H., State Grange. Jan. 17-19.
NEBRASKA
Milwaukee
-A.
A.
S. R. Masons. Apr. 11-13.
Rudolph Johnson, Boulder, Colo.
Grand Island -Knights Templar. Apr. 20-21.
H. Crandall.
CONNECTICUT
L.
Smith,
Omaha.
Sheboygan
-State
Dairymen's
Assn. March
Hartford -F. & A. Masons. Feb. 1-2. W. Lincoln -State Assn. of Fair Managers.
Jan.
21-22. A. C. Thomson. Ft. Atkinson, Wis.
Buck,
23-25.
C.
G.
Marshall,
Arlington,
Neb.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CANADA
Washington -Order of Odd Fellows. Jan. 24- Omaha -State Poultry Assn. Jan. 1. E. Brandon, Man. -Poultry Assn. of Man. March
Smiley, Seward. Neb.
26. H. L. Anderson, 419 7th st., N. W.
G.
Coleman.
-Farmers' Educl & Co -Op. Union.
Washington -Knights of Pythias. Feb. 20. Omaha
Feb. 9-10. E. L. Shoemaker, 39th & Leaven- Calgary, Alta. -Knights of Pythias. March
W. A. Kimmel.
8-9. A. E. Hartley, No. 2 Dominion Bank
worth sts.
Washington -Order of Red Men. Feb. 13-14.
Bldg., Medicine Hat.
NEW JERSEY
W. M. Alexander, 4106 5th st., N. W.
Calgary,
Alta.-Un. Farmers of Alta. Jan.
New Brunswick -State Farm Bureau. Jan. -.
FLORIDA
17-19. E. Birch,
H.
E.
Taylor,
19
W.
State
st.,
Trenton.
B.
Hollywood -State Hort. Soc. Apr.
Medicine
Hat,
-Order of Odd Fellows.
Trenton-Agrl. Week & State Farm Show. March 9-10. Alta.
Floyd, Davenport, Fla.
A. B. Ballentine, 203 IOOF
Jan. 24-27. W. C. Lynn, Dept. of Agrl.
Miami -State Aviation Assn. Jan. 6. G. W.
Temple,
Calgary.
NEW MEXICO
Gray, Box 1494, Orlando, Fla.
Que.-Knights of Pythias. Feb. 15.
Orlando -State Elks' Assn. Apr. -. M. F. Clovis -State Cattle Growers' Assn. March Montreal.
S. 8. Segal.
21-22. A. Brownfield, Florida, N. M.
O'Brien, Jacksonville.
Montreal,
Que.-F. & A. Masons. Feb. 8.
St. Augustine -Knights of Pythias. Apr. 26NEW YORK
W. Williamson.
38.
I. Feiden, Box 495.
Albany -Agri. Soc. of N. Y. Jan. 18. P. M. Saskatoon,
Sask.-Sask. Agrl. Socs.' Assn. Jan.
Tampa -State Firemen's Assn. Apr. -. F. C.
Eastman, State Office Bldg.
12-13.
John G. Rayner, Univ. of Sask.,
Pfaender, Chattahoochee, Fla.
Albany -State Assn. County Agrl. Societies:
Saskatoon.
Tampa -Tin Can Tourists. Jan. 16-29. A. D.
Feb. 21. G. W. Harrison, 131 N. Pine ave.
Ont.-Hort. Assn, of Ont. March
Steele, 58 W. Hudson st., Columbus, 0.
Ithaca -Farm and Home Week. Feb. 13-18. Toronto,
2-3. J. A. Carroll, Parliament Bldgs.
R. H. Wheeler, Roberts Hall, Ithaca.
GEORGIA
Toronto,
Ont.-Holstein-Friesian
Assn. of Can.
Atlanta -Outdoor Adv. Assn. of Ga. Jan. 13- Jamestown -State Poultry Assn. Jan. 10.
Feb. 8. G. M. Clemons, Brantford.
E. G. Jones. Box 472, Rochester, N. Y.
14. G. Ripley, Box 1134.
Toronto,
Ont.-Ont.
Assn.
of
Agrl.
Societies.
York -American Bantam Assn. Jan. 3-8.
Macon -R. & S. Masons. Apr. 28. W. J. New
Feb. 23-24. J. A. Carroll.
G. A. Fitterer, Box 464, Chicago.
Penn Jr.
Windsor,
Ont.-R.
A.
Masons.
Apr.
27-28.
Rochester -State Hort. Soc. Jan. 10-13. R. P.
ILLINOIS
E. Smith. London, Ont.
McPherson, R. D., Le Roy, N. Y.
Chicago -Coin Machine Mfrs.' Assn. Jan. 16Winnipeg,
Man.
-R.
A.
Masons.
Feb.
8.
Geo.
19. James A. Gilmore, Sherman Hotel.
NORTH CAROLINA
Syme, Masonic Temple.
Chicago -State Nurserymen's Assn. Jan. 10- Raleigh -State Assn. Agrl. Fairs. Jan. 19-20.
Winnipeg, Man. - Western Can. Assn. of
12. M. W. Bryant, 1115 S. Main st., PrinceA. H. Fleming, Louisburg, N. C.
Exhns. Jan, 18-18. Sid W. Johns, Saskaton.
NORTH DAKOTA
toon, Sask.
Chicago -State Agrl. Assn. Jan. 30 -Feb. 1. Devils Lake - State Farmers' Grain Dirs.'
Winnipeg,
Man. -Western Can. Fairs Assn.
P. E. Mathias, 608 S. Dearborn st.
Assn. Early in Feb. C. H. Conaway, 4% S.
Jan. 16-18. Keith Stewart, Portage la
Chicago--Natl. Fraternal Congress of Amer.
Broadway, Fargo.
Prairie,
Man.
35
E.
Wacker
Feb. 21-22. F. F. Farrell,
Fargo -R. & S. Masons. Jan.424-25. W. L. Winnipeg, Man. -Canadian Midwest Fairs
drive.
Stockwell.
Assn.
Jan. 16-18. A. E. Russell, LethPeoria -State Farmer Grain Dealers' Assn. Fargo -State Assn. of Fairs. Jan. 19-20.
bridge, Alta.
Feb. 14. L. Farlow, Bloomington.
Dick Forkner, Langdon, N. D.
Springfield -State Assn. of Agrl. Fairs. Feb.
OHIO
1-2. E. E. Irwin.
Columbus -State Bro. of Magicians. Jan. 2728. S. W. Reilly, 57 E. Long st.
INDIANA
-State Fair Mgrs.' Assn. Jan. 11Indianapolis -State Farm Bureau Fed. Latter Columbus
12.
Mrs. D. A. Detrick, Bellefontaine, 0.
part of Feb. Mrs. L. Scott.
Columbus
-Woodmen
of World. Apr. 29 -May
Indianapolis -State Assn. Co. & Dist. Fairs.
1. M. L. Tirohn, 1912 Cypress ave., CleveJan. 3-4. Wm. H. Clark, Franklin. Ind.
land.
These dates are for a five -week period.
La Fayette -State Live -Stock Breeders' Assn.
OKLAHOMA
Jan. 11. C. Harper.
CALIFORNIA
Muskogee
-R.
A.
Masons.
Apr.
18.
R.
J.
Jan.
10-12.
La Fayette -State Hort. Soc.
Big Pines - Winter Snow Sports Carnival.
Daugherty, Bartlesville. Okla.
R. L. Winklepleck.
Jan. 28-29. Clifford L. Rawson Jr., ChamOklahoma City -State Farmers' Educ'l & Co IOWA/
ber of Commerce. Los Angeles.
Op. Union. Jan. -. T. Cheek.
Des Moines -State Farm Bureau Fed. Jan. Tulsa
Palm
Springs -Rodeo. Jan. 28-29.
-A.
F.
&
A.
Masons.
Feb.
14-16.
C.
A.
18-20. V. B. Hamilton, 1005 Valley Bank
Pasadena
-Tournament of Roses. Jan. 2.
Sturgeon, Masonic Temple, Guthrie, Okla.
Bldg.
OREGON
FLORIDA
Des Moines -State Farmers' Grain Dealers' Portland -Knights Templar. Apr. 10.
D. G. Bradenton - Auto. Tourists' Assn. Trailer
Assn. Jan. 24-26. D. E. Edison; Box 686,
Cheney,
Masonic
Temple.
Show.
Jan.
23
-Feb.
5. Edw. H. Jungclas,
Ft. Dodge.
1719 Brackman Ave., Cincinnati, 0.
Ft. Dodge -American Band Masters' Assn. Portland -R. A. Masons. Apr. 12.
PENNSYLVANIA
Cocoa
-Indian
River
Orange
Jubilee. Jan.
Glenn
Bainum,
Fisk Hall,
March 20-23.
Harrisburg - State Assn. of County Fairs.
27-30.
Northwestern Univ., Evanston, Ill.
Jan.
26-27.
Chas.
W.
Swoyer
Reading.
Pa.
Miami
-All-American
Air
Maneuvers.
Jan.
'Iowa City -R. & S. & R. A. Masons. Apr. Philadelphia - Mid -Atlantic Canvas Goods
(r-8.
17-19. G. E. Masters. Gl"nwood, Ia.
Mfrs.'
Assn.
Feb.
23-24.
John
Barnett,
ILLINOIS
KANSAS
131 Arch st.
Junction City -State Poultry Breeders' Assn. Pittsburgh
Shrine Circus. Intl. Amphi-State Outdoor Adv. Assn. Jan. Chicago--Medinah
Jan. 5-10. James R. Cowdrey, 3225 W.
theater. Dec. 31 -Jan. 15. Orrin Davenport.
16-17. P. C. Yecker, Box 13, Lancaster, Pa. Chicago -Coin Machine Show. Jan. 16-19.
7th st., Topeka.
Topeka -State Board of Agriculture. Jan. 11SOUTH CAROLINA
James A. Gilmore. Hotel Sherman.
J. C. Mohler, State House, Topeka.
13.
Charleston -A. F. Masons. March 9-19. 0. F. Chicago - Intl. Outdoor Sportsmen's Show,
Topeka -State Assn. of Fairs. Jan. 10-11.
Hart. 502 Masonic Bldg.. Columbia, S. C.
Intl. Amphitheater. Jan. 21-29.
George Harman, Valley Falls. Kan.
Charleston -Junior Order. Apr. 14. C. H.
KENTUCKY
Wichita -F. & A. Masons. Feb. 15-16. Jos. L.
Holsonback, Box 965, Spartanburg, S. C.
Louisville
-Auto Show. Jan. 23-28.
Kirk, York Rite Temple.
Columbia -State Assn. of Fairs. Jan. 16-17..
MARYLAND
J. A. Mitchell, Anderson, S. C.
LOUISIANA
-State Farm Bureau Show. Jan.
New Orleans -Assn. of Southern Agri. Work- Gaffney -R. & S. Masons. Apr. 12. 0. F. Baltimore
C.
Wise.
11-12.
Hart. 502 Masonic Temple Bldg., Columers. Feb. 1-3.
F. E. Miller, Box 1398,
bus S. C.
MASSACHUSETTS
Raleigh. N. C.
New Orleans -F. & A. Masons. Feb. 6. D. P. Spartanburg -Order of Red Men. Apr. 13. Fall River -Police Benefit Fund Circus. Jan.
J.
L.
Smith,
Gaffney,
S.
C.
24-26.
Laguens Jr., 333 St. Charles st.
MAINE
Bangor -State Assn. Agrl. Fairs. Jan. 17-18.
J. S. Butler, Lewiston, Me.
In the Convention List appear only the dates of those meetings which we feel ae
Portland -State Soc. Sons of Amer. Revaluof interest to the amusement industry. In this category we place, besides the strictly
tion. Feb. 22. W. B. Hall, 142 Free st.
MARYLAND
amusement and allied organizations, the following groups:
Baltimore -Order of Odd Fellows. Apr. 17-18.
American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, Disabled Veterans and other Veteran
W. Jones.
organizations, Odd Fellows, Knights of Pythias, Elks, Knights Templars, junior Order
Baltimore -Junior Order. Apr. 18-19. H. L.
United American Mechanics, Eagles, Shriners, Red Men, Sons of American Revolution,
Mennerick. 100 N. Paca st.
Baltimore -State Farm Bureau Fed. Jan. 10Woodmen of the World, Masons, Moose, Knights of Columbus, Horticulture Societies,
12. C. E. Wise Jr.. Sherwood Bldg.
Farm and Home organizations, Live -Stock Associations, Poultry Breeders, Boards of
Elkton -Order of Red Men. Apr. 26. J.
Agriculture, Florist groups, Patrons of Husbandry, State Granges, Firemen and Outdoor
Davis, Berlin. Md.
Advertising Associations.
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston -N. E. Nurserymen's Assn. Jan. 31.
L. Brightwood, Springfield.

-.

-.

-.

'
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Worcester-Aletheia Grotto Circus. Jan,
24.
Emile Rousseau, 1 Waycross st.

16-

'MICHIGAN

Alpena -Winter Carnival. Jan. 27 -Feb. 5.
Ben G. Weight.
Detroit -Detroit & Mich. Expo. 21-30.
Grand Rapids -Auto Show. Jan. 2-7. Ted
Booth.

MINNESOTA

Minneapolis -Food Show. Jan. 24-26.
St. Paul -Farmers & Home -Makers' Week,
Univ. Farm. Jan. 16-20. Dr. W. C. Coffey.
St. Paul -Winter Carnival. Jan. 28 -Feb. 5.
Ellen J. Princehouse, E. 724 First Natl.
Bank Bldg.
MISSOURI
St. 'Louis -St. Louis Patent Show, Municipal
Aud. Jan. 23-28. A. A. Boyle and Earl
Enos, 4259 Olive at.
NEW YORK

Buffalo -Intl. Sport & Outdoor Show, 106th
Field Art. Armory. Jan. 21-28. Donald L.
Guerin, Hotel Statler.
New York -New York Lamp Show. Jan. 2327. George F. Little, 220 Fifth ave.
New York -National Motor Boat Show. Jan.
6-14. Ira Hand, 420 Lexington ave.
OHIO

Toledo -Sportsmen & Home Builders' Show,
Civic Aud. Jan. 28 -Feb. 5. Sam E. Stone,
936 Edison Bldg.

PENNSYLVANIA

Harrisburg -Farm Show of Pa. Jan.

16-20.

J. M. Fry, 208 Agrl. Bldg., State College, Pa.
TEXAS

Dallas -Cotton Festival. Dec. 30. Chamber
of Commerce.
El Paso, --Sun Carnival. Dec. 24 -Jan. 2. Verne
Newcombe, 502 Martin Bldg.

Winter Fairs
CALIFORNIA

Indio -Riverside Co. Fair, Indio Civic Club.
Feb. 3-5. Stewart Yost, mgr.
Imperial -Imperial Co. Fair. March 4-12.
D. V. Stewart.
San Bernardino - National Orange Show.,
Wm. Starke.

March 16-26.

COLORADO

Denver -National Western Stock Show. Jan.
28 -Feb. 4. C. R. Jones, Stock Yards, Denver.

FLORIDA

Bowling Green -Hardee Co. Strawberry Festival. Jan. 16-21. E. S. Holman.
Eustis -Lake Co. Fair. Feb. 20-25. T. S.
Haselton.
Fort Lauderdale-Broward Co. Fair. Feb. 1418. W. E. Parker.
Fort Myers -Southwest Fla. Fair. Feb. 21-25.
C. P. Hauck.
Homestead-Redland District Fruit Festival.
Feb. 27 -March 4. J. M. Croft, 210 Calumet
Bldg., Miami.
Largo -Pinellas Co. Fair. Jan. 10-14. F.
Drew Lewis, mgr.
Melbourne-Brevard Co. Fair Assn. First
week in March. C. H. McNulty.
Orlando -Central Fla. Expo. Feb. 27 -March 4.
Crawford T. Bickford.
Palmetto -Manatee River Fair. Jan. 10-14.
W. E. Mann.
Ruskin -Florida Tomato Festival. Apr. 18-22.
George D. Buchanan.
Sebring -Sebring Firemen's Co. Fair Assn.
March 6-11. W. M. Williams.
Tampa -Pan-American & Hernando DeSoto
Expo. Jan. 30 -Feb. 18. P. T. Strieder,
gen. mgr.
Winter Haven -Florida Orange Festival. Jan.
23-28. Almon R. Shaffer.
LOUISIANA

Lafayette -South. La. Mid -Winter Fair. Jan.
13-15. E. W. Stagg.
TEXAS

El Paso -Southwestern Live Stock & Agrl.
Assn. Feb. 18-22. W. S. Foster.
Ft. Worth -Southwestern Expo. & Fat Stock
Show. March 10-19. John B. Davis.
Houston -Houston Fat Stock Show & Live Stock Expo. Feb. 25 -March 5. W. 0. Cox.
San Angelo -San Angelo Fat Stock Show &
Rodeo. March 3-6. J. C. Deal.
UTAH
Ogden -Ogden Live Stock Show. Feb. 7-14.
Myrta Hales.

Poultry Shows
(These dates are for a five -week period)
CALIFORNIA

Oakland -Jan. 14-18. C. R. King, Box I,
Hayward, Calif.
COLORADO
Delta -Jan. 4-6. J. P. Hartman, Box 177,

Montrose, Colo.
CONNECTICUT
Manchester -Jan. 18-21. Chas. J. Johnson.
Middletown -Jan. 11-13. John L. Fisk, Box
862.

IOWA

Dubuque -Dec. 28 -Jan.

2.

KANSAS

H. E. Williamson.

Junction City -Jan. 5-10. Jas. R. Cowdrey,
3225 W. 17th st., Topeka.

MASSACHUSETTS

Boston -Jan. 11-15. Paul B. Ives, New Haven,
Conn.

Bay City -Jan.
2d st.

MICHIGAN
19-22.

Ben W. Mau, 2009

MISSOURI

Macon -Jan. 3-6. 0. M. Burnhart,
NEW YORK

New York -Jan. 4-8. Fred H. Bohrer, Utica,
N. Y.
NORTH DAKOTA
Grand Forks -Jan. 16-21. W. W. Blain, Box
869.

PENNSYLVANIA

Pittsburgh -Jan. 9-14. Jacob Bedel, 59 Park
st., Millvale, Pa.
SOUTH DAKOTA
Watertown -Jan. 3-6. E. H. Grow.
WYOMING
Casper -Dec. 28-30. C. M. Ferry, Box 364.
Edgerton. Wyo.
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NOVELTIES PREMIUMS
Conducted by MAYNARD L. REUTER

SPECIALTIES

Communications to 1564 Broadway, New York

_938 A BANNER MDSE. YEA
Dummies, Strip -Tease Glasses,

Shavers, SS Plates Best Items

A Column for OPERATORS &

DISTRIBUTORS of SALES BOARDS, SALESCARDS and
TRADE STIMULATORS.

Direct Sellers
Plan Campaign
Public relations drive to

Acute shortage of new numbers felt thruout the year-

agitate for repeal of Green
River ordinances

review of popular items is given-prospects for the
new year appear bright

By BEN SMITH

CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-At a recent meetThe salesboard business is not a comNEW YORK, Dec. 24.-The year 1938 was an active one for the wholesale mering
the National Association of Direct
plicated
business,
but
like
any
other
enchandise industry despite the acute shortage of new items that was felt thruout
of Selling Companies voted unanimously to
the year. While it is impossible to estimate accurately the total volume of sales terprise it does present its share Ed
the industry chalked up during the 12 months, early reports indicate the volume problems to the man who is in it.
renew its efforts toward organization of
will be ahead of 1937 figures. Troubled conditions in Europe and the Far Fast re- Graham, now working Philadelphia, has a public relations campaign during 1939.
sulted in curtailment of imported merchandise with a consequent boom in the run into a few of them and he writes
The projected campaign will be an exsale of American -made goods. Viewing the year as a whole, four developments from this letter to tell us about it:

NO
0
us

BIC

By

JOHN
CARY

BINGO HAS HAD its share of upS
and downs during the past year. In
some cities ops hungry for big profits

deserted prize awards for huge money
prizes and reaped a harvest of grief for
Cash prizes were the basic
cause of all the difficulties. In many
themselves.

cities like Ft. Wayne, Indi., the city fathers

were broad-minded enough to realize
that the game itself was not at fault,
but the men behind it, so they wisely

put the clamps on cash games and

okehed prize awards. Other municipal
administrations were not so liberal,
however, and merchandise games were

banned along with cash games.

THE GRIEF STIRRED UP by the use

of cash prizes during 1938 is an object
lesson which all operators should heed.
The continuation of cash awards in 1939
will only bring about a more widespread
demise of the game. Most every State
in the Union has an anti -lottery law on
its statute books. Unfortunately, there
are enough decisions on law books citing

a sales angle were of outstanding im- "Many thanks for your reply to my
portance. First was the popularity which recent request for information on penthe ventriloquial dummy enjoyed. Ap- dulum clocks. At the time you indicated
pearing on the markets in the latter part some interest in my activities. Well,
of 1937, the Charlie McCarthys, Dummy here's the answer-don't blame me, you

Hosiery Mills, Jewel Tea Co. and Serve.
Inc., it was indicated.

Dans and Willie Talks reached the zenith
of their popularity in_early spring. They
proved to be popular numbers on sales boards and as prize awards at bingos and
on concession stands.

asked for it.

The second number to enjoy widespread popularity during the year was
the various lines of strip -tease glasses.
The Peek -a -Boo and Hotsy-Totsy glasses
resulted in ready sales. At the peak of
their popularity the demand was cut
short by the appearance of strip -tease
decals which enabled those who wanted
the glasses to make them themselves.
This number also found its best sales
being chalked up in the early months

48 -hole card which gives away two major $100,000, a sum estimated to be adequate

To raise funds for the campaign, the
"First of all I am sending along the reported plan is to place assessments on
inclosures for a little constructive criti- gross sales volume of individual comcism, if you will be good enough to give panies. It is expected that such an
it." (Editor's Note: Graham inclosed a assessment will guarantee a total of

prizes, one to the seller and one to the
winner and two consolation awards on
a $12.28 take, 1 to 29 cents.) "I think
there are a lot of things wrong with my
present set-up, but whether it's the
board, the items or a combination of
both, or the type of spot I work I don't
know. I am aware, however, from various comments in your column, as well
as from other sections of The Billboard,
of 1938.
that there is plenty about the salesboard
Third movement of importance took business that I don't know.
place in the electric shaver field. While
How He Cot Started
cheaper razors began appearing on the
market in the early part of the year, sales
"Have been in this line for two years
really began to leap forward in the fall now. Quit a job in Boston to go on the
when Schick and Packard cut prices with_ road with one of the boys from Chicago.
in a week's time. This move was met Anyway, I averaged about $55 per week
with similar reductions in prices thruout as a salesman (or 'placement man,' as
the field and competition that ensued you refer to that particular job), about
brought prices down to the level where what I had been making selling books
every man could afford to shave elec- for Collier's in New England.
trically and sales boomed.
"By last March I had gotten together
The advent of the permanent Social a few hundred dollars and went in for
Security plate business was the fourth myself. Started in Akron and worked
important development in the field. Be- Erie, Pa.; buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse
ginning on a small scale in midsummer and Utica, N. Y., and so to Boston; then
months, the number quickly caught on. on to Hartford and Bridgeport, Conn.,
The perfection and marketing of portable and Newark and Trenton, N. J. Am now
stamping devices further stimulated the in Philadelphia. I use the Airmeter
field, and sales for the balance of the clock, an Ingraham watch and pen sets.
year hit the $1,000,000 mark, it is esti-

bingo for cash as a violation of lottery
laws to arm any crusader with plenty
How He Works
ammunition who is anxious to gain for mated.
himself the publicity that an attack on
"Work large auto places, such as Ford
Other Fields
bingo will bring. So let the pledge for
and Buick (mechanics), hotels, hospiAs usual there was much activity in tals
1939 be to stay from the lure of cash
and large restaurants (kitchens and
of pee- storerooms),
awards and concentrate on straight the radio field. The introductionbrilliant
bakeries, laundries, brewwee -type receivers, done in
quality merchandise games.
and factories. Can't seem to click
colors, proved to be a needed shot in the eries
the front office. I put out an average
arm for the salesboard and prize busi- in eight
a, day, four days a week, leaving
AS 1938 DRAWS TO A CLOSE there nesses and these numbers found ready of
either
the clock itself, or the wrist watch
is no doubt but that bingo emerges as sales thru prize outlets.
(men's) and the clock circular. The best
the champ fund-raising medium of the
Much promotion was put .behind break
I can average is about 25 per cent
year. It is impossible to estimate with various makes and designs of clocks or
eight collections per week. I
any degree of accuracy the total amount which appeared thruout the year. The sellabout
Tuesday to Friday and collect Satof money that has been raised by Kal-Klox made its debut early in the urdays
and
Mondays. I give the busichurches and organizations thru bingo, year and was closely followed by the ness two or
three checks, going back
but it cannot be denied that this Chieftan numeral clock, traveling clocks once and sometimes
twice to the precedamount easily scales the million -dollar and the Gondolier. In the fall various ing town.
mark. Funds from bingo have paid off electric pendulum clocks appeared on
church debts, made it possible for hos- the market.
About Placements and His Deal
pitals to take care of indigent patients
Candid cameras entered the lower
"In one of your articles you said a
and provided the wherewithal for or- priced field in the spring and their popu- placement man should put out 18 or 20
ganizations to carry on charitable ac- larity on board deals and concession per day. The best week I ever had was
tivities. It has 'ent poor children to stands boomed thruout summer months. 62. When I was working for the Chicago
schools, fed unfortunates in the bread Minifoto, Candex and Silver models were operator I used to average about 50 per
lines, built lodge halls, schools, hospitals used extensively.
week. He advanced me 90 cents per
Indirectly it has
and sanitariums.
Monkey mits enjoyed a brief revival order, against $3 commission per collecgiven work to thousands and pleasure to during summer months and Zoop Ball tion on the same size card, $12.28, using
millions of devotees.
staged a sporadic flurry. A new type about the same value merchandise. At
sun glass called Sun -Ex, made of trans- that time I was getting a break of about
per cent, so always had some money
OFF THE CUFF: A rumor emanating parent plastic, went well, and Snow 35
from the New York World's Fair region White and the Seven Dwarfs numbers ap- coming when a town was closed out.
(See BINGO BUSINESS on page 130)

pansion of that waged for the association in the past year by Real Silk

(See 1938 A BANNER on page 130)

(See DEALS on page 130)

for the drive. Further efforts will be in
the hands of a committee appointed by
Philip Meyers, of Fashion Frocks, Inc.,
Cincinnati, president of the association.
Main object of the campaign will be to
oppose such legislation as the Green
River Ordinance, which prohibits doorto-door selling without invitation. Other
objectives will be to create a more
favorable attitude toward direct sellers

thru use of local newspaper copy and
improvement within the industry thru

the adoption of a self -regulatory code.
Past efforts in combating Green River
legislation proved so successful that su-

preme courts of Florida, Maryland and
South Carolina held the ordinance unconstitutional. The United States Supreme Court also handed down a unani-

mous decision invalidating all local ordinances that prohibit house -to -house distribution of printed material on the
grounds that such ordinances are uncon-

stitutional under articles of the constitution guaranteeing the United States a
free press. A district court in Oklahoma
also declared Green River ordinances
unconstitutional and void.
Sentiment of those attending the
meeting was that if this work is to

continue at all it must be carried on
in the future under direct sponsorship
of the association. Association includes
more than 150 companies and nearly all
are of major size. It represents the bulk
of an employment roster numbering
2,700,000 men and women. Of this number 700,000 are said to devote full-time

to selling with the remainder working
part-time.

Discussing the industry's needs in
public relations, Chester E. Foust, director of Industrial Relations, Inc., the
organization in charge of the current
campaign for the three . companies
named, emphasized that use of news-

paper copy supporting those engaged in
direct selling, particularly in smaller
cities, could do much to change present
unfavorable attitudes. Foust also stated
that a major weapon needed by the association in fighting legislation detrimental to its interests is a counteroruinance to present in place of proposed
anti laws. This type of an ordinance,

he said, would provide for voluntary
self -regulation by the industry itself.
He named Texas and Colorado as States
where proponents of Green River laws
are now most active. The latest revised
list issued by the National Protective
Council shows that 402 cities have Green
River ordinances or laws of similar type

on their statute books.
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II BINGO OPERATORS
Be sure and contact us today for full details on the most complete line

of Merchandise in the country suitable for Bingo Games, Celebrations,
Bazaars, Indoor Carnivals, etc.

Items
Write to The Billboard, Buyers' Service
Department, 25 Opera Place, Cincinnati, 0., for addresses of companies
in this department supplying the
items which interest you.

The ELGIN " KWIK -SHAVE"

ELECTRIC DRY. SHAVER
DEPENDABLE SELF-STARTING MOTOR.

DOUBLE -EDGE SHAVING HEAD.
STREAMLINED CASE.
Reaches a new high In quality and performance-compares favorably with other higher.
priced shavers-yet Is astoundingly low priced.
Made for 110 -volt A.C. current only. Individually boxed, complete with cord and plun.

GELLMAN BROS

119 NerthrourthSt.
.MINNEAPOLILAIINN

Sharpener

WISCONSIN
DELUXE
CORPORATION
1 9 0 2 - 12 NORTH TIIIMO
ST., Nolli-VVAUKEE.vviscomssr

What promises to be a feature spe-

cialty of the season is the flameless
pocket warmer just brought out by
Kumfy Warmer Co. Said to be a smash

WIND-UP

seller wherever shown, item is light in
weight, pocket size and starts in a jiffy

with a match and gives heat for

\` ALL NEW
AND

12

hours. There is no flame, however, and
unit is harmless. Gives gentle, com-

forting warmth in coldest weather and
can be carried in glove, pocket, shoe or
stocking or inside clothing. Item is avail-

able at a price that can meet most any
prize budget, or can be pitched at a
worth -while margin of profit, it is re-

Each In Attrac-

tive Tuck Box.

B4C334-

:% $2.00

N. SHURE CO.
200 W. ADAMS ST., CHICAGO.
Ar

LATEST STYLE

FUR
COATS
Genuine Fur Coats,
all types, all sizes,

.)

ALL FAST SELLERS
The Toys listed here are best sellers for
Pitchmen, Window Workers and Demonstrators.

Seal, Swagor Semi -Fitted
Models.
ger

Latest

acul, Black and
Brown Coney, Gray
Krimmer, Skunk 1/ 3 De.
Soler o, Skunk posit, Bal.
Chubby.
F inest C. O. D.

quality. A-1 workmanship. Excellent Prizes for
-bingo and salesboard operators.

Rush your orders today for Immediate delivery.

Lowest prices

In fur history.

Send for New Illustrated Catalog
Showing Coats We Sell You.

M. SEIDEL & SON
243 W. 30th St., N. Y.

tions and garages.

A handy auto accessory that has the
earmarks of a winter money maker for
demonstrators. pitchmen and agents is
the gadget for removing sleet, snow and
steam from windshields just introduced
by the Cooper Products Co. Sponge
rubber on one side takes steam off the
inside of windshield or window, and
hard rubber on the other side removes
sleet or snow from the outside. Item fits
in a side pocket when not In use. Firm
claims item has many household uses,
too, giving it wide appeal.

Ea

styles In Black Car-

C.

Pie Trimmer and Sealer
ELGIN& WALTHAM $295

u

RENEWED
GUARANTEED Men's Wrist Watches
Wholesale Jeweler Since 1914.
Send for Free Catalog.
Watch, 7 Jewels

25% Deposit, Balance C. 0. D. I

LOUIS PERLOFF,
729 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

New Cases.

New Leather

A gadget that seals edges and keeps
juices from running out of pies is being
marketed by the Vaughn Novelty Mfg.
Co. Gadget is well made, it is reported,
and comes complete with colored catalin
handle. Number should be a good pitch
item at fairs next season, since it has
wide appeal and is priced low enough to
allow a wide margin of profit, the maker

C. 0. D. orders. Order from this ad.

8655 Running Turtle

BB56 Crawling Baby
BB57 Tumbling Clown
BB58 Prancing Penguin
BB59 Swimming Doll.
BB60 Hula Dancer
BB61 Coon Jigger

Doz.
40c
85c
80c
85c
80c
85c

FREE

LEVIN EROS.

TERRE HAUTE,
INDIANA

THANKS A MILLION !

TO OUR LEGION OF VALUED FRIENDS AND THE ENTIRE OUTDOOR SHOW WORLD.

'

We Appreciate Your Wonderful Co-operation in Making 1938 a Most Successful Year.
Everything Possible to Warrant Your Continued Confidence in Us Will Be Our Aim During the Coming Year
To All We Extend Season's Greetings and a Wish for a Happy and Prosperous 1939.

PREMIUM SUPPLY CORP.
hilt3139 OLIVE ST.,STIOUISMO.

NOTICE
TO

ADVERTISERS
Send Your Advertising Copy

for January 7 Issue
Early

states.

1998 Wholesale
Catalog
world-wide

bargains; 4,000
salesmen's

cialties;

by Excel Mfg. Corp. a profitable addition to their line. Kit is made of metal
finished in French ivory. Contains all
accessories for sewing,

Has 260 pages

of

Needle -book workers should find the
new Excel Handy Mending Kit marketed

spe-

selling
plans; new crea-

darning

and

wholesale prices.

This catalog

IN CINCINNATI by Friday morning,

Fast Seller
for Depart-

Send for
a copy today.
Free.

ment Store
Workers
a n d !Sales

BARGAIN SPECIALS
Gross.

T622 Quality Face Powder
52.75
N284 Clip Combs
2.79
N310 Men's Quality Black Pocket Comb 1.98
V89 Assorted Charms
.55
Small Camera with 2 films
3.95
N203 Home Needle Book, 22 needles_ 1.08
E308 Elgin Dry Shaver, In dozen lots,

SPORS CO.
12-38 Erle St.,
LeCenter, Minn.

must be in Cincinnati earlier than

ELGIN CANDID CAMERA

Is

eacn
.85
H563 Smooth Sailing D. E. Blades,
1.000
2.95
H584 Smooth Sailing S. E. Blades, 100 .50

all advertising copy for January 7 issue
usual. All advertising copy for which

ing values -at

rock bottom

ON ACCOUNT OF HOLIDAYS,
SUNDAY AND MONDAY,
JANUARY 1 and 2,

mending and includes such devices as a
scissors sharpener, needle threader and
darning dome. Firm reports the item is
making a big hit with housewives.

tions; outstand-

Card Operators.

Ea..

25', Deposit on C. 0.

BENGOR PRODUCT) co.
878 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Gross

$ 4.50

9.50
9.00
9.50
9.00
9.60
51.25
14.00
1.90
BB62 0-U Scotty Dog
21.00
BB63 Pop -Pop Boats
75c
8.00
BB64 Gyroscope Tops, Hurst $1.50.. .17.50

Strap.

Mending Kit

Item.

25% deposit must accompany

IMPORTERS - JOBBERS

One of the newest ideas in traffic
safety measures and one that is said to
be making a hit is the warning signal
that both rings and flashes when an
auto or truck goes into reverse to give
ample warning to those in the path of
danger. Item was .recently introduced
to the direct selling and demonstrator
trade by Federal Back -Up Signal Co.
and attaches easily to the rear bumper
of any car or truck. Company reports
that emphasis on safe driving in many
States should mean quantity orders
among bus and taxi fleets, filling sta-

Windshield Cleaner

00

P'c'd

TOYS

s,.

Back -Up Signal

For Single or
Double - Edge
Blades. Size
Ins.
2% x 1

No.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG AND LISTINGS.

Flameless Pocket Warmer

ported. It makes a flashy demonstrator.

Razor Blade

OUR 1938 CATALOG COVERING A FULL LINE OF
XMAS GIFTS IS NOW READY

11

special position is requested MUST BE

We will be able to
take care of a few ads not requirDecember 30.

ing special position on Saturday, December 31.

SEND YOUR COPY IN EARLY FOR

BEST ATTENTION and POSITION

Shaver,

In Handsome
Leatherette Case.

Electric Shavers are selling hot and still have a
big season ahead, and if they can be sold for
less, Hagn will do It. Here Is latest model dual
head Willard Shaver, with straight A. C. motor.

Shaves as well as shavers selling
at. $15.00. Order No. B51. Complete In folding leatherette Case. Each, 96c. Per
Dozen

Sample, Postpaid, $1.25.

No. Ell 086 - Packard Lektro-Shavers. Hundreds of thousands sold at $15.00. Now
$5.00 each. In lots of six, each $4.50.
No. B10 It 67 - Famous Rand Close Shaver,
by the makers of Remington. Retail $9.50.
A.C. only. Only $6.17 each. In lots of six,
each $5.70.

WRITE - WIRE TODAY.
25% Deposit on C. 0. D. Jewelry, Novelty and
Premium Holiday Cat. No. 386 sent on request.
Mention your business. We do not sell retail.
Prices Less 2% Cash Discount.

JOSEPH HAGN CO.
and Importers

Extra Value!

Ellnoto ism

*

-f

,:" C W -'

5 for $10.50

Chicago, III.

$ 2 I2,5

,1; 0)1

5 for $10.50

Exquisitely Styled 101/2 L. Chrome cases in as link
with
beautiful
designs
Forted engraved
bracelet to match. Guaranteed jeweled moveAn
Each in attractive gift case.
ments.

No. BB 9583-Ladles' Bracelet Watch.

amazingly Big Value and whirlwind premium
Save money NOW by ordering five
item.
Watches for $110.50.

ROHDE-SPENCER CO.
223 W. Madison St.

usual popularity, especially before Easter
and Christmas holidays. Stuffed scotties

lower the 29 -cent top with more punches,

should feel the lift the introduction of
these items will bring.

or more punches and a straight one to
29 with no skips? If I raised the merchandise to $8 or so and put on one or
two men, what commission could I pay

Bakelite case.

Wholesalers

DEALS

and teddy bears again proved to be
(Continued from page 128)
He, of course, had a man who did noth- worth -while concession numbers.
ing but collect.
Prospects for 1939
"Brewer makes this card for me. There
What is ahead of the industry for the
are only 16 numbers less than 29 cents. new
year? It is difficult to forecast.
I generally promise the seller an extra Social
Security plates should reach new
pen set for quick action, but as a rule highs during
coming year with milgive it to him anyway, even if it takes lions of morethe
citizens destined to come
him five weeks, which I sdt as a limit. under the jurisdiction
of the Social SeThe payout averages about $4, so the curity Act. Stuffed animals
and mechanprofit is slightly over $8.
ical toys should hold their own. The
paramount need is the development of
What To Do?
"Would I do better with better mer- new items. Perhaps it will be met during
chandise on this size card? Should I the coming months. If it is, the industry

Electric

217-225 W. Madison St.,

Chicago

Improved business conditions thruout
the country, increased purchasing power

among workingmen due to a boom in
employment and other barometers are
evidence that the seeds for a bright year
are being sown. How large a crop will
be harvested depends on business condianything you can suggest along these tions
in the months to come.
lines will be appreciated.
"I realize this is a pretty large order.
And I won't mind if for any reason you BALLYHOOare not at liberty or are unable to an(Continued from page 113)
them, as I would have to pay a collector
about $45 a week? Would you suggest
a larger card say $13.95 or so? In fact

swer me in detail.

canvas curtains on the grounds with
"Merry Christmas!" By noon every man,
"You mentioned something about cig- woman and child had arrived in the
aret deals. This, I take it, would be minstrel show top to enjoy the yuletide

Candy -Novelty Salesboard Deals
If you want the latest and flashiest CANDY
DEALS, which attract the crowds, get our price
list. It is full of money -making deals of the
newest and flashiest novelties. Planned for bigger profits and faster turn -over. Write today for

our Distributors' Wholesale Price List.

FREE to Distributors.

It

is

EXTRA SPECIAL

GET ACQUAINTED OFFER
SWING -MIRROR VANITY CHEST
Home -Made

Chocolates

and beautifully designed, rolled

gold HEART PENDANT with

chain.

Truly the greatest Valen-

tine Gift Item. Push Card takes
In $7.95.
Sample, $2.75.

BINGO GAMES

1(10. 1.000, 1.500, 3,000 Specials.
Markers, Lap Boards, Cages, Numbered Balls,
etc. Lowest Prices.
SERIAL PAPER PADDLES.

SCHULMAN'S

11 East 19th St.,
New York, N. Y.

also given out so that the giant hot

and Linton restaurants and plenty in
freight and passenger elevators in the
garment and downtown factory districts.
"That's all for now and that's plenty.
Hope after all this you're still on your
feet or at least able to sit up. Many

thanks for any dope you can give me."
We are still on our feet but just a bit
groggy. The reader who has come along
with us thus far probably feels that way,
too, so we will let the answer to this
letter go until next week. Until then
we'll sayHAPPY LANDING.

15

A giant tree stood at the far end.

There were presents for everybody from
everybody, as well as one for everyone
from the bosses. Knowing that the day
would wind it all up for the season and
that many would wind up broke without

get -away money, the bosses had their
cooks work day and night frying hot
cakes six feet long, three feet wide and
as thick as a quilt. These were given
out by the office with road maps and

eats a50

(From The Billboard Dated
December 29, 19231

J. Sky Clark was elected president of

the Pacific Coast Showmen's Association
at the annual election December 18.. .

J. George Loos was planning to launch

the Great American Exposition Shows in
1924 to play Chamber of Commerce auspairs of glue -on rubber soles. Pete Bal- pices
exclusively. . . . John T. Wortham
lyhoo said, "While on their journeys over Shows
changed its title for 1924 to Great
highways and by -ways they can sleep Wortham
Shows. . . . A. H. Jones, manbetween them at night and eat off of

them in the daytime until they reach ager of the Jones Greater Shows, was
(See 15 YEARS AGO on page 133)
their final destinations." Straps were

sion and that the fair turned thumbs
down on the offer because it maintains
fairgoers can play the game at home
and it wants only new attractions on

Lifetime Record of
Your Social Security Number

Just think what such a game
could mean to some charity like the

F

the midway. Real reason for the turndown-if such an offer was made-would
have to be that New York City permits
no commercial games to run. Bingo can
only be staged for some charitable purpose.

Community Chest or the Milk Fund!

A

F

Cempitmenes et

ONLY

2.35
in

Each,

Lots of 6.

STAR NOVELTY CANDIES

2653 Arthington Street,

N.Y.

cakes could be neatly rolled up and carried under arms. Before the band fininshed Auld Lang Syne many were al
on the highway while their stomstrictly a store proposition. rhaven't the festivities. Long rows of -tables filled ready
STARR DeBELLE.
slightest idea how to work that type of the place, covered with turkey, goose, achs were full.
business and would not be particularly sweet potatoes, creamed potatoes, celery,
interested in it unless it is much better dressing, soup, vegetables, nuts, candy,
fruits, cigars, cigarets and every delicacy
than what I am now doing.
"Have been in Philadelphia now for of the day. To those who were closing
four weeks and have hardly left the broke it was enjoyed as much as a condowntown district. Have put boards in demned man's last meal. To those that
all hotels, most of the Horn and Hardart had, it was a merry Christmas.

(Continued from page 128)
states that some enterprising op offered
the fair 83.000,000 for the bingo conces-

VALENTINE

236 WEST 2711,5.1.

NEW YORK. CITY,
S.RrIGELL
NI ANuFAcTu RING FURRIERS

Cigaret Deals

BINGO BUSINESS

Finest

December 31, 1938

WHOLESALE MERCHANDISE

The Billboard

130

Chicago,

Ill.

WHILE IT LOOKS like bingo fans will

not have any opportunity to play their
favorite game at the World's Fair, we
hope something happens between now
and April 30 to change matters. Having
tramped over the layout of the fair several times, we can visualize how wel-

come a bingo game would be to the

average fairgoer. With legs aching from

constant walking, the chance to sit down
and enjoy a game or two of bingo would

Bingo Operators Get "Top"
Operating Our New, Copyrighted

Revolutionary Game
That has more action, fascination, player appeal
and satisfaction than has ever before been of-

fered In any other honest BINGO GAME.
Every player has every number called.
Every Card played is more than one-third coy-

ored before a Winner can be declared.
There is never but One Winner.
Unique, simple method of operation makes space
of time used for each game optional.
NO CHART.
Months of successful test operation resulted In
hundreds of player endorsements.
For Particulars Address

THOMAS E. COOPER
136 Eighteenth St., So., St. Petersburg, Florida.

be as welcome as a cooling drink on a
sweltering day. We sincerely hope that
a monstrous World of Tomorrow bingo
layout will be gracing the midway when
the turnstiles begin to click at Flushing
Meadows next spring.

1938 A BANNER-

R

The World's F remost Amusement Weekly

SOCIAL SECURITY

R

AS REGISTERED WITH U. S. GOVERNMENT

E
E

N2 301-51-4100
(7?0K-eii a

E
E

Your Name and Number Individually
Engraved on an Etched Bronze Plate

(Continued from page 128)
peared in stuffed doll, lamps, plaster and
various other forms.

SOCIAL SECURITY PLATE COUPON

O -U Scotty Dogs and the monkey with
comb mirror and wagging tail have been

Social Security Plate, engraved with your name and number,
when mailed to Social Security Dept., The Billboard, 25 Opera
Place, Cincinnati, 0., with 10c to cover postage and handling
WM
costs

In recent months the popularity of

given to the mechanical toy industry.
As a result small mechanical numbers
are appearing in countless shapes and
forms. Stuffed animals enjoyed their

HAVE YOU HEARD ? - THEY'RE HONEYS !!!

1 -WHITE PEN & PENCIL DEAL! - 2 -MIDGET KNIFE DEAL!
3 -ATTRACTIVE ASSORTED MERCHANDISE DEALS !
Newest Thing Out!-VISIBLE ELECTRIC TOASTER. GuaranteedEach only 59c (Include Postage).
New Electric Clocks, Lamps. Premiums, Perfumes, Notions, Blades,

ELECTRIC
SHAVERS
Inlividually Boxed.
Each

85c

Carded Goods, Side Line Merchandise. Box Chocolate Deals.
12 for $10.
Include Postage.
Wagonmen, Pitchman, Premium Workers-Write for Catalog
Today!
814-E CENTRAL ST., (ANSAS CITY, MO.
CHAMPION SPECIALTY Co.,

This coupon entitles you to your own permanent bronze

Social Security Number
Name
Address
City

State

December 31, 1938

The Billboard

WHOLESALE MERCHANDISE -PIPES

131

---"EADEB210211STIPE!

SOCIAL SECURITY
6c Each.
(New) Photo Plate
24 -Gauge High Polish Brass Social Security;
Catholic, General Identification Plates, 50
Each; $45.00 per Thousand.
(New) Social Security Money Clip. 121/2c Each.

New) Key Ring Tags, Social Security; Oath.
olic; General Identification, $1.75 per 100;
$15.00 per 1,000.
3c Eacn
(New) Dog Collar Plates
80 Each
New) Mail Box Plates

(New) Luggage Plates .......

3c Each

.1 1/2 c Each
Single Leatherette Cases .
Salesmen, Agents, Operators, write, wire Imme-

diately for complete New Name Plate Line.
Single Samples 10c Each; Complete Sample
Line 50c.

Hand Stamping
Outfit; Patented

Our tried, proved portable
machine stamping names,
numbers.
No skill
re mitred. Hundreds sold at
465. Now reduced to only

Plate Holder,
Spacer.

$52.50

995

SOCIAL IDENTIFICATION CO.

NEW YORK CITY.

ELGIN at WALTHAM
WRIST WATCHES $2.95
In New Cases,
Send for Circular, showing the Biggest Bargains to
Rebuilt Watches and unredeemed Diamonds in
the

H SPARBER & CO.
St. Louis, Mo.

106 North 7th Street,

UNDERWOOD
floviiimpokehai=

see --

PLUNGERS -Special $18.00 PER
PER

a

COMBOS
PENCILS
Buy Direct From Manufacturer.

PENS

GRODIN PEN CO.,

nub a iniob lot a

Attu Prar
anb

(Cincinnati Office)
DICK AND HELEN RICHARDSON .

.

.

ready cash around this part of the

are working peelers in department stores country. Would like to read pipes from
Luigi Cairncross and wife concerning
in Oakland, Calif., to good results.
condition on the West Coast."
GILES PURYEAR .

of 31.)appinnus

Prosprritp
to all of poll
from all of ins

tabenna.

Zbe Oak itubber Co.,

.

.

and wife are working their poke layout BOB POSEY .
.
to good business in the bay section of wigwags from Racine, Wis., that he's still
California, according to reports hitting in the land of cold winds and snow,
the Pipes desk from that neck of the where holiday business isn't so hot. He
woods.
says he may head for the cane brakes of
Louisiana soon and would like to read
THINGS WE NEVER HEAR: "We're going pipes from the boys making the Texas
do
all
in
our
power
to
have
pitchmen
to
oil fields and the bayou territories in
treated like human beings when they make Louisiana and from Jim Osborne, A. L.
.

Weight 14 Lbs.
Terms: 25% Cash Deposit With Order,
Balance C. 0. D , F. 0. B. New York City.

1500 BROADWAY.

iitea5on'5 Otfrlillaff

by BILL BAKER

30 Each

Double Fold (Brass Corners) Leatherette
Cases

Tin

A department for Pitchmcn, Demonstrators, Novelty Salesmen, Medicine Showmen, Agents, Streetmen and Others.

693 Broadway,
New Yo k City.

PHOTODIRT
mouNTS
FROM THE FACTORY
Mountings from 11/2)(2 up to the largest
sizes. Sparkling new designs, surprisingly
moderate prices and rush service. Write
us For illustrated circular... Miniature.
samples 25 cents, postpaid.

THE GROSS PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
1501-17 W. BANCROFT ST., TOLEDO, OHIO

our town their headquarters in 1939." -Local
official's New Year's resolution.

AMONG THE PITCH .

.

Costs You 3c, Sells Hot At 15c1'

World's smallest Bible! Size of a postage
stamp. Over 200 pages of New Testament.
Every word legible. Said to bring good
luck. A hot seller at all carnivals, clubs,
churches, etc. Send each with order;

Richards, Al Decker, Al Cover and George
Hess.

or 25 per cent deposit. balance C.O.D.

Sample Dozen 55o, $4.00 per 100,
$30.00 per 1000.

.

MAYER . . .
fraternity reported to be working Cali- CLIFF
thru with the following effusion,
fornia territory to fair business are Paul comes
first in some time, concerning the
Dayon, ties; Thurber, med and oil; his
set-up
the bay sections of Oakland,
Tagore, soap: Ernie Neeck, pens; Huber, Calif.:in
"Oakland can be worked on a
tie racks, and Haynes, mice and dancing $6 per year
reader, but only on the skid
dolls."
row. Berkeley, Calif., has a free reader
on your o. m., while Alameda can be
CHIEF GRAY FOX .
worked without a reader on private
who has been working Texas the past property.
Eddie Gillespie and I are
three weeks, tells from Hugo, Okla., con- working eyeglass
cleaner to good takes.
cerning the conditions in the following Would like to read
pipes from Bill
towns in the Lone Star State: "Gaines- Goforth, Jack Hobson, Ralph
LaFay, Art
ville is okeh the first Monday on your Fox, Earl Davis, Jack Mahoney
and
o. m.; Pilot Point is good on the second
Tommy Burns. We still read the
Monday, but you must see the chief Letter
List each issue."
first; Kaufman is a good Saturday town
and can be worked on a $1 reader; TerONE PITCHMAN WRITES that among his
rell is closed and Sanger is n. g. Plan
to open my show after the first of the 1939 resolutions are the following: Be cheeryear. Saw Dr. Frank Clark and his show ful; forget petty grievances and forgive
play this spot. Pipe in, Jack Bassey."
transgressions.
.

1DGET BIBLE
Big Profit - Fast Seller - Sells Itself

Send

se for sample & literature on Midget Bible and
Fa nny

Dance.

Globe Novelty CO., 401-13 Bellevue, Detroit. Mich.

.

AN ABUNDANCE of health and happiness
in life depends, in almost all instances, upon
you. It seems merely a question of whether

NEWARK, N. J.

.

.

is open to pitchmen and leafies during
the holidays, according to a pipe from
you choose to take to easy vice or to prac- Al Sears. The chief there is an old-time
tice laborious virtues.
pitchman and is giving the boys a break.
Included among the pitch contingent
IS IT TRUE . . .
are Captain Williams, glass cutthat Fido Kerr has lost those big toofies there
Ed Williams, radio boosters; Barney
that he always vowed he'd keep and is ters:
Weiner, pens; Joe Lesser, glass knives,
now on a soup diet?
and Joe Morris, electric razors. "The
town,", says Al, "looks like a big midMR. AND MRS. BERT L. HARRIS .
with the boys pitching everything
are reported to have recently completed way,
hay. Leaf ies here, working maps and
their fifth year in a Los Angeles depart.. but
include Duke Monohan, Senator
ment store. They're now working the pokes,
Harris and A. Smith."
wonder mouse to good results.

1

I

/

I

IAi
A11cg/.,

i cfmludiv

REMCO
507,91411-004KRTI

MICRO TEITED

RAZOR BLADES

Send 10c for Samples, Catalog, Selling
Plans and Outline of Valuable Free
Premium Deals.

REGENT MFG. Co 132 West 32nd St.,
New York City.

SOCIAL SECURITY PLATES

.

We Manufacture a Complete Line of Fountain Pens,
Mechanical Pencils and Gift Sets.

A NUMBER OF .

SOUTHERN PEN CO.

Manufacturers Since 1913.
Dept. "X",
Petersburg, Va.
16 N. Union St.,
Send $2.00 for Samples. Prompt Shipments.

MEDICINE MEN

Write today for new catalogue of Tonics, Oil, Salve,
Seep. Tablets, Herbs, etc. Low prices -rapid service.
GENERAL PRODUCTS LABORATORIES
Manufacturing Pharmacists
137 E. Spring St.,
Columbus, Ohio.

.

clicking.

DAVID THOMAS .

Plates,

ners

100 for $ 4.75

1000 for

42.00

100 for $ 3.00

1000 for

28.00

RELIABLE SALES CO.
6 West 28th St. (Dept. BB), New York City.

Each

** * * BLAIDES
WORLD'S BEST VALUES
No. 1-5 to a Box, Cellophaned,
1,000 Blades

$2.50

No. 2 -Famous "Champion" Brand, 5 to A n r
Box. Cellophaned. 1,000 Blades.. .1A
No. 3 -Pilgrim De Luxe "Heavy Duty." A Real
He -Man's Blade, 5 to Box. Cello 1 .111)
phoned. 1,000 Blades

local police are serving 24 -hour notice
and giving no permits, according to local
papers. He found Beaumont the same
as always, n. g. He concluded that he'll

Orders.

of Florida about New Year's.

901 Broadway,

be seeing the boys on the east coast

THE ZIRCON CO., Dept. 12, Wheeling, W. Va.

Orders for 100 Blades or more gladly filled upon
full payment plus postage. Deposit on C. 0. D.

(Big Profits.) Samples 10c.
SINGER BLADE CO.,

New York.

P. J. (DOC) MORAND
who recently blew into Sacramento,

SPICY COMIC BIRTHDAY CARDS

Calif., from Portland, Ore., where he
found things plenty tough, pens that he
is working the town with mechanical
toys to a pretty fair take. He plans to

Hot, peppy. laughable; every adult buys; 20 new
designs, spice and flash, white card printed two colors

with envelopes. No cheap junk. hut fast 10c sellers.

AGENTS! SALESMEN! STOREKEEPERS!
100, $2.50:

Amazing profits on small investment.

;',1.5;.;LTS

.

stay away from Houston because the

far -away Siam are so inexpensive and effective! Stand
acid; cut glass; true backs!
Write for catalogue. Addre,s

YOU'LL BE SATISFIED WITH

.

advises from Port Arthur, Tex., that the
night spots there are good for anything
that will click. Thomas says Austin is
also a good town, he having stayed there
for a month. He warns that sheetmen

Dazzling

ADVERTISE IN THE BILLBOARD -

Security

Polished on Both Sides.
Double Fold Leatherette
Cases With Metal Cor-

box, priced 50c. A real fast -

Zircons from the Mines of

samples, 20 for
$1.00.
COMIC SHOP. 2463-A Kensington Ave., Phila., Pa.

wants to become acquainted with the
remainder of them, come on down and

24 -Gauge Richlow Brass

Social

11.*:

WALTER.

abrasive stone of good
PITCHMEN'S SAYINGS: "This is Old Bozo, cutting
quality.
Wonderful demonretired bullfrog tamer from Kalamazoo." - etrator for Pitchmen. Hone men are cleaning lip.
ACT
QUICK.
REX-HONE MFRS., 1500 West
Doc Finney, of corn med fame.
Madison, BR -12, Chicago, Ill.

3 Assorted Samples, Postpaid 50c.
ASS' TD PEN, Mfrs., 187 Lafayette, N.Y.C.

600. $10.00; 1,000. $18.00;

.

5151101 AS C

HONES
inksticks in a department store here to recently and must say if all the boys REX
ThanEIac
business which has been much ahead of worked as hard as does the Doc they Now Less
$4.25 a Gross
last year. There seems to be plenty of wouldn't have to worry about the snow- Send $1.00,
Bal. C. 0. D.,
balls. The latchstring is ever out here
Plus Postage.
for the boys who are with it and for it."
Each Hone in flashy silver

for BETTER PLUNGERS

Diamond

.

Everything considered, we'll make room for you. Herbert Heath
GOOD -BY, 1938.
you haven't been such a bad year at that. and wife and Doc Elmer Kain and wife
are here and seem to have what it takes
to get the folding dough. Saw Doc
BLACKIE SAMS . . .
letters from Boston: "Have been working Victor B. Lund make a swell passout

$1800 Per GROSS

When

TOMMY COOPER .

.
med performer, scribbles from
the boys have been working Cincinnati veteran
stores during the holidays, and if the Chickasha, Okla.: "Have been here for
tips are an indication they've been some time and if there's a pitchman who

SECURITY"
7 -07- 4?.,0

MARY RAGAN. of the popular
pitch twins, and leer husband, Chet
Wedge, as they appeared, recently
while purveying their Ma -Re -Tone
products in a San Francisco department store.

RETAILS FOR $1.00.

head for Los Angeles and then make the
Sun Carnival in New Mexico.
AL SEARS

.

.

pens from Newark. N. J.. that many a
pot is being sliced up nightly at the
Robert Treet Hotel there, of which Bob

/

Earl] box bolds 20 Cellophane,'
5r Packs of Factory Fresh
Gum! Snappy Display Boxes

help you to get quirk 100% le
200% profits. Be nor distrih-

ulr--grt Jtarted! Send 50e for sample box (pre-

paid). GREAT FIELD FOR AGENTS. Write
AMERICAN CHEWING PRODUCTS CORP.,
4th and Mt. Pleasant Ave.,
Newark, N. J.

The Billboard
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according to reports hitting the Pipes

Vehling, former pitchman and sheetie, tory, having worked in Houston for the
is manager. Recent arrivals included past six weeks. Previous to that they
Race -Horse Kelly, Joe Hess, Mike Kelley, worked with Hennies Bros.' Shows for

H. Smith, Abe Cohen, Sol Castle and Tex two weeks in Dallas, 10 days with Royal
Dabney. Joe Morris, according to Sears, American Shows in Beaumont, and
is sporting a new car, and Joe Lesser wound up with 10 days in Houston. The
boys are 'heading for Detroit, where
looks like a million.
Hameroff will visit his brother, Harry,
before going home to Cleveland.
J. H. McCASKEY
leaf purveyor, inks from the U. S. Veterans' Facility, Hampton, Va., where he J. A. (SMILEY) HALZER . . .
.

.

he finished a three-week engagement that to do the right thing is the best way.
at Community Hall, Okawville, Ill., and,
accompanied by Charley Weiss, went to
.
Sarasota, Fla., to spend the winter.
Dos Ross Dyar, after a course of baths
.

.

at Hot Springs, Ark., and discussing the

Events for 2 Weeks
(Dec. 26-31)

.

-

IND.-Rushville.
IA. --Dubuque.
MICH.2-1-30.

TEX.-Dallas.
El Paso.

Jan. 2.

Corn Show, 27-29.
Poultry Show, 28 -Jan. 2.
Detroit & Michigan Expo..
Cotton Festival, 30.

Southwestern Sun Carnival, 24.

WYO.-Casper.

Poultry Show,

28-30.

(January 2-7)

CALIF. -Pasadena. Tournament of Roses, 2.
COLO.-Delta. Poultry Show, 4-6.
FLA.-Miami, All-American Air Maneuvers,
6-8.
GA. -Augusta. Celebration, 2-7.
ILL. -Chicago. Shrine Circus, Int'l Amphitheater, Dec. 31 -Jan. 15.
KAN.-Junction City. Poultry Show, 5-10.
.
MICH.--Grand Rapids. Auto Show, 2-7.
MO. -Macon. Poultry Show, 3-6.
.
. .
N. Y. -New York. Poultry Show, 4-8.
New York. Dog Show, 8-9.
Atlanta. . . . Mack -Murray Players were S. D. -Watertown. Poultry Show, 3-6.
RICTON . .
"Barnum of the sticks," continues to working to good results in Sugar Grove,
(Events for five weeks in advance appear
click in South Carolina territory with his O.... Essex County Poultry and Rabbit in the
last issue of each month. This week
Show, Hartford, Conn., proved one of the they will
dog circus.
be found on page 127./
worst dates for attendance and subscripCOME ON NOW, boys and girls: How did tions for Fred X. Williams that he had
encountered during his years of expethe holiday trade treat you?
.

.

wigwags from York, S. C., that he has
given up his hotel business and is now
wintering on his farm there. He says
he plans to hit the road again about
February 1 and is anxious to read pipes
from his friends.

IT NEVER WAS and never will be good
business to degrade humanity.
.

WHAT A FELLOW is doing right now is

.

FAMOUS LAST WORDS: "I'd be wintering
and vacationing in Florida, too, if I had had
better breaks in 1938."

ALLEN HAMEROFF .

desk.

counts. Possibly by reason of early
Doc Harry Daly called it a season after what
environment he didn't learn until late in life

.

west."

.

I

.

Let's read some pipes from the boys out

.

Pitchdom Five Years Ago

is working his tie demonstration in the problems of the day with Matt Harlan
W. T. Grant store, Passaic, N. J., to good and Ray Lewis, left for Miami for the
business. Some of the other boys there winter. . . Doc E. C. Gilbert had his
are Lee Dubin, pens, with Cy Katz as- med show clicking in South Boston, Va.
The Bartones brought the Season to
sisting, and Ray Levine. wallets. Halzer
writes that he would like to know what a close in St. Bernard, 0., and left for
other store demonstrators are doing and their home in Albany, Ind., for the
would appreciate reading pipes from winter. . . Louis E. Collins (Robe the
Wizard) began a two -month vacation in
them.
Patterson, Mo., his home town. . . . The
HOW MANY of you helped the natives Princesses Little Fawn and Falling Water
were vacationing in Pittsburgh in prepbe Santa Claus?
aration of a long season in 1934.... Dan
France, who for many years operated
DOC AND MRS. W. R. KERR . .
Dr. Carlton Med Show, died at his
are reported to be spending the holidays the
home in Corning, N. Y., after being in ill
in Spartanburg, S. C.
health for a. year.... The Criswells, Prof.
F. F. and Hazel M., of Ace o'Diamond's
HARRY H. KINCHELOE .
Comedy Co., were fraternizing among
is vacationing and spending the holidays friends in Reading, Pa. . . Doc George
in Oklahoma City, according to reports M. Reed was clicking in a chain store
emanating from that neck of the woods. in Springfield, 0.
Ted Barnes was
vacationing and visiting old friends in

is secluded for the winter: "Numerous
boys are sojourning here for the winter,
including sheetsters James Hamilton,
W. M. Flanagan, Boston Burke and a
gross or so of carnival and other show folk. Business is on the upgrade in
the peninsular area, due mostly to
projects too numerous to mention. The
boys residing here seemingly are putting on flesh and apparently satisfied.

LEE A. (KID LEE) JOHNSTON
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.

. Joe (Wing) Bennett was collecting plenty of lucre with blades and
. Doc George
hones in Tulsa, Okla.
Holt was headquartering in Atlanta on
trip to the Southeast.
and spending the holidays in that sector. his hobnobbing
D. F. (Hoot) McFarland closed in
. .
rience.

of guess -your -age fame, and his aid-de-

.

.

camp, Al Attenson, blast that they be- REPORTS HITTING . .
lieve they've had enough of Texas terri- the pipes desk from Raleigh, N. C., indicate that Dr. J. A. Speagle is working
.

.

.

.

Newest Styles
RINGS and LOCKETS

MORRIS KAHNTROFF .

Lewistown, Me., and headed back to his

"On Tented
Field Supreme"

Showfolk friends of William Merrick.

farm fireplace and radio until spring. well-known circus man, who passed away
is holidaying it around Houston.
at his home in Zanesville, 0., led by
. . H. P. Coffey was howdying acquaintances in Fort Wayne, Ind. .. After be- Dode Fisk, George Conners, William
MARY RAGAN . .
ing away from the Tarheel State for Hedrick, Doc Waddell, Tom Price and
and her husband, Chet Wedge, continue seven
years, A. Dell was writing sheet to other circus troupers in and around
to work to good results with the Ma- lucrative
Chillicothe, O., assembled at the home
.
takes in North Carolina.
a
San
Francisco
ra -tone products in
Roving Al Burdick was still handling ad- of Doc Waddell in Chillicothe and held
.

.

.

.

.

chain store.

ALMOST ALL successful pitchmen have
imagination and vision to qualify them. They
wouldn't be successful if they didn't.

also Photo Jewelry, Engraving Jewelry,
and Engraving Machines. Write for
Catalog No. 23 today.

.

ACE
RAZOR BLADES
Single, Double Edge, Snappy
I

60 N. Division, Dept. 120,
BUFFALO, N. Y.

Ow Delivered Prices Are Is LOW or LOWER Anywhere

la U. S. A.

NEVER
HIGHER
Or We Will Sell For Less

ELECTRIC RAZORS, Combines AP
Quality and Performance. EACH. 4,

CANDID TYPE CAMERA In Box,
16 Pictures From Roll of Film.
EACH
5 -PIECE DRESSER SET, Gilt
in AttrSET.
active Display Box.
COMP LE

Pipe in, boys and girls.

and Dr. Phil Bradley are playing Okla- TWO WORKERS
homa territory during the holidays.
sighted in Marion, Ind., recently were
Chief Little Fox and Goldie E. Brown,
STANLEY NALDRETT .
closed a successful stand with juicers with the latter working jewelry.

. .

ACE BLADE CO.

1939.

MADALINE RAGAN .

5 No. Wa balk Ave., Chicago,III.

FREE
SAMPLES

who plan to enter the pitch profession in

in Roanake, Va.

HARRY PAKULA & CO.

Free Delivery.

Another gladiator of the amusement

.

stone Rings; the best Locket values;

LOWEST FACTORY PRICES.

vertising banners and publicity for Wil- a memorial service. Waddell spoke the
lard the Wizard opry in Texas territory. tribute thus:
. . . That's all.
"Another stalwart of showdom gone!

THOSE WHO begin in any line of business
are generally known as Johnny-Come-Latelies.
JOLLY BERT STEVENS . .
is still handling the producing comedian This scribbler welcomes them. Make yourchores with Charlie Monroe's Radio Show selves known. We'd like to hear from all

Jewelry Sales are very big now. We have
best selling styles in Cameo and White -

SELL .

.

.80

1.15
le 10

.

.

in Woolworth's, New Orleans, December
24. He leaves December 28 for Birming- DOC VICTOR B. LUND .

.

.

realm has been taken! Another veteran
of the big -top sphere is now camping on
the tented field supreme! William Merrick is touring the unseen eternal. He
peacefully, sweetly rests with old pals of
circus life who've been watching and
waiting for him thru the years. Zanesville mourns his absence. Bill everybody lovingly called him because he was
always humble. He touched shoulders
with people in every nook and corner
of every clime. In music's realm he stood
high as cornetist, band leader and composer. I have been a guest at his home
on the avenue named for him -'Merrick
avenue," Zanesville -many times. Close
friends we were thru seasons. Surviving

ham, Ala., where he Is set for an in- letters from Wichita Falls, Tex.: "Pitch
contingent is well represented in Okladefinite engagement in a chain store.
homa City. Among the boys and girls
WHO WAS IT who once said: "Treat your there are Duke Doebber, blades and him aside from his loved ones are stacks
enemies better and you'll have little trouble watches, and Herbert Heath and wife." of unpublished compositions inspired by
the rich inner harmony he possessed.
loving your friends.
D. RAY PHILLIPS .

.

.

pipes from Kansas City, Mo., that he is
recovering from injuries sustained in an
automobile accident last spring. Altho
he isn't able to do much walking, he says
he will probably be able to begin pitching med soon.
THE BODY .

PITCHMEN ARE nobody's fools. You can
trust 'em to take advantage of promising

"The last time with him he showed me

his cornet, the horn he played before
thousands. It was made to order -very
propositions.
short. Said he, 'It delivers pure notes genuine, unadulterated music. On the
L. E. (ROBA) COLLINS
long cornets of today (I call them
and wife, who operate the Collins Cafe spouts)
a note starts at the mouthin Piedmont, Mo., rifle that they are piece pure,
but when it drops from the
playing schools in that vicinity to fair end of the spout it's jazz.' He was not
results.
for jazz and stood along the full way
.

.

.

PILGRIM NEEDLE CO., 874 Broadway. N. Y.

of his eventful earthly existence for the
pure and genuine in music.
and wife are reported to have worked
"Bill Merrick was rugged and a battler.
medicine in Piedmont, Mo., recently to Few people know it, but Norman Selby,
good business.
who became the famous pugilist Kid
McCoy, was once property boy with an
THOSE RESOLUTIONS you're making; do early circus. He met Merrick and took
the count.
you intend to keep any of 'em?
"The show world's flags and banners
Harrington. The Progressive Farmer Co.
hang
at half-mast for Bill.
Co.,
for
and Southern Agriculturist
HOT -SHOT AUSTIN .
"It seems God -ordained for our splenwhich Clark was field representative and pens from Idabel, Okla.: "Closed the
field manager respectively, co-operated season here December 10 after 36 weeks did friend and brother to be called to
splendidly, however, in burial arrange- of hard going and bad breaks, including higher ground on the eve of Christmas.
ments, and many beautiful floral pieces deaths and illness in the family. I'm Our deceased friend contributed his.share
were in evidence. Clark's pallbearers, be- feeling well now, tho, and heading for to the music of the holidays. Methinks
sides Harrington, were C. M. Barnett, my Louisiana quarters, where I will re- when Bill Merrick was giving back to
W. A. Stein, W. H. Dietrich, J. H. Lee, main until March 1. Then I expect to God the breath the Lord gave him he
Hobart Cole and Fred DeWitt. Funeral open and play the same territory as this heard the song of the angels as they
home employees are continuing their ef- year. I covered five States and 13,644 sang 2,000 years ago, Peace on Earth,
forts to locate relatives and ask that any- miles. Any of the sheet boys and pitch - Good Will. Bill possessed much of light,
one knowing their whereabouts contact men passing my way are welcome to stop harmony and love."
them immediately.
for a week with me. There's plenty of
H. R. BRISON cards from Durham,

ELGIN & WALTHAM

string is always out.
BOB POSEY . . .
pens from Muncie, Ind., that every store Louie Huff, pipe in."
Indiana
and
in Wisconsin, Michigan

MEN'S FINE HOSIERY, Four Ply,
High Spliced Heel, Double Sole,
English Fashion, 651 Rib.
DOZEN ASSORTED

100 HOLE SALESCARD, With

Printed and Dye Cut Seal (10
Lots). Each
SALESBOARD SPECIAL -1,000

.5
6

.021/2

HOLE, Cigarette, Candy, Cigar,
Novelty or Plain Heading Boards.
Big Variety. Your Choice. EACH.
Mills Sales Co. of N.Y. 901 Broadway, N.Y. C.

.45

.

.

of John Martin (Pop) Clark, veteran
subscriptionist and well known in Pitch dons, who died in a Bristol (Va.) hotel
recently, was laid to rest in Shelby Hill
Cemetery there December 11 after attaches of Huff -Cook Funeral Home exhausted all efforts to contact relatives
of the deceased, reports H. L. (Count)

CHIEF YOUNGER .

.

.

.

LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED
Sharp Needles (Retails $2).1,000 Needles 28c
1 000 Needles 50c
Tailor Needles
1 000 Needles 97c
Millinery Needles
1,000 Needles 80o
Embroidery Needles
1,000 Needles $1.30
Self Threading Needles
Gross
35c
Needle Threaders on Cards
Gross 1.15
Army & Navy Needle Books .
World's Fair Needle Books.100 Complete 4.50
Needle Package With Needle Threaders,
Big Seller (Big Profits) .100 Complete 1.95
Samples 25c. Small Orders Gladly Filled.
Deposit on C. 0. D. Orders. Free Circular.

REBUILT WATCHES $

75

7 Jewel, 18 Size, in S.
H.

Engraved Cases, at

Send for Price LIst. Money Back If Not Satisfied.
CRESCENT CITY WATCH MATERIAL CO.,
St. Louis, Mo.
113 N. Broadway,

seems to have its share of Christmas

demonstrators. He asks that Al Decker,
Currant, Jim Osborne, Razor
Mauterstock and A. L. Richards send in
some pipes.
Jack

.

meat in the smokehouse and the latch N. C., that trucks and trailers of Silver
C. H. Tully and Bros.' Circus are parked there and will
stay about three or four weeks. Renewed
acquaintances with Harry Baugh, also
HAVE YOU TAKEN your annual inventory? George Norman, magician. Brison's wife
and sons, Raymond and Leland, are
spending the holidays at home in Eden0. F. BROOKS .
was recently passing thru Racine. Wis., ville, Pa.
.

.
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Who Is Your Favorite
Outdoor Performer?
Readers'

Votes

The Billboard

GENERAL OUTDOOR

We extent)
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t
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OPENING ABOUT APRIL 1. LONG SEASON NORTH AND SOUTH,
1939-Now Contracting for Season 1939.

RIDES-Can place Octopus, Rolloplane, Loop -o -Plane, or any Ride not conflicting.

SHOWS --Can place any Show of merit. WANT Side Show, Girl Revue, Monkey Show, Motordrome, Snake Show, Mechanical Show, Athletic Show.
CONCESSIONS-Frozen Custard, Pop:orn-Peanuts, Photo Gallery, Juice, Grab, Long Range Gallery, Candy Floss.
CAN PLACE Concession Agents for all kinds of wed -stocked Stores. man and Wife to manage Cook
House who can and will cater to show people. Must be sober-reliable, contract for entire season
Must
only. CAN PLACE Cook House Help. WANT Truck Mechanic for 8 Concession Trucks.
be sober-reliable-have own tools. Prefer single man.
ROY GOLDSTONE. Concession Mcnager, 512 Orange St., Hot Springs, Ark.

Become Donors of Awards

Three national fraternal organizations and eighths, for example, gets his score intouching the show business have become creased that way. An artist with 11 places
donors in The Billboard's Favorite Out- for the No. 10 listing on the ballot beats the
door Performer contest. Cups, trophies artist who receives but one first place. That
or medals are being put up by the Circus is fair and democratic-and all ballots are

T. A. FUZZELL, Gen. Mgr., Winter Quarters, R. F. D., No. 4, Box 226, N. Little Rock, Ark.

Fans of America. the Circus Saints and secret, of course.
Sinners' Club of America (Dexter FelResults of the balloting will appear
lows Tent) and the National Showmen's weekly in this section beginning with

GREETINGS

Association, whose respective presidents the next issue, January 7.
are Melvin D. Hildreth (Washington,
Following is the general scope of the

visit to the quarters of Lewis Bros.'

1564 Broadway

Circus:
"If you are one of the doubting
person) will be sent to you. Being in Thomases who think the circus is all
show business either direct or as a washed up, particularly the motorized
New York, N. Y.

and a ballot (no more than one to a

caterer or "feed -in" (attorneys, for ex- show, jump in your car or take the train
to Jackson, Mich., where Paul Lewis,
ample) makes you eligible.
owner of Lewis Bros.' Circus, maintains
Performers themselves are ineligible to vote, winter quarters for his show. Located
or ex but this does

not

exclude

retired

Every voter is entitled to 10
choices, selections being computed on a point

performers.

score: 10 points for first, 9 for second, 8 for
third and so on. The reason for this system
A performer who receives, say. 10
second -place votes (or 90 points) is certainly
entitled to lead an artist who receives 8 first place votes or 80 points. However, a person
is obvious.

with 8 firsts and a sprinkling of thirds, sixths

finicki9att gtototten's
association
D rItOIT, Dec. 24.-President Louis J.
Margolies presided at the December 12
meeting. Seated with him were Harry
Stahl, first vice-president; Edgar McMillen, third vice-president, and Treasurer
Louis

Rosenthal.

Nominating

com-

mittee selected the following ticket of

officers for 1939: Harry Stahl, president;
Edgar McMillen, first vice-president;
Harry Ross, second vice-president; Hymie
Stone, third vice-president; George H.
Brown, secretary, and 0. A. (Pop) Baker,
treasurer.

Chosen for board of governors were
Wish, Frank Wagner, Waldron Sallust,
Lester Davis, Frank Hamilton, Louis

Isadore Sobel, Harry LeVine, Leo Lippa
and Louis T. Margolies. Chairman Leo
Lippe, of dance and entertainment committee reported that the annual banquet

to be held on the night of January 17
will be one of the best affairs yet.

four miles east of Jackson on Circus

road, Mr. Lewis purchased 140 acres of
land, upon which he has erected build-

ur ifrienbtt

MI

tar

FUZZELL'S UNITED SHOWS

Will Settle Age -Old Question-CFA, CSSCA and NSA

D. C.), Former Governor Harold Giles contest as decided upon by The BillHoffman of New Jersey (Trenton), and board editors:
George A. Hamid, New York.
"To the men and women of the world
It appears likely that the Dexter Fel- whose artistry is outstanding; whose
lows Tent will become donor of a trophy work best exemplifies courage, grace, perin the name of the late great press agent fection and good sportsmanship, and reafter whom the tent is named. The flects good character, soundness of mind
other organizations have not as yet de- and body, and models to American
cided what turn their trophies will take. youth."
Readers themselves are the judges. A
ballot containing detailed explanation
of the contest, which obligates no voter Beck Writes of Visit
in the least, will be mailed on request. To Lewis Bros.' Quarters
All you have to do is send a postcard to
CINCINNATI, Dec. 24.- Al C. Beck
Performer Contest Editor
The Billboard
sends the following pertaining to his
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FROM

AL NART1X
EVERYTHING IN ENTERTAINMENT

NINETY

- SIX BROADWAY

Eastern Info

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
TOBY WELLS.

Doc Kelley, Gales Ferry (Conn.) pitch-

BERT CLINTON.

WANTE

man, is in the doghouse. Visited the
Kane Mfg. Co. to obtain goods -and,
RECOGNIZED CIRCUS ACTS
being in a hurry, screamed his wants For
5 to 8 Consecutive Weeks Indoor Circus.
up to one of the Kane windows with
NO ACTS TOO BIG.
A
Kane!"
"Hurry,
admonition,
the
Open First Week In February.
woman heard him and ran out of the
building yelling, "hurricane!" A big PERFORMERS CONSOLIDATED
cop arrived on the scene and pinched
ATTRACTIONS
him for inciting a riot, and the judge
Chicago,
invited him to be a guest for 30 days 043-49 N. Clark St.,
in the old maid's home. The story is
true. Kelley says so and wants this published to show to the wife, who still PARKER & WATTS CIRCUS
believes he's a riot inciter and still has
WILL BUY OR LEASE TWO SMALL OR
him in the canine mansion.
MEDIUM SIZE ELEPHANTS.
Word is circulating that Johnny Dowd Can also use Liberty Horse or Pony Act, Camel or
has become attached to the promotion
other Lead Stock If priced right.
department of the World's Fair at a reAddress: SOUTH FORT SMITH, ARK.
ported 10Gs per annum. He's the re-

ings that comprise one of the finest cently resigned publicity director of RK0 ESTABLISH A PROFITABLE

quarters in this country. First of all, Pictures.
Lew Dufour, World's Fair showman
Paul had the farmhouse remodeled, (Strange
with Joe Rogers),
where Mrs. Lewis and he now reside, will leaveasinIt aSeems,
days for San Franthey having moved from their city home cisco by way offew
Dallas. Interested in
to the one at quarters.
ride concessions at the GG expo.
activtime
Sam Rothstein, of midways, has his
ity or building being done, altho there orbs glued on Florida, where he'll funcare 15 men in quarters, some taking tion at the Hialeah race track.
care of the animals and stock, the
Ranch Romances mag presented a
others waiting until after the first of traveling bag to Edythe Sterling, of
the year, when the show will be put in Hopi Indians fame. 'Twas a wedding
shape for the coming tour. All are liv- gift from Elting Warner, the publisher,
ing like kings, because Mr. Lewis saw Edythe now signing her name Mrs. Tex
fit to erect a' three-story building Sherman, he being the popular press
equipped with furnace heat, electricity, agent.
hot and cold running water. The first
The Atlantic City Leader publicly
floor houses the animals, the second thanked Frank B. Hubin ("Man With a
sleeping quarters for men, as well as Million Showfolk Friends") for the large
repair and tool shop, and the third is bag of toys he brought to the paper for
the canvas loft. Any one of the 15 distribution to kids.
Art Lewis, of Art Lewis Shows, back
men in quarters will tell you without

BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN

Our Short Range Galleries and Targets will got the
money. All -Steel Portable Galleries from $250 to
$400. Award Targets, Special, $7.00 per thousand.

RED CIRCLE GUN CLUB

46 Scollay Sq.,

Boston, Mass.

ROYAL MIDWAY SHOWS
FORMERLY McCLELLAN SHOWS

Want Shows. Have complete outfits for Side Show,
Minstrel, Athletic and Snake Show. Want Mechanical Show. Want Concessions, Cookhouse; must
be up-to-date.
Concessions must work for stock.

Roy Goldstone will not be with this show,

117 Olive St.,

J. T. McCLELLAN

North Little Rock, Ark.

Great Southern Shows
WANTS Merchandise Concessions of all kinds, Photo
Gallery, small Bingo.
All $10 per week. Lou
Morton come on. Robertsdale, Ala., this week;

Foley, Ala., to follow.

Out all winter.

A. H. MURPHY.

asking that Mr. Lewis' quarters have the from the South to spend the holidays In
finest accommodations of any they have New York with his family.
Max Glynn, of Marks Shows, readying
ever been in, and there are some real
for Florida sojourn.
oldtimers among them.
IN THE WHOLESALE
(Red Onion) Hewitt
"The largest building is 120x70 feet, William Judkins
observes from his conning
MERCHANDISE SECTION
which houses the transportation equip- breathlessly
in Norfolk, Va., that Grover
for the
ment. Then there are the dining de- tower
is the Anthony Eden of the
partment building that can accommo- Whalen
LATEST NOVELTIES, PRIZES
Fair. Someone cracked that
date 100 people, the horse and pony barn World's
could be called the Grover Whalen
PREMIUMS AND SPECIALTIES
and the dog kennels, where each dog has Eden
England.
a private runway outdoors and a ofJake
and his new angle on
spacious inside kennel. Running water TriangleShapiro
(printing company) in and out Smith, manager of the circus side show
and electricity are in all buildings.
with the George L. Dobyns Shows in
of New York.
"Mr. Lewis is very optimistic about
Doc Shean nearly disrupted the func- 1923, was holidaying with relatives and
the future outlook for clean, entertain- tioning of the adjoining radio depart- friends in Baltimore.
Prince Neling shows, and his presentation this ment with his regaling tales to the
son's high -wire act was going over big
coming season will be in keeping with outdoor department.

0_ LOOK I

Elaborate plans are being made to entertain visiting secretaries during the
Michigan Association of Fairs meeting. the streamlined trend and his motto,
Custodian Burd is doing a swell job 'A Show for Your Money.'
doubling for Secretary Brown during
is a genial host and proud of
the latter's vacation. Big crowds con- his"Paul
achievements, which he has a right
tinue at the clubrooms. Members are

.

L. C. (Ted)

Miller, p. a.

.

.

for Frank in Habana Park, Havana, Cuba.

.

.

Wirth booking office, off to Florida right Among vacationists in Havana, Cuba,
after Christmas, his ghms on Funland were William Jennings O'Brien and Paul
Park, Key West, where he has conF. Clark. . . . E. S. Noyes and wife.
asked to get their dues in before Janu- to be, and if the circus business had cessions.
Max Linderman, of World of Mirth
ary 1, because the 1938 cards are void more owners like Mr. Lewis the show Shows, has been added to the Pinochle who spent the greater portion of the
business would be far better off. If
after that date.
of the National Showmen's Asso- season in Canada, returned to Cincinnati
your feet get itchy before spring take a Society
sharing billing honors with his for a few weeks' vacation.
tip, pay the Lewis quarters a visit. ciation,
Herman Smith was the latest carnival
There you will not only be royally re- brother, Jake.

Ladies' Auxiliary PCSA

ceived and entertained but go away

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 24.- About 75 saying, 'This circus business is just 15 YEARS AGOmembers attended the December 18 starting.' "
(Continued from page 130)
meeting over which Peggy Forstall preseriously ill at his home in Danville, Ky.
sided. Other officers present were Ruby Clyde Beatty Files
Kirkendall, secretary, and Chaplain MinBen Krause's Coney Island Shows
were recipient of some highly favorable
nie Fisher. Holiday decorations pre- Incorporation Papers
.

vailed and all present gathered about

the Christmas tree to receive their gifts.
INDIANAPOLIS. Dec 24 - With the
Florence Weber portrayed the Santa object listed as "to operate circus and
Claus role. Refreshments were served other amusement enterprises," Clyde
and all reported an enjoyable time.
Beatty, wild animal trainer, filed in-

papers with the secretary
Margaret Welsh was present after a corporation
state here December 20 for the Clyde
recent illness. Bank award went to of
L. Fisher. Tillie Palmateer was awarded Beatty Circus Unit, Inc., of Rochester.
Other incorporators are Harriet Beatty
a gold life membership card of which

.

.

press notices in The Times, San Juan,
Porto Rico, after concluding an engage. Mimic
ment there December 10.
World Shows were playing Texas, scheduling to remain on the road all winter.
Louis Stern and Al (Katzy) Katzen
were among those with Polack's Indoor
Circus for the winter. . . D. D. Murphy
Shows were wintering in St. Louis and
.

.

.

enlarged for 1924 under direction
she is very proud. Installation banquet and F. E Schortemeier. with a capital being
stock of 1,000 shares of $10 par value. of Manager Lew Brophy. . . . W. H.
will be held January 3.

agent to join the association of general
. Ralph W. Smith, Bernardi
agents. .
Greater Shows, was spending the holidays at his home in Lincoln, Neb. . . .
Raymond E. Pullen and John Berry had
everything In readiness for launching
the Great Mercer Carnival Co. in 1924.
. El Centro, Calif., proved one of the
most successful stands of Wortham'a
World's Best Shows' winter tour. . .
Max Linderman was visiting in New
. John Kilonis, of Metro &
York. .
Kilonis, owners of the Bay State Exposition Shows, returned to Boston from
Porto Rico and was furnishing wrestling
fans with a good deal of excitement
with his antics on the mat.
.

.

.

-

.
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"Why Get Picnics?
How To Get Them"
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GENERAL OUTDOOR
in dozens at first, it was a simple matter to know them as Tom, Dick and Harry
and to have rather accurate knowledge
of family events, including blessed.
However, as he developed, the business grew in leaps and bounds. The
pay roll carried thousands. The personal contact was gone! And he prob-

Paper prepared by General Manager ably acquired the defensive reserve which
comes with success. In any event his
employees became resentful-the boss
had gone high hat!
Briefly, he agreed to an Outing. We
advised moderation in expenditure on
the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on No- his part. Asked him to let the emvember 30.
ployees do it-keep down the possibility
It's a bit embarrassing to write on of employee allegation of paternalism,
this subject because most of you will entertaining them out of their pay enknow the answers better than the au- velopes. But we specified that he and
thor. So please believe,the real purpose all his executives must give up golf for
of this humble effort is to help your the day and attend the picnic.
program chairman. Of course, it is Well, at the risk of killing himself
possible someone may be present who this 60 -year -old participated in a short
has just taken over a park and may foot race, which was a tie. After he had
therefore get something out of this he run again and won some of his men in
does not already know. It is only such the lower pay brackets asked me to help
a possibility, it seems to me, that would get the boss to say a few words. And
warrant what follows. It is only by pre- being a very wise man, he stepped up
tending that such is the case that I have to the mike and said only a few words.
the courage to go thru with this.
fn subsequent years the personnel manIt would seem that a logical beginning ager often retold the story, always
Rex D. Billings, Belmont Park, Cartier vile, Montreal, and read by Cy D. Bond,
Dodgem Corp., at the 20th annual meeting of the National Association of
Amusement Parks, Pools and Beaches in

identification tickets in all cases and ship? Do you use the mail or telephone
never accept tickets at concessions in- for selling small picnics? What is your
volving merchandise.

It has been my experience that fraternal picnics are not difficult to book,
but that, generally speaking, they are
the most uncertain as to result. Membership is scattered and difficult to get
at: Lack of interest often prevails aside
from the committee and I have a
suspicion the latter are often self-seeking. This type of event can be readily
sold on the goodrtime angle and often
on the basis of increased membership and
a showing of organization strength to
the community.

Making Outings Easy

We have surely all found that we must

not quit work when the picnic deal is
closed;

of

these

A.: We co-ordinate the use of mail,
valuable mediums looking toward getting committee members and executives
telephone and personal calls. They are all

to the park. Of those when they do
come the majority are booked.

AFA Board
Ratifies R -B

Labor Contract
American Federation of Actors has approved the new labor contract entered

into last week between the union and
the

Ringling-Barnum circus.

official

Before

ratification, however, all circus

a picnic is to make it easy to have a workingman members of the AFA will
picnic. I do not know of a better way be given an opportunity to vote on the
in which to summarize this statement new contract, ballots being mailed out

Another mighty good reason has to an orphans' home so he can abuse There is really nothing to getting and
keeping picnics if you devote time,
energy and thought to the job as you
must in any situation in which you
hope to triumph.
Questions and Answers
in park operation is to get people to traction prices are given in return for
come for the first time. Then, provided exploitation of the event itself and (Submitted to Mr. Billings in advance
of session)
they are given good entertainment value naturally the park.
and have been treated properly, they It must be apparent to all of you 1. Q.: Do you have any direct park
will have formed the park habit.
for the outing business?
general business is becoming show - competition
A.: Dominion Park, our only park comBoiled down then, we get picnics that
minded
very
rapidly-thanks
to
radio.
closed last August. Adjacent
and even up the atthese days when a gas company is petition,
lakes and mountains and the country
tendance load and to get more people to In
running
a
circus
and
you
buy
the
toothafford our worst comhabit
sample our wares.
paste that gives you vaudeville, there picnic
It is obvious that the first step is to is not much sales resistance to the idea petition.
2. Q.: What method do you use in
get a list of picnic possibilities. You of an amusement park asponsorship. It digging
up prosspects? Do you obtain
might like to roughly classify prospects seems to me that chief among our adschools,
as industrial, commercial and fraternal. vantages as an advertising medium is lists of all the industrials,
fraternal organizations, etc.,
Generally speaking, industries provide our appeal to children. The sponsor churches,
do you have to develop this record?
the best outings. The organization is cannot ask for a more effective way of orA.:
the most part we had to decompact and' the personnel is easily getting into a home than thru the velop For
a picnic list from every known
reached for exploitation. Departmental child.
source, including Board of Trade and
rivalry thru athletic contests is easily Try to get your prospect in this in- government lists at Ottawa. Then we
developed, thus stimulating attendance. stance to work largely on the basis of made hundreds of personal and phone
The per capita spending is usually good will rather than requiring a pur- calls to boil them down.
relatively high. The employer will often chase on the part of the patron to get 3. Q.: Do you use salesmen and, if
co -Operate by shifting pay day to suit the ticket that makes your attractions so, how many? Do you furnish transporthe convenience of the employee.
available at a low price. Sell him on the tation for them or do they supply their
idea of liberal prizes and if possible the own? Do you pay them a flat salary, a
Boss Is Made Regular
giving away of samples of his product
or a combination of the two?
Undoubtedly the most effective selling such as a dairy with milk and ice cream commission
A.: We use one English-speaking salespoint to an employer should be based and a baker with cake.
man who starts in February. In March
on improved employment relations. You
we
add another who is bilingual and
Avoid,
as
you
would
the
plague,
giving
can unhesitatingly shoot the works in your park, away. It is not necessary. A manages
ballroom at night. Both
this regard. There is no better medium prospective sponsor will react much more finish withthe
closing of the park. We
of humanizing an industrial organiza- favorably to a selling talk on quality provide andthe
maintain one car and pay
tion than by informal events of this than on price. Naturally, however, the other transportation.
work on flat
type. Those of us who have been selling prices to him must be sufficiently less salary, good ones forThey
this country.
outdoor entertainment for years can than regular prices if he is to get a re- 4. Q.: How do you follow
the outing
recall dozens of incidents to support sult mutually beneficial.
leads and the selling activities? Do you
this point. I like to think of one which
maintain
any
comprehensive
outing
recPersonally I like the plan I had the
came early in my own experience.
showing the calls that were made
The employment manager of a factory pleasure of presenting to this associa- ords
the results?
with a pay roll of about 4,000 asked for tion many years ago, which consists of and
A.: Solicitors are required to make
my co-operation in selling the idea of 3 cents at attractions for children of daily
reports. A card index also.
a picnic to the owner. He explained school age to 6 p.m., provided, however, 5. Q.:
what time of the year do
that the boss was really a swell fellow heavy distribution of tickets is guaran- you start At
booking picnics? Do you think
at heart but was misunderstood. He teed along with liberal advertising.
that
frequent
contacts during the winhad been a lathe hand in his early days, For adult tie-ups we never drop below ter are of value
or a waste of time?
becoming successively foreman and su- 3 cents for 5 -cent value, using script
A.: See 43. Winter contacts are valuperintendent. Numbering his employees tickets. We insist upon patrons' having able
in establishing prospects, preliminary work. We limit ours to the mailing
of Christmas cards and a few dinner
engagements having to do with major
Wishing All Our Friends Every Good Wish for the New Year
events. Otherwise, I think winter activity is a waste of time and money.
6. Q.: Do you think that inspection of
the park by committees is desirable?
Do you find that considerable entertainCan place for long season, starting with 11 Florida Fairs, at Largo, Fla., January 10.
ment of committees is necessary? Do
you offer any special inducements to
CONCESSIONS ALL OPEN
committee members?
Except Cookhouse and Corn Game. Will sell X on Custard.
A.: Committee visits to park are exand
lowest
salary.
FREE ACTS-In Florida, advise details
tremely essential. There is nothing
WANT-Girl Show Revue; must toe the best. Jack Page wire. Have entirely new
more important than getting them to
outfit with 90 -ft. modernistic front. Also Snake, Mechanical City, Illusion, Fat. (Baby
Lilian, are you coming on?) Johnnie Williams wants Musicians and Girls for Plant Show.
the park and entertaining them within
WILL BOOK-Scooter, Tilt -a -Whirl, Lindy Loop, Heyday, Funhouse. Have opening
reason: We offer no personal inducefor several good Talkers.
do with the opportunity originating thru the kids.
picnics of widening the circle of reguBasis of Good Will
lar patronage, reaching out thru organBy
commercial
picnics, I have referIt
is
izations for potential customers.
to tie-ups with dispensers of food
an established fact that a basic necessity ence
and other products where reduced at-

WEST'S WORLD'S WONDER SHOWS

FRANK WEST, General Manager, Largo, Florida.

effectiveness

YORK, Dec. 24.-Governing board
that often the letter of con- ofNEW
the Circus Employees' Division of the

firmation is merely a skeleton on which
to hang a lot of hard work so that a real
picnic will result. This is particularly
true of a fraternal outing.
One of the best ways in which to sell

than in applying the relationship of host
to guest in every sense of the word. The
average chap on a picnic committee is
would be to mention-WHY gaet picnics? adding that that first outing brought flustered or annoyed at the venture with
the
dawn
of
a
new
day
in
their
employee
There is probably not a park anywhere
the unknown involved in arranging the
that does not have its peak loads and relations.
details of an outing. Much of it can and
off-peak days. If such a thing does
I am telling of the incident here be- should be done for him by park manexist I would like to be advised. It cause it brings out points I want to agement, the host.
would provide a soft spot for declining make relative to getting and handling Selling a picnic after the first time
years. These above -mentioned dull industrial picnics and because the result should be easy. That is, easy if you have
days, when in most parks a shotgun inspired me to tackle and land many
service and really enjoy entertaincould be safely discharged down the very large outings all on the same selling given
ing, which means that you sincerely like
midway, are a problem. Pay roll, power principle. You will rarely meet the em- people and want to be with them and
cost, carrying charges on plant invest- ployer whose interest is not awakened take pleasure in anything that might add
ment and all the other elements of op- by this approach. I did meet one. He to their comfort and happiness. If that
erating expense are present and very said, "Picnic! Hell, I hire my people to is your attitude and practice, you will
real. They naturally provide the strong- work." There is a rumor afloat that not only have no difficulty in selling
est motivation for getting picnics.
he wants to become superintendent of picnics but will have a picnic doing it.

Help wanted in all departments. Those already engaged report to winter quarters
All communications to
at once

idea of the
methods?

ments to committee members other than
showing them a good time.
7. Q.. Do you have any regular system

of following' prospects by mail or do
you rely wholly on personal salesman-

this week from union headquarters.

Following ratification of the document

officials of the union and circus will

officially seal the deal which replaces the
old contracts signed by the former management of the Big Show. Move is
expected in a week or two.
Agreement was reached last week after

'

delegates of the, union and the show
of the American Federation of Labor,
for discussion of labor differences existing since the circus came under new
met with Matthew Woll, vice-president

management a year ago. John Ringling
North, head of the show, is in England,
and Ralph Whitehead, executive secretary of the union, is in town until after
the holidays, when he expects to return
to the West Coast.
Circus division board members who
convened this week to discuss ratifica-

tion of the new circus union set-up

included Stroud Hester, chairman: James
Brent, Henry Hopkins, Frank Kelly, Edward McKenna, George Martin, William
Murphy, Mike Priggins, Charles Ryan,
George Sheridan, John -F. Smith, Andy
Striker, James Wilkes, James Wright and
John Yoric.

Bley Leaves Gooding Org;

Only One Carnival in '39
D iltOIT, Dec. 24.-Felix Bley, widely
known general agent for Carnivals and
theatrical attractions which he formerly
piloted around the world, has severed

connections with the F. E. Gooding
Amusement Co. He had been with the
Gooding organization the past two seasons as general agent for its two shows.
Gooding's Greater Shows and American
Exposition Shows.

"My relations with the Gooding company are still very pleasant," Bley told
The Billboard correspondent here. "The
reason for leaving the staff is that the
Gooding organization will operate only
one carnival in 1939, in addition to
rides. I have several propositions under
consideration in the carnival field."
Bley said he and Mrs. Bley will make
their headquarters at the Fort Shelby
Hotel here until first of the year.

MACON, Ga.-Annual meeting of the
Association of Georgia Fairs will be held

in the Dempsey Hotel here pn January
12, said Secretary E. Ross Jordan, secretary -manager of Georgia State Fair
and Exposition, Macon.

Dog Shows

I

These Dates Are for a Five -Week Period
CALIFORNIA

Los Angeles-Jan. 28-29. Chas. Smith, 429
W. 131st st., Hawthorne, Calif.
San Francisco-Jan. 14-15. Alex Wolfen, 443
Front st.

NEW YORK

New York-Jan. 8-9. Foley, Inc., 2009 Ran stead st., Philadelphia, Pa.
New York-Jan. 18. Clara G. Lowther, Riverside, Conn.

LOOK

IN THE WHOLESALE
MERCHANDISE SECTION

for the
LATEST NOVELTIES,
PREMIUMS

AN!)
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SPECIALTIES
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exemptions enumerated later

in

the

statute, Congress intended the widest

its regulatory
the question of whether the act applies power over interstate commerce; and the
administrator, in interpreting the statute
to carnivals as follows:
possible application of

Me extent( fpeaf;on'5 (Areeting;

to Sit

for the purpose of performing his ad-

Interstate Commerce Restricted
ministrative duties, should properly lean
"The primary source of legislative au- toward a broad interpretation of the key
thority to Congress on this subject is words, "engaged in commerce or in the
quite naturally found in the United production of goods for commerce."
States Constitution. Here we find the
provision (U. S. Constitution, Article I,
No Blanket Coverage
Section 8, Clause 3) that Congress shall
"'It
is noted that the coverage as dehave power 'to regulate commerce with scribed In Sections 6 and 7 does not deal
foreign nations, and among the several in a blanket way with industries as a
States, and with the Indian tribes.' More whole. Thus, in Section 6, it is provided
popularly phrased, this means that Con- that every employer shall pay the
gress may regulate interstate commerce. statutory minimum wage to "each of his
(Gibbons vs. Ogden, 9 Wheat 1).
employees who is engaged in commerce

"To carry on interstate commerce is
neither a franchise nor a privilege. It
Is a right which every citizen of the
United States is entitled to exercise
under the Constitution and laws of the
United States. (Crutcher vs. Kentucky,
There is no question
141 U. S. 47).

that Congress has a comprehensive power

to regulate, according to its discretion,
every phase and feature of interstate
commerce. But this does not vest in
Congress the right to regulate ALL acts
or activities of persons whether pertaining to interstate commerce or not.
"To begin with, there are limitations
upon this federal legislation, and Congress Is restricted to that which in fact
Thus,
is INTERSTATE COMMERCE.
under the employers' liability act, it was
urged that a corporation, by engaging in
interstate commerce, subjected itself to

or in the production of goads for comIt thus becomes an Individual
matter as to the nature of the employment of the particular employee. Some
employers in a given industry may not
be subject to the act at all; other employers in the industry may be subject
to the act in respect to some of their employees, and not others; still other employers in the industry may be subject to
the act in respect to all their employees,
except those specifically exempted by the
later provisions of Section 13 (a).
"'The first category of workers included-those "engaged in (interstate)
commerce" applies typically but not exclusively to employees in the telephone,
telegraph, radio and transportation industries since these industries serve as
the actual instrumentalities and channels of interstate commerce. Employees
who are an essential part of the stream
merce."

possible federal regulation of ALL of its
activities, including those which have no of interstate commerce are also included
relation to interstate commerce. This in the phrase "engaged in commerce"; for
contention the court repudiated. (Howard example-employees of a warehouse

Illinois Central Railway, 207 U. S. whose storage facilities are used in the
interstate distribution of goods.
"'The second category of workers in"So the mere making of contracts between persons in different States does not cluded-those engaged "in the producconstitute interstate commerce (Paul tion of goods for (interstate) commerce"
vs. Virginia, 8 Wall 168; N. Y. Life -applies typically but not exclusively to
Insurance Co. vs. Cravens, 178 U. S. 389; that large group of employees engaged
same vs. Deer Lodge, 231 U. S. 495). Lace - in manufacturing, processing or diswise, commerce does not include the pro- tributing plants a part of whose goods
duction of commodities transported moves in commerce out of the State in
(U. S. vs. E. C. Knight Co., 156 U. S. 1; which .the plant is located. This is not
463).

NOW CONTRACTING FOR SEASON 1939

Will contract two Outstanding High Sensational Free Acts for the entire season.
We are ready to enter negotiations with reliable Showmen to handle such attractions as
Side Show, Girl Revue, Illusion, Large Snake or Jungle Show, Monkey Circus, Posing,
Fun House, Minstrel and any new and novel Shows. Showmen with us last season write.
Can place Legitimate Concessions of all kinds. Will sell Photos. Custard, Lead Gallery
exclusive.

Can place sober, reliable Ride Help for ten Rides, including Foremen.
Ride Men with us last year write.

Have for sale Dual Loop -o -Plane and Tilt -A -Whirl, new last season; several Show Tops.

ALL ADDRESS

C. A. HARTZBERG, Mgr., Punta Gorda, Fla.

HOLIDAY GREETIXGS
to our

Friends,

Business Associates and Employes

Your loyalty, co-operation and good will in the past makes us have every
confidence in the future.

Best Wishes to All of You for HEALTH, HAPPINESS
and PROSPERITY

GOODING'S GREATER SHOWS
THE F. E. GOODING AMUSEMENT CO.
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Kidd vs. Pearson, 128 U. S. 1). The wage limited merely to employees who are en-

and hour law is based upon the same gaged in actual physical work on the
product itself, because by express definition in Section 3 (j) an employee is
deemed to have been engaged "in the
production of goods if such employee
was employed in producing, manufacturing, mining, handling, transporting
"The administrator of the wage and or in any other manner working on such
hour law recognizes the fact that the goods, or in any process or occupation
courts are the last word in determining necessary to the production thereof, in
what is and what is not interstate com- any State." Therefore the benefits of the
constitutional provision (Sec. 2b) and
therefore it is our opinion that the same
limitations as defined by the courts apply
to this act.
Courts Are Last Word

merce. In 'Interpretative Bulletin' No. 1, statute are extended to such employees
issued October 12, 1938, 'he says as maintenance workers, watchmen
(italics ours): 'Under the act, employ- clerks, stenographers, messengers, all of
ments are included or excluded by the whom must be considered as engaged in
terms of the statute itself as interpreted processes or occupations "necessary to
by the courts, and not by the force of the production" of goods. Enterprises
any administrative action. Interpreta- cannot operate without employees of
tions announced by the administrator, these kinds. If they were not doing work
except in certain specific instances where "necessary to the production" of the
the statute directs the administrator to goods they would not be on the pay roll.
make various regulations, definitions and Significantly, it is provided in Section 15
classifications, serve therefore to indi- (b) that "proof that any employee was
cate merely the construction of the law employed in any place of employment
which will guide the administrator in where goods shipped or sold in comthe performance of his administrative merce were produced within 90 days
duties, unless and until he is directed prior to the removal of the goods from
otherwise by authoritative ruling of the such place of employment shall be
courts.'
prima facie evidence that such employee
"A clue to the administrator's views was engaged in the production of such

as to what constitutes interstate com- goods." Hence, except for the special
merce may be had from the further por- categories of employees within the extion of the bulletin referred to, in which emptions of Section 13, all the employees in a place of employment where

"'Under Sections 6 and 7, the wage goods shipped or sold in interstate comand hour provisions are applicable to merce were produced are included in the
employees "engaged in commerce or in coverage unless the employer maintains
the production of goods for commerce." the burden of establishing as to par"Commerce" is defined as trade, com- ticular employees that their functions
so definitely segregated that they do
merce, transportation, transmission or are
communication among the several States, not contribute to the production of the
or from any State to any place outside goods for interstate commerce as these
thereof-or roughly, "interstate com- terms are broadly defined in the act.'
"From all of the foregoing it will be
merce." In the preliminary declaration
of policy in Section 2, Congress recited seen that whether an industry is subject
to the wage and hour law depends
that it sought to remedy certain evils,
namely, "labor conditions detrimental to upon whether it comes within the
the maintenance of the minimum definition of 'commerce' within the act
standard of living necessary for health, and subject to the provision of the U. S.
efficiency and general well-being of Court as defined by the courts.
workers,' which Congress found "(1)
Vaude-Baseball Decisions
causes commerce and the channels and
instrumentalities of commerce to be used "The term 'commerce' is not susceptible
to perpetuate such labor conditions to exact and comprehensive definition,
among the workers of the several States; and recourse must be had to the judicial
(2) burdens commerce and the free flow decisions to determine the scope of its
of goods in commerce; (3) constitutes an meaning. (91 U. S. 275; 171 U. S. 578;
unfair method of competition in com- 188 U. S. 321; 298 U. S. 238). Is the opmerce; (4) leads to labor disputes bur- eration of a carnival 'interstate comdening and obstructing commerce and the merce' so as to be subject to the act?
free flow of goods in commerce; and (5) While there is no case exactly in point,
interferes with the orderly and fair so far as we can ascertain, the best jumarketing of goods in commerce." From dicial authorities would indicate that it
this declared policy of Congress it is is not 'interstate commerce.'
"Thus it has been held that the book evident that, apart from certain specific

ur jfrienb5

KEYSTONE 1100ERN SHOWS

vs.

he says (italics ours):
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PARKER & WATTS CIRCUS
The Wonder Show of America

NOW CONTRACTING FOR 1939 SEASON
Can place Acts and People in all departments for the Cleanest. Most Up -To Date Circus of its Kind on the Road. Those with own transportation given
preference. This show parades and will be enlarged for the coming season,
Write, stating lowest salary.
Address: PARKER & WATTS CIRCUS, South Fort Smith, Ark.

ing of vaudeville acts is not interstate feature of the business that the activity
commerce despite the fact that inci- is not interstate commerce.
dental to its operation it involves the
Exhibition Not Trade
transportation of persons and parapher- "The court
goes even further and says
nalia. (Hart vs. the Keith Vaudeville that
exhibition would not be called
Exchange, 12 F, 2d, 341, 343. 47 A.L.R. tradean
or commerce in the commonly ac79).
use of those words and particu"Similarly, it has been held that or- cepted
larly
it represents merely a perganized baseball is not interstate com- sonal that
effort
not related to production.
merce, since the transportation feature In other words,
the court intimates that
is merely incidental and not the essen- the mere manufacture
or creation of a
tial phase of the business, the important thing in and of itself does
not constitute
feature being the exhibition and not the commerce.
transportation. (Federal Baseball Club
"In arriving at this conclusion the
vs. National League, 259 U. S. 200).
cites numerous other cases (Paul
"In this latter case Mr. Justice Holmes, court
Virginia, 5 Wall 168, 19 L. ed. 357;
writing the opinion, cites by way of il- vs.
International
Text Book vs. Pegg, 217
lustration the fact that a chautauqua U. S. 91; Metropolitan
Opera Co. vs.
lecturer, despite the fact that he travels Hammerstein, 162 App. Div.
69, 147 N. Y.
from State to State, is not engaged in Supp. 532; re Duff 4 Fed. 519;
Oriental
interstate commerce and from this de- Soc. 104 Fed. 975; People vs.reKlan,
55
cision it can be logically reasoned that Misc. 72, 106 N. Y. S. 341; American
the conduct of an exhibition is not com-

League Baseball vs. Chase, 86 Misc. 441;
149 N. Y. S. 6; Hart vs. Keith Vaudeville
Exchange, 12 F 2d, 343).
"The same reasoning has been applied
in connection with amusement or education enterprises, (26 A. L. R. 359; Metroville, 12 F (2d) 341; miation pictures, politan Opera Co. vs. Hammerstein (1914)
162 App. Div. 691, 147 N. Y. S. 532; af7 F (2d) 715.
"Of these cases the Federal Baseball firmed in (1917) 221 N. Y. 507, 116 N. E.
merce. (259 U. S. 200).

"The same reasoning has been applied
and the following have been held not to
be interstate commerce: Opera, 162 A. D.
691, Affirmed 221 N. Y. 507; actors, 239
U. S. 560; baseball, 86 Misc. 441; vaudecase

is probably one of the best known

and in this case, altho it was brought
as a suit for damages under the antitrust act of 1890, the court held that
'organized baseball' is not interstate
commerce and reasoned that the mere

fact that in order to give the exhibitions
the league must induce persons to cross

1061)..

In connection with the Metro-

politan Opera Co. case, it was held that
the production of grand opera was not
commerce despite the interstate transportation of singers and paraphernalia,
which was held merely incidental to the
main activity of exhibition.
"To summarize the line of reasoning
indicated by these cases it would appear:
"1. Personal effort not related to pro-

State lines and must arrange and pay
for their doing so, that this is not sufficient to change the character of the duction is not commerce nor the subbusiness, which is essentially that of stag- ject of interstate commerce.
ing baseball exhibitions. And the court
"2. The transportation of performers,
reasons further and cites cases (Hooper since
it is merely incidental to the exvs. California, 155 U. S. 648, 655; 39 L.
ed. 297; 5 Interstate Commerce Rep. 610, hibitions, does not give the exhibitions
15 Sup. Ct. Rep. 207) to the effect that the character of commerce.
"3. Therefore the transactions in
where the transportation is merely an incidental matter and not the essential question are not interstate commerce."
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Leonard Traube
MUSIC Oracle Orodenker of The Bin -

board, better known to the trade as
Oro, has some interesting ideas about
music in general and orchestras in particular at fairs. Oro is not a mere observer, tho in that category he is as
expert as anyone in the country today
who is writing about music for the
trade. Some years ago he pushed a fid-

mind, (3) his impartiality and fearless- they were entitled to ballyhoo on the its clubrooms and treated him royally.
ness, and the fact that he will refuse streets inasmuch as calliope was played Okeh, PCSA!
to become embroiled in politics and will, for Chamber of Commerce in a ChristLa Motte Dodson, of Dodson's Hollyon the contrary, deny anyone the right mas parade a week before on same wood
Monkey Stars, writes from Atlanta
to make a political football out of the streets.
that
he has been keenly interested in
IAFE. Other reasons for the Kingman
the growth of NSA from its birth last
choice are (1) change of scenery, bring-

ing the secretary -treasurer's post to the
East (Brockton, Mass.), many miles
away from its previous geographical
situation, Oklahoma City, Okla., and (2)
the fact that Kingman is a younger and
perhaps more naturally enthusiastic
man than his predecessor.
As if to disclaim that he knows anything about the subject, the correspondent filed the information that Hemphill
held the post for 26 years. It is signifi-

cant that he neld it since 1923, which
any child will tell you adds up to but
15 years.

Surely house organs should be bound
by at least some of the rules that apply
die around, following which he churned to other types of journalistic endeavor
out chores on the trombone. This having to do with "spot news."
makes him a double expert.
Oro says that it does not take a tycoon
to buy an ork at a fair. Most laymen
know the good bands, and all they have
to determine is whether a particular R. M. HARVEY returned to Chicago
band they have in mind will please their last week after a visit in Iowa,.
constituents. This information they can
HAPPY WINTERS, last season ride
generally obtain thru various channels,
not mentioning a representative canvass foreman on the Winters Exposition
of their sector, a system which probably Shows, has joined the J. R. Malloy
Circus unit as property man and ashas other surveys licked to a frazzle.
Oro claims that the mere buying of sistant to Malloy.

Circus Solly Says

a band, following it up with routine
or even exceptional publicity on the
same, does not put the buyer in the
class terrific.

He says that bands must
be merchandised to the hilt, especially
since their wares are known to the public by means of the airwaves, feature
films and short subjects.
To back up his statements Oro points
to an extra -typical model, the Kansas
City Jubilesta of a few months ago. The
KCJ staged the by -now famous "Rhythm
Rodeo." Lincoln G. Dickey. the promoter, bought five or six name bands,
household words in any dancer's dictionary. It is significant that the bands
themselves, with one notable exception,
did not draw well, but his merchandising
methods,

pegged around the rhythm

thing, put dancing over the top.
Dickey exploited a series of "battles
of music" in which college bands in
that region were invited to participate.
He did this not only for competitive
values as such but to exploit the fertile
facets represented by the younger generation, which is to the 'shag and the
"antiquated" Big Apple what strings and
fingers are to the fiddler.
Applause meters for judging the popularity of the music -making collegians
were brought into play. Trophies were
awarded. Professional leaders served as
judges, which means that they added
prestige to the contest because the
meters were actually the judges. The
reaction on the part of the young people
was overwhelming.
The Rhythm Rodeo is practically part
of the language now. A world-famoUs
batonist is using the line at theater
engagements, tho not hooked up with
a contest.
This column will be glad to hear from
outdoor moguls on how they sold their
bands to the public.

This particular reference is
not even a good pipe dream. Hemphill
was succeeded by Frank H. Kingman for
association.

reasons so diametrically opposed.to those
advanced by the AFA correspondent that
tne question of ethics and accurate labor
organ journalism is evoked.

The organ then tries to make capital
of the allegation that Frank Kingman
is pro -union, implying that Kingman
was chosen because of that very fact.
I do not know anything about Mr. King man's pro -isms or anti -isms as related
to labor issues and unionization, but I
do know, and I challenge the AFA or
anyone else to refute it, that the new
secretary was selected because of (1)
his progressiveness,

(2)

ROGER S. BROWN, of Sioux Falls,
S. D., states that Doc Waddell's article
was very interesting. and enjoyable,
adding, "Doc certainly has a wonderful
fund of information and puts it out in
a style all his own."

year and mentions that he is a member
of both PCSA and SLA and would like
an application mailed to him. We believe that the eligibility committee will
approve this particular application, so
go ahead, secretary, and mail the papers
to him.
ARTHUR BORELLA, clown, since closBirthday congratulations from the ofing with Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus, has ficers and brother members to the folbeen playing dates in Los Angeles. He lowing: Sam Taffet, December 31; Jack
was at Christmas kiddie parties present- Feldberg and Jack Finch, January 1;
ing clown, musical and magical act.
Henry S. Roeller and Thomas Hefferman, January 2; Murray Goldberg and
Harry S. Nelson, January 3; Dr. Henry
C. Falk, January 4; Frank Hellen, January 5; Morris Sommers, Harry Be Gar
and Joseph J. Hicks, January 6.
Ladies' Auxiliary

NATIONAL
SHOWMEN'S

ASSOCIATION
INC.
Palace Theater Building,
New York.

The board of governors had an in-

teresting meeting this week, Mrs. George
Hamid leading the discussions and making several pertinent suggestions. Chair lady Helen Rothstein and her board, with
the exception of Sister Pearl Meyers, who
is indisposed, were present.

As a result of the meeting, which

lasted several hours, Secretary Anita

Goldie has compiled some interesting
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Christmas is notes and the next general meeting
here! The clubrooms reflect the spirit, will probably prove an interesting and
ERNEST MOTLEY left Mighty Haag what with the various yuletide decora- important one.
show at New Brockton, Ala., for Florida. tions, and Christmas cheer will be
On December 24 Sister and Brother
Mack Hoge, formerly with Moon Bros' dispensed tomorrow with dinners being Ida and Mack Harris will celebrate their
Circus, is now with his brother, Monroe served to show people in all branches of 22d wedding anniversary.... Sister Ruth
Hoge, on Newton Bros.' Circus the past the business, whether or not they are Robbin's daughter has just become enmembers.
season.
gaged to a local man. .
Sister Lillian
Don't forget the special meeting on Brooks has her husband back from an
MIGHTY HAAG CIRCUS is having one the night of January 3. Board of extended trip and is all smiles again.
of its longest seasons, even tho it has governors meets prior to the regular . . Clubrooms look lovely in Christmas
been a.difficult year for that and many meeting, at. which time it will appoint decoration, Christmas tree and all, and
the nominating committee for election of lend a really true holiday spirit to the
other shows.'
officers and governors on January 31. premises.
ED AND JENNIE ROONEY open with This is in accordance with the newly
are expecting a goodly turnout to
Orrin Davenport in Chicago at the In- adopted by-laws and constitution, of ourWe
open house December 23.
ternational Amphitheater December 31 which a full report will be made at the
for two weeks. Following this engage- meeting on January 3. There have been
ment they will play for Davenport at inquiries regarding members' voting, ROUTES
Lansing and Grand Rapids, Mich., for especially the members who are out of
(Continued from page 33)
one week each, then Cleveland and De- town and will not be able to vote in pertroit, two weeks each.
son. For that reason we are hereby Platt, John (21 Club) Grand Rapids, Mich..
nc.
quoting part of Section 7, ArtAcle XV, Playboys,
The, with Betty Borden (BlackA CROWDED HOUSE greeted
deals with meetings and elections: stone) Chi,
h.
vaudeville -circus show at Florida The- which
"All
members
must
vote
in
person.
HowPoliakova,
Nastia (Russian Kretohma) NYC,
ater, Sarasota, night of December 17. ever, absent or non-resident' members
no.
Was under auspices of Police Depart- in good standing who cannot be pres- Powell, Ethel (La Cava) NYC, re.
ment Radio Equipment Fund. Unit, ent at the election may vote in the Prime, Alberta (Black Cat) NYC, no,
Michi (Midnight Sun) NYC, no.
under management of John M. Carson, following manner: Upon written request Princess
with the Ringling show for a number of the secretary shall, 10 days before the Princess Luana (Paradise Isle) Hollywood, no.
years, has other Florida dates. The pro- date set for the election, mail to the Rabb, Joseph (Tokay)RNYC, re.
gram: Seven Dominos, tumblers; Al- last known address of such members an Rainey, Evelyn (Midnight Sun) NYC, DC.
fonso Loyal, juggler; Three Darlings, official ballot of election. When such Rambeau, Clay (Alms) Cincinnati, h.
singers; Nikko Brothers; Janet May, ballot has been voted it must be returned Ramon & Lucinda (Cuban Casino) NYC, no.
(Pal.) Cleveland, t.
aerialist; Cento Trio, balancers; Edward to the secretary by mail in a sealed Randall Sisters
Amanda (Black Cat) NYC, no.
Sisters, contortionists; Kaichi Koban, envelope provided for that purpose and Randolph,
Ray & Trent (State -Lake) Chi. t.
upside-down wonder; Eight Uyenos; must contain the paid -up membership Raye & Naldi (Road to Mandalay) NYC, nc.
Louise (Lookout House) CovingMaximo, wire walker; the Hatsutaros card of the voting member. Said ballot Raymond,
ton, Ky., nc.
.

.

Gay Sisters, singers.
shall then be held in security and de- Reed, Diane (Village Casino) NYC, nc.
to the judges and clerks of Reed & Mele (Royale Frolics) Chi, no.
JAMES G. BARGER, Pennsylvania sta- livered
Paul (Chez Paree) Chi, nc.
after the polls are open for Regan,
tion duty conductor in New York, has election
Paul, & Midgets (Shubert) Cincinelection
on the date designated, when Remos,
nati, t.
retired from active service in the trans- it shall be
signed by the judges and Reynolds, Jack (Mother Kelly's) Miami Beach,
portation department. He entered rail-

road service at Tyrone, Pa., in June,
1889, and was in the wreck of the Walter
L. Main show train in 1893 on the Tyrone Division. He escaped injury.

DON LaVOLA, high -wire performer,
CURRENT issue of AFA Reporter, or- and Bert Van Deusen, dancer and
gan of the American Federation of comedian, while playing at the Cat and
Actors, states that unionism was the Fiddle Club in Cincinnati last week
chief topic at the recent convention of called at The Billboard offices. LaVola
the International Association of Fairs was with Russell Bros' Circus the past
and Expositions in Chicago. This is season.
hardly consistent with the facts. If
unionism was discussed - and this
DR. JOHN E. ROONEY, son of Ed
column cannot find anyone who par- and Jennie Rooney, of Sarasota, was

ticipated in any open and formal discussion of the subject on the floor of
the convention-it assumed a minor
character.
The official organ further states that
the question was bitterly debated "and
resulted in the ouster of Ralph Hemphill, an opponent of unionization, from
tne post of secretary -treasurer" of the
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graduated from Marquette University,
Milwaukee, in November. He is 23 and
plans to take an office In Fond du Lac,
Wis.

EMMETT KELLY is again at the Mills

Circus at Olympia, London. While in
France he saw three circuses in same
number of days. Caught birthday party
of "King Tuffy," lion of Bob Mathews,
at Rouen. Had a visit with the managers, Mr. and Mrs. Laurant. Then
went to Paris and caught Circus Medrano
and Circus d'Hiver. Emmett met many
American friends in Paris.
A CALLIOPE being played. horns be-

placed in the ballot box along with the
other ballots voted." Absent or nonresident members are requested to write
Executive Secretary John Liddy as soon
as possible requesting that this official
ballot bp sent to them. This is important!
The Emergency Fund committee, Dr.
Jacob Cohen, chairman, personnel of
which was announced last week, held a
meeting Tuesday night. This committee
is empowered to administer the Burial
and Hospitalization Fund, and much
work is in store for it, especially regarding working out details. Next session
is scheduled for January 3 after the
regular meeting. In the interim should
any emergency arise the committee decided that Dr. Cohen, Counsel Hofmann
and Elias E. Sugarman should act as they
see fit to take care of same.
Club is pleased to acknowledge a $20
contribution from the National Association of Amusement Parks, Pools and
Beaches for the Old Troupers' Home
Fund sponsored by the Circus Saints
and Sinners' Club of America in association with NSA. New year is to see a
concerted drive by both organizations to

membership has not been discontinued
but was recently voted on to continue
until the next banquet, so go ahead, keep
signing new members! First entry in
tion of a 40 -year -old city ordinance the race to bring in 50 paid -up members
against noise -making apparatus in a by next banquet and ball is W. C. (Bill)
parade staged by the company there Fleming. Good luck, Bill!
Bill Powell reports from the Coast
last week. As the bell -ringing charge
was dismissed, the calliope seems to be that the Pacific Coast Showmen's Assohis creative the fall guy. The oil merchants thought ciation extended him the courtesy of

ing blown and bells ringing on a float
were the basis of a $10 fine which was
stuck on M. 0. Swank, Elkhart, Ind.,
agent of the Standard Oil Co., in viola-

no.

Rhodes, Dorothy (Black Cat) NYC, nc.
Richman, Harry (Road to Mandalay) NYC,
no.
Rigas, Belle (Oetzen's) Brooklyn, N. Y., re.
Rios, Rosita (Road to Mandalay) NYC, no.
Roark, Edith (La Marquise) NYC, nc.
Robbins, Archie (Stage 1) Hollywood, nc.
Robbins Bros. & Margie (Newman) Kansas
City, Mo., t.
Roberts, Mary (Gay Nineties) NYC. no.
Roberts Twins (Donovan's) Sacramento, Calif..
nc.
Robinson Twins (Chez Paree) Chi, no.
Robinson, Bill (Pal.) Chi, t.
Rochelle & Rita (Old Vienna) Cincinnati, no.
Rogers, Buddy, & Orch. (Roosevelt) New Orleans, h.
Rogers, Snooper (Lookout House) Covington.
Ky., nc.
Rojo, Leo (Zarape) Los Angeles, am
Rollickers Trio (Victoria) NYC, h.
Rooke, Lala (Village Casino) NYC, no.
Rooney, Pat (College Inn) Chi, nc.
Rose, Johnny (Pioneer Nut) NYC. nc.
Rosini, Paul (Belmont Plaza) NYC, h..
Ross, Lee, & His Singing Violin (Show Boat)
Orange, Tex., no.
Ross, Pierre & Sweeney (Colonial) Dayton,
0., t.
Ross & Stone (COlonial) Dayton. 0., t.
Ross, Geraldine (Midnight Sun) NYC, ne.
Ross, Nester Al (Wonder Bar) NYC, no.
Rotov, Alexis (Town Club) Boston, nc.
Routan's Dogs (Newman) Kansas City, Mo., t.
Royal Duo (Midnight Sun) NYC. nc.
make this dream become a reality Rugel, Yvette (Colosimo's) Chi, nc.
in 1940.
Russell, Robert (Hollywood) NYC. re.
Members are advised that the life

LOOK

IN THE WHOLESALE
MERCHANDISE SECTION
for the
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young actress with possibilities, who its remains scattered around the Belasco
Williams, Gwen (Queen Mary) NYC, re.
,
Willard, Harold (Gay Nineties) NYC, nc.
wasted a great deal of tenderness and Theater stage, and to a quartet of others
Wilson, Charlie (Commodore) NYC, h.
S
delicacy upon the nasty young heroine in the same somewhat muddled dissertaWilson,
Bugs
(Donovan's)
Sacramento,
Calif.,
St. John, Alice (Wivel) NYC, re.
of the same excrescence; to Calvin tion, all of whom do beautiful and finely
no.
Saksonsky, Simeon (Russian Kretchma) NYC, Winston,
Thomas, whose trouping brought him effective jobs -Morris Carnovsky, Leif
Sunny (2 o'Clock) Baltimore, no.
nc.
Winton & Diane (Colonial Inn) Singac, N. J., thru the turgid direction and painfully Erickson, Luther Adler and Art Smith;
Said Puppets (Capitol) Washington, t.
nc.
high-falutin' writing of Abe Lincoln in. to Aubrey Mather, who looks like one
Sanborn, Fred (Paramount) NYC, t.
(Miami Biltmore) Miami, h.
Sandoval, Eduardo & Nicardo (Gaucho) NYC, Wolancii
dwarfs grown up, for
Wonderley, Laurie (Donovan's) Sacramento, Illinois and allowed him to offer the of Snow White's
nc.
only
entirely honest and down-to-earth his subtly droll pretending In Good
Calif., nc.
Sandow, Leon (Garbo) NYC, re.
characterization in the show; to Eddie Hunting, a strange piece 'in which the
Wong, Joe (Monte Carlo) NYC, no.
Setz, Val (Colonial) Dayton, 0., t.
Green, a delectable colored comic whose authors thought that battalions of
Sava, Marussa (Russian Kretchma) NYC, nc. Woodrow, Bill (Lexington) NYC, h.
Woolford's
Weenies
(Capitol)
Washington,
t.
Saylors, Nella (Cafe Madrid) Buffalo, nc.
delivery brought a few real laughs to British soldiers going to their deaths
Scheff, Fritzt (Diamond Horseshoe) NYC, nc. Wright, Charlie (Buckingham) NYC, h.
Wyse Jr., Ross (Beverly Hills) Newport, Ky., the empty stretches of A Woman's a Fool was a spectacle simply too funny for
Schnickelfritz Band, (Pal.) Cleveland, t.
(To Be Clever), the writing of which words; to Boyd Crawford and Sayre
cc.
Scotti, George (Garbo) NYC, re.
was just about as subtle as the title, Crawley, a couple of unfortunates caught
Scott, Virgie (Black Cat) NYC, c.
Y
and
to a quartet of grand performers up in the stuffily pseudo -historical
NYC,
nc.
Scully, Bill (Pepper Pot)
York & Tracey (Strand) Brooklyn, t.
Shaw, Ralph (Rainbow Inn) NYC, nc.,
from Maxwell Anderson's magnificent folderol of Caoriana, who both did yeoYost
Men,
Four
(Diamond
Horseshoe)
NYC,
Shaw & Lee (Casa Manana) NYC, nc.
combination of amusement and real man service in wringing meaning and
nc.
Shaw, Alma (Ernie's) NYC, nc.
Yvette (Lookout House) Covington, Ky., nc. Americanism, Knickerbocker Holiday - occasional effect from the welter of borShaw, Helen (Old Roumanian) NYC, no.
Walter Huston, Ray Middleton, Richard ing and ill -chosen words, and to St.
z
Shaw, Miriam (Edison) NYC, h.
Kollmar and Jeanne Madden.
Clair Bayneld, for his sincere, powerful
Sherr, Lew & Les (Embassy Club) San Fran- Zelaya, Don (Capitol) Washington, t.
cisco, nc.
performance as one of the condemned in
Shipstead, Roy (Pan -Pacific Rink) Los AnGlorious Morning, in which an errant
DRAMATIC AND MUSICAL
geles, a.
To Nigel Bruce, for his heart-warming author tilted powerfully at something or
Shore, Willie (Rose Bowl) Chi, nc.
when no gruff heartiness, and to John Moore, for other, but the confused customers
current
week
(Routes
are
for
Shry, Mildred (Lyman's) Los Angeles, ne.
dates are given)
Sidell, Bob, Trio (Beverly Hills) Newport, Ky.,
his sincerity and his fine voice, in the couldn't tell whether it was Communism
cc.
(Hartman) Columbus, 0., 30- roles of Sir William Schwenk Gilbert or Fascism or both.
Angela
Is
22:
Simon, Harry (Lyman's) Los Angeles, nc.
31;
(Hanna)
Cleveland
Jan.
2-4;
(Cox)
Cinand Sir Arthur Sullivan, respectively, in
Skating Marvels, The (State -Lake) Chi, t.
cinnati 5-7.
of Song, a potentially excellent
Simpson Sisters (St. Regis) NYC, h.
John Beal, for establishing himself
Ethel: (Lyceum) Minneapolis 28- Knights
Sloan, Bert, & Co. (Royal Palm) Miami, nc. Barrymore,
operetta which stubbed its toe because asTo
31.
a young actor of the first water and
Solar, Willie (Diamond Horseshoe) NYC, nc. Cohan, George M.: (American) St. Louis.
it
gave
the
Savoy
pieces
the
direction
strongly into a place in the
Bonny (Roxy) Cleveland, t.
of The Prince of Pilsen; to Robert Chis- stepping
Great Octopus: (Plymouth) Boston.
forefront of American performers by his
Sparr & Ray (Cafe Madrid) Buffalo, nc.
Golden Boy: (Grand 0. H.) Chi.
holm,
in
one
of
the
legitimately
Savoy
Sperry, Frank (Roosevelt) NYC, h.
Charlotte: (El Capitan) Holly- interludes of the same piece, for his fine work in Soliloquy, an excellent play
Spiller's, Capt., Sea Lions (Hofbrau) Law- Greenwood,
was quickly hamstrung by the
wood, Calif.
rence, Mass., no.
excellent rendition of a song from that
Hayes,
Helen:
(Forrest) Phila.
comments of newspaper men who lacked
Spivak, Eli (Penthouse) NYC, re.
Patience;
to
Ned
Welter,
for
a
forthright,
Lunt & Fontanne: (Erlanger) Chi.
Star, Jack (Palmer House) Chi, h.
honest, effective job in the midst of the either the interest or the intelligence
Lawrence, Gertrude: (Harris) Chi.
Starr, Judy (Shubert) Cincinnati, t.
Our Town: (Nixon) Pittsburgh; (Cox) Cin- sturm and drang of Case History, which to understand what it was all about;
Steel, John (2 o'Clock) Baltimore. nc.
Helen Craig, for a tender and sincere
Jan. 2-4; (Hanna) Cleveland 5-'7.
proved that a playwrighting doctor and a to
Steele, Larry (Harlem Casino) Pittsburgh, nc. Ofcinnati
and Men: (Cass) Detroit.
performance, and to Clarence Derwent,
Stephany, Karen (Orange City) Orange City, PinsMice
play
doctor
are
not
the
same
thing;
to
Rochester,
&
Needles:
(Masonic
Aud.)
the most polished work I have ever
Fla., h.
Babs Savage, a little girl in the same \for
N. Y., 26-28; (Erlanger) Buffalo 29-31.
Sterling, Louis (Swing) NYC, no.
Seen him do, in support of Mr. Beal in
to Music: (Shubert) Boston.
drama, who was handed a, role con- the
Stevens, Roxanne (Beverly Hills) Newport, Set
same sacrifice to anointed dunderShadow & Substance: (Selwyn) Chi.
taining a speech that seemed almost as headedness;
Ky., cc.
to Arnold Korff, that fine
Tobacco Road: (English) Indianapolis,
Stone, Mary (Colosimo's) Chi, nc.
as
Hamlet,
and
who
not
only
long
What a Life: (Locust St.) Phila.
actor, for the sincerity and effect of his
Stroud Twins (Walton) Phila, h.
memorized
it
perfectly
but
delivered
it
White
Steed:
(Chestnut
St.)
Phila
26
-Jan.
7.
bit in Lorelei, which turned out to
Stuart, Gloria (Ernie's) NYC, no.
The: (National) Washington, D. C.; with a maximum of effect; to Eva Le small
Stuart & Gilrone (Pelham Heath Inn) Bronx, Women,
the only sincere or effective bit in that
(Forrest) Phila Jan. 2-14.
Gallienne, for the loveliness she dis- be
NYC, ro.
Yes, My Darling Daughter: (Erlange'r) Phila. played in the early scenes and the fine vague harangue against Hitlerism; to
Sue, Lyda (Earle) Washington, t.
Ford and Irene Bordoni, a couple
Sullivan, Maxine (Colony Club) Chi, no.
effect she brought to the later ones of Helen
Newport,
Ky.,
Swifts, Three (Beverly Hills)
Madame Ca pet, in which Clio, the Muse of indomitable troupers who, despite the
CARNIVAL
Ruiz, Maclovia (El Chico) NYC, nc.
Ryan, Tommy (Commodore) NYC, h.

cc.

(Routes are for current weak when no dates

T
Taps, Jerry (Arcadia) Phila, no.

are given. In some instances possibly
mailing points are listed.)

Tate, Katherine (Queen Mary) NYC, re.
Templeton. Alec (Radio City Rainbow Room) Rocco: Willacoochee, Ga.
NYC, nc.
Rose City: Rebecca, Ga.
Terris, Norma (Casa Manana) NYC, nc.
Tip Top: Fargo, Ga.
Terry, Muriel (Garbo) NYC, re.
Texas Rangers (Newman) Kansas City, Mo., t. Virginia Am. Co.: Lodge, S. C.
Thomashefsky Boris (Rainbow Inn) NYC, re.
Three Peppers (Mammy's Chicken Farm)
CIRCUS AND WILD WEST
NYC, re.
Mills: (Olympia) London, Eng., 22 -Jan. 26.
Three Bobos (Arcadia) Phila, nc.
WPA:
(106th Infantry Armory) Brooklyn.
Tiffanys, The (Wagon Wheel) Akron, no.
N. Y., 27-31; Paterson, N. J., Jan. 6-8.
Timmie & Freddie (Cotton Club) NYC, nc.
Tisdale Trio (Coq Rouge) NYC, re.
Titans, The (Century) Baltimore, t.
MISCELLANEOUS
Tomack, Sid, & Reis Bros. (Royale Frolics)
Chi, nc.
Ails,
Roscoe:
(Bandbox) NYC, nc.
Toppers, The (Arcadia) Phila, no.
Arthur, Magician: Winfield, Ala., 28-29;
Tullah & Miy (Colosimo's) Chi, nc.
Crawford, Miss., 30-31.
Blythe, Billy, Players: High Spire, Pa., 26-31.
uns & Clark (Grand) Evansville, Ind., 29- Burro Ball: Lenoir City, Tenn., Jan. 5; Rut31, t.
ledge 7.
Underwood & Underwood (Black Cat) NYC, Campbell, Loring, Magician: Wichita, Han.,
26 -Jan. 8.
Uppercue, Virginia (Mon Paris) NYC, no.
Cooper & Dixon: (College Inn) San Diego,
Uppman, John (White) NYC, h.
Calif., nc.
Usdonoff, Mischa (Russian Kretchma) NYC, Delahanty Sisters: (Club Elite) Dayton, O.,
no.
nc.
V
Farrell, Jack: (Minuet) Chi, no,
Jai
-Le Ta: (Club Nomad) Atlantic City, N. J..
Valda (Plantation) NYC, no.
nc.
Valli, Pedro (Gaucho) NYC, lie.
Jaxon,
Ventriloquist: (Club Hollywood) MadiVariety Gambols (Colonial) Dayton, 0., t.
son, Wis., 26-31.
Velez, Angela (Barney Gallant's) NYC, no.
Kinsey,
Madge, Players: (Grand 0. H.) CanVelez, Lupe (Casa Mamma) NYC, nc.
ton, 0., 26-31.
Velita (Jimmy Kelly's) NYC, no.
Lewis,
Betty:
(Bandbox) NYC, no.
Vestoff, Floria (Boulevard Tavern) Elmhurst, Lippincott, Magician:
Hallsville, Tex., 2-3;
L. I., nc.
Center
4;
Carthage
5; Shelbyville 6.
Villanueva, Estrellita (Cuban Casino) NYC. Lewiston's, Harry, Museum:
Rochester, N. Y.,
nc.
26-31.
Villon, Renee (Leon & Eddie's) NYC, nc.
Long, Leon, Magician: Long Branch, Tex., 2;
Virgil, Magician: Sullivan, Ill., 27-29.
Henderson 3-4.
Virginia Sisters (Leon & Eddie's) NYC, nc.
Zoo & School Circus: Marksville,
Vodery's, Will, Choir (Cotton Club) NYC, nc. McClung's
La., Jan. 4.
McNally's Variety Show: Atco, N. J., 26-31.
Waldez & Corinne (International) NYC, nc.
Malloy. T. R.. Circus Unit: (Kauffman's
Walker, Don, & His Swing Strings Trio (La
Store) Pittsburgh, until Dec. 31.
Fontaine) Huntington. Ind., h.
Marquis, Magician: Mexico City, Mex. (D. F.).
Walker, Buddy (Maxim's) Bronx. NYC, nc.
26-30: Plainview, Tex., Jan. 3; Tulia 4,
Wally, Nathan (St. Regis) NYC, h.
Amarillo 5; Pampa 6; Shamrock '7-9.
Walsh, Mary Jane (Belmont Plaza) NYC, h. Oddities on Parade: Pittsburgh, Pa., 26-31.
Walton, Bert (Lyric) Indianapolis, t.
Ricton's Dog Circus: Summerville. S. C..
Warwick Sisters (Mother Relly's) Miami
26-31.
Beach, nc.
Toby's Funmakers: Covington, Tenn., 26-31.
(Orph.) Tucker, Sophie: (Versailles) NYC, re.
Wayburn's, Ned, Girlie -Gambol
Memphis, t.
Valdez, Vern: (Club Tivoli) San Francisco, nc.
Wetndling, Mary Louise (Hungaria) NYC, nc. Vantine & Cazan: (Lyceum) St. Paul, t.
Wences (Dorchester) London, h.
Wink. Paul: (Flamingo Night Club) Boston
Wencil, Ray (Faust Club) Peoria, Ill., nc.
26-31.
West, Ray (It Cafe) Hollywood, no.
Wyte, Una: (Bandbox) NYC, nc.
West, Everett (Chez Paree) Chi, nc.
West, Buster (Lyric) Indianapolis, t.
Weston, Ruth (Crisis) NYC, no.
FROM OUT FRONT
White, Ann (Queen Mary) NYC, re.
(Continued from page 83)
White, Jack (18) NYC, nc.
Duncan, Mady Christians and Whitford
Whiteman, Paul (Loew's State) NYC, t.
White's Lindy Hoppers (Cotton Club) NYC, Kane.
nc.
Wicke, Gus "Popeye" (Radio Frank's) NYC,
To Wilfred Lawson, for one of the
nc.
Wickse Bros. & Armida (Bombay) Bombay, finest performances of the season in I
India, t.
Have Been Here Before, in which J. B.
Wilkins, Dorothy (New Yorker) NYC, h.
Priestley circled around the concentric
Williams, Pearl (Hickory House) NYC, re.
Williams & Charles (Palomar) Los Angeles, spirals of time until he and his cus.

of their vehicle, taught younger
of History, got tangled up with a couple weakness
performers how it ought to be done in

of collaborators and came out pretty Great Lady, a lavish musical that did
badly; to George Coulouris, for backing much to prove my contention that
Miss Le Gallienne splendidly, despite operettas are as outmoded as ten-twentsome lines at which he and Clio must thirt; to Charles Waldron, for the clarity,
have shuddered in unison; to Henry force, honesty and effect of his reading

Oscar, an actor from London who was as the embattled manufacturer in Amerifaced with probably the toughest assign- can Landscape, in which Elmer Rice
ment ever to assault the talents of a waved a flag madly without seeming to
visiting performer, the lead in Waltz in know quite what he was waving about,
Goose Step, and who gave a gripping, and to Rachel Hartzell and Donald
detailed and dramatic study in abnormal Cook, for rising clear of muddled direcpsychology that was dwarfed only by the tion and impossibly awkward dialog in
background of the play he was in, and
same patriotic but prurient effusion
to Martin Gabel, that sturdy performer, the
and offering a couple of performances
for a forthright, excellent and powerfully that
were brightly effective.
effective job as Danton in Danton's

Death, which was less a play than a
large slice of freak staging by Orson
Wslles.

To Ruth Weston, for the most scintil-

lating, pointed and witty job of her
entire career, in Run Sheep Run, an
amusing play that failed because the
critics convinced the customers that
they were sheep, and the customers took
the titular advice seriously; to Virginia
Campbell, for a lovely performance in a

trickily difficult role in the same lost
cause; to Victor Moore and William

Gaxton, for being themselves and being
together again in Leave It to Mel, a gold-

plated musical that is given far more
aid by its two leading performers than
it manages to give them in return; to
a couple of kids from the West Coast,
Don DeFore and Edmund Glover, who
came east with a trifle called Where
Do We Go From Here? and found almost
immediately that the answer was the
ghost of Cain's Warehouse -but who
meanwhile managed to do a couple of
really fine jobs as embattled lads in a
mortgaged fraternity house; to Jimmy
Savo, that drollest of all mimes, for his
hilarious pretending in The Boys From
Syracuse, in which George Abbott succeeds splendidly in doing what Orson
Welles failed to
Shakespeare; to

do -improving upon
Teddy Hart, that
fiendishly earnest little fellow, for being
a perfect side kick for Savo; to Betty
Bruce, for beautifully combining tap
and ballet to offer some of the finest
dancing I've seen in seasons, and also
for reading her lines with intelligence
and effect, which is something that
dancers don't usually accomplish; to
Eddie Albert, for lending honest and
always slightly embarrassed charm to
the proceedings; to Muriel Angelus, a
delightful English importation, and to

tomers were dizzy; to Ernst Deutsch, many of the others in the same Rodgers for a nice, heavily melodramatic job in Hart -Shakespeare -Abbott laugh and tune

nc.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Insurance for House Trailers, Automobiles, 'Trucks,
Concessions. Skating Rinks. Animals, Etc.

"SHOWMAN'S INSURANCE MAN,"

CHARLES A. LENZ

Now 635 17th Ave., N. E.,

St. Petersburg, Fla,

the same flight into the empyrian; to carnival.
Harry

Rousby, for

perfectly detailed

character work, also in the same drama;
To the above-m,entioned Miss Lynn,
to Bert Conway, for bringing sincerity for her superlative work in Rocket to
and amazing belief to the leading role the Moon (or Love Among the Dentists),
of a sleazy little hunk of schweinerei in which Clifford ("White Hope") Odets

called Dance Night; to Mary Rolfe, a dissects the tender passion and leaves

To Eddie Dowling for the power and
sincerity and magnificent effect of his
superlative performance in_Philip Barry's
Here Come the Clowns, one of the
greatest plays of the 20th century -a
performance that was excellent and rose
to fine heights on second night, but
which now is one of the finest things
this reporter has ever seen in his years
of playgoing, standing head and shoulders above anything else now on the
local boards, and to many others in the
large and unusual cast that supports
Mr. Dowling -to Frank Gaby, a ventriloquist from vaudeville, whose dramatic scene with his own dummy is one
of the most appallingly effective and
beautifully played interludes in seasons
and whose work in general is second
only to Mr. Dowling's; to Jerry Austin, a
dwarf who does an affecting, heartbreaking, beautifully played and tremendously effective dramatic job; to Eve
March, an ex -vaudevillian who is marvelously right and finely sincere in her
important minor role; to Madge Evans,
for the tremendous improvement in her
work since the opening and the tenderness and fine honesty of her characterization; to Leo Chalzel, for the
outstanding job, subtle, forceful, varied
and highly dramatic, that he does in an
extremely difficult and important role;
to Doris Dudley, for the baleful flame
With which she brings belief to an allbut-unplayable character, and, in fact,
to all the others involved in what now
stands as one of this corner's greatest
experiences within the four walls of a
theater, and, finally, to everyone in the
superlatively smooth cast of Spring
Meeting, a piece of Anglo-Irish tomfoolery that turns out to be a complete
delight -to Gladys Cooper, for refusing
to play up her own part at the expense
of the ensemble, and so turning in one
of the finest 6ornedy performances in
years; to Jean Cadell, for her perfectly
detailed and hilariously funny re-creation of a soured and aged maiden; to
A. E. Matthews and, in fact, to every
other member of the cast.

Sincere than/ts to them, every one.
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"Foreign Markets and the AREA"
Address by William Rabkin, Interna-

tional Mutoscope Reel Co., at the annual
dinner meeting of the American Recreational Equipment Association in the
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on the night of
November 27.
The initials of our organization, AREA,
cover a big territory. In fact, the

"AREA" of the entire world is a market
for our amusement devices. / was there-

fore delighted to accept the invitation
of Friend Starkweather, program chairman, to speak to you about our foreign

trade.
You know from experience that we are

geared up to manufacture a lot more
than we can sell in this country-and
this is particularly true in the amuse-

ment device industry. It is therefore
very important for us as manufacturers
and distributors to sell the surplus output of our factories to foreign lands.
I believe it is a well-known fact that
the additional 15 or 25 per cent of our
sales to foreign countries makes it possible for us to decrease our sales price
to all because of our greater production.
This export business may be the very
deciding factor between profit and loss.
In times of depression a 25 per cent
difference in volume sales on the credit
side may well enable us to weather the
storm. It is therefore of the utmost
importance for all of us to look upon
our foreign markets not merely as the
means for doing a little additional business, but rather as an essential to help
us stay in business. With this thought
in mind I would like to give you a
bird's-eye view of foreign markets as I
see them.

Business is dependent upon the
economic situation, and the economic
condition of a country is closely interlocked with the political situation. By
the Same token the political situation
moves closely with the economic situation. The ledger of our foreign accounts is a pretty good index of conditions thruout the world, and glancing
thru it one can tell fairly accurately
the countries which are at peace or at
war-the countries where conditions are
more or less settled and those where the
reverse is true.
People Burdened by War

I look at China and Japan in my

ledger, and what do I see? No hits, no
And no Photomatic machines or
other amusement devices sold. With
bombs dropping on Shanghai and Hankow, the poor Chinese are too busy running for their lives and they cannot stop
to take photographs-or for that matter
take anything else. In Japan the war
has burdened the people more than ever
before. At best theirs is a very frugal
existence which makes little allowance
runs.
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of the South American. Constant radio
broadcasts in Spanish and Portuguese,

mass good -will flights ovSr thousands of

77latetiai

miles and every other kind of endeavor
takes place. This policy, by the way, have been made to gain the friendship
of our southern neighbors. And if they
holds good in most countries.
have, in a measure, been successful in
Young Nations an Outlet
wooing Latin Americans it is chiefly A Free Service for Readers
Our best markets today are Australia because they have made it %their busiand New Zealand. Here are two coun- ness to get to know them.
ATTENTION is directed to The Billtries which, in spite of all the close With the idea of forming a strong
board's Material Protection Burelations and the ready means of com- South American alliance favorable to reau embracing all branches of the
munication that exist between all parts the Fascist cause in the event of a show business, but designed parof our present-day world, are still far European war, German and Italian ticularly to serve the Vaudeville,
enough removed to maintain a more propagandists have familiarized them- Night Club and Radio fields.
optimistic spirit as regards the future. selves with the history of the various
Those wishing to establish idea or
Australia and New Zealand are young republics, with their languages, tradi- material priority are asked to inclose
nations-lands that are rich in minerals tions and customs. They present themdescriptions of same in a sealed enand the products of the farm. Here is selves in the guise of a friend, under- velope, bearing on its face their
a great outlet for American products. standing, sympathetic and seemingly signature, permanent address and
Regardless of what may happen in the ready to help improve their lot. They other information deemed necessary.
Old World or even in the Americas, the treat the South American as an equal Upon receipt the packet will be dated.
prospects "Down Under" for bigger and and even tell him now and again that attested to and filed away under the
better business are excellent.
they are of the same race. And the name of the claimant.
Send, sealed packets, accompanied
Whether Europe will eventually go to South American feels flattered. He not
war or whether peace will be main- only respects the Germans and Italians by letter requesting registration and
return
postage, to Elias E. Sugarman,
tained, these two great countries will for their strong-arm tactics but regards
The Billboard's Material Protection
continue to need automobiles, machin- them as his friends.
ery, tractors, radios, refrigerators and,
How does the average North American Bureau, 6th Floor, Palace Theater

Putection Ruteau

last tho not least, amusement equip- react towards his southern neighbor?
ment. Of course, belonging as they do He looks on him generally as an inferior
to the British Empire, there is a natural who may have had a great past but
incentive to work closely with the United

But American products are
popular in Australia and New Zealand,
perhaps more so than British goods, and
we have the added advantage of being
closer to them in a geographical sense
than England.
The trade agreement that was signed
early this year resulted in a drastic reduction of duties, and with freight
charges from' the U. S. A. lower than
from Britain we should all be able to
do a thriving business in those two
countries, particularly as there are no
exchange restrictions in force that might
impede the importation of merchandise.
If there is an adverse factor in the picture it is perhaps the high cost of dollar
exchange and for this reason it will be
necessary for us to "sharpen our pencils"
when it comes to quoting prices.
Let us take a quick glance at India.
Any country with a population of 350,000,000 is worthy of the greatest attention, and India can truly be called the
exporter's paradise. There are no restrictions of any kind here. The only
fly in the ointment might be the keen
competition from the Japanese. But it
is my belief that with our superior
products and better workmanship we
can still do the business there even tho
there is a marked difference in the price
Kingdom.

quotations.

whose future is decidedly unimportant.
Well, unless we change our viewpoint,
and do so quickly, we are going to be
mighty sorry some day. If we want to
continue to supply South American

needs we will have to learn to familiarize

ourselves with their ways of living and
looking at life. We must not judge them
by our own standards and by our own
outlook on things.
Normally speaking, North Americans
are better equipped to be welcomed in
the countries south of the Rio Grande
than any other people. We have the
geographic advantage of being closer to
them. We have better means for propaganda, if I'may call it such. The radio,
motion pictures, gramaphone records,
educational foundations and the exchange of professorships . . . all these
can assist tremendously in cementing
our friendship with South Americans.
We should not fail to exert every effort

Building, New York City.
The

Billboard

takes every

reasonable

precaution to safeguard packets submitted

for registration with the Bureau but does
not guarantee or assume any liability in
connection with same.
The Bureau is not designed to supplant

in any way the service performed by the
U. S. Copyright Office, Washington, D. C.
The Billboard's intention with regard to
the Bureau is to provide a means of estab-

lishing priority of ideas that is not within
the scope of the Copyright Office.

stantial amount of our products when
the mentioned state of affairs came
into being. Accordingly we had to wait
until the required licenses were issued,
and then it was found that we would
not get paid for our goods at the
time of shipment - which is the
basis for

all

our

foreign

business.

We were able to obtain only 50 per cent
in New York at the time the order was

placed, and for the balance we had to

draw at sight against release of the

to retain the good will of some 100,- documents in Bogota.
000,000 people who live right next door
Well, the draft was paid by our custo us.
tomer on presentation and then the
Restrictions on Exchange
fun began. The value of the sight draft
Of course, unfortunately there exist could not be remitted to our. New York
in several of the South American re- bank until the Colombian Government
publics today exchange restrictions had received enough dollar exchange for
which make it difficult for some of us its exports to release that much of our
to do as much business with them as we money as was due us. It was fully six
might like to. Before he is able to order months before we were finally paid off.
anything in foreign countries the im- Naturally, if you figure your profits

porter very often has to obtain a license on a cash -with -order basis your calcuSouth American Prospects
No part of the world, however, should from his government which permits him lations will be upset if you have to wait
hold greater significance for us than to do so and to pay for such merchan- six months for your money. To overSouth America. Until recently perhaps dise within a specified period of time. come this difficulty our customers sugour only rival in this field was Great In Colombia, for instance, late in gested that on future orders they would
Britain. Today both John Bull and 1937, due to the fall in the price of pay us 50 per cent of the value in New
Uncle Sam are in grave danger of losing coffee, its staple commodity, the Co- York and we were to draw on them at
strong commercial grip which they lombian currency took a nose dive. In sight for the remaining 50 per cent,
for amusement equipment. Today con- the
have hitherto been able to exercise on
effort to avert the depletion of its which was to be released to us as and
ditions there are naturally infinitely Latin Americans. Great Britain has lost an
gold reserves the Colombian Government when the Colombian Government saw
worse.
much prestige of late due to the political immediately established an exchange fit. In addition, we were to draw on
In Spain, too, the outbreak of hos- setbacks which she has received at the control commission which gave orders them for an imaginary further 50 per
tilities has resulted in our losing a great hands of the Fascist countries. This has that no merchandise could be imported cent at 90 days' sight. This draft would
deal of business. Inquiries for our prod- not passed unnoticed in the South without a special license and no money be accepted, payable at 90 days, and by
ucts arrive by almost every mail, but American republics. Having so much in could be remitted abroad until a certain that time the permit to release the exorders cannot be obtained so easily. common with the British, our own time had elapsed-this period of time change would perhaps have come along
Simply because the Spanish govern- prestige has been lowered, too.
depended entirely on Colombia's exports or at least would be well on the way.
ments, both the Loyalists and the Insurand the money coming into the country. And in this way our friends were able
On
top
of
that
the
totalitarian
govgents, refuse to issue permits to import ernments have consolidated their gains Just at that time we had appointed to build up in New York substantial
any merchandise that is not absolutely by the promotion of vast propaganda an exclusive distributor on our Photo- dollar exchange on which we would
an essential to life and, ironically thruout the southern continent. Ger- matic for Colombia. Our distributor draw whenever they sent in an order.

enough, to death
ponents.

.

.

.

of their op- many, Italy and Japan have hardly left had undertaken extensive promotional
a stone unturned in courting the favors work and was all set to order a sub -

Talking of Spain brings to my mind a
letter which we received some time ago
from a young Spanish soldier who had

seen an ad of ours in an export magazine. This ad showed the picture of the
attractive young lady who had been
posing for our photographs. Well, this
young man over there in the trenches
liked the picture of the girl so much
that he thought she should be his
guardian angel and bring him safely
thru the war. So he wrote to us and
asked us to send him her name and
address so he might write to .her and
make his request direct. And in return
for our helping him he promised he
would persuade his father to take an
interest in our Photomatic machine. So
you see business and political affairs
really go hand in hand.
The situation in Spain today is such
that while a huge demand has been
created for American merchandise, the
difficulty lies in receiving payment for
your shipments. Unless you can obtain

either cash in advance or a letter of

credit of a reliable bank located outside
of Spain you would do well not to fill

the orders until some definite change
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Foreign Advertising Need

Before concluding I want to draw your
attention to the Scandinavian countries.
Denmark, Norway and Sweden present

VELARE

(FOREIGN MARKETS on opposite page)

WANT MORE REVENUE

for

I. C. McCAFFERY, President
For the purpose of creating a Building Fund for the Showmen's Home Fund for the aged and indigent: In
consideration of the pledges of others for the sarnepurpose, I promise to pay to The Showmen's League or
America the sum of
I have checked the square below showing how I desire to make payment:
Check attached.

El One-third to be paid August 15, 1938.
One-third to be paid August 15, 1939.
One-third to be paid August 15, 1940.

Dollars

Read
"BINGO BUSINESS"

Name
10 BE SICKED BY THE SUBSCRIBER

Address

...ARE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE SHOWMEN S LEAGUE OF AMERICA HOME FUND.

YOUR ORGANIZATION?

165 W MADISON ST CHICAGO ILL

A REPRODUCTION of the pledge card used by The Showmen's League of

America in its campaign to raise funds for the Showmen's Home. Members
and friends of the league may use this form for pledge if they failed to receive
cards or lost the ones sent to them

A Column About Bingo in the

WHOLESALE MERCHANDISE
Department
THIS WEEK end EVERY WEEK
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Green Speaks on Value of Horse
Show as Regular Adjunct to Fairs MANATEE COUNTY FAIR
Excerpts from address on "The Horse because they had been given tickets by
Show Industry and Its Effects on Fairs," their employers and felt obliged to go.
by Charles W. Green, secretary of Mis- The horse show of today is very difsouri State Fair, Sedalia, and noted ferent.
It is true that at a great many
horse show fudge, before the 48th an- of our horse
shows hundreds of our
nual meeting of the International Asso- boxes hold people
formal dress who
ciation of Fairs and Expositions in the paid a high price forintheir
special seats,
Hotel Sherman,e Chicano, on November but the numbers that make the show
29.
outstanding and a financial success are

I have visited al) of the larger horse the ones that fill the upper tiers and
shows in the States and Canada, and the cheaper priced seats. In the past
during the last 10 years in visiting and few years at some of the horse shows
Judging at a great many of them I the management has been obliged to
asked questions of the local manage- sell standing room.
ments concerning the advisability of a
At the 1937 horse show in St. Louis
horse show in connection with the fair there were six performances, drawing
or exposition. I watched the crowds 69,349 paid admissions. There was prize
and asked questions of patrons as to money over $20,780, and the show had
what they thought of a horse show in 635 entries. This was a record for paid
connection with a fair. In a few in- admissions for any horse show in North

stances I have been told that it was be- America, and on one night an all -world
lieved that the fair could operate as well record was broken for a single attendwithout a horse show as it could with ance at any horse show. Net proceeds of
one.
this show go to charity.
On receiving the invitation from SecNot Narrow in Scope
retary Hemphill to present my ideas on I
believe that horse -show managers
this subject, I wrote to the managers of
13 fairs in the States which hold horse should take into consideration the fact

the horse show is not narrow in
shows in connection with their fairs that
its scope any more and takes in all
and asked them these questions:
classes of people. The management
1. Do you consider your horse show should make up a program of interest
a distinct asset to your fair?
to all classes, and especially should it
2. Is yOur horse show self-sustaining include classes which the layman can

or does it cost your fair money?
understand. I think horse -show man3. Are you considering substituting agements should be careful not to make
any other activity in place of your horse classes for their horse show of merely
sectionally popularity. I believe that the
show?
of the breeding of all light
I have replies from nine of these man- welfare
requires a broader polidy than is
agers, and eight of them state emphati- horses
presented by some of the horse shows.

cally that their horse show is an asset

to their fair, that it is self-sustaining

and that they would not consider chang-

ing their horse show for any other activity. 'Only the manager of the New
i ork State Fair reports that there is
much debate as to whether their horse
show is a distinct asset to their fair. He
states that their horse show does not
make money.

Presented

by

Itself

It has always been my thought that

front of the grand stand. We thus gave
our patrons their choice of selecting the
kind of show they preferred to see. Our
horse -show attendance and receipts have

increased a little each year since the

initial showing.
Our horse show does not pay its way,

speaking strictly of the gate receipts
and the cost of the horse show to the
fair. We feel, however, that it is worth
all that it costs because it would be
necessary to set up premiums for breeding classes for light horses and give
those that are engaged in the light
horse industry in our State an opportunity to compete for prizes on the same
basis that the man who .is engaged in
the dairy, beef cattle, or swine industry
is allowed to compete for prizes in his
division of live stock and for which no
extra charge of admission is made.
Appeal

for Laymen

Horse shows should not only be made

outstanding in entries and quality but
shodld have a general appeal to the lay
person. To the average reader of a newspaper a few years ago the horse show
was an affair for the rich. The attendance then was pretty well limited to
those who had plenty of money, those

ENDY BROS.' SHOWS, Inc.
Funland Park, Miami, Fla.

was elected president at the annual
meeting; vice-presidents, W. F. Fuller
and C. Harlton. Andre has set up a record, having been successively second
vice-president, first vice-president and
purpose of having a one -day horse show president within the calendar year.
Shows Start of

Fairs

Three years ago in Western Missouri
there was organized a Western Missouri
Horse Show Circuit which included six
or seven towns banded together for the

in each of the towns. This idea has
grown until most of the towns have
two-day shows, and this year three of
Ga.-Chattahoochee Valthe towns included other activities with leyCOLUMBUS,
Exposition re-elected Fred H. Schomtheir horse shows. I am told they con- burg,
H. E. Weathers, J. B.
template establishing regular fairs at Knight,president;
vice-presidents; Myrtle Layfield,

one or two of these towns. These fairs treasurer; F. L. Jenkins, secretary will be there because of the original idea manager.
for a horse show. During 1938 there
were 195 horse shows with membership
in the American Horse Shows Association, only the San Mateo (Calif.) show JACKSON, Miss.-All counties in the
applying for a date to have a show and State have been brought into Mississippi
not holding a show. The number of Live -Stock Show with organization of 20
shows under the jurisdiction of this counties in Northwest Mississippi Show,
association increases each year. Count- Sardis, said J. C. Holton, agriculture
ing one -day horse shows along with commissioner. T. C. Potts was elected
larger shows, there were more than 500 president of the new Northwest show;
shows held in the United States and S. R. Morrison, secretary; John Gorman,
Canada during 1938. This was a very vice-president.
substantial increase over 1937, which
leads to the conclusion that horse shows

are on the increase and that they fill

a much -needed want in the entertainment field. Management of the Golden
Gate Exposition in San Francisco plans
horse show from June 30 to July 9,
I am convinced one way to educate awith
premiums of $50,000, the largest
patrons and increase interest in the premium
classification that has ever
horse show is to have an announcer been offered
at any horse show in North
who is a practical horseman describe to America. I think
that the American
the spectators in language the layman show horse can very
properly be called
can understand .the various classes as the "Grand Opera Star
of the Show
they are shown. This, of course, must Arena."
not be too much in detail.
Wayne Dinsmore, of the Horse and
Mule Association of America, informs
me that there are about 118,000 light
horses that are used principally for

a horse show should be presented to pa- pleasure and that there are 459,000 more
trons primarily as a horse show and not on, farms, plantations and ranches,
be interspersed too much with circus which includes young stock coming on
acts or other attraction units unless and horses used for riding on such
they are offerings of horse appeal. On places. There is no question that riding
taking over management of Missouri has increased greatly in the last 10 years

State Fair in 1933 I found the horse
show was held in front of our grand
stand at night and was interspersed
with various free acts. In 1936 we separated our horse show from the grandstand show and presented a straight
horse show in the Coliseum at the same
time a show was being presented in

PALMETTO, FLA., WEEK OF JANUARY 9
Can place Fun House, Penny Arcade, Girl Show and Grind Shows. Also
Rides not conflicting. All Concessions open except Cook House and Bingo.
Address

IN THE WHOLESALE

PREMIUMS AND SPECIALTIES

Moore, John W. Wingo.

Fair Elections

and that there are far more riders than
there were at that time. Development
the 1938 fair in October. A move is on
of the small one -day horse show whose
to hold the 1939 fair earlier.
classes are limited to horses owned and
ridden by amateurs or members of their
REGINA, Sask.-Nate Andre. for 15
family is doing a great good.
years a director of Regina Exhibition,
fi

Where Are You Wintering?
Kindly give the information on this blank and
mail to The Billboard, Cincinnati, 0., for our records
of circus, carnival and tent shows in winter quarters:

BELLVILLE, 0.-Bellville Independent
Agricultural Society re-elected Frank
Walters, president; Russell Walker, vicepresident; E. 0. Kochleiser, secretary;
G. L. Cherp, assistant secretary -treasurer.
IRONTON, O.-M. H. Fogey was elected

president of Lawrence County Fair; Curt
Taylor, vice-president; Don Lewis, secretary; Edwin Schafer, treasurer. The
board is considering a free fair next
summer.

Title of Show
Kind of Show
Is it Flat -car, Baggage or Motorized2
Owner
Manager

Winter Quarters Address

Office Address

02 LOOK

MERCHANDISE SECTION
for the
LATEST NOVELTIES, PRIZES

T. W. Woodworth, president; John P.
urer. President Woodworth said the fair
will remain on its present location "until
further notice." Directors re-elected include Maj. Howard McCravy, J. A. Law,
Dick Floyd, Samuel Snoddy, Paul V.
Fielder, secretary; Maj. D. C. Todd, treas-

FORT WORTH, Tex.-Tarrant County
Fair Association re-elected Dr. 0. 0. Hollingsworth, president, and Houston
Hutchens, first vice-president. Other
vice-presidents elected: Ray Luttrell, Dr.
HILLSDALE, Mich. - Hillsdale County W. C. Foster, Floyd Deacon, Mrs. W. E.
Fair board elected Frank Carter, presi- Huffman, W. L. Pier. Joe D. Lindsey, L. I.
dent; J. L. Post, treasurer; H. B. Kelley, Samuels; Claude Wilemon, treasurer. F.
secretary, and Andrew Adams, superin- H. Wadley is to be secretary -manager.
tendent of speed.
Thirty-three communities took part in

able to own their own horses, those who
weht to watch their neighbors and those
whose names were standouts in the so-

cial and financial world of our great
cities. Some of the masses attended

SPARTANBURG, S. C. - Spartanburg
County Fair Association re-elected Mayor

Opening date and stand for 1939 if definitely
'set

"FOREIGN MARKETS (Continued from opposite page)
tion,_because in addition to the generally satisfactory economic situation prevailing there at present there is great
activity in connection with the Olympic
Games that will be held there in 1940.

With no restrictions of any kind in
force, Finland should prove an ideal

market for our class of merchandise at
this time.
And as far as the AREA is concerned

in its attitude toward foreign trade. I
am strongly for an extensive foreign
advertising program. Use the various
export journals to advertise American
amusement equipment. Contact commercial attaches abroad and make it
your business to meet visitors that come
to us from all parts of the wide world.
Next year especially will see thousands
of foreign business men in the United
States visiting the New York World's
Fair, and they will be looking for the
things that we have to sell. Let the
various journals that cater to foreign
countries keep you posted as to their
whereabouts after they have arrive* here
and get acquainted with them. 1939
should be a banner year for all of us.
Let us be ready! Cover the AREA.
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Here are 10 basic reasons why

1939 will see "one of the
most sensational recoveries in

history," states Roger W.
Babson.
1.

Huge long term Armament program. All
nations doing it. No prospect of "arms

limitation."
2.

The rise in stock market prices.

Values

have ALREADY increased over $15,000,-

000,000 (that's 15 billion) since June 1.

A 600'D START

ti

IORAWINNINC

3.

Building 10% ahead of a year ago and is
rising sensationally.

4.

Demand for homes, railroad equipment,

11,4111St1 !

"This is one of the most sensational recoveries in
history and the end of the rise is not yet in sight,"
states Roger W. Babson. "And in the midst of
today's uncertainty, I am willing to forecast that
American business within a few years can pass
1929 peaks."

machinery and thousands of other products

is the largest in history.
5.

Carloading reached new 1938 high. Steel
operations above pay point; textile activity
exceeds the levels of a year ago.

6.

The greatest money supply in history avail-

One way to keep on the right track, the INSIDE TRACK, where the
latest news,

valuable

ideas and
are to be

worth -while

opportunities in

the

found EVERY WEEK is to read
The Billboard EVERY WEEK on subscription. Treat yourself as a
Amusement Business

live and surely successful proposition.

FACES A NEW ERA OF PROSPERITY.

Prepare today.

able.

AMERICA

Mail coupon below NOW!

THIS OFFER EXPIRES MIDNIGHT, JANUARY 15 -

7.

This Coupon Saves You $2.50
The Billboard
25 Opera Place
Cincinnati, Ohio

1 -7

000 (55 billion) at the 1929 boom peak.
8.

With 1940 in mind, the Administration
is laying ground work for business boom.

Please enter my subscription for the next 30 issues, for which I
inclose-not the $4.50 thousands of readers will pay for these copies at
the news stands-but ONLY $2.

Name

Occupation

Street

New

9.

State

Renew

Regular Rates, One Year $5; Single Copy Price 15c.

The Rate on This Offer in Foreign Countries (Except Canada) Is $3.50.
This Offer Applies to "Permanent Address" Subscriptions Only.

The U. S. Treasury will pour over $2,000,-

000,000 (two billion) into industry DURING THE NEXT FOUR MONTHS.
10.

City

Banks can finance a business expansion of
$250,000,000,000 (250 billion) compared
with an actual expansion of $55,000,000,-

Business is at a new 1938 peak and is
(Ask the
pushing upward vigorously.
department stores how their Christmas
business was.

Best in history.)

December 31, 1938
ADAMS-John (Jack), veteran vaudevillian, who played most of the major
circuits under the name of John J. Cor-

bett, of a heart attack at the Candee
Club, Syracuse, N. Y., December 12 while
appearing as a guest artist there. He

originated, produced and co-starred in

revue which toured the Keith,
Orpheum and Proctor circuits. Survived
a

by a son, Frank, and a brother, Tom.

Services in St. John Evangelical Church
and burial in St. Mary's Cemetery,
Syracuse.

BARRY-Arthur, 70, known in private
life as Alfred Booty, actor who appeared
in support of Maude Adams, John Drew,
Eleanor Ralston, Lady Forbes and many
others, in the Flushing Hospital, Queens,
N. Y., December 21. He was born in

England but spent most of his life in
this country. Survived by his widow
and a son.

The Billboard
11.

The Final Curtain
GIBSON-Bill (Hoot), rodeo perform- chemist, Hamlet, Room Service in Loner, December 10 in Shenandoah, Ia., from don and FTP's Power.
injuries sustained while participating
in one of the events during the last
MAIER-Sheridan S., 70, circulation
week of the Chicago rodeo last October. manager of The Massillon Independent,
A bull's horn had pierced his cheek- December 21 at his home in Massillon,
bone and death was attributed to com- 0., after several months' illness. As a
plications resulting from internal in- young man Maier was featured as a
juries. Survived by his widow, Frieda. singing clown with the Albert Wetter
Burial in Shenandoah December 12.
Circus out of Massillon in the '90s. He
was a member of the Modern Woodmen
GOTSCHALL-Claude G., 56, band and Moose lodges. Survived by his
leader, of Lewistown, Mont., in that city widow, four sons and two daughters.
December 11. Gotschall was born in Funeral and burial in Massillon.
Marion, Ind., August 18, 1882, and following the death of his parents, in his MARTIN - Judge Preston, father of
youth began devoting his time to music. Mary Martin, singer in the musical comWhen only 17 he was leader of the edy Leave It to Me, in Weatherford, Tex.,
Hagenbeck-Wallace circus band. Later December 20.

BESSON-Mme. Violet, dramatic actress and former vaudeville headliner, at
her hotel in New York December 21. She
was the widow of George Besson, who he taught music at Beatrice, Neb., for
died in Paris many years ago. Born in seven years before returning to circus
England, she came to this country in life. He was director of the municipal
1908 as leading woman for Arnold Daly, band in Grants Pass, Ore., and also aided
and then switched to vaudeville. She in founding the Elks' Lodge there.
appeared last in New York in The Coun- Gotschall went to Lewistown in 1936 to
try Wife in 1938 and for the past four take charge of the local Elks' band and
years had been associated with the sum- since that time had piloted the organmer theater at Ogunquit, Me.
ization to two consecutive State Elks'
band championships. Survived by his
BROWN-Sadie E., 49, tattoo artist,' widow, Josephine; three sons and a sisrecently in an automobile accident at ter. Services by the Elks in Lewistown
Muttonville, Mich., in which her step- December 13. Body was returned to his
father was also killed. She was the wife home town, Grants Pass, for burial.

of Edwin Brown, well known in the
Mrs. Brown managed his studios and
shops in various locations while he was
on the road, and about two years ago
established her own tent company in
Detroit. Her husband and two children
survive. Burial in White Chapel Metattoo field for 35 years. For many years

morial Cemetery, Detroit.

GRANGER-William F., 84, veteran
stage and screen actor who created one
of the memorable roles in the Broadway stage play Lightnin', in Hollywood
December 23.

GREEN-Andrew

Alexander,

68,

in

Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, pecember
18. Green was orchestra conductor of
BURNETT-Mrs. P. A., 85, at her the old Wonderland Theater, Detroit, in
daughter's home in Paris, TeX., recently. 1894, which was later succeeded by the
Burial in Dublin, Tex.
Temple Theater. He conducted the

known in this country as a stilt skater
and toured Canada and Europe several
times before the World War. Survived
by a brother, Pace, of New York. Body
was cremated and the ashes sent to St.
Paul to be scattered on Lake Como,
where services, attended by many professionals, were held November 24.

FILLIUS-Walter T., 66, at one time
in Washington recently following four
years' illness. Fillius had also been connected, in a business capacity, with the
Barnum Sr Bailey shows. Survived by
his brother and three sisters. Services
in the Nativity Catholic Church, and
burial in Rock Creek Cemetery, Washsecretary to William (Buffalo Bill) Cody,

ington.

The Cincinnati offices of The Billboard
have on file thousands
of biographies of members of the amusement
profession and allied

fields.

biographical file is not drawn upon
for data of people who have passed
on. If you are not represented in
this file please send to The Billboard
Biographical

Editor,

25-27

Opera

Place, Cincinnati, 0., the following
data about yourself :
Name; age; place and date of birth;

home address; number of years in
amusement business, or if in allied

grandchildren.

SOOY-Raymond R., 59, superintendent of recording of the RCA Victor Co.,

at his home in Merchantville, N. J.,

December 20. Survived by his widow
and two brothers.

TEMLER-Louis J., 66, music teacher
and composer, at his home in Lakewood,
N. J., December 18.
WEST-Milo, and wife, Bertha, 58 and
52 respectively, parents of Neil J. West,
who with Morris Nelson formerly operated the High, Wide and Beautiful unit,
at Mercy Hospital, Grayling, Mich., December 21 of burns sustained the

day before at their home in Lewiston,
Mich. Mr. West was a lieutenant in the
World War. Besides a son, they are sur-

vived by two granddaughters, Mr. West's
mother and his sister. Funeral services

ductor, December 20 at his home in
Zanesville, 0., after a brief illness. Merrick toured with a number of shows
prior to his retirement in 1914, both as
player and director, including the original Van Amburg Circus, Sells Bros.'

Circus and the

77lattcages
ALLEN-ROBERTS-Thurston W. Allen,

Billy McAllister and trick and fancy skater, and Louise V.
Washburn Last Sensation troupe. His Roberts in St. John, N. B., recently.
first engagement as a trouping musician
was with the D. W. Atwood Band. For
ANDERSON - EASTERLY - Gordon
several years he was a member of the Anderstn, sound engineer for Tri-States
John Philip Sousa Band and was ac- Theaters, Omaha, and Elsa Easterly,
claimed by Sousa as one of the out- nonpro, in Qmaha recently.
standing E -flat cornet players of all
time. He had charge of the Sells Bros.'
KELLY-CONNERTY - Edward (Pat)
musical organization for 32 years, quit- Kelly, publicity director at Station
ting the road in 1914 and retiring to KFRC, and Claire Connerty in Oakland,
his home in Zanesville. He was a mem- Calif., December 23.
ber of Lafayette Lodge No. 79, F. and
A. M.; the Elks, and a charter member
KETROW-BERNHARDT-William Rob-

of the Zanesville Musicians' Union. Sur- ert Ketrow Jr., of Kay Bros.' Shows, and
vived by his widow, three sons and a Neita Bernhardt, dancer, in Miami, Fla.,
daughter. Services from the residence November 17, it has just been learned.
and burial in Woodlawn Cemetery,
WATSON-HAMMOND--Karl M. ( Happy)

Watson, formerly announcer at Station
CFNB, Fredericton, N. B., and now in
the International division of NBC, and
Elizabeth Hammond, radio organist, in
Stewart Manor, New York, recently.
WILLIAMS-LOWERY-Phil Williams,

general agent for 0. N. Crafts Enterprises, and Lillabelle Lowery, radio artist
and daughter of Frank Lowery, managing editor of The San Jose News, in

Yuma, Ariz., December 18.
WILCOXON-WOODBURY-Henry Wilcoxon, actor, and Joan Woodbury, actress,
in Hollywood December 18.

ectuitty inattiages
Mrs. Chauncey Olcott, widow of the

American -Irish ballad singer, and Ralph
Stuyvesant Brown, society broker writer, in New York soon.
Hal Kemp, orchestra leader, and
Martha Stephenson, debutante night
club singer, in New York soon.

the Cherokee (Kan.) Masons and
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Tito
Security Benefit Association. Survived
by a sister, Mrs. A. C. Wallace, of Chero- Guizar in Cedars of Lebanon Hospital,
kee. Services December 13. Burial in Los Angeles, recently.
Hosey Hill Cemetery, Weir, Kan.; with
A 71/4 -pound son to Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Masonic rites at the grave.
Elman in Polyclinic Hospital, New York,
ST. CLAIR - Helen 'K., an operatic December 18. Father conducts the
of

singer for years and at one time asso- Hobby Lobby radio program on NBC.
ciated with Billy Barry, John Griffith
An 81/2 -pound son to Mr. and Mrs.
and Sidney Drew, in Chicago December Adolph
Fell in Omaha recently. Father
is operator at Omaha Theater and head
of Local 343, IATSE, Omaha.
field so state; date of
A six -pound daughter to Mr. and, Mrs.
entering it and first
Father
connection and capac- Keith Wilson in Omaha recently. World
is
amusement editor of Omaha World-ity; other connections

Ric9tapitie5

Not a week pasts that this

appeared in vaudeville

with Doctor Lothrop, with whom she
played a 52 -week vaude season at the
Howard Atheneum, Boston. Services in
Chicago December 14. Survived by a
daughter, a son, a brother and several

MERRICK-William N., 83, prominent December 24, with burial in Gresham
musician, composer and circus band con- Cemetery, Charlotte, Mich.

musical accompaniment for a large Zanesville.
CLARK - John Martin. 60, veteran number of big timers in vaudeville from
sheetwriter, December 9 in a hotel in 1899 to 1919 and directed the Scandi- PARRISH-Lawrence Edward, 60, oldnavian Symphony Orchestra, Detroit, for time vaudeville performer, in Coshocton,
Bristol, Va., December 9.
its 1937-'38 season. He was a member 0., December 15. Survived by his
Palestine Lodge, F. and A. M., and a mother, three sisters and two brothers.
COCHRAN-John Watson, 79, manager of
member of Detroit Lodge of the
and representative of musical artists for charter
Survived by a daughter and a
more than a half century, at his home in Elks.
PAULS-Roy, 45, for the past five
Burial in Grand Lawn CemePearl River, N. Y., December 16. His grandson.
years projectionist at the Brin Theater,
tery, Detroit.
widow and a daughter survive.
Menasha, Wis., December 14 in MilL., 66, youngest of the waukee. Survived by his widow, a
COLTER-Archie W., 55, secretary - sixGUY-Arthur
Guy Brothers of minstrel fame, in daughter and four sisters.
treasurer and general manager of River- Chicago
months ago after a long
side Amusement Park Co., Indianapolis, illness, itseveral
just been learned. Arthur. RIDOUT-L. M., 71, veteran theater
in Methodist Hospital there December 18 who was ahas
and pianist, leaves operator of Denison, Tex., December 16
after a short illness. In 1908 he became his brother,cornetist
84, as the only sur- in a hospital there. He built the Star
secretary of the former Riverside Amuse- vivor of theGeorge,
popular troupe of the days Theater -there in 1912 and later was
ment Co. and January 1, 1921, was ad- when minstrelsy
and vaudeville flour- owner and manager of the Rialto in that
vanced to the post he held at his death. ished in this country.
widow, the town. He retired from the theater
He helped organize the company with former Bessie Graves, His
of Springfield, business in 1927.
Lewis A. Coleman, who is president. He Mass., also survives.
was born in Indianapolis February 14,
ROBEY-Sir Donald, 66, Scotch come1883, and was a member of Center Lodge,
and bagpiper, suddenly in HuntingF. and A. M.: Scottish Rite, Murat Tem- HOLBERT - Montgomery, 69, veteran dian
W. Va., December 16. Robey had
ple, Sahara Grotto and of the National black -face comedian and entertainer, of ton,
playing schools and Shrine clubs
Association of Amusement Parks, Pools a heart attack in Manhattan, Kan., re- been
Capt. Ferguson and his Wonder
and Beaches. Survived by his widow, cently. He had been retired from show with
Dogs.
Efforts are being made to locate
Luttie A. Long Colter. Interment De- business for a number of years but his relatives.
cember 21 in Crown Hill Cemetery, In- played several dates this fall with his
son, Prof. E. L. Holbert, known as Rajah
dianapolis.
ROBSON-William R. (Murphy), 52,
Rodoh, magician and mentalist. Also
CROMWELL-Charles, 83, old-time survived by one daughter, three brothers trouper and musician with Roger's Dog
& Pony Show since 1908, in the Security
circus star, at his home in Galt, Ont., and one sister.
Benefit Association Hospital, Topeka,
December 19. He began his circus career
in St. Marys, Ont., at the age of 12 and KANDLER-Richard 0., '72, for 40 years Kan., December 10. He was a member

spent many years under the Big Top. In dancing instructor in Chicago, in Grant
1874 he walked across the Niagara River Hospital, that city, December 12. Sur'
gorge on a rope. After retiring from vived by a daughter and son. Services
circus life he entered the contracting and burial in Chicago December 15.
business in Galt, but failing health
McCOLLUM-H. H., 54, character acforced him to retire several years ago.
Survived by a son, Frank Cromwell, of tor, of pneumonia in Polyclinic Hospital,
New York, December 19. Among the
the Flying Cromwell.
stage productions he appeared in were
DAVIDSON-John, veteran roller and The Vagabond King, The Passion Flower,
ice figure skater, October 31 in King Sancho Panza, Marco Millions, The Al County Hospital, Brooklyn. He was well

She also
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and capacities and
length of each con-

nection to date (mention years if
possible); married or single; if married, give wife's name and state if

she is active in amusement business;
if married previously, give names,

dates, etc.; names and ages of children if any; names and addresses of

parents; names of fraternal and
business organizations you belong to;
date of furnishing data and your
signature.

Herald.

daughter to Mr. and

Mrs. Edmund Turner in Detroit December 11. Father is chief staff artist for
United Detroit Theaters.

An 81/2 -pound daughter to Mr. and
Mrs. Sandy Hogan in Richmond, Va.,

December 17.

A 7% -pound daughter to Mr. and Mrs.

Floyd R. Strobel in Columbus, 0., December 22. Father is the son of Courtney the Magician,
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HOME - COMING

JOIN AND EARN
By LeROY B. STEIN

Manager, Cigaret Merchan disers' Assn. of New Jersey

THIS is the second in a series Of ar- those unfitted for permanent businesses
ticles (see The Billboard, January 22, were eliminated from the field.
When Times Were Dark

1938, page 79) designed to interest operators to either join existing associations or band together for the purpose
of forming new ones. The first article
concerned itself with the admonition of
"Live and Let Live." It tried to appeal
to the better side of the operator in order to show him the error of his ways in

It was during this economic war that
territories were closed to every type of
automatic equipment to the detriment

of both the honest and the dishonest
operator. It was at this period when
things looked blackest, when manufacnot co-operating voluntarily with his turers were turning gray, wholesalers
competitors. It sought to prove that were going bankrupt and operators disthe formation of an acquaintanceship appearing from the scene, that operators
with other operators in the same field endowed with vision gave birth to the
was conducive to a better understand- idea of Trade Associations.
ing among the operators and a quicker Here and there operators met and disstabilization of the industry.
cussed the idea of forming groups for
This article will tend to show that it their common protection and advancepays dividends in dollars and cents to ment. Meetings were held now and
become a member of an association. The then in order to effect a truce in a slow-

day has long since passed, whether op- ly but surely exterminating war among
erators realize it or not, when the spirit the operators. Finally the big men in
of "catch as catch can" no longer pre- the industry took hold of the association
vails. Unthinking, untrained or un- idea and almost forced the unthinking
scrupulous operators may still believe operator to join with them for the adthat they are earning a definite profit vancement of the industry and the savout of their business even tho they dis- ing of their businesses, and thus it came
regard every rule of decency, of good about that those who deserve to stay in
judgment and of fair dealing in their the business, those who pioneered, those
operations. Nevertheless, the law of the who recovered from the onslaughts of
survival of the fittest will determine the unscrupulous, those who applied
those who will remain in the industry common sense in their operations, those
who were willing to give the location a
in the future.
This is a new industry, now going fair break, those who realized that only
thru evolutionary stages toward a sta- thru efficient methods could their busibilization where each and every opera- nesses survive, these men saved the intor will conduct his business on a sound dustry thru the organization of local
economic foundation. The day of the associations.
chiseler is on the wane and while we However, since the advent of the assomay always have with us those who are ciation and its phenomenal success in
dishonest, the rule of profit will apply to almost every instance, despite the hardthose who follow the lead set in other ships endured, the misunderstandings,
industries where business is conducted the antagonism of the born chiseler and
on a more safe and sane plan of opera- the crafty evasion of the conniver, those
engaged in forming the association were
tion.
not satisfied with the results obtained
Inexperienced Element
and sought to induce every operator in
It is needless to point out that an in- their particular division of the coin maexperienced element entered the coin chine industry to join their association.
machine industry from its very incep- In many territories the leaders were able
tion. Only a few desirable business men to corral 100 per cent of the operators.
became interested in the sale of service, In other territories they were not quite
amusement and merchandise thru auto- so successful, but whether the membermatic equipment. With few exceptions, ship was 100 per cent or over 60 per cent
those who succeeded in establishing re- those who adhered to the principles of
spectable and respected businesses were the association, those who had a hand
not only men of vision and understand- in the shaping of the ethics and in the
ing, but men of impeccable character. formation of the Code of Trade Practices,
Slowly but surely, more and more trained were able to convince the public and
business men are entering the field; more especially the authorities that the coin
and more business men are becoming machine industry was rapidly becoming

By JAMES GILMORE,

Secretary -Manager

of

Coin

Machine

Manufacturers'

Association

THE important thing about an annual coin machine convention is the presentation of new ideas and machines that will
appeal more to the public. Operators wait expectantly to see
what is new. The coming coin machine show at the Sherman
Hotel, January 16, 17, 18 and 19, 1939, will surpass previous
records for something new. Manufacturers have felt this need
for a long time and have been pushing developments to supply
it.
But there is an angle of fun and fellowship to the annual
coin machine convention also. That is what we are pushing as
an organization while all the manufacturers put the finishing
touches on new ideas. They will each tell you in their own way
what surprises you may expect at the show. But all the while
committees and officers are extremely busy planning for good
times and real fellowship.
The idea that is prompting all our plans can be summed
up in the word, "Home -Coming." Everybody in the industry
hopes and expects to be there and ready for the opening of the
doors on January 16. It will be the time for operators from all
sections of the country to meet, exchange ideas and good jokes,
while enjoying the hospitality of exhibiting manufacturers. A
home -coining is a time that no one can afford to miss.
The industry has thru the years grown accustomed to the
home -coming in January. It is one of the finest things about
the business. Everybody likes to get together once a year, talk
shop, crack jokes, have an extra good time, then go back to the
home field with enough new enthusiasm to last thru the year.
The home -coming for 1939 is at the 'Sherman Hotel. The
hotel officials themselves are co-operating in every way possible

to make the operators feel at home. So, in inviting every
member of the trade to come to Chicago in time for the opening

of the show January 16, it is an invitation also that includes
the full co-operation of the hotel that houses the convention.
coin -machine conscious; more and more a respectable and respected and imlocation owners are beginning to realize portant industry in this, country.
To make the atmosphere of home -coming as complete as
the necessity of doing business with
Why This Neglect?
those in whom they can place their conpossible
the convention management is seeking to make your
fidence, and so more and more of those One should imagine that having seen
entry
into
the convention as easy as possible. If you send in
the
success
of
the
associations,
having
who refuse to conduct their operations as
they should be conducted are beginning learned of the tremendous expansion your name in advance we will have your convention badge
by those who became members of
slowly but surely to lose their foothold made
the association, cognizant of the addi- waiting for you. Everybody knows what a convenience this is
in this industry.
Particularly is this true in the auto- tional profits earned by those who re- and names are pouring in. The convention rules have also been
the locations of competitors, all
matic merchandising field. Those who spected
have a commodity to sell must necessarily operators would join; nevertheless, hun- reduced to a minimum so that everybody can feel free to enjoy
dreds
of
coinmen thruout the country
come in contact with the source of supre- the convention and also make the best of an .annual trip to
ply which has always conducted itself have either neglected or deliberatelyany
in accordance with sound economic fused to become associated with
the coin machine center of the world.
principles. By this very contact, the established group of operators.
operators of automatic merchandisers

It has always been the contention of

have aped the ways of those from whom the writer that any business man who
The work of the convention management, plus the welcome
association has an
they buy their supplies. Little by little refuses to join his
At
heart
such
a
man
is
of the Sherman Hotel, insures about all that is humanly posthe operators began to learn the meth- ulterior motive.
ods employed by successful merchants. dishonest or grossly ignorant of all the sible to make your visit to the January show a happy one.
factors
which
concern
his
own
welfare.
As manufacturers, wholesalers, jobbers Milton H. Lewis, the late vice-president
Those who remember the floor show last year at the annual
and retailers entered the coin machine
field, the operator was compelled to meet of the Cigarette Merchandisers' Associa- banquet will know that a better one is coming this year. It was
tion
of
New
Jersey,
gave
to
the
industry
trained competition and so, for the first
time, he began to realize the necessity of these immemorial words: "There is al- the peppiest floor show ever-now come and see a still better
obtaining that training. At first he re- ways another location; there is only one
sented this intrusion by resorting to the Association."
one.
What philosophy is embodied in these
most unscrupulous methods which could
few
words!
Hundreds
of
words
might
be
be devised by infant minds. Despite
Your presence for the opening on January 16 will make
this disastrous type of operation, those used to explain this thought, but in this

with training and vision survived the limited space, suffice it to say that it is

onslaughts of the ruthless coinmen, with unwise, uneconomic and unnecessary to
the result that a large percentage of (See JOIN AND EARN on page 150)

it all the more truly the industry's Home -Coming celebration
for 1939.
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Stop and Go
Spreading Cheer

How "Not" To
Operate Phonos

son's greetings in years," says Bert Lane,

Following are bona fide rules and regu-

with these new

business they're doing with Genco's Stop

and Go, the game that just won't stop

Make one call and be home at

6 p.m. for supper. Don't keep your fam-

KEENEY GAMES;

going.

ily Waiting

"Stop and Go has compiled some of
the most enviable location records in the
history of the business. What better

2. If location is a dead one, leave your

machine there to rest in peace also.

PASTIME

news could there be for '39 than to
promise the industry even bigger hits

Changing spots may bring it back to life.
3. Do considerable work on Saturday.

away.

and it will be

head of Seaboard Sales, "and a great
part of their happiness is due to the

phonograph operator:
1. Start your collections as late as pos-

Location owners just love to have you
mess around then. Besides, customers
may want to play the machine.
4. Keep your cabinet and glass (inside and outside) as dirty as possible.
Customers enjoy the music better.
smeary titles and burned -out light bulbs
will help keep the players in the dark
also, as well as the cash box empty.
5. Worn-out needles and records add
to the tone of your phonograph -and
what a tone. By all means keep oil

NEW YEAR

tors are extending their cheeriest sea-

lations of how "not" to be a successful

9 -coin console with new match -point

principle

than this game?
"Fred Iverson, our New England representative, and Harold Lawrence, Pennsylvania representative, join me in wishing season's greetings and 'no stops and

JACK KEENEY, head of J.

H.

Keeney & Co., who reports that "the
year 1938 treated us very well," but
who is looking even more optimistically' toward 1939.

6. Keep records on machine several
weeks after their popularity has waned. the carbonated beverage industry say
New numbers may bring a few extra that the problem now is to put the
coins in the cash box.
beverage where the public can get it.
7. No use looking for new locations. And this is what thousands of operators
There just aren't any. Let the other will be doing in 1939 -placing carbonoperators do the chasing around.
ated beverage within easy reach of
8. If you have a real "hot spot" see countless consumers who are now not
that tie location owner gets practically reached by ordinary sales methods.
all the receipts. Your machine is a great
"The number of coin -operated beverexpense to him.
age venders which will be placed during
9. If by chance you should come the next two years will be a figure which
across a mediocre spot where there is a will compete favorably with the most
phonograph, offer the merchant more famous novelty game runs of pin game
commission to put your machine in. It history. I base this statement on three
will likewise help the operator out (of factors; first, the thousands and thousands of locations open to this type of
business) as well as you.
second, the millions of dol10. AlWays enter a place with a"grouch equipment;
lars'
worth of advertising which is conon" and leave the same way. It takes stantly
creating markets for carbonated
more "muscles" to create a "frown" than beverages;
third, the substantial profit
it does a "smile." Besides the exercise to the operator.
In other words, the dewill help your competitor.
mand is there and the profit is there.
11. When you are thru servicing a ma"If I have seemed to emphasize mer-

SPINNER WINNER
8 -coin, counter game

more go' in 1939."

RECORD PURSE

Brooklyn Firm
Enlarges Force

TRIPLE ENTRY
TRACK TIME
STABLE MATE

1 -ball, jackpot,,payout table

BROOKLYN, Dec. 24. -Charley Aronson and Bill Allberg, of Brooklyn
Amusement Machine Co., experienced

J. IL KEENEY & CO.,
CHICAGO

JUST 25 LEFT 1

CLOSE OUT!
EVER READY
Vendors$C50

of novelty games.

r-

4 colt...

"This year we are going to attend the
thought in mind. We feel now that we

ots

CMMA show in Chicago with one

Sample,
$6.50.

are in a position to efficiently handle
the products of some outstanding and

Master No. 77
2 in 1 Vendors

Snacks

Gross Asstd. Snow
and Seven
Dwarfs, 85c
Or.

(Add 100 for Pest

a.: -Insurance.)

1 /3 With Order Bal. C. 0. D., F. 0. B. Newark.
WRITE FOR NEW 1938 CATALOG! FREE!

territories."

Moloney Predicts
Stabilized Trade

8.75
7.50

White

to supplement our present offices and
will also open offices in other surrounding cities to handle the neighboring

delegation.

of 5
$12.95

CHARMS - 75c

reputable manufacturer. We will, if
necessary, open offices in New York City

chandising equipment, do not get the
idea that amusements will not be important in 1939. Bell type equipment, Phono Assn. Men
of course, has a permanent place in
for records they desire. Then don't bring this industry; and, as far as Bally is To Meet in Trenton
the records.
concerned, our plans for 1939 include
TRENTON, N. J., Dec. 24. -Committees
13. The most beloved operator is the provisions for huge volume production from
the Philadelphia Music Operators'
one that makes his calls filled to the of our twin bell.
Association
and the Music Operators'
"gills."
"In the table class, emphasis will be Association of New Jersey were scheduled
14. Always spend at least half, if not on the more permanent types of ma- to meet here yesterday at the Hotel
all, of your "take" in each place. It chines, namely the multiple payouts. We Stacey -Trent to discuss reciprocal trade
makes you a goOd fellow and spares you know now that multiple payouts have agreements and the adoption of uniform
the trouble of keeping books.
as permanent a place in the coin -ma- trade practices.
15. The Golden Rule should always be chine picture as bells; and the bulk of
Representatives of the New Jersey
remembered, not as "Do Unto Others as table operations in 1939 will be in mul- association will be A. Seger, A. Kass,
tiples.
You Would Have Them Do Unto You,"
Mrs. Babe Kaufman, E. Masterson, Counbut as "Do, Do, My Huckleberry Do.
"Summing up, I will say that stability sel Kesseiman and Manager Le Roy
will be the keynote of 1939; and sta- Stein. Frank Hammond, manager of
You'll Do Me If I Don't Do You."
bility will result in permanent pros- the Philadelphia group, will head his

ct.

s

2001 Calumet Avenue

coinmen, have been at work this past
year, according to reports, building a
large efficient organization. Says Aronson: "We now have 20 men at work
for us. Ten men on the outside circuits
and 10 meta on the inside. We have
developed one of the most efficient
staffs in this part of the country and
are in a position to use a large quantity

chine, take up a couple of more hours
of the merchant's time. He doesn't have
to look after phonographs either.
12. Give the patrons a "request slip"

perity."
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A HAPPY

NEW YORK, Dec. 24. -"Many opera-

By ALBERT M. KOPLO, Chicago

sible.
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A NCO ,

383 ntriparligiE JAYE.,

rm.% CONSOLES
m.9
Ready To Set on Locations. 0
A-1 Condition.

KENTUCKY SKILL TIME
(1938) (Like New)

0

$145.00
105.00

P KEE BELL (Keeney)
STONER'S SKILL DERBY
IBALLY TEASER
0 TRACK KING
.4 TRACK TIME (Red Cabinet)
EXHIBIT RACES

I

8556348559155:50g

AUTOMATICS.
STONER'S AIR RACES

0 DE LUXE 46

FOTO FINISH
DOUBLE HEADER
OTHER BARGAINS.
00 POPMATIC POPCORN MA-

0

.

.

.

CHINES
MILLS DANCEMASTER DE
LUXE
...

.... .......

E15.00
12.00
19.50
10.00

$3497..5500

19.60
SEEBURG MODEL R. C, OR D
58.50
Terms: 1/3 Deposit, Balance C. 0. D.

OF

°01

Cable Address WBCO.

vv ND.
M-1°

NOVELTY

co., INC.

3800 N. GRAND BLVD., ST. LOUIS. MO.

L'IMWMILIVIkliK10010010kV

READING TIME :-

that stabilizing influences which
have been at work during the past year
will show marked results in 1939. "In
many ways," Moloney declared, "1939
will be a boom year. But it will not
be the frenzied booms we have seen in
the past. It will be a boom based on
the more permanent types of equipment.
operators will make more long-range
plans than ever before. `Get -rich -quick'
psychology will be less of a factor in the
1939 plans of operators, distributors and
manufacturers; and the three groups will
be found working for greater stability..
And, when we add the balance sheet at
the end of 1939, we will see that stability
dicted

10
.

.

Seconds...

. and if the 10 seconds you take

to read this ad make you write for

information about PHOTOMATIC you

will find them the most profitable
10 seconds you ever spent.

INVESTIGATE
International Mutoscope Reel Co., Inc.

518 West 34th St., New York

has brought the industry the greatest
net prosperity it has ever knoWn.
"Foremost among stabilizing types of
equipment will be various specialized
coin -operated service equipment. The
tremendous interest shown in the Bally
beverage vender during the December

LOOK
IN THE WHOLESALE
MERCHANDISE SECTION

for the

show is an index to the present plans
of operators in all sections of the country. Investigations prove that, in spite
of the stupendous effor's and magnifibeverages is many years from the saturation point. Marketing executives in

14

MILLS DANCEMASTER....

15

AO

CHICAGO, Dec. 24. -Questioned about
prospects for the new year, Ray T.
Moloney, president of Bally Mfg. Co., pre-

cent success of such organizations as the
Coca-Cola Co., the market for carbonated

/0°1##

LATEST NOVELTIES,

PRIZES

PREMIUMS AND SPECIALTIES

NEW JERSEY LEADERS confer with John A. Fitzgibbons, New York, to
speed delivery of Paramount games* Left to right, Jerry Jenkyn, John A. Fitzgibbons, Iry Orenstein (with O'Toole headgear), Jack Kay and Dick Steinberg.

ADVERTISE

IN THE BILLBOARD

YOU'LL BE SATISFIED WITH
RESULTS

The Billboard
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JAR DEALS GALORE

amino tommillaurossysisml..-.

.c

Ja

WE STOCK THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF OVER
TWENTY SIZES AND STYLES.

,t111.14,

NEW REELS.

,?1

5.

nz New Reels

!St

"as

44:
110111110.1..

an,

4011 Reed yes

soc

$1.60

ARM REGISTRATION

Each. 51.75; Each (in Dozen Lots)
STYLE No. 1,
97 Winners.
Write Us for Full Particu2520 Tickets, 5c Play. lars on Our Complete Line
Takes In....5126.00 Today. Please State Your
Pays Out.... 82.00 Business When Writing

Ja

THE

te_Lvt

P4
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AMUSEMENT MACHINES

Us. Write for Catalog.

Profit ....5 44.00

COIN MACHINE SHOW

Jars, 30c Extra.

Inn SALE IX T.ur ittalVESta.q

CM

FOR

WIS.
DE LUXE
CORP.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
1900-12 North 3rd Street,

Hotel Sherman, Chicago, January 16, 17, 18, 19, 1938

F I TZG I B BONS' INVENTORY SALE!
EVERY MACHINE GUARANTEED
Airway
Arcade
Bambino

REGARDLESS OF PRICE

Genco Junior, Counter
$10.00
Pin Game
75.00
Magic Ball
25.00
Nags
42.00
Odd Ball
35.00
Palm Springs
32.50
Peppy
Reserve (Single Box) 19.00
15.00
Reserve (Dbl. Box)

$ 8.00

25.00
22.00
Bull's Eye
11.00
Eagle Eye (Ray Gun) 50.00
Fleet (2 Meters)
30.00
34.00
Fleet (3 Meters)
Hare 'N' Hound
8.00

$30.00
30.00
30.00
25.00
8.00
5.00
30.00

Review

Robin Hood
Ritz
Splash

Silver Flash
Turf Kings

World's Fair

1/3 DEPOSIT WITH ORDER, BAL. C. 0. D., F. 0. B. N. V.

JOHN A. FITZGIBBONS, 453 W. 47th St., NEW YORK

Wurlltzer, Model
$ 95.00
316
Wurlltzer, Model
416
95.00
Wurlltzer, Model
616
108.00
Wurlltzer, Model
124.00
618A ..

Ascot Derby

Bull's Eye
Conoy Island

SPECIAL.

Cargo

Wurl itzer, Model
412

The CMMA management announces that members of the trade may have
their admission badges waiting for them at the Registration Desk by mailing
iri the following blank in advance:

NOVELTY GAMES

SENSATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CLOSEOUT
ALL 1937-16 RECORD MODELS
567.50

Easy Steps
Marvel
Playball

Rock-0Ia 1936.. 52.50

$26.50
10.50
13.50
13.50
11.50
24.50
12.50

1/3 WITH ORDER. BAL. C. 0. D.. F. 0. B. NEWARK. WRITE FOR NEW COMPLETE LIST!

HERCULES MACHINE EXCH., Inc,. 1175 Broad St., NEWARK, N. J.
WE'RE DOUBLE
CAREFUL!

Anyone'll vouch that our
swell reconditioned games

are clean as a whistle and
Even
work like a charm.
repainted

when necessary.
us! SEND FOR

Just try
FREE WEEKLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOG!

Real QUALITY Bargains!

Atlantic City.$19.75 TRADE STIMULATORS -Life Policy,
Daily Dozen. 19.75
Triple Free

63,50
52.50
36.50
Splash
Swing
25.00
Palm Springs. 42.50
Play
Ballyview

EXPORT

Pay 500 to 1.
Gorgeous Ma-

chine. Small

Checks. ...$14.75

I-3 with order.

"NATNOVCO."
Merrick, N. Y

Balance C.

0.0., F.O.B. Merrick,L.I.

Check whether

M ERRIC

NATIONAL NOVELTY CO. L. I. N.Y.

TIME MARCHES ON ! . -...$12.50

$16.50

REEL GRIPPER. Comb. Grip

$635

New, 5c Play. Only
Tester, with Reels

Daval Reel

Oroetchen Co-

lumbia, 5c
Play

Now

Like
.

.$35.00

7.50
8.50
Daval Races .5.00
4.00
Punchette .
Deuces Wild 12.50
12.50
Joker Wild
Bell

Slides.

Reel

Spots.

.

Dice ..
Daval Reel

S

8.50
7.50
8.50
8.50

Pack

Little Gypsy

Jennings Club

Vndr., is

17.50
8.50

Play
Dble. Deck

A. B. T. Moving Ta get, Mod. F.$16.50

MONARCH

COIN MACHINE CO.
1731 Belmont Ave.,

Chicago.

Write for New Price List of

Amusement

Vending

Service

Signed by

CoinmenCoinmend
Show Committee

Your registration blank will be delivered to the CMMA by mailing it to

Of NACOMM

Billgtard

CHICAGO, Dec. 24. -It has been rare

indeed in the past, according to C. S.
Darling, secretary of NACOMM, in spite
of the successful shows that have been
conducted in former years, that an operator, jobber or distributor has taken
the trouble to seek out members of the
show committee or others to pay a compliment upon the way the show was
conducted.
This year, however, during the last
day of the show and since its close
dozens of operators, jobbers and distributors have taken pains to comment

64 West Randolph Street, Chicago.

the association in making these
things possible. I think so long as we
Typical of these comments are letters
ourselves as business men
from a Chicago operator and from a conduct
sooner or later the public will recognize
2 1c MILLS Q. T.s ........ ........ $ 22.50 well-known distributor in Texas.
us as such and the very absence of so
1 TRIPLE ENTRY, 3 Weeks Old ..... 225.00
Herman Torrence, of Chicago, writes: much foolishness as we have seen in the
1 KENTUCKY CLUB, Excellent Condition 115.00
Monarch's New & Used Values.

1 TRACK TIME, Red Head, Excel. Cond. 95.00
39.50
1 FAVORITE, Like New
49.50
1 FAIRGROUNDS
19.50
1 ARLINGTON
25.00
1 MILLS DANCE MASTER VICTROLA
One -Third Deposit Required With Order.

FINN & GENE,

.......Distributor

5.00

21
Cent -a -Smoke

Penny

Jobber

Music

ST. LOUIS NOVELTY COMPANY

SPECIAL

......Operator

Check type of machines used:

PADDOCK ...
HOME STRETCH ...$ 9.50
NOVELTY GAMES
TURF CHAMPS (Tkt.). 19.50
STONER'S RACES.... 12.50
AIRWAY
$19.50
COUNTER GAMES
21.50
BALLY ZEPHYR
9.50
AUTO DERBY
TRACK REELS
$ 7.50
10.50
CARNIVAL
5.00
DAVAL RACES
AUTOMATICS
19.60
CHICO BASEBALL
8.50
BELL SLIDES
.512.50
HEAVYWEIGHT
8.50
HAPPY DAYS
TERMS: 1/3 Deposit, Balance C. 0 D.
3138 OLIVE ST.,
9
ST. LOUIS, MO.

GINGERS! Wooden Base, Like

City and State

Street

We Cover the World."
Cable Address:

Mocanaqua, Pa.

favorably on the show.

"On behalf of my wife I wish to thank past is very encouraging to me."
you for the wonderful bridge and bunco
party that was held for the ladies attending the coin machine show. . . I
will also say that this is the best convention that I have had the pleasure of
.

attending."
Fisher Brown, distributor of coin -

operated machines at Dallas, writes, in

LOOK

IN THE WHOLESALE'
MERCHANDISE SECTION

for the
LATEST NOVELTIES, PRIZES
PREMIUMS AND SPECIALTIES

of

part: "I just want to take time to ex-

Daval's Side -Kick
Wins Acclaim

be fooled by our own enthusiasm and
we reserve judgment until the new
game has been thoroly tried on location.
After that, sales tell the story. Side Kick sales are now telling an eloquent
tale of successful operation and big
profits. Repeat orders further emphasize
the greatness of the game.
"The reasons for Side -Kick's popularity

are evident. The game has everything
the operator wants -action, pep, thrills,
new ideas, beauty, lighting effects. Add
to this the success of Daval's mechanisms in such a hit game as Odd Ball,

(New Game)
which has convinced operators that
CHICAGO, Dec. 24. -"Positively the Daval's games are mechanically perfect.

press my appreciation for the hospitality greatest game we've ever manufactured."
extended to my operator friends and my- was the way I. D. Rotkin, advertising
self during the show. I think this was manager of Daval Mfg. Co., described
the most splendid exhibition you have Side -Kick, Daval's newest five -ball novever engineered, and it certainly was the elty game.
"In our business." said Rotkin, "we're
cleanest and best of all the shows I
have attended during these several years. inclined to be conservative about the
merits
of a new game until we know
I do want you to know that my associates and myself appreciate the efforts it to be definitely a hit. We refuse to

The side -kick high -score feature, shifting 1,000 points, and the free -ball fea-

ture are a combination that gets the
players and holds them.

"Every precaution has been taken for
the operator's complete protection. We're
overjoyed with the manner in which distributors, jobbers, operators, locations
and players have received Side-KiCk."

December 31, 1938
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DIRECTORY OF

DISTRIBUTORS and JOBBERS
111; FEATURE

OF

In

CMMAISSUE
SHOW

This Is a
Sample
Advertisement

CONpargioti

J. D. SMITH & CO.
46 Upper Street,

O

(3ar

DEXTER,

It is im-

and IOBBERSI.-- in this
represented country
DISTRIBUTORS
that you be
in the

portant
directory.

All copy must be of a general
nature . . . No Prices, No

Listings of used equipment.

IDAHO

Distributors for
BALLY, CENCO. WESTERN, CHICAGO,
MILLS, JENNINGS, DAVAL, STONER, GOTT-

LIEB, KEENEY, EXHIBIT, ROCK-OLA.
A Wide Variety of Good Used Machines.

"We Are Here to give SERVICE"

Every operatorinformative.

It shows how
helpful and
find
.it
will
and classithis
Page.
compiled
Study
will be
the greatest
receive
the directory
that
day.repfied so
Makesure your company
space to

benefits. by reserving your
mailed to all jobbers
receive
resented
been
have
imIf you did not
Full details
information Co.,
distributors.
and
for complete Publishing
theme write
--The Billboard 0.
mediately Place, Cincinnati,
25 Opera

Here Is Another
Sample
Advertisement
J. D. SMITH & CO.
46 Upper Street,

DEXTER,

IDAHO

ALABAMA
SEE OUR LARGE AD IN ANOTHER
SECTION OF THIS ISSUE.

(Reference to page number cannot be made
on account of mechanical timItations.)

CALIFORNIA

Advertisements

will

be

grouped by States and Cities,
making it easy for operators
to find your listing.

ARKANSAS

COLORADO

Buy Your New, and Used Machines from these Companies
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-

Based on 28 years of experience, we know
"SILVER KINGS" to be the ONE THRIFTY
buy, the real "King of Vendors."

----Th
"--,
WWPW\\\\IP,se,,-

C.

PROFITS ROLL IN Operating
World's Finest
Vendors.

Hun-

dreds now coining money with

SILVER
KINGS. Vend

MERCHAIMISE 11111CHIflP
Chicago Candy
Show in August

anything - candy, nuts. gum,
etc. You simply service the

dent and Howard S. Short will function
in the capacity of secretary -treasurer.
The Chicago Candy Club is one of the
city groups of confectioners which have

machines a n d

collect the profits.
Scores of
locations
aI

around

of these amazing money-

CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-The committee use of candy. Many of these groups are

for the Greater Chicago Candy Show has informally allied with National Confecannounced that the Sherman Hotel in tioners' Association of the United States.
Chicago will again be the site of the The N. C. A. was responsible for the reannual candy show. They have selected cent wide distribution of the slogan
the week of August 28, 1939, as the date "Candy Is Delicious Food-Eat Some
for the next show. They anticipate that Every Day."
there will be considerably more exhibits
and that displays for the 1939 show will

be even better than in the past. Stunts
and ideas are being planned that will
surpass anything that has been attempted in the past.
Says A. L. Waldner, chairman of the
committee, "The committee suggests very
strongly that those in the industry make
every effort to take their vacations at
the time of the Chicago Candy Show.
Chicago is a marvelous summer resort

VICTOR VENDING CORP.
4203 Fullerton Avenue, Chicago

SAMPLE
(CHEAPER IN QUANTITIES)

CHICAGO, Dec. 24,-"We believe that

things regarding the candy industry. alike.
"This was the first show appearance

Kenworth To Head
Chi Candy Group
CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-At a meeting of
the Chicago Candy Club, held recently
at the Maryland Hotel, Joseph H. Ken worth was elected president of the confectioners' group. F. L. Heroux was selected to head the office of vice-presi-

Guns. Brings BIGGER PROFITS!

(We will exhibit

only at Hotel
Sherman, Jan. 1619.1

own.
able

of your
Unbeatfor b I g

steady EXTRA income as a side line or part
Everything furnished for a quick start.

time.

SPECIAL - One Vendor, 10 lbs. $8.45
Candy, 1 Gross Charms
One Sample Machine, Only $6 50.
Ask for Special Information on Vending.
Send for FREE Catalogue. Write Today.
Factory Distributor

Le Roy Stein, manager of the New Jersey
CMA, reports that he has been requested to

was caught by the chromium venders
and by those which boasted pastel col-

of the country. If CMA's progress continue
at the same fast pace as in 1938 it'll
knit body by the
be a nation-wide closely
"We are looking forward to 1939. We time the end of 1939 rolls around.

ored porcelain.

expect and are prepared for a banner
year in new and repeat business.

Communications to M. Reuter, The Billboard, 1564 Broadway, New York City.

Ball

ness

moderately priced quality merchandise. value of an association modeled along CMA
We noticed that many an operator's eye lines is becoming known to ops in all parts

DEPT. E. 1601-09 E. 39TH ST. KANSAS CITY, MO.

Toys, and

delightful busi-

jobbers and distributors very much in The first meeting of ops in this area most
the past few years. They have dealt probably will be held at Watertown, N. Y.,
with us because of our fair dealing and in the middle of January. Looks like the

GREAT STATES MFG. CO.

Vends all Candies,

Small

Investment puts
you on the road
to financial Independence In a

of our company.. We were glad to show assist in tRe organizing of a CMA group
because we have enjoyed the support of among operators in Upper New York State.

cigarette
merchandisers'
association

GUARANTEED )/t5 YEARS!

makers.

one of the highlights of the recent coin
machine show was the display of the
Silver King bulk merchandise venders,"
states an official of Automat Games,
manufacturer of the venders.
center. The Sherman Hotel is centrally
"There was particular interest shown weeks. Latest additions are Caprio
located and the members of the industry
the introduction of two new Silver Sales Co., of Harrison, N. J., and Advance
who attend will not only have a splendid in
The new units caused favorable Sales Co., of Elizabeth, N. J.
vacation but will also be able to see Kings.
many interesting and enlightening comment among jobbers and operators
Stupendous is the word."
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Silver Kings
Attract All Eyes

you

are now ripe
for one or more

been formed recently to promote the

One of the big features of the annual
National Association of Tobacco Distributors' convention is its roundtable conferences on subjects of vital
importance to the industry. This year
one of the 11 subjects selected for
round -table discussion is: "Mechanical
merchandising and hdw it can be managed efficiently and effectively." This

subject will be discussed in detail by
three manufacturers and three distributors of tobacco products. The results
of their deliberations will be reported
to the convention as a whole on Saturday, January 21. The convention will
be held this year in Chicago from January 18 to 21 at the Palmer House. That
week has been officially designated by

Mayor Kelly of Chicago as "Tobacco
Week" in the city.

A few weeks ago we walked into a tavern in the Times Square area of New York

PROVEN Money Makers!
Experienced cr erators know the im-

portant thing is to get the Vendor

This is the time of the year when
every operator should take a day off
to check up on the business he has done
during the past year. "From the past
so well-but then our whiskers have a bit of wire in them, so maybe we should make no we learn the future," is an age-old
maxim that all should heed at this time
mention of it.
In fact, the question here is not the quality of the blade or the lack of it, but the of the year. This is the time to take
inventory of your locations, your equipCity and purchased a package of our favorite brand from the vending machine on location.
Pasted on top the package, in the same manner as ops used to paste their matches, was a
razor blade wrapped in foil and packaged in an envelope bearing the name and address of
the location. We tried the blade on our chin the next day and must confess it didn't cut

Into the locatIonl Tom Thumb's got
everything beat. Handsome, com- policy of using premiums to encourage business, acquire locations, etc. We approached
pact, it gets into taverns, waiting several operators on the question and received as many different answers. One op believed ment, etc. Figure up your costs, your
rooms, stores and restaurants closed
profit-then look for ways and means
to ordinary vendors. Thousands al- that giving a razor blade free with every purchase of cigarettes was definitely a form of to cut the costs and increase the profits.
ready placed, room for thousands price cutting. He saw some dire results if the practice should spread, since ops might begin
Perhaps some locations haven't earned
more. Die cast precision machine: vying with each other in an attempt to boost sales or acquire spots by giving away items of a
We'll match it
no come -bads.
against any ochers in the low priced more expensive nature. "It wouldn't be long," he said, "before there wouldn't be any profit their keep and you'd be better off to
Perhaps you can
field. Has 12 revolutionary fes- left in the business. Ops should remember that they are dependent on penny profits spread pull the machines.
tal(' Opportun- tures, including Magic Coin Selector. over a large volume of sales for their livelihood. Shave down that profit by giving away revamp the routes of your service men
Tumbles locks, adjustable dip
Ity for Expe- Yale
so
that
they
can
increase
their daily
penser. Venda candy, gum or Pea- premiums-no matter how small their cost-and you make less money."
r lanced Route nuts.
1 % and 3 -lb. sizes. Thou He believed that number of calls and thus have more time
Another
op
regarded
the
stunt
as
a
good
sales
promotion
effort.
Salesmen.
sands of Tons Thumb Vendors now
available to look for new locations.
bringing real profits to operators. Don't wait. Write giving away a blade of fair quality with each purchase of cigs would result in enough added There are a hundred and one things
for full details, prices and money-baok guarantee sales to offset the price of the blades. "The blade has to be fairly good," he stated. "Of
t0,1,*. FIELDING MFG. CO., Dept. 53, Jackson, that the op must be sure or else the whole plan falls flat. Nothing would make the pur- which every operator can do at this time
Mich.
chaser shun the machine faster than the memory of a sliced -up chin as the result of a blade of the year to help his business during
year to come. Only one thing is
he got 'free' in a vending machine. As for the stunt itself, I think it's swell. The location the
owner is bound to be pleased with the name and address of his establishment on the wrapper necessary-that is, the op must take time

NATD To Discuss
Cig Machine Sales

of the blade, and the op should benefit too from increased sales. Last of all, the customer
should like the idea since he gets a blade for nothing. As a result, I can't see how the
idea can miss."

These are but two of the opinions we received.

The balance of ops asked were not

CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-Meeting January heartily in favor of the idea nor entirely against it.
Now what do you think? This column would like to publish the opinions of all operators
18 to 21, the National Association of To-

bacco Distributors, Inc., will discuss a of cigarette merchandising machines on this important subject. just address your letter to
variety of subjects of special interest to Maynard Reuter, The Billboard, 1564 Broadway, New York City. Let's hear from you!
all persons dealing in tobaccos and in
Now that many of the local cigarette operators have returned from the show,
the related confectionery industry. The
meeting is scheduled to be held at the the attention shifts from business to the holidays. Seldom has a show provoked
so
much
comment from the operators. Not so much is the talk about the show
Palmer House, Chicago.
but on the new models shown by the manufacturers at the convention.
A program of subjects dealing with itself,
26 models shown by about 10 different firms. There were about 25 or 30
merchandising has been mapped out by There werefrom
the New York and New Jersey associations at the show. Judging
the committee in charge. One of the operators
subjects of interest to coinmen is listed by the crowds around the cig machine booths, there will be much activity in
in their program. That subject is, this field within the months to come.
"Mechanical merchandising-how can it
Two new .names now adorn the membership roster of the CMA of New Jersey.
be managed efficiently and successthree
fully P"

This makes five new members for the New Jersey association within the past

out to think. Do so-and a Happy New
Year to you all!

Victor Displays
Challenger Vender
CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-Open house was
held at the Victor Vending Corp. factory

display rooms during the recent convention, according to reports emanating
from the bulk vending machine firm's
offices. They report that many prominent jobbers and operators from all parts
of the country participated in the review

of the new Challenger bulk merchanH. M. Schaef, president of the firm,
commented: "I wish to extend an indiser now being shown at the factory.
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vitation to all those interested to see
the new machine when in Chicago. Our
new Challenger will meet the most ex-

acting requirements of both operator
and jobber. It is designed to provide
maximum service and performance at a
minimum cost. That's what all operators are interested in-a machine that

fromFRthe

Season's
Greetings!

IIFLEASSTERSN

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-With many of
pays bigger dividends for a longer period the leading distribs away attending the
NACOMM show in Chicago and with
of time."
Christmas drawing close, the Big Town

Bally Enlarges
Factory Space

was quiet and restful this week.

.

.

.

Dick Steinberg, prexy of the New Jersey
Amusement Board of Trade, reports he

is moving back to his former building
at 54 Elizabeth avenue, Newark. His
Bert
firm is Stirling Novelty Co. . .
CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-"1939 will be Lane has just returned from visit to
Bally's biggest year," says Jim Buckley, the Genco factory in Chicago and while
general salesmanager of Bally Mfg. Co., there spent a few days at the NACOMM
"and we are getting ready for it now. show. .
Pearl, of Ace Vending
"The first step in our expansion pro- Co., Newark,
who saw his very first con.Harry
gram has already been completed. By vention at the NACOMM meet, claims it
extensive rearrangement of our office was a dandy. Says that he thoroly enspace, we have been able to add con- joyed everything and that the industry
siderably to the factory and still obtain is getting up on a more dignified plane.
greater efficiency in the offices. This
will relieve some of the strain due to Nat Cohn, Modern Vending Co., who
our heavy production schedules but a returned from NACOMM show a day
further increase in our manufacturing earlier, claims that show was one of the
facliities will be necessary.
he has seen. He ex"We already have the space and it most outstanding
regret that Iry Sommer could
is merely a question of setting up addi- pressed
Beach in time
tional production lines. With the Bally not get up from Miami
Beverage Vender going strong, in addi- to enjoy spectacle. . . . That scroll
tion to our other machines, we will need presented to Bill Bolles at the Chi meet
was loudly praised by all who saw it.
all the space we can get in 1939."
. . That picture of Joe Darwin that

HARD SHELL CANDIES
FOR VENDING MACHINES

.

PAN CONFECTION FACTORY
NATIONAL CANDY CO., Inc.

345 W. ERIE ST.
"Originators

CHICAGO, ILL.

of Hard Shell Candies"

boys report they're waiting for that engagement announcement any day now.
. Romance seems to be in bloom
. .
for the entire Fitz force. Jack Devlin
and Eddie McNamara are expected to

TOPPER! '
Designed to pro-

vide

service and sales
appeal at a LOW

PRICE. Vends ev-

lat WAIL

Novelty Co.'s Christmas greeting card
carried 13 names, members of this wellknown Operating organization of Ft.
Worth. Jack Maloney is president of

erything-candies,

peanuts, pistachios, charms, etc.

Capacity 5 lbs.

happy over the way leading depart-

ment stores, and especially that ultra -

$6.75

I. H. Rothstein, Banner Specialty Co.,
swank sporting goods house, Abercrombie Philly,
is expected to stop off in New
& Fitch, are featuring "Dancin' Dan," York on
his way back from the
the firm, which was started some six years which is so similar to "Steppin' Sam,"
NACOMM show, where Izz is reported to
ago with three marble tables and today introduced to the trade by Cy at last have
looked very closely and carefully
ranks as one of the largest operating year's show. Cy is said to be selling at everything
on display. . . . Sam
firms in the Southwest.
them in real quantity in Philly.

Ft. Worth ops who attended the December coin machine show report a swell
time and a good show. Especially were
they swept off their feet by the many
beautiful coia-operated machines which
were displayed at the four -day exhibition.

Christmas business is on with the Ft.
Worth ops. A million dollars is marching past their machines every weekChristmas shoppers, tired and weary,
stop by the little gadgets and while

away a few restful moments playing
the games. At any rate, ops are finding
more coins in their cash boxes these
days whether they believe in Santa Claus
or not. This upward trend of business

continue until after New Year's
Day and perhaps longer. Business in
will

general seems to be coming back in
this section.

Reservations for the trip to the Jan-

uary coin machine show, Sherman Hotel, Chicago, January 16 to 19, are pour-

ing in daily. One car is already full
and reservations are now being made
on the second Pullman. The delegation
will travel over the Santa Fe Railway,
picking up operators at Oklahoma City,
Wichita, Kansas and Kansas City. The
group will arrive in Chicago, Santa Fe
Station, Sunday morning, January 15, at
9:20 a.m.
Several Ft. Worth operators are "three -

sheeting" new cars up and down the
drag and parking 'em along the "row"
and making the Model T boys a bit
jealous.

Ft. Worth parking meters are doing
their biggest business of the year right
now. Christmas shoppers keep pouring
the nickels into the meter chutes, and
meter service men are becoming stoop shouldered carrying heavy loads of buffaloes to the city hall. Hardly ever does
a Ft. Worth parking meter receive a slug.

Trailer camps in this city are figuring
on keeping a supply of the new coin operated meters for use on all trailers
parking in their camps. The meters
register the accurate amount of electricity used by the trailer occupants during their stay in the camp. The electricity meters will be in evidence in
national parks this coming summer.
Very few States have a governor who
is

so

concerned

Special

ductory

IntroOffer:

1 Topper

10 lb. Candy

Waldor lost a good location because he
gr. Toys
continued to bring the spot new games
All for 58.75.
George Ponser, just back from almost every other week. Seems locaNACOMM show and from visit to Chi tion owner felt he was being made a
factories, was very mysterious about guinea pig for others and called it quits.
new game sensation he will have ready "Can you tie that?" Sam wants to know.
next week. Before week was over George
Big 8 among the New Jersey
was phoning leading jobbers that he . . The
VENDING MACHINES
ops (each with over 300 at work)
had the new Daval game they have been phono
New, direct from factory.
are
reported
to
be
Art
Seeger,
Manny
looks
very,
very
waiting for. And it
Babe Kaufman, Jerry Morris,
good. . . . Charley Aronson and Bill Ehrenfeld,
and up
Only
and Howard Kass, Earl MasterAllberg, of Brooklyn Amusement Ma- Archie
and Harry Pearl. . . Among the
Over 60,000 sold.
chine Co., have been very quietly and son
boys seen at the NACOMM show
1/3 Deposit With Order, Balance C. O. 13,
efficiently building one of the biggest Eastern
Send far circular and easy terms.
Hymie Budin, Mike Munves, Joe
Order Now
and best organizations in town. They were
Milt Green, Archie Kass,
Factory Distributor
now have 20 men at work and a perfect Fishman,
Harry
Pearl,
George
Ponser,
LeRoy
Stein,
set-up for some smart manufacturer, Bert Lane and Jack Fitzgibbons. . . .
AA S . P6A8
they report. They are specializing in The following New Jersey ops have alH4
pin games and phonos. . . . By the way, ready agreed to attend the CMMA show:
Bill Allberg is now on a diet. "But," Iry Orenstein, Howard Kass, Dave Stern,
Bill says, "that won't keep me from at- Tom Burke, Jack Kay, Dick Steinberg, Coin Machine Corp., Baltimore, is exSam
tending the CMMA show." . .
Hart, Kal Davidson, and Frank pected to spring a surprise very shortly.
Berger, popular New York op, is rapidly Frank
And they report that this is
expanding his growing biz. Now has Russo.
only the nucleus of an expected 75 New York restaurant owners place the
four men at work.
from New Jersey.
new light -up pin games right in front
of their stores where passers-by can see
Al Botkin, among the better known
Claim is that they have a warm
Brooklyn ops, is about to become a
Iry Orenstein, of Hercules Machine them.
effect. Better than the olddaddy (or he should be by the time this Exchange, Newark, has started work on Christmasy
wreath with red electric bulb
is in print). There's going to be a big an elevator that will carry to second fashioned
party at Brooklyn Amusement when it floor of the Hercules Building. At the idea. . . . Because of tremendous interhappens. . . Sam Kessell is one op who same time, Iry reports, Christmas divi- est in amusement equipment in the East
show will see tremendous delegais confident that '39 will be the trade's dends will be divided among firm's CMMA
The ops
of New York ops.
greatest year. In fact, Sam is so sure faithful employees again this year. tion
expect
to cash in on World's Fair
that he has bought himself a new Pack- Among them are Fred Law, Clarence
They
claim
that
crowds.
it's
up to
.
ard to start the year off right.
Baeder, Joe Balog, Sanford Goldie and
John McMahan, formerly of H. C. Evans, Sylvia Rappaport, who will celebrate her manufacturers to give them the games
is in town due to the World's Fair and sixth week of wedded life at the same that will get the coin of the fair visitors.
is opening an office on swank Madison time. . . . Mac Rubenstein, prominent
avenue. . . . Willie Blatt, the "Little Passaic op, is stated to be adding to his
Napoleon," is getting ready for a long route. . . . Howard Kass, of Maco, Newstay in Florida. Willie is among the ark, is one of city's best bowlers. Averbig Eastern ops today. All the way from ages 225, with a high score of 280. He's
pin games thru phonos and to cig and issuing challenges to Harry Pearl and
candy venders. . . . Jack Fitzgibbons Jack Kay, who have been claiming Newspent the greater part of the week in ark coinbiz championship. . After all BROOKLYN, Dec. 24.-Reports in the
Chicago looking over Bally's new num- is said and done and as '38 draws to a New York area are that D. Robbins &
bers and is promising the boys in the close it is generally agreed that ops are Co. here are making location tests of a
East something sensational. . . Check- in a better position than any other new counter -machine said to be a skill
ing ledgers is getting to be a popular group in the trade. Claim is that there game. The sample machine, so it is
official pastime, according to leading isn't a decent route for sale nor has reported, is proving to be a splendid
jobbers and distribs here, as well as the there been one offered for sale in the money maker.
Dave Robbins, when asked for further
associations. . . . Gene Callahan, of past months. Ops are looking forward
Fitzgibbons' uptown offices, reports busi- to new -type amusement games at popu- details, smiled as he said: "This new
game will be in production within two
ness 100 per cent okeh and getting bet- lar price that will revive play action.
weeks. We have already booked advance
ter. . . . By the way, pretty Helen
orders in New York City alone for over
Sonin, Gene Callahan's efficient and
lovely Girl Friday, is getting more and Al Lifshay, in charge of Amalgamated 500 machines. We expect to introduce
more attention as Christmas draws offices while Fishman was in Chicago, this new game at the January show in
not only performed his duties with care Chicago, opening January 16."
nearer and nearer.
and efficiency but won the compliments
Frank Paretti, Nyack (N. Y.) op, re- of many of the org's leading ops for his
1

PEANUT & GUM

.

$2.40

.

,

TORR2p

.

.

.

Mystery Counter
Game Gets Tests

about coin -operated ports conditions good in his territory. good management. .
Max Hurvich,
. . . A. Green, New York op, celebrated
of Birmingham Vending Co., writes to
.

machines as Texas' Governor -Elect W.

He, his two sons and with another addition to his family. A
his *hillbilly band have been recording boy. . . . Tom Hanley, Rye (N, Y.) op,
phono platters for several years and en- reports that game play continues right
joying nice royalties from same. It cer- on and on in his spots.
Phil
tainly looks like a good day for phono Coogan, of Fitzgibbons' Bally Building,
ops as well as all coin machine operators is said to be serious about those long
in Texas for a while at least.
trips out to Long Island. In fact, the
Lee O'Daniels.

operators

with maximum

make some important marital announcements soon, too. . . . Leo Weldor and
appeared in the show number of Billyboy Charley Polgaar, Newark ops, are getting
and which attracted so much attention ready for a jaunt to Florida's sunshine.
was from a pastel done from life by . . . Tony Falcone, well-known New
Oliver Sibley, famed pastel portrait Jersey op, is doing a whale of a swell job
FT. WORTH, Tex., Dec. 24.-Panther artist. . . . Cy Glickman should feel with his pin games.

.

.

.

say that after seeing everything presented at the NACOMM, show that he is

fully convinced ops who have the Imperial coin -operated billiard tables his
firm manufactures will still be taking
it in at the next show without making
any changes. Eddie Ross, of Oriole

LOOK TO_

IN THE WHOLESALE
MERCHANDISE SECTION

for the
LATEST NOVELTIES,

PRIZES
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Jersey Music
Group Active

Portraits of
Record Artists

Officers assure members

One of a series of thumbnail biographical sketches of band leaders and

greater service values than
costs of membership

machines.

NEWARK, N. J., Dec. 24.-With the
appointment of Le Roy Stein as manager, Sol Kesselman as counsel and
Sylvia Mack as clerk, things are reported to be humming at the new office
of the Automatic Music Association of

New Jersey, which shares space with the
Cigaret Merchandisers'

Association

New Jersey at 60 Park row, Newark.

of

Manager Stein has already assumed
charge of the initial membership campaign. Every operator within the State
of New Jersey is being solicited for
membership in the music association,
he said. "No effort will be spared to
induce every legitimate operator to enroll as a charter member. Initiation fee
and dues are being kept at an extremely
low level in order to induce even the
smallest operator to join at once."
A special meeting of the AMA was
held at the Hotel Stevens, Chicago, in
conjunction with the coin machine
show.

Following this a regular meeting of
December 21, at the new association
headquarters, 60 Park place, Newark, at
which time the manager's report, the
counsel's report, the report of the special meeting in Chicago, convention
news, as well as the admission of new
members, took place. In addition proposals for association group advertising
campaigns and the creation of a central
the association was held on Wednesday.

purchasing office were discussed.
Gives Full Value

It is the aim of the AMA of N. J.
to earn for its members more than they
will be requested to pay for the upkeep
of the association. However, it is not
expected that the association will
strive for a mushroom growth. Manager

other artists whose recordings are enjoying widespread popularity in phonograph
BLUE BARRON,

21111111111111111mummimmiimmimmitnammummmummummilimmin

The rise of Blue Barron and his distinctive Music of Yesterday and Today
to a position well in the forefront of the
dance band picture, all within little
than a year's time, is one of the
An Analysis of Current Songs and Recordings From the more
remarkable success stories of the radio
orchestra field. The start of Blue's
= Standpoint of Their Value to Phonograph Operators and
climb up the ladder of fame dates back
to October, 1935, when the management
By DANIEL RICHMAN
of the Floating Palace, a showboat in
Tabulation is based upon radio performances, sheet music sales and = Troy, N. Y., decided to give the Barron
= record releases of the week. Reports from music publishers as to the relative = outfit a tryout. Despite the fact that
= importance of certain songs in their catalogs are also considered, as well as = the place had given its patrons some of
= information received each week from prominent operators.
the biggest name bands in the country,
Blue created such a furor that he reGOING STRONG-KEEP THEM IN
mained on the Floating Palace band
= I Won't Tell a Soul. Enticing plenty of nickels into the machines is = stand for 21 weeks.
this sob ballad, especially as recorded by Andy Kirk. This is the disc =
E
The start having been accomplished,
9 operators out of 10 report to be most in favor. Tommy Dorsey's waxing = the follow thru was inevitable and
isn't giving a bad account of itself either.
naturally a great deal easier. Barron
This novelty number is at least hitting the = was booked for a dozen weeks at MarI Must See Annie Tonight.
high spots that it gave promise of hitting when it debuted several weeks = tin's Paradise Restaurant in Rochester,
ago. Al Donahue, Kay Kyser, Benny Goodman and Guy Lombardo all = N. Y., with a network wire and then he
cut it, but Lombardo seems to be getting the most phono play. Due to = went into the Colvin Gardens, Tonathe diverse recordings, it would appear to be up to a location's particular = wanda, N. Y., for a lengthy stay. Folpatronage whether to run the Goodman gut -bucket or the Lombardo lilt. = lowed then a hop to Cleveland, a direct
Angels With Dirty Faces. The Pat O'Brien -James Cagney Warner picture = hit at the Southern Tavern, nightly reshould be going the rounds now, and the title tie-up with this ballad = = motes over WTAM and the NBC netisn't going to do any damage to the song, altho there's no definite link = work and the big turning point in the
between it and the film. Cab Calloway's waxing is worth a slot in = Barron career.
every machine.
For it was these broadcasts from the
jeepers Creepers. This, along with the tunes mentioned above, is not = Southern Tavern that attracted the atactually a current smash hit, but it's popular enough on the networks
tention of executives of the Hotel Ediand in music stores to merit a place in the phonos. Some ops are findson, New York. who were so taken with
ing it better than that, particularly as Al Donahue does it. It's from
the band's style that they journeyed to
a yet -to -be -released Warner pic, Going Places, starring Dick Powell,
Cleveland to audition the boys. One
and when the movie hits the theaters the song will probably soar
hearing in person was enough to land
even higher.
them a four -week contract in the Edison's Green Room. And the first four
Deep in a Dream. An appealing love song by the writers of So Help Me,
which bids fair to equal if not surpass the success of that one. Artie
weeks on Broadway were enough to turn
little
Shaw and Bob Crosby turn out discs between which there is
into a series of renewals that kept the
to choose.
orchestra at the spot for nine consecutive months, broadcasting nightly over
COMING UP-BETTER STOCK THEM

Record Buying Guide

-

-

both the NBC Blue and Red networks.

Stein is opposed to any flash -in -the -pan

I

From Bing Crosby's forthcoming Paris Honeymoon, this
is a number that is destined for phono popularity, as well as for radio
and sheet -selling honors. Crosby will have a disc ready soon, and Benny
Goodman's is out now. This is one ditty that ops are going to find

These repeated radio airings brought
Blue quantities of offers to play leading

Have Eyes.

plan for promotion of a trade association. He has been trained along evolutionary lines and will bend his efforts
a pleasure.
to build slowly but solidly as he has
already done with the cigaret group, E You're a Sweet Little Headache. Ditto marks can be used under every
the typesetters' group and the master
word of the above. The song is out of the same movie, the recorders

with this plan of building slowly but

climbed that way, but climbing it is, and a very short time should
see it as a nickel -getter of the first class. Where they go for Kay
Kyser, they're bound to like his version, but Johnny Messner has a
disc that oughtn't to be overlooked.
Please Come Out of Your Dream. Messner clicks again with a smart
rendition of a likely looking ballad, but if they don't care particularly

surely and will assist Manager Stein in
his new membership campaign.
Manager Stein will introduce speakers
at future meetings of the AMA. At the
present there is a movement toward cooperation with existing associations in
the music field and it is for this reason
that the manager of the several associations will be called upon to address the

OPERATORS' SPECIALS

Listing covers those songs which in themselves cannot be classified as
popular nation-wide hits, but which are, or give every indication of becoming, successful phonograph numbers.
This may very well be the new Old Man.
Pluckin' on the Golden Harp.

application of such co-operation is being
studied.
The new furniture, files and telephone
have already been installed in the association office. A system of courtesy

NEW YORK,

Dec.

24.- Columbia

the
purchase of the American Record Corp.
from Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
this past week. As a result of the purBroadcasting

System

announced

chase Columbia takes over the manufacture and distribution of discs made
under the Columbia,
Brunswick labels.

Vocalion

and

American Record Corporation's subsidiaries are Columbia Phonograph Co.,
Inc.: Brunswick Record Corp.: American
(See CBS TAKES, 4th column)

the trumpet section, is only 18 years
of age, while the "daddy" of the crew
has seen all of 24 summers. Blue himself is 25. Most of the band's arrangements are the work of Carl Landra, its
pianist, and the most novel member of

writing team. Tommy Dorsey gives it everything.

mond stressed the importance of cooperation between New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and his plan for the practical

American Record

Barron's band is unique in that the

average age of the boys is only 20. The
youngest member of the outfit, one of

ranking alongside some of the past hits of this prominent song -

the Philadelphia Music Association, was
a guest of the New Jersey group. Ham-

CBS Takes Over

the New York Paramount.

for his "Music Box" music, you can fall back on Ruby Newman's smooth
plattering.
Thanks for Everything. A Mack Gordon -Harry Revel number from the
20th Century -Fox picture of the same name that may prove worthy of

New Jersey grcup from time to time.
Already Frank Hammond, manager of

Jersey, Inc.

country, but the best proposition came
from New York's Paramount Theater,
long a stronghold of swing and swing
bands. Blue accepted and following that
engagement he embarked upon a series
of recording dates for Victor, waxing
under the Bluebird label. A WarnerVitaphone movie short was the next
step, and then came a theater and onenight tour, extremely profitable due to
the reputation Barron had built thru
his radio remotes. At the moment Blue
is winding up his second appearance at

are the same and so is the future of the tune. Better start on a
Paris Honeymoon right now.
Emulating the tortoise, this started slowly and has
Umbrella Man.

printers of New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
Counsel Kesselman is highly in accord

pulls established and all other services
are now ready for the benefit of the
association members. All music operators within the State of New Jersey and.
those from without the State who operate within New Jersey are cordially
invited as charter members of the
Automatic Music Association of New

hotels and supper clubs thruout the

the organization is Ronnie Snyder, steel
guitarist, whose specialty is his unusual
throat whistling, wherein he whistles
from his larynx (or something) while
his lips remain motionless.

Mose, with Patricia Norman, who did so nobly by ops with the saga of the

venerable gentleman who died, turning in another great vocal per-

formance. Going for this one immediately certainly won't be a mistake.
Jumpin' at the Woodside. Count Basie and his boys in a session of
swing that will have them shagging all over the place. Plenty potent
with the rug cutters, and solid enough for any type of location.
The vagaries of the music business being manifold and
I Cried for You.
=1.
moo

CBS TAKES

(Continued from 1st column)

Record Corp. of California, and Master
Records, Inc. A number of inactive
amazing, this 15 -year -old ditty is coming back to life with a strong
subsidiaries are also included. Of the
enough heartbeat to warrant it a place in the phonos pronto. Bunny
stock acquired by CBS, 20 per cent will
Berigan and Glen Gray have a couple of salable discs.
held by a minority group under an
For Men Only. Here is a title that will get them, and they've got to drop be
option giving the broadcasting company
the nickel to find out what it's all about. And when they do, they'll = the
right
to repurchase it after a period
discover it's not a bad number even without the intriguing tag. Larry
= of years.
Clinton waxed it.
American Record Corp. has pressing
The Music Coes Round and Round. One of the most prominent oper- =

ators in the field informed this department that, believe it or not,
requests have been coming in to put this under the needles for New
Year's Eve celebrations. It's not a bad thought, at that, and ops probably won't lose out by resuscitating the trusty Mike Riley disc and

letting it come out here.
The Devil With the Devil. This Larry Clinton arrangement and recording of his own novelty tune is doing well for itself and ought to be
kept around a little while longer.
GOING DOWN-NOT WORTH PUSHING

- plants

in Bridgeport, Conn., and

in

= Hollywood. Firm also has several foreign
= exchange agreements, notably with Co-

= lumbia Graphophone. Ltd., and Elec= trical Musical Industries, both of Lon-

-= don, by which the outstanding American

= and European recordings are exchanged.
= William S. Paley, president of CBS,

= stated that firm hopes to issue state= ments about policies and personnel of
= new firm within a few weeks.

An interesting sidelight on the purMexicali Rose, Change Partners, My Reverie, All Ashore, Tutti = chase
is that years ago Columbia PhonoFrutti, Jump Session, Stop Beatin"Round the Mulberry Bush, The Yam,
graph Co., one of American Record Corp.
Lambeth Walk.

FAI111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111T,

subsidiaries, was the owner of Columbia Broadcasting System.
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NEW 1939 SEEBURG LINE
Again the Outstanding Hit of the Show. Be First Again in Your Territory With the World's Finest.
Seeburg Distributors for Kentucky, Indiana and Southern Ohio.

Doing for Mem
operators and for the
When contributing to this

column be sure to include the name of
the recording, the name of the artist
and the type of location the recording
goes best in.
Address communications to

SOUTHERN AUTOMATIC MUSIC CO.

620

Massachusetts

LOUISVILLE, KY.

CINCINNATI, 0.

lbotibap 14'irecting5 Xo Zit
AT
SENSATIONALLY
LOW PRICE

WURLITZER

616S

BABE KAUFMAN,

Babe Kaufman Music Corp.,

New York.

Brooklyn

Write or Wire

BABE KAUFMAN mccZ.V6c41; 250 W. 54th St., N.Y. C.

December 24, 1938.

WHAT THE RECORDS ARE To the Editor:
In comparison with the wide variety
DOING FOR ME,
of hit tunes that were available a few

THE BILLBOARD PUBLISHING
COMPANY,
1564 Broadway, New York City.
New York

To the Editor:

312 W. 7th Street,

542 2nd Street,

Avenue,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

In this, the operators' own column, some machines as fill-ins at the present
the music merchants of the entire na- time, it won't be long befoie we'll be retion help one another to select the placing them with some of the newer
biggest money -making records. It is a tunes on their way up the ladder.
the

December 24, 1938.

There's no denying the fact that we

operators in New York are placed in an
advantageous position when it comes to
getting tunes for our machines. By that

3,Ist ovi

months ago, it seems to me that songwriters must have gone on a vacation.
Of course, there are a few tunes doing
better than so-so for me, but there
doesn't seem to be as many numbers
jockeying for the coveted hit tune spot
as there were a few months back.
Right now in the first bracket I'd
place Must See Annie Tonight. This
number has been pressed by Al Donahue,
Kay Kyser, Guy Lombardo and Benny
Goodman. Personally I believe Lombardo has done the best job and it's his
version I'm using. Day After Day is another number in the top class. Either
Art Shaw's or Richard Himber's versions
are plenty good. Deep in a Dream, by

BIG BASS VIOL

01.

131
No. 2206
111111111111\

Bog CROSBY gwitzeis

cute/ MARION MANN Sings ihePocai

A Terrific Record For Coin Machines

ANOTHER SCOOP FOR SOUTHERN! PHONOGRAPHS AT GIVE-AWAY PRICES
Mills 801
Mills Dance Master Deluxe
Mills Swing Kings

$10.00 Sa.
Rock-Ola 20 -Record Imperial ....$100.00 Ea.
22.50 Ea.
Wurlitzer P-12 or P-30
49.50 Ea.
Wurlitzer 312 or 412
39.50 Ea.
64.50 Ea.
Rock-Ola 12 -Record Regular.... 39.50 Ea.
Wurlitzer 616
100.00 Ea.
All Phonographs In A-1 Condition Ready for Immediate Delivery.

SOUTHERN AUTOMATIC MUSIC COMPANY

620 Massachusetts Avenue,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

this business. Consequently we have to Calloway, is no slouch either. For spots
pick them right or we'll wind up with a that require a hillbilly tune or two, Meet
lot of discs on our hands that we won't Me Tonight in Dreamland, sung by Jimmy Davis, is just what the operator is
even be able to give away.
for. The best novelty number
Altho there has been a famine of good looking
the hour in my opinion is Plucking on
numbers released by the disc companies of
in recent weeks, there are a few looming the Golden Harp, waxed by Patricia Noron the horizon which are sure-fire. Two man, the Old Man Mose gal.
Coming up fast on the machines and
new numbers which all ops should cash destined
to be ace nickel -getters within
in on are I Have Eyes and You're a Sweet
a
few
weeks are Umbrella Man, by JohnLittle Headache. Bing Crosby and Benny ny Messner;
Please Come Out of Your
Goodman have both done both numbers.
Dream, by Ruby Newman or Johnny
Art Shaw has also disced the Headache Messner;
My Heart Belongs to Daddy, by
ditty. Keep your eye on these two
tunes. They'll be on top of the heap Larry Clinton, and I Cried for You, done
by either Bunny Berigan or Glen Gray.
within a few weeks.
All of these numbers are just beginning
Another number which I predict will to click and should be the real hot tunes
be another Old Man Mose is Pluckin' a week or two from now.
On the Golden Harp, by Patricia Nor- For jitterbug spots where the rug cutman, the gal who gave us the Mose ters gather, I'm going strong with Count
number. This number really has what Basie's Jumping at the Woodside. It's a

it takes to get the nickels in bars, tav- tune the boys seem to go for in a great
erns and similar spots. In fact, in some big way.
spots we're marking on the identificaMexicala Rose, Change Partners and a
tion slip above the printed name of the few of the other tunes that were tops
tune, "The New Old Man Mose." It's

312 W. 7th Street,
CINCINNATI, 0.

542 S. 2nd Street,

I

LOUISVILLE, KY.

I

I mean we are in the backyard of the
recording companies and hear the new either Art Shaw or Bob Crosby, is a tune a few weeks back are losing their grip so
pressings before they are listed on the that belongs at the top of the list, as we are beginning to take them off the
release sheets. Of course, this very does Two Sleepy People, by Kay Kyser, machines. My Revery has enjoyed a
proximity has its disadvantages, too. and I Won't Tell a Soul, by Andy Kirk phenomenal run, but it, too, is on the
We have to pick the tunes right off the or Tommy Dorsey.
skids and will be due for replacement
Al Donahue's version of Jeepers Creep- the first week of the new year.
griddle. We have no yardstick to measure the potential money -making power ers is worth having in every machine,
JOE MAURO,
Bay Ridge Amusement Co.,
of a record save our own knowledge of and Angels With Dirty Faces, by Cab
Brooklyn.

OFF THE RECORDS

(Continued from page 67)

The Royal Guy
is back in disk
circles, this time for Decca. Eschew-

GUY LOMBARDO

ing the so -sweetly music, the Royal
Canadians give vent to the novelty ditties of the day-making it a field day
for the quivering three vocalists in trio
formation. But the Guy will have no
trouble wooing 'em with / MUst See

Annie Tonight and The Girl Friend of
the Whirling Dervish or better yet, their
waltz novelty with bowery flavorings,
I Ups to Her and She Ups to Me. Latter
is backed by a ballad, It's a Lonely
Trail, with frere Carmen chanting about
the wide open spaces.

Since Lombardo turned his back on
the six bit label, Victor is turning out
his old recordings for Bluebird. Unethical, to say the least, but it makes for
bargain days for buyers, especially in

helping sales, too.
For the jitterbugs Count Basle's Jumping at the Woodside is exceptionally good
as is Bob Crosby's new release Call Me a
Taxi.
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NOW ON DISPLAY at all our offices

What the Records Are

service by
operators.
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THE

WALCO

GEUUINE

PHONOGRAPH

NEEDLE
Flawless uniformity GUARANTEED! Every note filtered
through a GENUINE Sapphire! Cut, ground and

polished

by

diamond

cutters! "The Greatest Achievement in
Music History!"

WALCO

DISTRIBUTORS

250 WEST 54th ST.,

NEW YORK

ALL PHONES: CIRCLE 7.1381

Andy Kirk's I Won't Tell a Soul

and Guy Lombardo's She Ups to Me are

both tunes well worth having in
machines.

Believe

getting Lombardo in royal style for

all

Liszt's Liebestraum and Gershwin's
Summertime.
Bannering the syrupy syncos but

it or not but I've

been having numerous requests from lo-

cation owners who want Music Goes
Round and Round on their phonos for
their New Year's Eve celebrations.
Two tunes definitely on their way up
are Thanks for Everything, by Tommy
Dorsey, and Johnny Messner's rendition
of Umbrella Man. This latter tune has
been out for a month or more but is
just beginning to really take hold, it

plenty swellish is Sammy Kaye on Victor. Musically, at least, it can't be said

entice plenty of nickels into the coin
chutes. The title alone will get this
disc plenty of plays and it isn't a bad

that Lombardo is missed on the latter
label. This swingless and swayless
maestro measures up to the niche already cut. And with swell songs for
the setting, Kaye turns in dandy doubles
for Your Eyes Are Bigger Than Your
Heart backed with the Say It With a
Kiss ballad, and in Ti -Pi -Tin manner,
The Umbrella Man with You're Gonna
See a Lot of Me on the turn -over. Of
the same singing title fame, Kay Kyser

My Revery, All Ashore, I Won't Tell a
Soul, Two Sleepy People and the rest of

Maw.

seems. Larry Clinton has made a num-

ber called For _Men Only, which should

does himself well on Brunswick for Deep
in a Dream. and When Paw Was Courtin'

number in its own right either.

the numbers that were going well this
time last month are on their way out
now. While we are keeping them on

MUSIC OPERATORS!
Save money! We repoint old phono-

graph needles for $1..00 per dozen! Up
to 2,000 extra plays per needle! Send a
dozen old needles with 51.00! Results

will amaze you!

Operator's Service Supply Co.
2045 Carroll Ave.
Chicago

Vocalion rightly boasts of the svelte
tripping the fantastic cheek to cheek.
Welk offers it smart and sparkling for
Get Out of Town and From Now On.
His dansapation for these Cole Porter
tunes is dearable.
Shep Fields gurgles all over the Bluebird label for Everybody's Laughing and
An Old Curiosity Shop. It's more inviting to dance when he subdues the ripples and makes a calmer rhythmic setting for I Must See Annie Tonight and
Champagne Music of Lawrence Welk for

ROCK-OLA'S 1939 PHONOGRAPHS are actually in the above picture but

they're surrounded by enthusiastic operators and distributors at Rock-Ola's
display at the recent coin machine show.

It Serves You Right.
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down, for within a short period of time
all of these so-called outlaws came begging to the association for re -admission
and, with few exceptions, all were welcomed back into the fold. These members have learned with regret the value
of co-operation. Today that association
is functioning nearly 100 per cent and
each and every member can point with.
pride to increased profits and a peace of

as&utti Path, n. g.
ASBURY PARK, N. J., Dec. 24.-Altho

TORY

there is a first-rate wrangle on between
the city of Asbury Park and the beach
commission, the concessioners in this
area are still planning on a big season.
The shop owners don't know to whom
to look, but they can't wait to see who
is boss before they start improvements.
Regardless of the decision, it probably
will not have much effect on the average
concessioner-he'll still have rent, taxes
and licenses just the same.
Art Seger, Iry Kirsch and Willard
Ashmore have returned from the convention at Chicago. They had a big

such is the advantage of membership in
a trade association, that he who will not

ace operators, dropped in to see the old
coast the other day. He was on his way
to the Crescent City from the conven-

is a fair question and should be fairly

mind hitherto unknown among coinmen.

Such is the value, such is the power,

live and let live, who will not join to
earn, will find himself unable to live
to earn.

Among non-members there may be

some who may have an honest desire to
associate themselves with an established
trade association in the industry. This
group may inquire what they may gain
from membership in an association. This

time.
Emile Iacoponelli, one of New Orleans'

answered.

Every association brings to the opera-

tion.

Max Kirsch is putting out a lot of

Seeburgs.

Ellsworth Rice has joined the staff

of the King Amusement Co.

RESERVE JACKPOT starts
with 51.00 and zooms to 510.00!

Intermediate Cigarette
Awards keep players glued to
the game!

Coin Divider and Two

Separate Cash Boxes

eliminate all misunderstandings
between operator and location
owner!
COMES IN 2 MODELS 1. PENNY CIGARETTE REEL
AND
2. NUMBERS - REEL NICKEL -

PLAY MODEL WITH JACK PDT UP TO $50 AND BELL FRUIT

FURNISHED

STRIPS

FREE.

The Fascination stand on the prome
nade is being measured and surveyed
for improvements. It was a popular
spot last summer and bids fair to be a
leader this coming season.
Hugo Gorenfio has just been named

to lead the staff of service men at the

Casino Amusement Co. He was a visitor
at the Wurlitzer factory recently.
A. B. Wright, of the J. & A. Music Co.,

has recently returned from a swing
around the territory.

Asbury Park was host to several promi-

nent buyers from the adjacent territory.
They were in town looking over some

of the new models with the view of

buying for next summer's trade. Business is sort of slack now on account of
most everything going for Christmas
gifts.

Fred Stetter will be back with his

$2950

NOW

F. 0. B.

CHICAGO

CHO

DAVALMFG.CO.315 I

C

AGN.HOYNE

skooter outfit this summer. He's enjoying a rest now.

Gumatic Reports
Good Show Sales
CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-Walter Gummersheimer, president of the Gumatic Corp.,

FIRST CHOICE
EVERYWHERE!
WESTERN'S 100% LEGAL

BASEBALL
THE NATIONAL GAME WITH ALL THE
BASEBALL THRILLS!

See Your Jobber or Write Direct.

Western Products, Inc.
925 W. NORTH AVE.,

CHICAGO.

maker of Melody Gum, was very enthusiastic over sales results at the recent coin machine show. Said he, "The

tremendous ovation received by Melody
Gum at the convention was outstanding,
and the Gumatic Corp. wishes to thank
its distributors for their co-operation
during the show.
"Many new friends were made and the
business received at the convention was
greatly appreciated. We expect tremendous results in repeat business from

the orders taken, and we want to take
this opportunity to assure our customers
that orders will be shipped promptly in
the future."
(Continued from page 142)

distrust and
enmity of a fellow operator. No location
cially if it incurs the

Not a make -shift

...a real game.

Player drops,
spins or shoots
coin.

Accurate

record of pay-

outs. 6 -tumbler
lock. Triples cig-

arette sales.

re,

LEGAL -CLEVER

AMUSING!

Sample $3.95
.1.40 3 D.p., Bal. C. 0. D.
(Cheapar ;n Quantal.)

Personal

Cbecks.

STAR MFG. & SALES CO.
3901..05 WAYNE

-

KANSAS CITY, MO.

End your correspondence to advertisers by men Boning The Billboard.

new console -type game, Man -O -War.

in an association.

Impressive

Advantages

dente reposed in him by the manufac- First, Security. The association identurers of equipment as does the associa- tification labels or his own name plate
tion member. He cannot call upon a on equipment protects the business of
fund in the association to help him the operator from unfair competition,
fight his economic battles. He must go assuring considerable savings and a
further along unassisted in his fight stability of operation. Ask your busiagainst prepared defenses. He, single- ness neighbor whether he can insure his
handed, must meet an army of friendly business in this same manner.
competitors and it does not take any
Second, Stability. The protection of
stretch of the imagination to discern the "pulls"
for a definite period assures a
result.
further stability of the industry and enables
the
operator to refuse unwarranted
Competition Crows Keener
and untimely demands. Again, ask your
Trained association men predict that business neighbor if his association can
those who do not join their trade asso- give him this unusual type of protection.
ciations will soon find themselves withThird, Prevention. A listing with the
out an operation. Competition has be- executive
or manager of "risk
come so keen in the coin machine field locations" secretary
prevents possible damage to
that the non-member must eliminate machines and
losses in merchandise,
himself in the long run. This has been
proved beyond a doubt in the case of one money and replacements.
Fourth, Assurance against fire, theft.
association which expelled from its membership nearly 50 per cent of those who malicious damage and public liability
would not adhere to the rules and regu- for machines on locations, cars, trucks
and group insurance is usually obtain lations
they themselves had

NOTICE
TO

ADVERTISERS
Send Your Advertising Copy

for January 7 Issue
Early

JOIN AND EARN

fight unfairly over any location. espe-

FLz-Z4
Watch the::=_PeriiIVii'sJr
Lo°

CLY DE NEWELL, president of
Amusement Games, Inc., St. Paul,
looks mighty pleased with Gottlieb's

tor of automatic equipment many important services any one of which is
worth far more than the small amount
of his membership dues. Here is a list
of some of the services which come to
the member as a result of his affiliation

is worth the loss of the friendship of a
competitor and no profit can possibly
compensate for the loss of confidence
which one operator may have in another.

There are perhaps two outstanding
reasons why an operator refuses to join
an association. One is because he is
possessed with an inferiority complex,
in which case he absolutely fears meeting his competitor, and the other is that
he has an ulterior motive in not joining.
Associations have, however, come to the

realization that it is immaterial at the
present time in their stage of development whether a member joins or not.
Those who are members realize that they
are in the business to stay. They know
that they have built upon a solid foundation. No matter what storm may strike
at their operation, no matter how disastrous the fury of competition may become, they know with certainty that they
can overcome any obstacles which may
be put in their way and retain their
businesses. This, however, is not true of
the non-member. He cannot rely upon

the assistance and co-operation of his
fellow competitors. He does not have
the same financial standing or confi-

ON ACCOUNT OF HOLIDAYS,
SUNDAY AND MONDAY,
JANUARY 1 and 2,
all advertising copy for January 7 issue
must be in Cincinnati earlier than
usual. All advertising copy for which

special position is requested MUST BE

IN CINCINNATI by Friday morning,

We will be able to
take care of a few ads not requirDecember 30.

ing special position on Saturday, December 31.

SEND YOUR COPY IN EARLY FOR

BEST ATTENTION and POSITION

t--...... ----------

----------------------4
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Attend the

members in a large number of progres-

ASSOCIATION
Show & Convention
January 16, 17, 18, 19, 1939
HEOTEL

RMAN

1700 ROOMS

1700 BATHS

HOME OF THE

COLLEGE INN
YOU CAN DRIVE YOUR CAR RIGHT IN HOTEL SHERMAN

that since
ciation conscious, many of them have
doubled and tripled their operations
these aggressive operators became asso(names of associations and of individual
operators may be had upon request).

A recent survey made by The Billboard

discloses that there are 65 established
associations in the coin machine field
limited to operator membership. Assuming that there are 50 members in
each association, which is a very nominal
figure, to be sure, there must be at least
3,500 coin machine operators who are
association concious. Can it be possible
that these 3,500 members are all wrong
and that the non-member is all right?
Can it be possible that 3,500 members
are willing to spend their hard-earned
money for dues? Can it be possible that
these 3,500 members are willing to spend
2, 3 or 5 days per month in attendance
at meetings unless they receive some
benefit from the expenditure of this
money and time? Can it be possible
that these 3,500 members are conducting
their business along improper lines and

that the nonmember is conducting his
business properly? Can it be possible
that these 3,500 or more members are
wasting their time, money and energy
in helping to stabilize an industry if
they could accomplish as much without
such expenditure? Can it be possible
these 3,500 members are not leaders
non-member has refused to join certain that
the industry, but that the non-memorganizations is because he has not in
is?
found them as efficiently conducted as berI challenge
the non-member to prove
he would expect. This is unfortunately
these 3,500 men are all wrong and
true in many instances. The non-mem- that
ber must take into consideration the that he, the non-member, is right!
fact that the entire coin machine indusLeadership Needed
try is still in its infancy and that the In speaking
of the lack of efficiency
associations are still in their embryonic in some associations
to which the nonstage and that as the intelligent, aggres- member usually refers,
one must admit
sive and well -trained operators place that leadership as a whole
generally
more stress upon their association, the lacking in the coin machineis field.
An
sooner will the associations begin to association now being formed in the
function efficiently. The fact, however,
machine industry advertised for
that an association is weak should not vending
manager. Out of 250 applicants 45
deter any non-member from joining it. awere
interviewed and not a single indiOccasionally we find that our municiqualified for the position. The
palities are weak in government. We vidual
organizers
the association were apfind our States weak in administration palled at theoflack
of talent in the field
and in several instances found our fed- and yet, it is no small
wonder that they
eral government wanting in many par- were unable to find someone
to lead
ticulars. Yet I know of no instance
organization. In order to properly
where an American gave up his citizen- their
as an executive -manager of an
ship simply because he was, for the mo- qualify
an individual must have abment, dissatisfied with the policy or the association,
psychology, humanity, diplomacy;
legislation enacted by any governmental sorbed
experienced
co-operativeness and the
body. Wherever there is a democracy
(and associations are models of that ability to command men; learned to
have
courage,
clarity of thought, coolsYstem) any member who joins the asso- ness of action, intelligence
and capacity
ciation may have the opportunity of

CHICAGO

able thru the association office at greatly reduced rates and increased service.
Fifth, Merchandising. Thru specially

prepared articles, written by the manager, clippings from trade magazines.
Chamber of Commerce bulletins and
other authoritative reviews, the association attempts in every possible way to
help its members secure and maintain
more and profitable locations.
Sixth, Identification. Brass, aluminum, paper and decalcomania name
plates and uniforms for servicemen may
be obtained thru the association office
at a great savings of time and money.
Seventh, Management. Bookkeeping
and auditing systems, advertising and
sales campaigns, lists of possible locations, uniform contracts, rules for servicemen and personnel are additional important time saving and costly services
usually obtained thru the association
office without additional cost to the
membership.
Eighth, Accessories, such as spray
paint, fillers, cleaners, polishes, cash box

and machine lead seals, cigaret service
kits, burglar alarms for one's trucks and
office, machine parts, catalogs and of-

fice equipment may be obtained thru adding to or altering any of its rules
and may be instrumental in changing
the policies of the association for its
ferences among the members usually good and welfare.
To state that one is not in accord with
arising thru a misunderstanding or
based upon false information or caused the policies of an association or any of
by professional jealousy which are set- its specific rules is merely to belittle
tled thru a rotating board of arbitration one's own intelligence, and certainly no
consisting of the members of the asso- thinking operator will deliberately do
the association at a great savings in both
cost and time.
Ninth, Arbitration. The settling of dif-

ciation, each board serving for a period
of three months, is one of the greatest
levelers in the stabilization of the industry. With no litigation, no court costs,

] 51

sive associations discloses

COIN MACHINE
MANUFACTURERS

SH
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just that thing. Sometimes operator
non-members will advance the argument
that if they were to join an association

to learn, alertness, incisiveness, neatness,
accuracy, orderliness; and possess discipline, diligence, poise, initiative, good

judgment, administrative ability, business acumen, a properly balanced attitude, and in addition, must be honest,
sociable and know or be able to learn
quickly the tricks of the trade. And so
the association is still looking for one
who possesses most of these qualities
plus the ability to live on a meager income. Little business men are reluctant
to pay their leader more than they them-

they would be limited in expansion since selves earn, while those in the upper
they could not compete with member brackets sometimes like to drive too
competitors. That this is a fallacious sharp a bargain. Fortunate is the assotheory has been proved time and time ciation whose membership strikes a midagain.
dle course. Such action will provide for
A survey made among the outstanding a good association.
ciation maintains contacts In Washingno legal fees and no personal animosities
permitted-what a savings in money and
heartaches.
Tenth, Legislation. Nearly every asso-

ROL-A-TOP BELL
The above machine is the first
and only Bell type machine on
the market with a coin top showing the last 3 coins, the best protection anainst slugs.

Built in 3 Models,
Bell, Front Vender and Cold Award.

Built for 1 c- 5c-1 Oc- 25c Play

Made Only By

WATLING MFG. CO
4640-4660 W. FULTON ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Est. 1889-Tel.: COLumbus 2770.
Cable address "WATLINGITE," Chicago.

3 UP
and

ACROSS THE BOARD
Rock-Ola's live -profit payout tables
Has two backboard panels and award
charts.
Makes money faster than

you can imagine. Ciet yours while
the supply lasts. Real low price.

Wire Orders

AVON NOVELTY CO.
2923-25 PROSPECT AVE.,
CLEVELAND OHIO.

ton, in the State capital, and in local
areas on important matters and helps

guide legislation nationally, in the State
and in municipalities to the best advantage of the operator.

Eleventh, Consultation. Frequent

consultation with both the association
counsel and the association manager or
the Committee on Trade Practices and
Ethics enables members to improve their
businesses

and thus save themselves

SLUG REJECTOR

thousands of dollars thru the avoidance
of costly mistakes.
Twelfth, Friendships. Last, but by no
means least, among the valuable services
which the member gets and which cannot be measured in dollars and cents are
the friendships which he establishes thru
his contracts with the members at meetings and thru association activities.
These 12 services and others which are

Patented Check and Check Separator give extra
protection. Individual checks available for each
operator-an added Income safeguard: See your
Jobber or write

A. DALKIN CO.

4311-13 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago.

SEE THE LATEST
JAR DEAL TICKETS

offered by associations constitute the
Bible by which the intelligent member
guides his business. Just as Thc Billboard is the "Showmen's Bible" (and it
is rapidly being recognized as the "Coin men's Bible" as well) so should the operator consider the rules, regulations,
trade practices and code of ethics of his
association as the Bible by which he
can conduct his business for the good
and' welfare of himself and his competitors.
Wrong Psychology

Perhaps one of the reasons why the

At the January Show, Booth 132.
If You Arc Not Going to the Show, Write for
Samples and Prices.

LOUISVILLE NOVELTY MFG. CO.
Manufacturers of Quality Jar Deals,
330 East Breckinridge Street,
Louisville, Ky,

SHOCK TROOPS of the New York delegation visited the D. Gottlieb & Co.
plant during the December convention. Left to right, they are Messrs. Gasparro,
Munves, Budin, Silverstein and Green.

End your correspondence to advertisers by men-

tioning The Billboard.
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ing among the circle that attended the
show. The manufacturers left little
undone to make the stay in Chicago
worth the going, and the show itself was
an inspiration to many of the delegates.

THE

In one group went Dan Cohen, of the
Pleasure Amusement Co.; Andy Monte,

HIT

of the A. & M. Amusement Co.: Sam
Gentilich and Joseph Pipitone, of the
Dixie Music Co., and Ben Cohen, of the
Automatic Amusement Co. What a
quintet!

OF THE

SHOW

Emil Iacoponelli and Ruth Haenschel,
of the Bell Distributing Co., were often
in

the company of George Brennan,

president of the United Music Operators'
Association of New Orleans. They visited
the factories of 0. D. Jennings Co.,
Mills Novelty Co. and H. C. Evans & Co.

W. F. Young, comptroller of the Jennings factory, had the trio as his guests
on one occasion. "The show was a grand
one, and the new consoles of the Evans
company were a treat to us," Iacoponelli
said.

GEORGE PONSER
31 WEST 60th St., NEW YORK

IRV MORRIS
11-15 E. RUNYON ST.,
NEWARK, N. J.

F. W. King, boss of the C. & N. Sales
Co., said that exhibits were very inter-

esting. He called on several of the
factories he represents in this area and
found everybody friendly. He said the

weather was a little too cold but the
reception was warm enough to offset
the temperature.

The latest addition to the music operating industry of this area is the firm
of Joe Montgogna and Steve Quartano
under name of Westside Amusement Co.
Montgogna and Quartano have bought
out the route, of 25 machines formerly
covered by the Melody Music Co. and
have in addition added 10 new Wurlitzers to their line. Frank De Barros,
manager of the Jules Peres Novelty Co.,
reports the company will confine its
operations to the west bank of the
Mississippi River. De Barros also re-

The Lowest Priced Console

Order Direct or From Your Distributor

BUCKLEY MANUFACTURING CO.
CHICAGO

4223 W. LAKE ST.

hew Otleans

"Jim" Boyle says:
"Come and Get It - Rock-Ola's

sensational one-shot pay tables with
two backboard panels and award
charts are sure-fire money-makers.
Just

a few left!"

Factory Rebuilt Just Like New.

3"

ACROSS THE BOARD
Sensationally Low Prices.

Wire Today

riguez and August Catanzaro, of the

service department of the Melody Music instances to take on new machines in
Co., for its fine decorating job for preparation for heavier winter play were
Christmas. The office of the company such popular operators as Olie Shirley,
draped with yuletide colors of Gulfport, Miss.; Eddie Danos, of
and tinsel.
Raceland, La.; Michael Farris, of DonaldH. B. Nelson, from Natchez, up
Pressed by business at home in filling sonville;
in the Delta country; Bob Tassin, Marks-

NEW ORLEANS, Dec. 24.-Back to the his capacity as president of the local ville, who bought a new line of Wurhome of crawfish bisque and Mardi Gras operators' association, Julius Pace, head litzer phonographs, and others.
of the Dixie Coin Machine Co., Bally

came the score or more New Orleans and Mills distributors, was unable to atafter witnessing another fine display of
the latest in machines at the Chicago tend the December show but promises Jules Peres, of the Peres Novelty Co.,
show. And, as usual, it will take weeks to be on hand with colors flying when set up one of the finest electrical disbefore some of the boys will settle down the January show is held at Hotel plays for Christmas .before his home on
City Park and so imagine his dismay
to a normal life after a week to 10 days Sherman.
the other morning when he arose to
in the Windy City. First the big show
At least a half dozen distributing and find that culprits had stolen all of the
itself, then the big night clubs of Chicago, and finally the relating of many operating firms of New Orleans promise bulbs overnight. Peres says that he has
tales concerning the whys and where- to hold open house on Christmas Eve, replaced the bulbs and is now ready to
and others are opening their homes to hold open house to his many friends
fores of the contingents.
office attaches for special Christmas on Christmas Eve. The "Mexican Conparties. The Dixie Coin Machine Co. is sul" will assist Peres at the party.
"It was a grand show, and Chicago,

as usual, opened up its arms to the handled knives to Christmas callers and
A Christmas Eve party is also promoperators and distributors from Dixie," want to use this column of The Billboard
Sam Gentilich, general manager of the to invite their friends to visit during ised the score of employees of the Great
Southern Novelty and Music Co. by
Dixie Music Co., reports.
the holidays.
Buster Clesi, head of the firm. It is the
Much praise for the hospitality of the Rushing into town before the holidays usual custom of Clesi to hold an innumerous Chicago factories is circulat- to buy Christmas needs and in some formal affair on this night for his crew.
Laid up with a cold in his head since

his return from a week in the Windy
City, Melvin Mallory, manager of the
Louisiana Amusement Co., has been loud
in his praise of the new Rock-Ola

522 SOUTH WEST THIRD ST.,
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.

phonograph. "The Rock-Ola factory has
turned out a peachy piece of. equipment
here and our company looks for a great

5-10-25o

BLUE AND YELLOW FRONTS; SINGLE
AND DOUBLE JACKPOTS. PRICE, $35.00
AND DOWN. Also 500 Steel Lock Stands,

season," Mallory said.

HARRY MURDOCK

ILLINOIS.

Nelson.

SALESBOARD
OPERATORS

Larry Copeland, local pin -game operator, reports it has been a fine winter
season thus far and credits the increase

Read

of play with his machines to the fine
equipment recently turned out by the

"DEALS"
A column
ideas,

He met Hal

Horton, of Stelle and Horton, while in
Chicago and they spent many happy
hours discussing the winter and spring
campaign with the Rock-Ola officials,
including President Rockola and Jack

$3.00 each.

NAMEOKI,

JOE ASH
900 N. FRANKLIN
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ports the sale of several new Wurlitzers
for over -the -river operations by John
Brodie, prominent op of Jefferson Parish.
Our congratulations to Amado Rod-

BOYLE AMUSEMENT .CO

FOR SALE -500 MILLS LATEST

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

giving away attractive pencils and pearl -

and

LOOK

BEN BECKER
1435 BEDFORD AVE.,

Bally factory.

new salesboard
deals and personalities.
In the

about

Wholesale Merchandise
Department
THIS WEEK and EVERY WEEK

LOOK

IN THE WHOLESALE
MERCHANDISE SECTION

A GROUP OF ROCK-OLA associates fortified themselves with a venison
luncheon just before the NACOMM convention-thru the courtesy of huntsman Fred Pray, New York district manager. Seated from left to right: Fred
Pray, J. D. Lazar, Jack Nelson, Archie LaBeau, L. F. Sebastian, Ed Woodfin.
A. A. Silberman, David C. Rockola, T. Leon Maurada, I. F. Webb.

.

for the
LATEST NOVELTIES, PRIZES
SPECIALTIES

PREMIUMS AND
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THE GREATEST - FASTEST
SALESCARD DEAL EVER OFFERED!,
GIVE AWAY GENUINE
ACTUAL
WHOLESALE VALUE

FUR COATS
RETAIL

VALUE

IMPORTANT
Do not confuse the
coats offered on this
deal with the $8.00
and $9.00 coats on
the market. THESE
FUR COATS ARE

FAR
SUPERIOR
and REAL VALUES!

Send Today

$27.50

Here is the Hottest Salescard Deal

Ever Offered Operators. A Winner
Everywhere!
But a Super -Winner

for

FREE
SAMPLE CARD
and large
DISPLAY PHOTO
AND EASEL OF

Right Thru the Winter Season.
The Card has 100 holes and the
player pays from T to 49c. Winner
COATS
gets absolutely FREE a gorgeous
Fur Coat. Person who sells the
Card also gets Fur Coat absolutely
FREE. Your only Investment to start placing this sure-flre deal
at once Is $12.50 for 100 Salescards and 100 large photos of fur
coat on beautiful model, mounted on hard frame -like board with
easel to Atand on counter, etc. Then you place the deal on locations
and watch how the players eat It up. You don't have to buy the fur
coats until the cards have been completely sold and you have collected
your preflt. If you still hesitate about Investing In this amazing
Proposition. we'll send you one complete deal absolutely FREE. Just
rush your Inquiry today so you can get started at once.

"If you'll go back over the last 12

months," said the builder of 'The House

that Jack built,' "you'll -find we had a
nice string of hits. There were our
consoles, Triple Entry and 1938 Track
Time. In payout table successes we
had Winning Ticket and our current
Stepper -Upper. Our Free Races, Multi Free Races and the present Stable Mate
certainly went to town in the free replay award field. There were other hits,
too. That's a pretty good record of
successes for any one manufacturer.

NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-George Ponser,

Eastern games distributor, reports that
he is seeking an arrangement with
manufacturers to regulate the introduction of games on the Eastern market.
He states, "There have been some complaints that new games follow each other
too closely. This puts the jobber in a

should stock in
quantity.
Eventually manufacturers
"As I look back over our organization will suffer because the market will have
games

he

I find all of the top men occupying the become glutted with new games.
seine positions today they did on Janu"By regulating the arrival of new
ary 1 of this year These men are Mel- games
manufacturers protect the invin Binks, our chief engineer, and Ray terest ofthe
all coinmen. Instead of getting
Becker, in charge of sales. Oscar Muen- part of the
market they have the entire
zer occupies the position of purchasing market until
game has run its
agent. In the experimental department natural course. the
By regulation I do not
are Carl Lax, chief designer; Alvin Holz, advocate limiting
introduction of
assistant engineer; Al Thoelke, payout one game at a timethe
regardless of type.
table designer, and James Hunt, field On the contrary I would
like to see
service representative. In the factory we several games of different types
have Fred Jung, superintendent; George duced at the same time becauseintrotaste
Peterson, foreman, and William Kore- in games differs among different
schell, chief inspector.
operators.
"What is more," optimistically con"We have been doing this in a somecluded the president of J. H. Keeney & what
modified form for the past few
Co., "we look for 1939 to be even better. months
and find that it has not only
Our new 1939 games are the best we've aided ourselves
but others. Operators
ever produced, and territory prospects get the most out
of their machines.
are brighter everywhere."
Jobbers can regulate buying in quantities and extending time payments. We
are in hopes of doing what we can to
stabilize the games market soon."

B. & B. Supply
In New Quarters

0

24.-The power of
gambling came strongly to the front
CHICAGO, Dec.

ii

:

here this week when Circuit Judge Harry
M. Fisher ruled that the City of Chicago

did not have power, in view of State

laws, to license bookies. This question

has gone thru a long process of courts,
the State Legislature and a veto, since
the city council passed an ordinance to

that the prohibitive laws drive commercialized gambling into the underworld.
Despite these laws, thousands of gambling establishments exist. They can
live only either under the protection of
or by the enforced criminal partnership
with syndicated criminal bands. . . . I
have on several occasions publicly expressed the belief that it would be better for the State to substitute regulatory
laws for the unenforceable statutes
aimed at the suppression of gambling."

Vemeci To Publish

Personnel Folder
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C., Dec. 24.-Joe

Calcutt, of the Vending Machine Co.,
reports that his firm is preparing a
folder .listing all the personnel and
offices of the organization.
States
Calcutt: "It will contain in illustrated
form a general story of the firm. It
will picture the offices of the organization as well as the executives who have
been largely responsible for the firm's
success.
"We hope to better familiarize the
operators and jobbers with ourselves
and our staff. We feel that this is one
way that will help us to a better and
closer understanding with our many
friends thruout the world. We want
them to know something about us and
about our way of operating our business just as we like to know something
about them."
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FAIRMONT, Minn., Dec. 24.-Over 200

11

operators in the Northwest Territory re-

cently joined with the officials of the
B. & B. Supply Co. in celebrating the
opening of new quarters by the firm. As
a fitting climax to the occasion a delicious fish or steak dinner was served to
each guest.

00:
rari

The firm, headed by F. E. Ladd, distributes Harlich salesboards in the Fair-

c=.1

mont territory.

cd

0

E."

Hercules Installs
A Console Floor

U

NEWARK, N. J., Dec. 24.-Iry Oren stein, of Hercules Machine Exchange,
Inc., reports that the second floor of the
new Hercules Building will contain
consoles of every kind, both new and
used. Said he: "There has been a growing demand for this type of equipment.
We will have a complete display so that
operators will have a complete freedom

of choice in selecting their machines.
"We plan to specialize on each type
of equipment, counter games, phonographs, etc., in a certain section of our
quarters. Thus we will serve all types

E!

c,3tso

license bookies.

bad way, because he does not know

which

it

State statutes to prevent local options on

He quoted the Supreme Court, in the
is now installing an elevator in the Monroe
case: "No law has yet been debuilding in order to facilitate handling
games and enable operators to reach vised to sufficiently curb the evil of
CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-"Old Man 1938 of
unlicensed gambling."
was pretty good to us," stated J. H. upper floors without walking.
To quote Judge Fisher further: "Stu(Jack) Keeney in discussing the past
dents of the subject solemnly depose
showing.

5

But judge strongly favors
statutes to license gambling in general

Keeney Completes
Biggest Year

Ponser Has Idea
To Regulate Games

153

Bookie Case
Is Adverse

Judge Fisher's preliminary and official
opinion was in the main a liberal docuDON'T LOSE A MINUTE,
ment, indicating that under existing law
WRITE - WIRE TODAY - AND CASH IN
he had no other choice. He definitely
stated that he felt the Legislature should
D-18 243 W. 30 ST.
for the regulation and licensing
M. SEIDEIL & SON NEW YORK, N. Y., provide
of gambling,
Judge Fisher pointed out the two main
views on gambling. Those who advocate
of operators equally well and better than regulation,
he said, point out that no law
in the past."
It is reported by the firm that it ever succeeded in eradicating gambling.

year with a group of Keeney distributors
visiting the recent Keeney private

The Billboard

stt

KEENEY'S KOUNTER GAME, Spinner Winner, gets a big play at the

Keeney Showing cocktail lounge.
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Jar Deals Gain

knowing what seals to pull to get the
big awards. Of course, such protection
for the operator is costly, since tickets

are hand sewed and printing 'machinery
to prevent duplication costs somewhere
the neighborhood of $25,000, but conSo jar deals are small-time stuff, are in
reordering from satisfied operators
they? And they are just about dead, do stant
has
indicated to manufacturers the wisyou say?
dom
of
following this policy. CounterIf that's your attitude, brother, you
By GUY E. NOEL

are on the wrong track; you must be
thinking of something else. We've heard
that one before, first about bell machines, then counter games, salesboards,
pin games, etc., and yet the operating
of the equipment has steadily progressed.
It may be true that jar deals are not
appearing at the moment in quite as

feiting is prevented by printing serial

General economic conditions have
slowed up the play on any type of game
as far as that is concerned. Furthermore, people don't eat potatoes at every
meal, but potatoes are staple. Interests
change, but when once people have enjoyed something they will go back to it,
and customers who have played jar deals

$40 or $50 stock.

and reference numbers on all deals.
Many Advantages
Some

of the specific advantages of jar

deal operation are these: A relatively
tiny investment will put a man into
business. A hundred dollars will establish a route of at least 25 locations, and
large numbers as always. Well! What of it is unnecessary to carry more than
it?

The Choice of

-the PLAYER
The Choice of

-the LOCATION
The Choice of
OPERATORS
EVERYWHERE
5 -BALL PLAY

7 WAYS to WIN
FULLY METERED

BANK NITE FEATURE
AND
INTERMEDIATE
AWARDS
ALL AWARDS
ADJUSTABLE

REQUEST YOUR "REQUEST" TO -DAY
EXHIBIT SUPPLY CO., 4222 W. LAKE ST., CHICAGO

TIRED?
of operating "Short -

Life" GAMES?
Get Wise! Order

BINGO
The steady moneymaking counter skill

LEGAL

game.

EVERYWHERE!

Vends b all of gum
for each penny.

Excellent Trade
Stimulator.

3 Different Ways To
Play.

only $11.50

Baseball Success
At Western Prods.

facilitate the delivery of orders received
during the past week," commented Don
Anderson, company official.
"The volume of business received on
Western's console Baseball machine sub-

stantiates the claims which have been
made for it by operators everywhere.
"Operators are reporting greater earnings the longer the machines have been
on location.

"At this season of the year the holi-

to do our best to keep this same spirit
alive thruout the coming year by helping others prosper."
I

BALLr

Psapl

rmngs .

Spokes .$37.50

$17.50
7.50
7.00
27.50
HI Lo
Gaytime
17.50
19.50
Jungle
Fleet
30.50
Nags
34.50
Peppy
37.50
Silver Flash
9.50
Stoner's Races 6.50
45.00
Odd Ball
Vogue
5.50
Zephyr
12.50

Cargo

Beamlite
Carnival

$42.50
5.50
19.50
19.50
Rose Bowl
7.50
Airways
9.50
Bull's Eye
13.50
Electro
11.00
Chico Baseball 9.00
Hit & Run
5.50
5.50
Long Beach
Basketball
7.50
Sensation
5.50
Paddock, 1 B'll 17.50
Review

Turf King
Snappy
Swing

FREE

Considering the fact that the wise

operator will instruct his location to
pull the jar off the counter after it has
made a fair profit, the average jar deal
gross of $34 is more than a fair profit.
Considering the investment and the
average revenue, jar deals would appear

manufacturers have completely equipped to be most lucrative field in the operating
their factories with automatic ma- business today.
chinery, involving heavy investments, so
Many Types Offered
popular have jar deals become and so exAny type of card, refill or label is
tensive their operation. Why? What has available to the operator to suit his
made jar deals click in such a big way? own needs, and virtually any sport
themes can be found to suit the interThey Are Fast
Speed is one essential.Bell machines ests of the location's patronage, ranging
have long held their fascination because from baseball to football, to hunting
of the speed with which they could be to cigarets. And no matter what the
played. Salesboards gained favor because theme, no matter how rank a novice
they were fast. Fastest of all is the jar the player is when he steps up to a
deal. The player reaches in and instead deal, he'll understand it in two minutes
of making a single play the average or less.
chap will pull out five or 10 tickets at
Jar deals can be operated in any
one time. As a result the operator sel- territory which permits salesboards, and
dom sees nickels and dimes -the money they are ideal for mixed operation, go-

he counts in is in folding money. It is ing well with marble or vending manot unusual for a good location to run chines and very well with music.
off one deal a day and in more than On the average there are better than
one spot jar deals have done better than 120 prizes in each jar or refill so that
bells which are alongside. Looking back about one out of 20 tickets will be winto the comparison between other things ners of prizes ranging from a minimum
and jar deals, several operators have of a quarter to a top of $25 or more.

up to and over 85 per cent. As long as ber who declares the peak of the busiplayers get this kind of a break for their ness has never been reached has sold
more than 7,000 deals in a
money jar deals will continue to be something
limited area in the last 11 months. What
popular.
The average jar deal operation is a more proof of vitality could you want?
50-50 proposition after the cost of the In conclusion it is apparent that jar
operation at its worst is better than
jar is cleared and most deals are set deal
up so that a 5 per cent loss will still lots of other things at their best.
permit a splendid profit. The average
deal occupies a space six by six inches
or smaller and if it is desired the card
can be placed in an inconspicuous spot;
occasionally only the jar appears on the
counter and the player knows what to
do. Very flexible since in the best deals
WASHINGTON, Dec. 24. -The nation's
no two award cards ever come up alike press
recently advised the country that
within any given territory, preventing President
will send to Conplayers from going on to other deals and gress, earlyRoosevelt
in January, a special message
discussing the Social Security act and
suggestions for its improvement and
enlargement. Pension news is of great
interest to the coin machine industry
in view of recent suggestions that
amusement machines be licensed and
revenue collected be utilized for old -

Security Act
To Be Expanded

age pensions.
The message will cover the act with a _
view to covering a greater portion of the
U. S. population and strengthening certain provisions. The President will, at
the same time, transmit a report of the
Advisory Committee on Social Security.
The report of the committee, briefly,

1 /3 Cash, Ba ante C. 0. D.
Export Orders
Carefully Filled.

extra precaution against fraud and error.

CHICAGO, Dec. 24. -"In keeping with estimated that the latter are as much
No, jar deals are a long way from
eight times faster than either games,
the holiday trend, spirits run high at as
died in public interest or in
the home of Western Products, Inc. Ad- chiefly because the numbers are large having
ditional men have been put to work to and more legible and the payout runs operator favor. Oddly enough, one job-

day spirit switches everything else aside,"
Western states. "For our part we intend

97:5500

will go back to them, too, you can be
sure of that.
Nobody seems to know exactly how
long jar deals have been functioning
and showing profits for operators, locations, manufacturers, jobbers and frequently for players. This much is certain: They began their existence in a
quiet way in the vicinity of Muncie, Ind.
There today and in several other communities, in place of the tiny group of
people who worked at manufacturing
jar deals, hundreds of families have
earned support by doing much of the
work in their own homes and several

The only service call on a jar deal is
a statement from a location that "the
jar's empty." And that should be good
news to any operator. Deals are easy
to handle, light and convenient to transport, and they can be checked in five
minutes, allowing time for conversation
with the location. After the deal is
checked all that remains to be done is
to pour a refill into the jar and set up
a new award card and empty any leftover tickets and the old card into a box
to be carried away and burned as an

is as follows: To extend the pension

Bargain
Price List.

system by 1940 to about 8,600,000 work-

RICHMOND Dtg-E,7Tiranivr:4.F2-

ers now excluded and possibly to include business and professional men,
farmers and mechanics, and that the
federal government share with employers
and employees the costs of old -age
insurance in order that the greatest pos-

LOOK 0
IN THE WHOLESALE
MERCHANDISE SECTION

sible proportion of gainfully employed
population be protected under the

for the

The committee declared that if the
federal government bears one-third of
the pension program cost it believes

LATEST NOVELTIES,

pension system.

PRIZES

PREMIUMS AND SPECIALTIES
End your correspondence to advertisers by men-

tioning The Billboard.

JIM PASSANANTE, of the J & J Novelty Co., Detroit, checks the score,
while Al Hunter, of the same company, shows how to spin the ball in Rally's
Paramount, novelty game. Passanante and Hunter were recent visitors at
the Bally plant.

the $47,000,000 reserve fund authorized

under the security act "will be kept
within much lower limits."
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Women Get Even
With Operators
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-The women of
this country have conspired in some way

-AP

MILLS
VEST POCKET BELL
AUTOMATIC PAYOUT
The Hottest Money Maker for Operators
in the past three years.

DON'T WAIT A MINUTE
Write, Wire or Phone your order today to

The "Gold Dust" Twins
BIRMINGHAM VENDING CO.
2117 3rd Ave., N.,

Birmingham, Ala.

to stop the production of future coin
machine operators. It seems to be a
vicious circle in which the female of
the species in the United States is
vanishing. Coin machine manufacturers
have jumped to the conclusion that if
girls are getting fewer and fewer, then

there will be fewer and fewer prospective
operators born. This question may assume paramount importance at the
forthcoming coin machine convention in
Chicago, January 16 to 19.

for
JUST the gain:,
play-competition and U.
15 numbered
bumpers
luminated
Unique extra ball

The alarming conclusions are due to
a recent report of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co., in which it is shown that
American women are getting scarcer and
scarcer each generation. Their statisticians have shown that 100 girls born

now will produce only 95 girls at the
present production rate.
The production rate 100 years ago was
that 100 girls had 223 daughters and
497 granddaughters.
Some hold the suspicion that women
are getting even with the coin machine
trade because it has always been difficult for them to get into the operating

--Scoring
featureafter
allcon.
starts
are
m
oints
loopcontacted-by skill-

may be Korea
Fully meful playing. priced at

business.

tered and

Automat Workers
Get Xmas Bonuses
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-Santa Claus
paid his annual visit to the New York
automats of Horn & Hardart today with
$250,000 in bonuses for employees.
Those who have been with the company for one year received 2 per cent
of their annual salaries; for two years,
3 per cent; for three years, 4 per cent;
for four years, 5 per cent, and for five
years and over, 6 per cent.
Similar Christmas bonuses have been
paid by the company since it was or-

ganized 26 years ago.

Machine Age and Farmers

450

only

Ace Distribs Have
Large Used Stock
NEWARK, N. J., Dec. 24.-Jack Kay, of

the Ace Distributing Co., reports that
his firm has increased tremendously the
stock of used games due to the demand

for this type of equipment which it

has received.
According to Kay, "For some months

we have been increasing our stock of

Ihrt

used games because we have been shipping all over the country on demand of
leading jobbers and operators. We are
now in possession of one of the largest
and best stocks of machines in the history of our business and are able to
satisfy every demand.

9kr/7

"Our reconditioning department has
also been increased and games are rein this region indicate that the serious possible so that no shipments will be
facts of the machine age as it affects delayed."
farming may be carried to the next session of Congress.
It is reliably reported that much concern is growing over what power farming Engineers in Convention
is doing to increase the production of
the individual farmer while farm prices
NEW YORK, Dec. 24.-The American
are so low as to be unprofitable. The Society of Mechanical Engineers congrowing use of machinery on the farm vened in its 59th annual meeting here
is said by some to threaten the existence recently. An attendance of about
of the family itself. Another angle to 3,000 delegates was reported.
the machine problem is that wealthy Twenty-eight technical sessions were
corporation heads that own farms have held in which experts discussed the latled in the use of machinery which dis- est ideas in mechanical inventions and
pAxes farm labor.
design from all parts of the world.

tfiM

KANSAS CITY, Dec. 24.-Discussions paired and prepared as far in advance as

BUDIN'S

gPeason's
reetings

SPECIALTIES, INC.

TO ALL OUR
FRIENDS

174 S. PORTLAND AVE.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

AND
CUSTOMERS

SPECIAL
I
NO T I C E
MACHINE OPERATORS . . . S u per i o r
proudly presents the most
SLOT

perfect slot machine board
ever manufactured. Even

tin
I

the spinning reels are silent!
Tickets bear slot symbols
in full colors. 241 winners,

$52.80 (or 1056 punches)
go back Into the board,
leaving a total of 1344
playing holes.
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cost of actual slot machines, with profits and
appeal at new heights.
Weekly
commitments
.
vac d.

We sell to °per.

I

i

ators only; Inquire for full

1

j

details.

I

SUPERIOR PRODUCTS, Inc.

14 No. Peoria Street,

II-

\

Cost of board far below:

r tim.

.,:

Jackpot dumps 13 times;
players may win from $11
to $12, or advance to Gold
Award, where they may win
$5 or two $25 winners!

3

Chicago, Ill.

CI CI IMffl 1=1 CI CI CI CI =3 rz=

->

BAR, BELL & FRUIT I
JAR DEAL TICKETS

Tickets are printed in colors using slotmachine characters to designate the play.
D

TICKETS TO DEALS

BAR.BELLTRUIT
5! 93.2v.1..r'Tas 5!

ii

WI.

dr%

000
000

CP

......

a....

THE GUMATIC CORP., St. Louis, maker of Melody Gum, uses these coma small section

plicated machines in the making of its products. It is but
of the machine shop.

m

t yr

All deals alike except the winners vary in
number. Write for description and prices.

4.00
Lop
.10

.40
.00

4444.444

m

2544 - 2592 - 2664 Sc or 10c Play

)

14's

M

SOLD ONLY to JOBBERS M
Wheeling Novelty Co., Inc. VherelZ:!:::
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fITLAS 4141LUE 13411111DE
GUARANTEED

RECONDITIONED

LATE
MODEL CONSOLES
ALL SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED IN PRICE.
PAMCO ROSEMONT
FLAT TOP DERBY DAY

$ 34.50

KEENEY 1938 KENTUCKY
CLUB

RED HEAD TRACK TIME
GREY HEAD TRACK TIME
BALLY TEASER

44.50

119.50
114.50
87.50
32.50

$ 94.50
EVANS' BANGTAILS
87.50
GALLOPING DOMINOES
54.50
RAY'S TRACK
124.50
BUCKLEY TRACK ODDS
34.50
PAMCO DOMINOLE
42.50
BALLY FAVORITE
IENNINGS' PARLAY RACES. 114.50
157.50
1938 TRACK TIME
69.50
PACES RACES

47.50
EXHIBIT RACES (7 Coin)
JENNINGS DERBY DAY
ROCK-OLA'S WORLD SERIES,
(Slant Top, Latest Mod.). 67.50
Factory Rebuilt, Serials
31.50
WESTERN FAST TRACK
117.50
Over 11,000
31.50
WESTERN BIG ROLL
TERMS: 1/3 Deposit, Balance C. 0. D.
WRITE FOR OUR NEW BULLETIN L STING COMPLETE LINE OF RECONDITIONED PHONOGRAPHS-COUNTER GAMES-SLOTSPAY TABLES-NOVELTY GAMES.

ATLAS NOVELTY CO.

1901 Fifth Ave.,
Cable Address: "ATNOVCO."
2200 N. Western Ave.,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Associate Office: ATLAS AUTOMATIC MUSIC CO.,
3151 Grand River Ave., Detroit, Mich.

TROPHY

NOVELTY

01*
OPS THAT HAVE

FREE GAME
MODEL

THEM SAY THEY
MAKE REAL MONEY

Orderk-olae

RMERICR'S LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS
a new office and salesroom structure to Music Co., are again adding to their
routes of Wurlitzer phonographs.
house the operations of hie company.
James A. Passanante, manager of the

J & J Novelty Co., believes in having
the proper quarters for any coin machine business. "It pays to have a good
place of business," he says. "For one

that he is dealing with a real business
firm."

ST. MORITZ ..$19.50
$89.50
Al;IfE

CHICAGO COIN
1755 DIVERSEY BLVD

dleston, William Palmer Co., Russell

thing it impresses the location owner Wagner and John Czyzewskl.
very favorably when he visits you and
realizes from the atmosphere of the place

tam

Pig

Music machine sales continued good
right into Christmas week in this
music -conscious town, with Wurlitzer
dealers reporting sales to Jake Hud-

ME
CAME

MACHINE MANUFACTURING CO.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Louis Berman, manager of the Wil- almost literally a boom for him. William
liam Palmer Co., was given a tribute as Rheaume is manager of the music
route for Trilck, who now has his head"one of the cleanest operators in the qu'arters
in the west side suburb of
music business" by Harry Graham, president of the Wayne County Music Op- Dearborn.
erators' Association, recently. Berman,
incidentally, is planning to buy 150 new
John Baker, Dearborn, Mich., music
machines shortly. He has just returned machine
operator, who moved to Monroe
from a business trip to New York.
for the summer, has re-established himself on Kingsley avenue in Dearborn
A realistic approach to industry prob- and is continuing his route in the terrilems is advocated by Julian Kratze, man- tory. Baker is a firm believer in the
ager of the Atlas Automatic Music Co., value of association activity and comlocal distributor for Seeburg phono- mented, "The association offers the ingraphs. He said: "A little more honesty dividual operator a chance to meet sucamong operators and less quibbling will cessfully the competition of such tactics
go a long way toward straightening out
that of the operator who persists in
present conditions in the coin machine as
putting machines out on location on a

business. I believe that 65 per cent of
music machines in Detroit, however,
DhiatOIT, Dec. 24.-Felix J. Jencka, the
on a paying basis today.
manager of the Imperial Music Co., who are"The
that there is so much
has been operating a route of music ma- businessreason
being
done
with a high
chines, has decided to go into the pin percentage payment today,
to the location
game field as well and is now making owner, like the common
50-50 arplans to purchase a sizable number of rangement, is that many operators
this type of machines. He is specializing know how to sell locations-theydon't
just
in restaurants for his music machines aren't good salesmen."
and believes that they make the best
kind of locations for this type of maService,
Vending

Dettoit

looking up for Russell
from indications seen this week-it is
Business is

Trilck, Detroit music machine operator,

The Standard
formerly the Michigan Vending Service,
at 2735 West
"Conditions are more hopeful in the has moved to new quarters
This company is
coin machine business in this city than Buena Vista avenue.for
the Trading
distributor
national
they have been for a long time," said

50-50 basis."

Maury Dreyfus, of the Safeway Cigarette Sales, has gone to St. Louis, Mo.,
to visit his family there. Harry Hornstein, manager of the company, is doing
double duty these days, handling addi-

tional volume of sales in Dreyfus' absence. Business is reported very good
in'the cigaret field.

chine.

MILLS

Vest Pocket
Bell

manufactured by the Henze Tool
Max Falk, of the Falk Sales Co. "Op- Post,
Machine Co. Ralph Radner and
erators in the pin game field especially and
are encouraged by the new license and Leon Wolock remain as partners in the
are planning to go right ahead with their company.
business into 1939. Probably the best
Harks, district representative
sign of all is the fact that the Detroit forHenry
the music machine division of the
contingent to the Chicago coin machine
Mills Novelty Co., reports "business conshow was bigger than ever."
ditions look much better than ever in
field. Operators, as well as the enDavid Seitner, who was manager of our
sales organization, have been lookMichigan Automatic Snooker Table Co., tire
ing
forward eagerly to better business."
has opened a department store in St.
Louis, Mich.
Sam Liebers, one of Detroit's best
pin game operators, has gone
Henry C. Lemke, head of the Lemke known
for several months to convalesce
Coin Machine Co., one of the oldest south
from
an
attack of asthma. He has left
members of the coin machine industry the business,
which is known as Liebers
in Detroit, visited Chicago recently.
Brothers, in charge of his brother Louis,
Sales of music machines showed a who has moved headquarters to Gooddecided pick-up, with a number of op- win avenue.

The smallest in the world-only

erators buying new machines to add

$45 cash box. Regular
3-5 payout. Price $49.50. We
have them in stock!

Grosse Pointe, and Don C. Kline, Thomas
Berdis, John Baker and Hazel M. White,

8x8x7.

MINT VENDING
COMPANY
211

North 17th Street
Birmingham, Ala.

Among the Seeburg
customers were Charles C. Roberts, of
to their routes.

of Detroit, while Edward Keiley, of Detroit, and William E. Bolton, of Romulus,
were buying Wurlitzers.

CINCINNATI, Dec. 24. - Representatives of Southern Automatic Music Co.
have returned to their respective offices
at Louisville, Cincinnati and Indian-

apolis after the journey to the Windy
City

for

the

NACOMM convention.

Southern Automatic buyers from Ken-

tucky, Indiana and Ohio were well repre-

sented at the show.

Southern Automatic Music of Louis-

has just leased a warehouse in
order to have greater display space at
ville

its Second street showroom. Full line of
pin games, slots and
counter games is carried for prompt
delivery. New warehouse contains sur-

phonographs,

plus stock of hundreds of used machines of all makes and models, Leo
Weinberger reports.
R. J. Emmett, pin game and music Sid Stiebel and Leo Weinberger are
machine operator of Battle Creek, Mich., in charge of Louisville office, Joe Weinwon the silver trophy awarded annually berger at Cincinnati office and Sam
by The Detroit Free Press for the largest Weinberger at Indianapolis quarters.
little -mouth bass caught in Michigan.
Julian M. Kratze has just returned
from a trip thru Wisconsin and neighboring territory for the Atlas Automatic
Music Co. and reports business prosIN THE WHOLESALE

William Palmer Co., headed by Louis
is altering its capitalization pects much improved.
from $6,000 worth of common stock to
H. G. Batte, a newcomer to the local
51.200 common and $4,800 preferred.
This company operates a large number operating field, is thinking over the
of music machines in the Detroit area. purchase of some novelty venders.

Berman,

Southern Automatic
Reps Back at Posts

Joe Brilliant, of the Brilliant Music

Max Lipin, partner in the Brilliant
Music Co., is discussing plans to build Co., and Eddie Clemons, of the Modern
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Patents and Inventions
By KEN

WE HAVE
MILLS VEST POCKET BELL

C. SHYVERS

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY AT

$4W2

Patents are issued once every week by similar number of the other indicia, the
the Patent Office in Washington, D. C. said means being operable to substitute
Searches are made of all coin -operated the screen an initially undisplayed image
devices and parts thereof, also on out- for any one of the initially displayed
door rides and such games as it appears image's: without changing the relative
could be adapted to coin operation. The position of the screen and support.

13th Month Specials

Billboard's sole object in maintaining

this department is to present in a matter of hours the patents just issued to
enable manufacturers and inventors to
get together on a commercial basis and
for the general knowledge of those interested. Without inventions and new
blood no industry can go forward.
Patent No. 2,138,821.

MACHINES BELOW ARE SLIGHTLY

Pertaining to Amusement Device.
Application, April 27. 1934.

and screen relative to one another, and
manually operable means initially permitting the simultaneous display of
Images of a given number of the indicia
and preventing the display of, at least, a

to said guideway, and inclined guide
walls upstanding from said surface and
converging laterally of the surface to
the mouth of the chute.
*

S

*

2 RED HEAD TRACK TIMES$99.50
GREY HEAD TRACK TIME 69.50
1
22.50
2 CLOCKERS

6 TAN FORAN

3 DERBY DAY CONSOLES
3 RAY'S TRACK
DERBY CHAMP
1

34.50
39.50
44.50
59.50

300 PHONOGRAPHS

Patent No. 2,139,381.

Pertaining to Coin and Token

Separator.

Application, November 6, 1937.
Issued December 6, 1938.
Number of Claims, '7.

In a coin chute of the type having a
chute passage discharging into a plu-

rality of adjacent discharge openings,
and means for selectively effecting movement of coin elements toward said openings fraud -preventive means in the form

of a movable element having a portion
disposed substantially across the path of
a coin element moving toward one of
said discharge openings for engagement
and movement by the latter to position
another portion of said member in
blocking position across the path of a

coin element moving toward another

MILLS DANCE MASTER.. 449.50
ROCK-OLA No. 2
69.50

and adjacent one of said discharge
openings.

WURLITZER P12
WURLITZER 312
WURLITZER 616a

Design Patent No. 122,485.

69.50
79.50
139.50

GERBER & GLASS

914 DIVERSEY BLVD.
CHICAGO, ILL.

*

*

4 CHERRY BELLS, 5c (Serial 325,000-330,000
Above machines clean, like new.

4 MILLS RED FRONT G. A., 5c
11 MILLS BLUE FRONT G. A., 5c
2 MILLS PACE FRONT JPV, 5c
I
MILLS RED FRONT G. A., 10c
3 MILLS BLUE FRONT G. A., 10c

riuu.s

1
1

1

WAR EAGLE, 10c

MILLS REG. G. A., 10c
MILLS RED FRONT G. A. 25c
MILLS RED FRONT FUTURE

*

Pertaining to Design for a Phonograph
Cabinet.
Application. May 27, 1938.
Issued December 6, 1938.

Designer's Name - William Nathanson,
Los Angeles, Calif.
The ornamental design for a phonograph cabinet.

49.50
35.00
35.00
12.50
39.50
35.00
22.50
25.00
45.00

PAY, 25c Play, No. 3790013
45.00
1
MILLS REG. G. A., 25c
25.00
1 WATLING WONDER BAR, 5c Twin
JP Vender
17.50
4 WATLING TWIN JP, 5c
17.50
1 WATLING ROL-A-TOP, 10c
20.00
1 WATLING GOOSENECK, 10c
15.00
1 WATLING SINGLE JP, Sc
10.00
1 WATLING Ic G. A., No. 31837. 19.50

S MELON VENDERS, 100
$55.00
3 MELON BELLS, 10c
55.00
6 MELON VENDERS, 25c
55.00
5 MELON BELLS, 25c (Serial 426,000-432,000
55.00
12 MILLS BONUS VENDERS, 5o
52.50

1 WATLING BELL, Single JP, 25c
Play

1 JENly. CHIEF CONSOLE, 5c
1 JENN. CHIEF, 5c
4 JENN. SIDE VENDER, No JP
1 JENN. SIDE VENDER With JP
1 JENN. 5c JP VENDER
1 JENN. REG. G. A.. 5c

7.50
60.00
10.00
6.00
7.50
9.00
20.00

3 JENN. LITTLE DUKE, Triple JP,
Ic Play
15.00
1 JENN. LITTLE DUKE, Single JP,
Ic
8.00
1 JENN. BELL, No JP, 25c
15.00

1 JENN. CENTURY, 25c
15.00
1 PACE BANTAM, 5c Bell
10.00
1 PACE BANTAM, Ic Bell
15.00
1 PACE COMET, 10c, No. 26022M. 22.50
1 CAILLE CONSOLE, 5c
60.00

1 CAILLE BELL, 25c

10.00
50.00
1.75
4.25
20.00
20.00

2 AC 7 -SLOT, 5c, Like New
50 MILLS FOLDING. STANDS
100 MILLS SAFE STANDS
4 MILLS DOUBLE SAFE
4 MEILINK DOUBLE SAFE

5 -BALL NOVELTY
BALLY ARCADE
4 PALM SPRINGS

cago, Ill.

SPECIAL

15 MILLS MELON BELLS, 5c ....$49.50
13 MILLS MELON VENDERS, 5c.. 52.50

*

Inventor's Name -William Patzer, ChiPHONOGRAPH HEADQUARTERS

SLOT MACHINES

Issued December 6, 1938.

Number of Claims, 2.
Inventors' Names-Honore C. Hubbard
and Earl G. Davis, Rockford, Ill.
A game board having, in combination,
an inclined playing surface, a ball guideway along one side thereof communicat-

USED,

LIKE NEW AND OFFERED SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE.

Patent No. 2,138,859.

Pertaining to Game Apparatus.
Application, March 5, 1936.
Issued December 6, 1938.
ing with the upper part of the surface,
Number of Claims, 10.
Inventor's Name - Charles P. Potter, an elongated multiple ball storage chute
on the same side of said guideway as said
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
In game apparatus the combination surface and communicating at opposite
of a projection screen; a support located ends with the lower portions of said
beneath the screen, a plurality of indicia guideway and playing surface and excarrying members on said support, the tending laterally along the latter at an
screen and support being movable rela- angle such that balls received from said
tive to one another in substantially surface will gravitate automatically thru
parallel planes for varying the posi- said chute into said guideway, said
tions of the indicia relative to the chute retaining balls in a single row
screen; optical projecting apparatus in- whereby to avoid blocking the passage

cluding a source of illumination and
lenses arranged in suitable positions so
that images of all the indicia may be
projected upon the screen without
changing the position of the support

157

$22.50
32.50
20.00
30.00
20.00

2 BALLY RESERVES

4 ZETA
1 BALLY ZEPHYR

1 BALLY BULL'S EYE
1 FLEET
2 SUPER ZETA, F. S.
1 DOUBLE TRACK
3 BALLY WORLD'S FAIR

$20.00
30.00
60.00
20.00
25.00

1 -BALL
3 ROCK-OLA 3 UP
2 MILLS 1-2-3, Original Model
3 FOTO FINISH

$ 40.00

89.50
15.00

1 MILLS 1.2-3, Latest Model ....Sinn 00

1 SPORT PAGE, Like New

CONSOLES

JENN. LIBERTY BELL, Flat Top.$ 30.00
1 JENN. LIBERTY BELL. Slant Top. 37.50

".0 KEENEY SKILL TIME 1938.. 145.00
1 PACIFIC DOMINOLE
1 EVANS BANG TAIL. 5c CP
1 GENCO PADDLE WHEEL
3 GALLOPING DOMINO, 5c, Black

17.50
77.50
50.00

Cabinet, Cash Pay.. ......
70.00
GALLOPING DOMINO, 5c, 1937,
75.00
Light Cabinet, Cash Pay
3 TRACKTIMES. 1938
110.00
1 HOLLYWOOD RIFLE GAME
40.00
1 BALLY CLUB HOUSE
35.00
I

COUNTER GAMES

100.00

SPECIAL SALE ON BRAND NEW

MACHINES
6 PACES RACES. 5c Cash Pay,
Original Crates
$225.00
75 Brand New PACE ROYAL
COMET CONSOLES, Single
List Price, $149.50.
Sale Price
90.00
45 Brand New PACE ROYAL

TWIN COMETS, List Price,
$225.00.

Sale Price

155.00

These Machines can be had In any denomina-

1 DELUXE GRIP TESTER
$10.00
2 ABT TARGETS, Used 10 Days
17.50
3 JENN. GRAND STANDS, 5c
15.00
1 PACES RACES, Check, 5c, No.

tion and the Twins In any combination, lc,
5c, 10c, 25c. Write for descriptive circular.
Guaranteed brand new.

145.00

5293

THE ABOVE PRICES ARE EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 31, 1938.
All Orders Must Be Accompanied by 1/3 Deposit in the Form of P. 0. Express OP Telegraph
Money Order.

NOTICE TO OPERATORS AND JOBBERS:

Any Machines shown at either Show will be
available for delivery as soon as they are released by the respective manufacturer.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO PHONOGRAPH OPERATORS AND JOBBERS IN VIRGINIA AND
NORTH CAROLINA: We are exclusive factory representatives for Virginia and North Carolina for

Rock-Ola's new Luxury Light Up and Standard Model Phonographs. The Light Up Luxury Model
now In stock and ready for delivery. Standard Model will be available for delivery as soon as released by the manufacturer. 'Write, Phone or Wire for Prices, Descriptive Circular and Set Up of
Price and Trade -In Allowance.

START

Convention Notes

MOSELEY VENDING MACHINE EX.
Day Phone 3-4511

THE NEW YEAR

RIGHT!

Inc.,

`11.1,3,t2,TZ:

Night Phone 5-5328

CHICAGO, Dec. 24. -There are always

important items in the wake of convention news that do not get into the post convention issue. Here are a few flashes

that are late, but never too late:

THE NEW HIT IN CHARMS
SNOW WHITE AND THE 7 DWARFS

ANYTHING WITH A SLOT

ELECTED: "The All -Night Club voted
Morris Hankin, of the Hankin Music
Co., Atlanta, as the best all-nighterdon't-go-to-Aleeper-stay-upper of the
December coin machine show." (Telegram from Harry H. Cohen, December

...WE HAVE IT!!

TELEPHONES: C. A. Patterscn, of the
Patterson Vending Co., Huntington, show. Here's hoping there will be only Wolberg, saying, "We bring this. year to
W. Va., had to go to the American Hos- one show next year, as it's a pain in

SAVOY VENDING CO.
40$-S W. FRANKLIN ST., BALTIMQRE. MD.

WANTED
COIN -OPERATED BINOCULARS OR
TELESCOPES

331 Euston Rd.

Good Condition.
London, England, N. W. 1.

WANTED

Experienced Franchise Salesmen to sell to operators

a nationally known product backed by radio and
national advertising.
Good territory given and
protected. Must be financially able to carry self.
Opportunity given to earn from $150 and op per
week. Give references and details in length in first
letter. Address BOX 0-159, care The Billboard,
Cincinnati, 0.

15, 1938.)

EASTERN
NEWARK, N. J.

C

COMPLETE

350 MULBERRY ST.

ASSORTMENT

COMPLETE
ASSORTMENT

1 /3 With Order, Balance C. O. D., F. O. B. Newark.

pital, Chicago, for an operation during the neck to have two shows." -Dave
the NACOMM convention. He tele- Robbins, Brooklyn.
phoned The Billboard on December 21
that he was getting along fine.

a glorious close with our latest game,
Trophy, and those two hits, St. Moritz
and Alps. For 1939 we promise a con-

another week.
APPOINTMENTS: Friends of Harry
Drollinger felt it advisable to hurry back
to Dallas with him on the day following
CHICAGO, Dec. 24. -"Looking back, I
the NACOMM convention due to a very can proudly say that 19:38 has been a
bad cold which threatened pneumonia. remarkable year," says Sam Wolberg, ofHarry said that he had several appoint- ficer of Chicago Coin Machine Mfg. Co.
ments to see friends on the day he had "Thousands of operators echo these sento leave. He wished to make this public timents, especially those who have loyalapology for not being able to keep those ly boosted Chicago Coin hit games.
appointments.
"We have released a most remarkable
FLORIDA: "I am taking my wife and string of games and we are proud of the
kiddies for a two-week vacation at carnin- records the machines have set
Miami Beach. I expect to be back in in nearly every territory in the nation."
time to exhibit at the Sherman Hotel Partner Sam Gensberg concurred with

the coming year one of prosperity for
Chicago Coin games operators. Fresh
ideas, playing innovations, captivating
new features will keep Chicago Coin out
in front as they have during 1938."

He hoped to be ready to go home in

1938 a Good Year,
Says Sam Wolberg

tinuation of games that will indeed make

LOOK
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THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

Exhibitors at

,

...--

NACOMM Show

4..
k.C9'

'cILAY

(Continued from last week)

°'eV

PEERLESS NOVELTY CO., Spooner,
Displayed Willie Jiggs phonograph

Wis.

stimulator. Represented by Frank W.
Davidson, Amos B. Miller.
PERMO

PRODUCTS

CORP.,

6415

Ravenswood avenue, Chicago. Displayed
phonograph needles. Represented by Art

avenue, New York. Displayed cigarets.
Represented by 0. G. Zemann, E. A. McCorkell, S. C. Anderson, M. Kaufman.
RCA -VICTOR CO., Camden, N. J. Displayed Victor and Bluebird records. Rep-

resented by Jack Williams, Herb Allen,

Tom Bernard, Phil Gustafson, Dean Kerl,
Pat Vance.
D. ROBBINS & CO., 1141 DeKalb avenue, Brooklyn. Displayed Bingo counter

skill game, 2 in

1

CHINES.
Make Your Selection and Send In Your Order.
(All Reconditioned Equipment Is Offered SubJect to Prior Sale.
ONE -BALL AUTOMATICS.
1 Bally Entry
$24.50
1 Bally Golden Wheel
17.50
1 Gottlieb Foto Finish
19.50
1 Bally Racing Form
17.50
8 Mills 1-2-3 Tables
39.50
3 Bally Klondikes
74.50
1 Gottlieb Multiple Races
39.50
2 Mills Big Races
29.50
NOVELTY GAMES.
$10.00
1 Bally Line Up
1 Duval War Admiral
10.00
1 Daval Green Lights
27.50

EXTRA!

Olsen, Sherman Pate, Raymond Peterson, L. J. Hamilton, William H. Falch,
Ferne Henry.
PHILIP MORRIS & CO., Ltd., 119 Fifth

IN GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED MA-

EXTRA!

EXTRA!

42 BALLY RESERVES, FIRSTCLASS CONDITION AND
READY FOR LOCATION, ONIY $16.50
GUARANTEED SLOTS.

MILLS VEST POCKET

BELL
The Midget of Automatic Bell Machines. Size
8x7x8". We now have them in stock and Immodiate delivery Is guaranteed. Cover those Q. T.
spots and Increase your profits. Phone, wire or
mail your order today.

$49.50
io Mills 50 Blue Fronts
21 Mills 5c Cherry Bells
7 Mills 5c Melon Bells
69.5059.50
4 Mills 5c Skyscraper Bells, Mystery
Payout

1 Mill s 5c Yellow Front Mystery 29.50
G. A. Bell
39.50
1 Mills 50c Blue Front
59.50
2 Mills 25c Escalator FOK VendCPS

27.50

Bell

34.50

1 Mills 250 Regular P. 0. Golden

TERMS: 1/3 Certified Deposit With Order, Balance C. 0. D.

MEP

vender, stick gum

vender. Represented by D. Robbins, J. M.
McCarthy.
20515 FRRNKLIN STREETFAYETTFVILLE.N.C.7:26/endeirersC0/4120/F
ROCK-OLA MFG. CORP., 800 North
Kedzie avenue, Chicago. Displayed phono- boards. Represented by Dave LaMear, renting out phono units to private
parties.
graphs, scales. Represented by R. Dillon, Earle R. Parker.
E. Reiman, E. Michels, R. Spychal, A. THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER CO.,
Janesek, E. Gunsteen, J. Leonard, E. North Tonawanda, N. Y. Displayed
Once again, according to Maurice
Halvorsen, B. Boldt, J. Sears, J. Oakes.
Carey, city treasurer, Kansas City's
phonographs.
nickel parking meters in the downtown
ROWE MFG. CO., 2 Main street, Bellebusiness district showed excellent profit
ville, N. J. Displayed cigaret machines.
for the month. In his November sumRepresented by R. Z. Greene, John

Moran, Hy Frumkin, Harry Cisterman,
M. Jacobs, Walter Gilbert, M. Zimmerman, John Mill.
SCHMIDT BROS., 638 Federal street,
Chicago. Displayed printing.
J. P. SEEBURG CORP., 1500 North
Dayton street, Chicago. Displayed phonographs.

FASTEST

SHYVERS MFG. CO., 2315 West Huron,
Chicago. Displayed phonographs, wall

boxes, coin chutes, trade checks. Represented by R. P. Shyvers, Ken C. Shyvers,
E. Lynge, R. Shure.

Kansas gift/

but also as a solution to parking
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Dec. 24.-Back difficulties once experienced by city
from the Chicago convention with new officials.

enthusiasm for the coin machine in-

dustry in general, Kansas City manufacturers, distributors, jobbers and ops are
busy with new machines and preparations for Christmas.
The CMMA conclave at the Sherman
Hotel in January also will find Kansas
City well represented, several with large

SIMPLEX VENDING MACHINE CO., exhibits.

SELLING
GAME

ON THE

MARKET!
There Must
Be a Reason!
Straight
Novelty

$7450

Free Came $8950
Model

Immediate Delivery!

See Your Jobber
Now!

804 Sycamore street, Cincinnati, 0. Displayed vending machines. Represented by
W. C. McOwen.

A. E. Sandhaus, head of the Great

SPIN -0 SALES, Inc., 108 South 11th States Mfg. Co., has two inexpensive
street, Minneapolis, Minn. Displayed penny games ready to introduce at the
Spin -0 trade stimulator. Represented by CMMA show next month. They are
Tap -It and Drop -It and feature several
H. Cowl, M. Levine.
STANDARD TRANSFORMER,
1500 radical departures from the run-of-theNorth Halsted, Chicago. Displayed packs, mill small game types, according to
transformers, power units. Represented Sandhaus. Also to be introduced is the
States Bantam Beauty, a midget
by J. Kahn, E. Gnamer, L. Gamache, Great
vender with 11/2 gallons capacity for gum
R. J. Arndt.
THE STARK NOVELTY CO., 1510 West and merchandise. The Bantam' Beauty
Tusc., Canton, 0. Displayed the Roll -a - will occupy less than seven inches of
Round slot machine safe. Represented space on a counter. In addition, Great
States is introducing a completely new
by Walter Angeli, Victor Angeli.
STEWART & McGUIRE, Inc., Empire
State Building, New York. Displayed
cigaret machines, gum machines, candy
machines and Coca-Cola vender. Repre-

line of pastel colored venders. Light
greens, blues, pinks and yellows will

cover porcelain bases, and in Sandhaus'
opinion will attract the eye of everyone.
But the most unique innovation of all
sented by James E. Stewart, Lewis A.
is the Great States line of barbecued
Jaffa, Ben Kulick.
nuts,
actually barbecued over an open STONER MFG. CORP., 328 Gale street,
Aurora, Ill. Displayed candy vending ma- kiln furnace, which will be on display

chine, amusement games. Represented at the Chicago show for the first time
by H. B. Stoner, W. Bartelt, B. Howard, in America. The barbecued nuts, of
R. Stayton, R. Feldott, C. R. Adelberg, the Spanish peanut and blanched Virginia type, will soon be a regular feature
F. Moxey.
SUPERIOR PRODUCTS CO., 14 North of the Great States plant here.

Peoria street, Chicago. Displayed sales boards. Represented by Fred Goldman,
Keeney's Stablemate game is the
Voe Irvine, G. D. Sax, M. B. Bronstein. bigJ. H.
seller, along with the Wurlitzer
TRIMOUNT COIN MACHINE CO., 1292 Phonograph
line, for Rue Mason and
Washington street, Boston. Displayed Tim Crummett
the Central Distributvending machines. Represented by David ing Co. Biz isofbrisk
Central these
S. Bond, B. A. Sossen, Edward Reese, days and prospects forat
are bright,
B. M. Bond, P. Forest Lewton, H. J. in Mason and Crummitt's1939
opinion.
Fisher.

U-NEED-A-PAK PRODUCTS CORP.,
UNEEDA MERCHANDISER, Inc., 135
Workmen are busy these cold crisp
Plymouth street, Brooklyn. Displayed December days at the United Amusecigaret and candy vending machines. ment plant building a large extension
Represented by Louis Steiner, Murry to the modern United building. Accord-

Wiener, Leo Williams, Bill Wiener, Al ing to Carl F. Hoelzel, president of the
Price, M. Kushner, A. Herman, Harry company, an additional 4,000 square feet
Golden, W. Golden, M. Postal, M. Turc, of space will be obtained by the annex.
H. Babbity.
There also is being constructed a large
UNIVERSAL MFG. CO., 104 East Eighth barn for crates, boxes and used mastreet, Kansas City, Mo. Displayed jar chines. Hoelzel is experiencing a wide
games. Represented by J. J. Kellogg, demand for Bally's Paramount and
Joseph Berkowitz, R. S. Chandler, George Thistledown games, and also Vest Pocket
Jaber, John R. Daly, C. R. Eyman.
Bells, of which he has sold 250 in the
VEEDER-ROOT, Inc., Hartford, Conn. last 10 weeks. Hoelzel, too, will be on

GENCO,Inc.
2621 N. ASHLAND AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Displayed counters, mechanical and elec- hand for the CMMA conclave in the
tric. Represented by John Brannick, Windy City.
Earny Britton, D. J. Post Jr., George
Patity, N. Cavaliere, C. H. Gallion, Floyd
Enjoying unprecedented popularity
Bringolf.
WALCO DISTRIBUTING CO., 250 West

mary of city finances Carey said the
meters were more than proving their
value, not only as a source of revenue

this winter in Kansas City are coin -

54th street, New York City. Displayed operated phonographs. Few are the
Walco sapphire needles. Represented by night clubs here which do not augment
regular bands and floor shows with
Robert Grenner.
THOMAS A. WALSH MFG. CO., 201 recorded music for patrons, and disSouth 10th, Omaha, Neb. Displayed sales - tributing firms report heavy business in

Dave Cooper, president of the Peeris still another
phonograph distributor who is up to his
neck in work as the holidays approach.
"Things are rushing," says Cooper, "and
we are doing the best business in many
less Distributing Co.,

months."

Texas Governor
States Opinions
FT. WORTH, Tex., Dec. 24.-Governor-

Elect W. Lee O'Daniel recently issued a

statement, widely quoted in the press,
concerning the hunt for revenue to pay
the $30 -a -month pension promised to
every person in Texas over 65 years
of age.
His statements about the possible
sources of revenues are being carefully
studied even in other States and are regarded as a sincere effort to consider
the entire field of State taxes in the
light of known facts. His opinions are
said to be something new in the field
of State policies. The governor said
that he had not yet reached a decision
on taxes he would recommend.

Genco Set for
New 1939 Games
CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-"A new factory
production record is being set these

days," declares Dave Gensberg, of Genco,

Inc., "and while we are setting that
record for 1938 the game that is now
coming off the production line is getting new earnings records for 1938 thruout the country. I refer to Stop and
Go, which bids to continue its popu-

larity well into 1939.
"Demand for the game shows no signs

of letting up in spite of expectations
of a natural seasonal setback. While
the call for Stop and Go is as unrelenting as it was when the game was first
introduced, we are now well along in

our plans for 1939's games. We're all
set for a flying start and we can promise
those Genco followers that 1939 will be
a bigger year than 1938."

LOOK

IN THE WHOLESALE
MERCHANDISE SECTION

for the
LATEST NOVELTIES,

PRIZES.

PREMIUMS AND SPECIALTIES

The Billboard
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Dallas
DALLAS, Dec. 24.-Local operators re-

M A N 0 - WA R

mAltorr-t,

port phonograph and amusement game
business as improving. Colder weather

' .Daint! oDol

61.t2v-k4)5k7/4

is pushing receipts up by bringing the
crowds inside. This is certainly a sales board Christmas for Dallas operators.
More merchandise and salesboard combos are on the local market than ever
before. Many locations are doing a nice
holiday business and the selection of

159

1- BALL CONSOLE

24 70 4569

MULTIPLE PAYOUT
MYSTERY DAILY DOUBLE
MYSTERY SELECTION & ODDS

BY THE MASTERS
OF PAYOUTS !

-with Mystery Payouts in multiples of 3!
FIRSTwith Flicker Light FieIld and Illuminated

boards is wide and varied. Combinations
are on display offering all kinds of mer-

Pockets!

-with Mystery "Daily Double" Pockets
and TOP AWARD OF $12 CASH!
Greatest game of recent times!

chandise from money and marbles to
milady's fine furs.

Mystery Selection of 1 or more
. Multiple or Single operation by simply throwing switch
. . . Odds 8-1 to 240-1 . . . absolutely bug -free mechanism! Earnhorses

Local coin machine men and ops who
attended the coin show in Chicago last
week included Mr. and Mrs. Earl Reyn-

ings that mark a new era! Order
quick and clean up!

olds, of Simplex Distributing Co.; Fisher
Brown, of Brown & Fulsom, and W. W.
(Mike) Ackman. and Harry Drollinger,
of Modern Music Co.

1895°
DON'T MISS THE

Sol

Ritter, sales representative for

SELLING FASTER
THAN EVER ! !

Gardner & Co., Chicago manufacturers
of salesboards, called on jobbers and
operators in Dallas last week. Ritter has
just completed a business trip thru
Louisiana and East Texas. He reports
business good in both those sections.

MILLS VEST POCKET BELL
World's Smallest Ai. tomatic Bell

been appointed exclusive Oklahoma State

Payout Counter Machines.

50

ONLY

M -G

Candy Co., Oklahoma City, has

distributor for the Kidd Sales Co.'s line
of photo candy deals and jar deals.

B. W. (Burt) Davis, Dallas, has opened
a new local sales office at 4225 McKiney

His new firm, the Burt Sales
Co., will specialize in original salesboard
deals. Davis is also planning to manuavenue.

Stock on Hand-Order Now!
Immediate Deivery!!
1/3 Deposit, Balance C. 0. D.

Atlas Novelty Co.
2200 N. Western Ave.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Three Chicoin
Gaines in Production

facture a new line of salesboards. Associated with him are W. F. Pankey, Curtis
Trotter and Dan Maple.

GOTTLIEB
SURPRISES
AT THE CMMA SHOW
BOOTHS 31-32-33

DUO -GRIP
TRADE STIMULATOR PLUS
3 -WAY STRENGTH TESTER

Gives You Double Profits!
Besides testing strength of Push, Pull and Grip, Cigarette Reels spin with each grip . . . winning sym-

bols entitle player to award shown on award card.
Available with fruit bell
symbols

or

245°

numbers.

Combination lc to 25c
Slot. Stand, $2.50.

Still Going Strong :
The Kidd Sales Co. is to manufacture

a new jar deal which it plans to have
on the market by the first week of the
new year. Charles K. Kidd, of the firm,
just completed a successful trip thru
East and South Texas and reports an
excellent business for his new photo

East Texas ops were
reported doing a splendid holiday business. Kidd said that since the introduction of his photo frame candy deal three
CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-"Three games in. months ago his firm has sold over
production at one time, and all in de- 10,000 units of the candy combination,
mand; that's the set-up at our factory which means that his company has disnow, and we're proud of it," says Sam triouted over 30,000 pounds of candy
Gensberg, Chicago Coin Machine Mfg. Co. with the candy and salesboard combo in
"The games are St. Moritz, Alps and 90 days.
Trophy, and the remarkable thing about
production is that St. Moritz and Alps
have been running for an unusual length St. Moritz and Alps continue their popof time, as novelty games go. As a rule, ularity with operators along with the
when a manufacturer announces a new new star game, Trophy. It speaks well
game the demand for previous games for the results operators have been get-

immediately lessens and by the time ting with Chicago Coin games and seems
the new game has been in production to indicate that there is a growing marpleasant
for a week or ten days, production on ket for games of this type-a
the old games drops to a mere dribble." thought to carry into 1939," Gensberg
"We were pleasantly surprised to see said.

DE LUXE GRIP SCALE
3 -WAY STRENGTH TESTER $19.50

SEASON'S
GREETINGS
to all our Friends
and Best Wishes
for a Bigger

D. GOTTLIEB &CO.

COIN MACHINE YEAR

2736-42 N. Paulina St., CHICAGO

ONE HALF FREE

.0.

5

Brings in the Cash
1500 -Hole - F-4885
Takes in
Pays out

$37.50
$20.00

Write for new low prices on
Thick and Semi -Thick Boards

CHAS. A. BREWER & SONS

The Largest Board and Card
House in the World.
6320 Harvard Ave.
Chicago, U. S. A.

$500
0
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SPECIALS

S'TONER.'S ZETA
3 FOR $100.00
(Single Lots $39.50)

BALLY RESERVES

3 FOR $50.00
(Single Lots $17.95)
All Machines Reconditioned and in A-1 Shape.

1/3 Deposit With Order, Balance C. 0. D.

AVON NOVELTY SALES CO., Inc.
B. & B. SUPPLY CO., Fairmont, Minn., recently celebrated the opening of
new quarters. Above are shown several members of the firm, which distributes
Harlich salesboards. Left to right: Herman Guttman, Harlich representative;
Bob. Meth, Ole Olson, F. E. Ladd, Bob Nelson and Al Anderson.

2923-25 PROSPECT AVE.,

CLEVELAND, 0.

ADVERTISE IN THE BILLBOARD - YOU'LL BE
SATISFIED WITH RESULTS

The Billboard

160
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AMUSEMENT MACHINES

Gottlieb Hints
At What's Coming

HAPPY NEW YEAR

what D. Gottlieb & Co. have up their
sleeve as a surprise for operators at
the CMMA Show in January, Dave
Gottlieb stated, "We'll be ready to give
the trade a revelation in new machines

IS MORE THAN A SLOGAN WHEN YOU OPERATE

designed for money -making under present conditions.

BALLY GAMES

"We have a number of surprises to
show, but one machine in particular,
which we have hit upon, will sweep
operators off their feet. This is a, totally
new and timely idea, applied for the
first time to a coin machine with

For a prosperous PiT.I

get on the Bally Band Wagon . . .
a complete line of equipment for every location
including
PARAMOUNT Spinning Captive Ball Sensation in Reserve,
Novelty or Free Play Models
. THISTLEDOWNS Reserve
Type Multiple One -Shot
. . BABY RESERVE Counter Game
with $50 top
. RAINBOW Pencil Vendor with Buy -Back
Feature . . . DIXIE and other 7 -coin consoles .
. and the
sensational new BALLY BELL that doubles your bell earnings.
.

.

.

startling results. There is no closed territory for this idea, and its effect on the
dormant type of location is almost mag-

.

.

cal.

''In addition, we'll have plenty of new

.

.

PRE -SHOW

CHICAGO, Dec. 24. -In discussing

things to show in pay tables, novelty
games and counter games that nullify
old standards of profit making. That's
all I can let out of the bag now, but
you'll see all our new numbers revealed
for the first time at booths 31, 32 and

.

.

33 of the CMMA Show in January.

GET FACTS NOW ON BALLY'S

"Let me add," he concluded, "that
members of the industry who are interested in what's really new for 1939,
and who are anxious to make money

BEVERAGE VENDER

during the coming year, should not miss
this greatest of all coin machine shows.
You'll be more than rewarded by what

YOUR BEST BET FOR A PROSPEROUS 1939

you can see and learn."

BALLY MFG. COMPANY
2640 BELMONT AVENUE,

Commissioners To
Ask Games Okeh

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

JANUARY 16- 1 9,

1939

Neil Duck, a member of the commission,
has announced.
N

GLOBE 1939 SPECIAL
HOLES PLENTY of ACTION

5

NTS

A SALE

BARREL STYLE TICKETS.

Each Combination repeats 12 times. Field Rows contain 100
Tickets; 1 Each $15, $12, $10, 59, 58, $7, $6, $5, $4, $3, $2,
and 87 $1.00.
Action Rows contain 15 Tickets: 2 $25.00, 1 $10, and 12 $5.00.
Takes In $126.00. Average Payout, $84.00.

Price $4.90 Ea.

Duck's statement was made as commissioners from Trumbull and Mahon-

ing counties met with newly elected
State legislators to discuss the relief situation and plan for the future.

SLOTS.

27 Mills Melon B'Ils, 5c $47.50
2 Mills Melon B'is, 25c 49.50

20 Pace Comets, 1938,

.....
12 Pace Comets, 1938,
5c

37.50

1c
35.00
Like New, Used Only 60 Days.
NOVELTY GAMES.
17 Zetas
$29.50
18 Bally Reserves
15,00
4 Bally Arcades
22.50
6 Odd Balls
49.50

1 Bumper
2 Genco Football
4 Genco Long Beach
3 Auroran
2 Hot Springs
3 Carnival
1 Chico Baseball

3 War Admiral

2 Speed

1 Slugger
1 /3 Deposit Required
Order.

MT. ROYAL NOVELTY, Inc.

306 East Baltimore Street,

PIN GAMES.

2 Mills 1-2-3 (Rebuilt)

2 Gottlieb Horseshoes
5 Preakness

10 Gottlieb "Two or Mores": Derby

The movement is designed to help

the farmer get better prices for his products.

Lack

of

co-operation

among

$19.50
15.00

Days, College
Football. Speed
King, High Card, Feature, and
Miss Americas
15.00
2 Turf Champs .
16.00

Bumpalite
Springtime
Foto-Flnish
All Stars
Pamco Tout
Bally Derby
Challenger

sig.o
EA.

3

Lady Luck

Heavyweight

Spotlit°

Center Smash
Sweet 21

Grand Prize
Royal

for

Races

Bally Multiple
Daily Races
Latonla

$25.00

Preview
1 5c Pace Console, No.

RF43106M
1 10c Pace Console, No.
RF41198 M
25 New Bennett Lucky Packs
10 New Dave! Track Reels

$99.50
99.50
15.00
7.50

NATIONAL SCALE COMPANY
1415 Wash, Ave., S., Minneapolis, Minn.
Wire, Write, Phone. 1 /3 Deposit.

Turf King ..5 9.00
... 9.00
Electro ..... 9.00

Bambino
521.00
Fleet
30.00
Bally Reserve 17.00

Sensation

Spokes

Review

Palm Springs

crop control.

..... $49.50

2 Bally Kiondikes (Excellent Condition)
49.50
1 Fairgrounds
46.00
1 Western Paddies
35.00

of

over the nation adopt some plan

Stoner Ritz

32.50
25.00
22.00

53.00
32.50
30.00
22.00
Grand Slam
25.00
Triple Play
46.00
Zephyr
16.00
Chico Baseball 7.00
Airway
11.00
Silver Flash
10.00
Races

Splash
Cadet

For Export Cable:

9.00
....
.... 40.00

Carnival

$6.00 ea.
Score
Board, Cross
Electric

Line Boo Hoo
*Bally Boosters
Stoner Races
Bally Bumper

Ricochet
Skooky.

'Munmachine" N. Y.

MIKE MUNVES CORP.
593 Tenth Ave.

NEW YORK

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIP"

-01111111111111111111111,

JUDGE A DISTRIBUTOR '
by the

$ 6.50

1 Turf K Ing

CONSOLES

5 Jennings 1938 Parlay Races and
Pick 'Em, in excellent condition
$54.50
4 1937 Dominoes
49.50
1 Western Thoroughbred
49.50
2 Bally Favorites (9 Coin Head)
349..5500
4 Bally Ray's Tracks
45.00
2 Mills Flashers
2 Pacific Deluxe Bells
19.50
1 Bally Club House
39.50
1 Evans Keene
27.50
PHONOGRAPHS.
1 1937 Rock-Ola Rhythm King $75.00
1 1937 Gabel 24 Record
79.50
1 1937 Gabel 18 Record
69.50

Jungle
Keeney Free

YEAR-END CLEARANCE SALE
12 Mills Cherry B'is, 5c.$42.50
6 Watling Diamond
Bells, 5e
27.50
14 Silver Chiefs, Sc
45.00

FIED CUSTOMER."

NEW YORK, Dec. 24. -Owners of
grocery locations, thru the National Association of Retail Grocers, indicated
here recently that this vast organization
may join in a movement to help farmers

1023-27 Race Street,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
WRITE FOR OUR 96 -PACE CATALOG.

AUTOMATICS
5 Sport Page
$79.50
39.50
8 Fleetwood
69.50
3 Derby Champs
5 Stoner Champs
59.50
3 Bally Klondike
69.50
2 Golden Wheel
15.00
2 Gottlieb Derby Day 12.50
2 Gottlieb Foto-Finish 15.00
2 Mills 1-2-3
39.50
1 Mills Rio
59.50

Thoroughly Reconditioned and Refinished.

"EVERY MACHINE MAKES A SATIS-

Locations Help Farmers

farmers themselves is a serious handicap, so the grocers may join in an educational program to improve conditions.

GLOBE PRINTING CO.

USED GAMES.

Blue Birds

State Legislature to legalize slot machines, dog racing and other forms of
amusement; also to increase the cigaret
tax one cent in order to finance relief,

SHERMAN HOTEL

Entire Stock of

Belmonts

YOUNGSTOWN, O., Dec. 24. -Trumbull County commissioners will ask the

BOOTHS 19,20,21,22,47,48

CLEARANCE

6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50
8.50
8.50
8.50
8.50
8.50
8.50
With

COMPANIES REPRESENTED

Eastern Distributors:

MILLS NOVELTY CO.
A. B. T. CO.
CROETCHEN MFG. CO.
BALLY MFG. CO.
H. C. EVANS & CO.
COLUMBUS VENDING CO.
CHICAGO METAL MFG. CO.

DAVAL MFG. CO.

BALTIMORE, MD.

KEYSTONE NOV. & MFG. CO.

26th & Huntingdon Sts.

SPECIAL:
CLEARANCE SALE
REAL BUY IN NOVELTY GAMES
Palm Springs
Fleets

$34.00
Silver Flash
$12.00
Mercury
32.00
War Admiral
10.00
Long Beach
21.00
Beam-Lite
10.00
Turf King
19.00
Airway
10.00
Bumper
17.00
Speed
9.00
Daytona
17.50
Forward March
8.00
Carnival
17.50
Tournament
8.00
Ricochet
14.00
Chic Baseball ..
7.00
We Have a Large Verbs y of Other Games at a Real Buy. Write in for Price List.
One -Third Deposit With Each Order.

Bambino
Daily Dozen
Bally Reserve
Cargo

Zephyr

Ski Hi

....

YALE AMUSEMENT COMPANY,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

$ 7.00

VALUES

7.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

952 GRAND AVENUE,
NEW HAVEN CONN.

15 EXHIBIT MERCHANTMEN ....$25.00
14 RED HEAD TRACK TIMES.... 85.00
7 TANFORANS ........ ....... 37.50
4 1338 BALLY SKILL FIELDS.... 69.50

FRED PRAY, New York district
manager for Rock-Ola Mfg. Corp.,

THE LAST "WORD" IN YOUR. LETTER TO

reports good luck on his hunting
trip in Northern Michigan as evi-

ADVERTISERS, "BILLBOARD"

weeks of rest, he reports, "in preparat,on for a big, 1939."

denced above.

Pray enjoyed two

2 1938 JENNINGS PICK -'EM
2 GALLOPING DOMINOES
4 DELUXE BELLS
2 BALLY TEASERS
Half Deposit.

78.50
69.50
25.00
22.50

Cleveland Coin Machine Exchange
2336-8 PROSPECT AVE.. CLEVELAND. 0.
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Four Hectic Days of Surprises
CHICAGO, Dec. 24.-I'Four hectic days Right now practically every foot of disof surprises," promises the CMMA man- play space is sold out-which means

every inch of display space will be
agement, in summarizing the plans for that
jam-packed with items of vital interest
the 1939 Coin Machine Show to be held to operators and distributors.
at the Sherman Hotel here, January 16
"Our various committees realize that
'all work and no play' is a lousy arrangeto 19, 1939.
ment.
Therefore, in addition to the
"You've asked for an outline of our
on the exhibition floor, there
plans," replied Jim Gilmore, secretary - surprises
be many other surprises to entertain
manager for the CMMA, "and that's will
amuse operators and distributors.
really the best answer I can give you. and
of these will be sponsored by the
Four days of surprises -96 hours of sur- Some
and will far surpass anything
prises -5,760 minutes of surprises. Be- association
prepared for the delight of coin
cause there will be surprises every min- ever
machine men, Other surprises are in

EVANS' 1939

EQUIPPED WITH EVANS'

GALLOPING
DOMINOS
WITH NEW LEGALIZING

SKILL

store up in the Open House suites of
"Naturally, we can't divulge the devarious manufacturers, and these,
tails of our plans at this time. After the
will be on a more lavish scale than
all, the January Show will be nothing too,
ever.

surprises, surprises and more surprises.
Machine

Surprises

"Some of the biggest surprises, of
course, will be up on the Exposition
Floor. Because there the operators and

and

the industry!

Positively eliminates overlapping and Jamming

of coins. Stops grief from thick
coins, slugs, gum, string, steel
strips, celluloid and other tricks
of the gyp artist. Last 3 coins

IDEAL FOR
Again this "KING OF
CONSOLES" scores a
top hit! New, ingenious
Legalizing

Surprise Floor Show

"In this connection, I want to say that
the Floor Show for Banquet Night has
already been arranged by Dick Hood, of
the H. C. Evans Co. Mr. Hood was the
originator of the famous Streets of Paris

Skill Attachment
with Gold Award . . .
now makes it a per-

fect "natural" wherever skill games are

during the World's Fair and has also
been in charge of coin machine banquets
in previous years. He promises the
greatest show you've ever seen-and

required!

Evans' NEW 7 -Coin

PLENTY OF SURPRISES!

Head

"Make your plans now to come to

and in the January issue of all other
trade journals of the coin machine in-

dustry that you will receive right after
the first of the year.
"A part of them cannot be revealed
until you come to the show and you can
gamble your last dollar that coming to
our show is going to be tremendously
pleasant and profitable. You simply cannot afford to miss it. You ain't seen

protects

your

profits! New Steel in-

the Big Surprise Party-the biggest Coin
Machine Show in history. Write me at
CMMA Headquarters, 323 Hotel Sherman, regarding room reservations. And
be there with bells on -1939 Coin Machine Show-Sherman Hotel, Chicago,
January 16-19-"Home-Coming" Week to

ner wall

tampering with
New

silent -action

prevents
mechanism.
mechanism,

giant power-pak, a host of other
new

1939

features

plus

Ev-

ans' precision engineering make
this marvel absolutely incom-

parable to any other game regardless of claims! Perfect per-

formance unconditionally guar-

SEE THE NEW

anteed!

JACKPOT MODEL
anal

LUCKY LUCRE
AT THE CMMA SHOW !
BOOTHS 2940, 37-38

OTHER EVANS' HITS
BANG TAILS

ROLLETTO, Jr.

At Your Jobber or Write, Wire or Phone Haymarket 7630.

nothing yet!"

H. C. EVANS & CO. 1520.1530 W. ADAMS ST. CHICAGO

Old -Age Pensions

Gaining in News
BOSTON, Dec. 24.-The Boston Herald
indicated that Senator Henry Cabot
Lodge Jr. (Rep.) intended to make good
on the promises of many of the recently

elected new members to Congress who
had favored the Townsend plan or other
increases in old -age pensions.
The proposal will probably be to raise
the old -age pensions from an average
Three Divisions There
of $30 to $60 per month. States would
"Incidentally, I want to emphasize furnish $20 per month under this plan
that the Big Surprise Party at the Sher- and the federal government the reman in January will include every mainder.
branch of the industry. Music, merIt is understood in political circles
chandise, amusement machines and bells that the Roosevelt Administration plans
-all will be represented by elaborate to take the advance for such an inexhibits of the big leaders-plus bril- crease. It seems certain therefore that
liant displays of salesboards, jar deals, old -age pensions will be increased conpremium goods

Engineered to accept the new
Jefferson nickel. Acknowledged
by big-time operators as the
greatest coin head advance in

RESTRICTED TERRITORY

distributors will see machines they never
dreamed were possible. Machines which coinmen everywhere!"
will put new pep into every branch of
"Some of our surprises will be revealed
the industry. Not merely new models,
but revolutionary new type machines. to you in the next issue of The Billboard

The kind of machines that come along
once in a blue moon and put the entire
industry back on Easy Street.
"I have had an opportunity to inspect
many of these machines and I have
never before felt so optimistic about the
future of the coin machine industry. No
operator need feel concern about his
future as long as he has a source of
machines such as are now lined up in
the engineering departments of our exhibitors waiting for the curtain to rise
on the Big Show and Surprise Party at
the Sherman. On the other hand, no
operator who hopes to keep in the running in 1939 can afford to miss the first
showing of these new machines. This
year, more than ever before, it will be
important for operators and distributors
to get in on the ground floor. The surprise machines which will be sprung at
the January Show are the kind for
which there will be a terrific scramble.
And the big profits for 1939 will go to
the operators and distributors who are
in a position to make their decisions
right there during the Show.

NEW 7 -COIN HEADI

in each chute visible at distance.
Patented a n d manufactured
solely by Evans - available only
on Evans' multiple -play consoles!

ATTACHMENT

ute of every day.

more nor less than a gigantic Surprise
Party; and giving out information about
a Surprise Party is like uncorking a
bottle of champagne the day before you
drink it. Simply tell the boys that the
'Convention Champagne' which will be
uncorked on the morning of January 16
will pop in a way which they will never
forget. And from the moment he steps
off the train until he heads back home
at the end of the week, each operator,
each jobber, each distributor will be living in a gay, glamorous atmosphere of
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allied products. siderably.

PRICE 55.50 EACH

ALL THE PROFITS

ALL THE ACTION
of a Slot in 3 -Bar Jackpot
All Tickets Are Actual 3 -Color
Reproductions of Slot Symbols.
Jackpot Dumps 13 Times.
No. 2423 - 2400 Holes.
Takes In $120.00; Average Payout, $65.56;
Average Gross Profit, $54.44.

You're Invited to Visit Our Factory Showroom
While Attending the Conventions.

Send for Folder NC -17 - It's Packed With New Profit -Makers.
14133c HUtsoinu.B. lvd.,

HARLICH MFG. CO.

BALTIMOREANS BANDOR AND GOLDSMITH compare Keeney's new con-

sole, Pastime, with actual dice game.

Advertise in The Billboard-You'll Be Satisfied With Results.
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awl wishes you a rosperous (Wew Year...
and you're sure to have one if you operate

SIDE -KICK

; ,444,35s0Wittgir

MAGNIFICENT NEW FULLY -ADJUSTABLE 5 -BALL NOVELTY GAME!

17 (lit

* Daval's original shifting hi -score lights. * Extra
free ball release. * Thrilling new Side -Kick feature,
scoring 2,000 and more. * Beautiful mirrored backboard, and topboard with new dazzling illuminated
*Complete flexibility of scoring control.
domes.
* Adjustable award control, with all awards fully

You'll fall for the SIDE --KICK the minute you see

for SIDE -KICK was specially designed to be
your money -making
. your pal . .
your buddy
It's got EVERYTHING -attraction sidekick!
"all -over -the -board" ball action -snap and animation

it

.

.

.

-speed and suspense -repeat play -complete anti cheat protection -huge earning power!

metered. * Armoured cabinets, also electrically locked
meter reset on reserve model -all for your protection

GREATEST FEATURES YOU EVER SAW!

and profit!
* New 3 -point thrill suspense (see pictures below).
MAKE SIDE -KICK YOUR SIDEKICK - AND WATCH IT KICK IN THE CASH ! ORDER SIDE -KICK NOW !
2. HI -SCORE WITH PLAY$50.95 RESERVE
RE.
I. STRAIGHT
.
.
. HI -SCORE WITH FREE
BANKHI-SCO3

3 MODELS:

Ball scores 1,000 when it

goes thru Side -Kick channel,

and

another

1,000

when mystery mechanism
flings it at the target
bumper while correspond-

ing side Is lit-upt
PRICE
Hi -Score

$ 9 50
Shifting side -to -side lights on

top and bottom of playing field
provides that thrilling last -sec-

Reserve

ond

$89.50

suspense!

Player

scores

1,000 if ball goes over contact
when adjoining lights are lit but lights shift every 500 points.

Free Play

ited -looks easy, but is not -so easy to get!

DAVAL MFG. Co., 315 N. Hoyne Ave., Chicago

GUARANTEED 100%
mechanically perfect!

$89.50

A played ball passing thru exit
contact while exit lights are lit
releases a FREE BALL to be
played over again! Number of
tree balls is theoretically unlim-

List of Exhibitors

CVLVIA ANNUAL COIN MACHINE SHOW
Sherman Hotel, Chicago, January 16.19, 1939

Guaranteed
Immediate

Delivery.

Mills Vest Pocket
Bell --Automatic
Payout
The tiniest Automatic Slot Machine In the
world with mystery payout. Only 8x7x8, weighs
only 15 lbs. Vest Pocket Bell will earn for
you the same profits as the large size slots. A
convenient machine to operate In closed territory.

Cash box holds 145.00 In nickels.

SICKING MFG. CO. Inc.
1922 FREEMAN AVE., - - CINCINNATI, 0.

going at the rate of about 5 or 6 a day
recently, the management stated.
Whereupon the CMMA declared that
the 1939 show would be "a colossal display of the industry's latest and greatest
creations. The stage is set, every branch
of the industry will be fully represented,
you'll see the most phenomenal array of

79.00

JENNINGS SJLVER CHIEF
Palm
Arlington ..$22.50
Springs ..$35.00
Air Derby.. 15.00
Alr Races.. 15.00
Fairgrounds. 47.50

Feed Bag... 75.00
Fleetwoods. 45.00
Foto Finish. 12.50

Golden Wheel 12.50
Mills 1-2-3. 47.50

Mills Big
Race

42.50

Paddles ... 02.50
Paddock

.. 20.00

8.00
Peerless ..
Pikes Peak.. 18.60
8.00
Post Times.
Preakness.. 25.00
Quinellas .. 75.00

Racing Forms 12.50

Regattas... 45.00
Ritz

..... 52.50

Sportsman.

20.00

Stables .... 19.50
Winning
Tickets

.

149.50

SAM MAY & COMPANY,
2011-13 Maryland Ave. Balta., Md.

Merchandise Sales Syndicate, Medill

slots, scales, vending machines, phonoRCA Mfg. Co., D. Robbins & Co., Rockgraphs, sales stimulators, premiums, nov- Ola
Mfg. Corp., N. Shure Co., Shyvers
elties, salesboards, jar deals, many items
Mfg. Co., Standard Transformer Corp.;
that will mark a new era.
Stewart & McGuire, Inc.; Superior Prod"Prizes to attending delegates are to ucts, Inc.
assume an important role. Not only will

Townsend Mfg. Co., Traders Syndicate;
there be grand prizes by the organization, but also exhibitors will offer about U -Need -A -Pak Sales, Inc.; Universal
Mfg.
Co., Thomas A. Walsh Mfg. Co.,
150 prizes individually. The big story
Watling Mfg. Co.; Werts Novelty Co.,
will be told later."

Co., Atlas Novelty Co., Automat Games,
Automatic Age.
Bally Mfg. Co., Bearse Mfg. Co., The

Billboard Publishing Co., Blackhawk Mfg.
Co., Block Marble Co., Brunswick Record

Inc.; Western Products, Inc.; W. W. Wilcox Mfg. Co., Winner Sales -Co.

Carl Trippe Plays
Santa to Employees

Corp., Buckley Mfg. Co., Burel & King.
Central Stand Mfg. Co., Chicago Coin
ST. LOUIS, Dec. 24. -Carl F. Trippe,
Mach. Mfg. Co., Chicago Lock Co.,
Churchill Cabinet Co.; Coin Machine owner and general manager of the Ideal
Journal, Inc.; Coin Machine Review, Novelty Co., will play Santa Claus again
William Corcoran Cabinet Co., Brabb to his host of employees, giving everyMfg. Co.

MIGHTY
FINE
FOR '39!

Electric Co., Monarch Coin Machine Co.,
Muncie Novelty Co., National Coin Machine Exchange; National Manufacturers,
Inc.
Operators Supply Co., Inc.; D. A.

Pachter Co., Pan Confection Factory,
new ideas ever assembled. Novelty game Paris Bead and Novelty House, Peanut
hits, payouts, consoles, counter games, Specialty Co., Premium Sales Co.

Firms Exhibiting
A. B. T. Mfg. Co., Acme Novelty & Mfg.

2 MACHINES FOR THE PRICE OF 1
MILLS MELON BELL and

LOOKS

(List as of December 22, 1938)
CHICAGO, Dec. 24. -In releasing the Co., Grand National Sales Co., Great
list of firms that have reserved exhibit States Mfg. Co., Groetchen Tool Co.,
space at the Sherman Hotel for the coin Guardian Electric Mfg. Co., Karl Gugmachine show to open on January 16, genheim, Inc.
the Coin Machine Manufacturers' AssoHamilton Mfg. Co., Illinois Lock Co.,
ciation stated that of the 212 possible Independent
Lock Co.; International
booths a total of 162 had been sold up Mutoscope Reel Co., Inc.; Jacobs Novelty
to and including December 22. This Co., Jasper Brokerage Co., Louisville Novleaves 52 booths and they have been elty Co.

one in his employ a week's salary as a

Bert Lane
and his crew
SEABOARD SALES,

INC.

619 TEnTH AvEnUE, nEw YORH, n.v.
Phone: Wlseon sin

7-sa

`7

SALES BOARD

OPERATORS!
You cannot afford to be without
our latest catalog of money -making premium deals. Write today

for your copy, also for big list of
close-out

cash

and

step-up

boards.

H. G. PAYNE COMPANY

312 Broadway, Nashville, Tenn.
Daval Mfg. Co., Electrical Products Christmas gift.
The gift applies to those people in
Co., R. C. Emrich, Etching Co. of America, H. C. Evans & Co., Exhibit Sales Co. his branch offices and also to those em- ADVERTISE IN THE BILLBOARD Filben Mfg. Co.; Philip Florin, Inc.; ployed by the Ideal Sales, Inc., the firm's
YOU'LL BE SATISFIED WITH
Gam Sales Co., Gardner & Co.; Gay salesboard subsidiary, which is managed
RESULTS
Games, Inc.; Genco, Inc.; D. Gottlieb & by Doc Wilcox.
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BIG-because of the complete coverage of
ALL OPERATORS-why take less?-when
you can get it all! Concentrate your advertising in The Billboard. The CMMA Convention

Show

Number

of

The

SNOW MMOER

Obi

flu' Only

II

Vekl y Amusement Machine Publication

Billboard

I January 211 will be distributed at the Sherman Hotel Tuesday, January 17, and copies
will be mailed to operators throughout the
country. This distribution will be in addition
to the regular weekly circulation.

Distributed at
Sherman Hotel, Chicago

Since 1899 The Billboard has been read regularly by coin machine operators . . . bringing
to them WITHOUT DELAY the important
news of the industry. Its large following and

preference among operators TODAY is the

Mailed to Operators
Throughout Country

result of valuable unmatched WEEKLY service
for 40 years.

JOBBERS and DISTRIBUTORS
This edition of The Billboard will include

a

directory of Jobbers and Distributors, making
it possible for everyone to Find your listing.
ALL spaces will be uniform in size at a very
nominal cost. The importance and value of
being represented in this directory-probably
the only one of its kind-is r-ery evident. Op-

400

erators will keep it for future reference and
refer to it often. If you have not received the
details by mail, write today for complete in-

(09

formation.

The increased size of
the book will make it

A Great Advertising Selling Opportunity for
Manufacturers and Distributors

#44Char

Oki
11.111kr

earlier than usual. Get
your copy in now to in-

sure careful attention
-411r

DON'T MISS IT!

necessary to go to press

441.6111Rir

and position.

FORMS GO
TO PRESS

THE BILLBOARD PUBLISHING COMPANY
5-27 Opera Place

- Phones, MAin 5306, 7 -

Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCII OFFICES
NEW YORK
alace Theater Bldg.
dallion 3-1616, 7, 8, 9

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

PHILADELPHIA

4th Floor Woods Bldg.
Central 8480

390 Arcade Bldg.
Chestnut 0443

7222 Lamport Road
Madison 6895

FRIDAY

JAN.13

WURLITZER
completes its initial year of
CONTROLLED PRODUCTION
One year ago Wurlitzer published
its Policies for 1938. Part of that
Policy and wholly new to this
industry was the announcement of
this pledge:

"We shall produce and sell
407, less phonographs in 1938

than we did in 1937 regardless of the demands that may

accorded Wurlitzer Models 500, 600

and 61, and because of an instant
appreciation of the benefits of Wurlitzer's Factory Trade -In Allowance

Plan, we were immediately and
have been consistently faced with
demands to exceed the production
schedule we promised to maintain.
Wurlitzer has not acceded to these

be made upon us to do otherwise."

demands-has actually controlled
its 1938 production to within a

Wurlitzer inaugurated this Policy
because we believed it would be
beneficial to both the music mer-

fractional point of the pledged 40%.

chandising business and the
business of manufacturing phonographs. Gladly we sacrificed our
chance for greater profits during

1938 in exchange for a Policy
which, for unlimited years to come,
would guarantee consistent profits
for both music merchant and manufacturer.

Wurlitzer Controlled Production
has now been in force for a year.
Because of the wide acceptance

Today with one year of Controlled
Production behind us, we are more
than ever convinced of its benefits

to you, to us and to the industry
in general.

Wurlitzer hereby renews its Plan
of Controlled Production for another year, firm in the conviction
that Wurlitzer Music Merchants

everywhere will greet this

an-

nouncement as another step ahead

in the stabilization of this great
business.

THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER COMPANY
NORTH TONAWANDA, N. Y.

